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ABSTRACT 
New Economic Policy of 1991, unleashed a series of policy 
measures leading to reforms in the Indian economy through de-
regulation, liberalisation, privatisation, globalisation and transparency. 
Some bold policy measures were taken about foreign investments as 
well as automatic approval for foreign investment upto 5 1 % in a few 
high priority industries and sectors. Secretariat for Industrial 
Assistance/Foreign Investment Promotion Board (SIA/FIPB) were set 
up to process applications not covered by automatic approval. Since 
then several other policy measures have been taken to encourage 
Foreign Direct Investment (FDI), Foreign Portfolio Investment (FPI), 
investments from Non-resident Indians/Persons of Indian Origins/ 
Overseas Corporate Bodies (NRIs/PIOs//OCBs) and investment in 
Global Depository Receipts (GDRs). 
The Govt, of India is making all possible efforts since July, 
1991, to allure large volumes of foreign investments to supplement 
domestic resources available for the critical areas of the economy 
including infrastructure sector comprising of Transportation Sector -
road and road transport, railways, airways, aerodromes, shipping and 
ports; Energy Sector - power, coal and lignite, petroleum and natural 
gas and non-conventional energy sources ; and Communication Sector 
- posts, telecommunication and information technology. 
The fate of infrastructure has a direct link with international 
competitiveness and flow of FDI. In India's case, no doubt the sector 
has grown up manifolds since independence but the credit goes to the 
giant Indian Public Sector. Inspite of the staggering growth, when 
compared to other developed and developing countries of the world, 
India appears to be far behind in terms of technology, managerial skills 
and expertise etc. To attract more FDI and improving the country's core 
sector the Govt, of India permitted foreign investment inflows and de-
reserved almost each and every industry or sector coming under the 
perview of the infrastructure sector, for private participation (domestic/ 
foreign) on BOT, BOO, BOLT, BOM basis. 
Power which is a part of the infrastructure sector is an 
essential element for overall economic development and prosperity of 
any country. In India the power sector has grown above expectations yet 
we are facing the problems of power cut, load shedding, shortages of 
supply, high transmission and distribution (T & D) losses, pilferages 
etc. Few of main causes behind such problems are the financial, 
technological and managerial inadequacy of the State Electricity 
Boards (SEBs). The chief hindrance in the functioning of SEBs has 
been the over-subsidised rates of the electricity sold to agricultural and 
domestic sectors. 
The Govt, of India in the wake of the l iberalisation offered a 
number of incentives for attracting investments in the power sector such 
as tax exemptions, curtailment of custom duties on plants and 
equipments, assurance for 16% return on investments which has been 
backed by guarantees and counter guarantees by the Central Govt. 
Inspite of this the position of inflows of foreign investments has not 
been satisfactory. The few main reasons for not achieving the desired 
target of investment are lack of unanimity between State and Central 
Govts , differences in policies and political ideologies among different 
political parties and absence of transparency in this regard 
The mam objectives of the study are to trace out the following 
(i) Govt's attitude towards foreign private investment before 
liberalisation 
(ii) Importance of foreign investment for a developing country like 
India 
(ill) Governmental policies relating to foreign investment inflows in 
the post liberalised period with special stress on FDI 
(iv) Trends of foreign investment inflows since 1991 to 31st Dec , 
1998 
(v) Critical analysis of foreign investment inflows in India 
(vi) The growth of mfrastructural sector after independence till the 
year 1997-98. 
(vii) The growth of the power sector in the country 
(viii) The policies related to the power sector reforms 
(ix) The critical appraisal of privatisation of the power sector in India 
(x) The future prospects of foreign investment inflows in 
infrastructure sector with special reference to power sector 
(xi) The problems relating to the growth of infrastructure sector and 
inflows of foreign investment in infrastructure sector especially 
the power sector 
(xii) The suggestions and recommendations. 
With the aforementioned objectives this work has been 
completed in three phases. In the first phase, a detailed survey of the 
existing published literature has been undertaken with a view to getting 
fully acquainted with the conceptual framework of the foreign investment 
in India and to trace the growth of the infrastructure sector of the 
country. In the second phase, the information and data pertinent to the 
study has been collected from various primary and secondary sources 
as well as from the relevant Ministries and agencies. In the third phase, 
the above collections are systematically arranged, synthesised, 
analysed and interpreted in order to arrive at some specific 
conclusions. 
During the course of this study it has been found out that the 
major investments in India are through Foreign Portfolio Investments 
and Foreign Direct Investment comes next to it. Whereas the position 
of investments through non-automatic route is greater as compared to 
the RBI's automatic route. The study further reveals that the NRIs/PIOs/ 
OCBs who used to be highly reluctant in investing in India have greatly 
responded to the policy of liberalisation. 
It has been noticed that the FDI inflows directly influenced the 
rate of GDP in India which reached to 7% at one time. Although the FDI 
inflows are shorter by 79% in relation to the total approvals, it is 
realised that if the gap is covered the ambitions behind economic 
liberalisation could be achieved. 
Another fact that has been noticed is in regard to the 
Statewise and Union Territory wise attraction of foreign direct 
investments. The study shows that Maharashtra and Pondicherry are 
the highest recipients of FDI as per State and Union Territory wise 
basis respectively. Among the countries that showed highest interest in 
India vis-a-vis. FDI are United States of America U.K. Netherlands, 
Mauritius, Germany, Switzerland etc. in the countrywise analysis. It has 
also been noticed that the FDI investments are highest in Power and 
Fuel sector followed by Telecommunication, Food Processing etc. 
From, amongst the South Asian countries the FDI inflows in India are 
highest but when compared to the other Asian countries like China, 
Singapore, Taiwan etc. it lags far behind. This is on account of the fact 
that these countries liberalised their economies many years before 
India did. 
The study highlights that the public sector used to be the 
leader in developing the infrastructure overheads in the country before 
the liberalisation. This was possible at that time with the help of 
budgetary support but to a limited extent. With the new regime of 
liberalisation the infrastructure overheads of economy were de-
reserved and de-regulated to be developed through private 
participation of domestic/ foreign investors and corporations. The 
stunted growth in infrastructure affected the growth of economy by 2 to 
3 percent. The indigenous technology is far behind the international 
standards which again poses an array of problems in the process of 
national development. The study shows the reluctance of private sector 
participation on account of long gestation period, low rate of returns 
The infrastructure sector of the country has not been able to 
grow as per the desired level because of the lack of financial 
resources, sophisticated and modern technologies, inadequacy of 
technical and managerial expertise and skills and above all heavy 
bureaucratisation and extraordinary interference by the Govt 
In addition, to the problems related to the inflov^^s of foreign 
investment in the country, problems like delays in land acquisition from 
respective State Govts , absence of autonomous regulatory authorities 
like SEBI, TRAI, CERC and SERCs for issuing licences and tariff 
fixations and high import duties on equipments and machines are the 
impediments in the quick mflov /^s of foreign investment in the country's 
infrastructure sector 
Keeping in mind the importance of foreign investment, 
infrastructure sector and foreign investment in the development of 
infrastructure sector an attempt has been made to suggest measures 
to attract more foreign investment in India to upgrade the infrastructure 
sector especially the power sector 
There is an urgent need to establish a pragmatic and 
transparent policy framework, the procedures for granting approvals 
and clearances could be streamlined by adopting the single window 
clearance mechanism, foreign companies may be treated at par with 
Indian companies, approvals should be granted only after receiving the 
detailed project reports from the foreign investors, the custom duties 
and corporate taxes may be further reduced and the political system is 
required to be stable for steady inflows of FDI 
and excessive bureaucratisation in infrastructure sector of the country 
The position of power sector is not different since it is one of 
the constituents of the infrastructure Except a sizeable increase in 
production the power sector is engulfed in the problems of transmission 
and distribution which in turn have generated the attending problems of 
power cuts load shedding, transmission and distribution losses, 
pilferages, low plant load factor, obsolescence etc 
It has been found that certain problems relating to the foreign 
investment inflows, growth of infrastructure sector and foreign 
investment in infrastructure sector are hindering the smooth 
implementation of liberalisation policy in India The mam problems are 
lack of expertise and skills in managerial, technical and technological 
spheres, ancillary facilities and research and development facilities, 
low rate of urbanisation and inadequate purchasing power of urban 
population, lack of political stability, lack of unanimity between the 
Centre and State Govts, absence of co-incidence in the political 
ideologies of different political parties, absence of administrative 
decision making, inadequacy of expertise for assessing the feasibility, 
viability and short and long-term effects of investments, improper 
implementation of policies regarding FDI and privatisation of industries 
and sectors, absence of single window clearance mechanism, lack of 
transparency in the FDI policies, absence of industrial and export 
promotion zones, and the lengthy case-to-case basis approvals for FDI 
proposals which are the mam constraints in the path of the inflows of 
FDI in the country 
For encouraging foreign investment in infrastructure sector it 
is pertinent for the State Govts, to allocate appropriate lands for the 
projects without any delays to the foreign investors, creation of 
regulatory authorities for the investors, on the lines of SEBI, TRAI, 
CERC and SERCs should be speeded up: the procedures for bidding 
and issuing licences may be streamlined; subsidies may be totally 
banned; in view of long gestation periods the taxation policies are 
needed to be reviewed; separate courts or benches of High Courts are 
to be created so that the disputes between the foreign investors and 
other parties could be solved quickly and the Govt, could timely review 
the policies relating to foreign investment in the country. 
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Democratic\Democracy 
Centre for Power Efficiency and Environment Protection 
Chief Executive Officer(s) 
Central Electricity Regulatory Commission 
Calcutta Electricity Supply Company 
Circulating Fluidised Bed Combustion 
Central Fuel Research Institute 
Central India Coking Coalfields Limited 
Canadian International Development Agency 
Coal India Limited 
Circuit kilometers 
Chittranjan Locomotive Works 
Centre for Monitoring Indian Economy 
Common Minimum National Action Plan 
Central Mine Planning and Design Institute Limited 
Central Mining Research Institute 
Compressed Natural Gas 
Committee Of Secretaries 
Cost Price Index 
Central Power Research Institute 
Central Power Sector Utility (les) 
Criminal Procedure Code 
Council of Scientific and Industnal Research 
Centra! Sector Station(s) 
Closed User Group 
Contingent Valuation Fund 
Department of Atomic Energy 
Direct Current 
December 
Direct Exchange Lines 
vDepartment 
^Oelhi Electricity Supply Undertaking 
Diesel and Gas Based Power Plant/Project 
Development Financial Institution(s) 
Diesel Locomotive Works 
Department of Non-Conventional Energy Sources 
Department of Post 
Department of Telecommunication 
Durgapur Projects Limited 
Detailed Project Report(s) 
Demand Side Management 
XI 
DVC 
DWT 
E-Commerce 
E-Mail 
ECB(s) 
ECL 
EIA 
EIL 
EOU(s) 
EPZ(s) 
ERC(s) 
EREB 
ESMO 
EXIM-Bank 
EXIM-Policy(ies) 
FBC 
FBR(s) 
FCCB(s) 
FDI 
Feb. 
FERA 
FICCI 
Fll(s) 
FIPB 
FO 
FPI 
FRG 
FSA 
FTA 
GAIL 
GBH 
GBPP 
Damodar Valley Corporation 
Diat Weight Tonnes 
Electronic Commerce 
Electronic Mail 
External Commercial Borrowing(s) 
Eastern Coalfields Limited 
Environmental Impact Assessment 
Engineering India Limited 
Export Oriented Unit(s) 
Export Promotion Zone(s) 
Electricity Regulatory Commission(s) 
Eastern Region Electricity Board 
Extended Satellite Money Order 
Export-Import Bank of India 
Export-Import Policy(ies) 
Fludised Bed Combustion 
Fast Breeder Reactor(s) 
Foreign Currency Convertible Bond(s) 
Foreign Direct Investment 
February 
Foreign Exchange Regulation Act 
Federation of Indian Chambers of Commerce and Industry 
Foreign Institution Investments/ Foreign Institutional 
Investor(s) 
Foreign Investment Promotion Board 
Fuel Oil/Furnace Oil 
Foreign Portfolio Investment 
Federal Republic of Germany 
Fuel Supply Agreement 
Fuel Transport Agreement 
Gas Authority of India Limited 
Ganga, Bhagirathi, Hoogli River 
Gas Based Power Plant/Project 
GDI 
GDP 
GDR(s) 
GEB 
GEF 
GIC 
Gil 
GMPCS 
Govt. 
GPP 
GRIDCO 
GRT 
GSMC 
G.T Road 
HAL 
HEP 
HFO 
Gross Domestic Investment 
Gross Domestic Product 
Global Depository Receipt(s) 
Gujrat Electricity Board 
Global Environment Facility 
General Insurance Corporation 
Global Informatics Infrastructure 
Global Mobile Personal Communication by Satellite 
Government 
Gas Power Plant/Project 
Orissa Grid Company 
Gross Registered Tonnage 
Global System for Mobile Communication 
Grand Trunk Road 
Hindustan Aeronauticals Limited 
Hydro-electric Plant/Project 
Heavy Furnace Oil 
X I I 
hp 
HP 
HPCL 
HPP 
HPS 
HRF 
HSD 
HSEB 
HSFO 
HVDC 
lA 
lAAl 
IBRD 
ICB 
ICF 
ICICI 
ICOR 
IDA 
IDBI 
IDFC 
IFC 
IFCI 
IGCC 
IIBI 
IIG 
HMD 
IISCO 
IL&FSL 
IMF 
IMSC 
IOC 
IPP(s) 
IPR(s) 
IRA 
IRC 
IREDA 
IRL 
ISD 
ISP(s) 
IT 
ITC(HS) 
ITIL 
IWAI 
IWT 
Jan. 
J&K 
JV(s) 
JVC(s) 
KAPS 
KFW 
Horse power 
Hewlett Packard/Himachal Pradesh 
Hindustan PetroleumCorporation Limited 
Hydro Power Plant/Project 
Hydro Power Station/Heavy Petroleum Stock. 
Highway Road Fund 
High Speed Diesel 
Haryana State Electiricity Board 
High Sulphur Fuel Oil 
High Voltage Direct Current 
Indian Airlines/Implementing Agency 
International Airport Authority of India. 
International Bank for Reconstruction and Development 
International Competitive Bidding 
Integral Coach Factory 
Industrial Credit and Investment Corporation of India 
Incremental Capital Output Ratio 
International Development Agency 
Industrial Development Bank of India 
Infrastructure Development Finance Corporation 
International Finance Corporation 
Industrial Finance Corporation of India 
Integrated Gasification Combined Cycle 
Industrial Investment Bank of India 
Inter Institutional Group 
International Institute for Management Development 
Indian Iron and Steel Company 
Infrastructure Leasing and Financial Services Limited. 
International Monetary Fund. 
Inter-Ministerial Standing Committee. 
Indian Oil Company. 
Independent Power Producer (s). 
Intellectual Property Right(s) 
Insurance Regulatory Authority. 
Independent Regulatory Commission. 
Indian Renewable Energy Development Agency. 
Indian Refineries Limited. 
International Subscriber Dialing. 
Internet Service Provider(s) 
Information Technology. 
IndianTrade Classification (Harmonised System) 
Indian Telephone Industries Limited. 
Inland Waterway Authority of India. 
Inland Water Terminals 
January 
Jammu and Kashmir 
Joint Venture(s) 
Joint Venture Corporation(s) 
Kakrapar Atomic Power Station 
Kreditanstalt Fuer Wiederaufbau, Germany 
\ l l l 
Kms 
KPCL 
KV 
Kw 
KwH 
LD & C 
Lie 
Lll 
LIL 
LNG 
LOG 
LPG 
LROT 
LSHS 
Lt. 
MAPS 
MCM 
MMRD Act 
MMTPA 
MNC(s) 
MNES 
MOE & F 
MOP 
MOST 
MOU(s) 
MP 
MPEB 
MPSRTC 
MRTP Act 
MSEB 
MT 
MTNL 
MTPA 
MU(s) 
MW 
NAAI 
NAPS 
NBFC(s) 
NCAER 
NCDC 
NCL 
NECL 
NEEPCO 
NELP 
N-E Region 
NH(s) 
NH-Act 
NHAI 
NHPC 
Kilometer(s) 
Karnataka Power Corporation Limited 
Kilovolt 
Kilowatt 
Kilowatt Hour 
Load Despatch and Communication 
Life Insurance Corporation 
Local Informatics Infrastructure 
Lubrizol India Limited 
Liquified Natural Gas 
Letter of Credit 
Liquid Petroleum Gas 
Lease, Rehabilitate Operate and Transfer 
Low Sulphur Heavy Stock 
Lieutenant 
Madras Atomic Power Station 
Million Cubic Meters 
The Mines and Minerals (Regulation and Development) 
Act, 1957 
Million Metric Tonnes Per Annum 
Multinational Gorporation(s) 
Ministry of Non-Conventional Energy Sources 
Ministry of Environment and Forest 
Ministry of Power 
Ministry of Surface Transport 
Memmorandum of Understanding(s) 
Madhya Pradesh 
Madhya Pradesh Electricity Board 
Madhya Pradesh State Road Transport Corporation 
Monopolistic Restrictive Trade Practices Act 
Maharashtra State Electricity Board 
Million Tonnes 
Mahanagar Telephone Nigam Limited 
Million Tonnes Per Annum 
Million Unit(s) 
Megawatt 
National Airport Authority of India 
Narora Atomic Power Station 
Non-Banking Financial Company(ies) 
National Council of Applied Economic Research 
National Coal Development Corporation 
Northern Coalfields Limited 
North-Eastern Coalfields Limited 
North-Eastern Electric Power Corporation 
New Exploration and Licencing Policy 
North-Eastern Region 
National Highway(s) 
National Highway Act 
National Highway Authonty of India 
National Hydro-electric Power Corporation 
\ n 
Nil 
NJHPP 
NJPC 
NLC 
Nov. 
NPCIL/NPC 
NPL 
NPV 
NRI(s) 
NTP-1994 
NTPC 
OCB(s) 
Oct. 
ODA 
OECF 
OFAP 
OGL 
OHPC 
OIL 
O & M 
O&MCS 
ONGC 
OPGCL 
OSEB 
OTCEI 
OTP 
p.a. 
PAB 
PCC(s) 
PCO(s) 
PCRA 
PDF 
PFC 
PFI(s) 
PGCIL 
PHWR(s) 
PIN-Code 
PIO 
PLF 
PLI 
PPA(s) 
PPCL 
PSEB 
PSP 
PSU(s) 
PTC 
QR(s) 
RAPS 
RBI 
National Informatics Infrastructure 
Nathpa Jhakri Hydro-electric Power Project 
Nathpa Jhakri Power Corporation 
Neyveli Lignite Corporation 
November 
Nuclear Power Corporation of India Limited/ Nuclear 
Power Corporation 
National Physical Laboratory 
Net Present Value 
Non-Resident Indian(s) 
National Telecom Policy of 1994 
National Thermal Power Corporation 
Overseas Corporate Body{ies) 
October 
Overseas Development Agency 
Overseas Economic Cooperation Fund of Japan 
Operational and Financial Action Plan 
Open General licence 
Orissa Hydro Power Company 
Oil India Limited 
Operation and Maintenance/Operation and Management 
Operation and Management Control System 
Oil and Natural Gas Commission/Corporation 
Orissa Power Generating Company Limited 
Orissa State Electricity Board 
Over the Counter Exchange of India 
Ocean Thermal Power 
per annum 
Project Approval Board 
Public Call Centre(s) 
Public Call Office(s) 
Petroleum Conservation Research Association 
Power Development Fund 
Power Finance Corporation 
Public Financial Institution(s) 
Power Grid Corporation of India Limited 
Pressurised Heavy Water Reactor(s) 
Postal Index Number - Code 
Persons of Indian Origin 
Plant Load Factor 
Postal Life Insurance 
Power Purchase Agreement(s) 
Pondichery Power Corporation Limited 
Punjab State Electricity Board 
Pump Storage Plant 
Public Sector Undertaking(s) 
Power Trading Corporation 
Quantitative Restriction{s) 
Rajasthan Atomic Power Station 
Reserve Bank of India 
XV 
RCTC 
R & D 
RE 
REB(s) 
REC 
Rep. 
RIB(s) 
RLDC(s) 
R & M 
ROB(s) 
ROE 
ROR 
RPLI 
RRC 
RRL(s) 
Rs. 
RSEB 
SAARC 
SBI 
SBM 
SCCL 
SCIL 
SEB(s) 
SEBI 
SECL 
Sept. 
SERC(s) 
SEZ{s) 
SFC(s) 
SH(s) 
SIA 
SIDBI 
SIDC 
SLDC(s) 
SMC 
SPV/(s) 
SRTC(s) 
STD 
STPP 
TAPS 
T & D 
TDICI 
TEC 
Telecom. 
THDC 
TISCO 
TMO(s) 
TMW 
Risk Capital and Technology Finance Corporation 
Research and Development 
Revised Estimate/Rural Electrification 
Regional Electricity Board(s) 
Rural Electrification Corporation 
Republic 
Resurgent India Bond(s) 
Regional Load Despatch Centre(s) 
Renovation and Modernisation 
Railway Over Bridge(s) 
Return on Equity 
Rate Of Return 
Rural Postal Life Insurance 
Regional Research Centre 
Regional Research Laboratory (ies) 
Rupees 
Rajasthan State Electricity Board 
. South Asian Association for Regional Cooperation 
State Bank of India 
Single Busy Mooring 
Singareni Coking Coalfields Limited 
Shipping Corporation of India Limited 
State Electricity Board(s) 
Securities Exchange Board of India 
South-Eastern Coalfields Limited 
September 
State Electricity Regulatory Commission(s) 
Special Economic Zone(s) (in case of China) 
State Financial Corporation(s) 
State Highway(s) 
Secretariat for Industrial Assistance 
Small Industries Development Bank of India 
State Industrial Development Corporation 
State Load Despatch Centre(s) 
Suzuki Motor Company 
Solar Photovoltaic/Special Purpose Vehicle(s) 
State Road Transport Corporation(s) 
Subscribed Trunk Dial 
Super Thermal Power Plant/Project 
Tarapur Atomic Power Station 
Transmission and Distribution 
Technology Development and Investment Corporation of 
India 
Techno-economic Clearance 
Telecommunication 
Tehri Hydro Development Corporation 
Tata Iron and Steel Company 
Transit Mail Office(s) 
Thousand Megawatt 
X V I 
TN 
TNC(s) 
TNEB 
TPCL 
TPP 
TPS 
TRAI 
TV(s) 
UAE 
UK 
ULP 
UNCTAD 
UP 
UPSEB 
UPU 
U\S 
USA 
US $ 
US-IBC 
USSR 
UTI 
V 
VCC(s) 
VCF(s) 
VCR(s) 
VDIS 
VPT 
VRPC 
V-SAT 
VSNL 
V.T. 
WB 
WBPDCL 
WBSEB 
WCL 
w.e.f. 
WEF 
Whr/yr 
WIP 
W.O.S.(s) 
WTO 
WTO-TRIPs 
Tamilnadu 
Transnational Corporation(s) 
Tamilnadu Electricity Board 
Tata Power Company Limited 
Thermal Power Plant/Project 
Thermal Power Station 
Telecom Regulatory Authority of India 
Television(s) 
United Arab Emirates 
United Kingdom 
Unleaded Petrol 
United Nations Conference on Trade and Development 
Uttar Pradesh 
Uttar Pradesh State Electricity Board 
Universal Postal Union 
Under Section 
United States of America 
United States Dollar 
United States - India Business Council 
Union of Soviet Socialist Republic 
Unit Trust of India 
Volt 
Venture Capital Company(ies) 
Venture Capital Fund(s) 
Video Cassette Recorder(s) 
Voluntary Disclosure of Income Scheme 
Village Public Telephony 
Vaccume Residue Petroleum Coke 
Very -Small Apperature Terminal 
Videsh Sanchar Nigam Limited 
Victoria Terminal 
World Bank/West Bengal 
West Bengal Power Devleopment Corporation Limited 
West Bengal State Electricity Board 
Western Coalfields Limited 
with effect from 
World Economic Forum 
Watt hour per year 
Wholesale Index Prices 
Wholly Owned Subsidiary(ies) 
World Trade Organisation 
World Trade Organisation - Trade Related Aspects of 
Intellectual Property Rights 
CHAPTER - 1 
INTAODUCTION 
CHAPTER-I 
INTRODUCTION 
India is vehemently trying to speed up the process of growth to 
achieve economic salvation within the shortest possible time. The problem 
of development of the country became a major politico-economic issue. 
On 15th Aug., 1947, India had, out of the four major factors of production, 
two in abundance i.e. land and labour. The other two i.e. capital and 
entrepreneurial skills were relatively scarce. The need of that time and 
now also is to properly utilise what we had and arrange for what we don't 
had, in a planned manner. Thus, one basic element in this positive process 
of transformation has been the role of development planning. In 1950 the 
Govt, of India set up the Planning Commission which prepared plans for 
a duration of five years for the socio-economic development of the country. 
The Indian planners set out four long-term objectives for 
development. They were^ :-
i) To increase agricultural and industrial production to the maximum 
possible extent so as to achieve higher level of national and per 
capita income. 
ii) To achieve full employment 
iii) To reduce inequalities of income and wealth. 
iv) To set up a socialist society based on equality and justice and 
absence of exploitation. 
Abinitio, the five year plans emphasised on the development of 
agricultural and industrial sectors. The then Prime Minister said, 'If we are 
to industrialise, it is of primary importance that we must have the heavy 
industries which build machines. There are some who argue that we must 
not go in for heavy industry but for lighter ones. Of course, we have to have 
light industries also but it is not possible to industrialise the nation rapidly 
without concentrating on the basic industries which produce industrial 
machines which are utilised in industrial development'.^ The framework of 
the Second Five Year Plan stated this in unequivocal terms as, "In the 
long run, the rate of industrialisation and the growth of the national 
economy would depend upon the increasing production of coal, electricity, 
iron and steel, heavy machinery, heavy chemicals and heavy industries 
generally which would increase the capacity for capital formation. One 
important aim is to make India independent as quickly as possible of 
foreign imports of producer goods so that the accumulation of capital 
would not be hampered by difficulties in securing supplies of essential 
producers' goods from other countries. The heavy industry must, therefore, 
be expanded with all possible speed'.^ 
The industrialisation of the Indian economy was on the pattern of 
Nehru-Mahalanobis Model which was borrowed from Soviet Union. The 
emphasis was laid on the installation of heavy capital intensive industries 
producing iron and steel, fertilizers, petrochemicals, petroleum refineries, 
mineral and coal mining, arms and ammunitions, electricity generation and 
distribution, transportation and communication equipments etc. The 
responsibility of the development and the administration of these 
industries v^as posted in the hands of the nationalised sector or the public 
sector. 
In 1951 there were only 5 central public sector enterprises at the 
commencement of the First Five Year Plan with investment amounting to 
only Rs. 29 crores. As on March 31, 1998, the number had risen to 243. 
The total capital employed in these enterprises, amounted to a staggering 
Rs. 2,33,050 crores. Gross sales of public enterprises rose from Rs. 
1,18,680 crores in 1990-91, to Rs. 2,85,250 crores in 1997-98. The 
investment was in the form of equity capital and long term loans.'' 
The breakup of investment in this sector is given in Table No. 
1.1 below. 
Table No. 1.1. Breakup of Investment in Public Sector Undertakings 
(1997-98) 
S.No. 
1. Enterprises under construction 
2. Enterprises producing goods 
i) 
ii) 
iii) 
iv) 
V) 
vi) 
vii) 
viii) 
ix) 
X) 
xi) 
xii) 
Power 
Steel 
Petroleum 
Coal and lignite 
Fertilizers 
Chemicals & Pharmaceuticals 
Minerals and Metals 
Engineering 
Textiles 
Consumer goods 
Transport Equipment 
Agro-based Industries 
3. Enterprises producing services 
i) 
ii) 
iii) 
iv) 
V) 
Financial Services 
Industrial Development and 
Technical Consultancy Services 
Transportation services 
Telecommunication 
services 
Other services 
Total (1+2+3) 
Investment 
(in Rs. 
crores) 
5,710 
1,33,724 
34,492 
25,189 
23,548 
15,656 
8,717 
5,250 
5,212 
4,935 
4,070 
3,764 
2,825 
65 
64,620 
30,745 
9,331 
9,220 
7,274 
7,950 
2,04,054 
Percent 
of Total 
2.8 
65.5 
16.9 
12.3 
11.5 
7.7 
4.3 
2.6 
2.5 
2.4 
2.0 
1.8 
1.4 
0.03 
31.7 
15.1 
4.6 
4.5 
3.6 
3.9 
100.0 
Source : Compiled from 
(1997-98), vol. 1, 
Govt, of India, Public Enterprises Survey 
The enterprises producing goods received the maximum share of 
the total investments of Rs. 2,04,054 crores in PSUs amounting to Rs. 
1,33,724 crores being 65.5% of total investment; followed by enterprises 
producing services of Rs. 64,620 crores being 31.7% and the balance 
2.8% is allocated to the enterprises under construction amounting to Rs. 
5,710 crores. 
Amongst the enterprises producing goods the maximum share of 
investment is in the power sector of Rs. 34,492 crores being 16.9% at the 
end of 1997-98; followed by steel accounting for Rs. 25,189 crores 
(12.3%). Next in importance was petroleum accounting for Rs. 23,548 
crores (11.5%) followed by coal and lignite Rs. 15,656 crores 97.7%); 
fertilizers Rs. 8,717 crores (4.3%); chemicals and pharmaceuticals Rs. 
5,250 crores (2.6%); minerals and metals Rs. 5,212 crores (2.5%); 
engineering Rs. 4,935 crores (2.4%), textiles Rs. 4,070 crores (2%), 
consumer goods 3,764 crores (1.8%); transport equipment Rs. 2,825 
crores (1.4%) and agro based industries Rs. 65 crores (0.03%) at the 
last. 
The enterprises producing services consisting of financial 
services like banking, financial institutions like IFCI, ICICI, IDBI, UTI, LIC, 
GIC etc. had the maximum share of Rs. 30,745 crores (15.1%) of total 
investments followed by industrial development and technical consultancy 
services Rs. 9,331 crores (4.6%); transportation services like railways, 
airways, roadways, waterways etc. Rs. 9,220 crores (4.5%); tele-
communication services Rs. 7,274 crores (3.6%) and other services Rs. 
7,950 crores (3.9%). 
The public sector helped the Indian economy in its rapid 
industrialisation, by establishing heavy and basic industries and creating 
infrastructures of power, petroleum, coal, transport and communication. It 
also helped in the generation of employment which increased from 71 
lakhs in 1971 to 196 lakhs in 1997. Its contribution to the National 
Domestic Product at current prices increased from 7.5% in 1950-51 to 
23.5% in 1996-97. Its contribution in the Gross Domestic Savings 
increased from Rs. 1.7 crores during First Five Year Plan to Rs. 2.3 crores 
during Seventh Five Year Plan but came down to Rs. 1.4 crores at the end 
of Eight Five Year Plan and that of gross domestic capital formation from 
Rs. 3.5 crores during First Five Year Plan to Rs. 10.7 crores during 
Seventh Five Year Plan but declined to Rs. 9.2 crores at the end of Eighth 
Five Year Plan.^ 
The Govt, also gave due importance to small scale industries 
which were the sources of consumer goods and services like soaps, 
shampoos, electric goods, cooking utensils, textiles, bicycles, wholesale 
trade, retail trade, local transportation, health and education etc. The 
Prime Minister Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru said, "The test of a country's 
advance in industrialisation is heavy industry, not the small industries that 
may be put up. That doesnot mean that small industries should be ignored 
they are highly important in themselves for production and for 
employment".® The framework of the Second Five Year Plan stated : "The 
strategy requires ail out efforts for the maximum utilisation of capacity in 
existing industries and for the development of additional production in the 
capital for light or small sector industries".^ 
The responsibility of the development and administration of this 
sector was reposed in the hands of the private sector of the economy. The 
role of the private sector has declined in the field of employment from 121 
lakhs in 1971 to 87 lakhs in 1997.^ Its share in the National Domestic 
Product at current prices has increased from 72.5% in 1950-51 to 78.2% 
in 1994-95.^ But its share in the Gross Domestic Savings have increased 
from Rs. 8.7 crores during the First Five Pear Plan to Rs. 21.9 crores 
during Eighth Five Year Plan and the Gross Domestic Capital Formation 
also increased from Rs. 7.2 crores to Rs. 15.4 crores in the same 
period.•'° 
Our initial plans also gave weightage to the agriculture sector's 
development to achieve self sufficiency and self reliance in the production 
of foodgrains, cereals, vegetables, edible oil and vegetable oils. The 
former Prime Minister, on agriculture stated, "we shall find that this 
industrial progress cannot be achieved without agricultural advance and 
progress. Everyone knows that unless we are self-sufficient in agriculture 
we cannot have the wherewithal to advance in industries. If we have to 
import food, then we are doomed so far as progress is concerned. We 
cannot import both food and machinery".'"^ The framework of the plan also 
stated : "Since a large part of the additional demand for consumer goods 
would be directed against food, attention must be paid to the adoption of 
scheme which would increase productivity in agriculture quickly and at 
less capital cost".''^ 
In the field of agriculture, agrarian reforms benefited the tenant 
farmers. The reforms and the later ceiling acts and developmental 
programmes, with their many loopholes* were manifestly meant to curb 
feudal exploitation and stimulate agricultural production. The increasing 
use of irrigation facilities, fertilizers, better quality of seeds, use of modern 
sophisticated machinery, tools and equipments and later agro techniques 
"The loopholes of the land ceiling are, firstly, the range of ceiling provided by the states 
before 1972 were too large. Over and above this the celling was determined on individual 
basis. This resulted into very little surplus land acquisition. Secondly, the provided a 
number of exemptions for sugarcane farms, orchards, mango groves, grazing lands, 
lands for charitable and religious trusts, cattle breeding farms. All these provisions of 
exemption were used by the vested interests to evade ceiling on holdings. Thirdly, the 
judgement of the Supreme Court that compensation should be paid at market value 
added another dimension to the problem in favour of vested interests. Lastly, even 
when ceiling has been imposed on a family basis, the definition of family includes 
husband, wife and 3 minor children. 
and credit facilities at cheap rate of interest helped to achieve the set 
objectives for this important sector of Indian economy. Agriculture has 
helped the economy in solving the problem of unemployment by employing 
31 million landless people in 1961 which increased to 279 million in 
1996.''^ It has helped in the expansion of agro based industries like cotton, 
jute and sugar industries. The export basket of India has more agricultural 
commodities than consumer or producer goods. 
There is no doubt that the prosperity of the country depends upon 
its agricultural and industrial sector. The former, is influenced by power, 
irrigation, credit, transport facilities etc., apart from good manures, proper 
management, energy, banking, transport and communication facilities. All 
these facilities are the part of the capital structure of an economy like the 
factories and machines. 
That part of the capital stock of the economy which is necessary 
for providing the different types of services is called the supporting social 
structure or infrastructure of the economy. Every economy makes sincere 
efforts to attain the objectives of continuous rapid economic development. 
This can be achieved if the fouifSation of the country's social and 
economic structure is sound. 
From the above discussion, the infrastructure facilities often 
referred to as economic and social overheads consist of : 
A. Economic Overheads 
(i) Energy : Coal, electricity, oil and non-conventional sources. 
(ii) Transport: Railways, roads, shipping and civil aviation. 
(iii) Communication : Posts and telegraphs, telephones, 
telecommunications, and information technology. 
B. Social Overheads 
(i) Health and hygiene 
(ii) Housing 
(iii) Family welfare 
(iv) Education, Training and Research 
(v) Civil Amenities 
The Indian Planners were fully aware of the link between 
infrastructural facilities right from the First Five Year Plan till now. The first 
Eight plans devoted between 55 to 63% of the total plan outlay on 
infrastructure development.'"'' 
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From the table it is clear that the first plan was a moderate plan 
emphasising more on agricultural development i.e. Rs. 600 crores being 
3 1 % of the total plan outlay of Rs. 1,960 crores. From the second plan 
onwards till the fifth plan the importance was shifted to the industrial 
sector, for establishing basic and heavy industries in the country. Upto the 
Fourth plan the outlays to the power sector were less than 20% but the. 
Sixth plan onwards the sector has been given due importance and the 
plan outlays to it reached more than 30% of total plan outlays. In the field 
of transportation and communication the first three plans allocated more 
than 25% to this sector and afterwards the percentage fell down between 
15 to 20%. The social and miscellaneous services including vital services 
like education, health and family planning, housing, labour welfare, and 
welfare of backward classes etc. a considerable amount of scarce 
resources have been allotted in plans which is less than 20% of total plan 
^.outlays. 
The infrastructure I development has not only shown an urban bias 
but also a bias in favour of the rich. It is the people in our cities and towns 
who can take full advantage of the development of power, transport, 
communication, banking and even education and health measures. These 
facilities are easily accessible by the rich and high income groups residing 
in urban localities of the country. The major and medium irrigation works 
have benefited only the rich farmers. Our planners, generally, neglected 
the minor irrigation works which would have facilitated a large number of 
small and marginal farmers. 
Infra-structural facilities were not altogether neglected for rural 
areas but the expansion of irrigation works, rural electrification, 
communication, transportation, rural roads, sewage and sanitation, health 
and education facilities etc. were at a low profile. The concentration of the 
infra-structure in urban areas and the relative neglect of rural areas 
resulted in inadequate development and unemployment in Indian villages. 
This gave rise to exodus of the rural poor to urban areas for search of jobs 
and improving their standard of living causing problems of urban 
congestion, growth of slums, acute housing shortage, transport 
bottlenecks and so on. 
The contribution of the public sector undertakings public deposits 
and loans from scheduled and commercial banks and financial institutions; 
and above all deficit financing or borrowing from RBI were inadequate. On 
the other hand the requirements for raw materials, which were not 
available in the country, technical knowhow, modern scientific 
technologies, machines, spare parts etc. were in abundance. These 
requirements can be fulfilled either by importing these commodities from 
abroad or by inviting foreign investment in the country. 
Foreign investment has emerged as a force to reckon within any 
struggle for self reliance and self sufficiency for India and many other 
under developed and developing countries of the world. Its need to these 
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countries arise on account of inadequacy of domestic capital for purposes 
of economic growth; for encouraging the flow of domestic capital for 
development purposes in competition from foreign capital; to speed up 
economic activities in the country so that high levels of domestic savings 
could be accumulated for investing in development projects and 
programmes; for developing the domestic capital market; and at last 
foreign capital brings with it other scarce productive factors such as 
technical knowhow, business experience, and knowledge which are equally 
essential for economic development resulting into reduction in imports for 
these things. 
Prior to independence the British private foreign investment was 
used to develop railways, ports, shipping, generation of electricity, water 
works, communication; mining of coal, gold and drilling of petroleum; tea, 
coffee and rubber plantations; in metallurgical industries in machine 
building, engineering and chemical industries etc. All the investments 
made by the alien rulers were used to fulfil their colonial ambitions of 
exploiting India to the fullest extent. Keeping this colonial attitude of British 
capital io India, the Indian planners were abinitio suspicious and hostile 
towards foreign investment inflows in the country. This suspicion and 
hostility of them was overruled by Industrial Policy Resolution of 1948 and 
1956. The then prime Minister in April 1949 gave three assurances to 
foreign investors which were""^: 
a) "India would not make any discrimination between foreign and local 
undertakings' 
b) Foreign exchange position permitting reasonable facilities would be 
given to foreign investors for remittances of profits and repatriation 
of capitals; and 
c) In case of nationalisation of the undertaking, fair and equitable 
compensation would be paid to foreign investors". 
Initially, the Govt, allowed foreign companies to sign 
collaborations with the domestic companies^The rate of foreign equity to 
domestic equity in these collaborations was fixed at 49:51. These foreign 
collaborations were given approvals in the priority sectors only e.g. iron 
and steel, power generation and distribution, petrochemicals, petroleum 
industry, arms and ammunitions, space programmes, civil aviation etc. 
Similarly, the entry of multinationals or transnational companies were 
restricted to priority areas only. All forms of foreign investment inflow were 
controlled and regulated on the basis of the strict guidelines formulated by 
the Reserve Bank of India, the Govt, of India and Foreign Exchange 
Regulation Act (FERA). 
After independence i.e. in the mid of 1948 till December 1987 the 
total foreign private investments from several countries amounted to 
Rs. 28,080.81 millions (Table No. 1.3). 
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From Table No. 1.3 we can interpret that upto 1948, the foreign 
private investment in India came mostly from Britain. It increased three 
times in 1970 but later on the investment started declining. On the other 
hand USA which invested marginally Rs. 112 millions till June, 1948, 
increased its investments in subsequent years and became the number 
one foreign investor by the end of the year 1987 by investing a total of Rs. 
7,207.30 millions, and Britain came to the second number at an amount of 
Rs. 6,986.50 millions. On third position was Japan, which started investing 
in India after December 1960, at an amount of Rs. 1,080.85 millions 
followed by Switzerland (Rs. 822.50 millions), France, Italy, Canada and 
Sweden were the countries which invested in the country after Dec. 1960. 
The amount of investments from international institutions came only for a 
decade i.e. from 1970 to 1980 for Rs. 2,426 millions. 
From the date of independence till 1987 the number of foreign 
collaboration approvals by the Govt, have also increased but at a low 
pace as shown in Table No. 1.4. 
Table No. 1.4 shows that out of the total number of foreign 
collaboration approvals United Kingdom ranked first with 2,285 in number, 
second was U.S.A. with 2269, third FRG with 2,058 and fourth being 
Japan with 615 proposals. In the period between 1957-74 the number of 
approvals by the Govt, have been the highest but the approvals in 1975 to 
1979 declined. The time period between 1980 to 1986 again showed an 
increase in the approvals for the foreign collaborations by the Govt, during 
this period i.e. 1980 to 1986 the measures were taken for liberalising the 
economy by delicencing procedures. Again in 1987 the shortfall in the 
foreign collaboration approvals have been found. 
Since 1980, the supercilious macro management of the economy 
led to large and persistent macro economic imbalances. These 
imbalances were in the nature of high dependence on deficit financing of 
excess of actual expenditure over budgeted expenditure of subsequent 
plans; worsening of balance of payment position unfavourable for India; 
inspite of import substitution and export promotion programmes of the 
Govt., decline in foreign exchange reserves; high inflationary pressures; 
low rate of Gross domestic product; heavy burden of external debts, due 
to reckless external commercial borrowings; low capital output ratio; and 
above all political instability. Analysing these discrepancies in the Indian 
economic scenario the World Bank and International Monetary Fund 
emphasised to the Govt, of India to liberalise the Indian economy. 
The Govt, in July, 1991, formulated the New Economic policy. The 
policy unleashed a series of policy measures leading to economic and 
structural reforms in Indian economy. The measures were taken for 
deregulations, liberalisation, privatisation, globalisation and transparency. 
Some bold policy decisions were taken about foreign investments as well. 
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The liberalisation and globalisation of Indian economy and later 
on the signing of World Trade Organisation in 1995 integrated the Indian 
economy with the world economy. They opened up the Indian economy to 
Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) by providing facilities to foreign 
companies to invest in different fields of economic activities in the country. 
It removed hindrances to the entry of MNCs/TNCs in India through dilution 
and ultimate scrapping of restrictive laws like FERA. It allowed Indian 
companies to enter into foreign collaboration in India and also encouraged 
them to set up joint ventures abroad. It helped Indian Government in 
carrying out massive import liberalisation programmes by switching over 
from quantitative restrictions to tariffs, in the first place so that there is 
more transparency in import policy and then bringing down the level of 
import dtities considerably. They emphasised that instead of a plethora of 
export incentives, opting for exchange rate adjustments for promoting 
exports.''^ The ratio between foreign equity to domestic equity was 
reversed to be 51:49. In certain cases, on the basis of priority, 74% to 
100% foreign equity was permitted by the Government of India. These 
areas of 74% to 100% foreign equity participation were mineral 
explorations, electronic appliances, automobiles, liquid natural gas or 
naphtha based power projects, construction of terminals for supply and 
distribution of liquid fuel, oil refinery projects, manufacturing and 
distribution of alcoholic and fruit based products, petrochemicals and 
many other fields. 
Since the implementation of the Economic Policy of 1991, the FDI 
inflows in India, till now have reached $ 11 billions. On the other hand in 
China they are of $ 40 billions. The reason for China receiving more FDI 
inflows than India might be that the reforms in China started way back in 
1976, which gives China a 15 years lead over us. In 1994, FDI's received 
by India reached $ 1 billion. Since 1994 to 1997 the rate of increase in 
FDI inflows is 30% p.a. If this pace is kept up the inflows would reach 
more than $ 10 billions in 2001 and $ 40 billions in 2011.''^ 
The other forms in which foreign investments are inflowing in India 
are Foreign Institutional Investments (Flls), Global Depository Receipts 
(GDRs) External Commercial Borrowings (ECBs), Non-resident Indian's 
Deposits (NRIDs), Loans from foreign financial institutions like ADB, 
IBRD, IMF, IDFC etc. 
The countries investing mostly in India are USA, U.K., Germany, 
Japan, South Korea, Mauritius, Israel, Malaysia, Netherlands, Australia, 
Switzerland, Norway, France etc. These countries are investing in the 
fields of heavy industries, textile industries, petrochemicals, ancillary 
industries producing spare parts for electronic and motor parts, 
consultancies, engineering industries and infrastructure facilities like 
roads, ports, airports, petroleum exploration, refinery projects, power and 
telecommunication etc. 
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' Since, liberalisation of the Indian economy the changing 
Governments are emphasising on more approvals of foreign investments 
in the form of FDIs, should be allocated for the development of the 
Infrastructural Sector of Indian economy which is yet not upto the mark. / 
'There are also some areas in the country where there is no 
electricity, water works, no roads, no better and modern means of 
transportation, the level of production is below standard, the rate of 
illiteracy is high, irrigation facilities are poor, street roads are broken, 
improper drainage, sewage and sanitation measures are becoming 
causes for spread of severe epidemics etc. Lack of infrastructural 
facilities in the country are becoming an obstacle for the development of 
agricultural and industrial sectors of the economy. While attending the 
symposium of World Economic Forum (WEF) our former Finance Minister 
P. Chidambaram said, "The Indian Gross Domestic Product is less by 2 
to 3% because of inefficient infrastructure in the country".^® ^ 
/ The World Bank, IMF and other international agencies aiding 
India's development programmes are emphasising and pressurising the 
Indian Govt, for developing its infrastructure sector to give pace to its 
liberalisation and globalisation programmes. The WTO has also given 
instructions to the Govt, for the same. It said if the infrastructural facilities 
in the country would be better then the foreign investors without any 
hesitation would invest in many ventures which would give a quick pace to 
the country's economic development.""^ / 
The Indian Govt, on its part is encouraging foreign investment to 
develop the infrastructural facilities in the country. Since 1991, the Govt, 
and many PSUs on prior approval of the Govt, are signing Memorandum 
of Understanding (MOU) with foreign Govts, and foreign private investors 
in fields like laying petroleum pipelines, power, transport and 
communication, science and technology etc. The Govt, is also taking 
steps, by providing several incentives to private sector to participate in 
the advancement of this indispensable sector. 
'^ Undoubtedly, after the liberalisation of the Indian economy the 
foreign Investment inflows have accelerated in the fields of power 
generation and distribution, and petroleum sector. ^ 
'Power in plenty' is the requirement of the day to prevent India 
from becoming an area of darkness and to place the Indian economic 
right at the top of the resurgent economies. Although India set up its first 
power plant Sidrabong Hydel Power Station at Darjeeling in early 1897 
with an installed capacity of 135 kilowatts.2° The second power plant 
named as Shivasamudram Hydel Power Plant was set up in Mysore in 
1902 and later on many small power projects were installed.^^ Power 
development could essentially take off only after independence. 
Electric power is the most convenient and versatile form of energy 
and has played a vital role in the current technological era. The 
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requirement of power and its availability has come to be recognised as a 
surest index of overall economic scene of the country because it is a basic 
input for industrial and agriculture development. In the household sector 
too, power has become a basic necessity like that of food, cloth and 
shelter. Thus, the Govt, gave top priority in developing this sector 
throughout the planning period. 
Owing to the top priority given to the power sector through heavy 
investment in successive plans, almost 25 to 30% of the total public sector 
capital outlays in successive plans were made in this sector. Lending to 
the power in developing countries has been about 15% of the entire World 
Bank lendings.'^'^ 
The installed capacity rose from 1,363 MW in 1947 to 84,770 MW 
in 1997, and generation from 4.1 billion units in 1947 to 395 billion units 
or Kwh in 1997. India ranks the second in Asia after China and 
comparable to Britain, France and Germany in terms of capacity and 
generation. But its per capita generation of about 300 Kwh per annum is 
among the lowest in the wor ld." 
Let us recall that around 1950 India and China started with about 
the same installed capacity in power - India with nearly 1560 MWs and 
China with 1850 MWs. In 47 years since then, India increased its capacity 
to only 84770 MWs while China grew its capacity to about 2,20,000 MWs. 
China's realistic goal is now to reach 3,00,000 MWs by 2000 A.D. While 
we would be still struggling around 1,10,000 MWs. China has been adding 
around 15,000 MWs a year, while India's capacity has grown by just 2500 
MWs a year. It is not that India is incapable of doing better. In fact in the 
eighties - before the fiscal reduction paralysed Govt, of India's own 
Investment plans - we also used to add nearly 5000 MWs a year. We also 
expanded the technological base and managerial expertise to India's 
power equipment industry. BHEL entered into supply of technology and 
exclusive marketing arrangements with most international majors, who are 
now painlessly re-invading the Indian markets.^^^ 
The demand for power, therefore, has been growing at a faster 
rate than other forms of energy. Power industry too has recorded 
phenomenal rate of growth of about 52 times both in terms of its volume 
and technological sophistication in over last few decades. 
Although the achievement of the power sector has been improving 
in absolute terms we are not out of the era of power shortages due to ever 
increasing power demand on account of explosive increase in population 
and industrial activities and at the same time the scarcity of investable 
funds for the expansion of electricity supply base. The heavy losses 
suffered by the State Electricity Boards (SEBs) due to excessive corrupt 
practices of the officials are also a hindrance in expansion of this sector. 
Adequate power Is required to fuel the economic propulsion so 
urgently needed by the Govt. The energy shortage of 9.2% and peak 
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demand shortfall of 18.37% with consequent opportunity cost to the 
economy of 1.5% of GDP, do threaten to decelerate overall economic 
growth. The solution lies in accelerated capacity addition and much better 
utilisation of existing capacities. But these are easier said than done.^^ 
However, the potential of the Indian economy and that of its power 
sector, more so in the wake of the liberalisation efforts, is rated to be 
extremely rich. After de-reserving the power sector in 1991 from public 
sector, the Govt, has provided a series of incentives to encourage private 
investment in this area. While the power from independent power 
producers (IPPs) has just about begun to trickle up the capacity addition 
i.e. around 2100 MW in 1995-96, was much below the targeted 
production.2® 
In the recent liberalisation regime of different Govts, were to be 
held responsible for their failure to encourage investment in the power 
sector. The Govts., due to their urge for political power discouraged 
several foreign investors in investing in India in this sector. One of the 
instance of this political hypocracy and hypercriticism is the passing of the 
Dabhol Power Project by the Govt, which previously was opposing it. 
During the period 1997-2007, additional capacity of 94,000 MWs 
is required to be added. An outlay of Rs.2,41,000 crores will be required 
to achieve the Ninth Plan (1997-2002) target of 52000 MWs along with the 
associated transmission and distribution systems. While the finances 
involved are mind boggling, the opportunities for investors and power 
developers are enormous.^^ 
Amongst the capacity augmentation at faster pace, the Govt, is 
planning to set up more gas based plants, which could be commissioned 
within a shorter time schedule and could be effectively used for meeting 
peak shortages. Even the import of natural gas for this purpose is being 
contemplated by the Govt. 
Another major problem of the power sector is the SEBs reluctance 
to conclude revised tariff agreement with Central Stations for drawing 
power. The boards are not agreeing to pay a higher tariff particularly for 
the newly set up coal based plants, whose rates are naturally high. This 
has meant increased financial burden on the Central Power Stations and 
a decline in their power generation. 
The Govt, of India and the corporate bodies managing the power 
sector like NTPC, NHPC, NPCIL, NJPC etc. are entering into Power 
Purchase Agreements (PPAs) with Govts, of neighbouring countries to 
overcome the deficiency in power generation in the country. The Inter-
State Govts, are also entering in such agreements to make themselves 
power surplus states of the country. 
After the policy of Liberalisation the Govt, has made an easy 
access to foreign investment in this indispensable form of energy. Foreign 
companies like Enron, ABB, General Electrics etc. are investing in India. 
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In the context to the above discussion the researcher has a 
scheme to have indepth study of the role of foreign investment in the 
infrastructural sector of India. Whereas the increase in foreign investment 
in respect of petroleum and power sector has enhanced tremendously 
after the implementation of liberalisation policy of the Govt, of India since 
1991. Thus, the study vk^ ill give stress on the power sector. 
FRAMEWORK OF THE STUDY : 
The New Economic Policy and the Structural Reforms of 1991 
has liberalised the entry of foreign investment in India for the development 
of Indian economy. In the field of infrastructure and especially power sector 
the Govt, has further liberalised the inflow of Foreign Direct Investment. To 
give a detailed view on the various aspects of inflow of foreign investment 
in India since 1991 in infrastructure sector with giving special reference to 
power sector is the main objective of the research. The study is divided 
into five chapters and the research undertakes to proceed with the 
following plan : 
Chapter 1: The year 1991 is a year of landmark in the history of India's 
economic planning. Indian planners have liberalised and globalised the 
economy so that the foreign investment could flow in India without any 
hindrance. The chapter is devoted to discuss various measures taken by 
the Govt, to let an easy flow of foreign investment in India. The chapter will 
deal with the rules and regulations made by the Govt, of India and the RBI 
for the inflow of foreign investment in the economy. It will discuss different 
forms of Foreign investments inflowing in the country, and will give a brief 
account on the trends of FDI inflows with a critical analysis of the 
liberalisation policy. 
Chapter 2 : The second chapter will be devoted on the study of the 
different infrastructural overheads, their development after independence 
and the policies measures taken to liberalise them. 
Chapter 3 : The third chapter will be elaborating the foreign investment 
policies and inflows in the infrastructure sector of the country. 
Chapter 4 : As the main emphasis in the study would be given on power 
sector of the country so this chapter would cover the power sector. The 
chapter is divided into two parts. 'Part A' of the chapter will discuss 
historical development of the power sector, and the growth of the power 
sector after independence. 'Part B' will discuss policies related to the 
liberalisation of the sector; foreign investment policy and inflows in the 
sector. The chapter will also critically analyse the liberalisation or 
privatisation policy of the sector. 
Chapter 5 : This chapter will be the concluding part of the study. It would 
deal with the conclusion drawn from the various chapters and on the basis 
of these inferences it will give suggestions to improve the inflow of foreign 
investment and measures to modernise and renovate the power sector of 
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India. The researcher would give an estimate on the basis of past 
experience and working of the power sector and inflow of foreign 
investment, the future prospects of both, and the possible future areas of 
studies for further research. 
All the chapters mentioned above would be supported by several 
tables, to make the data collected for the purpose of the study easily 
understandable. 
OBJECTIVE OF THE STUDY : 
The main objectives of the study would be the following : 
(a) To trace out the various forms of foreign investment flowing in India 
and different sources of foreign investment in the country. 
(b) To find out the various developments that occurred by virtue of flow 
of foreign investment in the country. 
(c) To trace out the development of infrastructure sector of the country. 
(d) To trace out the foreign investment flows in the infrastructural sector 
of the country. 
(e) To observe the functioning of the power sector after independence 
till 1990 and afterwards. 
(f) To elaborate the uses of power in the development of the economy. 
(g) To bring out the weaknesses which causes hindrance in the 
generation of power in the country. 
(h) To provide suggestions for the augmentation of foreign investment 
inflows and upliftment of the power sector with the help of foreign 
investment. 
SCOPE OF THE STUDY : 
India is a developing country and it does not have financial 
adequacy to develop its infrastructure sector especially the power sector. 
Power sector is an essential sector helping in the development of a nation 
because other sectors e.g.. agriculture, industry, commerce, trade, 
transport etc. all utilise power for their proper functioning. 
By the introduction and implementation of the liberalisation policy 
of the Govt, of India, the scope of foreign investment in India's 
development has enhanced. Side by side the scope of power sector has 
also increased to a great extent. The new multinationals that would be 
investing their capital for installing their projects would require better 
infrastructural facilities especially more power capacities. These 
companies would develop their own infrastructure bases which would be 
requiring power for increasing the production and distribution of their self 
produced goods. The Govt, would also have to pay special concerns on 
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the development of infrastructural sector to give life to its economic and 
structural reform's smooth implementation all along. 
Since the infrastructure sector of the economy consist of 
economic and social overheads as classified above, the study vk^ ill cover 
only the economic overheads of the infrastructure sector comprising of 
Energy - coal and lignite, petroleum and natural gas, power and 
renewable sources of energy; Transportation -- roads and road transport, 
railways, civil aviation, airports, shipping and ports; and Communication 
services -- posts, telegraph, telecommunication and Information 
Technology. A special focus is laid on power sector. 
In the case of foreign investment which is coming to India in the 
form of foreign direct investment and foreign portfolio investment, the later 
would be discussed in brief and the former in detail. 
Thus, the scope of the study is to examine the inflows of foreign 
investment, especially Foreign Direct Investment in the upliftment of the 
infrastructure sector, giving stress on the power sector. 
This study would cover the time period from 1991 to 31st Dec, 
1998 . 
The study would be helpful in further researches to be done in 
near future on any aspects related to the foreign investment and 
infrastructure matters especially power sector. 
HYPOTHESIS OF THE STUDY : 
The researcher assumes that the liberalisation of the economy 
resulting into opening of the foreign investment would help India to 
upgrade its infrastructure sector and the overall economic scenario. The 
political uncertainty, lack of transparency in the policies, lack of unanimity 
between the centre and the state govts, policies and ideologies, over 
bureaucratisation due to absence of a proper autonomous regulatory 
agency for fixation of tariffs, absence of export promotion and inadequate 
industrial zones and above all improper infrastructure services are the 
causes for small amounts of foreign investment inflows in the country. 
The power sector being an indispensable element for overall 
economic development of any country has shown in India, financial 
constraints among the SEBs that have an impact on the sector's growth. 
To upgrade the sector it is necessary to restructure the SEBs and privatise 
the complete sector and allow huge inflows of foreign direct investments. 
SURVEY OF LITERATURE : 
After the liberalisation of the economy, a new chapter has opened 
in the history of Indian economy regarding the foreign investment and 
privatisation of the different sectors of the economy specially the 
infrastructure sector. There has been large inflow of FDI in India which 
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increased to manifold in subsequent years. As a result the span of the FDI 
has also spread in different fields. The work so far done in this field has 
been quite insignificant. The writers have limited their studies to the 
conceptual framework and the pros and cons of the foreign investment to 
the developing country like India. Inspite of the lack of literature on the 
subject the researcher has been lucky to assemble and compile 
information from the several sources like books, articles in newspapers, 
magazines, Govt, publications etc. 
For discussing the Govt's, policies regarding foreign investment 
and collaboration in the pre-liberalisation policy. The following books have 
been consulted. 
i) Indian Economy by Ruddar Dutt and K.P.M. Sundharam 
ii) Indian Economy by A.N. Agarwal 
iii) Indian Economy by S.K. Mishra and V.K. Purl; and 
iv) The Industrial Economy of India by S.C. Kuchhal. 
All these books provided a brief literature on the different 
industrial policy resolution and their attitude towards the foreign investment 
and collaborations. 
The UNCTAD's, World Investment Report 1998 has become the 
major source to discuss the conceptual framework of the FDI which also 
provides a sufficient account on the FDI inflow patterns in the South East 
and South Asian countries. On this account the comparative study with 
China has been formulated. 
The book Investment Management by V.K. Bhalla, has 
discussed in detail the conceptual framework of portfolio investments 
especially foreign portfolio investment. It has defined the FPI and also 
discussed its historical background in brief. The book also discusses the 
functioning of foreign portfolio investors in the stock exchanges of host 
countries. 
Majumdar's GRDs and Euro Issues - Concept and Practice of 
Global Finance, discusses the concept, working and performance of the 
Global Depository Receipts in the entire world with special reference to 
India. 
All the legislative frameworks relating to the Euro issues, external 
commercial borrowings and foreign institutional investments in India upto 
1996 have been discussed at length in the Nabhis Manual of SEBI, a 
Nabhi Publication (Vol. I and II). 
With the introduction of the liberalisation of the economy in India, 
the Govt, amended the FERA, dereserved and delicenced many industries 
to let the foreign investment come in and to encourage private sector 
participation in the infrastructure development. All the measures and 
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policies related to them have been mentioned in N. Gopalswamy's, 
Liberalised Foreign Exchange and New Industrial Policy with suitable 
appendices, some of which are produced in this study too. 
Indian Investment Centre's, Foreign Collaboration 
Opportunities in India, also provides sufficient knowledge regarding the 
policies and procedures for foreign investment and foreign collaboration 
in India. 
For the investments made by the Non-Resident Indians/Persons 
of Indian Origin/Overseas Corporate Bodies (NRIs/PIOs/OCBs) in Indian 
industries the books Indian Investment Centre's, Investment 
Opportunities Available to Non-Resident Indians and Ministry of 
External Affairs, Investment Promotion and Publicity Division's, 
India Means Business - Investment Avenues for NRIs have provided 
sufficient material regarding the policies and the industries where these 
investments are required. 
The Govt, of India publication by Ministry of External Affairs, 
Investment Promotion and Publicity Division's, India Means Business 
- Investment Opportunities In Infrastructure deals with the sector specific 
policies regarding foreign investment in different infrastructure overheads 
like roads, ports, mining, oil and gas, coal, power and telecommunication. 
The journal also mentions the present and future prospects of foreign 
investment in these sectors. 
Yojna's, Republic Day's Special Issue of Jan. 1998, is based on 
the infrastructure sector of the country. Several authors in the periodical 
have provided information relating to the commercialisation of the 
infrastructure sector of the country. 
Kirit S. Parikh's edited Indian Development Report-1997 
contains a paper co-authored by R. Ramanathan, Sudipa Majumdar, 
Rajeev Ahuja and Sagar Koparkar, Transport A Crucial Infrastructure 
discusses the different modes of transport i.e. roads, railways, civil 
aviation and shipping, growth, importance, problems and provides 
suggestions for their future upliftment. The paper also discusses the 
privatisation of these sectors in the present liberalised scenario. In another 
co-authored paper by Jyoti Parikh, Kankar Bhattacharya, B. Sudhakar 
Reddy and Kirit Parikh's, Energy System - Need for New Momentum 
discuss the different sources of energy available in the country with a 
special mention of the power sector's conservation of electricity with the 
adaptation of Demand Side Management (DSM) concept of electricity 
conservation. The paper discusses the working of DSM, in the country and 
its benefits to the country's power sector. 
In the 1999-2000 edition of Indian Development Report a paper 
co-authored by Anjana Das, Jyoti Parikh and Kirit S. Parikh, Power -
The Critical Infrastructure, mentions the phase-wise power sector reforms 
undertaken in the country and their outcome, in detail. 
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The book edited by Pradeep Chaturvedi, Financing of Energy 
Sector in Developing Countries, the several papers produced by several 
eminent personalities engaged with the power sector and financial 
institutions provides a detailed description on the growth of India's energy 
sector. In the book most of the chapters are based on different aspects of 
the power sector of India like financing, privatisation of electricity 
generation, transmission and distribution, restructuring of the State 
Electricity Boards etc. Different papers by different authors like K.N. 
Sinha's, Energy Scenario in India; Rajendra Singh's, Role of NTPC in 
India's Power Sector, R.P. Singh's New Approaches in Power 
Transmission, A.K.T. Chari's IDBI Funding of Power Projects; C.P. 
Jain's, Financing of Power Projects - NTPC - A Case Study and P.V. 
Shahi's, Restructuring of Orissa State Electricity Board are all devoted 
to these aspects. 
Another book by the same author, Bio-Energy Resources 
Planning Production and Utilisation has been dealt in detail with the 
renewable sources of energy planning production and utilisation matters in 
the country. 
K. Venakataraman's, Power Development in India, is the book 
which discusses the history of the development of the power sector of the 
country. It also provides the contents of the Electricity (Supply) Act 1948 
relating to the SEB's financial sources and the plan wise power 
development in the country. 
Several issues of The Hindu-Survey of Indian Industries different 
sections dealing with power, oil and gas, electronics and miscellaneous 
sectors contain articles by renowned personalities involved in the 
planning, management and operations of these sectors. These articles 
clearly mentions the prevailing scenario and also depict the problems 
related to them and the suggestions to overcome. 
Apart from these books the articles written by D.H. Pai 
Panandikar, Arun Ghosh, H.K. Paranjaype, Sunil Jain, Pranjal 
Sharma, Jyanta Das, Nitya Chakraborty, S. Nand and many others 
provide information in respect of forms of foreign investment inflows in the 
country, the problems related to huge inflows of foreign investment in 
actual terms, critical analysis of the liberalisation of the economy, 
performance of different infrastructure overheads of the economy. 
The news analysis and reports by Anand Adhikari, on different 
aspects of infrastructure sector's growth in the country; R. Krishnan and 
V. Suresh's on road sector; Navneet Sharma's on port sector; 
Raghunandan Dhar's on alternate sources of infrastructure funding; 
Deepak Joshi and Kavita Dalal's on Railways; S.S. Banyal and S.P.S. 
Pannu and Navneet Sharma's on Shipping and Ports; R. Krishnan's on 
airports; G. Ganapathy's on air transport; S.P.S. Pannu's on oil and 
natural gas; and Ruchira N. IMahendra, R. Krishnan and Navika 
Kumar's on Telecom and Information technology, discuss the recent 
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matters and policy measures taken up by the Govt, to upgrade these 
sectors by privatising them. On the other hand some of the articles and 
new analysis and reports published in the daily newspapers relating to the 
power sector growth and reforms are written by Neena Bhandari on solar 
power prospects in Rajasthan; Tarun Bose's on Tarapur Atomic Power 
Station; Deepak Razdan's on power sector growth and reforms; 
Sanghamitra Chakraborty's on political bottlenecks causing problems 
in the implementation of the power sector reforms; Sakina Yusuf Khan's 
on power problems such as load shedding and power thefts; Dhirendra 
Sharma's on nuclear power; Dr. R.K. Pachauri's on energy policies of 
the Govt, and the critical analysis of the power sector reforms especially 
the privatisation of power generation; G.S. Bhargava's on the financial 
and managerial performance of the SEBs which are the biggest 
constraints for the upliftment of the country's power sector; and S. 
Venkitaraman's on the comparison of India's power scenario with China 
and pointing out the causes for the lacunae caused by the political 
indifferences and extra-ordinary interference which resulted in a slow 
growth rate of the sector. K.A. Badarinath's news reports and analysis 
relating to different aspects of power sector - policies, growth, 
technological aspects etc. have been of great importance for the 
researcher in compilation of this project. 
METHODOLOGY OF THE STUDY : 
With the aforementioned objectives in mind, this work was 
undertaken in three phases. During the first phase a detailed survey of the 
existing published literature was undertaken with a view to get fully 
acquainted with the conceptual framework of the foreign investment in 
India, the infrastructure sector comprising of Transportation including road, 
road transport, railway transport, air transport, shipping transport, ports 
and airports; Energy including power, coal and lignite, oil and natural gas 
and non-conventional energy sources; communication including posts, 
telegraph, telephone, telecommunication and information technology. 
As the study is dealing with the power sector of the country a 
special weightage have been assigned to it. During the second phase of 
the study, the information and data pertinent to the study was collected 
from various primary and secondary sources as well as from the related 
Indian Ministries and agencies. In the third phase of the study, the above 
collections were systematically arranged, synthesised, analysed and 
interpreted in order to arrive at some specific conclusions. 
In the process of present study and research the "Doctrinal and 
Non-Doctrinal Research Methodology" has been adopted relying on 
materials available in the libraries of the academic institutions, and 
ministries and agencies. 
For making the data easily understandable and for depicting the 
trends of growth and downfall of foreign investment, infrastructure sector 
and power sector, simple mathematical and statistical tools have been 
adopted to the data in order to draw up the final conclusion. 
CHAPTER - 2 
FORCIGN INV€STM€NT IN 
INDin SINCC 1991 
CHAPTER-II 
FOREIGN INVESTMENT IN INDIA SINCE 1991 
I. INTRODUCTION : 
Foreign investment has been and continues to be a subject of 
great importance. It is a powerful force which brings about a confrontation 
of two or more economies and thereby causes a basic transformation in 
both the recipient countries. 
Many underdeveloped and developing countries are technically 
prepared to apply modern methods of production in different sectors of 
their economy. Unfortunately, their own savings are far too small to enable 
them to invest on the scale necessary to give their economies the forward 
momentum characteristic of the great industrial nations, particularly of the 
U.S. In some complex fields of industrial production, lack of technical 
knowledge and enterprise also holds back development. It is these 
deficiencies of capital and enterprise that foreign investment can do so 
much to overcome. 
Certainly, the free world needs more foreign investment. At the 
same time it is well to be aware that foreign investment is limited in what 
it can do. It is possible to have a modern commercial and banking sector, 
or a modern industrial enclave, within countries that are, in every other 
respect, under-developed. Such a modern sector of limited scope can be 
developed by Foreign Direct Investment with no participation by local 
enterprise and local capital. But a modern economy, using modern methods 
of production throughout the vast range of activities in which people are 
employed, can be developed only with the active participation of local 
enterprise and local capital. So, while every country can benefit from an 
inflow of foreign capital, it cannot leave the entire task to foreigners. 
The fact that a country has enterprise of its own and is prepared 
to provide substantial savings for its own development, enhances its 
attractiveness to capital from abroad. If it has no enterprise and is unwilling 
to provide savings, it may develop scattered industries with the aid of 
foreign capital. But it will not develop a modern economy. It is futile for any 
country to expect a substantially larger flow of capital unless the economic 
and political environment is made more attractive to foreign investment. 
The foundation of such an environment is a stable monetary system, free 
from inflation. 
In many situations, host countries lack sufficient capital, technology 
or management resources to realise the potential comparative advantage 
in international trade. Thus, foreign investment is effective in supplementing 
these factors of production, thereby making the industry internally 
competitive. As a result, if foreign investment is undertaken along the line 
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of comparative advantage it contributes harmoniously both to the steady 
industrialization and economic development of the country on the one hand, 
and on the other, to a lower cost foreign supply for the investing country. 
Thus foreign investment works to complement, instead of substituting for 
international trade and both would grow pari-passu, bringing about the 
prosperity of the international economy. 
'^India took a wrenching turn in July 1991, by liberalising its 
economy and broadening the economic horizons of the Indian economy 
worldwide. Indian's would be ever grateful to the former Finance Minister, 
Mr. Manmohan Singh -The Father of Indian Economic Liberalisation, for 
enacting the liberalisation policy. Since then, the Indian economy had been 
transferred from a highly regulated economy to a liberalised one, from 
protected to integrated and from planned economy to market economy. The 
economic policy and new Industrial Policy of 1991 penned down the 
credentials of this liberalisation. 
The New Economic Policy aims at correcting the imbalances and 
creating a more competitive environment to improve productivity and 
efficiency. In the new economic environment, the dilution of public sector 
and an encouragement to private sector was initiated. A series of structural 
changes were undertaken in trade, industry and finance sector to enthuse 
the economy to take off for a self sustaining growth. The pattern of Govt, 
expenditure, public investment, public sector policy, sick industrial unit 
policy, globalisation of Indian economy, convertibility of the rupee etc. have 
been also initiated. The policy laid thrust on eight major areas viz., fiscal, 
trade, industrial, balance of payment, finance, agriculture, poverty alleviation 
and human resource development policies. 
The Industrial Policy of 1991, opened the doors for the 
Multinational Corporations to come in and invest in the Indian lands to give 
an impetus to its Industrialisation lust. The limit of foreign equity holdings 
was raised from 40 or 49% to 5 1 % in wide range of priority sectors. To 
streamline the smooth and regular inflow of foreign investment in the country 
the measures of amending the Foreign Exchange Regulation Act (FERA) 
and Monopolistic Restrictive Trade Practices Act (MRTP) were made. 
Liberalisation has at best proved to be a mixed blessing due to 
misplaced priorities and lack of clear perspective. India is not against 
seeking financial or technical collaborations from multinationals particularly, 
in the high-tech areas, in principle. But multinationals could not be allowed 
to have a field day at the cost of domestic industries, especially in 
consumer goods. MNCs are trying to monopolise Indian consumer market 
by outright acquisition of Indian companies on the strength of their money. 
In the wake of globalisation and liberalisation, Indian society and 
industry have to undergo a silent revolution in every field and the emerging 
socio-economic system stipulates marshalling of abundant human 
resources for the new kind of skills and vocations needed to meet the 
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challenges of international competition. The decade old consumer rights 
movement in the country has assumed a new urgency as markets are 
glutted with goods, thanks to liberalisation, with the manufacturing concerns 
claiming to give the consumer value for their money spent. 
Since 1991, till date, the foreign investment in the form of foreign 
direct investment and portfolio investments are showing an upward trend. 
The Govt., on its part is also encouraging the foreign investors to invest in 
the country by framing investor friendly policies and programmes. On the 
part of the investors they are also anticipating a lot from the Indian side so 
that they can make profits in the country and attain prosperity both, for 
themselves and for their Indian counterparts^ 
II. FOREIGN INVESTMENT - A HISTORICAL APPROACH 
Historically, foreign investment has left profound and indelible 
marks on the economic and social organisation of India, the racial 
composition of her population and her geography. India being a part of the 
first civilization of the world - "The Indus Valley Civilization" is experiencing 
the advantages and disadvantages of foreign investment inflows abantiquo. 
Prior to invasion of the Europeans on the socio, political and economic 
scene of India the foreign investment played a developing role in India's 
shores. 
The impertinent role of foreign investment was witnessed by the 
advent of the Europeans. The first being the Portuguese in 1498 then the 
Dutch in 1602, the Britishers in 1606 and the French in 1664. Out of them 
the Britishers succeeded the most. In 1606, the foundation of the East India 
Company, a trading corporation was laid down in Surat under an "Imperial 
Farman". Abinitio, this corporation established factories at Surat in 1606, 
Masulipatnam in 1616, Amargaon in 1626, a fortified factory known as Fort 
St. George in 1639 at Madras, in 1690 a factory in the marshy village called 
Sutamiti on the Ganges was established which was fortified in 1696 and 
renamed as Fort William. Many other factories were established at 
Hariharpur and Balasore in Orissa; Hubli and Karimbazar in West Bengal; 
and Patna in Bihar.'' 
Till 1757, the East India Company continued to be a trading 
corporation, but after the battle of Plassey in 1757 it started capturing the 
princely ruled states of India and brought them under its rule. From than 
onwards the British imperialism started in India. After 1857, the alien rulers 
thought to invest their money in the country at a high velocity. There were 
three principle purposes of these investments. Firstly, after the suppression 
of the Mutiny of 1857, it was realised by them that for the effective control 
and administration of the country, it was essential that an efficient system 
of transport and communication should be developed. Secondly, in order to 
effectively exploit the natural resources of India, it was essential to develop 
public utilities like generation of electricity and water works. Lastly, to 
promote foreign trade so that food and raw material collected in various 
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mandis are quickly transported abroad and the manufactured goods 
imported could be quickly distributed in various markets. The British thought 
it necessary to link railways with major ports on the one hand and the 
marketing centres (mandis) on the other.^ 
Thus, the major fields in which the foreign investment came in 
India were : 
(i) Economic overheads and infrastructure like railways, ports, shipping, 
generation of electricity, water works, roads and communications. 
(ii) For promoting mining of coal, gold and petroleum. 
(iii) In metallurgical industries. 
(iv) For providing commercial agriculture. 
(v) Investments in tea, coffee and rubber plantations. 
(vi) To undertake investments in consumer goods industries like cotton, 
jute, and woollen textiles, matches, paper, tobacco, sugar etc. 
(vii) Investment in banking, insurance and trade 
(viii) Investment in machine, building, engineering industries and 
chemicals. 
All these investments were undertaken by the British multinationals 
operating through their subsidiaries in India. Some of them took the loans 
from the British Govt, in India in the form of Sterling Debts. 
Thus, the two major forms of British Investment in India were : 
(a) Direct private Foreign Investment made in coal, mining companies, in 
jute mills, tea, coffee, rubber plantations and sugar industries. 
(b) Sterling loans given to British Govt, in India and Public and semi-
public organisation to undertake investments in railways, ports, 
electricity generation and other public utilities. These loans 
represented sterling Debts.^ 
Table No. 2.1 : Estimates of Foreign Capital in India by Different 
Sources 
S.No. Source Year Amount 
(Pounds 
Millions) 
1. 
2. 
3. 
Paish 
Findlay Shirras 
British Associated Chambers 
of Commerce 
1911 
1929 
1933 
365 
500 
1000 
Source : Ruddar Datt and K.P.M. Sundharam: "Indian Economy", p. 29. 
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Estimates in Table No. 2.1 shows that the British capital was 
increasing in India. The estimates of Paish were not upto the mark because 
it included companies doing business in India and other countries but that 
of Findlay Shirras and British Associated Chambers of Commerce further 
revealed that nearly 38% of the foreign investments were in the form of 
Sterling Debts of the Govt., 50% in companies registered outside but 
operating in India, and only 2 1 % in companies registered in India. It was 
further estimated that total pre war British foreign investment were of the 
total order of Pounds 400 million and thus 20% of them were made in 
India.'* 
The RBI made an estimate of foreign investments and published in 
its first census of India's foreign liabilities and assets as on 30th June 
1948. The survey reveals that total foreign business investments 
aggregated to Rs. 302 crores, out of which British investments were of Rs. 
230 crores i.e. 72% of the total investments.^ 
The growth of British investments in india since 1858 till 
independence reveals that the Britishers were interested in creating 
economic infrastructure so that they could administer the country properly 
and for the promotion of trade. These investments mainly went in consumer 
goods industries and those concerned with the processing of primary 
produce meant for export. This resulted into a downfall of the traditional 
handicraft industry of India and its domestic industries too. The British took 
care that no basic and heavy industries were built in the country. This would 
have made the country industrially independent, which the alien rulers didn't 
want. The ownership and management of the industries were also in British 
hands. Thus, Indians had to content themselves with low level jobs. 
From the above discussion it is clear that whatever foreign 
investment came in India before independence was not for the betterment 
of the nation but for its rulers. In short, these investments were interest 
oriented investments of the Britisher leading the country to an economically 
backward region of the world. 
/ I I I . GOVT POLICY ON FOREIGN INVESTMENT IN PRE-
LIBERALISATION PERIOD 
After achieving its independence, India's attitude towards the 
foreign capital was one of fear and suspicion. This was natural on account 
of the previous exploitative role played by it in draining away resources 
from this country. The suspicion and hostility found expression in the Govt, 
policies, which changed with the change of circumstances in 1991. Now the 
Indian Govt, had a tough task of restructuring its economy. For this purpose 
the Govt, resorted to planned economic development. 
The Advisory Planning Board dealt with the question of foreign 
capital in its report in 1947. It permitted the import of such capital in case 
of highly specialised industries but foreign capital was to be under effective 
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control in Indian hands. Basic industries were to be entirely free from 
foreign control. Even in case of consumer goods industry the Board 
observed that there were good reasons for a similar restrictions. It said, "If 
foreign companies with their vast resources, technical and financial, are 
allowed to establish themselves in industries in the fields at present not 
covered by Indian enterprises, there is little chance of that enterprise being 
brought into existence at a future date".^ 
The National Planning Committee in its Report on Industrial 
Finance (1948), while permitting the inflow of foreign capital laid down 
certain definite conditions so that the planned development of the country, 
may not be at the mercy of the foreign capitalist. It observed, "The presence 
of foreign capital becomes particularly obnoxious in a growing national 
economy, if at home the social order is dominated by private enterprise and 
motivated by individual profit".^ 
The Industrial Policy Resolution of 1948 for the first time 
recognised the importance of foreign capital in the rapid industrialisation of 
the country. It referred to the fact that the Govt, would introduce a legislation 
to provide for the scrutiny and approval of participation of foreign capital in 
Indian industry.^ It stated, "that as a rule the major interest in ownership, and 
effective control should always be in Indian hands. In all cases, however, the 
training of suitable Indian personnel for the purpose of eventually replacing 
foreign experts will be insisted upon".^ 
The Fiscal Commission (1949-50), emphasised the need for 
foreign capital to fill up the gap between India's domestic savings and its 
minimum capital requirements. It gave another reason why the country would 
need foreign capital in the immediate future. "India's development plans will 
entail heavy expenditure on capital goods and equipment, and much of 
which will have to be imported from abroad and paid for in foreign currency. 
With India's present balance of payment position, the only way of obtaining 
these imports would be to draw on accumulated savings like the sterling 
balances or to obtain capital from abroad".'"° Besides, the commission 
pointed out other secondary advantages that India could derive from a 
judicious import of foreign capital. In so far as foreign capital was 
accompanied by technical know-how, including results of industrial research 
facilities for the training of technicians, managers, and administrators in 
modern methods, the financial arguments in favour of imports of foreign 
capital were further strengthened.'"'' 
The change in outlook about the desirability of foreign capital 
culminated in the statement of Pandit Nehru In Parliament on April 6, 1949. 
He said, "The stress on the need to regulate, in the national interest, the 
scope and manner of foreign capital arose from past association of foreign 
capital and control with domination of the economy of the country. But 
circumstances today are quiet different. The object of our regulation should, 
therefore, be the utilisation of foreign capital in a manner most 
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advantageous to the country. Indian capital needs to be supplemented by 
foreign capital, not only because our national savings will not be enough for 
the rapid development of the country on the scale we wish, but also because 
in many cases scientific, technical and industrial knowledge and capital 
equipment can best be secured along with foreign capital". He further 
stated, "The Govt, of India would expect all undertakings, Indian or foreign 
to conform to the general requirements of their industrial policy. In return 
assurance was given that there would be no discrimination between the 
Indian and foreign interests". Further he pointed out, "As regards existing 
foreign interests Govt, do not intend to place any restrictions or impose any 
conditions which are not applicable to similar Indian enterprise. Secondly, 
foreign interests would be permitted to earn profits, subject only to 
regulation common to all. Thirdly, if and when foreign enterprises are 
compulsorily acquired compensation will be paid on a fair and equitable 
basis... The Govt, of India have no desire to injure in any way British or 
other non-Indian interests in India and would gladly welcome their 
contribution in a constructive and cooperative role in the development of 
India's economy". Regarding the remittance of profits and repatriation of 
capital he said, "We do not foresee any difficulty in continuing the existing 
facilities for remittance of profits and Govt, have no intention to place any 
restriction withdrawal of foreign capital investments but remittances 
facilities would naturally depend on foreign exchange considerations. If, 
however, any foreign concern comes to be compulsorily acquired Govt, 
would provide reasonable facilities for the remittance of proceeds".''^ 
The Planning Commission in its report on the First Five Year Plan 
pointed out that "In securing rapid industrial development under present 
conditions, foreign capital had an important part to play. A free flow of 
foreign capital would be welcome as it would ensure supply of capital goods 
and of technical knowhow. In view of the fact that the investment of foreign 
capital necessitates the utilisation of indigenous resources and also that 
the best use of foreign capital is as a catalytic agent for drawing forth larger 
resources for domestic investment, it is desirable that such investment 
should be channelised into fields of high priority. The broad principle to be 
followed is that foreign investment should be permitted in spheres where 
new lines of production are to be developed or where special types of 
experience and technical skill are required or where the volume of domestic 
production is small in relation to demand and there is no reasonable 
expectation that the indigenous industry can expand at a sufficient rapid 
pace".''3 
In the Industrial Policy Resolution of 1956, the Govts, attitude for 
foreign capital was the same as was enunciated in the previous resolution 
of 1948. These resolutions and the Prime Minister's assurance became the 
basis of Indian Govt.s policy on foreign capital. 
Despite of this policy, foreign capital in the requisite quantity 
didnot flow into India during the period of First Plan. The atmosphere of 
suspicion had not changed substantially. 
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The Indian Govt, has not recognised foreign capital as important 
supplement to domestic savings for the development of the country and for 
securing scientific, technical and Industrial knowhow. Although as a matter 
of policy the major ownership and effective control of undertaking was to be 
in Indian hands, the Govt, permitted in a few cases foreign capital to have 
majority control of an enterprise. The Govt., extended the number of tax 
concessions favouring foreign enterprises and streamlined industrial 
licencing procedures to avoid delays in approval of foreign collaborations. 
The Govt, of India in 1972, decided to permit wholly owned 
subsidiaries of foreign companies provided they undertake to export 100% 
of their output. However, in case the new venture is to export less than 
100% of its output, the extent of permissible foreign capital participation 
would be subject to negotiation with the Govt. This change of policy is an 
extension of the notification issued by the Govt, in July 1970, which had 
allowed large Indian Industrial houses and subsidiaries of foreign 
companies to expand and diversify their production if they undertook 
specific export commitments.""^ 
Since the new policy of the Govt, marked a reversal of its earlier 
policy of reducing the shares of foreign equity holdings in subsidiaries of 
foreign companies operating in India, it gave rise to suspicion and anxiety 
During Feb., 1972, the Govt., developed a precise formula, setting out the 
limits of participation by Indians in foreign subsidiaries, if they undertook 
plans to output expansion. Thus, companies with foreign holdings exceeding 
75% would have to raise 40% of the estimated cost of expansion by issue 
of additional equity to Indians. The corresponding proportion for companies 
with 60-70% foreign ownership would be 33.33% and for those with 51-60% 
foreign ownership would be 25%.^^ 
While liberalising the conditions for foreign private investment the 
Govt, should In no case permit such subsidiaries which are neither willing 
to make a firm commitment about exports promotion nor are willing to 
accept the scheme of gradual Indianisation. The principles of participation 
should be laid down in unambiguous terms.^^ 
In Dec, 1997, the Janta Party Govt, announced its New Industrial 
Policy by way of a statement. It elucidated, "In areas where foreign 
technological knowhow is not needed existing collaborations will not be 
renewed. As a rule, majority interest in ownership and effective control 
should be in Indian hands though the Govt, may make exceptions in highly 
export oriented and/or sophisticated technology areas. In hundred percent 
export oriented cases the Govt, may consider even a fully owned foreign 
company ""^  
In Nov., 1977, the Janta Party Govt, announced its economic 
policy. In it the Govt, laid down the following guidelines regarding foreign 
collaborations, "The Janata Party will not go in for foreign collaborations in 
areas where adequate Indian skills and capital are available... whenever 
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the need for foreign collaborations is felt in areas of high priority emphasis 
should be on purchasing outright technical knowhow, technological skills 
and machinery. The provision for FERA must be rigorously enforced in the 
areas of consumer goods industries. The foreign firms should be asked to 
carry forward the process of Indianisation. Their production capacities also 
should be frozen at the existing levels.""^ 
During two years of Janta Rule, two major decisions regarding 
multinationals were taken and much advertised. Firstly, the Coca cola 
Company was asked to wind up its operations. Secondly, the Govt, asked 
IBM to dilute its equity to 40% so as to conform to FERA guidelines. Since 
the IBM did not agree it was also asked to fold up its operations. 
The measures adopted by the Janta Party Govt, failed to impose 
a ban on multinationals of Indian big business to produce ordinary items 
like bread, biscuits, toffees, footwear, leather products, tobacco toiletries 
etc. e.g., Hindustan Lever Ltd. was permitted 5 1 % of foreign equity on the 
grounds of introduction of sophisticated technology in India. But the plea 
was unwarranted because the products of Hindustan Lever Limited included 
Vanaspati, Shampoo, toothpaste, soap, detergent etc. India can certainly 
produce these things and induction of sophisticated technology is a lame 
excuse. Even against the guidelines of FERA several companies viz.. Alkali 
Chemicals, Indian Explosives, Dunlop, Good year, Asbestos Cement, 
Hindustan Pilkington were permitted to retain foreign equity at 5 1 % or 
more.''^ 
In July, 1969 the Report of the Industrial Policy Inquiry Committee 
under the chairmanship of Mr. Subimal Dutt reported that the foreign 
collaboration was permitted even in non-essential consumer goods. Out of 
720 products in which foreign collaborations were permitted not less than 
70 were consumer goods. Collaborations were permitted in non-essential 
items like refrigerators, radio receivers, cameras, transmitters, record 
changers, thermometers, toilet soaps, sewing threads, ball point pens, loud 
speakers etc.2° 
Indicating the Govt, for its unsocialistic and unjustifiable approach, 
Dutt Committee asserted, "As a matter of fact, by permitting foreign 
collaboration sometimes in multiple numbers and thus permitting capacities 
to be created, an inevitable demand for the import of various components 
and raw materials for feeding plants is set up. This combined with the 
allocation of other source materials, helps to satisfy the demand of the 
higher income groups but it is not necessarily a contribution to economic 
growth or the best way of utilising the scarce foreign exchange resources 
of the country".2^ 
On 31st May, 1990, the Janata Dal Govt, announced its New 
Industrial Policy. The policy's views regarding foreign collaborations was, 
"In respect of transfer of technology, if import of technology is considered 
necessary by the entrepreneur, he can conclude an agreement with the 
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collaborator, without attaining any clearance from the Govt, provided that 
royalty payment does not exceed five percent on domestic sales and eight 
percent on exports. If, however, lumpsum payment is involved in the import 
technology, the proposal will require Govt, clearance but a decision will be 
communicated to the entrepreneur within a period of 30 days".^^ 
In case of foreign investments, it mentions, "Keeping in view the 
need to attract effective inflow of technology, investments upto 40% of equity 
will be allowed on an automatic basis. In such proposals also, the landed 
value of import capital goods shall not exceed 30% of value of plant and 
machinery.2^ * 
From the above discussion it becomes clear that the Indian Govt., 
restricted the entry of foreign investment in priority industries only which 
would lead to fulfil its planned objectives. In this respect each case of 
foreign investment was dealt on its merits. The principles which governed 
consideration of such applications were that the approved project should 
relate to a genuine programme of manufacturer's, the foreign investment 
was allowed in the field where indigenous capital was not adequate or 
technical knowhow was not available in India; the investment led to saving 
of foreign exchange by reducing imports or a direct gain in foreign 
exchange through increased sales abroad and the project led to increased 
productivity. 
Therefore, each project was scrutinised with reference to its 
general utility to national economy. Preference was given to specialised 
industries requiring a high degree of technical skill and know-how and also 
to industries for which Indian capital showed definite shyness for a period 
of years as in case of petroleum refineries, power plants, iron and steel 
plants etc. It didn't mean that foreign investment was not permitted in 
spheres where Indian capital had made some headway of its own, but in 
low quantities. The Government had to bear in mind the interests of 
consumers too. So long as competition was reasonable and not detrimental 
to the ultimate interest of the country, foreign investment in consumer goods 
industry was welcome. This category consisted of projects for the 
manufacture of cycles, tinned foods, buttons, drugs, sports goods electric 
motors, radios, electric lamps, blades, essential oils, sewing thread etc. 
The Govt, discouraged foreign projects which were not likely to confer any 
lasting benefit on the country, namely investments in purely financial 
commercial or trading concerns. The foreign capital was also permitted in 
trading ventures only in a few cases where technical knowhow was an 
essential aspect of the trading activities like the sale and servicing of heavy 
earth moving machinery, mining equipment, boring equipment, etc. 
India adhered to the practice of screening the entrance of foreign 
investment and, after judging each case on its own merits, of establishing 
the terms upon which the particular investment might be admitted. The 
enterprises which were having some or all of the following characteristics 
received the most favourable terms of admission. 
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(i) Those considered vital to India's economic development or welfare 
and involved large capital Investments or advanced technical 
processes. 
(ii) Those \Nh\ch resulted in the further training of Indian businessmen, 
technicians and labour in industry. 
(iii) Those which resulted in the Increase of employment. 
(iv) Those which improved India's foreign exchange position by producing 
goods in India and exporting them to other countries. 
Enterprises which ordinarily found it most difficult to get admission 
included : 
(i) Those which were regarded as luxury enterprises i.e. which were not 
deemed to be essential to India's economic development programme 
or to present consumer needs. 
(ii) Those which competed with Indian industries, particularly cottage 
industries, which were adequately matching the domestic supply and 
demand and which might be seriously disrupted by the entry of foreign 
enterprises. 
(iii) Those which the Govt, believed were merely seeking to package or 
assemble imported components rather than to begin actual 
manufacturing. 
(iv) Commerce and many field of finance which the Govt., had generally 
regarded as being adequately served by Indian businessman. 
Most of the underdeveloped and developing countries specially of 
Asia, Africa and Latin America suffer from the problem of low level of 
income and low level of capital accumulation. However, despite of capital 
shortage, these countries have developed a strong urge for rapid 
industrialisation and economic development. To fulfil this lust of 
industrialisation and economic development these countries will have to 
import heavy machinery, technical knowhow, spare parts and even certain 
raw materials. One method for paying for these imports is by stepping up 
exports. This is only possible when the Govt., increases exports by curtailing 
domestic consumption drastically, simultaneously curtailing imports of 
consumption goods. The second alternative is to depend upon foreign 
assistance in the form of aids, governmental loans or allowing the foreign 
companies to invest in the domestic markets. Most countries of the world 
which embarked on the roads of economic development choosed the later 
alternative that also in the form of foreign aids and loans. The main reason 
behind this attitude was that most of these countries had been the colonies 
of the Britishers or Americans who exploited their economies brutally. They 
hesitated in allowing foreign private investment to enter in their economies. 
The fact cannot be denied that foreign public capital contributed in many 
important ways to the process of economic grov^h and industrialisation but 
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on the other hand they brought these countries into the grip of the debt trap, 
therefore, since 1970's many of these countries liberalised their economic 
policies and restricted their economies. They made themselves investment 
free zones which gave them high growth potentials. India also adopted the 
same attitude and liberalised its economy in July, 1991. Since then the 
foreign investment is flowing in the country.^ 
The need for foreign investment for a developing country like India 
can arise on account of the following reasons . 
1. Upgradation of Technology : 
The underdeveloped and developing countries have very low level 
of technology as compared to the advanced countries. However, they 
possess a strong desire for industrialisation to develop their economies 
and towiggle out of the low level equilibrium trap in which they are caught. 
This raises the necessity for importing technology. Usually technology 
comes with foreign direct investment or foreign collaboration. With the new 
technology comes the know-how for it, thereby, leading to an improved 
manpower within the economy. With a big proportion of semi-skilled labour 
presently existing, the training at home implies lower costs.^^^ 
2. Sustenance of High Level of Investment : 
With the rapid development at shortest possible time it becomes 
necessary to raise the level of investment substantially. This requires in turn 
high level of savings.^^ It may be difficult to mobilise domestic savings for 
the financing of projects that are badly needed for economic development. 
In the early stages of development the capital market is itself under-
developed. During the period in which the capital market is in the form of 
development, foreign capital is essential as a temporary measure.^^ 
3. Exploitation of Natural Resources : 
These countries have abundant supply of natural resources which 
could not be exploited by them to their fullest betterment for the economy as 
a whole, due to lack of technical skill and expertise. As a consequence they 
have to depend upon foreign investment to undertake the exploitation of 
their natural wealth for their upliftion. 
4. Development of Basic Economic Infrastructure : 
The inadequate quantity of domestic capital is the main bottleneck 
to built up the economic infrastructure on its own. Thus these countries 
require foreign capital to undertake this task. 
5. Improvement of the Balance of Payment Position : 
Initially, for rapid industrialisation, the developing countries had to 
import heavy machineries, capital goods, industrial raw materials, spare 
parts and components but their exports were too low resulting into an 
adverse balance of payment position. This adversity created a big gap 
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between the earnings and expenditure of foreign exchange. Foreign 
investment provides a solution to this problem. 
6. Undertaking the Initial Risk : 
Most of the underdeveloped countries suffer from severe scarcity 
of private entrepreneurs. This scarcity leads the economy to low level of 
industrialization. Foreign capital undertakes risk of investment in the host 
countries and provide acceleration to the process of industrialisation. Once 
the programme of industrialization gets started with the initiative of foreign 
capital, domestic industrial activity starts picking up as more and more 
people of the host country enter the industrial field. 
7. Low Rate of Employment Generation : 
The underdeveloped and developing countries having low rate of 
industrialisation faces a severe blow of under employment problem. The 
foreign investment rescues them to some extent in tackling this problem in 
the short run. 
8. Inappropriate Growth Rate : 
In comparison to the developed countries of the world the growth 
rate of these countries are very low. The intrusion of foreign capital leads 
to achieve a high rate of growth for the domestic economies. 
9. Incompetence in Facing Global Competition : 
Whatever output these countries produce domestically is mostly 
consumed by their population, whatever is left is exported. In the markets 
abroad, these products face tough competition because their quality is not 
upto the mark or according to the specific international quality standards. 
The foreign investment with technology transfers help these countries to 
acquire those predetermined quality standards of the global markets. The 
production also increases so that after the domestic consumption, there is 
much more left for exports. These products when reaches the global 
markets fetch a high demand which results in greater foreign exchange 
earnings. 
IV. FORMS OF FOREIGN INVESTMENT INFLOWS AND RELATED 
POLICIES SINCE 1991 
The substantial liberalisation was announced in the New Industrial 
Policy declared by the then Govt, on 24th July, 1991, which opened the 
doors for the free flow of foreign investments in the country. 
The main reason behind the liberalisation of the economy was to 
overcome the major economic crisis surpassing the country in early 1991. 
This crisis started back in 1980s which led to large and persistent macro 
economic imbalances. Throughout the 1980s the fiscal deficit was mounting 
due to growing non-developmental expenditure of the Central Govt. The 
budgetary deficit was 2 .1% of GDP in 1990-91 as against 0.9% in 1981-
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82, similarly the revenue deficit had risen from 0.2% of GDP in 1981-82 to 
3.5% in 1990-91. However the most disquietening development vk^ as a steep 
rise in the gross fiscal deficit from 4 . 1 % of GDP in 1975-76 v\/hich rose to 
7.5% in 1984-85 and further to 8.4% in 1990-91. Hence, this fiscal deficit 
had to be met by recoursing to internal borrowings, the internal debt of the 
Govt, increased rapidly, rising from 35% of GDP at the end of 1980-81 to 
53% of GDP at the end of 1990-91. This naturally made burden of servicing 
the debt onerous, interest payments which were 2% of GDP and 10% of 
Central Govt, expenditure in 1980-81, rose to 4% of GDP and 20% of total 
Central Govt, expenditure in 1990-91. In 1990-91 interest payments had 
eaten up 36.4% of the total revenue collection of the Central Govt.^^ 
The balance of payment situation was the worst in 1990-91. The 
current account deficit which was US $ 2.1 billion or 1.35% of GDP in 1980-
81 rose to US $ 4.9 billion or 2.56% of GDP in 1985-86 and further to US 
$ 9.7 billion or 3.69% of GDP in 1990-91.^^ These increasing amounts of 
deficit had to be financed by borrowing from abroad and as a consequence 
India's external debt rose from 12% of GDP in 1980-81 to 23% of GDP in 
1990-91.29 The debt also increased the debt service burden from 10% of 
current account receipts and 15% of export earnings in 1980-81 to 22% of 
current account receipts and 30% of export earnings in 1990-91.^° 
On the other hand the inflation was growing at a faster rate. In 
1984-85 the inflation was 6.7% p a . in terms of W.I. P. which rose to 10.3% 
p.a. in 1990-91. In terms of CPI it was 11.2% p.a. in 1990-91.^^ These 
inflationary pressures in the economy did not surface out the blue. The 
build-up was attributable to the large deficits, which were inevitably 
associated with a monetisation of budget deficits and an excessive growth 
of money supply. This liquidity overhang in conjunction with real 
disproportionality and underlying supply demand imbalances was bound to 
fuel inflation.^2 
The aforesaid, critical macro-economic condition of the economy 
compelled the newly formed Govt, to liberalise the economy on the forceful 
recommendations of IMF and World Bank. The package of reforms was 
stated to be essential for getting a loan from the IMF to bail out the country 
of the present foreign exchange crisis. The IMF promised to give a loan of 
US $ 2 billion immediately, and a further loan of some US $ 5 to 7 billion 
for liberalizing the economy.^^ For giving the loan IMF laid down the 
conditions that there should be a sharp cut in the fiscal deficit of the Govt, 
of India; reduction of import duties and gradual lifting of all quantitative 
restrictions (QRs) on imports and privatisation of the economy together with 
free flow of foreign capital.^'' 
Thus, on 24th July, 1991, the Govt, in an urge to attract foreign 
investment in the country introduced the New Industrial Policy which 
envisaged the automatic entry of 5 1 % equity participation in 34 industries 
termed as "High Priority Industries" and also initiated the privatisation of the 
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PSUs for an effective participation by domestic and foreign private 
investors. 
Later on in 1992, the Govt, of India also introduced its capital 
market reforms to facilitate foreign portfolio investment in the country. 
Therefore, the liberalisation of the Indian economy in 1991 and 
further in 1992 opened the doors for a free flow of foreign capital in the 
country in the forms of : 
(i) Foreign Direct Investment (To be discussed in detail later on) 
(ii) Foreign Portfolio Investment (Discussed below in brief) 
A. Foreign Portfolio Investment (FPI) 
Foreign portfolio investment (FPI) is a new financial innovation 
which was introduced to the Indian Capital market in Sept. 1992. Under this 
form of foreign private investment, the foreign investors are allowed to 
purchase and sell the shares and debentures of Indian companies listed on 
the domestic stock exchanges. On the other hand, the Indian companies 
are also permitted to sell their bonds, which are fully convertible in foreign 
currencies in markets abroad. For the proper functioning of these 
transactions abroad and domestically, appropriate depositories and 
custodian banks are set up. 
Foreign Portfolio Investment is also termed as foreign indirect 
investment It is defined "as an investment that gives the investor a non-
controlling interest in a company or ownership of a loan to another party. 
Usually a portfolio investment takes one of two forms; stock in a company 
and loans to a company or country in the form of bonds, bills or notes that 
the investor purchases. Foreign portfolio investment are important for most 
companies that have extensive international operations. They are used 
primarily for short-term financial gains i.e. as a means for a company to 
earn more money on its money with relative safety".^^ 
The first modern portfolio Analysis model was developed by Dr. 
Harry N. Marcowitz, with a basic element to enamate from a series of 
proposition concerning rational investors behaviour.^^ This model is based 
on certain assumptions which are : 
(i) Investors consider each investment alternative as being represented 
by a profitability distribution of expected returns over some holding 
period. 
(ii) Investors maximise one period expected utility and possess utility 
curve which demonstrates diminishing marginal utility of wealth. 
(iii) Individuals estimate risk on the basis of the viability of expected 
returns. 
(iv) Investors base decision solely on expected return and variance (or 
standard deviation) of returns only. 
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(v) For a given risk level investors prefer high return, similarly for a given 
level of expected returns investors prefer less risk to more risk.^^ 
The formula of Expected Return for a Portfolio is^^ : 
n 
I ( rp) = S X, Z(ri) 
i=1 
where X, = Fraction of total value of the Portfolio invested in the ith 
asset. X, is called weighted or participation level. 
E(ri) = Expected rate of return from the ith asset. 
Risk Formula for a Portfolio is^^ 
n n 
^ S Z 
i = 1 j = 1 
ap = S S X, Xj a,j 
2 2 
z z 
i = 1 j = 1 
op = Z Z X, Xj o,^  
where o = Co-variance of return between security i and j 
o = Portfolio standard deviation 
a, = P,j ap 
P = Correlation coefficient between the return on i and j 
u 1/2 Op = [X2 o2, + X^^ 0^2 XjX^ 0,2] 
In India FPI comes in the following forms : 
(a) Foreign Institutional Investment (FN) 
(b) Euro Equities comprising of 
(i) Global Depository Receipts (GDRs) 
(ii) Foreign Currency Convertible Bonds (FCCBs) 
1. Foreign Institutional Investments (Flls) 
Foreign Institutional Investments are made by the Foreign 
Institutional Investors which are institutional money managers investing in 
the assets of clients that comprises of mutual funds, Pension Funds, 
insurance companies and other large blocks of institutional money into the 
Indian stock markets.•*" 
Flls lend their capital in order to get returns on it, without 
exercising control over the use of capital. They invest with medium and long 
term considerations. They are always in search of stable and investment 
attractive markets where risk is minimised and returns are maximised by 
the fund managers by diversification of portfolio. 
To them the share market is as relevant as the foreign currency 
market. As such their investment is exposed to two kinds of risks. First, like 
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Indian investors they are exposed to price risks. The earnings from shares 
come more from price appreciation while a fall in prices, the net return 
becomes negative. Exposure to price risk is common to all those who invest 
in shares. Second, is the risk of change in the currency value. Thus, the Flls 
are required to handle two markets at the same time.'*^ 
Flls are familiarising themselves with the emerging markets and 
their focus is now shifting from liquid stocks to potential growth stocks. By 
investing in equity stocks constantly monitoring the macro corporate 
economy and by insisting in better disclosures these Flls have made 
economic information a premium product which will help in raising the 
overall standard of management of corporates in the country. 
They are important players on the stock and foreign currency 
markets. If they invest, prices of shares go up, if they withdraw, prices of 
shares go down. They bring in dollars to invest in Indian stocks. These 
dollars flood the market and strengthen the rupee. These Flls' dollars help 
RBI to build the foreign currency reserves and their disinvestments 
decrease the reserves.'^^ 
Fll investments will be high when share prices are expected to rise 
and the rupee is expected to harden. On the contrary, Flls will disinvest 
when share prices are expected to fall and the rupee is expected to weaken. 
For attracting more Fll in the country the Govt., should make their 
policies keeping in mind the economic developments going on in other 
parts of the world or in other economies because a bull phase in the 
ASEAN can start a bull phase on our domestic stock exchanges; a crisis in 
Mexico and our stock market is depressed, a rise in the interest rate in the 
US can mean a fall in share price in the BSE and so on.'*^ 
The Flls are smooth market players and dislike frequent policy 
changes. The minute the Flls feel that the country will keep fiddling with the 
regulations, they will exit en masse.'^^ 
Flls are important constituent of FPI in India. They have been 
permitted by the Govt, of India to invest in the primary and secondary 
market and other listed/unlisted securities on the stock exchanges/Over 
The Counter Exchange of India (OTCEI). 
On 24th Sept., 1992, the Govt,, of India issued comprehensive 
guidelines for Fll investments in the country. Accordingly, the portfolio 
investment in primary and secondary markets will be subject to a ceiling of 
24% (increased to 30% in 1997-98) of issued share capital for the total 
holdings of all registered Flls in any one company. The holdings of the 
single institution would also be subjected to a ceiling of 5% (later on 
increased to 10% in 1993) of the total issued capital.'*^ 
In 1993, Indian companies were permitted to make preferential 
allotment to Flls subject to the prescribed conditions (Appendix No. 1). In 
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1996-97 the list of Flls was expanded to include proprietory funds, 
endowment funds, university funds foundations and charitable trusts/ 
societies with good track record. Flls were permitted to invest in dated 
Govt. Securities and debt funds too.'*^ 
Before making any investments in the listed securities in India, the 
Flls have to get themselves registered with SEBI. They should also hold a 
registration from the Securities Commission/Regulatory Organisations of 
the Stock Market in their home countries. SEBI's initial registration is valid 
for only 5 years. Flls are taxed 20% on dividends and interest income and 
10% on long term capital gains and 30% on short term capital gains. 
Since 14th Sept., 1992 till 31st Dec, 1998, 498 Flls have got 
registered themselves with the SEBI and have invested their money in the 
scrips of about 600 listed Indian Companies. With the opening up of the 
capital markets for foreign investment in Sept., 1992 till 31st March, 1993 
the investments of Flls were of only US $ 1 million which went up to US $ 
1665 millions in 1993-94. In 1994-95, due to Mexican Peso Crisis, the Flls 
started selling their stocks and the net Inflows came down by 9.7% to US 
$ 1503 millions. Again there was a rise by 33.7% to US $ 2009 millions in 
1995-96. In the year 1996-97 the Flls started selling practices resulting into 
a decline of 4 . 1 % to US $ 1926 millions and further in 1997-98, they 
declined by 49.2% to US $ 979 millions. In 1998, the Flls became net 
sellers and there was a net outflow of $ 752 million. Since 1992-93 till 31st 
Dec, 1998 the FH's net investments were US $ 7.3 billions (US $ 7331 
millions) [Table No. 2.2(a)]. 
Table No. 2.2(a) : Foreign Institutional Investments Inflows 
Year 
1992-93 
1993-94 
1994-95 
1995-96 
1996-97 
1997-98 
1998-99 
(April-Dec) 
Total 
Amount 
(US$ Millions) 
1 
1665 
1503 
2009 
1926 
979 
-752 
7331 
% Change 
-
+1665 
(-)9.7 
+33.7 
-4.1 
-49.2 
-
-
Source : "Economic Survey 1998-99". 
In 1993-94 the total purchases made by Flls were of Rs. 5592.7 
crores and sales Rs. 466.5 crores. In 1994-95 the purchases increased by 
36.4% to 7631.1 crores and the sales were six times that of previous year 
to Rs. 2834.6 crores. In 1995-96 the purchases increased by just 27% to 
Rs. 9693.5 crores but the sales declined by 2.9% to 2751.7 crores. In 
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1996-97 the purchases increased the most by 59.5% to Rs 15457.7 crores 
and the sales went up by more than two times to Rs. 6973.6 crores. In 
1997-98 the purchases increased marginally by 7.9% to Rs. 16679 crores 
but the sales shot up by 69.2% to Rs. 11802.2 crores. Till Dec, 1998 the 
purchases declined by 3.4% to Rs. 16115 crores and the sales went up by 
58.1% to Rs. 17699.5 crores. Thus from Sept., 1992 to 31st Dec, 1998 the 
total purchases by Flls were of Rs. 71169 crores and the sales were 
42528.1 crores resulting into net investment of Rs. 28640.9 crores in this 
long period [Table No. 2.2(b)]. 
Table 2.2(b). Trend in Foreign Institutional Investment 
(Rs. crores) 
Year 
1993-94 
1994-95 
1995-96 
1996-97 
1997-98 
1998-99 
Total 
Purchases 
5592.7 
7631.1 
9693.5 
15457.7 
16679.0 
16115.0 
71169.0 
% Change 
-
+36.4 
+27.0 
+59.5 
+7.9 
-3.4 
Sales 
466.5 
2834.6 
2751.7 
6973.6 
11802.2 
17699.5 
42528.1 
% Change 
-
+607.6 
-2.9 
+253.4 
+69.2 
+50.1 
Net 
5126.2 
4796.5 
6941.8 
8484.1 
4876.8 
-1584.5 
28640.9 
Source : CMIE; Economic Intelligence Service, Monthly Review of the 
Indian Economy, Dec. Jan. 1998-99, p. 117. 
2. Euro Issues 
One of the major areas of economic reforms initiated by the then 
Govt, was the change in the policy in relation to allowing Indian companies 
to raise money by way of equity issues in the international markets. The 
companies with good track records were permitted to issue equity and 
convertible debenture/bonds abroad. Thus, during the post-liberalisation 
era, the entire concept of fund raising by Indian corporate witnessed a sea-
change. Two primary instruments floated by the Indian companies in 
international markets are GDRs and FCCBs - more commonly known as 
Euro issues. 
Euro issue is an issue where the securities are issued in a 
currency different from the currency of the country of issue and the securities 
are sold internationally to corporate and private investors in different 
countries. A Euro issue is different from a foreign issue where the issuer is 
not incorporated in the country in which the securities are being issued, but 
the securities are denominated in the currency of the country of issue and 
are aimed at domestic investors in the country where the issue is made. 
Euro-securities are transferable securities which are to be underwritten and 
distributed by a syndicate. 
The major benefits that Euro Issues provides to the issuer 
company is the ability to raise funds at a lower cost. Average coupon rates 
on convertible bonds of five years maturity in the Euro market are 2.5% to 
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4% as against the domestic long term interest rate of 14% or more. The 
cost of Euro issue approximates to 4% vis-a-vis domestic cost of 8% to 
14%, thus, providing a mechanism for raising equity at a cost which is lower 
than the cost of making a rights issue/^ Also a Euro issue can be priced 
at par or even at a premium depending on the market conditions. The issuer 
company can collect large volume of funds in US $ or pound sterlings. It 
provides the company substantial liquidity. The company can restrict 
holders of non-exchangeable bonds from exercising voting rights. Eases 
the domestic regulatory and fiscal requirements, can raise the profits of the 
company. Besides these benefits, an issuer company can enlarge the 
market for its shares through greater exposure and at the same time, 
enhance its image in the international markets. 
From an investors angle, a Euro issue provides them the means 
to diversify their portfolio globally, and have access to foreign markets 
which were closed to foreign investment uptil now. Investors can earn good 
returns if the issuing company does well. They can avail the voting right 
facilities by converting their Euro issues into issuing company's shares. 
They may get them tax-exempted by selling them abroad. They are 
exempted from the registration under SEBI and may not appoint a custodian 
bank in the issuing company's country. Above all they have the arbitrage 
opportunity because if prices of companies are quoting at a large discount, 
investors can pick shares at a lower cost in the foreign markets and off load 
them in the Indian bourses to get almost risk free returns. 
Thus, the various sources of long term off-shore finance for Indian 
companies through the Euro Issue route of FPI, are 
(a) Global Depository Receipts (GDRs) 
(b) Foreign Currency Convertible Bonds (FCCBs) 
a. Global Depository Receipts (GDRs): 
It is a straight form of raising equity, it means any instrument in the 
form of raising equity and a depository receipt or certificate created by an 
overseas depository bank outside India and issued to non-resident 
investors against the issue of ordinary shares or foreign currency 
convertible bonds to raise equity capital in multiple markets outside the 
issuers domestic market through the security which is traded in a foreign 
stock market. 
Thus, a GDR can be defined as "an instrument to raise equity 
capital in multiple markets outside the issuers domestic market through one 
security which is traded in a foreign stock market".'*^ 
According to the Finance Act 1992-93, "GDR means any 
instrument in the form of a depository receipts or certificate (by whatever 
name it Is called) created by the Overseas Depository Bank outside India 
and issued to non-residents against the issue of ordinary shares or foreign 
currency convertible bonds''.'*^ 
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Madhu Vij says, "GDR is a dollar denominated instrument traded 
on a stock exchange in Europe or US or in both. It represents a certain 
number of underlying equity shares in the issuing company, although the 
GDR is quoted and traded in dollars, the underlying shares are 
denominated in rupees.^° 
GDRs have gained much popularity since Reliance Industries 
made first GDR issue in 1992. Since then many companies have entered 
the foreign market and have been received well by the foreign investors. 
A GDR can be traded publicly. Each GDR held represents a 
number of shares offered by the issuer. They can be offered plainly or with 
warrants. The share of a company is issued to an intermediary called the 
depository in whose name the shares are registered, the depository issues 
the GDRs. The investors can trade them themselves and can cancel them 
too. The Indian share price is used as a batchmark by deciding the price 
of the GDRs. The issue price is denominated in dollars. They can be listed 
on the London or Luxemburg stock exchanges. However, Indian companies 
favour the later. The GDR holders receive dividend which is payable in 
dollars. The dividend is distributed after deducting the withholding tax and 
depository charges. As the conversion is done at prevailing exchange rate, 
the exchange rate risk is negligible. Transfer of GDRs overseas do not 
attract any capital gain tax. under the provisions of the Income Tax Act 
u/s115 AC, the dividends attract a withholding tax of 10%. There is 
obviously a strong link between the GDR market in Luxembourg and the 
stock market in Bombay. The GDR, after all, is only a proxy for shares. A 
large difference between share prices and GDR prices would induce 
arbitrage operations replacing one with the other, which means that GDR 
prices have to move more or less in line with the domestic prices of 
shares.^^ Thus when the domestic prices fall, the GDR prices fall and when 
domestic prices increase, the GDR prices increase. 
Since the inception of the GDRs by the Indian company in 1992, 
when Reliance and Grasims took the lead there are about 65 companies 
who have gone global to raise funds through the GDR routes. 
b. Foreign Currency Convertible Bonds (FCCBs) 
The instruments or bonds floated by the Indian Companies are 
commonly referred to as Foreign Currency Convertible Bonds (FCCBs). 
Madhu Vij. defines FCCBs to be "basically equity linked debt 
securities, which are converted to equity or Depository Receipts after a 
specific period".^2 
The Finance Act 1993, defines FCCBs in the following way 
"FCCBs mean bonds issued in accordance with the Global Depository 
Mechanism Scheme and subscribed by a non-resident in foreign currency 
and convertible into ordinary shares of the issuing company in any manner, 
either in whole, or in part, on the basis of any equity warrants attached to 
debt instruments".^^ 
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In case of FCCBs the holder of the bonds has the option of 
converting them into equity (normally at a predetermined exchange rate) or 
retaining the bond. Because of this facility, FCCBs carry a lower rate of 
interest than the rate on any other similar non-convertible debt instruments. 
FCCBs are freely tradeable and the issuer has no control over the transfer 
mechanism. Like GDRs they are bearer securities, with no registration of 
owners. However, their issuance is concentrated only in few currencies. Of 
the major currencies, the US dollar accounts for more than half the issuance 
of FCCBs, followed by British Pound Sterling, French Franc and Japanese 
Yen with 25%. The Swiss Franc with just 10%. 
The first FCCB was issued by Essar Steel in July 1993. 
To give a legal status to the Euro Issues in form of GDRs/FCCBs 
the Govt, of India started making guidelines on the same in the country., The 
internal guidelines were finalised on April 20, 1993, which were made 
enforceable w.e.f. 1st April 1992. The guidelines were applicable to 
manufacturing companies and did not allow financial companies to float 
issues in Euro Market. The salient features of the guidelines were: 
(i) The investment plans will have to be clearly specified. The purpose 
of issue can no longer be vague or for "corporate purposes/working 
capital requirement". 
(ii) A minimum issue size should be $ 20 millions and the maximum size 
pegged at $ 100 millions. The limits for raising funds in specific 
sectors are higher - $ 500 millions for power and shipping etc. 
(iii) Euro convertibles will be permitted but companies would be allowed 
access to the Euro market only once a year. The amount raised via 
Euro route will be restricted to 50% of the post issue market 
capitalisation.^ 
In 1993, it was held that the aggregate foreign investment made 
through GDR mechanism shall not exceed 51% of the issued and 
subscribed capital of the issuing company. The ordinary shares and FCCBs 
issued against GDR shall be treated as FDI in the issuing company." 
In 1994, the following end uses were prescribed where the amount 
raised through GDR issues were to be utilised within one year from the date 
of issue." 
(i) Financing capital goods imports. 
(ii) Financing domestic purchase/installation of plant equipment and 
buildings. 
(iii) Repayment of scheduled and earlier external borrowings. 
(iv) Making investments abroad where these have been approved by 
competent authorities. 
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(v) A margin of 15% (which was raised to 25% in 1995) of the total 
proceeds of an issue for other general corporate restructuring uses. 
In 1995 it was said that in case where the Euro issues were 
intended for investment in infrastructure industries like power generation, 
telecommunication, ports, airports, roads, oil exploration and refining the 
qualifying criteria for issuing company i.e. good performance (financial or 
otherwise) over three years before being allowed to go out for Euro Issues 
- was relaxed. The corporates were also permitted to structure their external 
commercial borrowings (ECBs) through issue of FCCBs with end use 
confirming to the usual ECB norms and a minimum average tenure of five 
years for the non-convertible portion of FCCBs.^^ 
After redemption of GDRs and conversion of FCCBs the capital 
gain tax will be levied i.e. 10% on long term capital gains and 55% on short 
term capital gains. Income by way of dividend on shares would be taxed at 
the rate of 10%. 
After the announcement of the GDR/FCCB guidelines, Indian 
corporates have started floating their equities and bonds in the Euro 
markets and started collecting huge funds. In 1992-93 the amount raised 
through Euro equities was US $ 240 millions which increased by more than 
six times in 1993-94 to US $ 1520 millions; in 1994-95, it came down to 
just 37% with US $ 2082 collected through Euro issues. In 1995-96 there 
was a sharp decline in Euro issues to 67.2% amounting to US $ 683 
millions; in 1996-97, the market again went up by twice the amount raised 
in 1995-96, i.e. US $ 1366 millions. In 1997-98 there was again a decline 
of 52.8% to US $ 645 millions. From April 1998 to Dec, 1998 only US $ 
15 millions was acquired through Euro issues. Since 1992 till 31st Dec, 
1998 the total inflow of foreign investment through GDR/FCCB route 
amounted to US $ 6551 millions (Table No. 2.3). 
Table No. 2.3. Euro Equities or Global Depository Receipts/Foreign 
Currency Convertible Bonds Inflows 
Year Amount % Change 
US $ Millions 
+633.3 
+37.0 
-67.2 
+200.0 
-52.8 
1992-93 
1993-94 
1994-95 
1995-96 
1996-97 
1997-98 
1998-99 
April to Dec. 
240 
1520 
2082 
683 
1366 
645 
15 
Total 6551 loiai baai 
Source : Economic Survey 1998-99 (Table 6.9, p. 87). 
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B. Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) 
The biggest measure to liberalise the economy in 1991 was to 
permit the foreign investment in the country specially in the form of FDI in 
some high investment and technical priority industries Before discussing 
the FDI trends in India it is better to have a theoreticaldiscussion on it to 
understand what actually FDI is. 
Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) is the most preferred foreign 
investment forms by the developing countries. Under this form of private 
investment a company is formed in some other country and then it make 
investments in the host country. The interested investor seeks the 
permission for investment in the host country from the host country's Govt. 
The host country's Govt, prescribes its investment policies made for them 
and if the terms of the policies are found favourable the investors sign the 
agreements and invest their money in the desired ventures. The foreign 
companies not only bring capital with them but also technologies and 
required managerial skills. In return the investing company had to pay to the 
Govt, its remittances in the form of royalties and dividends from its net 
earnings. Thus, in FDI, the MNCs/TNCs are let to operate in the domestic 
territories of the host country. 
Foreign Direct Investment has been defined by several 
organisations and writers in different ways. Some of these definitions are 
mentioned below : 
1. Definitions of Foreign Direct Investment 
(a) "Foreign Direct Investment has been defined as an investment 
involving a long term relationship and reflecting a lasting interest and 
control of a resident entity in one economy (foreign direct investor or 
parent enterprise) in an enterprise resident in an economy other than 
that of the foreign direct investor's (FDI enterprise or affiliate 
enterprise or foreign affiliate)" - International Monetary Fund.^^ 
(b) "Foreign Direct Investment implies that the investor exerts a 
significant degree of influence on the management of the enterprise 
resident in the other economy. Such investment involves both the 
initial transaction between the two entities and all subsequent 
transactions between them and among foreign affiliates both 
incorporated and unincorporated. FDI may be undertaken by 
individuals as well as business entities" - World Investment Report-
1998.59 
(c) "FDI is the acquisition of physical assets by a firm in the form of 
plants and equipments in other countries, with operational control 
ultimately residing with the parent company in the home country" -
Andrian Buckley.^° 
(d) "A direct investment is one that gives the investor a controlling 
interest in a foreign company. Such a direct investment also is called 
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a FDI. FDI is the highest, commitment a domestic company can make 
in international business because it usually involves not only the 
infusion of capital but also the transfer of personnel and technology. 
Hence, such usually comes after a company has acquired experience 
in exporting or importing. FDI can provide the controlling company 
with access to certain resources or to a market. This type of 
investment may take place even through most or all of the capital is 
raised abroad" - John D. Daniels and Lee H. Rodebaugh.^^ 
(e) "FDI refers to investment in a foreign country where the investor 
retains control over the investment. It typically takes the form of 
starting a subsidiary, acquiring stake in an existing firm or starting a 
joint venture in the foreign country. Direct investment and management 
of the firms concerned normally go together" - Francis Cheruhilam.^^ 
Thus from the above definitions it can be said that FDI is that type 
of private foreign investment where a foreign country's companies (MNCs) 
registered in that country comes to the host country with fresh technology, 
technological expertise, management skills and capital to invest in its 
auxiliaries or in host country's companies and control its investment too. It 
is an institution which brings about an introduction of two or more 
economies and thereby lead to a basic transformation in both. One more 
thing becomes clear that for the inflow of FDI it is important to give a 
friendly look in respect of the entry of the MNCs in the domestic economic 
scene. 
2. Determinants of Foreign Direct Investments 
With the existence of certain determining factors, FDI flows take 
place in a country. These factors are - the presence of ownership specific 
competitive advantage in a MNC, the presence of locational advantages in 
a host country and the presence of superior commercial benefits in firm and 
a good relationship between the investors and investees. The first and third 
conditions are the firm specific determinants of FDI, the second is 
locational specific and has a bearing on the host country's inflows of FDI. 
Therefore, the principle determinants of the location of FDI are the policy 
framework, business facilitation measures and economic factors which are 
mentioned below: 
(a) The FDI Policy Framework 
The FDI policies consists of the rules and regulations governing 
the entry and operations of foreign investors, the standards of treatment 
given to them, and the functioning of markets within which they operate. 
These policies satisfy various objectives like reducing or increasing FDI 
flows, influencing its sectoral composition or geographical origin, the 
treatment of FDI entry by a foreign firm to be treated on par with domestic 
firms or not etc. To achieve these objectives the FDI policies are made 
complementary to other policies for influencing investors decisions such as 
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privatisation policy and policies determined by the international agreements 
a country has signed. 
Policies designed to influence the location of FDI constitute the 
"inner ring" of the policy framework, policies that affect FDI but have not 
been designed for that purpose constitute the "outer ring" of the policy 
framework.®^ The features of such a framework vary among countries and 
also vary over time in the same country. The importance of core FDI policy 
as a determinant is best illustrated by the fact that FDI cannot take place 
unless it is allowed to enter a country and would not enter the sectors, of the 
host countries, economy, where it is forbidden. 
These policies have provided TNCs with an ever increasing choice 
of locations and has made them selective and demanding as regards other 
locational determinants. One outcome is a relative loss in effectiveness of 
FDI policies in the competition. For investments adequate core section FDI 
policies are now simply taken for granted. Another outcome is that cxjuntries 
are increasingly interested, since 1980s, paying more attentions to the inner 
and outer rings of FDI policy framework. Foreign investors assess a 
country's investment limits not only in terms of FDI policies per se, but also 
in terms of macroeconomic and macro-organisational policies. 
b. Business Facilitation Measures 
The liberalisation of core FDI policies is seen as an enabling act 
aimed at creating a framework that establishes by and large, a level playing 
field for all investors. This act is complemented by proactive measures, 
aimed at facilitating the business that foreign investors undertake in the 
host country. Business facilitation measures include promotion efforts, the 
provision of incentives, to foreign investors, the reduction of the huge costs 
of doing business in a host country, e.g. reducing or eliminating corruption 
and improving administrative efficiency, and the provision of amenities that 
contribute to the quality of life of expatriate personnel^ 
These measures have become more important with change in 
time. Countries that have changed their FDI policies or those who wanted 
to regain investors attention have all begun to resort to it. 
Investment facilitation services are services consisting of a 
counselling, accelerating the various stages of the approval process and 
providing assistance in obtaining all the needed permissions etc. are 
another important component of promotional activities in both developed 
and developing countries. Under the severe competition for FDI in a global 
economy these services have been extended to include after investment 
policies, i.e. services rendered to established foreign affiliates regarding 
day to day operational matters. They were included for two reasons - first, 
is the realisation that sequential investment i.e. reinvestment of earnings by 
established foreign affiliates can be significant source of FDI. Second, 
there is a growing awareness that satisfied investors are the best evidence 
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of a good investment climate in a host country and that, therefore, they can 
help to attract other investors.^'* 
It should be kept in mind that the business facilitation activities 
can only play a supporting role without becoming a decisive factor. If the 
host country does not have some basic economic determinants, or if other 
components of investment climate such as broader economic policies, 
availability of productive human resources at competitive costs, well 
developed transportation, communication and power infrastructure, a stable 
and open economy are unsatisfactory no promotional efforts or incentives 
would help to attract significant FDI. This is the reason why FDI is negligible 
or have not yet entered in most of the developing and underdeveloped 
economies of the world. 
c. Economic Determinants : 
The economic determinants of FDI can be grouped into three 
categories, each reflecting the principal motivations of TNCs for investing 
in foreign countries i.e. resource seeking, market seeking and efficiency 
seeking. With the evolution of FDI regulations, these determinants have 
changed in response to the forces of liberalisation and globalisation. All 
these determinants are mentioned below : 
(i) Natural Resources : 
Historically, the most important host country determinant of FDI 
has been the availability of natural resources. Even when it was prominent 
as an FDI determinant, the presence of natural resources by itself was not 
sufficient for FDI to take place. Comparative advantage in natural resources 
usually gave rise to trade rather than FDI. Investment took place when 
resource abundant countries either lacked the large amounts of capital 
typically required for resource extraction or did not have the technical skills 
needed to extract or sell raw materials to the rest of the world. In addition, 
infrastructure facilities for getting raw materials out of the host country and 
to its final destination had to be in place or needed to be created. 
(ii) National Markets : 
One of the economic determinant of inward FDI corresponds to 
the need of firms including TNCs to grow and/or to stay competitive by 
gaining access to new markets at home and abroad and/or increasing 
existing market shares. From the host country's perspective the relevant 
economic determinants for attracting market seeking FDI include market 
size, in absolute terms as well as in relation to the size and income of its 
population and market growth., Large markets can accommodate more 
firms both domestic and foreign, and can help firms producing tradeable 
products to achieve scale and scope economies. As grov/th is a magnet for 
firms, a high growth rate in a host country tends to stimulate investment by 
both domestic and foreign producers. 
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(Hi) Abundance of Unskilled Labour Force : 
Apart from natural resources and national markets, there are also 
location specific economic determinant of FDI reflecting other types of TNC 
motivations they are the availability of low cost unskilled labour, largely 
immobile, has been the most prominent among them. This is special for 
TNCs seeking greater efficiencies in producing labour intensive final 
products or for TNCs producing final products for which some stage of 
production, geographically separable from other stages is intensive in the 
use of unskilled labour. 
(iv) Improvement in Technology : 
The above mentioned economic determinants can be said to be 
"traditional economic Determinants of FDI". But in the modern world i.e. the 
globalised world, alone or in combination with one another -- improvement 
in technology markets more open to trade, FDI and technology flows and 
the competitive pressures have changed the minds of the TNCs to make a 
choice for their investments. The aforesaid traditional determinants are now 
losing their importance but they are now also associated with them. 
Improvement of technology have resulted into the deregulation of 
a number of important service industries and opening them for FDI in 
developing countries. Now technology has become an important tool for 
competition. The technological improvements in products including services 
and marketing processes results into competitiveness. Technological 
improvements in transportation and telecommunication has provided TNCs 
with the ability to co-ordinate and manage their assets across borders and 
to service markets wherever in the world combined with their general 
management expertise, TNCs have now enhanced their internal capacity to 
manage global complexity, turning into one of their ownership specific 
advantages. 
Before making a final decision regarding the FDI investments the 
TNCs follow these aforementioned determinants. The countries where these 
determinants are present the TNCs invest in their markets and where they 
are not favourable to them, they do not invest. 
3. Foreign Direct Investment Policy in India since 1991 : 
The Liberalisation towards the free flow of foreign private 
investment in the form of FDI was penned down in the New Industrial Policy 
of 1991 declared by the then Govt, on July 24, 1991. The Govt, came to the 
conclusion that foreign investment is essential for modernisation, 
technology upgradation and industrial development of India. The policy 
therefore, overbends to cajole foreign capital to come to India. The new 
policy permitted automatic approval for foreign investment upto 51% equity 
in 34 industries, which were categorised as high technology and high 
investment priority industries listed in Annexure III of the Industrial Policy, 
1991 (Appendix No. 2). 
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With regard to the foreign investment the Industrial Policy states, 
"In the context of changing global scenario of industrial economic 
cooperation marked by mobility of capital, foreign investment is in the 
interest of the country's industrial development and therefore, would be 
welcome".®^ The main points of the policy are : 
(i) Approval will be given for FDI upto 5 1 % foreign equity in high 
priority industries. Clearance will be available if foreign equity 
covers the foreign exchange requirement for imported capital 
goods.^^ Comprising of new plant and machinery; it need not be 
accompanied by foreign technology agreements. The import of 
components, raw materials and intermediate goods are to be 
governed by the general policy as applicable to other domestic 
units.^^ 
(ii) Other foreign equity proposals required prior clearance and 
application in their case are required to be made to the Secretariat 
for Industrial Assistance (SIA).^^ 
(iii) Automatic permission would be given for foreign technology 
agreements in high priority industries upto a lumpsum payment of 
Rs. 1 crore, 5% royalty for domestic sales and 8% for exports, 
subject to a total payment of 8% of sales over 10 years period 
from the date of agreement or 7 years from the commencement of 
production.®^ 
(iv) It is also proposed to allow majority foreign equity holding upto 
5 1 % equity for trading companies primarily engaged in export 
activities; while the thrust would be on export activities, however, 
such trading houses should be at par with domestic trading and 
export houses in accordance with the Exim Policy.^° 
(v) The payment of dividends would be monitored through the RBI so 
as to ensure that outflows on account of dividend payments are 
balanced by export earnings over a period of time.^^ 
(vi) NRIs and OCBs predominantly owned by them are also permitted 
to invest upto 100% equity with full repatriation benefits in 
industries requiring compulsory licencing and items reserved for 
small scale sector and other industries, except those reserved for 
the PSUs72 (Appendix No. 3). 
(vii) In case of hiring of foreign technicians and testing of indigenously 
developed technology abroad does not require any prior 
permission from the Govt, and RBI, provided the terms of their 
engagement conform to the guidelines provided by RBI 
(Appendix 4). 
(viii) While 74% NRI scheme is discontinued, the existing 40% scheme 
will continue subject to the condition that in case they are falling 
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within the category of industries requiring compulsory licencing, 
the proposal should be submitted to the SIA's special approval 
Committee - NRI. Under it NRIs are permitted to subscribe to new 
issues of shares or debentures of any new or existing company 
other than a FERA company, with a right to repatriation/^ 
The other supporting policies, as a measure to make the country 
an investment friendly destination are made which are mentioned below : 
(a) The industrial licencing procedure is streamlined by delicencing 
almost 85% industries of the country, to avoid delays in project 
approvals. The new Industrial Licencing Policy stated that the Industrial 
Licencing to be abolished for all projects except for a short list of 
industries related to security and strategic concerns, social reasons, 
hazardous chemicals and overriding environmental reasons and items 
of elitist consumption (Annexure II). Industries reserved for the small 
scale sector will continue to be reserved/^ Thus only 18 industries are 
left under compulsory licencing (Appendix NO. 5). 
(b) The Govt, dereserved out of 17 industries reserved for the public 
sector 9 for private participation. The eight which are reserved for the 
public sector (Annexure I) are those, in areas where security and 
strategic concern predominate (Appendix No. 6). 
(c) In projects where imported capital goods are required the govt, 
provided that automatic clearance will be given where the foreign 
equity ensures foreign exchange availability and if the value of these 
goods is less than 25% of the total value of plant and equipment upto 
a maximum of Rs. 2 crore. In other cases the imports of capital goods 
will require SIA's prior clearance,^^ 
(d) The cities where the population is more than 1 million the industrial 
approval will be granted automatically except for industries falling 
under compulsory licencing procedure. In these cities the industries of 
other than those of non-polluting nature such as electronics computer 
software and printing will be located outside 25 Kms of the periphery, 
except in existing industrial areas.^ ® 
(e) It was found that the growing complexity of industrial structure leading 
to low achievement of economies of scale and low industrial 
productivity and competitive advantage in the international market was 
due to excessive interference of the Govt, through the MRTP Act. Thus 
the new Industrial policy provide for streamlining the provisions of the 
act. The policy statement on this matter stated that the pre-entry 
scrutiny of investment decisions by so-called MRTP companies will no 
longer be required. Instead, emphasis will be on controlling and 
regulating monopolistic, restrictive and unfair trade practices rather 
than making it necessary for the monopoly houses to obtain prior 
approval of Central Govt, for expansion, establishment of new 
undertakings, mergers, amalgamations and takeovers and 
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appointment of certain directors. The thrust of policy wil 
controlling unfair restrictive business practices/^ 
be more on 
In the year 1992 some additional measures were taken to 
encourage FDI. They were : 
(i) The dividend balancing conditions earlier applicable to foreign 
investment upto 5 1 % equity would no longer apply except for 
consumer goods industries7^ 
(ii) FDI upto 5 1 % of the equity in trading companies primarily engaged 
in export activities is permitted. The facility is available to Export 
Houses, Trading Houses and Star Trading Houses registered with 
the Directorate General of International Trade as per the Exim Policy. 
The Exim Policy lays down the criterion for recognition of these 
centres on the basis of the minimum average annual net foreign 
exchange earned during the three proceeding licencing years or 
during the proceeding licencing year which is as follows^^ : 
Export Houses Rs. 6 crores average 
for last 
3 years 
Trading Houses Rs. 30 crores -do-
Rs. 12 crores 
during the 
corresponding year 
Rs. 60 crores 
during the 
corresponding year 
Star Trading 
Houses 
Rs. 125 crores -do- Rs. 150 crores 
during the 
corresponding year 
(iii) In the list of high priority industries of Industrial Policy 1991 (Annexure 
III) the Govt, added one more industry i.e. "Electronic Software".^° 
(iv) On 29th June, 1992 existing companies with foreign equities upto 
40% or 49% were permitted to raise it to 5 1 % subject to prescribed 
guidelines.^^ 
(v) On 13th April, 1992, the Govt, signed the Multilateral Investment 
Guarantee Agency Protocol for the protection of foreign investment. 
(vi) On Sept. 15, 1992 the foreign investors were allowed to disinvest the 
security on stock exchanges at market rates.^^ 
In 1993, further steps were taken to promote FDI in the country. 
They were : 
(i) W.e.f. March 26, 1993, the 13 minerals, earlier reserved for PSUs, 
have been opened for the private sector. Consequently, the number 
of industries reserved for the public sector reduced to 6. Delicencing 
of motor car and white goods industries, raw hides and skins, leather 
and patent leather, excluding chamois leather was made w.e.f. 28th 
April 1993. Hence the number of items in respect of which industrial 
licensing is compulsory has been reduced to 15.®^ 
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(ii) Provisions of the Foreign Exchange Regulation Act (FERA) have 
been liberalised as a result of which companies with more than 40% 
of equity are also now treated at par with fully Indian owned 
companies (Appendix No. 7). 
The following additional steps were taken in 1994 to attract FDI in 
the country: 
(i) Almost all bulk drugs were delicenced and automatic approval of 
foreign equity upto 5 1 % were allowed in most drugs and formulations. 
Above all the telecom services opened to the private sector including 
foreign investors.^"* 
(ii) On 3rd June, 1994, further liberalisation measure, has allowed 
existing companies to automatically raise foreign equity upto 5 1 % in 
high priority industries and allot preferential shares at market prices 
to check its abuse.^^ 
(iii) The RBI in Oct., 1994, permitted overseas corporate bodies to invest 
upto 100% in the new issues of equity shares/convertible debentures 
of Indian companies engaged in construction of residential and 
commercial premises, development of service plots and township 
infrastructure facilities. Repatriation of original investment, however, 
would be permitted only after a lock-in-period of three years from the 
date of issue.^® 
In the year 1996 the following guidelines were passed by the 
Indian Govt, to boost FDI : 
(i) The cabinet committee on foreign investment on 17th Oct., 1996 
approved a mechanism which will allow Joint Ventures (JVs) to pump in 
more foreign investment in it, than the equity cap allows. Under it two 
partners can create a holding company which can pump in foreign 
investments in the JV. The transfer of funds from the holding company to the 
JV would be considered domestic investment. This will ensure Indian control 
on the licencee company, while at the same time enable the Indian partner 
in JV to raise overseas funds. Foreign investment in such holding 
companies wouldnot be set off against the prescribed cap in a licencee 
company provided that investment company did not have more than 49% 
FDI and the management is with the Indian owners.^'^ 
(ii) The requirement of meeting foreign exchange requirements for 
import of capital goods through the foreign equity that they bring, have been 
eased. Besides this, the ceiling on lumpsum fee paid by the Indian company 
to the foreign partner which includes royalty payments on exports and 
domestic sales as well as, technical know-how fee has been raised from 
Rs. 1 croreto US $ 2 millions (approximately Rs. 7 crores).^^ 
When coming to power, the then Govt, set to hike the existing 
ceiling of 51% equity for foreign firms under automatic approval category 
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to 74% as a part of its all out bid to attract large FDI into the country. The 
argument in favour of this hike in ceiling is that in the present liberalised 
environment, the stipulation of foreign firms holding maximum of 5 1 % of 
equity for being eligible for automatic approval category has no discernible 
economic rationale since this acts as a damper on fresh investments and 
also the 51% ceiling really does not give any special facility to the Indian 
shareholder. Under the Company's Act, 26 percent equity holding enables 
the equity holders to have a say in the important decision making, including 
raising of equity, preferential allotment and changing the memorandum and 
articles of association of the company. Therefore, there was no hazard to 
the Indian shareholders to have a control in the management of the 
company if the foreign equity participation reaches the level of 74%.®^ 
Thus in Dec, 1996, the Govt, allowed automatic approval of FDI 
upto 74% by RBI in 9 categories of industries (Appendix No. 8). Three 
industries relating to mining activities were also included under RBIs 
Automatic Approval for foreign equity upto 50%. In addition, 13 more 
industries were included in Annexure III of New Industrial Policy 1991 for 
.51% foreign equity.^° 
In 1997, in the month of Jan., the Govt, announced the first ever 
guidelines for FDI for expeditious approvals of foreign investment in areas 
not covered under automatic approval. The priority areas according to these 
guidelines included infrastructure, export potential, large scale employment 
potential particularly for rural areas, items with linkages with farm sector, 
social sector projects like hospitals, health care and medicines and 
proposals leading to induction of technology and infusion of capital. Thus, 
FDI approvals were subjected to sectoral caps, where specific limits for 
different sectors for foreign equity participation was fixed 
(Appendix No. 9).^^ 
The FIPB will allow 100% foreign equity in those cases where the 
foreign company has expressed its inability to find a suitable Indian JV 
partner, subject to the condition that the foreign investor will divest at least 
26% of its equity in favour of Indian parties within three or five years. The 
FIPB will also allow proposals for 100% trading firms for exports, bulk 
imports, carrying wholesale trade and other import of goods and services 
provided at least 75% is for procurement and sale of goods and services 
among group firms.^^ 
Five industries are delicenced, namely, animal fats and oils; 
tanned or dressed for skins; chamois leather; asbestos and asbestos 
based products; plywood, veneers of all types and other wood based 
products like particle board, medium density fibre board/black board; and 
paper and newsprint except bagasse based units. Thus, only 9 industries 
are left under compulsory licencing.93 ,-^  .• 
^Aj!^ ^ '"^' •••' / 
In 1998, coal and lignite, petroleum (pth^^'WtSh'^crurJe^ and its 
distillation products, bulk drugs and sugar were d.eli^enced. At present only 
' ( Ace. N o ) •" [-
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five items of health, strategic and security consideration remained under 
the purview of industrial licensing. 
In a mere drive to simplify FDI procedures, Indian companies have 
been permitted to accept investment under automatic approval route without 
obtaining prior permission from RBI. Foreign equity upto 100% has been 
permitted in electricity generation, transmission and distribution (excluding 
atomic reactor power plants) and in construction and maintenance of roads, 
highways, vehicular tunnels, ports and harbours. However, the foreign equity 
in projects of these industries under the automatic approval route should 
not exceed Rs. 1500 crores.^^ 
Requirement of prior approval from RBI for bringing in FDI/NRI/ 
OCB investment and issue of shares to foreign investors after FIPB/Govt. 
approval has been done away with. The existing norms for NRI/PIO/OCB 
investment in health service sector have been liberalised for facilitating 
investment in this key sector. 
FDI permissible under NBFCs now includes Credit Card Business 
and Money Changing Business.^^ 
The Govt, has also decided to permit FDI upto 49% of the total 
equity subject to licence, in companies providing Global Mobile Personal 
Communication by Satellite (GMPCS) Services.^^ 
The Govt, also allowed 100% FDI in cigarettes manufacturing 
sector subject to compulsory licencing.^^ 
These policies set up by the Govt, of India since 1991, have 
facilitated the flow of FDI into India continuously and at a reasonable rate 
through the RBIs automatic route and SIA/FIPB (Govt, prior clearance) 
route. 
In a major drive to simplify procedures for FDI under automatic 
route and foreign collaboration (Appendix Nos. 10 & 11), RBI has given 
permission to Indian companies to accept investment without obtaining prior 
approval from RBI. However, investors will have to file the required 
documents with the concerned Regional office of the RBI within 30 days 
after issue of shares to foreign investors. This facility is available to NRI/ 
OCB/PIOs investments too. Applications for automatic approval for foreign 
technology agreements should be submitted in form FT (RBI) with the 
concerned Regional Office of the RBI. Approvals are issued within two 
weeks. 
All other proposals, other than the above, for foreign investments 
and foreign technology agreements which do not fulfil any or all the 
parameters prescribed for automatic approvals are considered for approval 
by SIA/FIPB. Applications to SIA/FIPB for approval of foreign collaborations 
should be submitted in form FC/IL (SIA). The decision of the Govt, 
approvals are conveyed normally within 8 weeks. The following categories 
would require approval of SIA/FIPB : 
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(i) FDI in new companies in Annexure III industries beyond 51% of the 
equity. 
(ii) FDI beyond 5 1 % in eligible new trading companies. 
(iii) FDI irrespective of percentage of equity in existing companies if they 
donot involve expansion of equity base. 
(iv) FDI irrespective of percentage of equity in existing companies not 
mentioned in Annexure III industries without any expansion 
programme or if expansion programme is not mentioned in Annexure 
III, industries. 
(v) FDI irrespective of percentage of equity in any area outside Annexure 
III. 
The following other approval committees are operating now to 
process and grant various industrial approvals in the Ministry of Industry. 
The approvals not only cover industrial licence but also foreign 
collaboration, FDI, technology agreement, import of capital goods, 
proposals of NRI investments, 100% export oriented units etc. 
a. Project Approvals Board (PAB) ; It considers proposals for grant of 
approval for FDI foreign technology agreement, composite applications for 
grant of industrial licences and foreign collaborations. 
b. Special Approval Committee for NRIs : To consider proposals for 
grant of industrial licence, foreign collaboration and import of capital goods 
involving NRI investments. 
c. Licensing Committee : To consider all applications for grant of 
industrial licenses. 
d. Board of Approvals for 100% EOUs : To consider proposals for 
setting up of units under 100% EOU scheme. 
e. Inter-Ministerial Standing Committee (IMSC) : To grant approvals for 
the units in the EHTP and STP. 
f. Investment in India Cell : In order to promote the more difficult 
promotional role and attract foreign and NRI investments, the Ministry of 
Industry has set up the "Investment in India Cell" which forms part of SIA. 
The cell handles applications for various approvals as aforesaid and it also 
maintains relevant up-dated information in areas like taxation, import tariffs, 
foreign exchange regulations, EXIM. Policy, attending enquiries from 
entrepreneurs, where necessary, fix up meetings with Nodal Offices 
designated in ministries such as Finance, Commerce, RBI, Indian 
Investment Centre etc. Its designated officers are available in Department 
of Industrial Development, Department of Economic Affairs, Department of 
Company Affairs, Central Board of Direct Taxes, Central Board of Excise 
and Customs, Indian Investment Centre and Reserve Bank of India's 
Bombay and New Delhi branches. 
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From the above discussed FDI guidelines and measures, it 
becomes clear that the Indian Govt., since 1991, is permitting FDI in India 
in the form of equity participation by foreign investors i.e. purchasing of 
equity of Indian Corporates upto 49/50/51/74% or in the form of Joint 
Ventures where an Indian corporate could select a foreign partner in definite 
proportions - 50:50, 49:51 or 26:74 and wholly owned subsidiaries (100%) 
of MNCs provided they issue 24% equity for Indian nationals and 
corporates. 
The greater emphasis was laid on the foreign technology flows in 
the high priority industries to make India's industrialisation process to 
achieve high level of growth rate. The Govt, also insisted on achieving 
technological development in the country indigenously by acquiring technical 
know-how from the foreign sources. Stress was also laid on the 
development of infrastructure sector of the country which was a hindrance 
to its overall development because of its dwindling character since the 
beginning of the economic development of the country. Greater stress in 
this field was laid on the power, telecom, port, roads etc. 
The then Govt, laid a greater stress on inviting foreign investment 
in the infrastructure sector by providing several sops to the foreign investors 
participating in its development. The projects were allowed on BOT, BOO, 
BOLT, BLT basis. 
The present Govt, which is a protagonist of Swadeshi when 
coming to power changed its ideology and preferred foreign investment in 
the infrastructure sector to be its priority. It is against the FDI participation 
in consumer goods sector. 
V. FOREIGN DIRECT INVESTMENT TRENDS IN INDIA SINCE 1991 : 
The liberalisation of the economy in 1991 to permit 51% foreign 
equity participation in the high priority industries and later on to 74% and 
100% in areas deficient of resources and high degree for development with 
modern foreign technology and foreign/domestic private capital has 
enhanced the role of FDI in India. 
With the declaration of the liberalisation measures several TNCs 
incorporated in highly developed nations like USA, UK, France, Germany, 
Netherlands, Italy etc. and some emerging giants of Asia and Europe 
namely South Korea, Singapore, Belgium, Spain etc. and many more 
started entering the Indian shores to invest here. The Indian states in 
competition with each other and for regional development also started 
streamlining their policies to invite lumpsum of foreign funds in their 
respective territories. 
The following FDI trends were witnessed since 1991, to Dec, 
1998: 
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1. Foreign Direct Investment Flows since 1991 
Since the liberalisation of the economy in 1991, till 31st Dec, 
1998 India approved FDI amounting to US $ 11,932 millions. Of this amount 
the FDI through the SIA/FIPB route (approved by the Govt.) accounted for 
the highest i.e. 71.9% amounting to US $ 8574 millions followed by NRI/ 
OCB/PIO route, US $ 2419 millions (20.2%) and the lowest by through RBI's 
automatic route US $ 939 millions (7.9%) (Table No. 2.4). 
Table No. 2.4. Foreign Direct Investment Inflows by Different Routes 
(US $ Million) 
Year 
191-92 
192-93 
1993-94 
1994-95 
1995-96 
1996-97 
1997-98 
1998-99 
RBI-
Auto 
Matri( 
% SIA/ 
Change FIB 
c 
Route 
. 
42 
89 
171 
169 
135 
202 
131 
(April-Dec) 
Total 939 
-
-
+111.9 
+92.1 
-1.2 
-20.1 
+49..6 
-
(7.9) 
% 
Change 
Route 
66 
222 
280 
701 
1249 
1922 
2754 
1380 
8574 
. 
+236.4 
+26.1 
+ 150.4 
+78.2 
+53.9 
+43.3 
-
(71.9) 
NR!/ 
OCB/ 
PIOs 
Route 
63 
51 
217 
442 
715 
639 
241 
51 
2419 
% Total 
Change 
-
-19.0 
+325.5 
+103.7 
+61.8 
-10.6 
-62.3 
-
(20.2) 
129 
315 
586 
1314 
2133 
2696 
3197 
1562 
11932 
% 
Change 
-
+ 144.2 
+86.0 
+124.2 
+62.3 
+26.4 
+18.6 
-
(100) 
Note : Figures in brackets represent percentage of total. 
Source : Compiled from Economic Survey 1998-99 
The FDI inflows in 1991-92 amounted to US $ 129 millions which 
increased by 144.2% to US $ 315 millions in 1992-93. In 1993-94 no doubt 
the real figures increased to US $ 586 millions but the relative growth rate 
was just 86%. In 1994-95 they increased by 124.2% to US $ 1314 millions 
and further by just 62.3% to US $ 2133 millions in 1995-96. In 1996-97 the 
relative rate of growth was just 26.4% when the FDI inflows went up to US 
$ 2696 millions. In 1997-98 the increase from previous year was just 18.6% 
amounting to US $ 3197 millions. From April 1998 to Dec. 1998 US $ 1562 
millions inflowed in the country. 
2. Foreign Direct Investment - Approvals and Actual Flows : 
Since 1991 till date it has been found that the FDI approvals and 
actual flows have a wide gap. Approvals are mere investment intentions. 
These intentions have to be converted into actual investments. This gap 
between these approvals and actual inflows would measure the mortality 
rate. There are many uncertainties which cause a deviation between 
approved investment and actual investment. This is not only in India but also 
in other countries. Even in China this mortality rate of projects is quite 
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high.^^ This gap between the approvals and actual inflows of foreign 
investment gives a blow to the development plans of a country. 
The main reasons behind these gaps may be 
(i) Delay in arranging funds, important necessities and preparation of 
detailed project reports by investors after seeking approval. 
(ii) It may be on the part of the investors that they might be testing the 
system and not interested to invest in. 
(iii) The investors in between the time of filing a proposal to invest and 
getting approval to it might have got better opportunity to invest in 
some other country and withdrew the proposal or invest there without 
informing. 
(iv) There can be govt's intervention to change the terms of the projects 
on which approval was given causing delays to the project 
implementation. Not only these but many other reasons can delay an 
approved proposal of foreign investment to be implemented. 
Table No. 2.5 below clearly shows that since 1991 till Sept., 1998 
FDI approved amounted to US $ 54268 millions (Rs. 1,89968 crores) and 
the actual flow was just 21.8% amounting to US $ 11,806 millions (Rs. 
41490 crores). Only in the first year i.e. 1991, this percentage was 47.7% 
when approvals were for US $ 325 millions and actual flows worth US $ 155 
millions. In 1992, the approvals and actual inflows increased but the 
percentage of actual inflows to approvals decreased to 13.1% (Approvals 
US $ 1781 millions and actual flows US $ 233 millions). In 1993, the actual 
flows of US $ 574 millions were 16.1% of approvals US $ 3559 millions. In 
1994, the actual flows were US $ 958 millions which were 22.1% of 
approvals of US $ 4332 millions. In 1995, the actual flows of US $ 2100 
millions were 18.7% of approvals of US $ 11,245 millions. In 1996. the 
actual flows increased to US $ 2383 millions but the approvals declined to 
US $ 11,142 millions. Thus the percentage of actual flows to approvals was 
21.4% which increased from the previous years figure of 18.7%. In 1997, 
the actual flows were US $ 3330 millions being 21.1% of approvals of US 
$ 15752 millions. Upto Sept., 1998, the actual flows were US $ 2073 
millions being 33.8% of approvals of US $ 6132 millions. 
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Table No. 2.5. Foreign Direct Investment : Approvals Vs Actual Flows 
Year 
1991 
1992 
1993 
1994 
1995 
1996 
1997 
1998 
(Sept.) 
Total 
Approvals 
Rs. Crores 
739 
5256 
11189 
13590 
37489 
39453 
57149 
25103 
189968 
US $ 
Millions 
325 
1781 
3559 
4332 
11245 
11142 
15752 
6132 
54268 
Actual Inflow 
Rs. Crores 
351 
675 
1786 
3009 
6720 
8431 
12085 
8433 
41490 
US $ 
Millions 
155 
233 
574 
958 
2100 
2383 
3330 
2073 
11806 
% of Inflows 
to Approvals 
47.7 
13.1 
16.1 
22.1 
18.7 
21.4 
21.1 
33.8 
21.8 
Note : The Approvals and actual Inflows figures includes NRI direct 
investments approved by RBI. 
Source : Economic Survey 1998-99 (Table 6.10, p. 87) 
3. Foreign Direct Investment - Sector-wise Approvals 
The main objective of liberalisation of the Indian economy was to 
attract heavy inflows of FDI and technologies in the country in high priority 
industries/sectors. The policies, procedures and other related criteria have 
already been discussed in details above. The Indian industries which were 
performing at low capacities because of the lack of knowhow and 
technologies and lack of managerial expertise and skills, for their 
upliftment, required all these things in abundance. The inadequacy of 
financial resources played a hindrance in their development and expansion 
Therefore, the Govt, of India selected a few industries which were of high 
importance for the economy and were previously placed under compulsory 
licencing and were reserved for the public sector. The Govt, dereserved 
these industries and made them licence free, so that the private sector 
(domestic and foreign) could invest their capitals in them and help them to 
achieve their targets of performing at full capacities, producing quality 
goods with induction of modern technologies etc. 
Inspite of the priority sectors some other industries which were 
declared sick units were also privatised on this ground. 
The result of the opening up of certain sectors and industries in 
the country in terms of foreign direct investment and foreign technology 
collaborations are mentioned in Table No. 2.6 below : 
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Table No. 2.6. Sector-wise Foreign Direct Investment and Foreign 
Technology Collaborations Approved since 1991 to 
Dec. 1998 
SI. 
No. 
A. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
B. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
Sector 
Priority Sector 
Power and Fuel 
Telecommunication 
Chemicals (other than 
Fertilizers) 
Transport Sector 
Metallurgical & Mining 
Electrical Equipments 
(including software) 
Industrial Machinery 
Total "A' 
Non-Priority Sector 
Service Sector 
Food Processing 
Industries 
Hotels and Tourism 
Textiles (including 
dyed, printed) 
Paper and Pulp 
(including paper 
products) 
Fermentation Industries 
Sugar 
Others 
Total "B" 
Grand Total 'A' + *B' 
No. of Approvals 
Tech, 
162 
109 
698 
433 
295 
987 
736 
3420 
36 
137 
112 
114 
62 
17 
1 
1825 
2304 
5724 
Fin. 
364 
369 
666 
462 
244 
1503 
425 
4033 
554 
561 
216 
433 
90 
41 
6 
2577 
4478 
8511 
Total 
526 
478 
1364 
895 
539 
2490 
1161 
7453 
590 
698 
328 
547 
152 
58 
7 
4402 
6782 
14235 
Amount % 
Approved in 
Share 
total 
Rs. in invest-
million ment 
5,77,796.49 
3,27,408.49 
1,12,301.69 
1,12,066.82 
1,11,496.89 
95,155.63 
19,583.98 
13,55,809.99 
1,15,695.60 
83,406.02 
34,906.29 
28,069.08 
23,087.63 
11,255.13 
10,007.50 
1,50,728.23 
4,57,155.51 
18,12,965.49 
31.87 
18.06 
6.19 
6.18 
6.15 
5.25 
1.08 
74.78 
6.38 
4.60 
1.93 
1.55 
1.27 
0.62 
0.55 
8.31 
25.22 
100.00 
Note : For details refer to Appendix No. 12 
Source : Govt, of India, Ministry of Industry, SIA Newsletters, Jan. 1999, 
p. 7 to 10. 
From the above table it becomes clear that out of the total FDI 
approved upto 31st Dec, 1998 amounting to Rs. 18, 12,965,49 millions 
about 75% i.e. 74.78% was for the priority sector amounting to Rs. 
13,55,809.99 millions in 7453 projects (3420 of technical and 4033 of 
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financial nature). Amongst the priority sector the highest share in total FDI 
approved was of Power and Fuel where Rs. 5,77,796.49 millions (31.87%) 
were approved in 526 projects (162 of technical and 364 of financial nature) 
followed by Telecommunication (18.06%) amounting to Rs. 3,27,408.49 in 
478 projects (109 of technical and 369 of financial nature); Chemicals 
(other than fertilisers) (6.19%) amounting to Rs. 1,12,301.69 millions in 
1364 projects (698 of technical and 666 of financial nature); Transportation 
Industries (6.18%) amounting to Rs. 1,12,066.82 millions in 895 projects 
(433 of technical and 462 of financial nature); Metallurgical Industries 
(6.15%) amounting to Rs. 1,11,496.89 millions in 539 projects (295 of 
technical and 462 of financial nature); Electrical Equipments (including 
software) (5.25%) amounting to Rs. 95,155.63 millions in 2490 projects 
(987 of technical and 1503 of financial nature) and at last Industrial 
Machinery (1.08%) amounting to Rs. 19,583.98 millions in 1161 projects 
(736 of technical and 425 of financial nature). 
On the other hand the share of non-priority sector in total FDI 
approved upto Dec, 1998, amounting to Rs. 18,12,965.49 millions was 
about 25% i.e. 24.89% amounting to Rs. 4,51,155.51 millions in 6782 
projects (2304 of technical and 4478 of financial nature). Amongst them the 
highest amount was approved for service sector amounting to Rs. 
1,15,695.60 millions (6.38%) in 590 projects (36 of technical and 554 of 
financial nature) followed by Food Processing Industries (4.60%) amounting 
to Rs. 83,406.02 millions in 698 projects (137 of technical and 561 of 
financial nature); Hotels and Tourism (1.93%) amounting to Rs. 34,906.29 
millions in 328 projects (112 of technical and 216 of financial nature); Textile 
(including dyed, printed) (1.55%) amounting to Rs. 28,069.08 millions in 
547 projects (114 of technical and 433 of financial nature); Paper and Pulp 
(including paper products) (1.27%) amounting to Rs. 23,087.63 millions in 
152 projects (62 of technical and 90 of financial nature); Fermentation 
Industries (0.62%) amounting to Rs. 11,255.13 millions in 58 projects (17 of 
technical and 41 financial nature); Sugar (0.55%) amounting to Rs. 
10,007.50 millions in 7 projects (1 of technical and 6 of financial nature) 
and in other industries (8.32%) amounting to Rs. 1,50,728.23 millions in 
4402 projects (1825 of technical and 2577 of financial nature). 
4. Foreign Direct Investment - States/Union Territories wise 
Approvals 
Since 1991, the states and union territories of the Indian Union 
have been competing with each other to attract more and more FDI inside 
their respective boundaries. In 1991, there was a single national party ruling 
the country so the states were not given full authority to attract much 
investments by their own. But in the past, more than two years, the coalition 
era had come to exist in the Indian political scenario, first there were 13 
regional party supporting the Govt, at the centre and now the number which 
is more than 21 . Therefore, the states and union territories were also given 
autonomy to attract FDI directly. 
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The change in the federal paradigm did not alter the MNC's CEOs 
perception on the crucial determinants of investment location - physical 
infrastructure, quality of power availability and cost, quality of local 
administration, state govt, support, law and order, labour law and labour 
availability, policy implementation, proximity of ports (Air and Sea 
transport), social infrastructure, telecom and infotech infrastructure, 
proximity to markets, political stability, managerial staff quality and cost, 
availability of raw material, degree of urbanisation, presence of export 
promotion zones and office infrastructure. 
The MNC's CEOs on the basis of the above mentioned 
determinants of investment location ranked Maharashtra, Gujarat and Goa 
as best states because their infrastructure networks are well developed, the 
market are large and rich and they have the most advanced financial 
infrastructure in the country. They also have high urbanisation ratio and a 
large pool of skilled manpower. 
The states of Andhra Pradesh, Tamil Nadu, Karnataka, Kerala and 
Union Territory of Pondicherry have been categorised as the new growth 
centres because these states are at present engaged in far reaching 
infrastructural reforms and the State Govts, are taking steps to implement 
an investment responsive administration. The privatisation of ports, raising 
of water and transport tariffs, restructuring of power sector in Andhra 
Pradesh and private participation in road sector in Tamil Nadu have been 
done to attract FDI. Private participation in airport construction in 
Karnataka. The introduction of new infotech policy by Kerala State Govt, 
are some of the factors which proves the correct ranking done by the CEOs 
of MNCs for these states. 
The states of Delhi, Punjab, Haryana, Rajasthan and Himachal 
Pradesh have been placed in the category of the investment destinations, 
because these states are engaged in attracting more foreign investment to 
give a boost to their industrial, agricultural and infrastructure sectors. 
West Bengal, Orissa and Bihar are ranked as the worst states to 
invest in. Amongst them Bihar is graded the lowest. The physical 
infrastructure in Bihar and Orissa is the worst, literacy rates are abysmal 
and the population have the lowest purchasing power in the country. The 
state of West Bengal have made investment friendly policies but the real 
impact of them is to be seen in the future. Orissa no doubt, took lead in 
restructuring its State Electricity Board (SEB) but other bottlenecks for 
investments are yet to be overcome. 
The North and North Eastern states of Jammu and Kashmir, 
Assam, Arunachal Pradesh, Meghalaya, Mizoram, Manipur, Nagaland, 
Sikkim and Tripura donot even figure on investors maps. But they have a 
high investment potentials in the field of tourism, huge hydro power 
potentials, scope for gains from border trades, but the inadequate 
infrastructure, high security maintenance, spread of terrorist activities. 
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natural calamities due to frequent floods, heavy snowfall and landslides etc. 
makes them unattractive to foreign investments. 
Table No. 2.7 below clearly shows that the National Capital 
Territory of Delhi received the highest amount of FDI approvals amounting 
to Rs. 17,330.4 crores being 17.08% of the total FDI approvals of Rs. 
1,01,494.3 crores. The total number of projects approved for the state were 
512 being 4.94% of the total proposals approved of 10359. At the second 
rank came the state of Maharashtra where 1355 (13.07%) proposals were 
approved amounting to Rs. 12676.4 crores (12.49%) followed by Karnataka 
with 689 proposals (6.65%) amounting to Rs. 5493.9 crores (5.41%); Tamil 
Nadu with 812 proposals (7.84%) amounting to Rs. 5468.8 crores (5.39%); 
Madhya Pradesh with 192 proposals (1.85%) amounting to Rs. 5268.3 
crores (5.19%); West Bengal with 271 proposals (2.62%) amounting to Rs. 
5249.5 crores (5.17%); Orissa with 77 proposals (0.74%) amounting to Rs. 
3790.8 crores (3.74%); Gujarat with 548 proposals (5.29%) amounting to 
Rs. 3762.5 crores (3.71%); Andhra Pradesh with 439 proposals (4.25%) 
amounting to Rs. 2511.3 crores (2.47%), Uttar Pradesh with 395 proposals 
(3.81%) amounting to Rs. 2444.5 crores (2.41%); Haryana with 414 
proposals (4%) amounting to Rs. 1788.4 crores (1.76%); Punjab with 105 
proposals (1.01%) amounting to Rs. 821.2 crores (0.81%); Rajasthan with 
193 proposals (1.86%) amounting to Rs. 605.5 crores (0.60%); Kerala with 
104 proposals (1%) amounting to Rs. 520.9 crores (0.51%); Himachal 
Pradesh with 70 proposals (0.68%) amounting to Rs. 329.7 crores (0.32%) 
Goa with 68 proposals (0.66%) amounting to Rs. 282.4 crores (0.28%) 
Bihar with 69 proposals (0.67%) amounting to Rs. 130.7 crores (0.13%) 
Arunachal pradesh with just 2 proposals (0.02%) amounting to Rs. 11.1 
crores (0.01%). The states of Jammu and Kashmir, Meghalaya, Assam, 
Tripura and Nagaland got approvals for 24 projects amounting Rs. 12.9 
crores, combinedly. 
Table No. 2.7. State/Union Territories wise Foreign Direct Investment 
Approvals in Numbers and Amount 
SI. 
No. 
A. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
State/Union Territory 
States 
Andhra Pradesh 
Arunachal Pradesh 
Assam 
Bihar 
Goa 
Gujarat 
Haryana 
Himachal Pradesh 
Approvals 
Numbers 
439 
2 
10 
69 
68 
548 
414 
70 
Share in 
Total 
04.25 
00.02 
00.10 
00.67 
00.66 
05.29 
04.00 
00.68 
Investments 
Amount Share in 
(Rs.Crore) Total 
2511.3 
11.1 
1.5 
130.7 
282.4 
3762.5 
1788.4 
329.7 
02.47 
00.01 
00.00 
00.13 
00.28 
03.71 
01.76 
00.32 
Contd. 
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9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
B. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
C. 
Jammu & Kashmir 
Karnataka 
Kerala 
Madhya Pradesh 
Maharashtra 
Meghalaya 
Nagaland 
Orissa 
Punjab 
Rajasthan 
Tamil Nadu 
Tripura 
Uttar Pradesh 
National Capital 
Territory of Delhi 
West Bengal 
Total (A) 
Union Territories 
Andaman & Nicobar 
Islands 
Chandigarh 
Daman & Diu 
Dadra & Nagar 
Haveli 
Lakshadweep 
Pondicherry 
Total (B) 
Unallocated (C) 
Total (A)+{B)+(C) 
1 
689 
104 
192 
1355 
1 
1 
77 
105 
193 
812 
1 
395 
512 
271 
6329 
5 
14 
16 
48 
1 
52 
136 
3894 
10359 
00.01 
06.65 
01.00 
01.85 
13.07 
00.01 
00.01 
00.74 
01.01 
01.86 
07.84 
00.01 
03.81 
04.94 
02.62 
61.10 
00.05 
00.14 
00.15 
00.46 
00.01 
00.50 
01.31 
37.59 
100.00 
8.0 
5493.9 
520.9 
5268.3 
12676.4 
2.5 
0.2 
3790.8 
821.2 
605.5 
5468.8 
0.7 
2444.5 
17330.4 
5249.5 
68499.2 
1.0 
72.5 
5.7 
69.8 
0.5 
252.9 
402.4 
32592.7 
101494.3 
00.01 
05.41 
00.51 
05.19 
12.49 
00.00* 
00.00* 
03.74 
00.81 
00.60 
05.39 
00.00* 
02.41 
17.08 
05.17 
67.49 
00.00* 
00.07 
00.01 
00.07 
00.00* 
00.25 
00.40 
32.11 
100.00 
*The figures for percentage have been rounded off to the tenth digit only. 
Source : CMIE, Capex. Monthly Review of Investment Projects June 1999, 
p. 31. 
In case of Union territories the lead is taken by Pondicherry with 
52 proposals (0.50%) amounting to Rs. 252.9 crores (0.25%) followed by 
Chandigarh with 14 proposals (0.14%) amounting to Rs. 72.5 crores 
(0.07%); Dadra and Nagar Haveli with 48 proposals (0.46%) amounting to 
Rs. 69.8 crores (0.07%); Daman and Diu with 16 proposals (0.15%) 
amounting to Rs. 5.7 crores (0.01%); Andaman and Nicobar Islands with 5 
proposal (0.05%) amounting to Rs. 1 crores (0.01%) and at last 
Lakshadweep with just 1 proposal (0.01%) amounting to Rs. 0.5 crores 
(0.01%). Now also there are 3894 proposals being 37.59% of total 
approvals of 10359 are yet left unallocated amounting to Rs. 32592.7 
crores being 32.11% of total amount approved for Rs. 1,01,494.3 crores. 
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5. Foreign Direct Investment - Countrywise Inflows 
Mhe liberalisation of the Indian economy since, 1991, a measure 
to open, the earlier closed doors, for FDI inflows in its high priority 
industries are appraised world wide. Several MNCs from different parts of 
the world started coming in India to invest in India in different sectors such 
as agriculture, industrial, housing, infrastructure, banking and financial 
services, drugs and pharmaceuticals, oil sector and fast moving consumer 
goods. The foreign investors specially the MNCs believed India to be a 
favourable destination for their investments because of several factors 
which they look before investing in a country, were present in India such as 
a stable Govt, a fair legal system, a developing economy and open markets. 
Mr. Thomas J. Manton a Member of House Commerce Committee of the 
US Congress said, "I have come to believe that there is one nation which 
possesses all the requirements to be a perfect opportunity for US business 
in India... India is in many ways the sleeping giant of Asia".^^ 
U.S.-India Business Council (USIBC) Chairman, Howard L. Clark 
said, "US investors are committed to India for the long term. We are here 
to learn about the goals the Indian Govt, has set and about their plans for 
implementing the next steps in India's reform process and to discuss 
specific problems that we feel are significant barriers to increased 
investment flows".""^ 
Suzuki Motor Company's (SMC's) Chairman O. Suzuki, even after 
getting a blow from the denial of Indian Govt, to raise SMC's share in 
Maruti Udyog Ltd. from 50% to 74% stated, "India could still be a major 
investment destination as it had a well defined legal system and banking 
set up".''°i 
President of the UK Board of Trade, Ian Lang said, "British 
businessmen felt that liberalisation, simplification of procedures and 
transparency in award of contracts were some of the measures they would 
like to see for further improvement in trade and investment flows. The 
opening up of the Indian insurance industry would also bring in large benefits 
to the country as experience of some other countries had shown".''°2 
German Economic Minister, Mr. Guenter Rexrott said, "German 
industry has appreciated the improvement of the overall framework to 
attract foreign investment., more political transparency, better protection of 
Intellectual Property Rights (IPRs), quicker decision on investment 
approvals and long pending court cases, creation of a private financial 
service sector along with the reform of Labour Laws would further bolster 
India's attractiveness as an investment site. The German Govt, is interested 
in participating in infrastructural projects under the BOT (Build, Operate and 
Transfer) and BOO (Build Operate and Own) Projects".""o^ 
Not only these but many other developed and emerging 
economies from different parts of the world have given flying signals to the 
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Indian Govt, to invest in the country. From August 1991 to 31st Dec. 1998 
more than 100 countries have being given approvals for their investment 
and technological proposals by the Indian Govt. The number of proposals 
approved in this period are 14551 of which 8598 are foreign investment 
proposals and 5953 foreign technical proposals amounting to Rs. 
1,54,520.77 crores (Annexure Nos. 13 and 14). 
Table No. 2.8 below provides the data regarding fifteen top 
countries investing in India. Of these countries USA has been the biggest 
investor with 23.49% of the total approvals amounting to Rs, 42,609.31 
crores. The total number of approved projects being 2897 of which 1640 
were of financial nature and 1257 of technical nature. The actual inflows 
being 15.36% of approvals amounting to Rs. 6543.03 crores. At the second 
place it is Mauritius with 424 proposals in its Kitty (399 Financial and 25 
technical) amounting to Rs. 18395.29 crores being 10.14% of total FDI 
approved. The actual inflows being the highest amongst these countries 
amounted to Rs. 10575.26 crores being 57.49% of approvals followed by 
UK with 1450 proposals (764 Financial and 686 Technical) amounting to 
Rs. 13013.67 crores (7.17%) and actual inflows of Rs. 1831.91 crores 
(14.08%); Japan with 993 proposals (395 financial and 598 Technical) 
amounting to Rs. 7512.95 crores (4.14%) the actual inflows being 31.06% 
i.e. Rs. 2333.73 crores; Germany with 1707 proposals (834 Financial and 
873 Technical) amounting to Rs. 6760.31 crores (3.73%) with actual inflows 
of Rs. 2152.93 crores being 31.85% of approvals; South Korea with 395 
proposals (253 financial and 160 technical) amounting to Rs. 6,041.17 
crores (3.33%) with actual inflows of Rs. 1926.31 crores being 31.89% of 
approvals; Australia with 311 proposals (188 financial and 123 technical) 
amounting to Rs. 5906.28 crores (3.26%) with actual inflows of 169.32 
crores being 2.87% of approvals; Malaysia with 111 proposals (97 financial 
and 14 technical) amounting to Rs. 5444.47 crores (3%) with actual inflows 
Rs. 132.28 crores being 2.43% of approvals; Israel with 141 proposals (77 
financial and 64 technical) amounting to Rs. 4,227.02 crores (2.33%) with 
actual inflow of Rs. 134.58 crores being 3.18% of approvals; Netherlands 
with 695 proposals (433 financial and 262 technical) amounting to Rs. 
4063.29 crores (2.24%) with actual inflows of Rs. 1815.18 crores being 
44.65% of approvals; Belgium with 135 proposals (87 financial and 48 
technical) amounting to Rs. 3904.68 crores (2.15%) with Rs. 198.37 crores 
actual inflows being 5.08% of approvals; Cayman Island with 7 financial 
nature proposals amounting to Rs. 3621.87 crores (2%) with actual inflows 
of Rs. 3 crores being 0.08% of approvals; France with 512 proposals (272 
financial and 240 technical) amounting to Rs. 3586.81 crores (1.98%) with 
actual inflows of Rs. 701.35 crores being 19.55% of approvals. Singapore 
with 416 proposals (327 financial and 89 technical) amounting to Rs. 
3333.87 crores (1.84%) with actual inflows of Rs. 1058.21 crores being 
31.74% of approvals. And lastly it is Italy with 684 proposals (318 financial 
and 366 technical) amounting to Rs. 2688.05 crores (1.48%) with actual 
inflows of Rs. 663.83 crores being 24.70% of approvals. 
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VI. FOREIGN DIRECT INVESTMENT IN SELECTED DEVELOPING 
COUNTRIES OF ASIA 
Since 1970's several countries of the Asian continent, for their 
urge for high economic development and becoming self reliant and self 
sufficient in themselves lit)eralised their economy to let in the foreign private 
direct investment. Many of these countries by virtue of their liberalisation 
process i.e. permitting FDI to play a dominant role in their economy 
attained the desired objectives. The five South East Asian nations namely, 
Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines, Thailand and Vietnam achieved high 
GDP rates in double digits in the 1990's. They became industrially, 
agriculturally, financially strong nations and started to be named as "Asian 
Tigers". Apart from these countries some other countries such as China, 
Singapore, Hong Kong, Republic of Korea also fetched a great amount of 
FDI since their liberalisation. India which has opened its economy to FDI in 
1991, is yet to taste the fruit v\/hich the South East Asian countries have 
tasted. 
In the year 1997, in the month of July, turmoil erupted in the 
financial markets of East and South-East Asian countries. The crisis 
affected the economies of the region and elsewhere in Asia. This crisis 
resulted into a sharp decline in private external capital flows to the 
developing countries of Asia such as India. This crisis had not much effect 
on FDI flows to the developing countries of Asia but the portfolio 
investments were very much effected. Most of the Flls sold their holdings of 
these country's and retreated to their home destinations. 
As per the recent trends projected by UNCTAD's World Investment 
Report 1998, FDI in Asia rose by about 8% to an estimated $ 87 billion in 
1997, led primarily by increased flows to China. The region accounted for 
57% of flows into developing countries in the world. The inflows to East and 
South East Asia increased by 5% over 1996 to a total of $ 78 billions 
despite the financial crisis in Asia. This was largely because the flows 
increased to China, and, to a lesser extent, to Singapore and Taiwan 
Province of China by a total of some $ 5 billion in 1997. Even in the 5 
ASEAN nations (Indonesia, Republic of Korea, Malaysia, the Philippines 
and Thailand) which were badly affected by the Asian crisis, there was a 
moderate decrease in flows into Indonesia, Malaysia and the Philippines 
but a sharp increase in Thailand and no change in the Republic of Korea. 
Furthermore, FDI approvals for these five countries together increased from 
$ 29 billions in the first half of 1997 to $ 32 billions in the second half of 
1997.''04 
As the fore, runner, China with inflows of $ 45 billions, accounted 
for over a half of the flows into Asia and 11 per cent of the world total. The 
country continued to maintain its position as the second largest FDI 
recipient in the world and single largest among developing countries.""^^ 
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The newly industrialising economies of Asia like Hong Kong, 
Republic of Korea, Singapore and Taiwan Province of China achieved a 
modest combined FDI growth of 6% in 1997 compared to 27% in 1996. 
Flow into these economies taken together reached a record $ 17 billions in 
1997 106 
FDI flows to South Asia rose to another record level of about $ 4.4 
billions in 1997, as compared with $ 3.3 billions in 1996, mostly reflecting 
an increase of about 37% in flows into India. India attracted $ 3.3 billions 
in 1997, and accounted for about three quarters of total flows into South 
Asia. India's potential for inward FDI remains substantial. Flows into the 
other economies in South Asia remained low. Those to Pakistan, the 
second largest recipient in South Asia have remained stagnant for several 
years 107 
Table No. 2.9. Foreign Direct Investment Inflows in some Developing 
Asian Countries 
SI. 
No. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
Country 
China 
Hong Kong 
Indonesia 
Korea 
(Republic of) 
Malaysia 
Pakistan 
Philllpines 
Singapore 
Taiwan 
Thailand 
All Developing 
countries in 
world 
India 
1992 
11156 
(2.1) 
2051 
(11.3) 
1777 
(13.1) 
727 
(32.0) 
5183 
(4.5) 
335 
(69.6) 
228 
(102.2) 
2204 
(10.6) 
879 
(26.5) 
2114 
(11.0) 
51108 
233 
(0.5) 
1993 
27515 
(2.10) 
1667 
(34.4) 
2004 
(28.6) 
588 
(97.6) 
5006 
(11.5) 
347 
(165.4) 
1238 
(46.4) 
4686 
(12.2) 
917 
(62.6) 
1804 
(31.8) 
72528 
574 
(0.8) 
1994 
33787 
(2.9) 
2000 
(48.7) 
2109 
(46.1) 
809 
(120.3) 
4342 
(22.4) 
419 
(232.2) 
1591 
(61.2) 
8368 
(11.6) 
1375 
(70.8) 
1322 
(73.6) 
95582 
973 
(1.0) 
1995 
35849 
(5.5) 
2100 
(93.5) 
4348 
(45.2) 
1776 
(110.6) 
4132 
(47.5) 
719 
(273.2) 
1459 
(134.6) 
8210 
(23.9) 
1559 
(126.0) 
2002 
(98.1) 
105511 
1964 
(1.9) 
1996 
(Million 
40800 
(5.8) 
2500 
(95.3) 
6194 
(38.50) 
2325 
(102.5) 
4672 
(51.0) 
770 
(309.4) 
1520 
(156.7) 
9440 
(25.2) 
1864 
(127.8) 
2268 
(105.0) 
129813 
2382 
(1.8) 
1997® 
Dollars) 
45300 
(7.2) 
2600 
(125.5) 
5350 
(61.0) 
2341 
(139.4) 
3754 
(86.9) 
800 
(408.0) 
1253 
(260.5) 
10000 
(32.6) 
2248 
(145.2) 
3600 
(90.7) 
148944 
3264 
(2.20) 
^higures are estimates 
Note Figures for India in this table may not be comparable with those 
in other tables because of differences in coverage and source of 
information. 
Source : Completed from United nations, World Investment Report 1998, p. 364 
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FOREIGN DIRECT INVESTMENT IN INDIA - A COMPARISON WITH 
CHINA 
As said above China becoming and remain to be the second 
largest recipient of FDI in the world and single largest among developing 
countries which commanded $ 45 billion FDI inflows in 1997 being more 
than half of the flows in Asia and has left India far behind with just $ 3.3 
billions flows in 1997 (Table No. 2.9). The basic reason behind this lead of 
China Is that it liberalised its economy way back in 1979, an early start of 
more than 10 years. Where India liberalised in 1991. 
FDI into China during the period 1979-1995 totalled $ 98.12 
billions, but the flows really picked up from 1991 with the annual inflows 
touching $ 33.9 billions in 1994. Nearly 79% of FDI came from overseas 
Chinese, from those living in Hong Kong and Macao accounting for 6 1 % 
and in Taiwan, Japan and South Korea 18%. In India's case it is just 20% 
in all. In India where the large domestic market is the main attraction for 
FDI, China has attracted FDI mainly because of its export strength.""^^ 
The major forms of FDI in China are equity, JVs, cooperative 
enterprises, wholly foreign owned subsidiaries and off-shore exploration 
ventures.•'°^ While in India they are equity, JVs, wholly foreign owned 
subsidiaries (with restrictions) and off-shore exploration ventures. 
An increase of 1% in the level of GDP coincides with an increase 
of 6% in FDI inflows in China. In India's case the increase is 3.79%. The 
impact of the depreciation of the exchange rate is higher in China in 
comparison of India i.e. 1% depreciation in the domestic exchange rate 
coincides with an increase of over 3% FDI for China while for India it is 
nearly r/o.^ ^o 
The death of Den Xiaoping the President of China who came to 
power in 1978, and liberalised the Chinese economy, have led to a 
confusion among the foreign investors over the impact it would cause to the 
pace of FDI flows to China. Den was the man behind China's liberalisation, 
by 1980, he established four Special Economic Zones (SEZs) along the 
South eastern coast of Shenzhan, Zubai, Xiamen and Shanton which were 
extended to another 14 coastal cities and Hainan Island in 1984. In Dec , 
1982, the decision to open up China to the world economy was formally 
included in the 1982 state constitution. In 1985, three development 
Triangles - the Yangtze River Delta, The Pearl River Delta in Guangdong 
and the Min-Nan Region in Fujian were also opened to foreign investors. In 
1995 the concept of SEZs was extended to Shanghai-Pudong New Area 
which is about the size of Singapore.''" In case of India the EPZ (Export 
Promotion Zones) concept has been adopted but that also not to the fullest 
extent. 
With the Death of Den Xiaoping the things became rough for 
China because of absence of a proper legal system and the corrupt 
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practices of the Chinese officials at every level that made many foreign 
investors reluctant. Some of the leading investors to China like ABB and 
Simens openly declared that they wanted to make India as their bigger 
base compared to China.'•''^ India has a lead over China in the software and 
other high-tech areas which the country should now expose to the fullest 
extent to the foreign investors to attract them and bring itself in the race of 
FDI attraction with China. 
From (Table No. 2.9) it becomes clear that the share of China in 
FDI to all developing countries in the world was 2.1% in 1992, while that of 
India was just 0.5%. It increased to 5.5% in 1995, for China and 1.9% for 
India. In 1997, China's share was 7.2% and India's 2.2%. Upto 1992, China 
attracted FDI amounting to US $ 11156 millions which increased more than 
two times in 1993, to US $ 27515 millions. In 1997 the increase from the 
previous year was just 11.02% to US $ 45300 millions from US $ 40800 
million in 1996. In case of India upto 1992, US $ 233 millions of FDI 
inflowed which increased by the same pace as that of China. In 1997, the 
FDI flows to India increased by 37.02% to US $ 3264 millions from US $ 
2382 millions in 1996. This shows that in 1997, India took the lead in 
attracting FDI flows in comparison with China 
VII. FOREIGN DIRECT INVESTMENT IN INDIA - A CRITICAL 
APPRAISAL 
The liberalisation of the economy in terms of free flow of foreign 
private capital and technologies in the country upto 49/50/51/74/100% in 
high priority industries and specified sectors such as infrastructure sector 
comprising of power, telecommunication, ports, roads etc. since 1991, is 
playing a developmental role in the Indian economy. In the year 1993-94, for 
the first time in post liberalisation era FDI inflows touched US $ 1 billion 
which became US $ 2.3 billions in 1994-95 and further to US $ 4.5 billions 
in 1995-96. In the year 1994-95 and 1995-96, the FDI inflow figures doubled 
in comparison with respective previous years. In 1996-97, the grov\^h rate 
of the flows declined to 26.4% and in 1997-98 by 18.6%. 
The FDI flows have helped the country to achieve the GDP growth 
rate of 7.8% in 1994-95; 7.6% in 1995-96; 7.8% in 1996-97 which declined 
to 5% in 1997-98. The domestic capital formation as percent of GDP was 
25.4% in 1994-95, 25.8% in 1995-96; 25.7% in 1996-97; and 24.8% in 
1997-98. The domestic savings as percent of GDP was 24.2% in 1994-95; 
24.1% in 1995-96; 24.4% in 1996-97; and 23.1% in 1997-98. Our exports 
increased by 18.52% in 1994-95; 28.64% in 1995-96; 11.17% 1996-97; 
and 6.29% in 1997-98. The imports in 1994-95 increased by 23.07%; in 
1995-96 by 36.35%; in 1996-97 by 13.24%; and in 1997-98 by 9.09%. 
Therefore our trade balance was negative 4.55% in 1994-95; 7.17% in 
1995-96; 1.53% in 1996-97; and 2.8% in 1997-98. Our plan outlays 
increased by 11.5% in 1994-95; 9.38% in 1995-96; 20.31% in 1996-97; 
and just 8.07%, in 1997-98. Our fiscal deficit was 5.6% of GDP in 1994-95; 
4.9% in 1995-96; 4.7% in 1996-97; and 5.5% in 1997-98. (Table No. 2.10). 
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From the above discussion it can be inferred that the FDI is 
dominating our economy as the inflows increased, the key indicators of the 
economy shoot up and as and when a decline is seen in the flows they fell 
down. It is also witnessed that the Govt, had reduced its plan outlays to the 
sectors which are liberalised for FDI flows. This means that the economy 
has become dependent on the foreign investment for its development. What 
we need is to renew the faith of the people of this country. That faith can 
come only from self reliance. By the way, self reliance doesnot imply autarky, 
nor blind import substitution. It does mean, however, that the country should 
learn to live within its means. It means that domestic savings should be 
raised to the level of domestic investment. In regard to the induction of 
foreign capital, we need such capital only where we need technological 
upgradation, in capital goods and basic intermediaries or in any area where 
it is intended for export production, i.e., where there is a substantial net 
foreign exchange gain.""""^ It is also evident from Table No. 2.10 that our 
foreign exchange reserves are increasing since 1991, because of inflow of 
dollars brought in by the foreign investors. The problem faced by the 
developing countries like India in this case is that how these dollars could 
be used. If they are used to build forex reserves, an equivalent amount of 
domestic currency has to be printed to purchase them leading to inflation. 
If they are used to import capital goods, domestic capital goods industry 
cries foul. If they are used to import consumption goods then the current 
deficit gets out of hand, as it did in Thailand. The fundamental problem is 
that of absorbing huge amounts of foreign money not the current account 
deficit.''^'* To avoid this problem, India no doubt on the path of liberalisation, 
(with some reservations) permitted 51% foreign equity participation in 35 
high priority industries in 1991. These 35 high priority industries were well 
established in the country for long and the technological development with 
indigenous Research and Development (R & D) for them was not difficult. 
Invitation to foreign investors in these industries could make it possible for 
large TNCs to dominate on certain growing areas of our economy and 
pushed to the wall Indian concerns which attempted to stand on their own. 
Indigenous R & D resulting to be doomed.^^^ 
As and when foreign direct investment takes place, specially by 
TNCs in joint venture with Indian partner, there always is a possibility of new 
technologies flowing in. Alongwith it, comes training for the new 
technologies but in fact, MNCs have a sale rather than a manufacturing 
approach. They bring in outdated technology, they leverage an Indian 
partner on 50:50 basis and quickly seek majority control and despite a joint 
venture with a local partner they often set up 100% subsidiary.''''^ 
A new phase in economic growth process is thus planned to be 
opened through FDI aiming high consumption demand in the domestic 
market by Indian masses but in actual it is catering to the needs of the 
upper middle and affluent classes, concentrating on the urbanised 
consumers in the Indian economy This gives rise to a new consumer culture 
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of colas, jams, ice creams processed foods and the acquisition of durable 
consumer goods. 
FDI liberalisation means an invitation to MNCs/TNCs to operate in 
the domestic markets. The same has been done by our country's 
politicians, bureaucrates, interested businessmen etc. on a facile notion, 
that foreign investors, including MNCs are standing in a queue to enter 
India. The matter of fact is that these MNCs prefer to invest in grov^/ing 
economies and flourishing markets where their investments are safe and 
they can get quick returns and repatriate the generated surpluses. The 
returns donot have to be in the form of dividends and royalties alone but 
include surplus generated from transfer prices of equipment and raw 
materials imported from captive sources and so on'"'''' leading to high 
outward flow of foreign reserves. 
It has recently come to light that some of the MNCs like Cadbury, 
Schweppes, Geilette, Procter and Gamble, GEC, Unilever, Hewlett Packard, 
Timex, ABB, Unisys etc. are deciding to expand their business by 
establishing their 100% wholly owned subsidiaries. This act of them would 
adversely effect the small Indian shareholders who would be totally set 
aside by these MNCs. 
The past experience of the role the MNCs like East India company 
has played on our economy should not be permitted to exist in this 
globalised era. The RBI and SEBI and above all the Govt, of India should 
go further to fulfil the globalisation requirements for the economy but they 
shouldnot forget the national interest. Nothing should be done on the behest 
of the National interests. A slight laxity on the part of the Govt, of India and 
the other regulatory autonomous authorities in this matter would lead India 
to another foreign hegemony. 
VIII. FOREIGN DIRECT INVESTMENT - FUTURE PROSPECTS IN INDIA 
The liberalisation of the Indian economy since 1991 to permit FDI 
to play a developing role to the national economy is increasing yearly at an 
increasing rate from 1997-98 and 1998-99 as exceptional years. From 
1991-92, till 31st Dec, 1998, India has attracted US $ 11.9 billions 
(Appendix No. 15) whereas the Indian Govt, has set targets for attracting 
US $ 10 billions FDI annually. The main reasons behind this slagness are 
the political instability; unclear FDI policies; lack of coordination between 
Central and State Govt, policies; over protection of its patent and 
copyrights; delays in approval of FDI proposals; bureaucratic interference 
and corrupt practices; and above all the infrastructure bottlenecks such as 
shortage of power, improper transport facilities, congestion of ports, 
inadequate telecom facilities etc. 
On the part of the foreign investors-which have applaud the 
liberalisation policy of FDI in their home cpi^^tn'^Sldfiaistarted investing in 
India are now trying to persuade the GdvL^'Sf India to o ^ n Its financial 
^ ( Ace. No... 
V -•^ ~- V ,-y 
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sector to foreign investors, and amend its Intellectual Property Rights on the 
tune of NATTO's-TRIP, so that the trade between India and the world becomes 
an easy task for them. 
If India on the recommendation of the foreign investors and World 
Bank etc. takes the measure to open its financial sector specially, the 
insurance sector and change its patent laws in tune with WTOs order and 
overcome the aforementioned investment bottlenecks, would be able to 
achieve the target of US $ 10 billions annually and a GDP rate of 8-9% too. 
It is important to mention that the approvals of FDI proposals are 
not the issues to achieve this target but the actual inflows are much needed. 
At present, the actual inflows which are about 20% of the approvals given 
to the foreign investors, if materialise, we can see that India would in many 
ways become an economic power among South Asian Nations. 
The Govt, should also keep a watch on the functioning of the MNCs 
as they are not fulfilling their promises which they made at the time of 
seeking approvals as discussed above. 
In short we can say that the FDI policies made by the Govt, are no 
doubt investment friendly but a slight change has to be made in them and 
a foreign investment friendly atmosphere in the whole nation would help the 
country to attract more FDI for achieving its economic objectives. 
IX. CONCLUSION 
From the above detailed discussion, it becomes clear that the 
foreign investment in India, particularly foreign direct investment has made 
the country to become a part of the global economy. Since its inception, 
FDI, particularly MNCs are playing a developmental role in the country with 
some exceptions which are forcing takeovers and making small Indian 
shareholders reluctant. 
The Govt, should strengthen its role as a friend and protector to 
the foreign investors and above all should act as a watchman of their 
activities too. 
After liberalisation of the economy the foreign investment have 
started flowing in the country but at a slow pace. One of the main 
bottlenecks in their smooth flow is the dwindling infrastructure sector of the 
country. In order to uplift the sector the Govt, resorted to the course of 
liberalisation for achieving growth and framed certain policies connected 
with the commercialisation of the infrastructure sector which forms the basis 
of the study of the next chapter. 
CHAPTER - 3 
GROUJTH OF INFRnSTRUCTUR€ 
SCCTOR OF INDin 
CHAPTER-III 
GROWTH OF INFRASTRUCTURE SECTOR OF INDIA 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The role and imperativeness of infrastructure in spear-heading 
economic development of a country and also setting its pace can hardly 
be over-emphasised. Like that of foundation of an edifice, the place of 
infrastructure sector, as v\/ell as, of its soundness are crucial to the 
wellbeing of nation's total development. The all pervading importance of 
infrastructure sector would be clear from the fact that it encompasses the 
whole spectrum of vital services, such as transportation, 
telecommunication, postal facilities and exploration and distribution of 
energy sources (of which power i.e. electricity is dealt in detail in the fifth 
chapter of this study). Provisions and maintenance of adequate 
infrastructural facilities at reasonable cost is absolutely essential, for rapid 
achievement of sustainable economic growth. 
On the eve of Independence, India inherited an undeveloped 
basic infrastructure sector from the "British Raj". There was not much 
pucca roads, the railway network was not covering the whole country, the 
ports were working on traditional mechanics, there was improper civil 
aviation system, the shipping was undeveloped, a few cities had telephone 
facilities and electricity was not known to the biggest proportion of 
population. There was lack of technological and expertise in infrastructure 
development. 
Thus, after independence it was realised by the Indian planners 
and economic thinkers that without adequate infrastructure there cannot 
be economic growth and even where growth in industry and other sectors 
have occurred according to its own dynamics, its growth cannot be 
sustained without infrastructure. Hence, it became imperative for the Govt, 
to participate in the sector's upgradation. To accelerate the development 
process, stress was laid on the direct involvement in industry and 
infrastructure sectors by using the public investment programmes as a tool 
to promote growth, by the Govt. As a result the public sector took birth in 
the country's economic scenario. 
Since the very beginning of the planning era in the country, more 
than 50% of total plan outlays have been allocated for the development of 
infrastructure sector of the economy. Even the foreign aid and loans taken 
by the Govt, were channelised in the development of this crucial sector. 
The Indian and Foreign Financial Institutions also helped in the 
development of this sector by funding the proposed projects on the basis 
of Govt's guarantees. 
Inspite of all these measures, the infrastructure sector of India 
from time to time has acted as a severe bottleneck in almost all of our 
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economic activities. Take the case of any port in India, an average size 
cargo ship once it enters the port may take anywhere from four to eight 
days to unload and load. Go to the South-East Asia, Singapore v^here all 
this is handled in hours. Things worsen when we consider any delivery 
through the roads. Commercial vehicles on the roads cover 200-250 kms 
a day on an average compared to 500-600 kms. a day in developed 
countries. To make the matters worst, the majority of the roads are single 
lane and demand immediate maintenance.'' The similar trends are 
witnessed in other infrastructure! facilities. 
Predictably India's performance in the infrastructural area has 
been the worst. It was ranked at the bottom of the table of the 46 countries 
studied in the World Competitiveness Yearbook by the Swiss business 
school, International Institute for Management Development (HMD). In 
1997, India's rank in this respect was 45. India also suffered badly on the 
finance front with a low ranking of 40 on availability of capital.^ 
Over the years, the expectations of broad basing economic and 
industrial progress could not be wholly realised through the public sector 
monopoly approach because of a number of constraints inherent in Govt, 
undertaking the responsibility of providing basic infrastructure services. 
The pressing need of getting in step with the globalisation of economic 
scenario and the increasing progress of technological innovations, 
coupled with paucity of much needed resources and initiatives in the 
country and above all not only has the demand for infrastructure facilities 
and services continued to outpace the supply but also the quality of 
existing supply found to be poor, necessitated private sector's involvement 
in this sector. 
Previously, the private sector hesitated in investing in the 
infrastructural projects because of lack of confidence of getting back the 
required rate of return quickly due to long gestation period ranging from 8 
to 10 years. The private sector, on the other hand did not have sufficient 
capital base to invest in this sector which require huge sums to be 
invested in. But after realising the failure of the PSUs to upgrade the 
country's core sector the Govt, has taken bold steps by virtue of its 
liberalisation policy to increase the scope of private sector in 
infrastructure development in the country which is the sole purpose of this 
chapter. 
II. PUBLIC SECTOR AND INFRASTRUCTURE DEVELOPMENT IN 
INDIA 
The emergence of the public sector on the Indian economic 
scene took place by virtue of the Industrial Policy Resolution of 1956. Its 
need was felt because at the time of independence, the country was 
backward and underdeveloped. Basically an agrarian economy with a 
weak industrial base, heavy unemployment, low level of savings and 
investment and near absence of infrastructure facilities. All these factors 
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combinedly needed a big push This push could not come from Indian 
private sector, which was starved of funds and of managerial ability and 
was incapable of undertaking risks involved in large long-gestation 
investments. It was therefore, assumed that the Govt intervention in 
planned manner could give a boost to the Indian economy in all aspects 
Thus, the public sector was built to handle heavy investments in making a 
sound industrial base and development of Infrastructure facilities in the 
country. 
The rapid industrialisation of a backward but developing country 
like India depends upon the creation of infrastructure such as 
transportation, communication, energy, basic and key industries etc Until 
and unless an appropriate mfrastructural sector does not exist in an 
economy, it is not possible for other industries to come into existence or 
to develop at a high rate For the creation of a suitable infrastructure 
sector, huge investments are required and the quantity of risk involved in 
them is also high. Because of these facts, such investments were not 
attractive to Indian private sector, therefore, the Govt through its owned 
enterprises (PSUs) took the initiative to develop the country's infrastructure 
sector In fact, the basic rationale of public enterprises soon after India 
launched ambitious economic plans was to create and expand the 
infrastructure sector of the country 
Explaining the importance of the public sector and its role in the 
establishment of infrastructure sector of the country, Professor V K R V 
Rao opined, ". . It also means that public enterprises should make itself 
responsible for the building of the economic overheads in the external 
economics like transport, power, fuel and basic capital goods without 
which increase in the production of consumption goods and services either 
on the required scale or necessary economic basis will not be possible, 
irrespective of whether it is to be m the private or public sector "^ 
The public sector investment in the power, petroleum, coal and 
lignite, minerals and metals, transportation and telecommunication 
services in all amounted to Rs 95402 crores as on 31st March, 1998 
which was about 46.75% of the total PSU investments of Rs 2,04,054 
crores ^ (Table No 1.1 Chapter 1) 
Amongst the top ten PSUs m terms of investment as on 31st 
Dec, 1998, Eight belonged to those engaged in power, petroleum 
transportation and telecommunication with an investment of Rs 75,270 
crores being 76 6% of the total investment of Rs 98,280 crores for these 
top ten PSUs^ 
Since Its inception, the public sector has made tremendous 
progress in the growth of the infrastructure sector of the country In the 
energy sector it has helped the nation to increase the installed capacity 
and generation, transmission and distribution of electncity, exploration and 
exploitation of the natural fuel resources such as coal, crude oil and gas, 
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it has increased the production of petroleum products and has helped in 
an appropriate manner of their marketing. In the transport sector the public 
sector has shown heights of excellence in the expansion of railway lines, 
construction of national and state highways, bridges, over bridges, tunnels, 
expansion of fleets of airlines and ships, construction of ports, harbours 
and aerodromes etc. On the other hand the state sector road transport 
undertakings have recorded a poor financial performance. In case of 
communication and telecommunication sector, the public sector has 
contributed in the expansion of the sectors network throughout the country. 
The public sector's contribution in building the state-of-the-art 
technology, research and development programmes, specialised 
knowledge etc. for the upgradation of the infrastructure sector of India 
cannot be left behind for appreciation. 
Although the Govt, of India since 1991, has been liberalising its 
infrastructure sector and encouraging the private sectors participation, the 
PSUs will however, continue to shoulder the major responsibility of 
providing critical infrastructure services to the economy, in the foreseeable 
future. 
The Economic Survey 1995-96, stated that, the PSUs needed to 
take necessary steps to improve their performance in the present 
competitive environment. Many public enterprises were burdened with 
operating inefficiency and lack of maintenance, resulting in under 
utilisation of capacities and decline in output. Many of them faced the 
problem of low recovery of users costs and therefore poor financial 
performance. Therefore, the PSUs are needed to formulate their long term 
corporate plans to include strategic alliances with private domestic or 
foreign partners. This will improve their financial position and also provide 
them access to latest technology.^ 
III. INFRASTRUCTURE SECTOR - FINANCIAL RESOURCES 
The infrastructure sector of almost every country in the world is 
run under capital intensive sector. Huge amounts of capital are required to 
finance the development and upgradation of the infrastructure sector. Due 
to long gestation period the degree of risk involved in financing the 
infrastructure sector is high. For this reason, in the developing and 
underdeveloped economies of the world, the infrastructure sectors growth 
and expansion has been the sole duty of the respective Govt, owned 
undertakings. In India also, the scenario witnessed prior to liberalisation 
and afterwards was of this kind. The main sources of funding the 
infrastructure sector in India are 
(i) Five Year Plan Outlays 
(ii) Public Financial Institutions and Commercial Banks 
(iii) Foreign Aids and Loans 
(iv) Other sources and Suggested Alternatives 
All these sources of finance are discussed below in brief. 
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(a) Five Year Plan Outlays 
The planning commission along with its overall economic plan, 
for five years duration, prepares the plans for different infrastructure 
overheads and allocate funds to them according to their weightage to the 
Indian economy. Amongst the Infrastructure overheads the highest amount 
are being allocated for the power sector (discussed in the fifth chapter -
"A case Study of Power Sector Part-A). Since 1950-51, followed by 
transport and communication sector. The plan-wise allocation to the 
infrastructure sector of the country has already been discussed in (Chapter 
1, Table No. 1.2) of this study 
Apart from the previous discussion, the infrastructure sector of 
India also constitutes the Petroleum and coal sector. To these two sectors 
the Sixth plan actual outlays was of Rs. 12,289.6 crores (Rs. 8482.1 crores 
for petroleum and Rs. 3807.5 crores for coal) which increased by 88.2% 
to Rs. 23131.1 crores in the Seventh Plan (Rs. 16008.8 crores for 
petroleum and Rs. 7122.3 crores for coal). Between the Seventh plan's 
end and beginning of the Eighth plan there were two annual plans for 
1990-91 and 1991-92. In 1990-91, the actual allocations to the Petroleum 
and coal sectors were of Rs. 3592.1 crores and Rs. 1984.8 crores, 
respectively. In 1991-92, the allocations to these sectors fell down by 
7.02% to Rs. 3339.8 crores in case of petroleum sector and by 13.9% to 
Rs. 1709.6 crores in case of coal sector. The Eighth Plan allocated the 
highest amount since the inception of the planning era in Indian economy 
to the petroleum and coal sector, amounting to Rs. 45491.9 crores (Rs. 
34803.2 crores for petroleum and Rs. 10688.7 crores for coal). The share 
of the petroleum and coal sector in the total plan outlay for sixth plan of Rs. 
109291.7 crores was 11.2%. The Seventh Plans total plan outlay 
amounted to Rs. 2,21,435.6 crores of which the share of these two sectors 
was 10.4%. The allocations out of the total plan outlays of the annua! plans 
for 1990-91 and 1991-92, amounting to Rs. 58369.3 crores and Rs. 
64751.2 crores respectively the share for the petroleum and coal sectors 
was 9.5% and 7.8% respectively In the Eighth plan the share of petroleum 
and coal sector in the total plan outlay of Rs. 4,95,669.4 crores was 9.2%.^ 
This shows that the plan allocations to the petroleum and coal sector and 
other infrastructure overheads are declining in subsequent plans. This 
decline is a clear inscription that the Indian economy has become 
accustomed to the privatisation procedure and the role of the public sector 
in its development has been reduced. 
(b) Loans from Public Financial Institutions and Commercial Banks 
The Public Financial Institutions (PFIs) are lending to the 
infrastructure! development in the country. The PFIs have been the chief 
lenders for the infrastructure. Projects installations since their 
establishment. For the funding of the infrastructure projects by the PFIs 
and commercial banks the RBI formulated the prudential exposure norms 
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which laid down the following restrictions on the PFIs and commercial 
banks funding for the infrastructure sector.^ 
(i) An upper limit of Rs. 500 crores beyond which the banks and PFIs 
were banned from taking exposure in a infrastructure project (Rs. 
1000 crores for power sector), by PSUs and corporates. 
(ii) The Banks and PFIs were allowed to take an exposure of over 40% 
of its capital funds in a group of companies. 
(iii) The prudential exposure of banks to a single borrower was 
restricted to 25% of the banks capital fund. 
(iv) In case of a single company the exposure ceiling was fixed at 15%. 
(v) A 100% exposure in the case of financial guarantees issued to 
corporates and 50% risk in the performance guarantees were fixed. 
The directives issued by the then governor of RBI P.C. 
Bhattacharya on May 3, 1967 on bank guarantees - vide Circular No. 666/ 
C.96Z-67-May 3, 1967 said, "As regards security, banks should limit their 
commitments by way of unsecured guarantees in such manner that 20% of 
a bank's outstanding unsecured guarantees plus the total of its outstanding 
unsecured advances should not exceed 15% of its total outstanding 
advances".^ 
These more than 30 years old norms has caused severe 
hindrances in funding the infrastructure sector of the country by the Banks 
and PFIs. 
After a close scrutiny of performance of the infrastructure sector 
and bottlenecks faced by the banks and PFIs in funding this sector, the 
Central Bank has enabled them to fund the infrastructure sector in a big 
way by relaxing the prudential exposure norms related to the upper limit of 
Rs. 500 crores and increasing the exposure limit in groups of companies 
by 10% to 50% from the previous 40% limit but pegging the upper limit at 
60% of the total capital fund deployable in terms of debt as well as equity 
instruments. ""^  
The RBI also slashed the bank rate by 1%. This move of the RBI 
has been welcomed by the infrastructure industry and project financiers. 
They have termed it as "An Investment Friendly Move".''^  
State Bank of India (SBI) would get most benefit from the new 
measures as it has the largest net worth of about Rs. 8000 crores among 
Indian Banks. SBI's Chairman, Mr. M.S. Verma said, "We will take full 
advantage of the new norms. We never had any problems in taking 
exposure to project financing as the bank adds about Rs. 1000 crores 
every year to its net worth". ""^  
Industrial Credit and Investment Corporation of India (ICICI) has 
set up a separate strategic business division to handle projects in power, 
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telecom, transportation including roads, ports, and mining.''^ This division 
would help to accelerate the infrastructural funding in the country. 
Unit Trust of India (UTI) has planned to make foray into project 
financing especially infrastructure sector by introducing long term 
structured schemes. The trust is seriously contemplating mobilising funds 
of tenure over 10 to 15 years in order to avoid any mismatch in the books 
of accounts. In addition, UTI is also very keen on working with newly set 
up Infrastructure Development Financial Corporation (IDFC) for facilitating 
both short and long term funds into the sector.''^ 
The Central Govt, has widened the scope of infrastructure 
investment by Life Insurance Corporation (LIC) to include ports, roads, 
highways, railways (BOLT projects) and airports. This act of the Govt, has 
been acclaimed by the corporation's Managing Director, Mr. Krishnamurthy 
in following words, "We can now invest 25% of our annual accretion in the 
socially oriented sectors. At the moment, annual accretion of the 
corporation are to the tune of Rs. 3,500 crores... This means that any fresh 
investment made by the corporation in private sector infrastructure 
projects will also be included in the definition of "Socially oriented sector". 
We are now free to invest in private sector projects. The corporation is 
now bound to increase its exposure in the infrastructure sector. ^^  
The Bank of India (BOI) has diversified its function by plunging 
into infrastructure funding, Mr. V.H. Ramakrishnan the Incharge of Finance 
and Group Strategy of the Bank said, "Funding Infrastructure projects is a 
new opportunity provided to commercial banks. Realising the need to 
capitalise this opportunity, we have a project appraisal division. In fact, 
infrastructure has been accorded priority and the bank has sanctioned Rs. 
200 crores during 1997-98. Currently our exposure in the infrastructure 
sector aggregates over Rs. 800 crores. Additionally, credit requests for 
financing to the tune of Rs. 700 crores for infrastructure projects are 
presently under active consideration. We are going to enhance our share 
in infrastructure financing considering it a national priority, structured 
financing would be a welcome step for commercial banks towards 
infrastructure financing".''^ 
The State Bank of India (SBI) would disburse nearly Rs. 3,000 
crores to the infrastructure sector by March, 1999. This will be the part of 
total proceeds of US $ 4.2 billion mobilised through Resurgent India 
Bonds (RIB).""^ Apart from this direct lending the bank will also provide 
financial help to the sector through indirect lending by giving the funds to 
other PFIs like IDBI, IFCI, ICICI and IDFC. 
UTI in addition, has plans of raising $ 500 million in the coming 
future from the global market to finance the infrastructure sector including 
the road sector. Out of this amount US $ 250 million would be available 
soon for funding projects in hand and the balance would be disbursed as 
and when infrastructure projects are taken up. 
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The amount sanctioned and disbursed by different financial 
institutions for the different infrastructure overheads have been shown in 
Table 3.1 below : 
From the table it becomes clear that upto end March, 1998 IDBI 
sanctioned Rs. 1405.6 crores for the petroleum sector and disbursed Rs. 
239.8 being 17.1% of sanctions. For the Telecommunication sector its 
sanctions were of Rs. 4059 crores and disbursements Rs. 1103.2 crores 
being 27.2% of sanctions. For roads, ports and bridges the sanctions 
were of Rs. 1091.7 crores and disbursements Rs. 491.2 crores (45%). 
For the transportation sector comprising of road transports it sanctioned 
Rs. 6712.8 crores and disbursed Rs. 5545.8 (82.6%). 
IFCI, for the petroleum sector sanctioned Rs. 1920.3 crores and 
disbursed Rs. 1169.6 crores being 60.9% of sanctions; for 
telecommunication the sanctions were of Rs. 1091.5 crores and 
disbursements Rs. 380.9 crores (34.9%); for roads, ports, bridges etc. the 
sanctions were of Rs. 302.8 crores and disbursements Rs. 213.7 crores 
(70.6%) and for road transport the sanctions were of Rs. 24.4 crores and 
disbursements of Rs. 23.7 crores (97.1%). 
ICICI, for the petroleum sector sanctioned the highest amount of 
Rs. 6366.7 crores and disbursed Rs. 3248.2 crores being 5 1 % of 
sanctions; for telecommunication the sanctions were of Rs. 3204.1 crores 
and disbursements of Rs. 1036.8 crores (32.3%); for roads, ports and 
bridges the sanctions were of Rs. 2474.4 crores and disbursements 
Rs.1387.2 crores (56.1%) and for shipping the sanctions were of Rs. 
3956.5 crores and disbursements of Rs. 2226.7 crores (56.3%). TDICI 
only provided financial assistance to the telecommunication sector by 
sanctioning Rs. 4.9 crores and disbursing Rs. 5.1 crores being 104.1% of 
sanctions LIC provided assistance to the petroleum sector only by 
sanctioning Rs. 1087 crores and disbursing Rs. 483.2 crores being 44.5% 
of sanctions and the UTI also provided financial assistance to the 
petroleum sector by sanctioning Rs. 1401.3 crores and disbursing Rs. 
986 crores being 70.4% of sanctions. 
From the table it also becomes clear that in aggregate the amount 
sanctioned by the PFIs was the highest for petroleum sector amounting 
to Rs. 12180.9 crores and disbursement of Rs. 6126.8 being 50.3% of 
sanctions followed by road and shipping transport with sanctions 
Rs. 10693.7 crores and disbursements Rs.7796.2 (72.9%) telecommuni-
cation with sanctions Rs. 8359.5 crores and disbursements Rs. 2526.0 
crores (30.2%) and at last for roads, bridges and ports with sanctions 
Rs. 3868.9 crores and disbursements Rs. 2092.1 crores being 54.1% of 
sanctions. 
c) Foreign aid and Loans 
After achieving Independence India had the objective of 
developing its economy. To give a boost to its economy it was necessary 
to 
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to develop the infrastructure sector comprising of roads, ports, power and 
telecommunication. The main difficulty in implementing the laid down 
targets was the technological skill and knowhow and on the other hand 
lack of finances. Therefore, the Govt, of India which was reluctant to let 
foreign direct investment flow in the economy became dependent on 
external assistance provided by the foreign countries, foreign financial 
institutions like the World Bank, IDA. IFC, OECF of Japan, ADB, KFW of 
Germany etc. 
From the beginning till 1997-98, the total external assistance 
utilised t^ the country amounted to Rs. 74,690 crores of which the highest 
amount was utilised for the development of the Energy sector which was 
Rs. 28625 crores being 38.3% of the total assistance utilised.^^ In case of 
other infrastructure facilities, the transport sector absorbed large 
proportion of total utilized aid i.e. 14%. Out of which 12% has gone to the 
railways, for their renovation and modernisation and to increase the rolling 
stock and locomotives.^^ In case of roads, bridges, ports, and of 
telecommunication sector their share in the total utilised assistance was 
8.5% amounting to Rs. 6,342 crores.* The foreign aid and external loans 
for the infrastructure sectors' advancement were utilised for enlarging 
technical resources through the provision of expert services; training of 
Indian personnel; helping in the establishment of new or the development 
of existir^ educational research and training institutions in the country and 
above all the foreign assistance have also helped India to import 
sophisticated technologies and knowhow to modernize it industries and 
especially the infrastructure sector. 
With the liberalisation of the infrastructure sector of India since 
1991, the foreign financial institutions, bilateral and multilateral funding 
agencies like the World Bank, International Finance Corporation (IFC), 
International Development Agency (IDA), Asian Development Bank (ADB) 
US Exim Bank, Overseas Economic Cooperation Fund (OECF) of Japan 
and KFW of Germany etc. have given strong signals of financing the 
foreign and domestic private sector infrastructure projects in India. 
The World Bank announced the approval of the $ 200 million loan 
for a major private infrastructure finance project. The loan will be provided 
to the Infrastructure Leasing and Financial Services Ltd.( IL & FS) with a 
guarantee of the Indian Govt., with a maturity period of 20 years.2'' 
WB and ADB have combinedly offered to finance the Rs. 335 
crores eight-lane bridge connecting Noida and Maharani Bagh in South 
Delhi. Out of this amount Rs. 84 crores would be given by WB, Rs. 67 
crores by ADB.^^ WB has also agreed to pump in Rs. 900 crores for 
infrastructure development in Karnataka.^^ The Bank has provided 
financial assistance for improvement of Andhra Pradesh's roads with an 
amount of 1,745 crores.^^ it has also promised to offer loans, grants and 
technical help to Indian Govt, to help it formulate a national plan to tackle 
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the Y2K problem.2^ The Govt, of Rajasthan state is expecting to have a 
loan of Rs. 1,972 crores from the WB for the construction of roads over a 
1500 kms. stretch in the state.^^ For the construction of Highways in the 
State of Gujarat the WB has sanctioned Rs. 1,524 crore.^^ The State 
Owned Coal India Ltd. (CIL) is confident of securing the $ 1.6 billions loan 
it negotiated with the WB and Exim. Bank of Japan for its rehabilitation 
project, notwithstanding the punitive sanctions imposed by Tokyo and 
Washington on India.^^ in addition, for the State of Andhra Pradesh, the 
bank has committed itself to the tune of Rs. 8000 crores in the various 
infrastructure areas.^^ For the development of Haryana State Highways 
the bank has promised to provide a loan assistance of $ 275 millions.3° 
The Uttar Pradesh Govt, has sought from the WB Rs. 25,150 crores aid 
for various schemes in the infrastructure field.3'' 
The International Finance Corporation (IFC) is shifting its focus 
in India to infrastructure projects, environment friendly technologies and 
smaller companies. It has an exposure of around $ 900 millions in India 
and financing of another $ 300 millions is in the pipeline.^^ 
The International Development Association (IDA) the 
concessionary lending affiliate of the World Bank has approved a sum of 
US $ 241.9 millions for the infrastructure development in the State of 
Andhra Pradesh.^^ 
The Department of Telecommunication (DOT)'s proposal to 
provide rural telecommunication facilities in eastern Uttar Pradesh. The 
project's cost is estimated by DOT to be $ 169 millions (Rs. 600 crores). 
The ADB is expected to finance $ 113 millions (Rs. 410 crores) of the total 
cost and the balance to be met by DOT from own resources.^^ 
The ADB under its private sector development programme, which 
aims at extending the assistance without Govt, guarantee, lends a 
maximum of $ 50 millions or 25% of the project cost, whichever is less, 
and helps in mobilising other loans of about two times of the amount from 
other international lenders. The bank has agreed to assist in setting up 
IDFC and is willing to participate in the equity structure of the fund.^^ The 
authorities of ADB have approved the projects amounting to Rs. 162 
crores including the construction of another bridge over the Chambal river 
to facilitate construction of a regular by pass.^^ The Bank is also exploring 
possibilities for increasing its exposure in India from the current level of $ 
600 millions per annum to between $ 900 millions and $ 1 bill ion per 
annum. It has proposed to lend $ 300 millions for the Railways and $ 250 
millions for the Rajasthan Urban Infrastructure Development Body.^^ ADB 
has also agreed to provide Rs. 1000 crores assistance to improve the 
functioning of the Madhya Pradesh State Road Transport Corporation 
(MPSRTC)39. 
The US Exim Bank has decided to provide funds for the Indian 
infrastructure projects, on sovereign counter guarantees. The funds would 
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be provided to corporates even in absence of back up guarantees from 
Indian PFIs. The bank has already taken exposures worth US $ 1.5 billions 
in the Indian projects, another US $ 6 billions is in the offing. It is also in 
the process of developing packages for the Indian corporates promoting 
infrastructure projects especially in telecom and power, sectors.40 
ANZ Investment Bank (ANZIB) has arranged a loan of $ 17 
millions for Indian Airlines Ltd. to finance its project related rupee capital 
expenditure and other general rupee expenditure.'*'' Global Trust Bank has 
evinced interest in taking early maturities in infrastructure projects by way 
of non-convertible debentures route. The bank has substantial idle funds 
which can be easily used to finance large infrastructure projects like 
roads, ports, highways etc. without committing themselves for 10-15 
years^2 
From the above discussion it becomes clear that amongst the 
foreign external financial assistance, apart from the foreign aids provided 
by the govts, of foreign countries, the World Bank is the highest lender of 
finances for developing the countries infrastructure sector. 
(d) Other Sources and Suggested Alternatives : 
The other sources of finance for the development of the 
infrastructure facilities in the country are : 
(i) The internal sources of the corporations engaged in the 
development, operation and management of the infrastructure 
sector such as the paid up capital, accumulated profit and reserves, 
loans borrowed from the commercial banks for general transactions 
etc. 
(ii) The proceeds from the sale of debentures and bonds by the 
engaged entities. 
(iii) Special purpose funds created by the infrastructure services 
providing entities on the special advise or notification made by the 
Govt, of India in general and the particular Ministry or Department 
in particular. 
(iv) The accumulated amounts from the extra duties and cess levied on 
the general public consuming the infrastructural facilities are also 
utilised for the development of the relevant core facility. 
(v) The proceeds from the sale of Infrastructure Development Bonds 
are also utilised for the purpose of financing new infrastructural 
projects and renovation, modernisation, rehabilitation and 
expansion of the existing projects. 
(vi) The UF Govt brought into practice the black money collected 
through various amnesty schemes like the Voluntary Disclosure 
Income Scheme (VDIS) should be funnelled into infrastructure 
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sector. This would not only boost the activities in the sector but also 
bring into the accounted wealth the funds which were languishing 
illicitly^3 
(vii) The Federation of Indian Chambers of Commerce and Industry 
(FICCI) has said, that statutory bodies which are not formed under 
the Companies Act 1956, may be permitted to take recourse to 
market borrowing for infrastructure projects through tax free bonds 
as well as borrowings from institutions like GIC, LIC, UTI etc. for 
Infrastructure development^*^. 
(viii) The Govt has decided to use a substantial portion from the 
proceeds of the Resurgent India Bonds (RIBs). The total 
mobilisation through RIB was to the tune of US $ 4.16 billions. 
Nearly Rs. 5000 crores of this will be used for this purpose.*^ 
(ix) In a significant development, the Govt has decided to give long term 
financial assistance to some of the nodal developmental agencies 
like the National Highway Authority of India (NHAI) etc. to boost the 
investment in infrastructure sector particularly in roads and ports. 
The Govt has therefore, decided to form a corpus of nearly Rs 
10,000 crores to invest in the sector and particularly for roads and 
ports. These funds would be reinvested in rebuilding or remodelling 
of the facilities."^ 
All the infrastructure! overheads have a tremendous demand for 
immediate injection of funds. However, with depressed capital market and 
an equally recessionary state of the economy existing fund raising 
exercises will be no mean joke. The question is now to tap these 
resources which have some ray of hope. Quite rightly our Finance 
Ministers since 1991, have proposed raising debt funds through overseas 
markets. 
This exercise of fund raising from the overseas markets should 
be cautiously followed. Investment in this sector is not similar to that of 
other sectors- industrial and agricultural, etc. Taking the case of building 
the roads and ports only the initial investment in the projects are quite 
high. Moreover, the externalities involved in the project also shoot up the 
cost. In addition, domestically we do not have very advance and superior 
road or bridge building techniques. Either we import the technology or we 
use available methods and techniques which may be time consuming, 
resulting into pretty long gestation period. 
Apart from the afore mentioned sources of funding the capital 
requirements of the infrastructure sector in the country the planners and 
experts in this field emphasise on the liberalisation of the financial sector 
of the country so that more long term finances could be arranged for this 
purpose. 
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The Economic Survey 1996-97 seeks facilities for private 
corporates to access resources from public provident funds, pension 
funds and insurance companies for part funding the capital intensive 
Infrastructure projects. The capital market has to be created to mobilise 
the long term finances in these mega projects. The sovereign guarantees 
need to be given with the highest degree of caution.^^ 
Associated Chambers of Commerce and Industry (ASSOCHEM) 
has suggested that for funding of the infrastructure projects, the Govt, 
should also open up the insurance sector and pension funds. The long 
term funds available from these sources at competitive interest rates will 
come very handy for funding infrastructure projects with long gestation 
period. Thus, immediate steps should be taken for allowing the domestic 
as well as overseas players to participate in such funds.'*® 
In its bid to speed up investment in infrastructure, the Govt, has 
decided to set up an Infrastructure Investment Promotion Board (IIPB) to 
examine public sector investment in roads, ports, power and 
telecommunication.^ 
The Union Govt, in another move decided to set up an Inter -
Institutional Group (IIG) under the aegis of IDBI for funding infrastructure 
projects. The IIG would constitute four sub-groups to pinpoint the specific 
problems bogging the infrastructure areas. These sub-groups will interact 
with private investors and make specific recommendations in order to 
streamline and resolve the problem faced by them, the IIG under the aegis 
of IDBI. Set up on 15th July, 1997 recommended that the Govt, could 
adopt the Venture Capital route whereby Govt, could initially be the major 
shareholder and upon completion and attaining viability of projects it could 
disinvest and reinvest elsewhere.^'' 
(d) Infrastructure Development Finance Corporation (IDFC) : 
The Infrastructure Development Finance Corporation (IDFC) was 
incorporated on 30th Jan., 1997, on the recommendation of the Expert 
Group on Commercialisation of Infrastructure Projects under the 
chairmanship of Mr. Rakesh Mohan. IDFC was incorporated under the 
Companies Act 1956, with a token capital of Rs. 2 crores. The Authorised 
capital of the corporation is Rs. 5000 crores out of which Rs. 4000 crores 
is equity capital and Rs. 1000 crores represents unclassified shares. The 
Rs. 1000 crores unclassified shares is an enabling provision to issue 
preferential shares at later date. The Govt, and RBI will have a minority 
stake in IDFC." 
The World Bank has agreed to be a lender to IDFC. In addition, 
the IFC, ADB, Commonwealth Development Corporation (CDC) and 
Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD), Paris 
have showed interest in picking up stakes in IDFC. 
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The administrative set up of IDFC comprises of the Chairman, 
who is either in full time or part time capacity and appointed by the Board 
of Directors. The Board of Directors comprises of two directors each 
representing the Govt., RBI, PFIs, Foreign Financial Institutions and 
Foreign Institutional Investors. Additionally, the Board will have two full 
time Directors and three Professional Directors. There will be a task force 
to draw up a detailed business plan for IDFC.^^ 
The main objectives behind the incorporation of IDFC are as 
follows : 
(i) To promote infrastructure investment by evaluating and offering 
various forms of financial assistance and technical advice to project 
lending financial intermediaries and priority infrastructure projects in 
public and private sectors. 
(ii) To lead private capital investments for infrastructure projects on a 
commercially viable basis. 
(iii) To nurture and develop bankable projects as well as develop 
expertise in structured financing for infrastructure. 
(iv) To develop financially viable models for the financial institutions or 
other companies for benefiting a smooth flow of private funds in the 
core sector. 
(v) To take non-fund based activities comprising of credit enhancement, 
guarantee business, loan syndication and securitisation.^^ 
IDFC is different from other financial institutions in the sense that 
it does not intend to fund them but to provide leadership in rationalising 
legal and regulatory framework to encourage private sector participation 
in infrastructure development. Thus the main functions performed by IDFC 
are mentioned below^^ : 
(i) IDFC is basically looking at tailored made financing for each 
infrastructure project. Historically development financial institutions 
(DFIs) and banks are lending against securities. But in many of the 
infrastructure projects, one may not have adequate securities, but at 
the same time they may have high risk. 
(ii) IDFC is not only identifying risks, but also assign them to specific 
parties who can take these risks. These risks are different for 
different projects, hence, for each project there can be different 
structures prepared by IDFC. 
(iii) Its contribution towards the development of a deep and long-term 
debt market in India would be through the extension of maturities of 
existing lenders, creation of conditions conducive to securitisation 
of term loans and being a market maker in debt services in the long 
run. 
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(iv) The business plan for IDFC states that infrastructure financing must 
not only meet the capital requirements of the projects in a cost 
effective manner but also attempt to share the risks amongst all 
concerned participants. The inability of traditional sources of 
financing in achieving both these objectives require creative 
structured financing as a more viable source of funding both from a 
risk sharing and cost point of view. 
(v) IDFC's product range seeks to address the specific needs of 
infrastructure financing and stimulate the development of the long 
term debt market in India. Broadly the product range can be 
classified as liquidity and maturity management products, fee based 
services includes credit enhancement and asset acquisition 
projects. 
Till Aug., 1998, IDFC has approved nine projects (four in power, 
one each in port and telecom and three road projects) aggregating 
financial assistance of about Rs. 900 crores. The project includes Bina 
Power, Jindal Tractebel; Reliance Power and Port, PPN Power, Bharati 
Telenet, Noida Toll Bridge, L & T Transportation and Narmada 
Infrastructure Construction.^^ 
As per its future targets IDFC is set to sanction Rs. 3000 crores 
to the core sector (especially roads, ports and power) in the fiscal 1998-
99, while disbursements are expected to be in the range of Rs. 900-1000 
crores.^'^ 
The corporation earned a gross income of Rs. 49 crores and left 
net profits of Rs. 29 crores. The company is liable to pay 100% tax as its 
entire income is generated from "non-business sources", which is 
investment activity.*® 
IV. COMMERCIALISATION OF INFRASTRUCTURE SECTOR 
The importance of infrastructure for economic development could 
hardly be gainsaid at the superstructure of a nation's overall wealth hinges 
on it. Adequate quantity, quality and reliability of infrastructure are 
important preconditions for overall economic growth and development. The 
state of infrastructure has also a direct link to international 
competitiveness and flow of foreign investment. Though India's economic 
reforms were launched in mid-1991, the stress on infrastructure assumed 
added significance only after the reform process, because earlier most of 
the fundings for capital intensive infrastructure projects were provided by 
the Govt, itself as it was following a planned economic development 
model. 
The responsibility for creating infrastructure services wherein it 
was vested with the Govt, did not yield the requisite results to a growing 
economy in which competitive forces assumed greater say in development 
schemes. The public sector was proverbially beset with severe problems 
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like lack of accountability, low productivity, poor financial performance and 
over employment. Increasingly, the old paradigm of infrastructure being a 
public sector monopoly has been challenged by fiscal constraints and 
technological innovations. Limits on budgetary allocations and public debt 
and the phased dismantling of the allocated system of credit, and 
moreover, non availability of funds on a timely basis and lamentable lack 
of proper evaluation and implementation of projects had led to major time 
and cost overruns. As on end December, 1996, there has been an average 
time overrun of 18 months and an average cost escalation of 29% leading 
to an additional burden of Rs. 31000 crores in 189 central sector projects 
costing Rs. 100 crores or thereabouts.^® 
The World Bank's World Development Report (WDR) - 1994 
said, the causes of past insipid performance and the source of improved 
performance lies in the incentives facing service providers. To ensure 
efficient, responsive delivery of infrastructure services, incentives need to 
be changed through the application of three instruments-commercial 
management, competition and stockholder involvement. The role of the 
Govt, and the private sector must be transformed as well, the Bank views 
that Govts, in the developing world must manage infrastructure like a 
business, not a bureaucracy. The Bank is of the considered view that 
market forces and competition could improve the production and delivery 
of infrastructure services, debunking the long held view that such services 
are best produced and delivered by monopolies.®° 
Therefore, the Govt of India, as its changed policy measures of 
diluting the share of public sector to certain extent and give a chance to 
the private sector to participate in the economic development of the 
country, decided to liberalise the infrastructure sector too. In 1991, as the 
initial step the power generation sector was liberalised. For a 
comprehensive, transparent and non-discriminatory rules for the 
commercialisation of infrastructure sector, the Department of Economic 
Affairs in the Ministry of Finance in Oct., 1994, set up the Expert Group 
on Commercialisation of Infrastructure Projects under the chairmanship of 
Mr. Rakesh Mohan, Director General of the National Council of Applied 
Economic Research (NCAER). For meaningful commercialisation of 
infrastructure projects, the Rakesh Mohan Committee recommended the 
following measures:®^ 
(i) The Govt, must set up a transparent regulatory framework so that 
Build, Operate and Transfer (BOT) type projects are easier to 
negotiate and implement. 
(ii) The Govt, must ensure that project risks are clearly demarcated and 
allocated to different stockholders. 
(iii) The Govt, must take significant equity positions in projects to crowd 
in commercial equity and debt and once the project becomes viable, 
disinvest and reinvest in new projects in the nature of a venture 
capitalist. 
(iv) The Govt, should form a Contingent Valuation Fund (CVF) as 
additional back up to any project guarantees that are given by it. 
The CVF's should be created from budgeted funds. 
(vi) Equity investments in long gestation infrastructure projects must be 
granted tax reliefs like the erstwhile 80 CC provision. 
(vi) The dividends payable on equity investments be made cumulative 
for payment for the period till the project goes on stream . Dividends 
should be made tax-free to the individual shareholder upto a 
reasonable level on the equity investment. 
(vii) Projects must have nominal ordinary equity capital and large 
measure of Cumulative Convertible Preference Shares (CCPS) with 
the proviso that at the end of a specified period, the CCPS would 
be compulsorily converted into equity shares through a pre-
determined pricing formula. 
(viii) Suitable changes should be made to the Income Tax Act to provide 
for sharing of depreciation charges, especially in the case of joint/ 
leveraged leasing for infrastructure projects. 
(ix) GIC and its four subsidiaries be split into smaller entities to 
increase competition in the insurance business. Privately owned 
insurance companies, both domestic and foreign, be allowed and 
encouraged to enter so that the debt market can be developed. 
(x) Employees Provident Fund be split up and managed by 
professional asset management companies on a competitive basis. 
New private (and public) provident and pension funds be allowed 
and suitable fiscal incentives provided for contributions to pension 
funds. 
(xi) In case of forex market and external commercial borrowing for 
infrastructure funding a sovereign offering which would serve as 
the bellwether for future issuance was suggested. 
(xii) The 20% withholding tax on foreign domiciled debt investors be 
abolished and appropriate changes in exchange control regulations 
be made by the RBI so that risk hedging mechanisms such as 
forwards and future could emerge in the forex market. 
(xiii) Investments from foreign infrastructure funds be placed on preferred 
footing. 
(xiv) An Infrastructure Finance Development Corporation (IFDC) with the 
authorised equity capital (including callable capital) of about Rs. 
200 billions to promote infrastructure investment by evaluating and 
offering various forms of financial assistance and technical advice 
to project-lending financial intermediaries and priority infrastructure 
projects (already discussed above). 
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(xv) The existing sector-specific enactments be unified into a single 
statute. 
(xvi) An autonomous regulatory body be set up for each infrastructure 
sector, on the lines of Securities and Exchange Board of India 
(SEBI). 
(xvii) The roles of the regulator and operator must be separated in every 
sector and mechanisms to resolve disputes quickly must be set up. 
(xviii) Special Purpose Vehicles (SPVs) be used for funding infrastructure 
projects. Such SPVs should be able to vary their capital with ease; 
they should be tax-transparent. 
In the aftermath of the Rakesh Mohan Committee on 
commercialisation of infrastructure projects, the Govt, took several steps. 
A five year tax holiday followed by deduction of 25% (30% in case of 
companies) for the next five years is provided to Build, Operate, Own, and 
Transfer (BOOT)/Build Operate and Transfer (BOT) projects in the areas 
of power, roads, highways, bridges, airports, ports, rail system etc. For 
details see the next chapter - "Foreign Investment in Infrastructure Sector 
since 1991". 
The Economic Survey 1995-96, stated that the role of the private 
sector in the infrastructure development had been widely recognised. 
However, deregulation and privatisation of infrastructure services needed 
to be supplemented by the establishment of statutory regulatory 
frameworks for ensuring fair competition among different operators and 
protecting consumer interests, needs of vulnerable and weaker sections, 
public safety, internal and external security and environmental protection.^^ 
The former Finance Minister, Mr. P Chidambaram said," since 
the infrastructure sector remained closed for so many years there was 
hardly any private investment. This was also evident from the price being 
paid today by the country in the form of load shedding, clogged ports, 
breakdown of large number of trucks on the highways, rising import bills 
and poor quality of telecom."^-^ 
An study brought out by the leading management consultancy, 
company Earnest & Young International titled "Asia-pacific Economic 
Outlook 1997-2007" points out that the much needed infrastructure must 
be tackled and this will involve working to increase the availability of both 
private and public sector funding. The setting up of framework for private 
investment will be a politically difficult process and only gradual progress 
will have to be made. A transparent and reliable regulatory framework for 
private sector investment in utilities is required to attract private sector 
investment in this sector."^'* 
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Govt, commitment to private sector participation in infrastructure 
development and the establishment of a legislative and operational climate 
conducive to private sector investment were the vital elements in 
successful formation of public and private sector partnership. 
The effective promotion of private sector participation in the face 
of competition for funding necessitied appropriate principles being 
followed by Govts, and particularly emphasized the need for equitable risk 
sharing, transparency in the bidding and decision making process. It also 
stressed the role of independent regulatory body which could oversee 
price setting and other consumer and private sector interests. 
The Govt, should take keen interest in developing long-term 
strategic national master plans to provide a clear framework within which 
the public and private sector projects could be defined and integrated, 
thereby avoiding problems of unbalanced development and wasted 
resources, while taking into account environmental considerations. 
V. GROWTH OF INFRASTRUCTURE SECTOR OF INDIA ; 
The infrastructure sector of India consisting of Transportation --
Road transport, road construction, Rail transport, air transport, water 
transport and ports; Energy sector ~ power, coal and lignite, petroleum 
and non conventional sources of energy; communication sector — post and 
telegram and telecommunication and the newly emphasised information 
technology have shown a tremendous growth throughout the planning 
period. 
The infrastructural facilities like roads, road transport, ports, air 
transport, shipping and coal had been known to the people of India since 
the ancient ages. Since then these sectors have been developed by the 
then and present Govts. The other sectors were introduced to the Indian 
Economy by the Britishers. The Britishers no doubt developed them to 
some extent but this development was just to fulfil the self interest of the 
imperialists and not the general masses or the Indian economy as a whole. 
The main thrust to the growth of infrastructure sector was laid 
after attaining independence and particularly with the inception of the 
planning era. The Govt felt the need to develop its economy by heavy 
industrialisation and agriculture upgradation which all could be achieved 
with the help of a well planned large network of infrastructural facilities. As 
these facilities were capital intensive and the private sector of the country 
showed reluctance in participation to develop them, the Govt, established 
several public sector undertakings for their development. 
For four decades the public sector had monopoly in this field but 
with a further urge to open its economy for letting in free flow of foreign 
investment and technology in 1991, the Govt decided to liberalise its 
infrastructure sector too. For this the govt made sector specific policies 
so that the private sector (domestic and foreign) could come and invest in 
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these long gestation and capital intensive project. These policies are 
discussed in brief in the following discussion. 
A. TRANSPORTATION : 
India's transportation sector comprises of road transport, roads, 
rail transport, air transport, shipping and ports. These sectors have 
shown a tremendous growth since independence which is discussed below 
1) Road and Road Transport : 
The construction of the roads in the Indian subcontinent has 
been a centuries old phenomenon - as old as the human civilization's 
beginning. The then emperors used to connect their capital with the 
farthest ports of their kingdoms by roads. The emperors like Chandra 
Gupta Maurya, Ashoka were great road builders of Ancient India. In 
Medieval period the name of Sher Shah Suri cannot be forgotten. The 
present Grand Trunk Road from Dacca through Varanasi, Agra, Delhi to 
Lahore with branches from Agra to Jodhpur, from Agra to Lahore and 
Lahore to Multan was built by Sher Shah Suri. In the early British Rule, the 
improvement of roads was undertaken chiefly with a view to facilitate 
postal communication, and until the various sections which afterwards 
formed the G.T. Road from Calcutta to Delhi were commenced, the idea 
of providing wheeled traction was hardly entertained. By 1900, the 
construction of roads of strategic value, and military roads were 
completed. Upto 1947, there was very little major construction of roads in 
India. 
During the Ancient, Medieval and upto the First World War the 
main sources of road transportation were horse driven chariots, 
bullockcarts, animals like horses, asses, mules, ponies, camels and even 
elephants. By the end of the first World War the new means of road 
transport were introduced in India like the motor cars, bicycles, motor 
cycles, trucks and buses. 
In the wake of introduction of the new modes of transport or the 
motor transport the condition of Indian roads worsened because they were 
not accustomed to these modes. The worst condition of roads in the 
country gave rise to public demand for better and wide network of roads 
to suit the rapidly increasing motor transport. Thus, the Govt, appointed 
the Indian Road Development Committee under the Chairmanship of Mr. 
M.R. Jayakar in 1927. On the recommendation of the Committee a Road 
Development Fund was created, to construct roads by imposing additional 
petroleum duties. After the Second World War the demand for roads 
further widened. Thus, the Nagpur Plan or the Road Development Plan 
came into being in 1943. The plan classified the roads into National 
Highways, State Highways, District Roads, Minor District Roads and 
Village Roads which were administered and managed by respective 
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Govts, and managing corporations. This classification and administration 
of roads is in practice till date. 
After Independence, the major thrust of constructing roads in the 
country came upon the Central, State and Local Govts. The road transport 
became the wholesale responsibility of the state Govts, vy^here the State 
Road Transport Corporations of every state managed the road 
transportation in the respective territories. Most of these SRTCs are 
running in losses because of their high operation costs. 
Upto 1970-71, the total road length in India was of 9,17,880 Kms. 
which increased to 19,98,220 Kms. in 1990-91. Out of this the surfaced 
roads in 1970-71, were of 3,97,940 Kms. being 43.3% of total road length 
and 10,24,339 Kms. (51.3%) in 1990-91., In 1991-92, the road length 
increased by 1.2% to 20,21,441 Kms. where surfaced road length was of 
10,48,682 Kms. (51.9%) further in 1992-93, it increased by 4.6% to 
21,14,498 Kms. where surfaced roads were of 11,50,795 Kms. (54.4%) in 
1993-94, by 1.3% to 21,42,791 Kms. where surfaced roads were of 
11,76,257 Kms. (54.9%) in 1994-95, by 1.3% to 21,71,335 Kms. where 
surfaced roads were 12,02,085 Kms. (55.4%) and in 1995-96, the total 
road length reached 24,03,634 Kms. an increase of 10.7% from the 
previous year where the surfaced roads were of 13,34,078 Kms. (55.5%). 
The road length of National Highways, State Highways upto 
1970-71, were of 23,838 Kms. and 56,765 Kms., respectively which 
increased to 33,650 Kms. and 1,27,311 Kms., respectively in 1990-91. In 
1991-92, they increased by 0 .1% and 1.0%, respectively to 33,666 Kms. 
and 1,28,622 Kms., respectively in 1992-93, by 0.7% and 1.0%, 
respectively to 33,916 Kms. and 1,29,876 Kms., respectively; in 1993-94, 
by 1.0% and 1.9%, respectively to 34,249 Kms. and 1,32,401 Kms., 
respectively; in 1994-95, by 0 .1% and 1.3%, respectively to 34,262 
Kms. and 1,34,085 Kms., respectively and in 1995-96, by 0.7% and 0.8%, 
respectively to 34,508 Kms. and 1,35,187 Kms., respectively. 
The length of district roads and village roads which were 
6,36,720 Kms. and 1,93,283 Kms., respectively up to 1970-71, increased 
to 18,08,396 Kms. and 5,86,091 Kms., respectively in 1^95-96. 
The number of transport motor vehicles upto 1970-71, was 
5,34,118 which increased to 27,05,093 in 1990-91. In 1991-92, they 
increased by 8.5% to 29,33,770; in 1992-93, by 6.9% to 31,32,762; in 
1993-94, by 5.8% to 33,14,450; in 1994-95, by 8.9% to 36,09,519 and in 
1995-96, by 7.2% to 38,68,813. 
The number of Non-commercial vehicles which were, upto 1970-
71, 11,97,952 increased to 2,94,96,659 in 1995-96. The other vehicles 
increased from 1,33,245 in 1970-71, to 1,92,054 in 1995-96. 
The road transport revenues of the Central and State sector upto 
1970-71, were of Rs. 425 crores and Rs. 231.1 crores, respectively which 
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increased to Rs. 4,596 crores and Rs. 3035 crores, respectively in 1990-
91. In 1991-92, the revenues increased by 4.1% and 15.7%, respectively 
to Rs. 4786 crores and 3510 crores, respectively; in 1992-93, by 0.1% 
and 35.7%, respectively to Rs. 4792.3 crores and 4763.8 crores, 
respectively; in 1993-94, in case of Central sector there was an increase 
by 12.2% In revenues amounting to Rs. 5377.2 crores but in case of State 
sector if fell down by 16.2% to Rs. 3993.3 crores. In 1994-95, there was 
again an increase of revenues in both the sectors by 1.9% and 10.8%, 
respectively to Rs. 6016.2 crores and Rs. 4424.7 crores, respectively and 
in 1995-96, by 33.5% and 23.4%, respectively to Rs. 8032.7 crores and 
Rs. 5461.9 crores, respectively (Table 3.2). 
Highways and roads are regarded as arteries and veins of a 
nation, which are essential for its growth. The Indian highways at present 
are too choked to allow free flow of traffic, needed by its growing industry 
as also for passenger traffic to enable the country to achieve the projected 
growth of 7% in GDP during the Ninth Plan. While the traffic has been 
growing in the country, it has not been possible for the Govt, to provide 
matching funds for the development and maintenance of roads due to 
competing demands from other priority sectors. The quality and capacity 
of NHs have to be enhanced consistent with the traffic expansion and over 
all economic growth of the country. Traffic movement on the highways is 
suffering from frequent stop overs and congestion as almost 15% of NHs 
and 75% of SHs are single lane roads.^^ 
The Economic Survey 1996-97, views that the problem is further 
compounded by inadequate road pavement thickness, poor riding quality, 
existence of a number of railway level crossings and need for replacement 
of weak and distressed bridges/culverts, congested city sections, lack of 
way side amenities and inadequate road safety measures.®^ 
Therefore, the Govt, decided to privatise the road construction 
activities in the country. The Rakesh Mohan Committee on 
commercialisation of infrastructure sector, on road privatisation 
recommended, supernational highways, bypasses and spot improvements 
be taken up through the private sector in collaboration with the Govt. A 
highway infrastructure savings scheme be set up on the pattern of National 
Savings Schemes. A Roads Board be set up to ensure co-ordinated 
development of the trunk route system.^^ 
To bring in the privatisation in road sector in practice the Govt, 
has amended the NH Act 1956, which provides the legal framework for 
achieving this purpose. Under the amended act it is possible to^^ : 
(i) Assign to the private entrepreneurs implementation and operation 
of the projects for specified period by an agreement with the Govt. 
(ii) Authorise the entrepreneurs to collect and retain toll/fee charge from 
the users. 
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(iii) Authorise the entrepreneurs to regulate traffic on BOT roads. 
(iv) Any person encroaching and misusing the highway developed by 
the entrepreneurs would be liable to punishment. 
(v) Participation on BOT basis is sought in projects of under mentioned 
categories : 
-Existing National Highways, bridges, railways over bridges, 
elevated section through urban areas, interchanges, widening of roads. 
-New assignments - construction of bypasses and super 
highways and expressways. 
The other measures in this regard taken by the Govt, were : 
(i) The Govt, has decided to provide capital subsidy in privately funded 
projects and this is being given effect to by permitting NHAI to 
participate in the equity upto 30% of privately funded projects. 
(ii) It has also been decided to provide capital grants to the extent of 
40% of project cost of individual projects. 
(iii) The Govt, has decided to share the risk with the private investor. It 
will adequately cover the Force Majeure risks. In case of the traffic 
shortfall there is a provision for loan by NHAI to meet the temporary 
cash flow problems of the investor.®^ 
(iv) The Govt, has exempted projects for widening of the existing national 
highways from environmental and forest clearances. 
(v) The Govt, of India has obtained external assistance for the 
improvement of NHs through international agencies like the WB, 
ADB, OECF of Japan. 
(vi) The Govt, has promulgated a separate ordinance for land acquisition 
for construction of national highways - once the Govt, declares that 
the land is required for the purpose of development of NHs, such 
land is vested with the Central Govt, and compensation alone is to 
be settled through negotiation.^° 
(vii) The Govt, has raised the corpus of the NHAI by Rs. 200 crores to 
enable it to leverage funds from the domestic and international 
capital markets.^•' 
The Govt, also permitted foreign investment inflows to the sector 
(to be discussed in next chapter). 
2. Railways Transport : 
The Railways were introduced in India by the Britishers under the 
Governor-Generalship of Lord Dalhousie on 16th April 1853. The first 
railway train started off from Bombay to Thane, a stretch of 34 kms. Later 
on in Feburary, 1925, an electric railway train was run down between 
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Bombay V.T. to Kurla. Uptil 1869, the railways were controlled by the 
private British Agencies operating in this f ield in India. On March, 1869 
under Viceroy Lord Mayo the railways in India came into the control of the 
then British Govt. After independence the responsibility for administration 
and management of the railways were vested in the Railway Boards under 
the overall supervision of a Cabinet Minister of State, Ministry of Railways. 
The railways was divided in nine zones each headed by a general 
manager ~ Central (V.T), Bombay, Eastern, Calcutta; Northern, New Delhi 
North-Eastern, Gorakhpur; North-East Frontier, Malegaon-Gauhati 
Southern, Madras; South-Central, Secunderabad; South-Eastem, Calcutta 
Western, Churchgate Bombay. 
The country has achieved tremendous progress in building the 
related requirements, such as coach building engine manufacturing and R 
& D programmes through indigenous state-of-the-art technologies. 
Railway locomotives are built in Chittaranjan Locomotive Works (CLW), 
the Diesel Locomotives Work (DLW) in Varanasi, passenger service 
vehicles at the Integral Coach Factory (ICF) at Peranabur. For the research 
and training programmes there are four training institutions in the country 
they are - Railway Institute of Advanced Track Technology at Pune; Indian 
Railways Institute of Signal Engineering and Telecommunications at 
Secunderabad; Indian Railways Institute of Mechanical and Electrical 
Engineering at Jamalpur and Railway Staff College at Vadodra. 
Amongst the different modes of transport in the country the 
railways have been given special weightage under the five year plans. The 
First plan envisaged the rehabilitation and replacement of overaged 
assets to achieve the target, Rs. 432.07 crores was invested; the second 
plan's objective was to prepare Railways for carrying the traffic generated 
by the new steel plants and the increased production of coal for which Rs. 
1043 crores were spent; Third plan emphasised on building up additional 
capacity so as to be ahead of traffic demand and to prevent bottlenecks 
for which Rs. 1685.8 crores were spent; the Fourth plan desired for 
modernisation of the whole system to improve efficiency of operations for 
which Rs. 1419 crores were devoted; the Fifth plan aimed at the 
improvement of the existing capacity rather than extension of the railway 
system and to maximise the operational efficiency in the railways for which 
Rs. 1489.5 crores were spent; the Sixth plan gave preference to the better 
utilisation of the existing assets, modernisation of equipment and 
increased local production of critical items for which Rs. 5370 crores were 
utilised; the Seventh plan gave high priority to the development of freight 
terminals to facilitate the free and smooth movement of wagons, 
accelerate the conversion of steam locomotives to diesel and electric 
traction for which 16437 crores were spent; and in the Eight Plan, main 
thrust was on capacity generation, besides rehabilitation and 
modernisation, manpower planning and human resource development, 
energy conservation, safety, financial viability and customer satisfaction 
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through reliable and better quality of services spent Rs. 32,130 crores. 
The main objectives of the Ninth Plan for the railways are^^ : 
(i) To arrest and reverse the declining share of the railways by the 
beginning of the Tenth plan. 
(ii) Completion of the process of rehabilitation, replacement and 
renewal of averaged assets. 
(iii) Modernisation and upgradation of the rail transport system to 
reduce costs, improve reliability, safety and quality of service to 
customers. 
(iv) Continuation of the policy of uni-guage and conversion of 6200 Km. 
(v) Introduction of computer based scientific Operation and 
Management Control System (O & MCS) to improve the utilisation 
of rolling stock and fixed assets. 
(vi) Introduction of 6000 hp electric locomotives and 4000 hp diesel 
locomotives embodying state of the art technology. 
(vii) Expansion and upgradation of inter-nodal operations including 
containerisation. 
(viii) Improvement of manpower productivity, work culture and staff 
morale. 
(ix) Increasing the private sector participation through offering projects 
like guage conversion, supply of rolling stock, electrification, 
doubling of existing single lines, telecom projects etc. 
Upto 1970-71, the total route length of the railways was 59787 
Kms of which 3706 Kms. was electrified being 6.2% of total route length. 
It increased to 62,367 Kms. in 1990-91, of which electrified route length 
was 9968 Kms. being 15% of total route length. In 1991-92. the route 
length increased by 0.2% to 62458 Kms. of which 10653 Kms. (17.1%) 
was electrified; it further increased by 0.1% to 62486 Kms. in 1992-93, of 
which 11064 Kms. (17.7%) was electrified, in 1993-94, it decreased by 
(0.04%) to 62462 Kms. of which 11260 Kms. (18.0%) was electrified; in 
1994-95, it again increased by (0.3%) to 62660 Kms. of which 11,772 
Kms. (18.8%) was of electrified, in 1995-96, it increased by (0.4%) to 
62915 Kms. of which 12306 Kms. (19.6%) was electrified, in 1996-97, the 
total route length decreased by (0.3%) to 62725 Kms. of which 13018 
Kms. (20.8%) was electrified and in 1997-98, the route length again 
decreased by (0.4%) to 62495 Kms. of which 13490 Kms. (21.6%) was 
electrified. In case of the non electrified route length which was 56081 
Kms. upto 1970-71, declined to 49005 Kms. in 1997-98. The running track 
which was 71669 Kms. upto 1970-71 increased to 78607 Kms. In 
1990-91 and to 80908 Kms. in 1997-98. 
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In case of Locomotive Fleet, the steam locomotives have shown 
a constant decline since 1970-71, onwards. They were 9387 upto 
1970-71, and declined to 2915 in 1990-91, and now only 64 are left. On 
the other hand the diesel and electric locomotives are increasing. They 
were 1169 and 602 respectively upto 1970-71, and increased to 3759 and 
1743 respectively in 1990-91 and now in 1997-98, they reached 4496 and 
2646 respectively. The number of wagons which were 383990 upto 
1970-71, declined to 3,46103 in 1990-91, and further to 263981 in 
1997-98. The number of coaches are increasing constantly, upto 1970-71, 
they were 35145 which increased to 38511 in 1990-91, and 40030 in 
1997-98. 
The total freight traffic carried on by the railways was 196500 
tonnes upto 1970-71, of which revenue traffic was 1,67900 tonnes being 
(85.4%) of total freight traffic. It increased to 3,41400 tonnes in 1990-91, 
of which 318400 tonnes (93.3%) was revenue traffic. In 1991-92, it 
increased by 5.5% to 360040 tonnes of which 337980 tonnes (93.9%) 
was revenue traffic; it further increased by 3.0% to 370860 tonnes in 
1992-93, of which 350050 tonnes (94.4%) was revenue traffic; in 1993-94, 
it increased by 1.2% to 377470 tonnes of which 358720 tonnes (95.0%) 
was revenue traffic, in 1994-95, it increased by 1.1% to 381550 tonnes of 
which 364960 tonnes (95.7%) was revenue traffic, in 1995-96, it increased 
by 6.3% to 405500 tonnes of which 390690 tonnes j96.3%) was revenue 
traffic, in 1996-97, it went up by 4.4% to 423400 tonnes of which 409020 
tonnes (96.6%) was revenue traffic and in 1997-98, it went up by 5.2% to 
4,45500 tonnes. On the other hand the non revenue freight traffic declined 
from 28600 tonnes upto 1970-71, to 14380 tonnes in 1996-97. 
The total earnings from goods traffic to the railways which was of 
Rs. 600.7 crores upto 1970-71, increased to Rs. 8247 crores in 1990-91. 
It increased by 12.7% to Rs. 9293.1 crores in 1991-92, and by 14.7% to 
Rs. 10663.8 crores in 1992-93; by 15.1% to Rs. 12275.5 crores in 
1993-94; by 11.4% to Rs. 13669.7 crores in 1994-95; by 11.9% to Rs. 
15290.4 crores in 1995-96, by 6.9% to Rs. 16354.2 crores in 1996-97, 
and by 19.8% to Rs. 19595 crores in 1997-98. The earnings from the 
passenger traffic carried by railways was Rs. 295.5 crores upto 1970-71, 
which increased to Rs. 3144.7 crores in 1990-91. It increased by 17.1% 
to Rs. 3681.6 crores in 1991-92, and by 17.1% to Rs. 4311.2 crores in 
1992-93; by 13.5% to Rs. 4891.2 crores in 1993-94; by 11.7% to Rs. 
5463.7 crores in 1994-95; by 12.1% to Rs. 6124.5 crores in 1995-96; by 
8.3% to Rs. 6633.2 crores in 1996-97 and by 13.2% to Rs. 7509.6 crores 
in 1997-98. 
The profitability of the railways is increasing ever since 1990-91. 
When it was Rs. 175 crores which increased by more than 150 times to 
Rs. 435 crores in 1991-92, and further by 231.2% to Rs. 1441 crores in 
1992-93; by 25% to Rs. 1806 crores in 1993-94; by 35.4% to Rs. 2446 
crores in 1994-95; by 17.4% to Rs. 2871 crores in 1995-96; it fell down 
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by 26.3% to Rs. 2117 crores in 1996-97, and further by 27.5% to Rs. 1535 
crores in 1997-98 (Table No. 3.3) 
The railways has been a monopoly of the Govt, since 
independence but the problems of ageing rolling stock, improper 
signalling and telecommunication network, deteriorating conditions of the 
tracks, requirement of heavy expenditure on replacement of rails and 
overall lack of technologies and financial resources forced the Govt, of 
India to privatise the railways. 
The privatisation drive took place in two forms : 'Own Your Wagon 
Scheme' and the 'Build Operate Lease and Transfer' (BOLT) Scheme. 
Both were started to rope in private investment for procurement of wagons 
and rolling stock and other similar assets. Another area where private 
investments were solicited were for offline activities which didnot form 
part of the core competency of this behemoth organisation e.g. areas like 
catering, hotels, maintenance of railway stations etc. 
The railways Own Your Wagon Scheme which was started in 
1992, to help supplement the resources available with it for acquisition of 
rolling stock, is only scheme which can claim to be relatively successful. 
This scheme was later revised in 1994, to make the returns on investment 
more attractive.'''* 
The other scheme BOLT, which was conceived with the sharp 
reduction in budgetary support for development plans, has so far received 
lack-lustrous response from the private sector. The revision in this scheme 
to make the terms more attractive for private entrepreneurs is currently 
pending with the Ministry of Finance. In this scheme, private entrepreneurs 
and financial institutions are invited to build/manufacture and lease the 
assets to the railways. Railways would pay to the entrepreneurs the lease 
charges for the assets, as mutually agreed upon, during the period of 
lease. On the expiry of the lease period, the asset is transferred to the 
railways. Under the scheme, entrepreneurs and FIs are selected after 
inviting open bids for the projects to be executed.^^ 
The railways' efforts to privatise off-line activities lack direction 
as evident from the fact that the former cabinet Minister of Railways made 
an announcement of creating a Railway Catering and Tourism Corporation 
in which all catering and tourism related activities were planned to be 
merged but till date note even a cabinet not has been drafted on the 
proposal.^^ 
To make the BOLT more attractive to the private investors the 
railways have worked out detailed modifications which mainly relate to tax 
concessions and other fiscal incentives, some of which are^^ ; 
(i) Tax concessions under section 80 lA be extended to moveable 
assets also. 
I l l 
(ii) Interest on tax-free bonds be raised from 10.5% to 12%. 
(iii) Tax benefits be allowed in cases of joint ownership of projects. 
(iv) Depreciation benefits to continue even after transfer of assets takes 
place. 
(v) Rate of depreciation be increased from 25% to 75%. 
All these measures are yet to get final nod of the Ministry of 
Finance. 
Thus, the railways privatisation efforts are confined only to this 
much. There are no efforts by the Ministry of Railways to go for larger 
privatisation which also involves its core business which will require 
structural changes like corporatisation. The only logic behind this is that 
the Indian Railways, is performing quite well and does not face a fiscal 
crisis or breakdown in the service quality which lead to restructuring of 
many of the state owned railways in other countries. Therefore, we can say 
that the Indian railways would yet remain a monopoly of the Govt. 
3. Air Transport : 
The signs of Air Transport in India can be traced from the Vedic 
Period literature and the Hindu Epics Ramayan and Mahabharata where 
the term "Pushpak Viman" a flying vehicle has been used. But in actual the 
airways were introduced to India in the year 1911, when the first mail flew 
from Allahabad to Naini. In 1920, the beginning in air transport was made 
and the British Govt, of India decided to prepare air routes between 
Bombay and Calcutta and between Calcutta and Rangoon. The Civil 
Aviation works actually started in 1924-25, but the progress was at low 
pace until the Second World War. In 1927, a Civil Aviation Department 
was established and the first aerodrome came into existence. In 1928, 
flying clubs were formed at Bombay, Calcutta, Karachi and Delhi. In 1929, 
the first scheduled international air service was inaugurated by Imperial 
Airways. On 15th Oct.. 1932, the first internal air service was inaugurated 
by Tata Sons Ltd. from Karachi to Madras. In 1933, another company, the 
Indian National Airways Ltd. was formed with headquarters at Delhi. It 
started, in 1934, an air service between Karachi and Lahore. In 1937, the 
Air Services of India came into existence and provided air services 
between Bombay and various Kathiawar States and to Kolhapur. In 1938, 
the Empire Air Mail Schemes was introduced in India. In 1946, an 
Aeronautical Communication School was established in Saharanpur and 
in 1948, a training centre for pilots was also opened in Allahabad. By 
1951, there were eight private owned Air Services operating in India 
namely - Tata Sons Ltd./Air India; Indian National Airways; Air Services of 
India; Deccan Airways; Bharat Airways; Himalayan Aviation ltd.; Airways 
India and Kalinga Airlines. 
After independence the Govt, of India appointed the Air Transport 
Enquiry Committee under the Chairmanship of Justice Rajadhyksha on 8th 
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Feb., 1950, to report on the problems and provide suggestions for the 
renovation of Indian Airways. On the recommendation of the Committee on 
14th May, 1953, the Air Transport Corporation Act was passed and ail the 
assets and liabilities including depreciation funds were taken over by 
Indian Airlines Corporation and two separate corporations were set up -
The Air India International, to cater for the international air routes and the 
Indian Airlines for the domestic services. Thus, the Indian Air transport 
was nationalised. At the centre a Cabinet Minister of Ministry of Civil 
Aviation looks into the legislative and planning functions of the civil 
aviation in the country. 
There are at present 5 international airports at Bombay, Calcutta, 
New Delhi, Madras and Thiruvananthapuram. The operations, 
management, planning and development of these airports are the 
responsibility of the International Airports Authority of India (lAAl) 
established on 1972. Apart from this there are 22 major aerodromes, 22 
intermediate aerodromes, 43 Minor aerodromes which are managed by 
the National Airport Authority of India (NAAI) established on 1st June, 
1986. 20 Flying clubs managed by private sector, 5 State Govt. Flying 
schools, 8 Gliding Clubs in the country and 7 Gliding Wings of the flying 
clubs in the country. India has Air Transport Agreements with 49 countries 
of the world. 
Upto 1970-71, the total fleet strength of Indian air transport 
entities was of 83 of which 10 was for Air India (Al) and 73 of Indian 
Airlines (lA) which decreased to 80 (24 Al and 56 lA) again in 1991-92, 
the fleet strength declined by 1.25% to 79 (24 Al and 55 lA); in 1992-93, 
no doubt the fleet strength remained same to 79 but there was a decline 
of 2 numbers in case of Al which had 22 planes but the lA strength 
increased by 2 numbers reaching 57. In 1993-94, the air fleet increased 
by 6.3% to 84 (26 Al and 58 lA) and by 4.8% to 88 (26 Al and 62 lA) in 
1994-95. In 1995-96, the strength declined by 3.4% to 85 (26 Al and 59 
lA) and further by 3.5% to 82 (28 Al and 54 lA) in 1996-97, but remained 
the same in 1997-98. 
The total revenue tonnes-kilometres which was Rs. 47.52 crores 
in 1970-71, (of which Rs. 27.52 crores being 57.9% of total was of Al 
increased to Rs. 208.02 crores in 1990-91, of which Rs. 138.10 crores 
(66.4%) was of Al. In 1991-92 it declined by 8.6% to Rs. 190.15 crores of 
which Rs. 114.05 crores (60%) was of Al and further by 6.6% to Rs. 
177.58 crores of which Rs. 109.05 crores (61.4%) was of Al but in 
1993-94, it increased marginally by 0.74% to Rs. 178.90 crores of which 
Rs. 109.38 crores (61.1%) was of Al, it again increased by 15.8% to Rs. 
207.12 crores in 1994-95, of which Rs. 138.49 crores (66.9%) was of Al, 
and by 13.1% to Rs. 234.17 crores in 1995-96, of which Rs. 161.90 crores 
(69.1%) was of Al, in 1996-97, it declined by 3.3% to Rs. 226.47 crores 
of which Rs. 149.95 crores (66.2%) was of Al. In 1997-98, it increased by 
2.9% to Rs. 232.99 crores of which Rs. 250.24 crores (64.5%) was of Al. 
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The number of passengers carried by the Indian Air transport 
upto 1970-71, was 26.17 lakhs of which the share of Al was 4.87 lakhs 
and lA 21.30 lakhs. This amount increased to 100.27 lakhs in 1990-91, 
(21.61 lakhs by Al and 78.66 lakhs by lA) it increased by 8.6% to 108.90 
lakhs in 1991-92, (20.04 lakhs by Al and 88.86 lakhs by lA) it declined in 
1992-93 by 7.8% to 100.44 lakhs (22.00 lakhs by Al and 78.44 lakhs by 
lA) and further by 1.7% to 98.73 lakhs (19.90 lakhs by Al and 78.83 lakhs 
by lA). The number of passengers again increased by 0.4% in 1994-95, to 
99.10 lakhs (22.75 lakhs Al and 76.35 lakhs lA) and by 6.9% in 1995-96, 
to 105.93 lakhs (28.53 lakhs by Al and 77.40 lakhs by lA), in 1996-97, by 
4.9% to 111.21 lakhs (29.51 lakhs by Al and 81.70 lakhs by lA) and by 
2.7% in 1997-98, to 114.23 lakhs (30.63 lakhs by Al and 83.60 lakhs 
by lA). 
The number of passengers handled by Indian Airports were 
177.23 lakhs in 1990-91, which increased by 6.2% to 188.19 lakhs in 
1991-92 and in 1992-93, it decreased by 0.1% to 188 lakhs. It again 
increased in 1993-94, by 11.5% to 209.69 lakhs and in 1994-95, by 9.2% 
to 228.90 lakhs, in 1995-96, by 12.1% to 256.40 lakhs, in 1996-97, by 
42.3% to 364.93 lakhs and by 0.11% to 365.31 lakhs in 1997-98. 
In case of Cargo traffic handled by Indian Airports which was 
377.33 thousand tonnes decreased by 28.4% to 270.32 thousand tonnes 
in 1991-92, but increased by 44.8% in 1992-93, to 391.40 thousand 
tonnes and by 11.2% to 435.35 thousand tonnes in 1993-94, by 13.5% to 
494 thousand tonnes in 1994-95, by 13.7% to 561.58 thousand tonnes in 
1995-96, by 21.3% to 681.21 thousand tonnes in 1996-97, and by 3.6% 
to 705.89 thousand tonnes in 1997-98 (Table 3.4). 
In a move to privatise the Civil Aviation sector of the country the 
Govt, of India announced its "Open Skies Policy" in Nov., 1989. The policy 
permitted the private owned airlines to operate in the domestic skies as 
air taxies. The first Air taxi to operate in India was by the United Breweries 
Group which was confined to the South followed by a Madras based firm 
Air Asiatic and an American firm, Continental Aviation^®, but all of them 
exited because of numerous operational bottlenecks. Once again in 1992, 
the turning point in private airlines was witnessed because of further 
liberalisation of the sector, when several new companies proposed to 
begin operations and gradually began growing in power. East West 
Airlines was the first major company to begin operations in Feb., 1992, 
followed by Damania Airways in March, 1993. By May, 1993, Jet airs, 
Archana Airways, Modiluft had also started their operations. On 29th Jan., 
1994 the process of deregulation was complete when the centre issued an 
ordinance on repealing the Air Corporation Act, which overruled the four 
decade long monopoly of the Govt, in civil aviation, and legitimised the 
operations of air taxis by giving them the status of airlines.^^ This move 
lead to the entry of NEPC Airlines, Skyline NEPC and Sahara India into 
the domestic airways sector. By 1996, seven private operators were given 
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the status of scheduled airlines and 18 companies were holding Air traffic 
Operator's (ATO's) permit. 
The operative part of the policy allows the fol lowing* : 
(!) 40% foreign equity and 100% participation from NRIs and OCBs. 
However equity from foreign airlines directly or indirectly, was not 
permitted. 
(ii) The Govt, allowed private air taxi operators on non-scheduled 
routes/chartered flights with 30 seater capacity, which was later 
revised to 50 seater. 
(iii) After the repeal of the Air Corporations Act, 1953 the private sector 
operators were allowed to non-scheduled flights. 
In 1997, further changes were brought to the policy to facilitate 
and enhance the private sector participation in ain^vays. The 
measures included^"" : 
(i) Any airline owned and controlled by any Indian national will have 
right of free entry and choice of aircraft, type and size. 
(ii) Although all private airlines are allowed growth in capacity, which 
will be pre-determined on the basis of traffic growth, first preference 
should be given to lA. 
(iii) Total capacity of any private operator should not exceed 20% of the 
aviation market. 
(iv) The existing route dispersal guidelines with respect to categories I, 
II and III pertaining to trunk routes, feeder routes and social sectors 
will be applicable to private airlines. 
(v) The role of lA would be strengthened as the premier domestic 
carrier, which in itself pre-empts competition from JVs. 
In case of airports the govt, has permitted foreign and domestic 
investments in renovation, modernisation, technological upgradation 
and new construction fields (discussed in the next chapter) on BOT 
basis. 
4. Indian Shipping : 
With the upcoming of the River Valley Civilisations in the world 
the man started the use of oceans and seas for navigation purposes. Thus 
the shipping transport and ship building industry in India could said to be 
an ancient industry. 
Shipping in India was in developed position till the end of the 
19th century when its decay started due to crushing competition from 
British Shipping Companies. Anti Indian shipping policy of the British Govt 
by virtue of which, it always patronized British Shipping Corporations for 
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carrying Govt, cargo and never provided protection to the Indian Shipping 
Companies; hostile attitude of port authorities and Govt, officers towards 
Indian shipping; discriminating attitude of European Marine Insurance 
Companies and overall declaring Indian ships to be inferior in quality, 
resulted into a downfall of Indian shipping during British Raj. 
After Independence the Govt, of India made efforts to strengthen 
the shipping industry of India. It was handed over to the public and private 
sectors. The Eastern Shipping Corporation was established in 1950, 
under the management of Scindia Steam Navigation Company. In 1956, it 
was nationalised. In June, 1956, the Western Shipping Corporation was 
established. In Oct., 1961 both the Eastern and Western Shipping 
Corporations were merged and the Shipping Corporation of India Ltd. 
(SCIL) came into existence. The main objective of SCIL was the 
expansion of fleet with a view to assisting in the fulfilment of India's Five 
Year Plan targets. For shipping sector, diversification of fleet to cater to 
changing pattern of India's international trade, generation of surplus for 
financing expansion, helping India's export efforts consistent with the 
requirements of overall economic viability of its operations, maximum 
possible support to Indian ship building industry, handling special 
assignment in overall national interest, building up of sound organisational 
structure and research in the field of ship owing and ship operation. 
In the private sector as on 31st Dec, 1996 there are 88 
companies of which 35 are engaged in overseas activities and the 
balance in coastal activities 
Ship building industry was included in list A of the Industrial Policy 
Resolution of 1956, and is now an exclusive responsibility of the Indian 
Govt. In 1942, Scindia Steam Navigation Company was permitted to 
establish a shipyard at Vishakapatnam. The work of ship construction 
started in 1948, and 8000 DWT Ships -- Jal Jawahar, and Jal Usha were 
constructed within two years. Due to high cost of production the shipyard 
was closed and sold to the Govt, in 1952. Since then it is named as 
Hindustan Shipyard Co. Ltd. At present there are four major shipyards viz. 
Hindustan Shipyard, Vishakhapatnam; Cochin Shipyard, Cochin; Garden 
Reach Ship Builders and Engineers, Calcutta and Mazagaon Dock, 
Bombay. The main sources of finance to this industry are the budgetary 
allocations made by the Govt. In few cases ICICI has also financed the 
ship transport of the country too. 
Upto 1970-71, the Overseas fleet of Indian ships was 193 which 
increased to 246 in 1990-91, and further increased by 3.3%to 254 in 
1991-92 but declined by 5.1% to 241 in 1992-93, and further by 4.2% to 
231 in 1993-94 but in 1994-95, it increased by 8.7% to 251 and by 0.8% 
to 253 in 1995-96. On the other hand the coastal fleet upto 1970-71, was 
of 62 which increased to 169 in 1990-91. In 1991-92, it increased by 
10.7% to 187; in 1992-93, by 8% to 202; in 1993-94, by 2% to 206; in 
1994-95, by 6.3% to 219 and in 1995-96, by 5.5% to 231. Therefore, upto 
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1970-71, the total number of fleet was of 255 which increased to 415 in 
1990-91, and 484 in 1995-96. 
The overseas Gross Registered Tonnage (GRT) in thousand 
tonnes upto 1970-71, was 2282 which increased to 5378 in 1990-91. In 
1991-92, it increased by 5.0% to 5648, in 1992-93, it decreased by 0.4% 
to 5625 but increased by 0.7% to 5665 in 1993-94, and further by 11.3% 
to 6304 in 1994-95 and in 1995-96, by 0.7% to 6347 thousand tonnes. On 
the other hand the coastal GRT upto 1970-71, was 218 which increased 
to 561 in 1990-91. In 1991-92, it increased by 14.1% to 640 and in 
1992-93, by 0.3% to 642; in 1993-94 by 6.1% to 681; in 1994-95, by 2.5% 
to 698 and in 1995-96, by 1% to 705 thousand tonnes. Therefore the total 
GRT upto 1970-71, was of 2500 thousand tonnes which increased to 5939 
thousand tonnes in 1990-91, and further to 7052 thousand tonnes in 
1995-96 (Table No. 3.5). 
With a view to promote the development of Indian Shipping, the 
Govt, of India announced a new shipping policy in 1990-91, in conformity 
with the liberalisation of the Indian economy. Some important policy 
measures to this regard are mentioned bleow^^ : 
(i) Introduction of automatic approval scheme for private shipping 
companies for acquisition of all categories of ships, except crude oil 
tankers, acquisition for replacement of tonnage and for acquisition 
of ships from an Indian shipyard; 
(ii) Nc approval is required for sale of ships and their acquisition from 
an Indian shipyard. 
(iii) Shipping companies have been permitted to retain sale proceeds of 
Indian ships abroad for utilising them for fresh acquisition; 
(iv) Shipping companies are allowed to acquire vessels on charter cum 
demise method 
(v) There is freedom to time charter out Indian ships to foreign 
companies for employment in international cross trade. 
(vi) Merchant Shipping Act, 1958, has been amended to facilitate Indian 
companies to raise foreign exchange loans by mortgaging the 
vessels and raise external commercial Borrowings for foreign ship 
acquisitions. 
(vii) They are permitted to get their ships repaired in any shipyard 
without seeking prior approval from the Govt. 
(viii) Quarterly Block Allocation Scheme for repair of ships has been 
dispensed with entirely, and the Reserve Bank of India now releases 
foreign exchange for ship repair/dry docking and spares for imported 
capital goods without any value limit. 
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(ix) As per the recent amendments to Sec. 42 of the Merchant Shipping 
Act, 1958, from Oct., 1993, no prior permission from Directorate 
General of Shipping is required for sale of vessels either for further 
trading or scrapping by the Indian Shipping Companies. 
(x) The Multimodal Transportation of Goods Act, 1993, was introduced 
to facilitate the exporters and give them a sense of security in 
transporting their goods. Door-to-door delivery is ensured by this 
act, which induces the logistic costs to the exporter, making his 
products more competitive in international market. 
Recently the Govt, has permitted foreign investment in the 
shipping sector of the economy too which is dealt in the next chapter. 
5. Ports : 
In the ancient times, the growing trade and commerce led to the 
emergence of numerous industrial towns and cities in Northern India. In 
Southern India mainly ports started emerging. Some of the ports of the 
Ancient times were on Indus Delta — Karcipaltinam, Barbaricum; on the 
Western Coast of India — ports of Barygaza or Broach, Bhanikachchha, 
Sopara, Cambay and Chaul emerged; on the Eastern Coast of India -
ports of Arikamedu, Tamralapti, Muzuris now known as Mangalore, 
Neleynda, Chautashala and Kadura emerged; On the Southern Coast ~ 
port of Kalyan emerged and on Malabar Coast the port of Calicut and 
Cochin emerged. These ports were the places where the cargo ships and 
voyage ships used to come, load and unload their cargoes and sailed to 
their destinations in different parts of the then known world. 
The ports were main source of revenue during the Mughal reign. 
The Britishers also brought all the ports in their direct control. 
After Independence, to advice the Centre and State Govts, on 
the management and development of ports, particularly minor ports, the 
National Harbour Board was established in 1950. In March 1976, the Govt, 
set up the Dredging Corporation of India to undertake capital and 
maintenance requirements for dredging at the ports In an integrated 
manner. In India the major ports are administered by the Central Govt, and 
the intermediate and minor ports by respective State Govts, and Port 
Trusts of India respectively. 
At present there are 11 Major ports and 181 intermediate and 
minor ports in the country. Out of the total cargo handled by the ports in 
India the share of the Major ports as on 31st March, 1998 was 87.9% 
amounting to 251.57 million tonnes. Amongst this the highest tonnage of 
cargo comprises of POL 104.14 million tonnes followed by coal 39.39 
million tonnes; iron ore 39.23 million tonnes, fertiliser and raw material 
9.85 million tonnes. In case of minor ports the highest tonnage of cargo 
handled is of iron and other ores being 8.43 million tonnes followed by 
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building material 5.56 million tonnes, fertilisers and raw materials 3.23 
million tonnes, oil cakes 2.49 million tonnes and at last salt 0.04 million 
tonnes. 
The cargo handled by major ports in 1990-91, was of 151.67 
million tonnes which increased by 3.3% to 156.64 million tonnes in 
1991-92; in 1992-93, by 6.3% to 166.50 million tonnes; in 1993-94, by 
7.5% to 179.02 million tonnes; in 1994-95, by 9.4% to 195.89 million 
tonnes; in 1995-96, by 9.9% to 215.21 million tonnes; in 1996-97, by 5.5% 
to 226.97 million tonnes and by 10.1% to 251.51 million tonnes in 
1997-98. 
The container traffic handled by major ports in 1990-91, was 7.70 
million tonnes which went up to 23.12 million tonnes in 1997-98. The 
passenger traffic handled by major ports which was 156 thousand in 
1990-91, increased by 3.8% to 162 thousand in 1991-92. In 1992-93, by 
25.3% to 203 thousand; in 1993-94, by 6.4% to 216 thousand; in 1994-95, 
by 23.2% in 266 thousand; in 1995-96, by 11.3% to 296 thousand and in 
1996-97, it declined by 6.4% to 277 thousand. The employment generated 
in major ports was of 102 thousand employees in 1990-91, which 
decreased to 95 thousand employees in 1996-97. 
The total revenue of the major ports in 1990-91, was of Rs. 
12588 million which increased by 14.9% to Rs. 14474 millions in 1991-92, 
and by 23 4% to Rs. 17865 millions in 1992-93; in 1993-94, by 15.6% to 
Rs. 20646 millions; in 1994-95, by 55.8% to Rs. 32173 millions; in 
1995-96, it declined by 13.0% to Rs. 27586 millions but increased in 
1996-97, by 14.9% to Rs. 31716 millions. On the other hand the 
expenditures of major ports in 1990-91, were of Rs. 9304 millions which 
increased by 18.3% to Rs. 11002 millions in 1991-92, and in 1992-93, by 
16% to Rs. 12762 millions; in 1993-94, by 13.2% to Rs. 14445 millions; 
in 1994-95, by 16.1% to Rs. 16770 millions in 1995-96, by 11.9% to Rs. 
18772 millions and in 1996-97, by 13.1% to Rs. 21239 millions. 
Total vessel sailed from major ports were 8918 in 1990-91, which 
increased to 14035 in 1997-98. In 1990-91 the average turn around time 
at major ports was 8.1 days which declined to 6.6 days in 1997-98. The 
average pre-berthing detention at major ports was 2.1 days in 1990-91, 
and 2.4 days by 1997-98. The output per ship berth day in 1990-91, was 
3372 tonnes which went upto 4634 tonnes in 1997-98. 
In case of minor ports the total cargo traffic handled was 12.78 
million tonnes in 1990-91, which increased in 1991-92, by 3.8% to 13.26 
million tonnes and in 1992-93, by 16.2% to 15.41 million tonnes; in 
1993-94, by 26.4% to 19.47 million tonnes; in 1994-95, by 14.5% to 22.28 
million tonnes; in 1995-96, by 15.4% to 25.71 million tonnes; in 1996-97, 
by 8.7% to 27.95 million tonnes and in 1997-98, by 24.4% to 34.78 million 
tonnes. 
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The passenger traffic handled by minor ports in 1990-91, was 
14.16 million passengers which increased to 15.15 million passengers in 
1996-97. The total number of steamers in 1990-91, was 1879 which 
increased to 7873 in 1996-97, and sailing vessels declined from 25908 in 
1990-91, to 23178 in 1996-97 (Table No. 3.6). 
Recently clear and transparent guidelines for private sector 
participation in major ports have been issued by the Govt. The salient 
features of the guidelines are as under^^ : 
(i) The existing legislature framework permits private sector 
participation in ports. 
(ii) Ports will continue to discharge their regulatory role under Major 
Port Trust Act, 1963. Ports will also take steps to frame regulations 
consistent with the guidelines in order to enable private sector 
participation. 
(iii) In identified projects to be put out on tender on BOT basis, the 
feasibility report will be made at the expense of the port, the cost 
of which will be subsequently recovered from the successful 
tenderer. 
(iv) BOT model will generally be used for private sector participation 
with the assets reverting free to the port after the concession 
period. Evaluation will be made on the basis of criteria laid down 
clearly in the tender document and will be on the basis of maximum 
realisation to the port using Net Present Value (NPV) Analysis. 
(v) Generally a concession period of upto 30 years will be permitted. 
However, in exceptional cases where investments are very large, 
the concession period may be upto 50 years. 
(vi) The port will give no guarantee either for financial return or for the 
traffic which can be expected. 
(vii) The tariff will be revised suitably every three years on the basis of 
rise in wages, operational costs, inflation etc. 
(viii) Private sector participation will be on the basis of open competitive 
bidding. 
(ix) Criteria for evaluation in taking on lease equipments/port craft by 
Port Trusts and for pilotage will be the least cost to the ports. 
(x) There will be no adverse effect on port labour. No retrenchment 
would be done without the concurrence of labour and only in 
accordance with Industrial Disputes Act and relevant labour laws. 
Leasee will be bound by all labour laws of the country. 
(xi) There will be total transparency in inviting bids following the two 
cover systems. 
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(xii) In addition the port will be permitted to lease out existing assets/ 
facilities of the Port Trust to the private sector, if such leasing 
results in upgradation/augmentation of facilities/fresh investment by 
the entrepreneur and as a result there is an increase in throughput 
and higher productivity. 
(xiii) The ports have also been permitted to allow captive facilities and 
captive oil jetties to port based industries including Central/State 
PSUs and Central Oil Companies without recourse to tender 
provided such industries are port specific and approved by 
concerned administrative ministries, and a port is paid a revenue 
based on market rates. 
(xiv) The Central Govt, will also encourage innovative proposals in the 
port sector put forward by the private entrepreneurs and such 
proposals will be evaluated by a committee set up for the purpose. 
(xv) Under the Port Laws (Amendment) Act, 1997 an independent 
Regulatory Authority to fix and revise port tariff has been 
established. 
(xvi) In order to achieve the above objectives further delegation of 
financial and administrative powers have been given by the Govt, 
to Port Trust on the lines of MOD signing PSUs. Financial powers 
in respect of sanction of projects has been enhanced to Rs. 50 
crores for all Major Port Trusts in the case of additional/ 
modifications/new investments and Rs. 1000 crores in cases of 
replacement/renewal of assets. 
The Govt, has also permitted foreign investment participation in 
the port sector development which is dealt in the next chapter. 
B. ENERGY SECTOR 
The energy sector in India comprises of coal, petroleum, non-
conventional energy sources and power of which the non-conventional and 
power are dealt in chapter 5 of this study and the growth of coal and 
petroleum sector and the related privatisation policies are discussed in 
the following discussion. 
1. Coal and Lignite : 
Coal has been considered as the major source of energy in India. 
It has an important advantage over other fuels as it can be converted into 
other forms of energy such as electricity, gas and oil. At present it is the 
principal source of electricity in the country. 
In 1774, the first coal mine was found at Raniganj in West 
Bengal. Since then till 1971, the coal sector of the country was wholly 
owned by private sector, its management was guided exclusively by profit 
considerations and conveniently overlooked the national interests. To 
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overcome the problem in 1956, the National Coal Development 
Corporation (NCDC) was established, vi/hich also failed to improve the 
matters and therefore, the coal mines were nationalised by virtue of the 
Coal Mines Nationalisation Act, 1971, and 1973. In 1971 the Coking Coal 
Mines were nationalised and in 1973, the Non-coking Coal Mines were 
nationalised. Since then the coal mining in India is almost entirely in the 
public sector. The major share of the industry is under a corporate set up 
of the Central Govt., Coal India Ltd. (CIL) which was established in 1973. 
It presently comprises of seven subsidiary companies viz. Bharat Coking 
Coal Ltd. (BCCL); Eastern Coalfields Ltd. (ECL); Central Coalfields Ltd. 
(CCL); Western Coalfields Ltd. (WCL); South Eastern Coalfields Ltd. 
(SECL); Northern Coalfields Ltd. (NCL); Central Mine Planning and 
Design Institution Ltd. (CMPDIL). In addition CIL also controls the North-
Eastern Coal Fields Ltd. (NECL). Besides CIL, Singareni Coking 
Coalfields Ltd. (SCCL) and Neyveli Lignite Corporation (NLC) are also 
engaged in mine development and coal production. There are captive 
mines operated by Tata Iron and Steel Company (TISCO), Indian Iron and 
Steel Company (IISCO) and Damodar Valley Corporation (DVC). 
Distribution of coal is controlled under the Colliery Control Order, 
1945. It is done by the Coal Controller. In times when the Coal Controller 
is not able to do so coal companies have been allowed to distribute coal 
on the basis of linkages/sponsorships. Short term linkages for important 
sector of economy like power and cement are decided by Standing 
Linkage Committee set up under Ministry of Coal. Linkages to non-core 
sector consumers are done by the coal companies, which allot coal to 
actual users as per advise received by them from various sponsoring 
authorities. 
Conservation of coal is an integral part of mine planning and 
operation. Since coal deposits in India are mostly in thick seams and 
occur at shallow depths, special techniques for maximising recovery are 
being developed for underground mining. Blasting gallery method is being 
increasingly used in mines of SCCL with excellent results. CIL and SCCL 
have introduced mechanised long well technology that ensures higher 
extractability. In Margheritta area of NEC a system of Shield Mining has 
been introduced. The percentage of extraction has been increased by 
32% to 35% over the conventional system to 70%. 
The Coal Mines Conservation and Development Act, 1974, 
provides for imposition of excise duty on coal despatches for meeting 
activities like conservation of coal, development/introduction of new 
technology in coal mines, safety mines and assistance in mining operation. 
The Standing Scientific and Research Committee and its four sub 
committees carry out the development activities in coal sectors especially 
in the fields of production, productivity, safety, coal preparation, coal 
utilisation, environment and ecology. A Standing Committee on safety 
regularly reviews safety standards in coal mines. Coal industry employ 
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over seven lakh workers which have been provided with facilities like 
housing, water supply, medical care, education etc. 
Upto 1970-71, the Coal Reverse were 33.90 Billion tonnes 
which increased to 192.40 Billion tonnes in 1990-91, of which (59 BT were 
proved, 84 BT indicated and 49.40 BT inferred). In 1991-92, the coal 
reserves increased by 1.9% to 196 BT (61.10 BT proved, 85.40 BT 
indicated and 49.50 BT inferred) but in 1992-93, they declined by 1.1% to 
193.80 BT (64.90 BT proved, 84.90 BT indicated and 44 BT inferred). In 
1993-94. they again rose by 1.6% to 196.90 BT (68.00 BT proved, 86.10 
BT indicated and 42.80 BT inferred) and by 1.6% to 200 BT in 1994-95, 
(68.60 BT proved, 89.70 BT indicated and 41.70 BT inferred) and by 1.0% 
in 1995-96, to 201.90 BT (70.40 BT proved, 89.80 BT indicated and 41.70 
BT inferred). In 1996-97, they again went up by 1.4% to 204.65 BT (72.73 
BT proved, 89.84 BT indicated and 42.08 BT inferred) and by 0.8% to 
206.24 BT (75.12 BT proved, 89.08 BT indicated and 42.04 BT inferred) 
in 1997-98. 
The coal production upto 1970-71, was 72.95 MT of which the 
highest share was of non-coking coal amounting to 55.13 MT, it increased 
to 211.73 MT in 1990-91, where the share of non coking coal was 78.6% 
amounting 166.43 MT. In 1991-92, the coal production increased by 8.3% 
to 229.28 MT of which non-coking coal was 183 MT (79.8%). In 1992-93, 
it increased by 3.9% to 238.26 MT of which non-coking coal was 192.90 
MT (81%). In 1993-94, the coal production increased by 3.3% to 246.04 
MT of which non-coking coal was 200.98 MT (81.7%) and in 1994-95, by 
3 .1% to 253.73 MT of which non-coking coal was 211.76 MT (83.5%), in 
1995-96 by 6.5% to 270.13 MT of which non-coking coal was 230.03 MT 
(85.2%) in 1996-97, by 5.7% to 285.63 MT of which non-coking coal was 
245.09 MT (85.8%) and in 1997-98 by 3.6% to 295.80 MT of which non-
coking coal was 251.04 MT being 84.9% of total coal production. On the 
other hand the production of coking coal in 1970-71, was of 17.82 MT 
which increased to 45.30 MT in 1990-91, but fell down to 44.76 MT in 
1997-98. 
The total coal despatches upto 1970-71, were of 62.26 MT of 
which non-coking coal had the maximum share amounting to 47.08 MT. 
The coal despatches increased to 201.07 MT in 1990-91, of which non-
coking coal was 159.97 MT being 79.6% of total coal despatches. In 
1991-92, the coal despatches increased by 8.8% to 218.86 MT of which 
non-coking coal was 175.99 MT (80.4%) and in 1992-93, by 5.6% to 
231.03 MT of which non-coking coal was 186.54 MT (24.8%); in 1993-94, 
by 5 . 1 % to 242.73 MT of which non coking coal was 197.79 MT (81.5%); 
in 1994-95, by 2.3% to 248.83 MT of which non-coking coal was 207.16 
MT (83.4%); in 1995-96, by 7.5% to 267 MT of which non-coking coal was 
216.70 MT (81.2%); in 1996-97, by 6.0% to 282.96, MT of which non 
coking coal was 242.47 MT (85.7%) and in 1997-98, by 17.0% to 293.22 
MT of which non coking coal was 250.59 MT (85.5%). On the other hand 
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the despatches of coking coal upto 1970-71, were 15.18 MT which 
increased to 41.10 MT in 1990-91, and further to 42.63 MT in 1997-98. 
The Lignite reserves upto 1970-71, were of 57.16 MT which 
increased to 64.73 MT in 1990-91, remained the same in 1991-92, and 
increased by more than two times in 1992-93, to 188.38 MT and in 
1993-94, by 37.6% to 259.23 MT, in 1994-95, by 8.8% to 261.50 MT but 
fell down in 1995-96, by 6.7% to 244.03 MT again they increased in 
1996-97, by 12.5% to 274.50 MT and remained the same in following year 
1997-98. 
The lignite production which was 3.39 MT in 1970-71, increased 
to 13.77 MT in 1990-91 and by 5.7% to 14.55 MT in 1991-92, in 1992-93, 
by 14.2% to 16.62 MT; in 1993-94, by 8.9% to 18.10 MT; in 1994-95, by 
6.9% to 19.34 MT; in 1995-96, by 14.5% to 22.14 MT; in 1996-97, by 1.8% 
to 22.54 MT and in 1997-98, by 2.3% to 23.05 MT (Table 3.7). 
The Govt, being aware of the need for wider private sector 
participation in coal mining, aims to continue with the reforms and 
restructuring of the sector to promote market driven development of the 
coal industry in India. With a view to encourage private sector participation 
and inviting foreign investment in the coal sector, the Govt, has announced 
a new coal policy in 1997. The main features of the policy are mentioned 
below :-
(a) Deregulation in the coal sector to include 
(i) freedom to consumers to choose the coal supply sources; 
(ii) negotiation of quantity and price in a market driven atmosphere and 
competitive climate; 
(iii) measures to diversify the choice for the consumer in terms of 
resilience in the indigenous supply; and 
(iv) import of coal. 
(b) Competitive bidding for offering new mine development 
programmes in the private sector would be introduced. 
(c) Setting up of the Regulatory Commissions and adaptations in the 
institutional structure, encouragement of joint ventures between the 
existing public sector core companies and private sector will also be 
encouraged. 
(d) In order to make the coal industry financially viable and self-
supporting, the following measures have been initiated ; 
(i) Rationalisation of manpower. 
(ii) Decontrol of prices of all non-coking superior grade coals and 
coking coals. 
(iii) Closure of uneconomic mines. 
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(iv) Capital restructuring packages for collieries. 
(v) Reduction of import duty on equipment and spares 
(vi) Parity for distribution of imported and indigenous coal. 
(vii) Implementation of cash and carry system for coal supplies. 
(e) In order to restructure the coal industry, aimed at private 
participation in coal mining and build up of washeries etc. The Govt 
allowed private companies to do captive coal mining, construction of 
washeries on Build-Own-Operate (BOO) basis was allowed. Power 
stations to set up washeries, and let the private agencies as agents 
of the power stations to set up washeries.^^ 
(f) Govt, is committed towards ensuring transparency and objectivity in 
the allocation of mining blocks to the private sector. Mining blocks, 
under the new policy, will be awarded on the basis of competitive 
bids. The PSUs would also be allowed to participate in the bids. 
Successful bidder would be required to follow a fixed time-frame for 
the development of the mine. An independent body will allocate the 
mining block.^^ 
(g) The Coal Mines Nationalisation Act has been amended in order to 
permit coal washing in the private sector. Coal rejects from the 
washeries containing adequate heat value are proposed to be used 
for power generation in specifically designed boilers. Mandatory use 
of ash for different commercial and service purposes is likely to be 
insisted upon in the near future to manage large ash production 
within permissible limits.®^ 
In respect of technology focus/adaptation of techniques, the 
policy include the following : 
(i) Development of new and modernisation of existing techniques in 
coal exploration. 
(ii) Investigation of specific mining problems. 
(iii) Modernisation of technologies in coal mining to achieve improved 
coal recovery. 
(iv) Reduction of cost and improving mine safety. 
(v) Benefication technologies for environmental benignness. 
(vi) Gasification and liquifaction. 
(vii) Substitution of petroleum by coal 
(viii) Technology for harnessing g new coal products like Coal Bed 
Methane (CBM) 
(ix) Improved coal combustion techniques like Fluidised Bed Combustion 
(FBC) to augment utilisation of low quality coal. 
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The major research institutions working for the above and other 
objectives in coal technology include the following : 
(i) Central Mine Planning and Design Institute (CMPDI) 
(ii) Central Mining Research Institute (CMRI) 
(iii) Central Fuel Research Institute (CFRI) 
(iv) Regional Research Laboratories (RRLs) which are subsidiaries of 
Council of Scientific and Industrial Research (CSIR), New Delhi. 
(v) Bharat Heavy Electricals Ltd. (BHEL). 
The Coal policy has also permitted foreign investment inflow in 
the coal sector which is discussed in the next chapter. 
2. Petroleum and Natural Gas : 
In 1865, a Govt, geologist recommended experimental borings to 
be held at Makum near Margherita, thus, the first boring was made at 
Nahar Pung in Nov., 1866, but no oil was struck. On 26th March, 1867, for 
the first time oil was struck at a depth of 11 ft. A f t ^ this, many small wells 
were dug in the area. In 1883, a small refinery was set up by the Assam 
Railway and Trading Company at Margherita. The major discovery in this 
field was the finding of Digboi Oilfield in 1889. Since then till 
Independence no new exploration works were done in the petroleum 
sector.®^ 
After independence, in 1953, the Govt, of India joined hands with 
the STANVAC and carried out survey work and test drilling in West Bengal 
over an area of 10000 sq. miles. Realising the ever-increasing demand 
for petroleum, the Industrial Policy Resolution of 1956, laid down that the 
main responsibility for the development of the oil industry would rest with 
the state. With the pursuance of this resolution the Public Sector Oil 
entities - the Oil and Natural Gas Commission (ONGC) was created in 
1956, and later on in 1959, the establishment of Oil India Ltd. (OIL) was 
made in Assam for exploration and production of crude oil including natural 
gas. In 1964, the Indian Oil Corporation (IOC) was set up by amalgamating 
the Indian Refineries Ltd. (IRL) with the Indian Oil Company Ltd. to secure 
effective coordination and control between Refining and Marketing 
activities of the two companies. The other companies in the public sector 
performing the marketing operations for crude oil and petroleum products 
are Hindustan Petroleum Corporation Ltd. (HPCL); IBP Company Ltd.; 
Lubrizol India Ltd. (LIL); Engineers India Ltd. (EIL) and Bharat Petroleum 
Corporation Ltd. (BPCL). 
The crude oil reserves upto 1970-71, were of 127.8 MT which 
increased to 806.2 MT in 1990-91, of which the highest share was of the 
off-shore reserves of 491.7 MT being 6 1 % of total reserves. In 1991-92, 
the total crude oil reserves fell down by 0.6% to 801.1 MT of which off-
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Shore reserves were 483.7 MT (60.4%) and in 1992-93 by 2.7% to 779.1 
MT of which off-shore reserves vi^ ere of 465.8 MT (59.8%); in 1993-94, by 
1.8% to 764.7 MT of which off-shore reserves were of 455.2 MT (59.5%); 
in 1994-95, by 4.3% to 732.2 MT of which off-shore reserves were of 
431.1 MT (58.9%); in 1995-96, by 0.7% to 727 MT of which off-shore 
reserves were of 423 MT (58.2%); in 1996-97, they increased by 2.6% to 
746 MT of which off-shore reserves were of 426 MT (57.1%) but in 
1997-98, they declined by 4.2% to 715 MT of which off-shore reserves 
were of 407 MT. On the other hand the on-shore reserves which were 
127.8 MT upto 1970-71, increased to 314.5 MT in 1990-91 and further to 
308 MT in 1997-98. 
The production of crude oil upto 1970-71, was 6.8 MT which 
increased to 33 MT in 1990-91, of which the highest production was of off-
shore amounting to 21.2 MT being 62.24% of total production. In 1991-92, 
the production fell down by 7.9% to 30.4 MT of which off-shore production 
was 19 MT (62.5%); in 1992-93, by 11.2% to 27 MT of which off-shore 
production was 15.8 MT (58.5%); in 1993-94, it increased by 0.3% to 27.1 
MT of which off-shore production was (56.8%); in 1994-95, it again 
increased by 18.8% to 32.2 MT of which off-shore production was 20.2 MT 
(62.7%); and in 1995-96, by 9.6% to 35.3 MT of which off-shore 
production was 22.7 MT (64.3%); in 1996-97, the production declined by 
6.5% to 33 MT of which off-shore production was 20.2 MT (61.2%) but 
increased in 1997-98, by 2.7% to 33.9 MT of which off-shore production 
was 19.9 MT (58.7%). On the other hand the onshore production of crude 
oil upto 1970-71, was 6.8 MT which increased to 11.8 MT in 1990-91, but 
fell down to 11.5 MT in 1997-98. In 1995-96, for the first time the private 
sector started production of crude oil in India which amounted to 0.7 MT 
and went up in 1996-97, to 1.4 MT and in 1997-98, to 2.5 MT an increase 
by 200% and 78.5% in the year 1996-97 and 1997-98 respectively. 
To meet the gap between production and demand of crude oil the 
Govt, is importing petroleum. These imports upto 1970-71, were of 11.7 
MT which increased to 20.7 MT in 1990-91, and by 15.9% to 24 MT in 
1991-92; in 1992-93, by 21.7% to 29.2 MT; in 1993-94, by 5.5% to 30.8 
MT, in 1994-95, the imports declined by 11.4% to 27.3 MT and remained 
the same in 1995-96. In 1996-97, they again increased by 24.2% to 33.9 
MT and in 1997-98, by 1.5% to 34.4 MT. 
The Natural Gas reserves upto 1970-71, were of 62.5 Million 
cubic Metre (MOM) which increased to 729.8 MCM in 1990-91 In 
1991-92, they increased by 0.8% to 735.5 MCM but fell down in 1992-93 
by 2.4% to 718 MCM and in 1993-94, by 1.6% to 706.7 MCM; in 1994-95 
by 6.7% to 659.6 MCM in 1995-96, by 3% to 640 MCM; in 1996-97. they 
increased by 8 .1% to 692 MCM but in 1997-98, they declined by 2 5% to 
675 MCM. 
The production of natural gas upto 1970-71, was 1.4 MCM which 
increased to 18 MCM in 1990-91. In 1991-92, the production increased by 
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3.9% to 18.7 MCM but fell down in 1992-93, by 3.2% to 181 MCM but 
increased in 1993-94, by 1.1% to 18.3 MCM and in 1994-95, by 6% to 
19.4 MCM; in 1995-96, by 14.9% to 22.3 MCM; in 1996-97 by 2.2% to 
22.8 MCM and in 1997-98, by 8.3% to 24.7 MCM. 
The refinery crude throughput which was 18.4 MT in 1970-71, 
increased to 51.8 MT in 1990-91, but declined by 0.8% to 51.4 MT in 
1991-92, but increased in 1992-93, by 4 .1% to 53.5 MT and in 1993-94, 
by 1.5% to 54.3 MT, in 1994-95, by 4 . 1 % to 56.5 MT; in 1995-96, by 3.9% 
to 58.7 MT; in 1996-97, by 7.2% to 62.9 MT and in 1997-98, by 3.5% to 
65.1 MT 
The production and consumption of petroleum products are 
increasing since the very beginning. Upto 1970-71, they were 17.1 MT 
and 17.9 MT respectively which increased to 48.6 MT and 55 MT 
respectively in 1990-91, and further to 61.3 MT and 84.5 MT respectively 
in 1997-98. 
The imports of petroleum products upto 1970-71, was 1.1 MT 
which increased to 8.7 MT in 1990-91, and further to 19.5 MT in 1997-98 
On the other hand the exports of petroleum products upto 1970-71, were 
of 0.3 MT which increased to 2.7 MT in 1990-91 and further to 2.9 MT in 
1997-98 (Table No. 3.8). 
With the onset of liberalisation of the economy in 1991, the Govt, 
also decided to bring in tune the petroleum and natural gas sector of the 
country to its overall economic liberalisation. After realising the fact that 
the National Oil Companies such as Oil and Natural Gas Corporation 
(ONGC) and Oil India Ltd. (OIL) have so far covered only 6 of 26 
sedimentary basins by exploratory drilling. It is physically not possible for 
them to cover the remaining areas in the foreseeable future. The Govt, had 
invited foreign companies through several rounds of biddings for 
exploration acreage. 
The response to this has been lukewarm because the Govt 
reserved attractive areas for the national oil companies and opened up 
only the rejected and the neglected ones. The Govt, later on realised this 
problem and came out with a New Exploration and Licensing Policy 
(NELP). The main highlights of the NELP are^s : 
(i) The upstream public sector companies namely ONGC and OIL are 
to be provided a level playing field by giving them the same fiscal 
and contract terms as are available to private companies. This will, 
interalia, imply that oil companies including ONGC and OIL will be 
paid international prices of oil for discoveries made in the blocks 
offered under the new policy. They will, however, also have to 
compete with the private sector for obtaining petroleum exploration 
licences instead of getting them on a nomination basis at present 
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(ii) Exploration blocks under the new policy will be allotted on the basis 
of an open acreage system which means that companies can apply 
for exploration blocks at any time and not necessarily be restricted 
to bidding rounds. 
(iii) A new comprehensive fiscal package has been proposed to provide 
adequate incentive for attracting investment capital in this critical 
area. Some elements of this package have already been announced 
by the Finance Minister in his Budget Speech of 1996-97. This 
package includes : 
(a) Royalty payments at the rate of 12.5% for the onland areas and 10% 
for off-shore areas. 
(b) Half of the royalty from the off-shore areas will be credited to a 
Hydrocarbon Development Fund to promote and fund exploration 
related activities such as acquisition of geological data on poorly 
explored basins, promotion on investment opportunities in the 
upstream sector, institution building etc. 
(c) To encourage exploration in deep water and frontier areas, royalty 
will be charged at half rate for offshore for deep water areas beyond 
400 metres bathometry for the first 7 years after commencement of 
commercial production. 
(d) It is proposed to completely abolish cess payments for blocks 
offered under the new policy. 
(e) ONGC and OIL will also be exempted from payment of customs duty 
on import of goods required for petroleum operations on exploration 
and exploitation under new policy to bring them on par with private 
companies who presently enjoy this facility. 
(f) A special thrust is to be given to boost exploration and production 
of petroleum in the North Eastern region and for this purpose the 
Finance Minister has already announced a tax holiday for seven 
years after commencement of commercial production from fields 
situated in this region. 
(g) A separate petroleum tax code is to be put in place to facilitate 
investments in this sector. 
Later on, on 1st Sept., 1997, the Govt, announced a 
comprehensive package to reduce oil pool deficit, the major components 
of the package were : 
(i) A modest hike in the prices of diesel, LPG and petrol. 
(ii) Linking prices of diesel, fuel oil low sulphur heavy stock, naphtha 
and bitumen with international price. 
(iii) Transfer of fertilizer subsidy to the budget and dismantling of 
Administered Pricing Mechanism (ARM) in phased manner.^^ 
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The Govt, has also recently announced the policy for exploration 
and exploitation of Coal Bed Methane (CBM), under which the blocks 
would be offered to companies. So exploration and exploitation of CBM 
will help in bridging the gap between demand and supply of natural gas. 
The most significant development in the petroleum sector is the 
Govt's, commitment to dismantle the pricing controls in a phased manner. 
The committee on restructuring of oil industry headed by Dr. Kelkar has 
proposed several changes in the pricing mechanism both for the upstream 
and donwstream sectors. 
The committee suggested the following measures • 91 
(i) To accelerate exploration and production efforts, public sector oil 
producers will have to be freed from Govt, controlled pricing 
mechanism so that they can get international price for their 
production. 
(ii) In case of production sharing contracts, the private sector/joint 
venture (JV) companies are allowed to charge FOB prices of 
equivalent international crude. 
(iii) Removal of the present cost plus price concept would enable the 
public sector oil companies to compete with the private sector 
producers imports without Govt, protection. 
(iv) The crude acquisition cost, import tariff rates and the landed cost of 
imported petroleum products will play a significant role in the viability 
of Indian refineries. Currently, the refinery margins allowed to 
different refineries are based on individual refinery standard product 
pattern, the operating cost and a 12% post-tax return. The margins 
are refinery-specific and the refineries are totally protected against 
the variations in crude acquisition cost as well as fluctuations in 
international product prices. Removal of the present retention price 
concept, therefore, would have to be coupled with rationalisation of 
tariff structure and total freedom to the refineries for deciding their 
product mix to optimise their profitability through better yields and 
value-added products. Therefore, for refineries to compete against 
imports, crude import duty would have to come down between nil to 
5% while maintaining an import duty differential between crude and 
finished products that will provide the indigenous refineries an 
effective rate of production of not more than 25%. 
(v) Decontrol of marketing and distribution activities would be a 
complex exercise wherein it will be necessary to consider a number 
of complex factors influencing the present pricing mechanism; some 
of which are : 
(a) The principle of having a uniform price at all the refineries in India 
It is possible to maintain a uniform price as long as it is under total 
Govt, control. 
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(b) Subsidies and cross-subsidies : it is expected that the refineries will 
set their transfer prices at a tariff-adjusted import parity. Thereafter, 
the subsidies and cross subsidies, if required, would have to be 
borne by the marketing companies. 
A time table for introducing the reforms in three phases as 
recommended and approved by the Govt, is®^ : 
Phase-1 : 1996-98 : 
(i) Rationalisation of tariff structure. 
(ii) Withdrawal of the concept of a retention margin for refineries 
(iii) Deregulation of natural gas pricing 
(iv) Decanalisation of furnace oil and bitumen 
(v) Partial deregulation of the marketing sectors including freedom to 
appoint dealers/distributors. 
(vi) Removal of subsidy on HSD/reduction of subsidy on kerosene, LPG 
and input for fertilisers. 
Phase-2 : 1998-2000 
(i) Pricing of indigenous crude oil on the basis of average FOB price 
of comparable imported crudes (inclusive of cess and royalty) 
(ii) Rationalisation of royalty and cess 
(iii) Further deregulation of the marketing sector 
(iv) Further reduction of subsidy on kerosene, LPG, and input for 
fertilisers. 
Phase 3 : 2000-2002 
(i) Decentralisation of ATF, HSD and MS. 
(ii) Total deregulation of upstream and downstream sub-sectors of the 
oil sector. 
In case of technology, as a policy matter, special focus in the 
sector lies on the following^^ ; 
(i) Improving the oil exploration techniques 
(ii) Development of enhanced recovery techniques 
(iii) Modernisation of drilling technologies to harness energy from.deep 
wells 
(iv) Modernisation of oil refining techniques and technologies. 
(v) Development of products with varied quality in the refining 
processes. 
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(vi) Development of technologies for exploration and exploitation of coal 
Bed Methane. 
(vii) Development of transportation technologies for LNG and CNG. 
There are several organisations, each specifically concentrating 
on technology promotion in the oil sector. These include the following^'' : 
(i) Institute of Petroleum Exploration 
(ii) Institute of Reserve Oil Studies 
(iii) Institute of Drilling Technologies (exploration and oil well 
development and production) 
(iv) Indian Institute of Petroleum (refining and refinery development) 
(v) Engineers India Ltd. (conceptual designs and engineering aspects 
of the oil production and management). 
(vi) Indian Oil Corporation (marketing and conservation of oil products). 
(vii) Regional Research Laboratories (under the Council of Scientific 
and Industrial Research) 
(viii) Petroleum Conservation Research Association (PCRA) 
(Conservation of Petroleum products and environmental 
management) 
(ix) Oil Coordination committee (technology policies and packages). 
Keeping in viev^ the need to reduce the gap betv^een the demand 
for and the indigenous supply of crude oil and petroleum products, high 
priority is attached to the conservation of petroleum products. A number of 
activities therefore, have been initiated to control the consumption and 
v\/astage of petroleum products. These include programmes for creating 
mass awareness imparting training, energy audit, promoting the use of 
energy-efficient equipments, tools, appliances etc. These programmes 
are undertaken by the PCRA. Other activities include promotion of 
Compressed Natural Gas (CNG) as transport fuel, upgradation of 
lubricating oil, promotion of research and development etc. As a result of 
these efforts, substantial savings in the consumption of petroleum products 
was achieved.^^ 
In a drive to protect the environment, environment friendly fuels 
have been introduced. The supply of low lead petrol with maximum lead 
content of 0.15 gm/lt. was introduced in the four metro cities w.e.f. 1st 
June 1994. Similarly, supply of Unleaded Petrol (ULP) with maximum lead 
content of 0.013 gm/lt. has been introduced w.e.f. 1st April 1995 in the 
four metres and highways emanating from them. ULP has also been 
introduced in the State/Union Territory capitals and major towns having a 
population of 10 lakhs and above w.e.f. 1st June, 1998. It has been 
decided to introduce ULP in the entire country w.e.f. 31st March, 2000. 
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Very low sulphur diesel i.e. 0.25% sulphur content diesel has been 
available in metros and Taj Trapazium since 1 st Sept. 1996. Another major 
initiative to supply diesel with extra low sulphur (0.25%) content has been 
envisaged w.e.f., April 1999 throughout the country. It has already been 
introduced in Delhi from 14th August, 1997.^^ 
To save the Taj from atmospheric pollution the Govt, has taken a 
10 point initiative in reducing the emission in the Taj Trapezium area, the 
initiatives include the supply of natural gas to the Mathura Refinery and 
industrial units in the region, supply of LPG to all households, in the region. 
Supply of low sulphur diesel and low lead petrol, preferential allocation of 
LPG to industrial units, supply of CNG for vehicles, installation of 
hydrocraker technology in the Mathura Refinery, intensification of 
environment management by the Mathura Refinery etc.^^ 
C. COMMUNICATION 
The communication facilities in India includes, postal services, 
telegraph, telecommunication - telephone, telex and fax and Information 
Technology comprising of E-mail, E-Commerce, Internet, etc. The growth 
of the communication sector of India and its privatisation procedure are 
mentioned in the following discussion. 
1. Postal System : 
The early postal system in India was solely used for official 
purposes and it was not until 1837, that the postal services were opened 
to the public. The first postage stamp was issued in Karanchi in 1852, 
valid only in the Sind Province. The Indian Post Office was reorganised as 
an institution, in 1854, when 700 post offices were already in existence. In 
1876, India became a member of Universal Postal Union (UPU) and in 
1964 India became a member of Asian Pacific Postal Union (APPU). In 
1972, to facilitate prompt delivery of mail. Postal Index Number Code, 
popularly known as PIN Code was introduced. Speed post, which was 
introduced on 1st Aug., 1986, has given the post office a leading place in 
the business of fast mail. Since then, postal services have grown both in 
terms of the extent of the postal network and its scope and the variety of 
the services it offers. 
The statute governing the postal services in the country is the 
Indian Post Office Act, 1898. It vests, the Govt, with the exclusive privilege 
of collecting, carrying and delivering letters within the country. In 1880, the 
money order service was introduced. In 1884, Postal Life Insurance (PLI) 
was introduced for the postal employees. Over the years it has been 
extended to the employees of Centra! and State Govts, Central and State 
Public Sector undertakings, universities and Govt, aided institutes, 
nationalised banks and extra departmental agents of the Postal 
Department. 
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Rural Postal Life Insurance (RPLI) was introduced w.e.f. 24th 
March, 1995 to provide insurance cover at a low premium to the rural 
masses and to weaker sections of the society. On 1st August, 1997, Yugal 
Suraksha a Joint Life Endowment Assurance Scheme for married couples 
was introduced. The scheme provides insurance cover to the life of both 
spouses with a single premium. In the event of death of one, the assured 
amount is paid to the other. 
In 1994-95, a scheme of opening of post shoppes within the 
premises of certain important post offices was introduced. These shoppes 
sell items of stationery, greeting cards and small gift items. 
In 1995-96, computerisation of registration sorting work at 
Chennai, Delhi, Hyderabad and Mumbai started. Another area identified 
for computerisation is the Transit Mail Offices (TMOs). Two TMOs, namely, 
Delhi Airport TMO and Mumbai Airport TMO, were computerised during 
1996-97. So far 14 TMOs have been computerised. With effect from 1st 
Jan., 1997, the department launched a new service called mass mailing to 
meet the specific needs of the big mailers relating to pre-posting 
formalities like collecting, inserting, enveloping of the materials, gumming, 
addressing, franking and posting of the articles to be posted/booked. The 
service has been commenced at Ahmedabad, Bangalore, Calcutta, 
Chennai, Delhi, Hyderabad, Mumbai and Rune. 
For speedier transmission of money orders in the country 77 
satellite based Very Small Aperture Terminals (VSATs) have been installed 
at various locations. These are in turn connected to 610 Extended Satellite 
Money Order (ESMO) stations through modems, telephones and personal 
computers. New Value added services, namely. Hybrid Mail, Express 
Money Order and Corporate Money Order are also being operated through 
this network. More than 75 lakh money orders are transmitted through this 
network every month. 
In order to cater to specific customer needs the policy of 
segmentation of various kinds of mall has been adopted. As a result 
following new channels of mail transmission have been introduced : 
(i) Metro Channel : 
Metro channel was introduced on 2nd April, 1994, to handle inter 
metro Pin Coded mails between Delhi, Calcutta, Mumbai, Chennai, 
Bangalore and Hyderabad. Its aim is to deliver all the letters within 48 
hours and bulk of such letters within 24 hours. 
(ii) Rajdhani Channel : 
It was put into operation in a phased manner from May, 1994. 
The letters posted in 15 state capitals for Delhi and vice-versa constitute 
an important segment of the total mail volume. It's aim is catering to such 
mails provided they are pin coded. 
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(iii) Business Channel : 
It was introduced in July, 1994. First class unregistered mails 
posted by various corporate bodies in large number are referred to as 
business corporate mails which constitute an important segment of mail 
traffic. As these mails are received in bulk, they have a serious impact on 
the overall arrangements for sorting and transmission of mails. Its basic 
aim is to segregate such category of mail for exclusive mail processing to 
avoid dislocation to the process of sorting and transmission of household 
mails. 
(iv) Green Channel : 
Special arrangements exist in all major cities and towns for 
expeditious delivery of local mail through a system called Green channel. 
The main objective of this channel is to segregate the local mail, speedy 
processing and expeditious delivery. 
(v) Periodical (Patrika) Channel : 
A separate periodicals channel had been introduced w.e.f. 1st 
Feb., 1996, for giving preferential treatment to time sensitive second class 
mail,such as periodicals and daily newspapers. By this arrangement such 
mails are segregated and given priority in handling leading to expeditious 
delivery. 
The Department of Post with about three lakh departmental 
employees and three lakh extra departmental employees has a well 
developed training infrastructure. At the apex level is the Postal Staff 
College, Ghaziabad, to meet the training and developmental needs of the 
postal executives cadres and also organises workshops on different 
aspects of the Post. The Postal Training Centre at Darbhanga, Madurai, 
Mysore, Saharanpur, and Vadodra, impart induction and inservice training 
to the postal employees and supervisory cadres. They also impart training 
in computer applications. 
The Indian Postal Network is the largest postal network in the 
world. Today, the country has 1,53,423 post offices, out of which 1,37,183 
are in the rural areas and 16,240 are in the urban areas. At the time of 
Independence there were 23,344 post offices of these 19,184 post offices 
were in the rural areas and 4,160 in the urban areas. The postal network 
has grown almost 7 times over these years. Expansion of postal network 
especially in the rural areas has been brought about by the system of extra 
departmental post offices. On an average a post office serves an area of 
21.48 Sq.km. and a population of 5,518. Post offices in rural areas are 
opened by the Department for the purpose. The element of subsidy 
involved in opening post offices in hilly, dessert and inaccessible areas is 
to the extent of 85% of the cost, whereas the subsidy in opening a post 
office in normal rural areas is to the extent of 66.33% of the cost.^^ 
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The Department of Post (DOP) has been a loss maker. Its losses 
upto 1990-91, were of Rs. 192 crores which increased in 1991-92, by 
11.5% to Rs. 214 crores but declined in 1992-93, by 57% to Rs. 92 crores 
but again rose in 1993-94, by 225% to Rs. 207 crores and in 1994-95, by 
70% to Rs. 352 crores; in 1995-96, by 87.5% to Rs. 660 crores; in 
1996-97, by 6.5% to Rs. 703 crores and in 1997-98, by 41.2% to Rs. 993 
crores (Table No. 3.9). 
The only private participation allowed by the Govt, in the postal 
services is the private courier services. Therefore this infrastructure 
overhead is yet a monopoly of the Govt, of India. 
2. Telecommunication : 
The telecommunication sector of the country comprises of 
Telegraph, Telex and Telephone services, which are mentioned below in 
brief : 
(a) Telegraph : 
Indian Telegraph is one of the oldest Govt, owned public utility 
organisation in the world. The telegraph was introduced to India soon after 
its invention in the West. The first telegraph line between Calcutta and 
Diamond Harbour was opened for traffic in 1851. By March, 1854, 
telegraphy messages could be sent from Agra to Calcutta. By 1900, 
telegraphy started serving the needs for Indian Railways. 
The number of telegraph offices in the country has increased 
from 8200 in 1951, to over 30000 now.^^ The phonogram service for 
sending and receiving telegram by telephone, telex service to send and 
receive printed message directly from one centre to another, the 
tremendous expansion of telephone facilities and direct trunk dialling - all 
these facilities were introduced with a decade and a half for facilitating 
general public. 
Yet there is no sign of privatisation of this sector by the Govt, of 
India, therefore, the Govt, would have a monopoly in it in the future too. 
(b) Telephone : 
The telephone service was also introduced in India just after 6 
years of the invention of telephone by Graham Bell, in the city of Calcutta 
in the year 1881-82. The first automatic exchange was commissioned in 
Shimla in 1913-14, with a capacity of 700 lines. Prior to this in 1900, 
telephone had started serving the needs of Indian Railways. 
In 1971, the Demand Trunk Service was introduced for the first 
time on Bombay-Bangalore route. India's first inter continental telephone 
exchange was commissioned in Nov., 1973. International Direct Dialled 
telephone service was first introduced from Bombay to U.K. This facility 
was progressively extended to the other three metropolitan cities during 
the next four years i.e. by 1977. 
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In early 1980's, the Centre for Development of Telematics 
(C-DOT) was set up under Mr. Sen Pitroda for development of a reliable 
and exclusively Indian technology for facilitating a rapid expansion of the 
country's telephone network. C-DOT has achieved success in marketing 
its technology in a few countries like Vietnam, Bangladesh, Nepal, 
Uganda, Ghana, Angola, Namibia, Nigeria, Yemen, Russia and Ethiopia. 
The telephone industry in India is situated in Bangalore and 
called as Indian Telephone Industries Ltd. (ITIL). 
(c) Paging : 
Paging in India was introduced in 1994, when the Giant in field 
of Paging facilities Motorola of US set up its manufacturing base in India. 
Subsequently over 1995 and 1996, Punwire in collaboration with 
Samsung, Phillips and Casio have made investment in manufacturing.^°° 
Paging is basically, a one way radio communication system 
altering the subscriber about the need for communication. It makes 
efficient use of the radio spectrum. It is possible to provide thousands of 
subscribers with paging services over a single radio channel. Normally 
there are three types of paging services namely, tone only, numeric paging 
and alphanumeric paging.^°^ 
(d) Mobile Telephony : 
The cellular telecom facilities were introduced in India after 1994. 
MASS - market mobile telecommunication is one of the major 
breakthrough of this century. The Mobile Telephony allows us to reach a 
particular person wherever he or she is. While in case of wireline 
telephony allows us to reach a place. This feature of Mobile Telephony, 
naturally increases the accessibility of people and thus increases the 
feeling of security. At the same time one has to exercise adequate control 
in entertaining incoming calls, as otherwise it would become a nuisance 
with costs. Previously analogue technique was used in mobile 
telecommunication but now cellular networks with digital technology with 
superior service standards developed by the European countries under 
the Global System for Mobile Communications (GSMC), are used since 
1992. •'02 
Not only this but many other telecom facilities have been 
introduced in India with the advent of the privatisation of the sector 
discussed later on. 
Upto 1970-71, the direct telephone exchange lines were 1613.6 
thousand which increased to 5074.3 thousand in 1990-91. In 1991-92, 
they increased by 14.5% to 5809.9 thousands; in 1992-93, by 17% to 
6796.7 thousands; in 1993-94, by 18% to 8025.6 thousands; in 1994-95, 
by 22 .1% to 9795.3 thousands; in 1995-96, by 22.3% to 11978.4 
thousands; in 1996-97, by 21.4% to 14542.6 thousands and in 1997-98, 
by 22.4% to 17801.7 thousands. 
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Upto 1970-71, the telephone waiting list was of 184 thousands 
which increased to 1960.5 thousands in 1990-91. In 1991-92, it increased 
by 16.8% to 2289.8 thousands; in 1992-93, by 24.3% to 2845.9 
thousands; in 1993-94, it declined by 12.3% to 2496.8 thousands and in 
1994-95, by 13.8% to 2152.9 thousands but increased in 1995-96, by 
5.8% to 2277 thousands and in 1996-97, by 27.1% to 2894.2 thousands 
but again came down by 6.5% to 2705.7 thousands. On the other hand the 
Telephone Registered Demand was 1797.6 thousands upto 1970-71, 
which increased to 7034.8 thousands in 1990-91, but has come down to 
2050.7 thousands in 1997-98. The number of telephone stations upto 
1970-71, were 2096 thousands which went upto 15394.4 thousands in 
1996.97. 
The telex working lines upto 1970-71, were of 13.3 thousands 
which increased to 46.8 thousands in 1990-91. In 1991-92, they increased 
by 3.9% to 48.6 thousands; in 1992-93, by 0.8% to 49 thousands declined 
in 1993-94, by 3.7% to 47.2 thousands and in 1994-95, by 7% to 43.9 
thousands; in 1995-96, by 11.4% to 38.9 thousands; in 1996-97, by 18.8% 
to 31.6 thousands and in 1997-98, by 20.3% to 25.2 thousands. 
Upto 1970-71, the telex waiting list was of 0.6 thousands which 
increased to 2.9 thousands in 1990-91. In 1991-92, it increased by 13.8% 
to 3.3 thousands but fell down in 1992-93, by 27.3% to 2.4 thousands and 
in 1993-94, by 33.33% to 1.6 thousands in 1994-95, by 56.3% to 0.7 
thousands; in 1995-96, by 42.9% to 0.4 thousands; in 1996-97, by 50% to 
0.2 thousands and in 1997-98, by 50% to 0.1 thousands. The telex 
registered demand upto 1970-71, was of 13.9 thousands which increased 
to 49.7 thousands in 1990-91, but came down to 25.3 thousands in 
1997-98. 
The total Telephone metered calls upto 1970-71, were 461.2 
crores which increased to 2389.7 crores in 1990-91. In 1991-92, it 
increased by 24.6% to 2978.4 crores; in 1992-93, by 48.2% to 4415 
crores; in 1993-94, by 5.8% to 4672.4 crores; in 1994-95, by 26% to 
5860.2 crores; in 1995-96, by 33.8% to 7840.6 crores; in 1996-97 ,by 
19% to 9329.6 crores and in 1997-98, by 26.2% to 11770.9 crores. On the 
other hand the telex metered calls upto 1990-91, were 4704.6 lakhs which 
decreased in 1991-92, by 4 .1% to 4511.7 lakhs; in 1992-93, by 13.9% to 
3886.1 lakhs; in 1993-94, by 13.2% to 3378.6 lakhs; in 1994-95, by 14.8% 
to 2875 lakhs; in 1995-96, by 34.9% to 1871.5 lakhs; in 1996-97, by 
31.3% to 1285.6 lakhs and in 1997-98, by 29.0% to 912.3 lakhs. 
The effective trunk calls upto 1970-71, were 12.3 crores which 
increased to 22.4 crores in 1990-91. In 1991-92, they declined by 8% to 
20.6 crores and remained the same in 1992-93, in 1993-94, it further 
declined by 21.4% to 16.2 crores; in 1994-95, by 25% to 12.2 crores; in 
1995-96, by 37.7% to 7.6 crores; in 1996-97, they increased by 9.2% to 
8.3 crores but again fell down by 32.5% to 5.6 crores. 
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Upto 1970-71, the total gumber of inland telegrams booked were 
approximately 59 millions which increased to 64.1 million in 1990-91, and 
further declined to 51.2 millions in 1997-98. On the other hand the 
international telegrams booked which were 4.7 millions upto 1970-71, 
declined to 0.9 millions in 1990-91, and further to 0.5 millions in 1997-98. 
The Department of Telecommunication is one of the Govt, 
undertaking which is showing profitability since its inception. Upto 
1970-71, the surplus of revenue over expenditure of the department was 
Rs. 131.7 crores which increased to Rs. 1406.2 crores in 1990-91, when 
the revenues were Rs. 4447.4 crores and expenditure Rs. 3041.2 crores. 
In 1991-92, the surplus increased by 1.8% to Rs. 1431 crores (Rs. 4966.6 
crores revenue and Rs. 3535.6 crores expenditure); in 1992-93, it 
increased by 42.6% to Rs. 2040.3 crores (Rs. 6198.9 crores revenue and 
Rs. 4158.6 crores expenditure); in 1993-94, by 24.7% to Rs. 2544.8 
crores (Rs. 8205.2 crores revenue and Rs. 5660.4 crores expenditures); 
in 1994-95, by 61.2% to Rs. 4103.1 crores (Rs. 10206.4 crores revenue 
and Rs. 6103.3 crores expenditure); in 1995-96, by 37.7% to Rs. 5650 
crores (Rs. 12517.8 crores revenues and Rs. 6867.8 crores expenditure) 
in 1996-97, by 13.5% to Rs. 6414 crores (Rs. 15480 crores revenues and 
Rs. 9066 crores expenditure) and in 1997-98, by 15.3% to 7394.4 crores 
(Rs. 18342.3 crores revenues and Rs. 10947.9 crores expenditure). 
The total capital investments of DOT upto 1970-71, were of Rs. 
1201.4 crores which increased to Rs. 1512.9 crores in 1990-91, and 
further to Rs. 60876.1 crores in 1997-98 (Table 3.10). 
Telecommunication has been regarded as a vital input for the 
global competition and for India's success in the international market after 
its liberalisation. To overcome the gap between the demand and supply of 
telecom facilities inside the country and to expand the telecommunication 
network to match the desired objectives of the liberalisation policy of the 
Govt., of 1991, the Govt, decided to privatise the sector and let domestic 
and foreign private sector come along with foreign capital and technology 
in the country. To make the entry of the private sector (domestic/foreign) 
easy in telecommunication area the Govt, enacted and passed the New 
Telecom Policy in 1994. 
The New Telecom Policy was tabled in the Lok Sabha on 13th 
May, 1994. The new policy aims at improving India's competitiveness in 
the global market and concedes Telecommunication services of world 
class quality for the success of India's competition in the global market. 
The policy carries objectives like the telecommunication for all and 
telecommunication within the reach of all universal services covering all 
villages as early as possible, world standard quality and protection of 
defence and security interests."""^ 
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The salient feature of the policy are as listed below^""*: 
(i) Telecommunication for all and within the reach of all. 
(ii) Providing telecom services of international standards. 
(lii) Eighth Plan targets revised and enhanced from 75 lakh to 1 crores 
new connections by 1997. 
(iv) Telephone to be available on demand by 1997. 
(v) All villages to be linked by telecom network by 1997. 
(vi) Rs. 23000 crores additional resources required to meet the revised 
targets. 
(vii) Private companies allowed to set up and operate basic telephone 
services. 
(viii) Private companies required to maintain balance in coverage of rural 
and urban areas. 
(ix) Innovative means of financing to be implemented viz. leasing, 
deferred payments, Build Operate and Transfer (BOT), Build Lease 
and Transfer (BLT) and Build Transfer and Operate (BTO) etc. 
(x) Pilot projects to be encouraged to access and try out new systems 
and technologies. 
(xi) Appropriate funding mechanism to be set up to promote indigenous 
R & D . 
(xii) Value-added services available internationally to be made available 
in India within the Eighth Plan period preferably by 1996. 
(xiii) A PCO to be made available for every 500 persons in urban areas. 
(xiv) The existing competitive climate in the value-added services to 
continue (for E-mail, voice mail, data services, audio and video 
texts, video conferencing, radio paging and cellular and mobile 
phones etc.). 
(xv) Fair competition and protection of consumers interests. 
(xvi) Ensure India's emergence as a major manufacturing base and major 
exporter of telecom equipment and protect the defence and security 
interest of the country. ""^ ^ 
(xvii) The Telecom Regulatory Authority of India (TRAI) would be set up 
and modelled on the SEBI. TRAI would be an autonomous body 
initially and section 35 of the Telegraph Act is to be amended to 
provide autonomous status to TRAI. 
(xviii) The private telecom operators would have to accept the Govt, fixed 
tariff but will agree to share revenue with Department of 
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Telecommunications (DOT) and other public sector undertakings 
like the Mahanagar Telephone Nigam Ltd. (MTNL).^°^ 
As per the new Telecom Policy the Govt, has also allowed foreign 
investment participation in the telecom sector which is to be discussed in 
the next chapter. 
3. Information Technology (IT) : 
Information Technology is a new revolutionary factor in the History 
of Mankind. It is breaking old barriers and building new inter connections 
in the emerging Global Village. It has also become a chief determinant of 
the progress of nations, communities, and individuals. In India IT is a new 
concept and to develop it the Govt, of India on 22nd May, 1998, issued a 
notification constituting a National Task Force on Information Technology 
and Software Development. This Task Force was chaired by Mr. Jaswant 
Singh, Deputy Chairman, Planning Commission and co-chaired by Shri N. 
Chandrababu Naidu, Chief Minister of Andhra Pradesh and Dr. M.G.K. 
Menon, former Union Minister of State for Science and Technology. Its 
members include eminent representatives from the Govt, industry and 
academia.''°^ 
The Govt, of India, recognising the impressive growth achieved 
since the mid Eighties in IT which is still a small proportion of the potential 
to achieve, has resolved to make India a Global IT Superpower and a front 
runner in the age of Information Revolution persisting in the modern world. 
Thus, the Information Technology Action Plan was launched on 
4th July 1998. The plan aims at transforming every facet of human life in 
order to create a knowledge-based society in the twenty first century. As 
a first step in that direction the following revisions and additions are made 
to the existing policy and procedures for removing bottlenecks and 
achieving such a pre-eminent status for lndia''°° : 
(i) Info-Infrastructure Drive : Accelerate the drive for setting up a World 
Class Info-Infrastructure with an extensive spread of Fibre Optic Networks, 
Satcom networks and Wireless Networks for Seamlessly interconnecting 
the Local Informatics Infrastructure (Lll), National Informatics Infrastructure 
(Nil) and Global Informatics Infrastructure (Gil) to ensure a fast nation wide 
onset of the Internet, Extranets and Intranets. 
(ii) Target IT Ex-50 : With a potential two trillion dollars Global IT industry 
by the year 2008, policy ambience would be created for the Indian IT 
industry to target for a $ 50 billions annual of IT software and IT services 
(including IT-enabled services) by this year, over a commensurately large 
domestic IT market spread all over the country. 
(iii) IT for all by 2008 : Accelerate the rate of PC/Set-top-box penetration 
in the country from the 1998, level of one per 500 to one per 50 people 
along with a universal access to Internet/Extranets/lntranets by the year 
2008, with a flood of IT applications encompassing every walk of 
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economic and social life of the country. The existing over 6,00,000 Public 
Telephones/Public Call Offices (PCOs) will be transformed Into public tele-
info-centres offering a variety of multimedia Information services. Towards 
the Goal of IT for all by 2008, policies are provided for setting the base 
for a rapid spread of IT awareness among the citizens, propagation of IT 
literacy, networked Govt, IT led economic development, rural penetration 
of IT applications, training citizens in the case of day to day IT services 
like tele-banking, tele-medicine, tele-education tele-documents transfer, 
tele-library, tele-infro-centres, electronic commerce, public call centres 
(PCCs) among others; and training, qualitatively and quantitatively, world 
class IT professionals. 
The aforementioned task force submitted its First Action Plan 
Report on the Software Development which was approved by the Govt, 
and Gazette Notification issued on 25 July 1998. This report contained 
108 recommendations out of which first 16 recommendations primarily 
pertained to the Department of Telecommunications (DOT) for 
implementation. On its part DOT has implemented all recommendations 
except for recommendation No. 10 which says "DOT shall allow inter 
connectivity of the Govt. Data networks and closed user Group (CUG) 
Networks for data transmission. For other networks, interconnectivity 
policy shall be worked out by DOT and the Task Force within one month", 
the implementation of this recommendation was deferred because of 
serious policy, revenue and litigation implications. However, this 
recommendation will be implemented with effect from 1st Jan. 2000 by 
opening of the National Long Distance Network to the private operators.•'°^ 
VI. INFRASTRUCTURE SECTOR - FUTURE PROSPECTS : 
Over the last fifty years, since independence, the level of 
infrastructure sector has increased tremendously as mentioned above. But 
now the infrastructural bottlenecks comprising of load shedding, severe 
power cuts, under utilisation of capacities in the power sector, coal and 
refinery, improper telecommunication facilities, clogged roads and ports, 
potholes on roads, accidents on highways due to heavy vehicular traffic 
and inadequate capacities of the railways, airways and shipping transport 
to handle large cargo and passenger traffics dog India. The main reason 
behind the slaggness of the sector is low level of investments, improper 
policy guidelines, high rate of bureaucratisation of entities providing these 
services and improper technologies and above all the lack of private 
sector initiative to upgrade the sector. 
At the aggregate level the total investment in infrastructure 
increased from about Rs. 60 billions (US $ 1.71 billions) in 1980-81, to 
about Rs. 290 billions (US $ 8.29 billions) in 1990-91, and about Rs. 500 
billions (US $ 14.28 billions) in 1994-95, at current prices. However at 
constant (1980-81) prices, the total infrastructure levels doubled to Rs 
120 billions (US $ 3.42 billions) in 1990-91, and further to Rs. 150 billions 
(US $ 4.28 billions) in 1994-95."° 
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Yet there is a tremendous scope for developing the infrastructure 
sector of the country. As a proportion of Gross National product (GNP) 
total investment in infrastructure ranged from about 3 to 5.5%. The Gross 
Domestic Investment (GDI) in the sector constitute 20-25% of the total GDI 
in the country. This compares favourably with the proportion of GDI in 
infrastructure in other developing countries of the world."'"'^ The Common 
Minimum Programme of the UF Govt, said that the investment in 
infrastructure would be increased from the current 3.5-4% of GDP to at 
least 6% of GDP in the next few years."^ On the other hand the Rakesh 
Mohan Committee stated that it would be feasible for total investment in 
infrastructure to increase from the current level of 5.5% of GDP to 7%by 
the year 2000-01, and to 8% by 2005-06. In absolute terms this implied 
that the annual level of investment should rise from $ 17 billions to $ 30 
billions during the decade 1996-2006.^^^ 
The estimates also indicate that annual infrastructure investments 
are projected to rise from about Rs. 600 billions (US $ 17.14) billions in 
1995-96 to Rs. 1070 billions (US $ 30.57 billions) in 2000-01, and Rs. 
1800 billions (US $ 51.42 billions) in 2005-06 at 1995-96 prices. This 
implies that the total infrastructure investment requirement in India during 
1996-97 to 2000-01, amounts to Rs. 4300 billions (US $ 122.85 billions) 
and Rs. 7400 billions (US $ 211.42 billions) in the following five years 
(2000-01 to 2005-06)."^ 
According to another estimate, the country needs investment to 
the tune of Rs. 9,60,000 crores for infrastructure sector in next 10 years/"^^ 
Notwithstanding the possibility of a long term growth rate of 7% 
over the next decade, India might be termed new "Poor Man of Asia" if no 
substantial improvement takes place in dealing with the severe 
infrastructure shortages in the country''''^ 
The Planning Commission has also proposed a series of steps 
to remove infrastructural bottlenecks from achieving the targeted 9.3% 
industrial growth rate and 14.5% export growth during the Ninth Plan/'^'' 
To achieve the above targets not only will the economy have to 
become more efficient but the Incremental Capital Output Ratio (ICOR) 
would have to decline to 3.5, the level achieved by East Asian countries. 
The industrial growth rate would have to accelerate from over 8% achieved 
during the 1980s, to between 10 and 12% pa. over the next 10 years. The 
external capital inflows has to be mobilised and the sustainability of such 
economic growth would need continuing high grov^h in exports at an 
average 15% over the next decade reaching $ 66 billion by 2000-01, and 
$ 115 billions by 2005-06. Nearly 30 to 35% of the total external capital 
inflows will go into the financing of infrastructure. This implies that about 
15% of the total capital requirements for infrastructure sector would be 
externally financed and the rest as much as 85% will have to be 
domestically financed. For this to happen, public sector savings must rise 
significantly from the present 1.7% of GDP to 3% by 2005-06.""^^ 
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The Ninth Plan approach paper said that substantial private 
involvement in infrastructure would have to be encouraged not only in order 
to provide the requisite capacity during the plan period, but also to create 
the pipeline investment that would be needed for maintaining and 
accelerating the growth rate of the economy in the post plan period.""^^ 
The Common Minimum Programme of the U.F. Govt, said that out 
of the cumulative investment requirement of the core sector of about Rs. 
7000 billions (about US $ 200 billions), out of which US $ 50 billions will 
have to be in the form of FDI. In the long term, to attract FDI to the 
infrastructure sector in India the need for further regulatory reforms to 
establish a system that is indisputably fair, open and consistent in setting 
rational tariffs would be required.^^^ 
VII. CONCLUSION : 
A robust economy, like that of India, needs a robust 
infrastructure. Infrastructure being a sine qua non of economic 
development, its development is not a luxury but a necessity. Like every 
other development activity, infrastructural development has several players 
and it cannot be taken as a responsibility of a single institution/ministry. In 
case of India too the development of the sector was imposed to different 
ministries and a number of public sector undertakings were established to 
achieve the objective of providing a vast infrastructure for the country. The 
PSUs and the concerned institutions with the help of financial institutions 
and commercial banks were able to build huge infrastructure facilities 
network in the country. 
With the liberalisation of the economy in the year 1991, the 
expectations that the demand for infrastructural facilities like power, road, 
ports, railways, airways and telecommunication would increase manifold 
and on the other hand the external problems faced by the concerned PSUs 
and institutions forced the Govt, to privatise the infrastructure sector. 
Although the infrastructure sector has been commercialised and 
the rules and policies to the effect have been formulated, yet the results 
are far behind to be studied. We have to wait and see what this 
privatisation spree in the sector would lead to. 
Lack of finances, expertise, technological know-how and skills 
have been the main cause for the inspid growth of the infrastructure sector 
in India. The Govt, since 1991, is all for liberalising the sanctions and 
permissions to attracting foreign investment in this sector. Thus, the main 
thrust of the next chapter is to discuss the foreign investment policies and 
inflows vis-a-vis different infrastructure economic overheads in the country 
CHAPTER - 4 
FORCIGN INVCSTMCNT IN 
rNDinS INFRnSTftUCTURAL 
S€CTOR SINC€ 1991 
CHAPTER - rV 
FOREIGN INVESTMENT IN INDIA'S INFRASTRUCTURAL SECTOR 
SINCE 1991 
I. INTRODUCTION : 
The Indian economy is facing severe capacity constraints in its 
infrastructure sector. This is evident from the facts that there are frequent 
load shedding in electric supply, clogged ports, breakdown of large number 
of trucks on the highways, potholes on roads, poor quality of telecom, 
inadequate supply of drinking water and irrigation works etc. Unless these 
constraints are addressed the major gains of the reforms will be at risk. 
Some ten years ago, India's Public sector held a monopoly on the 
provision of most infrastructure. The reason behind this was that the 
creation of infrastructure facilities involved heavy investment but the return 
on it has been low and that also after a long gestation period. Neither these 
investments were attractive to the private sector nor could the private sector 
raise such huge resources. Therefore, it was left to the Govt, to develop 
them and most of the public enterprises were set up in these industries. The 
lack of inadequate mechanism, to recover costs, finance, maintenance, or 
ensure expansion, resulted into low grade infrastructure development in the 
country. 
^ith the economic reforms of 1991, infrastructure bottlenecks 
worsened as demand for their services associated with 7% growth rate 
shot ahead of supplies. The World Bank agreed, with the recommendations 
of a high level expert group set up by the Govt., involving in $ 10-15 billions 
of investment each year, in addition to the $ 15 billions already having been 
invested.'' 
The infrastructure sector has acted as a severe threat in almost all 
of our economic activities. The most obvious hindrance to industrial growth 
of the economy in the nineties has been the slow pace of infrastructural 
development. 
The dwindled infrastructure of India is not only affecting the 
country's domestic economy but it has also debased the rate of foreign 
investment inflows in the post-liberalisation period. The biggest indictment 
of India's liberalisation process in recent times comes from Suresh Rajpal, 
President of the $ 38 billions Hewlett Packard's (HP's) Indian operations. 
HP wanted to set up a $ 400 millions (Rs. 1,400 crores) manufacturing 
facility to produce Inkjet printers. The printers had to be despatched abroad 
almost immediately after manufacturing - the company's management was 
looking at a port which could despatch the goods within a few hours and the 
roads which could take them from the manufacturing premises to the 
required ports in shortest possible time. Both of these facilities in India 
were found to be worst. Not only Suresh Rajpal but Intel's chief Graig Barret 
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and Microsoft's chief Bill Gates Initially had the same objections for 
investing in India. But Intel believed that India's market potential was around 
$ 200 millions, the company became reluctant to invest in India in the 
production facilities. Barret said, "India just doesn't have adequate 
infrastructure to attract huge capital investments, the Govt, needs to put the 
infrastructure in place. Assured supplies of electricity, v^ater, gases and 
chemicals, transportation in and out - all this needs to be in place before 
any one would consider coming here. Educated, workforce is not an issue, 
but infrastructure is, if you want to compete with the Malaysia and Taiwan".^ 
These two examples clearly give the evidence of the quality of 
infrastructure facilities which our economy possess. This inadequacy has 
not only deviated the minds of Mr. Suresh Rajpal, Mr. Graig Barret and Mr. 
Bill Gates but many other foreign nationals which have not surfaced 
anywhere. Thus infrastructure bottlenecks are acting as road block in 
smooth flow of foreign private funds in the country. 
The World Economic Forum (WEF) Global Competitiveness 
Report, 1996 ranked countries on their overall competitiveness While 
competitiveness consists of several things and one of them is infrastructure 
for which the report ranked India, of the total 49 countries, 48th. Only 
Russian infrastructure was considered the worst. On the basis of feedbacks 
from industrial units in each country, given for the report, India's roads 
ranked 48th and Columbia's 49th, our railways were ranked 38th, the 
telecom and air transport were ranked 45th and for power we were ranked 
last.3 
World Bank's President James D. Wolfenson says that more than 
180 million people in India are denied access to safe water and less than 
50% of the villages have access to electricity and about 45%_oMhe 
population donot have the u'se'cfT^uccaTroadT'^^ 
From the above discussion it becomes clear that although the 
Govt, of India has been providing sufficient budgetary support to the 
infrastructure sector's development but not enough, the actual output was 
disgusting. Therefore, while liberalising its economy in 1991, the Govt, gave 
emphasis on the development of its infrastructural sector. 
The Govt.'s plan outlays for infrastructural development (mentioned 
in previous chapter) was not adequate. If the Govt, increases the outlays to 
this sector with a simultaneous increase in other sectors too its fiscal deficit 
would increase which would adversely affect the foreign investors 
sentiments resulting into decline in the quantum of foreign investment 
inflows. Therefore, the Govt, made it a part of its liberalisation policy to 
open the crucial sector for the foreign investment. The Industrial policy 
1991, clearly stated the flow of foreign investment upto 51% equity in priority 
sector. This priority sector itself comprises of most of the industries related 
to the core sector of India like, power, fuel, telecommunication, metallurgy 
and mining and transport sector. Thus we can say that the liberalised 
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foreign investment inflows in India were bias to the infrastructure sector. 
II. FOREIGN INVESTMENT IN INFRASTRUCTURE SECTOR -
GENERAL GUIDELINES 
Since the advent of the new Industrial Policy 1991, the Govt, has 
taken appropriate steps to liberalise its domestic economy and let the 
foreign equity come in the country's for development purposes. The Govt, 
has made it a policy matter that the foreign investment in infrastructure 
sector of the country should be encouraged. As this sector is an essentia! 
part of any economy, and if it is developed, the other sectors will also 
prosper. Thus, the infrastructure sector of an economy is complementary to 
the various sectors, of the same economy. After recognising the wider 
scope of this sector the Govt, encouraged foreign equity participation along 
with domestic public and private sector. For the entry of foreign investment 
in the core sector the Govt, of India had formulated certain policies and 
provided certain incentives to the foreign and private investors which are 
discussed below : 
1. Guidelines for Foreign Direct Investment: 
Amongst the earliest measures taken in the wake of economic 
reforms was the simplification of procedures for approving foreign 
investment. In this regard special emphasis has been placed on investment 
in the infrastructure sector. Under this policy foreign investors may seek 
automatic approvals from the RBI for upto 5 1 % equity investment in 
specified sectors (Appendix ). In 1993, the mining and metallurgical 
industry was liberalised for foreign investment participation upto 50% 
equity. In 1997, the percentage was increased to 74% equity investment in 
this sector. 
In addition, the Foreign Investment Promotion Board (FIPB) 
guidelines for Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) approvals provide that 
infrastructure sector would be preferred for 100% foreign equity approvals. 
2. Guidelines for Non-Resident Indians and Overseas Corporate 
Bodies (NRIs/OCBs) 
NRIs and OCBs have been permitted to invest upto 100% under 
the automatic approval route, in almost all the infrastructure sectors. The 
sectors in which investments upto 100% may be made by NRIs and OCBs 
include mining of iron ore and metal ore (excluding uranium), mining 
services (excluding gold, silver, precious and semi precious stones; oil and 
gas field services (excluding exploration and production services, 
maintenance of roads, railbeds, bridges, tunnels, pipelines, ports, harbours, 
runaways and electricity generation and transmission based on coal, oil 
and gas. 
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3. Guidelines for Venture Capital Funds and Companies : 
As the Venture Capital Funds and Companies offer tremendous 
opportunities for long term infrastructure finance; the Govt, of India 
formulated specific guidelines for these funds and companies in 1995. By 
virtue of these funds and companies the entrepreneurial activities are 
expected to develop favourably and prove beneficial to the country in the 
future. Security Exchange Board of India (SEBI) is given the powers to 
regulate the operations of Venture Capital Funds (VCFs) and Venture 
Capital Companies (VCCs). Some of the guidelines for these venture 
capital investments in India are -
(i) 100% contribution to the capital of a domestic VCF by an overseas 
VCC is permitted. For this a domestic asset management company 
can also be set up to manage the fund. 
(ii) Off-shore investment in approved domestic VCFs and VCCs to be 
permitted by the FIPB. 
(iii) Subsequent investment by the domestic VCCs and VCFs in Indian 
companies without requiring FIPB approval. 
(iv) Venture capital funds can be set up as companies or trusts. 
(v) A minimum lock in period of 3 years for all investments is allowed. 
(vi) Funds can be finally deployed only in unlisted companies where the 
investment will be limited to 40% of the paid up capital of the investee 
company. However, this investment will be treated as a separate 
foreign investment and will require approval under the general policy 
for foreign investment proposals. 
(vii) Venture capitalist can hold 20% stake in companies, up from 
previous 5% limit. 
(viii) Investment by individual VCFA/CC shall not exceed 50% of the paid 
up corpus of the domestic VCFA/CCs. 
(ix) No restriction on the period within which such funds are to be utilised 
is there. 
(x) After a period of three years from the date of setting up a VCF, it 
could be listed on the stock exchanges, subject to listing agreement 
and other appropriate regulations. 
(xi) VCFsA/CCs can invest 80% of resources raised, in the shares of 
unlisted companies and provide other types of assistance (e.g. 
loans) to these companies. 
4. Guidelines for External Commercial Borrowings (ECBs) : 
The ECB guidelines have been liberalised for infrastructure sector. 
The following measures have been taken to promote ECBs in this sector: 
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(i) ECBs have been permitted to be used for rupee expenditure for 
power, telecommunication, railways, roads (including bridges), ports, 
industrial parks and'urban infrastructure projects. 
(ii) Holding companies/promoters have been permitted to raise ECBs 
upto US $ 50 millions equivalent to finance equity investment in a 
subsidiary company implementing infrastructure projects. 
(iii) All infrastructure and greenfield projects can finance their funds 
requirements upto 35% (50% in case of telecom projects, including 
license fees) of the total project cost, as approved by a recognised 
financial institution/bank, subject to the fulfilment of other ECBs 
guidelines. Greater flexibility may be allowed in case of power 
projects and other infrastructural projects on case to case basis. 
(iv) Telecommunication and oil exploration and development (excluding 
refining) companies have been permitted to raise funds through ECB 
route, with a minimum average maturity period of five years instead 
of seven, even for borrowings exceeding US $ 15 millions. 
(v) Convertible preference shares have been included as foreign direct 
equity for the purpose of foreign equity sectoral cap under the foreign 
investment policy and would fall outside the ECB guidelines. 
5. Guidelines for Global Depository Receipts (GDRs) : 
(i) In view of the importance of infrastructure projects and the need to 
encourage equity financing of such projects, the three year track 
record requirement of good performance of the issuing company will 
be relaxed in case of companies seeking GDR issues to finance 
investments in infrastructure industries. 
(ii) The restrictions on the number of issues that could be floated by an 
individual company or a group of companies during a financial year 
would henceforth be relaxed. 
(iii) GDR end-users will include financing capital goods imports; capital 
expenditure including domestic purchase/installation of plant, 
equipment and buildings and investments in software development; 
prepayment or scheduled repayment of earlier external borrowings; 
investments abroad where these have been approved by competent 
authorities and equity investment in Joint Ventures (JVs) in India. 
(iv) Upto a maximum of 25% of the total proceeds from GDR issues may 
be used for general corporate restructuring, including working capital 
requirements of the issuing company and the balance in aforesaid 
activities. 
6. Tax Concessions : 
The private sector including foreign investment has been provided 
with five year tax holiday and concessional tax treatment for the next five 
years for the following purposes : 
• 1 5 7 
(i) Undertakings engaged in the generation or generation and 
distribution of power provided generation beginning before 31st 
March, 1998. 
(ii) Enterprises carrying on the business of developing, maintaining and 
operating an infrastructural facility viz. road, highway bridge, airport, 
port, railway system, water supply, irrigation, sanitation and sewage 
projects. 
(iii) 40% of the projects of financing institutions from long term financing 
of infrastructure projects is tax exempted. 
(iv) Venture capital funds investing in power or telecom projects are 
exempted from long term capital gains. 
(v) Amortization of license fees paid by telecom operators. 
(vi) Revenues of non-resident oil services companies, from providing 
services and facilities to be used in prospecting for extraction or 
production of mineral oils are taxed at a deemed profit of 10% of 
gross revenues. 
(vii) Foreign companies engaged in construction erection, testing or 
commissioning of plant and machinery for turnkey power projects 
approved by the Govt, and financed under an international aid 
programme are taxed on a deemed profit of 10% of gross revenues. 
(viii) Investments in shares/debentures/bonds of public companies 
engaged in infrastructure services upto a ceiling of Rs. 70,000 to be 
eligible for a 20% tax rebate. 
(ix) Exemption from capital gain tax is allowed if the whole of the net 
consideration received on transfer of the capital asset is invested in 
infrastructure securities for a period of three years or the amount of 
capital gains is invested similarly for a period of seven years. 
(x) The Govt, of India has signed several tax treaties with different 
countries of the world for the fixation of withholding tax rates, which is 
mentioned below -
List No. 1 : List of Withholding Tax Rates Under Some Tax Treaties 
Signed by India 
S.No. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
Payee Company 
Resident 
Australia 
Austria 
Belgium 
Brazil 
Canada 
China 
in 
Interest 
(%) 
15 
20 
10-15 
15 
15 
10 
Royalties 
(%) 
10-20 
30 
20 
15-25 
30 
10 
Technical Fees 
(%) 
10-20 
30 
20 
-
30 
10 
Contd... 
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7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
24. 
25. 
26. 
27. 
28. 
Denmark 
Finland 
France 
Germany 
Greece 
Indonesia 
Italy 
Japan 
South Korea 
Malaysia 
Mauritius 
The Netherlands 
Newzealand 
Norway 
Singapore 
Spain 
Sweden 
Switzerland 
UnitedKingdom 
U.S.A. 
Vietnam 
India* 
0-25 
15 
10-15 
10 
20 
10 
15 
10-15 
10-15 
20 
20 
10-15 
15 
15 
10-15 
15 
0-15 
10-15 
10-15 
10-15 
10 
20 
20 
30 
20 
10 
30 
15 
20 
20 
15 
30 
15 
20 
30 
30 
10-15 
10 
20 
20 
15-20 
15-20 
10 
20 
20 
30 
20 
10 
-
-
20 
20 
15 
-
-
20 
30 
20 
10-15 
20 
20 
20 
15-20 
-
10 
20 
'Withholding Tax rates under the domestic tax law. 
Note : Withholding Tax is levied on gross payments, unless a reduced 
withholding tax is permitted by the revenue authorities. 
Source : Govt, of India, Ministry of External Affairs, Investment Promotion 
& Publicity Division : "India Means Business - Investment 
Opportunity in Infrastructure" , p. 95. 
7. Other Measures : 
Some other measures have also been taken to develop the 
infrastructure sector in India v r^hich are mentioned below : 
(i) To facilitate public issues for capital intensive infrastructure projects, 
Securities and Exchange Board of India (SEBI) guidelines have been 
amended to provide that where the promoters contribution exceeds 
Rs. 1 billion the promoters can bring in their contribution in a phased 
manner e.g. 50% before the issue opens and the balance before the 
calls are made on the public, instead of bringing in the entire amount 
before the public issue opens (which is the requirement in case of 
promoters contribution is below Rs. 1 billion). 
(ii) Companies were required to have their equities listed before they 
could get their debt instruments listed. Infrastructure projects normally 
have long gestation periods and therefore any issue of shares for 
such projects may be unattractive to the investor since he may not 
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get immediate returns in the form of dividends etc. SEBI has 
therefore, recently advised all stock exchanges to amend their listing 
requirements so that companies can get their debt instruments listed 
vi^ithout their equity being listed first. 
(iii) The Govt, has decided to disinvest, in the public sector enterprises 
engaged in infrastructure development, it's stakes so that the 
domestic and private investors could purchase them and participate 
in their functioning. 
(iv) For the effective participation of the private sector including foreign 
investment in the core sector projects, on the recommendation of the 
World Bank, separate regulatory authorities are/to be set up by the 
Govt, at the Centre and State levels. The fulfilment of this 
recommendation is evident from the setting up of the Telecom 
Regulatory Authority of India (TRAI) and Central Electricity Regulatory 
Commission (CERC). The regulatory authorities for other sectors 
such as insurance Insurance Regulatory Authority (IRA) and road, port 
etc. are also in the future programmes of the Govt, of India. 
(v) A nev»/ Investment Promotion and Infra-structural Development Cell in 
the Ministry of Industry has been created. This cell will arrange the 
facilitation and monitoring of investments and co-ordination of 
infrastructural requirements for industry. The functions of the cell 
include -
(i) Liaisoning with State Govts, for investment promotions. 
(ii) Coordination of progress of Infrastructure Projects approved for 
investment/technology transfers. 
(iii) Promotion of private investment including foreign investment in the 
infrastructural sector. 
(iv) The Govt, emphasised on the role of private sector participation in 
the core sector (as discussed in the previous chapter in detail). 
III. FOREIGN INVESTMENT IN INFRASTRUCTURE SECTOR SINCE 
1991 
The Govt, of India, since the adoption of the liberalisation policy of 
1991, is opening its domestic sectors for the entrance of foreign 
investment. In case of the Infrastructure sector the Govt, has permitted the 
foreign investment inflows in Transport Sector comprising of roads, ports, 
air and sea transport, in Energy Sector comprising of power (to be dealt in 
next chapter in detail) coal, oil and gas; and in telecommunication sector. 
For these sectors there are different policy measures as per their relevance 
to the transforming economy. All the foreign investment policies in this 
regard have been mentioned in the following discussion. 
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A. TRANSPORTATION : 
In the transportation sector the Govt, has liberalised the entry of 
foreign investment in roads, highways, air transport and shipping. The 
Railways is yet a priority for the Govt. The above transport facilities have 
also been opened for the private sector participation (domestic/foreign). 
1. Roads : 
The road network of India is third largest in the world. Fifty years 
after independence the country boast of over 3 million Kms of road 
network.^ Then also there is a demand for more and better roads which is 
more than the current network. With the advent of economic liberalisation in 
1991, this demand has further exceeded. 
In the new era there is an urgent need to upgrade the road system 
in the country by widening and strengthening existing highways, construction 
of new ones, reconstruction and widening of bridges and constructing 
express ways on a selective basis. While the Govt, is providing increase 
budgetary allocation for projects in the highways sector and has undertaken 
major upgradation initiatives in high density corridors it has not been 
possible to allocate sufficient funds matching the needs due to competing 
demand from other sectors, especially the social sectors. 
The present level of budget needs for National Highways (NHs) 
during the Ninth Five Year Plan is about Rs. 23,000 crores. Besides, 
deficiencies of the order of Rs. 83,000 crores have to be removed in course 
of time.^ 
For the road development, the financial bottlenecks, as per the 
Govt, decision, was to be overruled by increasing the share of road sector 
in the plan outlay and by encouraging the private sector participation 
including foreign investment in the sector. In this regard the Govt, of India 
formulated certain policies and took some measures to strengthen the road 
sector. 
a. Roads - Foreign Investment Policy 
With a view to encouraging foreign investment in the road sector 
(both National and State Highways), the Govt, has decided to grant 
automatic approval to FDI upto 74% for road and bridge construction and 
maintenance. FDI proposals beyond 74% would be considered by the 
Foreign Investment Promotion Board (FIPB) on a case to case basis. 
Automatic approval for foreign equity upto 5 1 % has been 
permitted in enterprises engaged in rendering services to land transport, 
like operation of highways, bridges, toll roads and vehicular tunnels. 
In case of External Commercial Borrowing the companies 
engaged in road sector were allowed to float Foreign Currency Convertible 
Bonds (FCCBs) upto 35% of project cost. 
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The NRIs were also allowed to invest upto 100% equity in this 
sector through automatic route. 
In addition to the above, the Govt, has authorised the FIPB to 
consider and recommend proposals upto 100% foreign owned holdings/ 
subsidiaries companies in the highways on Build Operate and Transfer 
(BOT) basis. 
The FDI upto 100% have been allowed in the road sector with total 
foreign equity upto Rs. 1500 crores.^ 
The foreign investment in road sector is invited in the following 
fields. 
(i) Construction and maintenance of roads, bridges, tunnels. 
(ii) Construction of highways and expressways and collect tolls during 
the concession period. 
(iii) Construction and maintenance of highway related en-route activities. 
En-route activities include restaurants, motels and restaurant/parking 
areas as may be identified by Implementing Agency (lA).^ 
(iv) Other real estate development. Real estate development may include 
loading and unloading terminals for cargo, warehouses/godowns, 
vehicle repair facilities, vehicle component shops, restaurants, hotels/ 
motels, insurance and medical facilities and commercial and 
residential complexes.^ 
(v) Supporting services to land transport like operation of highways, 
bridges, toll roads, and vehicular tunnels. 
The Implementing Agency (lA) will conduct the feasibility studies 
for the projects identified for private/foreign investment, establishing the 
scope of the project, laying down standards and specifications for its 
construction, finalising alignment and determining requirement of land. A 
plan for relocation/shifting of utility services, cutting of trees, preparation of 
social assessment of the project and identifying the rehabilitation and 
resettlement issues will also be made. It will also undertake tariff forecast, 
identify highway related activities and their locations. lA will compute the 
economic and financial viability of the project after assessing the benefits 
to the users and on its basis will determine the user fee structures for 
different funding options. It will also calculate the risks to the project and 
indicate upon the possibilities and opportunities of real estate development. 
On the basis of these feasibility studies the bids on BOT Basis for 
the identified projects would be invited for the following categories of the 
projects : 
Category 1 : consisting of railway overbridges, bypasses, bridges and 
interchanges, each project costing less than Rs. 1000 million as per the 
feasibility study. 
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Category 2 : Consisting of projects relating to 4 laning and expressways, 
bypasses and bridges each costing more than Rs. 1000 million as per the 
feasibility study.^° 
In the case of category I, project costing upto Rs. 500 million, bids 
are received in two covers - one containing the technical proposal and the 
other the financial bid. The later is applicable to those bidders vk^ich made 
the minimum technical standards will be given future evaluation." 
In case of category II and category I projects costing above Rs. 50 
millions, two stage bidding will be followed. In first stage, proposals will be 
invited from bidders for short listing and they will only be eligible for 
financial bidding.''^ 
The bids would be accompanied by a bid security bond equal to 
1 % of the project cost as determined by the feasibility study. The bidder 
who succeeds would have to furnish a performance security bond of an 
amount of 3% of the cost of the project as ascertained by the feasibility 
study. Such bond will be discharged after 25% completion of work. 
The land alloted for the project would be given to the enterprise on 
lease for the concession period. The expenditure on legal formalities on 
lease documentation will be borne by the enterprise. The enterprise has to 
complete the project in the specified time keeping in mind the standards 
and specifications prescribed in the agreement executed for undertaking 
the project. 
Till the completion of the concessional period the enterprise will 
regulate and control the traffic on the project and collect toll taxes as 
specified by the Govt. 
After the completion of the concessional period the investor will 
have to transfer the project to the Govt, without charging any sum for it. 
b. Foreign Investment in Road Sector since 1991 : 
Since the liberalisation of the road sector for a free entry for the 
foreign investors to participate in the construction and maintenance of 
highways, expressways, bridges, and en-route facilities. India has not 
received any proposal from them till now in this sector. 
c. Future prospects : 
It is not so that the foreign investment in road sector would not 
come in future. There are still hopes that the foreign investors would find 
India a profitable place to invest in its road sector. There are as many as 
17 projects involving a sum of Rs. 835.51 crores which has been offered to 
the private sector. These projects are in various stages of implementation. 
Several of these projects have been awarded on BOT basis as per (List 
No. 2). 
The National Integrated Highway Project merging the Golden 
Quadrilateral connecting Delhi, Mumbai, Chennai and Calcutta with East-
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West (Silchar to Saurashtra) and North-South (Kashmir to Kanya Kumari) 
corridors has been launched. The total length to be covered in this project 
is 13,000 Kms^^. Of which the roads connecting East to West and North to 
South are of 7,000 Kms. length, is estimated to cost Rs. 28,000 crores 
were found to be a miscalculation by the experts. The experts calculated it 
to cost about Rs. 50,000 to Rs. 60,000 crores.""^ In this project over 50 
firms, including Larsen and Tourbo, and Indo Malaysian Joint Venture IJM 
Gayatri and Renong of Malaysia are in the running for a roughly Rs. 900 
crore worth road contracts for 265 Kms. length to be soon finalised by the 
Ministry of Surface Transport (MOST).''^ 
MOST has recently announced the construction of 5 more NHs in 
N-E region. The proposed highways are : 
(i) Doboka Silchar (NH-54) with a stretch of 290 Kms. in Assam. 
(ii) Kohima-lmphal-Aizwal (NH-150) with a stretch of 141 Kms. in 
Mizoram, 523 Kms. in Manipur and 36 Kms. in Nagaland. 
(iii) Baghmara-Dalu (NH-62) with a stretch of 65 Kms. in Meghalaya. 
(iv) Jowai-Dawki (NH-40) with a stretch of 55 Kms. in Meghalaya 
(v) Sairang Manu (NH-444) with a length of 165 Kms. in Mizoram and 65 
Kms. in Tripura.""® 
Not only these, but the State Govts, are also trying to offer the 
renovation and maintenance of their existing State Highways (SHs) to the 
domestic and foreign private sector. The State Govts, are now busy in 
formulating policy measures to attracting huge amounts of foreign 
investments in construction of new SHs. 
The Minister for Surface Transport TG. Venkatraman earlier said 
that the development of road sector would need an investment of nearly Rs. 
1770 billion over a period of 10 to 11 years. It may not be possible to find 
this kind of money from budgetary resources.""^ 
To achieve the aforesaid and future targets the Govt, should take 
appropriate step to encourage the Indian and foreign private corporates to 
take these projects to give a new look to our road infrastructure. 
2. Ports : 
India has eleven major ports and 139 minor and intermediate ports 
along the 5560 Kms. long Indian coastline.''^ The Indian ports are working 
beyond their installed capacities. As evident from the fact that the total 
capacity of major ports have been estimated at 174 million tonnes as on 
31st March, 1995 but the actual cargo handled by them was 197.3 mt.''®and 
similarly as against the total capacity of 218 million tonnes on 31st March, 
1998 the ports handled 251.5 million tonnes of cargo.2° This over capacity 
utilisation of Indian ports results in pre-berthing delays and longer ship turn 
around time. The other problems that Indian ports are facing are : 
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(i) Obsolete and old equipments causing operational constraints such as 
frequent breakdown of cargo handling equipment. 
(ii) Inadequate dredging and container handling facilities. 
(iii) Draft limitations 
(iv) Unionized labour 
(v) Labour intensive methods of bulk handling of sensitive commodities 
like thermal coal. 
(vi) Lack of proper coordination in the entire logistics chain.^^ 
The Union Minister for Surface Transport, said, "speedy expansion 
of port capacity will be given the highest priority in the coming years. 
Emphasis would be laid on modernising port equipment".^^ 
MOST commissioned ICICI Ltd. to conduct a study on 
"Perspective Plan for Indian Port Sector - Vision 2020" which 
recommended that the Jawaharlal Nehru Port and Chennai Port on the west 
and east coast, respectively as mega ports, should be upgraded at a cost 
of Rs. 800 crores to enhance the capacities and draft to handle the large 
fourth-generation vessels to check for enhancement of existing capacities 
and development of new ports both under public and private sector 
participation.2^ 
As a result, the Govt, took the initiative to let the private and 
foreign investors bid for the development of the major ports and construct 
new ports to overcome the bottlenecks faced by the existing port sector of 
the country. In 1997, the Govt, for the first time allowed the entry of the 
foreign investments in this sector on competitive bidding procedure. 
(a) Ports - Foreign Investment Policy : 
With a view to encouraging foreign investment in the form of FDI 
in the port sector, the Govt, has decided to grant automatic approval to FDI 
upto 74% for construction and maintenance of ports and harbours. FDI 
proposal beyond 74% would be considered by the FIPB on a case to case 
basis. 
In addition to the above, the Govt, has announced guidelines which 
shall govern FIPB approvals. A significant development in this regard is 
that the FIPB may consider and recommend proposals for 100% foreign 
owned holding/subsidiary companies in the ports sector. 
Recently, the Govt, has permitted foreign equity participation upto 
100% under automatic route, subject to a ceiling of Rs. 1500 crore on 
foreign equity. 
For performance in the following fields foreign investment is 
encouraged in port sector : 
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(i) Leasing out existing assets of ports. 
(ii) Construction/creation of additional assets such as : 
- construction/operation of bulk, break bulk, multipurpose and 
specialised cargo berths 
- Warehousing, container, freight stations, storage facilities and 
tank farms. 
Cranage/handing equipment 
Setting up captive power plants 
Dry docking and ship repair facilities 
(iii) Leasing of equipment and floating crafts from private sector. 
(iv) Pilotage 
(v) Captive facilities for port based industries. 
The foreign investors would be invited to offer open tenders on 
BOT basis. The invited bids would be based on a two cover system 
consisting of technical and financial bids (as mentioned in case of road 
sector above). A comparative financial evaluation would be done on the 
basis of the concept of maximum realisation to the port on Net Present 
Value (NPV) method using a discount rate as periodically fixed by the Govt. 
The foreign investor will have to pay royalty based on the minimum tariff 
which the entrepreneurs guarantee. The maximum licence period including 
construction period wouldnot exceed 30 years. On the expiry of the BOT 
period the investor would revert the assets to the relevant port free of cost. 
In addition, the Govt, has empowered MOST to give environmental 
clearance to these projects within 15 days of the application. 
(b) Foreign Investment in Ports Sector 
The results of the aforesaid foreign investment policy were evident 
in the year 1997-98, where four financial nature projects were cleared by 
the Govt., invoking an amount of Rs. 1,522 millions. Upto 31st Dec, 1998 
another three projects of financial nature involving an amount of Rs. 3683 
millions were given nod by the Govt. Therefore, till date 7 projects of 
financial nature with Rs. 5205 millions have been approved by the Govt. 
(Table 4.1(a) 
Table 4.1(a) : Foreign Direct Investment in Port Sector since 1991 
1997-98 
1998-99* 
Total 
Number of Projects Approved 
Technical Financial Total 
0 
0 
0 
4 
3 
7 
4 
3 
7 
Amount approved 
Rs. in Millions 
1522.00 
3683.00 
5205.00 
'Figures upto 31st Dec. 1998. 
Source : Govt, of India, Ministry of Industry, SIA Newsletters, Jan., '99 and 
previous issues. 
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Table 4.1(b) : ECBs approved for Port and Road Sectors 
(US $ Million) 
Year 1991-95 1995-96 1996-97 1997-98 1998-99* 
Amount - - - 61 
*As on 23.12.1998. 
Source : Govt, of India, Ministry of Finance; Economic Survey 1998-99 P. 
89 (Table 6.11). 
On the other hand in the year 1997-98 an amount of US $ 61 
millions was collected collectively by Road and Port sector. US $ 60 millions 
was granted by Asian Development Bank (ADB) for the development of 
Kakinada Port^^ and the balance for the road development [Table 3.1(b)]. 
(c) Future Prospects : 
It is projected that the annual traffic to be handled by major ports 
in 2000-01, will rise to 390 million tonnes and over 650 million tonnes by 
2005-06. On the other hand the capacity required to handle the traffic by 
major ports is expected to be 325 million tonnes in 2000-01, and 540 
million tonnes in 2005-06. Therefore, the additional capacity that needs to 
be commissioned to cater to the traffic is estimated to be 138 million 
tonnes by 2000-01, and 215 million tonnes during 2001-02 to 2005-06.25 
Productivity in terms of Average Ship Turn Around (ASTA) and 
Average Ship Berth Output (ASBO) is required to be improved by 
additional capacities creation at existing and new ports to improve 
productivity levels to international standards.^^ 
It has been estimated that Rs. 254 billions (US $ 7.3 billions) 
would be required to create 350 million tonnes of additional cargo handling 
capacity, required by 2005-06. To finance this requirement, the internal 
resources of ports are likely to yield Rs. 135 billions (US $ 3.9 billions) 
during the period. The balance of Rs. 119 billions (US $ 3.4 billions) would 
come from either domestic capital market or through international capital 
flows.27 
The Government of India alongwith MOST has been making 
strategy to offer several project opportunities in the port sector, to the 
domestic and foreign private sector investment on BOT basis. MOST has 
identified a large number of major port projects for implementation 
aggregating to US $ 6-7 billions. The ports on their part are preparing 
feasibility reports for these projects, after which they will be offered for BOT 
tenders. The list of these projects are given below : 
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List No. 3 : Major port opportunities 
Port 
Jawaharlal 
Nehru Port, 
Mumbai (JNPT) 
New Mangalore 
Tuticorin 
Project particulars 
Liquid Cargo berth 
Marine Chemical terminal 
Six berth terminal at Nhava Creek 
Container freight station 
Bulk handling terminal 
Port facilities for expansion of 
MRPL Refinery 
Construction of new outer harbour 
(including modern container 
terminal) 
Container handling facilities 
at berth No. 7 
Estimated costs 
(Million US $) 
35 
535 
335 
5 
100 
35 
1200 
80 
Chennai 
Visakhapatham 
Kochi 
Calcutta 
Mormugao 
Construction of new outer harbour 
Construction of outer to outer 
harbour (part construction through 
private sector) construction of 
multipurpose berths 
700 
140 
800 Construction of container terminal 
Construction of LPG & LNG terminal 
at Puthuvypeen 100 
Cargo handing facilities 
Budge container terminal 
Second dock arm at Haldia 
Construction of outer harbour 
Construction of FRH master 
plan berths 
Construction of berths west of 
break water 
40 
250 
700 
75 
200 
Paradip Dry dock ship repair facilities at 
Paradip 470 
Upgradation of facilities for 
container berth 35 
Captive fertiliser handling system 35 
Estimated total investment 6,670 
Source : Ministry of Surface Transport, Govt, of India. 
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In case of minor ports the respective State Govts, have taken 
initiative for participation of private and foreign investors in the fields of 
construction and maintenance of new ports and renovation for existing ones 
e.g. 
(i) In Andhra Pradesh four ports have been identified for 
development. 
(ii) In Gujarat an estimated investment of US $ 280 million is 
required for carrying on feasibility studies undertaken for 
identified projects. In addition, ten greenfield sites have been 
identified, for which international bids have been invited for 
carrying on prefeasibility studies undertaken for identified 
projects. There is also a proposal to construct a JV port at 
Pipavav (It has been already constructed and inaugurated also). 
(iii) In Karnataka keen interest of the private domestic/foreign 
investors is required to develop Karwar Port on BOT basis. 
(iv) In Kerala, private participation is invited in ten identified minor 
ports and proposals for development of two additional ports are 
under consideration. 
(v) In Orissa, a comprehensive master plan is under preparation 
for developing potential minor ports and a detafled feasibility 
report, as one port has already been completed. 
(vi) In Tamil Nadu, the feasibility report for one port has been 
carried out and the tender on BOT basis has to be made.^^ 
Therefore, these project opportunities in major and minor port 
sector of India, if properly handled can bring a lot of foreign investment in 
the country. 
3. Air/Sea Transport : 
India's air transport and sea transport are facing infrastructural 
constraints severely. Its airports are crowded with passengers and resting 
planes. The flight safety measures are not upto mark, the airport buildings 
are in a bad shape and many other operational problems. Mr. Justice V.A. 
Mehta of the Bombay High Court in his report on the Indian Airlines Boeing 
737 crash at Aurangabad on 21st April, 1993, in which 53 persons lost their 
life, reported. "In India, passengers terminals (airports) often resemble rural 
railway stations and the facilities available, or rather the lack of them donot 
represent a good picture of the country's civil aviation record".^^ 
Only 55 of the 120 airports in the country are functional and others 
are quasi functional of which only 5 are international airports.^° Therefore, 
the Govt, made it the top priority to streamline the existing facilities at these 
five international airports before undertaking any new projects. 
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On the other hand, the passenger and cargo traffic in the country 
is increasing, to match it, the capacity of domestic airlines is insufficient. 
Therefore, the Govt, of India in 1989, launched its "Open Skies Policy" 
enabling the private airlines to operate in the country as air taxis.^•' After the 
announcement of liberalisation policy an impetus on the part of private 
airlines was found in the year, 1992. 
Airport infrastructure demands heavy investment, large 
expenditure on servicing, replacements and renewals e.g. the Ninth Plan 
outlay for the five international airports is just Rs.525 crores, whereas Delhi 
alone would need an immediate investment of around US $ 400 millions. 
On the other hand the cost of the new international airport at Devanahafli, 
near Bangalore is estimated to be around Rs. 7000 crores.^^ |t jg obvious 
that such airports cannot be constructed exclusively by Airport Authority of 
India (AAI). Hence, the need to invite domestic and foreign private investors 
arosed, to participate in the development of new internal airports and the 
expansion of infrastructural support at the domestic airports. 
To give a boost to the shipping industry and water transport 
(inland) MOST has also made measures to encourage domestic and foreign 
private sectors to participate in the development of the infrastructure 
required by these sectors (Ports being already discussed). 
(a) Air Transport - Foreign Investment Policy 
The domestic civil aviation sector of India is also not opened to 
foreign airlines till now, despite high pressures lobbying by private investors 
within the country and abroad. The only concession given was to allow 
private Indian investors as well as foreign based non-airline companies to 
invest upto a maximum of 40% of share capital in private airlines in India. 
However, NRIs were allowed this facility upto 100% equity. But the Govt, 
categorically disallowed the foreign airlines to invest in this sector in India. 
The Govt, has changed its policy, a bit, regarding private sector 
investment (domestic and foreign) in building the aviation infrastructure, 
including airports. The airport infrastructure policy allowed 74% foreign 
equity participation and in exceptional cases it could be raised to 100%. 
The RBI has also relaxed the rules for bringing in FDI through 
FIPB route. Now the companies proposals which have already been 
approved by either FIPB or Secretariat of Industrial Assistance (SIA) will be 
allowed to bring in the investments directly under Foreign Exchange 
Regulation Act (FERA).33 
(il) Shipping Transport - Foreign Investment Policy : 
To upgrade the shipping transport system, the FDI is automatically 
approved upto 51% foreign equity participation in construction of 
mechanised sailing vessels upto 10000 DWT including fishing vessels and 
ship ancillaries and supporting services to water transport like operation 
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and maintenance of piers, boarding and discharging of vessels and in cargo 
handling. 
Further, automatic approvals upto 74% of equity participation was 
allowed in Ocean and inland water transports. 
NRIs/OCBs are also allowed for an 100% equity participation in 
manufacture of ships and boats; making of ships and other vessels drawn 
by power upto 10000 DWT and parts and accessories for ships and boats. 
They can also invest in ocean and inland water transports. They are also 
permitted to invest in supporting services such as operation and 
maintenance of piers, loading and discharging of vessels and handling 
cargoes. 
(b) Foreign Investment in Air/Sea Transport 
The foreign investment in the form of FDI for the first time came in 
India in 1993-94.In the year out of the total projects approved being 24, 6 
were of technical and 18 were of financial nature. The amount approved 
was Rs. 978.57 millions. In the following year 11 financial projects were 
approved involving an FDI of 9506.93 millions, an increase of more than 9 
times. Next year i.e. 1995-96, no doubt the projects approved were 14 but 
the amount declined to just Rs. 1897.86 millions being a shortfall of 80.04%. 
In 1996-97, the FDI inflows in air and ship transport again went up by 
99.49% than that of previous year to Rs. 3785.96 millions. In all, 20 projects 
were approved of which 2 were on technical grounds and 18 on financial. 
The highest number of projects were approved in 1997-98, i.e. 26 projects, 
of which one was of technical and 25 of financial nature. The amount 
approved rose by 11.16% than that of previous year i.e. Rs. 4208.61 
millions upto 31st Dec, 1998. Two technical and 9 financial projects were 
approved amounting to FDI of Rs. 2355.20 millions. Thus upto 31st Dec 
1998, in all, 106 projects were approved involving FDI of Rs. 22,733.13 
millions of which only 11 (10.38% of total approved projects of 106) were 
of technical nature and the balance of 95 (89.62% of total approved projects 
106) were of financial nature [Table No. 4.2(a)]. 
Table No. 4.2(a) : Foreign Direct Investment In Air/Sea Transport 
sector since 1991 
Year 
1993-94 
1994-95 
1995-96 
1996-97 
1997-98 
1998-99* 
Total 
Number of Projects 
Technical 
6 
-
-
2 
1 
2 
11 
Financia 
18 
11 
14 
18 
25 
9 
95 
approved 
1 Total 
24 
11 
14 
20 
26 
11 
106 
Amount Approved 
(Rs. in mil l ion) 
978.57 
9506.93 
1897.86 
3785.96 
4208.61 
2355.20 
22733.13 
Figures upto 31st Dec. 1998 
Source : Govt, of India, Ministry of Industry, SIA Newsletters, Jan. '98 and 
previous issues 
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In 1996-97, the approvals in regard to ECBs was of US $ 191 
millions of which US $ 45 millions was for civil aviation sector and US $ 
146 millions for shipping sector. In 1997-98, the amount for civil aviation 
increased by more than 8 times to US $ 373 millions and for shipping 
sector by 43.83% to US $ 210 millions. Upto 23rd Dec. 1998 the amount 
approved for shipping sector was US $ 36 millions. There were no 
approvals for civil aviation sector for this period. Upto 23rd Dec, 1998, US 
$ 810 millions ECBs have been approved for these two sectors of which 
51.61% i.e. US $ 418 millions was approved for civil aviation and the 
balance of 48.39% i.e. US $ 392 millions for shipping sector [Table No. 
4.2(b)] 
Table No. 4.2(b): ECB Approval In Air/Sea Transport 
Year 
Air 
Sea 
1996-97 
45 
146 
1997-98 
373 
210 
1998-99* 
0 
36 
Total (US $ 
Million) 
418 (51.61) 
392 (48.39) 
Total 191 583 36 810 (100.00) 
*As on 23.12.98 
Source : Govt, of India, Ministry of Finance : Economic Survey 1998-99 p. 
89 (Table 6.11) 
(c) Future Prospects : 
The Govt, has decided to privatise 10 airports in the country 
they are Delhi, Mumbai, Chennai, Calcutta, Thiruvananthapuram, 
Ahmedabad, Hyderabad, Guwahati, Amritsar and Goa. All these airports 
would be transformed to the private companies and would spin off as AAI 
subsidiaries before entering into collaboration with domestic and foreign 
private sector companies.^'' These airports would be requiring a lot of 
money for their renovation purposes. 
There is a proposal of construction of two airports at Delhi, 
one would be a domestic terminal estimated to cost Rs. 450 crores and the 
other an international terminal at a cost of Rs. 716 crores.^^ 
The Govt, is giving priority to renovate the 5 international 
airports, first of which Delhi, which require an investment of about US $ 400 
millions.^^ 
Airports at Hubli, Mangalore, Belgaum, Gulbarga and Mysore 
in Karnataka to be upgraded. 
The proposed Bangalore International airport estimated to cost 
Rs. 3713 crores.^^ can also bring up a lot of foreign investment in the 
country from the Tata Consortium of private and foreign investors. 
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There is another proposal for Bangalore to have another 
international airport i.e. to transform the present Hindustan Aeronautical 
Limited (HAL) airport to an international airport estimated to cost Rs. 1200 
crores.^ 
Gujarat will also be developing airports at Mehsana, Amreli, 
Ankleshwar and Surat into full fledged aerodomes soon.^^ 
Karnataka Govt, wants to construct new domestic airports at 
Gulbarga, Bellary, Hassan etc. to handle 50 seater aircrafts.'*" 
There is another international airport proposed at Hyderabad 
estimated to cost Rs. 2000 crores.'*'' 
The Inland Waterway Authority of India (IWAI) wants to develop 
Inland Water Terminal (IWT) at the two national waterways, Ganga and 
Brahmaputra, i.e. on Ganga, Bhagirathi, Hoogli River (GBH) and 
Brahmaputra river system covering the States of U.P., Bihar, Assam and 
NE-region.^2 
A ship repairing complex would be set up at Haldia port estimated 
to cost Rs. 500 crores with collaboration of a private firm from 
Netherlands.'*^ 
These aforesaid proposals and side by side Govt's, attitude 
towards foreign capital, if continued or for further liberalisation would help 
India to generate lot of foreign investment inflows. 
B. ENERGY : 
The Govt, has also liberalised its energy sector for the sake of 
private sector participation (Indian and foreign). Previously the coal sector 
was reserved for the public sector only but in the late 1998 it was also 
offered to private sector investments. Since 1991 the Govt, has privatised 
the power sector (to be discussed in the next chapter) and oil and gas 
sector. The foreign investment policy and approved inflows in this sector, 
individually is mentioned below : 
1. Coal : 
Coal which is an important source of energy in India meets 
60% of the country's energy demand. Within the next 5 or 10 years the 
demand for coal in India is expected to increase manifold due to the 
completion of ongoing coal based, thermal power projects, and demand 
from metallurgical and other related industries. Demand for coal has been 
rising at an annual rate of 6% since 1992-93. Coal India Limited (CIL) and 
its subsidiaries without being able to meet the projected demand of 690 
million tonnes by the end of 2009-10, alone.'*'' To meet the gap between 
production and demand of coal, an amount of US $ 18 billion is required, 
of which the PSUs would invest about US $ 8-10 billions, the rest would be 
financed by the domestic private sector and foreign investments.'*^ The 
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technology used by the PSUs are obsolete and outdated, therefore modern 
technologies are required to increase the production of coal in the country. 
Recently, the Govt, has de-reserved and delicenced this sector for the 
purpose of giving access to the domestic and foreign private sector 
participation. 
(a) Coal - Foreign Investment Policy : 
The most recent announcement of the Govt, towards 
deregulation of coal industry has been the Integrated Coal Policy which 
provides for; 
(i) Private Indian companies with foreign investments upto 50% of total 
equity, on Build, Operate and Own (BOO) Basis to mine coal and sell 
to third parties at market prices. 
(ii) Decontrol of prices of large number of coal grades. 
(iii) Creation of a centralised exploration databank to assist investors to 
choose projects. 
(iv) The Coal Mines Nationalisation Act, 1973 was amended to permit 
power and cement plants to mine for captive consumption along with 
iron and steel manufacturing units. These industries can set up 
separate coal mining companies, provided the end user company (its 
holding company) has a minimum of 26% voting equity holding in the 
coal mining company. 
The private (domestic and foreign) investor after fulfilling the 
required eligibility criteria are permitted to file applications to the screening 
committee at the Ministry of Coal for allotment of a coal block for captive 
mining. The committee on the basis of following guidelines would identify 
an appropriate block : 
(i) Availability of block for exploitation 
(ii) Block in greenfield areas. 
(iii) Proximity to existing mines. 
(iv) Cost of exploration to be borne by the private party. 
(v) Adequacy for meeting coal requirement for 30 years. 
After this a mining plan is to be made in accordance with the 
prescribed procedure for approval by the Central Govt. The investor has to 
file an application with the concerned State Govt, for insurance of a mining 
lease. After that the memorandum and articles of association of the 
concerned investment bodies are to be furnished to the Ministry of Coal. 
After fulfilling these formalities the investors would be transferred or 
allocated the mining lease and the title to the block by the CIL. 
The private (foreign domestic) sector participation in the coal 
sector is permitted to carrying on the following works : 
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(i) Setting up of coal washeries at pit-heads where CIL is unable to do so. 
(ii) Supply of equipments required for the mining of coal by public, 
private and foreign companies. 
(iii) Services for planning and designing mines and monitoring of 
projects. 
(iv) For providing technical assistance in areas of geo-technical and 
hydrological evaluations of the deposits and mine production 
planning. 
(v) Participation in exploitation of coal through mechanised underground 
mining techniques like longwall mining and mechanised board and 
pillar mining. 
(vi) Adaptation of clean coal technologies like Integrated Gasification 
Combined Cycle, Pressurised Fluidised Bed Combustion, Coal 
Beneficiation and Slurry Combustion, In-situ Coal Gasification and 
Coal Bed Methane Exploitation. 
(b) Foreign Investment in Coal Sector : 
As the aforesaid policy has been introduced recently therefore 
till date no FDI and ECBs have been approved in this sector. 
(c) Future Prospects : 
In the future as has been mentioned above that an investment 
of US $ 8-10 billions is required to fulfil the gap between demand and 
production of about 150 millions tonnes of coal by 2009-10.'*^ The Govt, has 
also recognised some coal fields as Non-Coking Coal Blocks for Mining by 
domestic and foreign Investors (List No. 4). 
Apart from this, significant international players, in this field, 
have already showed interest to enter India. Some of the prominent ones, 
amongst others are :'*^  
(i) US-based Spectrum Technologies has established the ST-BSES 
Coal Washery Company, a JV with power producer BSES Ltd. to set 
up a 2.5 million tonnes washery. 
(ii) Several Australian companies are exploring the possibility of setting 
up coal washeries and blending of Australian Coal with Indian Coal. 
CRA Ltd. is negotiating with Indian Steel major, the Ispat Group, for 
future coal projects. 
(iii) The Henry Walker Group of Australia also plans to invest US $ 10 
millions in JVs in iron ore and coal mining projects. 
(iv) The British-Australian mining conglomerate, CRA-RTZ, proposes to 
acquire a 50% stake in Central India Coaking Coalfield Ltd. (CICCL) 
(v) The UK and India have signed a MOU to identify areas for 
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cooperation in mining and exploration of coal and lignite, identify 
methods of financing, and promote the introduction of state-of-the-art 
technology and efficient management practices. The establishment 
of an Indo-British Coal Forum is also on their agenda. 
(vi) Kopex, a leading Polish mining equipment manufacturer is 
negotiating with CIL for the setting up of modern mines and enhanced 
mine safety measures. 
(vii) World Bank has agreed to fund CIL's US $ 1.06 billions for coal 
sector modernisation programmes jointly with the Export-Import Bank 
of Japan. 
The above mentioned projects if come into line and the Govt's 
attitude towards foreign investors remain favourable, then not only US $ 
8-10 billions but much more amounts can flow in the country. 
2. Oil and Gas : 
Oil and gas the most critical energy source and a major 
determinant of global development and prosperity, emerges as the most 
vital issue today. For India particularly the whirlwind of change holds a 
challenge in itself. Rapid urbanization, industrialisation and high demand 
for transportation has doubled India's petroleum consumption during the 
last decade. 
In the next ten years the demand will go up by 6 to 7% per year. 
At present the country is almost importing 60% of the requirement of crude 
oil and petroleum product.^^ 
Events within the oil and gas industry in the 90's viz. cost 
reduction, down sizing, expansion of new technologies, formation of 
strategic alliances and JVs with domestic and foreign private investors etc. 
have created a situation calling for greater opportunities for cooperation of 
global majors. 
The Economic Reforms launched by the Narsimha Rao Govt, in 
1991, provided for the participation of the private sector, both Indian and 
foreign and more importantly the TNCs in oil exploration., Then also the 
Eighth Plan's target for production of crude oil of 47.08 million tonnes felt 
short by about 10 million tonnes. It, however, appears that the foreign oil 
companies are yet to be persuaded that, it will be worthwhile for them to 
participate in oil exploration and step up India's oil production.'*® 
The earlier policy of the Govt, had been to retain the 
discovered oil fields and exploration of the same as the exclusive preserve 
of Oil and Natural Gas Corporation (ONGC) and Oil India Limited (OIL) and 
lease out only the unexplored to the foreign oil companies. On the other 
hand, the foreign oil companies preferred to restrict their attention to the 
areas where oil has already been discovered as they would promise for 
them the attractive returns for their investments instead of entering the 
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Sprawling virgin areas in the Ganga Valley and the Himalayan foothills. The 
dismal response to this policy has forced the Govt, to open up the existing 
oil producing areas also for exploitation by the foreign and Indian private 
sector.^ 
While an extra stress has been laid down on oil exploration, 
equal importance should also be given to the technology requirements 
desired for the purpose. Among the strenuous tasks faced in the oil 
exploration is that how to thrown up these by heavy oil deposits requiring 
special lifting technologies. Therefore, there has to be continuous 
upgradation of technology for the location and estimation of hydrocarbon 
reserves. Because, of lack of technologies many areas in the country, where 
there is expectations of oil reserves are yet left undetected and unexplored. 
The demand for natural gas from the different end users is 
estimated to go to about 150 million cubic metres a day by 2000-2001 from 
80 million cubic metres a day in 1997. Further, till 2005-06, the demand 
may go up to 200 million cubic metres a day. To match this rise in demand 
the production will increase from 63 million cubic metres in 1997 to 77 
million cubic metres in 2000-01.^^ 
Thus, the development efforts by national companies are being 
supplemented by formation of JV companies with the private sector in India 
and the MNCs to fill the gap between production and demand to some 
extent and the balance by imports. 
For the increasing demand of crude oil to be 101 million tonnes 
in 2001-02, and 135 million tonnes in 2006-07, and again an increase in 
2010-11, to 164 million tonnes need a high level of production but by 
2006-07, the production is estimated to be just 44 million tonnes, therefore 
the gap will be filled by imports. On the other hand the refining capacity for 
petroleum products will be well over 120 million tonnes by the turn of the 
century and 160 million tonnes in 2005-06." 
The enormous demand of petroleum products has to be 
tackled by encouraging exploration and production of crude oil and 
augmenting refining capacity, as opposed to import of these products. 
Importing and refining the crude instead of importing petroleum products is 
a sensible economic option since crude prices are expected to be more 
stable than petroleum products in the international markets and secondly, it 
is easier to import crude than various grades of finished products. 
Infrastructure requirements at ports is simpler with Single Busy Mooring 
(SBM) facilities to receive very large quantities of crude oil, and it is easier 
to transport crude oil to inland refineries than the finished products to the 
demand centres.^^ 
The Govt, has recognised the need for large investments in the 
development of refineries and keeping in view its commitment to 
encourage investments in private sector has taken a major step of 
abolishing the project import duty on the plant and machinery for refineries. 
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It is to be emphasised that in a free market scenario, isolated refineries 
cannot sustain the massive investment in terms of return and marketing of 
petroleum products which also have to be allowed to the private investors 
in the refining sector. This will ensure adequate returns for huge capital 
intensive projects in this vital sector ^^  
In accordance with, achieving economies in consumption and 
reducing losses in transportation of petroleum products by road, rail and 
through ports, vigorous efforts have to be made.^^ Close to 65% of the 
revenue of the major ports comes from handling petroleum imports and 
12% of railways and roads revenue comes from petroleum traffic Both 
these means of transports have charged exhorbitant rates in the past e g 
very often, the ports donot have powerful tugs to tow the ships, since these 
causes delay, the oil companies hire more powerful tugs on their own and 
bill it to the Oil Pool Account. The ports however, continue to charge high 
rates. ^ ^ 
With a view to avoid heavy congestion and rail traffic, pipeline 
networks for transporting crude as well as refinery products are being 
constructed in different regions. These pipeline projects can handle huge 
quantities over long distances in short time.^^ The pipeline construction 
projects are costly affairs involving thousand crores of rupees therefore, the 
Govt, has emphasised the need of private participation in pipeline 
construction also. 
(a) Oil and Gas - Foreign Investment Policy^' 
The Indian Govt, has formulated various policies to attract 
foreign investors in different areas of oil and gas sectors 
In a refining project involving a private Indian party, foreign 
investment upto 49% is permitted, if the refinery sells its products in the 
Domestic Tariff Area. In case the refinery is export oriented foreign 
investment upto 100% is to be permitted 
In case of oil exploration, development and production, as per 
the Govt policy, the medium sized fields will be developed through joint 
ventures between ONGC or OIL and private companies (Indian/Foreign) 
ONGC/OIL will have 40% stake in the venture. The small sized fields will be 
developed by the companies themselves without ONGC/OIL participation, 
under production sharing contracts to be signed by the companies with the 
Govt 
In this field foreign investment would be allowed to the following 
extent • 
(i) 100% foreign equity in the discovered small sized oil fields of 
national oil companies 
(ii) Foreign equity upto 60% for un-incorporated JVs and 51% for 
incorporated JVs for medium sized oil fields 
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(iii) 100% foreign equity will be allowed through competitive bidding 
process for exploration and production of identified blocks under New 
Exploration Licensing Policy (NELP). 
For laying down of product pipelines, a holding company 
structure with equal participation of public and private sector (Indian and 
foreign) including financial institutions and public is envisaged. The JV 
policy is as under: 
(i) The holding company (non-Govt.) will have the following equity 
participation 
- Public Sector oil companies will together hold 50% of equity. 
- The balance 50% will be offered to private companies (Indian and 
foreign), financial institutions and the public; the equity contribution 
of any individual entity will not exceed 10%. 
(iii) The holding company will be a financial company and will form 
subsidiary JVs for implementation of identified and prioritised 
pipeline projects. 
(iii) The following two options may be followed in regard to equity 
participation in the subsidiaries -
- The holding company will contribute more than 50% of the total 
company, say 5 1 % and the balance will be offered to other oil 
companies, private companies (Indian and foreign) financial 
institutions and the public. 
OR 
- The holding company will contribute less than 50% but a minimum 
of 26% of equity. Upto 26% will be offered to other oil companies, 
private companies and the balance to the public and financial 
institutions in such a way that no individual entity has more than 
5% share. 
In case of Natural Gas and Liquified Natural Gas (LNG) the private 
investors (Indian and foreign) are allowed to transport and distribute the 
products. 
For trading and marketing of petroleum products, foreign 
investment is permitted to be channelised through a holding company. 
However, actual activities would have to be undertaken through step down 
subsidiaries. 
A minimum of 26% of equity of the step down subsidiary is to be 
held by an Indian partner in case of capital intensive projects. Where the 
Indian partner is unable to contribute his share of equity, 100% foreign 
equity participation would be permitted. However, a minimum of 26% would 
be required to be divested to Indian partner(s), within 5 years of 
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commencement of operations. Trading and marketing would be only 
permitted for products covered under the parallel marketing system, and not 
in respect of products regulated under Administered Price Mechanised 
(APM). In addition, the contractors are permitted to market crude oil and 
gas discovered in the blocks In the domestic markets only. 
To upgrade the quality and volume of seismic data, the Govt., has 
provided for two rounds of biddings for speculative surveys. After the 
seismic work is completed, the blocks are to be offered for exploration. The 
data acquired by the seismic companies can be sold in India and abroad. 
(b) Foreign Investment in Oil and Gas Sector since 1991 
Since the liberalisation policy of the Govt, of India and opening of 
the oil and gas sector for domestic and foreign private sector participation 
till 31st Dec, 1998, in all 344 projects of which 146 were of technical and 
198 of financial nature have been approved involving FDI of about Rs. 
2,43,653.62 millions [Table No. 4.3(a)l. 
Table No. 4.3(a) : Foreign Direct Investment in Oil Refineries and 
Fuels since 1991 
Year 
1992-93 
1993-94 
1994-95 
1995-96 
1996-97 
1997-98 
1998-99* 
Total 
Number of 
Technical 
-
42 
6 
25 
38 
17 
18 
146 
Projects a 
Financial 
24 
20 
27 
24 
36 
42 
25 
198 
ipproved 
Total 
24 
62 
33 
49 
74 
59 
43 
344 
Amount Approved 
(Rs. in million) 
16,829.30 
8,204.09 
17,049.11 
28,365.09 
22,960.20 
71,741.06 
78,504.77 
2,43,653.62 
'Figures upto 31st Dec. 1998 
Source : Govt, of India, Ministry of Industry, SIA Newsletters, Jan. '99 and 
previous issues 
Upto 1992-93, 24 financial nature projects were approved 
involving an investment of Rs. 16,829.30 millions. In 1993-94 the total 
approved projects increased to 62 (42 technical and 20 financial) and the 
amount was Rs. 8204.09 millions. In 1994-95, the approvals increased by 
twice amounting to Rs. 17,049.11 millions. But there was a decrease in the 
number of projects approved by 46.77% to 33 of which 6 were of technical 
and 27 of financial nature. In 1995-96, the projects approved were just 49 
(25 technical and 24 financial) but the amount approved was Rs. 28,365.09 
millions being 66.37% more than in 1994-95. In the following year, 1996-97, 
the highest number of projects were approved i.e. 74 (38 technical and 36 
financial) involving FDI of Rs. 22,960.20 millions being 19.05% less than 
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previous year. In 1997-98, the projects approvals declined by 20.27% than 
previous years being 59 (17 technical and 42 financial) but the amount 
approved was Rs. 71,741.06 millions being more than thrice the amount 
approved in previous year. From 1st April, 1998, to 31st Dec, 1998, 43 
projects were approved (18 technical and 25 financial) amounting to Rs. 
78,504.27 millions. 
Through ECB route upto 23.12.98 US $ 1053 millions has 
been approved. In 1996-97, US $ 783 millions were approved which 
decreased to US $ 230 millions in 1997-98, a fall of 70.63%. From April to 
Dec, 1998 US $ 40 millions were only approved [Table No. 4.3(b)] 
Table No. 
Year 
4.3(b) : ECB Approval in 
1996-97 1997-98 
Oil and Gas sector 
1998-99* Total 
Amount 783 230 40 1053 
US $ million 
% Change (-) 70.63% -
*As on 23.12.1998. 
Source : Govt, of India, Ministry of Finance, Economic Division : Economic 
Survey, 1998-99, p. 89 (Table 6.11) 
(c) Future Prospects : 
The significant factors which are encouraging private 
(domestic and foreign) sector investment in India's oil and gas sector are 
(i) India would need over 700 million barrels of petroleum products per 
year by the turn of the century^^ and further more by 2010-11. 
(ii) An additional refining capacity of 110 million tonnes per annum will 
be required by the year 2010, for domestic consumption.^° 
(iii) India needs a well established distribution infrastructure such as 
cross-country pipelines, port terminals, tankages and strategic 
reserves build up to meet the projected requirements mentioned 
above. 
(iv) Coal Bed Methane (CBM) resources in India are of the order of 1,000 
billion cubic metres (assuming gas content of 5 cubic metres per 
tonnes). CBM resources in the form of thick coal seams at shallower 
depths are favourably located near some of India's major industrial 
centres. The Govt, has recently approved the CBM policy including 
the fiscal and legal frameworks for offering of blocks for exploration 
and exploitation of CBM.^^ 
(v) Above all the Govt, has estimated an investment of US $ 100 to 150 
millions over the next 10 to 15 years to meet the projected early 21st 
century demand.^^ Such a huge amount cannot come from the plan 
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outlays and the profits of the dealing PSUs or domestic private sector 
therefore, the foreign investors are being enthused to investment in 
the country's oil and gas sector. 
(vi) LNG is a competitive fuel option for power generation at several 
coastal locations and also parts of Southern and Western India. The 
possible locations for setting up LNG import facilities include 
Kakinanda, Vishakapatnam, Chennai, Kochi, Mangalore and Hazira. 
Each of these places can support an LNG receiving terminal of 2.5 
MTPA. The investment required in such facilities would be around US 
$ 400 million each and the gas transportation network at each 
location would cost another US $ 100 millions.^^ 
(vii) India plans to increase its refining capacity to about 131 MMTPA by 
2001-02, to about 170 MMTPA by 2006-07, for which it has planned 
certain refinery projects e.g. 
- 27 MMTPA new grassroot refining capacity addition. 
- West Coast Joint Venture Corporation (JVC) refinery with 
Hindustan Petroleum of 6 MMTPA. 
- Southern India JVC refinery with Indian Oil Corporation (IOC) of 
6 MMTPA. 
- 2 refineries in private sector of 9 and 6 MMTPA. 
All these projects require an investment of US $ 6.28 billions.^^ 
(viii) The strategic crude oil storage tankage needs about US $ 0.57 
billions.^^ 
(ix) For development of port facilities for imports of LNG, and 
hydrocarbons, new ports facilities would be developed at Hazira, 
Dahej, Deogarh, Nagapattinam and Gopalpur with an estimated cost 
of US $ 0.086 billions.66 
(x) For construction and development of product pipelines e.g. Kochi-
Kaner; Deogarh-Miraj; Mangalore-Bangalore; Bina-Jhansi-Kanpur; 
Paradip-Ranchi; Vadinar-Kandia; Chennai-Madurai; Koyali-Sidhpur; 
Sultanpur-Allahabad; Bhatinda-Jalandhar; Jalandhar-Udhampur; and 
Mathura-Kanpur would cost US $ 1.14 billions.^"^ 
In addition many other project opportunities would be discovered by 
the Govt, of India to fetch more foreign investments in this sector. 
C. METALLURGY AND MINING : 
India which has a rich wealth of mineral resources and a flourishing 
mining industry possesses 84 minerals of which it is self sufficient in about 
40 minerals constituting primary raw materials for thermal power 
generation, iron and steel, aluminium, cement, refractories, ceramics, glass 
and inorganic chemicals.^^ On the other hand it lags behind in case of high 
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value minerals like gold, diamond and tungsten etc. As compared to 
advanced countries, India lags behind, but it has a potential to match with 
countries like Chile, Ghana, Australia, Canada and Indonesia in the field of 
mining markets. 
An estimated 85 billion tonnes of mineral reserves remain to be 
exploited. Besides, coal, oil and gas reserves the mineral inventory in India 
includes 13,000 deposits/prospects of 61 non-fuel minerals.^^ 
With the structural reforms introduced by the Govt, of India in 1993, 
opened the doors for the foreign investment in the metallurgical and mining 
sector. About 13 minerals were de-reserved for the private participation 
like iron-ore, manganese, chrome ore, sulphur, gold, diamond, copper, lead, 
zinc, nickel, molybdenum, tungsten ore and platinum group of metals. 
The mining industry is facing severe technological constraints 
which are to be overruled by privatisation of the sector and offering project 
opportunities to the foreign investors too. 
(a) Metallurgy and Mining - Foreign Investment Policy : 
The industrial policy for approval of foreign investment into India 
has been amended in 1993, with a view to attract foreign investors to India 
in the metallurgy and mining sector. The policy statement relating to these 
sectors provides that foreign equity upto 50% is automatically approved in 
three categories of mining projects which are termed as high priority areas : 
(i) Mining of iron ore 
(ii) Mining of Manganese, Bauxite, Copper, lead and zinc ores. 
(iii) Mining of rock aggregates, sand and clays; minerals for construction; 
fertilizers and chemical minerals; ceramics; refractory and glass 
minerals; salt mining; mica; and other non-metallic minerals. 
Further, automatic approvals for foreign equity investment upto 74% 
is available for services incidental to mining like drilling, shafting, 
reclaimation of mines, surveys/mapping (excluding services related to gold, 
silver and precious and semi precious stones). 
In case of activities where the automatic approvals are not given 
the miner has to apply to FIPB for consideration of the project. FIPB before 
giving final nod would have to keep in mind inter alia, the following 
parameters -
(i) Size of the project. 
(ii) Commitment of external resources for funding the project cost. 
(iii) Track record of the company in the mining sector 
(iv) The level of technology sought to be employed in the project. 
(v) Financial strength of the company 
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(vi) Level of the Indian equity in the JV at the mining stage for the JV 
partner/Indian partner. 
Further, 100% wholly owned subsidiaries may be permitted subject 
to the condition that it receives prior FIPB approval. 
In case of captive mining, foreign equity for the mine will be 
allowed upto the level approved for the main plant which could exceed 50%. 
The NRIs/OBCs are also allowed to invest upto 100% equity on 
automatic basis in the mining of iron ore, manganese ore, chromite, 
bauxite, copper, lead and zinc ores and other non-metallic minerals. 
The Indian companies are also permitted to have JVs with Indian 
and foreign counterparts in this sector. 
The interested investor or miner will have to apply to the State 
Govts, for the permission, for obtaining mining lease in respect of the 
mineral explored on a particular area of land. The key features of the mining 
policy with regard to the mining lease are : 
(i) All mining lease can be granted for a minimum of 20 years and a 
maximum of 30 years and can be renewed for 20 years. Further 
renewals are possible with the approval of the Govt. 
(ii) Inactivity period after which the lease can lapse is two years 
(iii) Mining lease is subject to a ceiling of maximum 10 Sq.Kms. on the 
area being mined which could be relaxed by the Central Govt, on a 
case to case basis. 
(iv) The mining lease is transferable, subject to the approval of the State 
Govt. 
(v) In case of a mining plan, specific features of the mining area and 
other specified details are to be incorporated.^° 
(vi) Mining lease will only be provided to the prospective licence holder 
for mining activities. 
The holder of the prospecting licence has to pay annually, in 
advance, a prospecting fee in respect of the ensuing year or part of the 
year at such rates and times as may be fixed by the State Govt.^'' 
The holder of mining lease has to pay for the surface area used for 
mining operations, at a rate not exceeding the land revenue, as may be 
specified by the State Govt, in the lease.'^^ j ^ i s payment is termed as 
surface rent. 
The holder of mining lease is to pay a dead rent at such rate as 
may be specified for all areas included in the mining lease till any mineral 
is removed or consumed, after which the holder has to pay royalty or dead 
rent whichever is higher.^^ 
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The Govt, on its part receive the royalty from the lessee or miner 
for extraction and consumption of minerals. The rates of royalties for 
different minerals are specified by the Central Govt. In case of minor 
minerals the rates are specified by the State Govt. 
In addition Ad-Valorem Rates of royalty have been introduced for 
17 minerals. The Govt, has the right to revise these rates. 
However, the The Mines and Minerals (Regulation and 
Development) (MMRD) Act, 1957 restricts the Govt, from enhancing the 
royalty rates before a period of 3 years from the date of last increase.^'' 
Based on geological setting, existing exploration database, 
mineral occurrences, characteristics of known deposits and deposits under 
exploitation and resource positions, areas have been identified for 
investment in exploration and mining ventures in the country, held by 
domestic and foreign participants. 
The private mines are allowed to participate in the potential areas 
for exploration of gold, diamond, copper, lead, zinc, nickel, cobalt, 
molybdenum, lithium, tin, tungsten silver, platinum group of metals and other 
are metals like chromite and manganese ore and fertiliser minerals. They 
are also allowed in the development and production of surplus commodities 
such as iron ore, and bauxite, mica, potash, few low grade ores, small gold 
deposits, development of placer gold resources located on the frontal belt 
of the Himalayas, and mining the known deposits of economic and marginal 
categories such as base metals in Bihar and Rajasthan; and exploitation 
of laterite for nickel in Orissa; molybdenum in Tamil Nadu and tin in 
Haryana. 
They can also set up manufacturing units for value added products. 
With the application of modern techniques they are also permitted 
to discover more metals at different sites in the country. 
(b) Foreign Investment in Metallurgy and Mining Sector : 
The foreign investment inflows in the metallurgical industries 
started coming in the year 1993-94. In 1993-94, 162 projects were 
approved of which 95 were of technical and 67 of financial nature. The total 
amount of foreign investment approved was Rs. 14,811.19 millions. In 
1994-95, the number of projects approved fell down by 59.26% to 66 (48 
technical and 18 financial) but the FDI amount increased by 70.03% to Rs. 
25183.71 millions. In 1995-96, although the fall in project approved was just 
3.03% to 64 (35 technical and 29 financial) but the fall in amount was 
92.42% to Rs. 1908.49 millions only. In 1996-97, both the projects and 
amount approved increased by 39.06% and 12 times to 89 (39 technical 
and 50 financial) and Rs. 24085.67 millions, respectively. In the following 
year 1997-98, both again fell down by 38.20% and 62.86% to 55 projects 
(23 technical and 32 financial) and Rs. 8945.02 millions respectively. From 
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1st April 1998 to 31st Dec, 1998, 25 projects were approved (13 technical 
and 12 financial) amounting Rs. 17348.10 millions. Thus, since 1993-94, till 
31st Dec, 1998 in this sector 461 projects in all were approved of which 
253 were technical and 208 of financial nature amounting to Rs. 92,282.18 
millions. 
In 1997, the FDI was also permitted in mining services therefore in 
the year 1997-98, 8 projects relating to mining services were approved of 
which 2 were of technical and 6% financial nature amounting to Rs. 
15624.25 millions. Till 31st Dec, 1998, in 1998-99, 14 projects were 
approved (4 technical and 10 financial) involving FDI approval of Rs. 
2141.91 millions. Thus till 31st Dec, 1998, from 1997-98 ,in all 22 projects 
have been approved for the mining services (6 technical and 16 financial) 
amounting to Rs. 17,766.16 millions. 
Therefore, we can say that in the metallurgy and mining sector a 
total of 483 projects have been approved from 1993-94 to 31st Dec, 1998, 
of which 259 are of technical and 224 of financial nature amounting to Rs. 
1,10,048.34 crores [Table No. 4.4(a)] 
Table No. 4.4(a) Foreign Direct Investment in Metallurgical and 
Mining Industries since 1993 
Year Number of Projects approved 
Technical Financial Total 
Amount Approved 
(Rs. in million) 
A. Metallurgical Industries 
1993-94 
1994-95 
1995-96 
1996-97 
1997-98 
1998-99* 
Total A 
95 
48 
35 
39 
23 
13 
253 
67 
18 
29 
50 
32 
12 
208 
162 
66 
64 
89 
55 
25 
461 
14811.19 
25183.71 
1908.49 
24085.67 
8945.02 
17348.10 
92282.18 
B. Mining services 
1997-98 
1998-99* 
Total B 
2 
4 
6 
6 
10 
16 
8 
14 
22 
15624.25 
2141.91 
17766.16 
Grand Total 259 224 483 110048.34 
'Figures upto 31st Dec. 1998 
Source : Govt, of India, Ministry of Industry, SIA Newsletters, Jan. '98 and 
previous issues. 
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(c) Future Prospects : 
In the case of the mineral resources available in India it is 
estimated that 85 billion tonnes of mineral reserves remain to be exploited. 
Besides coal, oil and gas reserves, the mineral inventory in India includes 
13,000 deposits/prospects of 61 non fuel minerals/^ 
India wishes that the technological and managerial expertise 
which the major mining houses from other countries bring, along with their 
capital resources and other practices, is more fully and effectively utilised. 
Expenditure outlay on mining is a meagre sum when compared to other 
competing emerging mining markets and the investment gap is most likely 
to be covered by the private sector. 
There is also tremendous scope for improving productivity 
through good planning and design of mines, reduction of costs, better 
benification methods and optimisation of smelting and refining operations 
and byproduct recoveries with the help of latest technology.^^ 
List N 
SI. 
No. 
(1) 
o. 5 : Project Opportunities 
Minerals/ 
Metals 
(2) 
In Metallurgical an 
Opportunities 
(3) 
id Mi ining Sector 
A. Exploration Opportunities 
1. Diamond Systematic and technologically advanced 
exploration to locate large workable deposits. 
2. Gold Modern Geochemical and Geophysical 
investigation methods are likely to unearth 
economic deposits in green-stone areas of 
Central, Eastern and Western India, and in 
banded iron ore formations, laterites and alluvial 
placers in various parts of the country. 
3. Copper Transfer of technology such as in situ leaching to 
recover ore located below 1000 m depth in 
Hindustan Copper Ltd's Mosabani mines in the 
state of Bihar. 
B. Mining Opportunities 
1. Iron ore Developing iron ore deposits in Bihar, Orissa 
sector and the Bellary Hospet sector of Karnataka 
setting up rail links and augmenting existing port 
facilities. 
2. Chromite Underground mining technology to recover 
deposits below 65 metres in depth in chromite 
mines in Sukinda valley in Orissa. 
Contd.... 
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(1) 
C. 
1. 
2. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
(2) (3) 
Soapstone Underground mining technology in soapstone 
mines in the state of Rajasthan where the mineral 
lies more than 100 metres deep. 
Potash Appropriate mining methods to recover deep 
seated potash deposits in Rajasthan. 
Granite JVs with existing mine owners to develop large-
scale, modern quarries; infrastructure 
development for efficient linkage of quarry to 
ports. 
Metallurgy/Mineral Processing Opportunities 
Iron and Steel Setting up steel plants 
Alumina and Setting up alumina plants 
Aluminium 
3. Nickel 
4. Titanium 
5. Lead-Zinc 
Koalin 
Setting up plants; supply of appropriate 
technology to extract the metal. 
Establishing facilities for titanium sponge and 
metal production as well as for maching the metal. 
Techno-economic consultancy to Hindustan Zinc 
Ltd. to recovery values from the tailings of leading 
zinc concentrators. 
Modern processing technology to recover high 
quality products, say for utilisation in paper and 
other industries calcined and surface coated 
varieties, and other value added products. 
Processing of steatite to produce a purer, whiter 
and finer micronised product and value-added 
materials by surface coating with chemicals. 
Modern technology for production process; 
manufacture of value added items through 
micronisation and surface coating. 
Source : Govt, of India, Ministry of External Affairs, Investment Promotion 
and Publicity Division; "India Means Business-Investment 
Opportunities in lnfrastructure-1998", p. 56. 
India welcomes suggestions from the mining companies to 
assuage their concerns and evolve a pragmatic package for investment 
promotion and development of the mineral sector, which would boost 
economic growth and amply reward the entrepreneur. Further, India seeks 
the cooperation of investors in forging JVs to convert the challenges of 
Steatite/Talc 
Wallastonite 
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change into opportunities for progress and prosperity/^ JV partners can 
build on synergy and complementary strengths to exploit natural resources 
to mutual advantage. TNCs can enhance their competitive ability and 
technological edge while availing manifold industrial opportunities in India 
which promise good returns and can pave way to national and global 
prosperity/® 
If all these ambitious plans of the Govt, of India fulfils, and further 
investment opportunities created the foreign investment in the field of 
metallurgy and mining sector may increase manifolds. 
D. TELECOMMUNICATION : 
India being the twelfth largest in telephone network with 15 million 
lines in the world, is yet having the lowest telephone penetration rate of only 
1.72 per hundred person based on 1991, census which is 1/10th of the 
global average.^^ 
India faces one of the world's toughest telecommunication 
challenges because of poor telephone density and weak and inadequate 
network infrastructure. The demand and supply gap is so wide that it affects 
India's economic competitiveness and its economic liberalisation process. 
The severe situation brought about by a severe constraint on 
resources required for expanding the telecommunication network and 
inducting rapidly advancing technology can be changed only by seeking 
help from the private sector both indigenous and foreign. Even with their 
entry, it will take a long time before telephone connections can be given on 
demand.^° 
India has got a reasonably good manufacturing capability in the 
telecom sector but it lags behind in the field of installation of required 
network which involves an extraordinary cost. On the other hand the Govt, 
of India's plan outlays for the sector are decreasing since Eighth Plan. In 
the Eighth Plan the outlays for telecom sector were about Rs. 40,000 crores 
as against Rs. 81,200 crores in the seventh plan®^ and for the Ninth Plan it 
is Rs. 47,616 crores which is just 5.5% of the total planned outlay of the 
plan of Rs. 8,59,200 crores.^^ Because of financial crunch the required 
network infrastructure cannot be created indegeneously by the related 
PSUs, hence, the private sector participation is a must. 
The implementation of cellular mobile networks is not an easy job. 
It is done at an enormous cost and great efforts required for the competition 
opened up in privatisation. 
The telecom sector, worldwide, is witnessing a continuous change 
in technologies. India is yet backward in this field too. For getting an access 
to these technologies the entry of the foreign investors in the form of JVs 
with Indian private sector is a must. 
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To overcome the infrastructural and financial hindrances in the field 
of telecommunication sector's development, the Govt, of India brought the 
sector in tune of its New Industrial Policy of 1991, and liberalisation 
programme announced in the same year by liberalising the sector for the 
participation of private sector (Indian/foreign). 
(a) Telecommunication - Foreign Investment Policy 
The Industrial policy 1991, and the New Telecom policy of 1994 
took the bold steps to restructure the telecom sector of the country. As per 
the policy guidelines, FDi in a telecom venture providing basic and cellular 
services is permitted upto 49%. Additionally, the Department of 
Telecommunication (DOT) permits investments of 51% in the JV company 
through a holding company incorporated in India. The foreign investment in 
such holding company is permitted upto 49% thereby allowing a foreign 
company to invest upto 74% in such ventures. 
Foreign equity holding in a JVC providing e-mail, voice-mail, 
online information and retrieval, data processing and value- added services 
including store and forward and store and retrieve is set at maximum of 
51%. 
The Govt, has also decided to permit FDI upto 49% of the total 
equity subject to license, in companies providing Global Mobile Personal 
Communication by Satellite (GMPCS). 
The ECB limit has been raised from 35% to 50% of the project 
cost, to provide greater flexibility to operators in financing their telecom 
projects. 
The NRI/PIO/OCBs investment in this sector is prohibited. 
Privatisation of telecommunication services was started with 
radio-paging, cellular, mobile telephone service, e-mail, mobile radio 
trunking and V-SAT based services. Later on the services like internet, 
video conferencing, voice mail, data broadcast services. Bulletin Board and 
Videotex became inclusive to this policy. 
The interested party who wants to implement any project in the 
country will have to face the bidding process on BOT or Built, Lease and 
Transfer (BLT) basis each bidding company has to enclose a bank 
guarantee as earnest money, along with a detailed report giving. 
(i) 5 year perspective network plan; 
(ii) 5 year financial plan with funding mechanism; 
(iii) Other information such as support systems to be set up in each 
service area and sourcing of management and technical expertise. 
A separate licence will be issued for each service area on a non-
exclusive basis. Each licence would be valid for an initial period of 15 years 
and would be extendible by 10 years. 
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The licence fees to be paid has a fixed as well as variable 
component. In the fixed component, the licencee has to quote a total levy to 
be paid in yearly instalment of 15 years for which the following schedule has 
been suggested in the stipulated guidelines.^^ 
(i) Annual payment of X for the first 5 years. 
(ii) Annual payment of 2X for the next 5 years. 
(iii) Annual payment of 4X for the last 5 years. 
In the variable component, the bidder has to pay an amount 
annually equal to 2% of the gross profit arising out of the telephone service 
business of which 1.5% towards R & D expenses and 0.5% towards 
administrative charges. For the first year this amount has been fixed at Rs. 
100 (US $ 3.19) Multiplied by the number of Direct Exchange Lines (DELs) 
committed to be issued by the bidder for the first year. For each successive 
year the amount payable should be 20% more than the amount due and paid in 
the previous year.** 
(b) Foreign Investment in Telecommunication Sector : 
With the liberalisation of the economy in 1991, the Telecom sector 
was also liberalised and opened for private sector (Indian/foreign) 
participation. Later on in 1994, the introduction of the New Telecom Policy, 
(NTP - 1994), whose main objective was not self reliable but overall 
development of telecommunication facilities in the country, played a further 
move to attract more private investments in the sector. 
Thus, till the end of 1998, in all 478 projects were approved for 
this sector of which 109 were of technical and 369 financial nature. The 
total amount of FDI approved till this period was Rs. 3,27,408.49 millions. 
Upto 1992-93, only 36 technical nature projects were approved amounting 
to Rs. 1,324.40 million. In the next year no doubt the projects approved 
increased by 16.67% to 42 (15 technical and 27 financial) but the amount 
approved fell down to Rs. 570.01 millions i.e. a fall of 56.96%. In 1994-95, 
with the introduction of NTP, the number of projects increased to 67 (5 
technical and 62 financial) an increase of 59.52% on the other hand FDI 
approved increased by more than 35 times to Rs. 19,848.29 millions. A 
similar trend was witnessed in following year, 1995-96, where the project 
approved went up by 68.66% to 113 (19 technical and 94 financial) and the 
amount approved went up by more than 8 times to Rs. 1,66,583.65 millions. 
In the year 1996-97, there was a decline in respect of number of projects 
and the amount approved. The projects declined by 29.20% to 80 (5 
technical and 75 financial) and the amount approved also declined by 
56.77% to Rs. 72,018.25 millions. In 1997-98, a slow rise in the project 
approved was witnessed by just 11.25% to 89 projects (26 technical and 63 
financial) but the amount further decreased by 34.95% to Rs. 46,908.86 
millions. Upto 31st Dec, 1998, 51 projects were approved (3 technical and 
48 financial) and the amount approved was just Rs. 20,155.03 millions 
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[Table No. 4.5(a)]. 
Table No. 4.5(a) : Foreign Direct Investment in Telecommunication 
Sector since 1991 
Year 
1992-93 
1993-94 
1994-95 
1995-96 
1996-97 
1997-98 
1998-99* 
Total 
Number of Projects 
Technical 
36 
15 
5 
19 
5 
26 
3 
109 
approved 
Financial Total 
-
27 
62 
94 
75 
63 
48 
369 
36 
42 
67 
113 
80 
89 
51 
478 
Amount Approved 
(Rs. in million) 
1324.40 
570.01 
19848.29 
166583.65 
72018.25 
46908.86 
20155.03 
327408.49 
'Figures upto 31st Dec. 1998 
Source : Govt, of India, Ministry of Industry, SIA Newsletters, Jan. '99 and 
previous issues. 
The External Commercial Borrowings approved for this sector 
was US $ 289 millions in 1996-97, which increased by 5 times to US $ 
1492 millions in 1997-98. Upto 23.12.98, only US $ 75 millions has been 
approved for this sector [Table No. 4.5(b)]. 
Table No. 4.5(b) : ECB Approval in Telecommunication sector 
Year 1996-97 1997-98 1998-99* Total 
Amount 289 
US $ million 
1492 75 1816 
TVS on 23.12.98. 
Source : Govt, of India, Ministry of Finance, Economic Division Economic 
Survey 1998-99 (pp. 89, Table 6.11) 
(c) Future Prospects : 
From the above table it is clear that the interest of the private 
(domestic and foreign) investors is declining since 1996-97. If this trend of 
downfall i.e. about 35% annually is to persist in future the FDI in the sector 
will become negligible. To encourage the foreign investments, the Govt, 
should amend its policies a bit and check the internal interferences of the 
DOT and Mahanagar Telephone Nigam Limited (MTNL) on the working of 
the private operators. The Govt., should build a clear cut policy on tariffs, 
licensing etc., and clearly mention the scope of the regulatory authority 
Telecom Regulatory Authority of India (TRAI). 
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To boost the private (domestic and foreign) investments, the Govt, 
is forrmjiating another NTP which is on the envil. Apart from this, there are 
other measures and project opportunities that the Govt, is providing to 
strengthen private sectors participation. 
Till 31st March, 1997, India possessed 117,267 route kilometres 
of radio systems and 52432 route km of optical fibre systems in the long 
distance transmission network. The demand for 2007, is estimated to be 
81.83 million lines (i.e. an addition of 67.40 million lines). Assuming that the 
DOT is able to grow at an annual rate of 12-13% through internal accruals 
alone, the projected demand gap is expected to range between 20 and 25 
million lines. For this an investment of Rs. 1900 billions (US $ 53 billions) 
are required for the provision of these new connections.^^ 
The total number of cellular subscribers in the country, as on 30th 
Sept., 1997, were 613,376, which is about to increase to 1.6 millions by 
March, 1999 and further more in next seven years.^^ 
There are around 634,000 pagers in use in India as upto Sept., 
1997. By the end of the financial year 2000, subscribers are expected to a 
number of two million and revenues to touch US $ 229 millions. For 
overcoming the demand, the licences to more private operators must be 
issued.^^ 
The Govt, of India has recently announced the New Internet Policy 
According to it, all operational problems and expeditious implementation of 
the Govt, decisions relating to internet will be overseen by an Inter-
Ministerial Implementation Committee. The main features of the policy are : 
(i) Internet Service Providers (ISP) to have the freedom to use 
International gateway of Videsh Sanchar Nigam Limited (VSNL) or 
other gateways. 
(ii) ISPs allowed to create their own transmission network.^^ 
(iii) The policy for issuing licences for providing internet services has 
been announced. There will be no licence fee for the first 5 years and 
after 5 years a nominal licence fee of rupee One will be charged.^^ 
FDl upto 49% equity has been allowed subject to licence, in 
the companies providing Global Mobile Personal Communication by 
Satellite (GMPCS) services.^^ 
India has a reasonably good manufacturing capability in the 
telecom sector. Efforts are being made by manufacturing concerns to 
establish good technology transfer arrangements to produce the mobile 
handsets, mobile switch equipment and also the base station equipment. If 
the Industrial Policy of the Govt, supports such efforts all the required 
equipment can be manufactured within the country. This would save the 
customs duty and the service would become cheaper and affordable to a 
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large cross section of the population. There will also be a deeper 
penetration of mobile services in telecom soon.^"" 
There is possibility that the Govt, would allow private 
competition in the area of domestic long distance telephone services by the 
next year. 1999.^^ 
VSNL intends to continue to invest in satellite, undersea cable 
and switching facilities and to provide additional value added and higher 
margin services. It is also seeking to participate in joint ventures with other 
international telecommunication companies in future.^^ 
VSNL plans to provide a number of gateway digital switches at 
Delhi, Bombay, Calcutta and Madras. The metro switches project involves 
setting up of one digital switch each with a capacity of 100,000 lines till 
2001. It is also willing to add new switches in Bangalore, Kanpur, 
Jallandhar, Ernakulam and Ahmedabad. These new switches will help boost 
traffic and call completion by enabling the company to bypass the DOT'S 
network in these relatively high traffic generating regions.^^ 
VSNL is also planning to develop a regional hub by 2002. The 
project involves setting up of an optic fibre network circum navigating the 
sub-continent by connecting India and the nearby countries of Bangladesh, 
Pakistan, Nepal, Bhutan, Maldives, Myanmar and Sri Lanka. It will also 
connect VSNL's various gateways within India, using both submarine and 
terrestrial cable. The project is envisaged to be a JV with upto 50% foreign 
ownership while VSNL is likely to invest between 40% and 50% of the 
equity. ^ ^ 
The gain of the NTP-1994 and the IPR-1991, to the country can 
be huge if the Govt, imparts the much needed transparency to the selection 
of private sector firms purely on merit as it will lead to a rapid expansion 
of telecom services under the new policy of throwing open the basic 
telephone services.^^ 
Thus from the above discussion it becomes clear that if the 
Govt, acts sincerely than the foreign investment in this crucial sector will 
increase and the sector will develop to meet the requirements of the 
globalisation and liberalisation programmes of the country. 
IV. CONCLUSION : 
The conclusion derived from the above detailed discussion is 
that since 1991, i.e. the year of liberalisation of Indian economy the foreign 
investment in the infrastructure sector has increased. In all 1418 projects 
have been approved involving an FDI of Rs. 7,56,048.58 millions. Out of 
these projects approved almost 37% were of technical nature and 63% of 
financial nature. 
If the Govt, adopts clear cut policies and with transparency in 
them the foreign investments in the country in infrastructural sector would 
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multiply many times and a day will come, in the near future, when the country 
will be self-reliant in the technological field and would have a world ranking 
infrastructure sector which would meet the needs of the next millennium. At 
this time the plan outlays which fell short at present would become 
appropriate for the renovation of the developed projects. 
To witness this scene in the future the Govt, and the related 
ministries should formulate clear cut policies for the private sector 
participation in infrastructure sector. The policies should consist of healthy 
incentives relating to tax, licensing procedures, and tariff structures. All the 
infrastructure sector's facilities should have a different regulatory authorities 
with autonomous characters. The related ministries should search further 
project opportunities and open them for private participation. 
Power is an indispensable input element for the sustained 
economic development of a country. In India the power sector has grown up 
manifold since independence. The planners in the country have been 
struggling for finding new sources of energy and methods of its 
conservation. Production of power could be solved through the ongoing 
policies of liberalisation but the problem of transmission and distribution 
remains a riddle. During the plan period the installed capacity and power 
generation has not been satisfactory on account of poor financial position 
of State Electricity Boards, which are needed to be revamped. However, 
the role of public sector undertakings engaged in power generation has 
been commendable. This constitutes the subject matter of the Part A of the 
next chapter. 
CHAPTER - 5 
PART - 'A' 
fl CnS€ STUDV OF POUICft 
SCCTOR - GROIUTH RND 
TR€NDS 
CHAPTER-V 
(PART - A) 
A CASE STUDY OF POWER SECTOR - GROWTH AND TRENDS 
I. INTRODUCTION : 
Power or electricity is one of the essential ingredients of 
development m developing as well as in underdeveloped countries and 
the investment in power generation is therefore an important overhead in 
the countries engaged in economic development The growth of national 
income and the economic development of any country have invariably 
been marked by an increase in the power consumed by the population 
In the initial stages of development, lack of power may 
constitute an important obstacle to speedy development Electricity and 
transport are, therefore, two of the major consumers of capital in the 
early stages of development of any country 
A good deal of industrial development in the modern sense is 
dependent upon the adequate supply of electricity, sufficient in quantity 
and available at the requisite period of time and at rates that would 
encourage rather than hindering the growth of industries The role of 
electricity in agricultural development can be equally important, 
particularly in areas where electricity could supply the power required for 
irrigation of agricultural lands Thus, in every sense both for industry and 
agriculture as well as for comfortable living constant flow of power, be it 
from hydel, thermal, nuclear or non-conventional sources is a must 
The story of success of the most developed countries of the 
world and to be very exact, we may draw inspiration from the examples 
of emergence of China, South Korea, Singapore, Indonesia, Taiwan, 
Hong Kong Thailand and Formusa (Nationalist China), in the last fifty 
years strides of success in economic development of these nations are 
solely due to sound supply of power Even a casual scan of the situation 
of the state of Indian union would reveal the story of success of 
Maharashtra, Gujarat, Tamil Nadu, Andhra Pradesh and Punjab in the 
field of industnal and agricultural development and other related sectors 
because of their having achieved adequacy of power supply 
Likewise, states like U P, Bihar, Assam, M P, Rajasthan, 
Orissa, have not been able to meet demands of power both for industrial 
units and agricultural production It's this reason that they are much 
behind the other states mentioned above in all respects 
In India's case, the country would be ever grateful to the "British 
Raj" for one of its few development programmes for India, was the 
introduction of electricity in 1897, at Calcutta and later in several other 
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provinces of that time of India. After independence i.e. since the planned 
development v\/hich began in 1950-51, many thousand million of rupees 
have been invested in the power industry. What is more, povk^ er 
generation, transmission and distribution constitute an important public 
sector industry. The lion's share of power generation in India is handled 
by the state electricity boards established by various states. Power 
generation and distribution industry in India is one of the three leading 
industries of India (Iron and steel and textile the other two). 
It is imperative that sufficiency of power is the key to India's 
success to become an industrial giant as in case of USA, UK, France, 
Germany and Japan. Till now whatever progress India has made in the 
field of industrial and agriculture and other economic sectors is because 
of the availability of power. 
Indian economy is energy intensive, power is one of the few 
sectors of the economy that has recorded a spectacular growth during 
the plan period to achieve a growth rate faster than the GDP i.e. an 
average of 6% p.a. As a result the installed capacity of power has 
increased from about 2300 MW in 1950-51 to about 91,000 MW upto 
31st Jan., 1999 (Provisional), similarly, the power generation has 
increased from 5,000 Million units to 369.4 Billion units upto 31st Jan., 
1999 (Provisional). On the other hand the consumption of electricity by 
the different sectors of the country is also increasing. Though a significant 
increase in itself, India is practically at the lower end of the scale of 
comparison, with countries like the USA, UK, France, Germany, Japan 
and even China. 
Most of the electric energy generated in India is by the thermal 
sources like coal, oil and gas (72%), followed by hydel sources (16%) 
and nuclear sources (2%) the balance was generated by the private 
sector. Although, India is having a vast hydel reserves which have a 
potential of about 84044 MW of capacity addition at 60% load factor.'' 
But only 21.9 TMW have been yet exploited. In the nuclear power sector 
India has acquired the indigenous state-of-the-art technology in 
Pressurised Heavy Water Reactors (PHWRs) and Fast Breeder Reactors 
(FBRs) and hopes to add about 20000 MW capacity by the end of the 
10th Five Year Plan. 
Inspite of all these advancements achieved by India, the sector 
is facing certain constraints in its development some of the main among 
them being the financial losses of State Electricity Board (SEBs), heavy 
transmission and distribution losses, shortage in the supply of electricity 
to fulfil the demand, severe power cuts, load shedding, power thefts etc. 
One of the biggest hurdle in power sector's development has been the 
financial crunch and the administrative inadequacy of the PSUs engaged 
in its development. 
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II. POWER SECTOR - HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT 
Power which is an indispensable element for the development 
of a country was introduced to the world by Thomas Alva Edison, who 
invented the electric bulb in 1879. Prior to this invention Hypolite Pixii of 
France invented the Dynamo in 1832, which was used to produce light. 
Electricity was introduced for commercial consumption in Britain on 4th 
Sept., 1882.5The Englishmen living in India also wanted to avail the 
same facility as those in Britain. 
Therefore, in India on 20th of July, 1879 an Englishmen Mr Flury 
for the first time demonstrated an electric bulb to the people of Calcutta, 
by using a steam engine run dynamo. During festivals and marriages the 
Indian aristocracy and rich class used electricity to illuminate their 
premises by hiring a dynamo from Dey Sheel & Co. of 36-Weirmgton 
Square, Calcutta. One instance of this is the provision of electric lights 
for the dinner hosted on 20th Dec, 1886, in honour of the delegates to 
the Calcutta Session of the Indian National Congress. In 1880, two 
attempts first on 31st May and second on 10th June were made to use 
electric lights at the Howrah station, a similar attempt was made in 1881 
in the Alipur Zoo, where on the request of the zoo authorities, the then 
Superintendent of the Indian Telegraph Department, Mr. Luis Schoendller 
tried to run an electric train, due to the high cost of operations forced the 
authorities to drop the idea.?-
The British Govt, on its part, never gave up the idea of bringing 
electricity to every home. The steam engine owned dynamos were 
expensive and the necessity to set up power plants was felt. Therefore, 
in 1895 the work on Sidrabong Hydel Power Project in Darjeeling (the 
first in India) with an installed capacity of 135 KW (kilowatt) began, which 
was completed in 1897 and on 10th Nov., 1897 the plant was 
commissioned and inaugurated by the acting Lt. Governor of Bengal, 
C.C. Stevens.'* Later, on 17th April, 1899, in Calcutta the first thermal 
power plant was commissioned.^ The Indian Electric Co. Ltd. was the 
owner of the plant. In Feb., 1897 the name of the company was changed 
to Calcutta Electric Supply Corporation Ltd., the fore runner of the 
present day CESC LtdJ-
i- Introduction of electricity in^ Darjesling and Calcutta town 
created a sensation in the Princely States of India, and above all, the 
increased demand for electricity forced the then Govt, of India to install 
new plants in several places in the country. As a result in 1902, the power 
was introduced in Mysore; in 1906, in Travancore State; In 1908, in 
Kashmir and Delhi; in 1909, in Madras; in 1912, in Shimla in 1915, Tata 
Hydro Electric Agency introduced power in Bombay and so on many 
other parts of the country were electrified. 
During this period electricity was a luxurious thing endowed by 
the rich and the aristocrate class of India. Apart from this, it was the 
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Govt. Sector employee habitates and offices were electrified. The 
luxurious use of electricity is evident from the fact, that the passion of the 
Maharaja of Gwalior was an electric train. It was laid out over 250 feet 
of silver rails set on a mammoth iron table at the centre of the palace 
walls prolonged the tracks into the royal kitchen. The Maharaja's guests 
were placed around the table and the ruler sat at its head, presiding over 
a mammoth control panel that bristled with levers, accelerators, switches 
and alarm signals. These controlled the trains that delivered dinner to the 
prince's guests. By manipulating his control panel, the prince could pass 
the vegetables, send the potatoes shuttling through the banquet hall or 
order an express to the kitchens for a second helping for a guest with 
appetite. He could also with a flick of switch, deprive a guest of his 
dessert by sending the trains speeding past his waiting plate.^ 
As discussed above power development in India was made with 
a number of plants owned and managed by the private companies, local 
bodies or Govt, establishments. The Indian Telegraph Act exercised the 
control over these power developers. In 1910, the Indian Electricity Act 
was passed, based on a similar Act of 1887, in the United Kingdom.^ 
The main objective of the Act was to regulate the actions of individual 
private undertakings. 
The Act prescribed, among other things the methods, procedure 
and conditions for the grant of electric licenses, the rights and 
responsibilities of the licensees, provisions to ensure the safety of 
persons operating electrical equipments and appliances etc, the creation 
of a central electricity board whose responsibility was to promulgate, in 
the public interest, rules specifying service and safety conditions as well 
as the manner in which the licencee must have an annual report. In 1959, 
the Act was upto certain extent amended.^ 
This Act of 1910 did not focus on the coordinated development 
of power irnMia^, whiclvwasJ|icreasingly felt over the years. Therefore, 
in 1945. The PotrcyT^onunittee on Electricity and Public works for the 
Central Legislature~feCDmmended that steps should be taken to 
eradicate any faetofsThat retarded the healthy and economical grov^h of 
electricity deveTCpTTTent on regional lines. The National Planning 
Committee had alsoirHTiind the creation of regional provincial electricity 
boards. As a result the Electricity (Supply) Act, 1948, was passed again 
on the lines of the British Acts of 1919 and 1926. The main object of the 
Act was to provide for the rationalisation of the production and supply of 
electricity, for taking measures conducive to electrical development and 
all matters incidental thereto.""^ 
The Act envisaged five bodies or groups of bodies for the 
power development of the country and all related matters. 
(i) The Central Electricity Authority, which was charged with the 
responsibility to develop a sound, adequate and uniform national 
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power policy and to coordinate the activities of various planning 
agencies. 
(ii) The SEBs, with responsibilities for preparing and carrying out 
schemes, for interconnections by main transmission lines and for 
supplying electricity to licencees. 
(iii) State electricity consultative councils to advise the boards on major 
questions of policy. 
(iv) Local advisory committees to be set up by State Govts. 
(v) Rating committees which might be appointed by State Govts, to 
examine the charge made for the supply of electricity.''^ 
By the beginning of the Third Five Year Plan every state had a 
SEB. All the assets and functions previously held and performed by the 
States Public Work Departments were transferred to these boards. 
The functions of Central Electricity Authority (CEA) which was 
not a full time body till 1975 was performed by the Ministry of Irrigation 
and Power and by the Central Water and Power Commission. Apart from 
these, there was the Planning Commission, which was set up in 1950, to 
design the power plans in context of the total plan for the development of 
the whole country. 
The other two substantive measures were taken, first, the 
Constitution of India which came into force In 1950, puts electricity in the 
concurrent list and makes it possible for both the Central and State 
Govts, to legislate on the subject; second, the Industrial Policy Resolution 
of 1956, includes the generation and supply of electricity as an industry 
which would be the exclusive responsibility of the States. A significant 
development during the Third Plan was the inter-connection between 
state-grid system enabling inter-state transfer of power. For the formation 
of grids, the country was divided into five regions, each with a Regional^ 
Electricity Board (REB). The Regions were - " 
(i) Northern region : Jammu & Kashmir, Himachal Pradesh, 
Punjab, Haryana, Delhi, Uttar Pradesh, 
Rajasthan and Chandigarh. 
(ii) Western Region : Gujarat, Maharashtra, Goa, Madhya 
Pradesh, Daman & Diu and Dadra & 
Nagar Haveli 
(iii) Southern Region : Andhra Pradesh, Tamil Nadu, Karnataka, 
Kerala, and Pondicherry 
(iv) Eastern Region : West Bengal, Bihar and Orissa 
(v) North-Eastern Region : Assam, Manipur, Tripura, Nagaland, 
Meghalaya, Sikkim, Mizoram and 
Arunachal Pradesh 
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" ^ n the eve of Independence India had an installed capacity of 
1362 MW of which 854 MW was of thermal power and 508 MW of Hyde! 
power. The total generation of electricity was 4073 million units of which 
1879 million units was of thermal power and 2194 million units of hydel 
power.^2 India's per capita consumption of electricity was very low i.e. 
one/two hundredth that of the world.^^ 
V. The actual upliftment in the power scenario in India started from 
the year 1951, which is to be discussed later on. 
III. IMPORTANCE OF POWER FOR A DEVELOPING COUNTRY 
LIKE INDIA 
The parameters of development - high industrialisation, high 
agricultural production; high rate of gross domestic product; efficient 
balance of payment position; high standard of living of masses; adequate 
transportation facilities; quality of research and development work and 
high grade of scientific and technological development, etc - in the 
developed countries of world like USA, U.K., France, Germany, Japan 
and Switzerland etc. are no doubt because of their financial strength but 
their efficient power sector has also played a leading role in their 
prosperity. 
On the other hand, the developing and underdeveloped 
countries of the world urging for a high rate of development for their 
economies have also realised the use of power to be an important factor 
to achieve this goal. 
The uses of power for a developing country like India are 
summarised below : 
1. High rate of Industr ial isat ion : 
For becoming an industrialised nation it is important to have an 
efficient power supply. Nowadays each and every machinery in a capital 
intensive or labour intensive industry is run by power. If the power supply 
is in full capacity the industry or say the factories would be able to work 
uptothe maximum of their capacities resulting into an increase in quality 
production. 
2. High Agricultural Production : 
In agricultural sector the power is used to run tubewells, 
pumpsets, thrashers and many other agricultural equipments. A proper 
power supply will help the farmers to irrigate their lands properly resulting 
into high yields of traditional and cash crops. 
3. Proper Balance of Payment Position : 
When the industrial and agricultural production would increase 
at a high rate the domestic demand would be completely fulfilled and the 
resulting surplus would be left to be exported abroad. On the other hand, 
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after achieving high industrialisation in the country the imports would 
reduce, because the country would be able to produce the things which 
it was previously importing, indigenously resulting into a balanced 
balance of payment position. 
4.Upliftment of Standard of Living of Masses : 
In the modern societal structure every household has become 
accustomed to the uses of electricity in their day to day lives. The 
households are now using electric appliances such as electric ovens, 
fans, air conditioners, electric iron, refrigerators, television, audio 
players, VCRs, computers, etc. which are the instruments required to 
measure the standard of living of the households. When the electricity 
supply would be high these products would be consumed more by the 
consumers. 
5. Increase in Per Capita income : 
When there would be high rate of industrialisation in the country 
the people would get employment opportunities which would result into 
high income levels of individuals giving a boost to their standard of living 
and an overall increase in national per capita income. 
6. High Rate of Gross Domestic Production : 
As the definition of GDP says that GDP Is the total amount of 
goods and services produced in the country, therefore, the high industrial 
and agricultural production would give a boost up to the growth rate of 
GDP too. 
7. Adequate Transport Facilities : 
Electricity is used in many modes of transport such as railways 
and trains. Even the transport infrastructure facilities such as bus stands, 
railway platforms, aerodromes, airports, ports, harbours etc. require 
electricity for their proper functioning. 
8. Scientific and Technological Development 
Electricity is important for the high level scientific and 
technological development. Every research and development work 
conducted by any scientific and technological institutes in any field 
requires electricity to run the essential equipments. At the present 
electronic age of computerisation and satellite communication electricity 
has become an indespensable element. 
Not only these but many other importances are there which the 
power has in the development of a nation. 
IV. SOURCES OF POWER IN INDIA 
Since the introduction of electricity in India the main source of 
power here has been thermal, hydel and nuclear. Out of these the thermal 
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power is considered as the biggest source of electricity and followed by 
hydel and at last the nuclear power. All these sources of power with their 
related advantages and disadvantages and management are mentioned 
below : 
1. Thermal Power : 
Most of the installed capacity of power and generation of 
electricity in India is through the thermal sources of power. In case of 
installed capacity, the share of thermal power in 1950-51, was 48% which 
increased to 49% in 1970-71 and 53% in 1980-81. In 1990-91, and 
1991-92, its share was 6 1 % and in 1992-93, it was 62%. From 1993-94, 
till 1997-98, this share remained constant at 63%. From 1st April, 1998 
to 31st Jan., 1999 the share of thermal power in total installed capacity 
has risen to 64% upto 1950-51, the installed capacity of thermal power 
was 1.1 TMW which rose by 145% to 2.7 TMW in 1960-61. and by 192% 
to 7.9 TMW in 1970-71. In 1980-81, it went up by 123% to 17.6 TMW and 
by 160% to 45.8 TMW in 1990-91. In the post liberalisation period i.e. in 
1991-92 and 1992-93, the installed capacity of thermal power went up 
5% each year to 48.1 TMW and 50.7 TMW, respectively. In 1993-94 and 
1994-95, the increase was by about 7% each year to 54.3 TMW and 58.1 
TMW, respectively. In 1995-96 and 1996-97, the capacity of thermal 
power increased by about 3% each year to 60.1 TMW and 61.9 TMW. 
respectively. In 1997-98, it went up by 3.7% to 64.2% TMW, From 1st 
April, 1998 to 31st Jan., 1999 the total installed capacity of thermal 
plants operated by utilities was 66.8 TMW [Table 5.1(a)]. 
In case of generation of electricity by thermal sources share 
was 39% in 1950-51, which increased to 45% in 1960-61, and 46% in 
1970-71. In 1980-81, it went up to 51% and in 1990-91. to 64%. In 
1991-92, the share increased to 66% and again in 1992-93 and 
1993-94, to 68% and 69% respectively. In 1994-95, there was a decline 
in the share of thermal power generation by just 1%. but in 1995-96, 
1996-97 and 1997-98, the share went up to about 72% From 1st April, 
1998 to 31st Jan., 1999 the share of thermal power generation by utilities 
was 78% of the total power generated in the country. In 1950-51, the 
thermal power generation was of 2.6 BKwH which increased by 250% to 
9.1 BKwHandby210% to28.2BKwH in 1970-71, and by 117% to 61.3 
BKwH in 1980-81, and by 204% to 186.5 BKwH in 1990-91. In 1991-92, 
the increase was by 12% to 208.7 BKwH and by just 7% to 224.8 BKwH 
in 1992-93. In 1993-94, it went up by 10% to 248.2 BKwH and just by 6% 
to 262.1 BKwH in 1994-95. In 1995-96, there was again a tremendous 
generation like of 14% to 299.3 BKwH. In 1996-97 and 1997-98, the 
increase was of about 5% and 6% to 316.9 BKwH and 336.1 BKwH 
respectively. From 1st April, 1998 to 31st Jan., 1999 the thermal power 
generation was of 289.6 BKwH [Table 5.1(b)]. 
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Thermal power in India is produced by utilising coal, oil and 
gas. Recently the Liquified Natural Gas (LNG) has also been utilised to 
generate thermal power in India. Some of the thermal power plants are 
mentioned in Appendix No. 16. 
Thermal power has its own advantages and disadvantages 
which are mentioned below : 
(a) Advantages : 
The following are the advantages of thermal power. 
(i) The installation and operating cost of thermal power plants is much 
less than others. 
(ii) The maintenance requirement in these plants are low. 
(iii) The outrage rate of thermal plants is less. 
(iv) They need low transmission requirements. 
(v) They have the capability of erection in lesser time say three to six 
years. 
(vi) They require less space for their installation. 
(vii) The thermal plants run on coal can be installed on coal pit heads 
resulting into an easy availability of coal for their working and 
reducing the cost of production because of low transportation 
costs. 
(b) Disadvantages 
Apart from the aforesaid advantages they face the following 
disadvantages. 
(i) The thermal plant's life is short. 
(ii) They require high maintenance cost. 
(iii) They are a danger to the environment because of high toxic gases 
eruption and waste in the form of ash resulting into air pollution. 
(iv) The fuels like oil, coal, gas are non renewable sources of energy 
and short in supply. They have implications in terms of high costs 
and exert greater pressure on foreign resources. 
(v) The employees working in these plants are generally found to be 
suffering from heart diseases, tuberculosis, asthma etc. because 
of the fuels used by these plants. 
The recent introduction of Naphtha, Fuel Oil (FO), Liquified 
Natural Gas (LNG) or High Sulphur Fuel Oil (HSFO) as basic fuels for 
generating thermal power have been proved to be techno-economically 
not viable because of following reasons.^^ 
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(i) Power plants set up with these fuels would have lower shelf life 
(ii) The generation cost of electricity would be much higher 
(ill) These fuels are much costly in comparison to coal and gas 
resulting into an adverse bearing on macro-economic parameters 
with import bill going up 
(iv) The plants using these fuels will enhance their operation and 
maintenance costs (0 & M) 
(c) National Thermal Power Corporation (NTPC) : 
For the installation, maintenance and operation of the thermal 
plants m India, the Govt of India incorporated National Thermal Power 
Corporation (NTPC) m 1975, as a public sector undertaking (PSU) 
NTPC IS a Schedule 'A' company having a total approved investment of 
Rs 36,519 48 crores Its authonsed share capital is of Rs 8000 crores 
It has an approved capacity of 20515 MW representing about 28% of the 
all India thermal capacity At present NTPC has to its credit ""^Coal based 
thermal power projects and seven gas/liquid fuel based combined cycle 
projects (Appendix No 17) 
Since the commissioning of its first generating unit in 1982 at 
Singrauli, the corporation has gone on setting new standards in the area 
of project implementation In the period when almost all PSU units in the 
public sector slackened and a downfall was witnessed in the private 
sector, NTPC performed well and received the accolades from the World 
Bank's Chief, who said, "you are on time, you are within budget and you 
are generating profits These are all phenomena that the World Bank 
likes to be associated with" ^^  
From a project implementation company its focus of operation 
to a power generating company where its performance was also 
excellent The World Bank's performance audit report of 1993 stated, 
"NTPC record to plant construction, cost containment and operating 
efficiency has been exceptional, while as an institution, it has opened 
new ground in organisation and management, successfully navigated the 
transition from constructions to operating company and generally coped 
quite well with the problems of rapid expansion" ""^  
In addition to setting up generating units it has taken up 
consultancy assignments in India and abroad some of them being^^ -
(i) Construction of sub-station of 132, 66 and 33 KVs in Nepal 
(ii) Construction of two 132 KV indoor sub-station of Dubai Electncity 
and Water Authority 
(ill) Oil fired captive power plant (3x25 MW) for Panipat Refinery of 
Indian Oil Company (IOC) 
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(iv) Feasibility report of Mchuchuna mine power project of National 
Development Corporation of Tanzania. 
On its upto date high performance the Govt, of India had 
identified NTPC as one of the Navratnas - a potential "Global Giant".''^ 
The Marketline International, London, 1996, has revealed NTPC 
as the ninth largest thermal power generator in the world.""^ 
NTPC provides the benchmark for the Indian power sector, an 
availability of over 85% and Plant Load Factor (PLF) of more than 75% 
and a generation of 106 billion units in the year 1997-98. It has a strength 
of more than 24000 workforce in the same year.2° 
It enjoys a high level confidence of multilateral and bilateral 
funding agencies like World Bank (US $ 400 millions for Vindhyachai 
Stage II, Kayamkulam and EAP for certain operating stations); ADB (US 
$ 145 millions for Feroze Gandhi Unchahar Thermal Power Project); 
OECF (Japanese Yen 23.192 billions for Faridabad Gas based power 
project and Japanese Yen 19,817 billions for Simhadri Thermal Power 
Plant)^'' and many others like KFW of Germany, Exim Bank of Japan etc. 
NTPC has a distinction of being the single largest beneficiary of 
the World Bank funding with an assistance of about US $ 4 billions since 
its inception in 1975.^2 
Financially, NTPC has done well in the past few years. It's 
profits rosed from Rs. 734.62 crores in 1991-92, to Rs. 2122.30 crores 
in 1997-98, similarly, the dividend rose by almost eight times from an 
amount of Rs. 65 crores in 1993-94, to Rs. 503 crores in 1997-98.23 
The financial condition of NTPC could become more efficient if 
it recovers the outstanding dues from the different SEBs. The total 
outstanding amount to the SEBs as on Sept., 1998 amounted to Rs. 
8538 crores of which the highest debtor was Uttar Pradesh Rs. 1775 
crores (9.5 months); Delhi Rs. 1710 crores (9.7 months); Bihar Rs. 1369 
crores (15 months); West Bengal Rs. 715.41 crores (12.6 months); 
Orissa Rs. 491.20 crores (12 months) and Jammu and Kashmir Rs. 462 
crores (12 months) and Rs. 2015.39 crores of other SEBs 2^* 
NTPC has made it's willingness in front of the Finance Ministry 
and Power Ministry to seek approval to approach t h ^ international debt 
market with a US $ 2 billions External Commercial Borrowing (ECB) 
issue. This fund as per NTPC's plans would be utilised to part finance the 
four combined cycle gas fired power projects - Anta, Auriya, Kawas and 
Gandha with 650 MW installed capacity of each.25 
For the protection of the environment in the surroundings where 
its plants are located NTPC has planted more than 11 million trees. It has 
also established a Centre for Power Efficiency and Environment 
Protection (CENPEEP) in association with US Dept. of Energy and 
USAID.26 
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NTPC is planning to add a total of 5800 MW (3200 MW from 
ongoing projects and 2600 MW from new projects) in the Ninth Plan by 
the year 2007 i.e. the end of Tenth Plan, it is planning to become a 
33000 MW plus company.27 
NTPC has formed a Joint Venture (JV) with Spectrum Power 
Generation Ltd. for the 208 MW Godavari Gas Power Plant at Kakinanda. 
With BSES it has promoted a JV company named Utility Powertech Ltd. 
for construction, erection, and project management activities in the power 
and related sectors, it has also signed an MOU with Indian Oil Company 
for setting up petro fuel based power stations near refineries. It has also 
entered into another JV with ABB; Kraftwerke AG, Germany for 
renovation and maintenance (R & M) of power plants in India and abroad. 
It has recently decided to expand its horizons of performance by entering 
in hydro power generation and wind power generation to in the country.^^ 
As India's reputated PSU, NTPC received several awards, 
including Prime Minister's Shram Awards since its institution in 1986; 
Govt, of India's Meritorious Productivity Award; Safety Awards from 
several State Safety Councils; Jawaharlal Nehru Memorial Award for 
Pollution Control in 1994; Environment and Ecological Implementation 
Gold Award in 1995; and Family Welfare Award by FICCI in 1995. The 
Engineering Division of the company has been awarded ISO-9001 
certification by the international reputed agency Lloyd's Register Quality 
Assurance Ltd.^^ 
2. Hydel Power : 
Hydel power is generated by the help of water run turbines in an 
hydro electric plant. It is a renewable natural resource. Hydel power is the 
second largest source of electricity generation in India. The Installed 
capacity of hydel power has increased from 0.6 TMW in 1950-51, to 22.1 
MW upto 31st Jan., 1999. Its share in the total installed capacity of the 
country was 26% in 1950-51, but relatively this share has come down to 
just 22% upto 31st Jan., 1999. In case of generation of power, in 
1950-51, it was 2.5 BKwH which increased to 69.9 BKwH upto 31st 
Jan., 1999. The generation share was 38% in 1950-51 which came down 
to just 19% upto 31st Jan., 1999 [Table 5.1(a) and 5.1(b)]. 
This decline in the installed capacity and gross generation of 
hydel power in the country has been experienced since the end of 
1970-71, because of the lack of enthusiastic intentions on the part of the 
Govt, to take such projects. This was an unwise step and there was a 
need to reverse this trend. Therefore, the Power Economic Committee in 
1971, said, "Under the existing conditions in the country, the hydel 
scheme constitute the most economic source of electric production... to 
control and reduce the cost of energy generation and supply in the 
country, to enable full utilisation of generating facilities already built up 
and to ensure that the limited capital allocations to the power supply 
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industry go the farthest in meeting the country's estimated deficit, the 
bulk of the new generating capacity to be added in future plans should be 
derived from hydro sources".^ Some of the hydro electric power plants 
are mentioned in Appendix No. 18. 
Hydel power plants have several advantages and 
disadvantages of their own which are mentioned below ; 
(a) Advantages : 
The following are the advantage of a hydro electric power plant: 
(i) The useful life of a hydro-electric plant is around 50 years as 
compared to thermal plants. 
(ii) They do not require any fuel resulting into low operation costs, no 
charges and problems of handling and storage of fuel and disposal 
of ash. 
(iii) The energy cost per unit is independent of load factor. 
(iv) They can be run up and synchronised in a few minutes and rapid 
adjustment of load can be done. 
(v) Their structures are robust as compared to thermal plants. 
(vi) They have low maintenance cost. 
(vii) Their efficiency of working is constant and does not reduce with 
age as in case of thermal plants. 
(vii) Their importance in generation of electric energy helps in 
conservation of coal and other fuels. 
(ix) The operating personnel required for hydro plants are smaller in 
number as compared to those required for other plants. 
(x) Hydro projects are multipurpose projects where in addition to 
electric power generation, they are also useful for irrigation, flood 
control, navigation etc. 
(xi) They are free from air pollution because of no emission of smoke 
and exhaust gases. 
(xii) They are located in remote areas where land costs are low. 
(b) Disadvantages : 
The following are the disadvantages of hydro-electric power 
plants : 
(i) Due to high cost of civil engineering works, the capital cost per KW 
of hydro plants is considerably higher than that of steam plants. 
(ii) As these plants require abundance of water supply in dry seasons 
the power generation is very low. 
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(iii) The firm capacity of hydro plants is low and needs to be backed up 
by steam plants. 
(iv) Due to huge civil engineering works, they take long time for 
completion. 
(v) Hydro plants reservoir, to store water, require huge areas, uproots 
large population and creates social and other problems. 
(c) National Hydro-Electric Power Corporation (NHPC) : 
The management, maintenance and operation of the hydro-
electric power in India lies under the control of National Hydro-electric 
Power Corporation (NHPC). 
NHPC was incorporated in 1975, under the Companies Act 
1956, with an initial authorised capital of Rs. 200 crores which increased 
and reached Rs. 2500 crores by 1997, when it was again increased to 
Rs. 3500 crores.3^ In 1998, the authorised capital raised to Rs. 5000 
crores. ^ 2 
It is a Scheduled 'A' enterprise having the status of "Mini-
Navratna". Its investment base is of over Rs. 10000 crores which gives 
it a place in the list of the top ten companies in the country in terms of 
investment.^^ 
So far the corporation has commissioned seven power stations 
with an installed capacity of 2133 MW and has other three projects in 
hand with an installed capacity of 750 MW to be commissioned in the 
Ninth and Tenth Five Year Plans.-^^ (Appendix No. 19). 
Upto Nov., 1998 the corporation's power plants generated 
8228.7 million units of power against the target of 7062 million units.^^ It 
registered a net profit of Rs. 297 crores in 1997-98.^^ 
As on Sept., 1998 the outstanding amount of the corporation on 
various SEBs amounted to Rs. 1300 crores. Amongst them the highest 
amount was due on the SEB of Uttar Pradesh i.e. Rs. 510 crores 
followed by Haryana Rs. 345 crores; Jammu and Kashmir Rs. 165 crores, 
Delhi Rs. 150 crores; Punjab Rs. 64 crores; Himachal Pradesh Rs. 18 
crores and others Rs, 48 crores.3'' 
For its resources NHPC has tied up with OECF for funding its 
Dhauliganga Stage I and Koelkaro project.^^ 
NHPC also provides consultancy services to various public and 
private sector organisations. Recently, it has entered into a long term 
Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) with the Border Roads 
Organisation (BRO) for the future tunnelling works of the later and road 
works of it's projects. It is also negotiating with the Northern Railway for 
providing consultancy for geological appreciations, planning and design 
and preparation of specifications for seven tunnels of the Udhampur-
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Katra rail line in Jammu and Kashmir. It has also provided consultancy 
services to other public sector undertakings for implementing computer 
based application packages.^^ It is providing design, construction and 
monitoring support services to the West Bengal Power Development 
Corporation Ltd. (WBPDCL) for Bakreshwar Hydro-Electric Project. The 
Tala Hydro Electric Implementation Authority of Bhutan has desired the 
corporation to make hydraulic transient studies for its Tala project.'*° 
Not only in India, NHPC is constructing hydro electric povy^er 
projects abroad too e.g. the 45 MW Kurichu Project in Bhutan on turnkey 
basis and Devighat Hydro-electric Project (14 MW) in Nepal.'*'' 
NHPC has its own multi-disciplinary Environment Core Group of 
experts. This group perform the functions of environment impact 
assessment, geo-environmental studies, socio quality studies, fish 
management studies, catchment area treatment, compensatory 
afforestation, resettlement and rehabilitation."^ 
The Corporation as per its diversification plans has undertaken 
the execution of 25 MW Wind Power Project located near Coimbatore 
(Tamil Nadu).''^ 
3. Nuclear Power : 
Nuclear power is generated by the help of radioactive elements 
like uranium, thorium and plutonium in a nuclear power plant. Nuclear 
power was introduced to India's power sector in 1969, with the 
commissioning of Tarapur Atomic Power Station in Maharashtra. The 
credit of the introduction of nuclear power to India's power map goes to 
Dr. Homi Jahangir Bhabha. He had drawn the Nuclear Power 
Programme, right at its inception, considering the projected medium and 
long term demand of electricity availability of limited resources of coal 
and hydel power, using the moderate resources of natural uranium and 
vast resources of thorium and energy independence and security as an 
ultimate objective.'*'' 
The Nuclear Power Programme covers building Pressurised 
Heavy Water Reactors (PHWRs) in the first stage using natural uranium 
as fuel for producing electricity and plutonium fuel; Fast Breeder 
Reactors (FBRs) using plutonium and uranium-233, also a nuclear fuel in 
the second stage; and thorium based reactors in the third stage.•'^ 
Right from the '60s, when Dr. Homi Bhabha dreamt of "20000 
MW by the year 1987", to the Department of Atomic Energy (DAE) 1984, 
plan of "10000 MW by 2000" every single target set for nuclear power 
generation has been missed by miles.'^^ 
In 1969, the two reactors of 210 MW capacity each, were 
commissioned at Tarapur (Maharashtra, which were constructed with US 
cooperation. By 1974, their capacity was derated to 160 MW each 
because of tube failures in the steam generators. Later on two PHWRs 
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were installed in Rawatbhata (Rajasthan) named as Rajasthan Atomic 
Power Station (RAPS 1 & 2) with 220 MW capacity each, out of which 
one unit was derated to 100 MW due to development of cracks, leading 
to leakages. In 1984, Unit I of Madras Atomic Power Station (MAPS-I) 
was installed and in 1986, (MAPS-II) was installed each with a capacity 
of 235 MW which were derated to 175 MW each because of cracks in 
the inlets of the reactors. In 1991 and 1992, the Narora Atomic Power 
Station (NAPS 1 & 2) were installed with 235 MW capacity each, but due 
to a very close meltdown in unit 1 in 1993, the unit was closed. In 1993, 
and 1995, the Kakrapar Atomic Power Station (KAPS 1 & 2), 
respectively were commissioned with a capacity of 220 MW each of 
which Unit I faced the problem which RAPS faced, in 1994. In 1994, 
Kaiga 2 was commissioned and Kaiga I which was ready to be 
commissioned met with the accident of a concrete containment dome's 
collapse. Both the units have an installed capacity of 220 MW each.'*^ 
These disasters in the TAPS and RAPS mentioned above 
forced the Govt, to repair the plants with the help of the technologies 
which were used to construct them from US and Canada, respectively. 
But Canada refused to do so because of India's Pokhran-I nuclear test in 
1974, therefore Indian companies like BHEL and the DAE and Atomic 
Energy Regulatory Board (AERB) took over the task with indigenous 
technologies and achieved success. Therefore, India has achieved self-
reliance In reactor technology in all respects. Such as, large high 
accuracy floor mounted horizontal borers; large vertical borers, different 
welding equipment such as TIG, pulsed TIG, MIG, pulsed MIG etc. 
ultrasonic testing machines, accurate measuring instruments, optical 
instruments etc.*^ 
Inspite of all these developments in the achievement of state-of-
the-art-technologies in the nuclear power sector, India at present is only 
able to have a total installed capacity of 1840 MW which is just 2% of the 
total installed capacity of power in the country and similarly just 2% in the 
total electricity generated in the country [Table 5.1(a) and 5.1(b)]. 
Nuclear power in India is developed by the Central Govt, only 
because of the safety, defence and high strategic reasons. 
Nuclear power is clean, compact and concentrated. It has a 
minimum impact on the environment as compared to other energy 
sources because the nuclear power plants do not emit carbon dioxide, 
nitrogen dioxide and sulphur dioxide thereby saving the environment from 
the green house (global warming) and acid rain effects. The plants 
require less space. 
Inspite of these advantages the disadvantages of nuclear power 
are that the cost of construction of nuclear power plants is very high in 
comparison to other plants because of safety reasons and high expertise 
used to construct them. If there is a meltdown or cracks in the plant 
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leading to leakages than the nuclear reactions caused by them spill over 
human, wild and plant lives for a long period. These plants require high 
vigilance for national security purposes and high operation and 
maintenance and renovation costs. 
The development of nuclear pov»/er in India is vested in the 
hands of the Nuclear Pov^er Corporation of India Ltd. (NPCIL) and the 
DAE and AERB. 
4. Renewable sources of Power : 
As the conventional sources of power namely, coal, oil and gas 
are short in supply in any country, developed or developing, but the 
demand for electricity is high in every country. So a world wide emphasis 
has been laid to exploit the non-conventional or renewable resources of 
energy for augmenting the power plans of the countries. 
India has the destination of being the first country in the world 
which launched a major programme for renewable energy in the mid-
1970's. A number of projects in the field of biogas, solar, wind, biomass 
were taken up during the Fifth Five Year Plan. The Sixth Plan was marked 
by the creation of the Department of Non-conventional Energy Sources 
(DNES) which was upgraded into a Ministry in the Eighth Plan namely. 
Ministry of Non-conventional Energy Sources (MNES). The intervening 
Seventh Plan launched the Indian Renewable Energy Development 
Agency (IREDA) to provide financial support for commercialisation of the 
renewable sources of energy.'*^ 
The sources of renewable energy are; biogas, solar, wind, 
biomass, urban and industrial wastes, small and mini hydro schemes; 
ocean thermal capacity and tidal energy. All these sources of power are 
mentioned below in brief: 
(a) Bionnass Based Power : 
The biomass based power generation programme launched by 
the Govt, of India in 1993-94, envisages optimum bagasse-based 
cogeneration in sugar factories direct biomass combustion based power 
generation and grid interactive biomass gassification based power 
generation. The Govt, has estimated a potential of 3500 MW of surplus 
power from bagassee in 420 sugar mills in the country. Till 1996, 18 
biomass power projects with a total capacity of 84 MW have been set up 
in five states which are feeding power to the grid. Another 17 projects in 
several states aggregating 97 MW are under installation. These plants 
are saving 500,000 tonnes of coal and reducing emission of 10 lakh 
tonnes of carbondioxide into the atmosphere.^° 
It has been estimated that the states of Punjab and Haryana 
combinedly have got a potential to generate 200 MW power from the 
bagasse of their sugar mills.^'' 
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The Ninth Plan estimates the potential of biomass based power 
to be of 17000 MW. To tap this potential the Govt, has decided to set up 
12 demonstration projects with partial budgetary support and a scheme 
involving an interest subsidy of 2% has been launched during 1995-96, 
to cover large number of sugar mills. It has also launched a scheme for 
utilisation of agricultural biomass available at Taluka Level for 
decentralised power generation to meet the power requirements of the 
people locally. The Govt, has also launched a national programme since 
June, 1995 - "Recovery of Energy" from urban and industrial waste for 
which it provides financial, support interest and investment subsidies. 
Urban and industrial waste poses serious environmental 
problems due to lack of proper disposal facilities,. However, two possible 
routes were identified to overcome the problem such as incineration and 
dry fermentation. India has the technology for these processes but not 
much work has been done so far. Whatever was done was the installation 
of an urban waste plant in Delhi. The failure of the plant stopped the 
further progress of the programme. But there is a strong possibility of 
developing upto 1000 MW through the urban and industrial waste by the 
year 2002. " 
(b) Solar Photovoltaic : 
To tap the solar energy to generate electricity the Govt, of India 
started the Solar Photovoltaic (SPV) and the solar thermal power 
programme, to exploit the potential of 5x10^^ Whr/yr. (Watt Hour per year) 
capacity. Till now only 32 MW of this potential have been exploited. The 
scientists of the National Physical Laboratory (NPL) developed a 
complete solar model during 1980s, technical knowhow of which was 
transfered to Germany, Israel and Japan but because of faulty decision 
making it was abandoned in India. Had the model been effectively used, 
the country would have been the world leader in solar energy utilisation.^^ 
In the past decade, it has been found that the SPV programme 
is also making a steady progress. A number of projects for grid 
interactive SPV and solar thermal power generation have been initiated 
in different states. This includes the Mathania (Jodhpur) project which 
involves a 35 MW solar power generating system and a 105 MW 
conventional power component. The Rajasthan Govt, has set up the 
Rajasthan State Power Corporation specially to undertake this project for 
which the Global Environmental Facility (GEF) has offered a grant of US 
$ 49 million while the German Govt, has offered a soft loan of 116.8 
million DMs and commercial loan of 133.2 million DMs. the State Govt, 
has also announced to set up Solar Energy Enterprise Zones comprising 
of Jodhpur, Jaisalmer and Barmer districts.^'' 
(c) Small Hydro Schemes : 
Small hydro plants include mini hydro schemes of around 1-5 
MW ratings and micro hydro schemes which are less than 1 MW. Some 
small hydro plants are in operation in India.^^ 
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The estimated potential of power through these plants is 10000 
MW but so far only 155.38 MW capacity has been installed and projects 
of 246 MW are under construction. According to MNES the Central 
Electricity Authority (CEA) has compiled information on over 1600 sites 
having individual capacity of a few KW to 15 KW. So far 9 states have 
offered 456 sites with total potential of 600 MW to the private sector.^^ 
The Govt, of India has announced various measures to promote 
the setting up of small hydro power projects based on waterfalls, canals, 
small rivers and streams. It has provided certain financial and fiscal 
incentives too which include financing upto 75% of the project cost by 
IREDA at concessional rate of interest and buyback arrangements with 
SEBs^^ (Appendix No. 20). 
(d) Wind Energy : 
The use of wind to run the windmills used for irrigation of fields 
and supplying water for domestic and dairy uses was known to the people 
of India, particularly of southern states, for a long time. The first time its 
use to generate electricity was introduced by installing a wind electric 
generator at Central Power Research Institute (CPRI), Bangalore with a 
220 V 6 KW DC generator supplied by Allgaier Werke Gmbh, Germany. 
The annual electricity generated by this wind electric generator was 
estimated to be around 15000 KwH.^® 
Wind power generators of more than 1000 MW have been 
installed in the country by the beginning of the Ninth Plan. The estimated 
available potential of the wind power is around 20000 MW as per Ninth 
Plan estimates.^^ 
Considering the new model with new technologies of wind 
electric generators, higher unit sizes and increased hub heights, the 
exploitable wind power potential is projected to be more than 30000 
MW.60 
At present India is the second exploiter of wind energy in the 
world after USA®\ with an exploitation of 970 MW capacity. 
(e) Ocean Thermal Power : 
It has been reported that Tamil Nadu itself has an Ocean 
Thermal Power (OTP) potential of 50000 MW. Till now not a single power 
plant has been put up to tap this huge potential. 
(f) Tidal Power : 
In India tidal power is proposed to be harnessed in Sunderban 
region of West Bengal. Hydrological studies have indicated that major 
power plants can be installed on river Matia and Curzon Creek of this 
region. In addition small power plants can be installed at Beledona 
Creek, Durgadowani Creek. Chaltubonia Creek and Rakhaskhali Creek. 
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The total available tidal energy in this areas has been estimated to be 
575 MW. Besides this, the studies conducted by United Nations (UN) 
have indicated that potential for tidal pov\/er development also exists at 
Bhavnagar (Gulf of Cambay), Navlakhi (Gulf of Kutch) and Kandia (Gulf of 
Kutch).^^ The total tidal power potential of India is 9000 MW, which is left 
unexploited till now. 
India has got a Sea Wave Power potential of about 2000 MW 
which is yet to be exploited. 
Table No. 5.2. Renewable Energy Potential In India 
S.No 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
. Source 
Biomass Based Power 
& Classifiers 
Bagasse based 
cogeneration 
Solar Thermal Power 
Solar Photovoltaic 
Small Hydro 
Wind Energy 
Urban and 
Industrial Wastes 
Ocean Thermal 
Sea Wave Power 
Tidal power 
Potential 
Availability 
17000 MW 
3500 MW 
35 MW/Sqkm 
20 MW/Sqkm 
10000 MW 
20000 MW 
_ 
50000 MW 
20000 MW 
9000 MW 
Potential 
Exploited 
(as on 31.3.98) 
50.03 MW 
84.00 MW 
-
32 MW 
155.38 MW 
970 MW 
4.75 MW 
-
-
-
Source : Govt, of India, Ministry of Information and Broadcasting, 
Publication Division : "India 1999 - A Reference Annual" (p. 
400-401). 
V. OTHER PUBLIC SECTOR UNDERTAKINGS ENGAGED IN 
POWER GENERATION : 
Apart from NTPC, NHPC and NPC the other power sector 
PSUs engaged in the additions, to the installed capacity and power 
generation in India are discussed in brief below : 
1. North-Eastern Electric Power Corporation (NEEPCO)" 
NEEPCO, Shillong (Sikkim) was established in 1976, under the 
Companies Act 1956, with an objective of harnessing the power potential 
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of the North-Eastern region through planned development of power 
generation projects. It is a scheduled 'B' organisation with an authorised 
share capital of Rs. 1,500 crores. The corporation has so far completed 
two hydro projects namely, Kopili Hydro-electric Project (150 MW) and 
Kopili Hydro-electric project 1st stage extension (100 MW) and partially 
a Gas based power project at Kathalguri in Assam (201 MW out of 291 
MW). Out of the total effective installed capacity of 1638.43 MW (Grid) in 
the North-Eastern Region, NEEPCO is contributing 595 MW through its 
Kopili Hydro Electric Project and Assam Gas based project at Kathalguri 
under O & M (Operation and Modernisation). During 1997-98, NEEPCO 
has been able to synchronise 3 units each of 30 MW of Assam Gas 
Based Combined Cycle Project and four units 'each of 21 MW of Agartala 
Gas Based Power Project of Tripura. 
The corporation achieved a capacity addition of 251 MW within 
the Eighth plan and 173 MW in the year 1997-98, 51 MW in the year 
1998-99. In 1999-2000, a capacity addition of 50 MW has been targeted 
to be achieved. The corporation proposes a capacity addition of 405 
MW of Ranganadi Hydro-electric Project (ongoing) and 25 MW of Doyang 
Hydro-electric Project (ongoing) and 25 MW Kopili Stage-ll Project, 
during remaining period of IXth Plan. It has also taken up Tuirial Hydro-
electric Project of 60 MW in the State of Mizoram with OECF funding, 
which is scheduled to be completed in 2006. In addition to the above, the 
corporation is negotiating with different State Govts, of North-Eastern 
Region to take up the following projects : 
1. Lower Kopili Hydro electric Project, Assam - 150 MW 
2. Tuivai Hydro-electric Project, Mizoram - 210 MW 
3. Kameng Hydro-electric Project, Arunachal Pradesh - 600 MW 
4. Ranganadi Hydro-electric Project Stage-ll, Arunachal pradesh -
180 MW 
5. Kolodyne Hydro-electric Project, Mizoram - 90 MW 
6. Sissiri Hydro-electric Project, Arunachal Pradesh - 225 MW 
7. Tipaimukh Hydro-electric Project, Manipur - 1500 MW 
2. Tehri Hydro Development Corporation (THDC)** 
THDC was incorporated on 12th July, 1998 as a joint venture of 
the Govt, of India and the Govt, of Uttar Pradesh to execute the Tehri 
Hydro power Complex (2400 MW) in Tehri Garhwal (Uttar Pradesh) and 
also to plan, promote and organise the development and harnessing of 
such other hydro electric sites projects in Bhagirathi, Bhilangana valley 
as may be entrusted to the Corporation by the Govt. It has an authorised 
share capital of Rs. 2000 crores. The Corporation is presently engaged 
in the implementation of Tehri Project Stage-I (1000 MW). The cost of the 
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project is being shared in the ratio of 3:1 (equity portion) for the Power 
Component, while the Irrigation Component (20% of stage I) is to be 
entirely funded by the State Govt. The Tehri Power Complex comprises 
four components viz. First, the 260.5 M high rock fill Tehri Dam and 1000 
MW Hydro Power Plant (HPP) (Stage-I of the Complex). Second, 1000 
MW Pump Storage Plant (PSP) situated just downstream of the 
confluence of Bhagirathi and Bhilangana rivers at Tehri, along with 88 KV 
Associated Transmission System for evacuation of power from the Tehri 
Hydro Power Complex to be executed by PGCIL. The project will 
generate 6,500 units of energy per year and will provide additional 
irrigation facilities of 2.7 lakh hectares, besides establishing existing 
irrigation facilities in 6.04 lakh hectares of land. The total expenditure 
incurred till Dec , 1998 on the project is Rs. 1820.87 crores. 
3. Nathpa Jhakri Power Corporation Limited (NJPC)^' 
NJPC was incorporated on 24th May 1988 as a joint venture of 
the Govt, of India and the Govt, of Himachal Pradesh, to plan, promote, 
organise and execute hydro-electric power projects in the Sutiej River 
Basin in Himachal Pradesh. The authorised share capital of NJPC is Rs. 
2200 crores with a debt equity ratio of 1:1 NJPC is presently executing 
its first project namely Nathpa Jhakri Hydro-electric Power Project 
(NJHPP), with an installed capacity of 1500 MW in the Kinnaur and 
Shimla districts of Himachal Pradesh. The World Bank has sanctioned a 
loan of US $ 437 millions for part financing of the project and the Govt, 
of India and the State Govt, are sharing the equity capital in the ratio of 
3:1 respectively. NJPC also envisages for harnessing the hydro power 
potential in the upper reaches of river Sutiej in the form of a run of river 
scheme. The project, on commissioning, will generate 6700 MUs of 
energy in a year, besides providing 1500 MW of valuable peaking power 
to the Northern Grid. In the future, NJPC is expected to take up the 
execution of the proposed Rampur Hydro-Electric Power Project (500-
600 MW) utilising the tail race waters of NJHPP as a run of the river 
scheme, during the IXth plan. 
4. Damodar Valley Corporation (DVC)^^ 
The DVC, Calcutta (West Bengal), the first multipurpose river 
valley project of the Govt, of India was set up on 7th July, 1948 under 
DVC Act (XIV of 1948) for the unified development of Damodar Valley 
region spread over the States of Bihar and West Bengal. DVC's 
objectives include flood control and irrigation power generation and 
distribution, soil conservation, social and economic well being of the 
people of Damodar Valley Region. DVC's main projects include four 
dams at Maithon, Panchet, Tilaiya and Konar, with connected hydro-
electric power stations (except at Konar), of 60 MW, 80 MW and 4 MW 
respectively. There are thermal power stations namely Bokaro 'A' 175 
MW; Bokaro 'B' 630 MW; Chandrapura 750 MW; Durgapur 350 MW and 
Majia Thermal Power Station Unit-I 210 MW, Unit-ll 210 MW and Unit-Ill 
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210 MW. It also operates the Gas Turbine Thermal Power Station at 
Maithon of 82.5 MW capacity. DVC supplies power to coal mines, steel 
plants, railways and other big industries besides SEBs of Bihar and West 
Bengal. Its transmission system runs to a total length of 5271 ckt.km 
(circuit kilometer) comprising 1,121 ckt.km 220 kv lines, 3146 ckt.km 
132 kv lines and 1007 ckt.km 33 kv lines. The system is supported by 52 
sub-stations. The system is also interconnected with NTPC and Chukha 
and operates as a constituent of the interconnected grid system of 
Eastern Region Electricity Board (EREB). During 1997-98 DVC's system 
generated 7,307 MUs of which 6908 MU's were contributed by the 
thermal stations 385 MUs by hydel power stations and 14 MUs by gas 
turbine project. During the period DVC's turnover was around Rs. 1500 
crores (provisional) leading to a profit of around Rs. 60 crores 
(provisional). The total installed capacity of DVC in March, 1998 was 
2761.5 MW comprising of 2535 MW of thermal capacity and 144 MW of 
hydel capacity and 82.5 MW of gas turbine station. During 1997-98, 
Mejia Unit III 210 MW thermal capacity has been added. In future DVC's 
(ongoing) power project. Maithon Right Bank Thermal Power Station 
(4x250 MW) will be commissioned. The project is expected to cost Rs. 
3255.50 crores. 
5. Bhakra Beas Management Board (BBMB)^^ 
BBMB was constituted under section 80 of the Punjab Re-
organisation Act, 1966, for the administration maintenance and 
operation of Bhakra Nangal Project Beas Project w.e.f. 15.5.76. The total 
installed generating capacity of the BBMB Power Houses is 2793.65 
MW detailed as under: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
Bhakra Right Bank 
Bhakra Left Bank 
Ganguwal 
Kotia 
Dehar 
Pong 
Total 
735.00 MW 
540.00 MW 
81.08 MW 
81.57 MW 
990.00 MW 
366.00 MW 
2793.65 MW 
The power generation at BBMB power stations is being 
evacuated through BBMB power evacuation system running into 3775 ckt 
km length of 400, 220, 132 and 66 KVs transmission lines. The 
generation during 1997-98 was 10686 MU's and is expected to be 10650 
MWin 1998-99. 
VI. INDIA'S POWER SECTOR - TRENDS 
Power i.e. electricity is the main source of energy for the 
upgradation of an economy in every respect - agriculture, industrial, 
transports communication, science and technology, social sector 
development etc. was no doubt introduced in India during the British Rule 
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in 1897 but the main emphasis was laid after the independence with the 
beginning of the planning era i.e. 1950-51. Since then the Indian power 
sector is scaling high in respect to capacity additions, increasing 
generation, transmission and distribution, consumption and technological 
advancements and many other related power sector fields. In contrast, 
the poor performance of SEBs, low Plant Load Factor (PLF), improper 
decision making and other bottlenecks, resulted into a poor show of the 
power sector i.e. India has been ranked the lowest in the generation and 
consumption of electricity amongst the developing countries of the world. 
This part of the study deals with the trends of the power sector 
since 1950-51 to 1998-99, (31st Dec, 1998 in particular) : 
1. Power Sector - Installed Capacity and Generation : 
The installed capacity addition and generation programmes 
taken by the Central sector PSUs like NTPC, NHPC, NEEPCO, DVC, 
BBMB and NPC and in the state sector by SEBs have showed an overall 
excellent results. The private sector companies on the other hand have 
also been engaged in this field but their share in comparison with the 
PSUs has been low. Upto 1991, only 5 private companies were engaged 
in the power sector of the company.^® 
(a) Installed capacity : 
The installed capacity of power sector in 1950-51, was 2.3 TMW 
of which the share of the utilities (centre and state) was 74% i.e. 1.7 
TMW and Non-utilities 26% i.e. 0.6 TMW. In 1960-61, the capacity 
increased to 5.6 TMW (4.6 TMW (82%) of utilities and 1 TMW (18%) of 
non-utilities). In 1970-71, it increased by 191% to 16.3 TMW (14.7 TMW 
(90%) of utilities and 1.6TMW (10%) of non-utilities). In 1980-81, the 
installed capacity increased with a rate of 105% to 33.4 TMW (30.3 TMW 
(91%) of utilities and (9%) of non-utilities). In 1990-91, it further increased 
by 124% to 74.7 TMW (66.1 TMW (88%) of utilities and 8.6 TMW (12%) 
of non-utilities. In the years 1991-92 and 1992-93, the installed capacity 
of power increased by about 5% each year to 78.4 TMW and 82.4 TMW 
respectively, the share of utilities was 69.1 TMW (88%) and 72.3 TMW 
(88%) in respective years and that of non-utilities 9.3 TMW (12%) and 
10.1 TMW (12%) in respective years. In 1993-94 and 1994-95 the 
installed capacity increased by each year to 86.9 TMW and 92.2 TMW 
respectively. In 1993-94 and 1994-95 the share of utilities in this capacity 
was 76.7 TMW (88%) and 81.1 TMW (88%) respectively and that of non-
utilities 10.2 TMW (12%) and 11.1 TMW (12%) respectively. Since 1995-
96 the installed capacity of power sector is increasing by a constant rate 
of almost 3% p.a. i.e. in 1995-96, it was 95.2 TMW (83.3 TMW (88%) of 
utilities and 11.9 TMW (12%) of non-utilities); in 1996-97, it was 97.9 
TMW (85.8 TMW (88%) of utilities and 12.1 TMW (12% of non utilities); 
in 1997-98, it was 101.2 TMW (88.3 TMW (88%) of utilities and 12.9 
TMW (12%) of non utilities). In 1998-99 i.e. April, 1998 to 31st Jan., '99 
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it was 104.4 TMW (91.1 TMW (88%) of utilities and 13.3 TMW (12%) of 
non-utilities) [Table 5.1(a)]. 
(b) Gross Generation : 
The gross generation of electricity in India in 1950-51, was 6.6 
BKwH of which the share of the utilities was 5.1 BKwH (77%) and non 
utilities 1.5 BKwH (23%). The generation increased by 205% in 1960-61 
and 1970-71, amounting to 20.1 BKwH and 61.2 BKwH, respectively, of 
which the share of utilities was 16.9 BKwH (84%) and 55.8 BKwH (91%), 
respectively and that of non-utilities 3.28 BKwH (16%) and 5.4 BKwH 
(9%), respectively. In 1980-81, no doubt in actual the generation of 
electricity increased to 119.2 BKwH but its relative growth rate was just 
95% (110.8 BKwH (93%) of utilities and 8.4 BKwH (7%) of non-utilities). 
In 1990-91, the gross generation increased by 143% to 289.4 BKwH 
(264.3 BKwH (91%) of utilities and 25.1 BKwH (9%) of non-utilities). In 
1991-92, it increased by 9% to 315.6 BKwH (287 BKwH (91%) of utilities 
and 28.6 BKwH (9%) of non-utilities). In 1992-93, it went up by just 5% 
to 332.7 BKwH (301.4 BKwH (91%) of utilities and 31.3 BKwH (9%) of 
non-utilities). In 1993-94, it rose by 7% to 356.3 BKwH (324 BKwH (91%) 
of utilities and 32.3 BKwH (9%) of non-utilities). In 1994-95 and 1995-96, 
it grew by 8% each year to 385.5 BKwH and 418 BKwH, respectively of 
which the share of utilities was 350.4 BKwH (91%) and 379.9 BKwH 
(91%), respectively and that of non-utilities 35.1 BKwH (9%) and 38.1 
BKwH (9%) respectively. In 1996-97, the gross generation rose by just 
4% to 435.5 BKwH (394.5 BKwH (91%) of utilities and 41 BKwH (91%) 
of non-utilities). In 1997-98, it went up by 7% to 464.4 BKwH (420.6 
BKwH (91%) of utilities and 43.8 BKwH (9%) of non-utilities). From 1st 
April, 1998 to 31st Jan., 1999 the gross generation was 369.4 BKwH by 
utilities [Table 5.1(b)]. 
2. Power Sector - Plan wise Targets and Achievements : 
As has been discussed before that the Planning Commission 
which prepares the five year plans for the country's economic 
development has been assigned the additional responsibility to prepare 
the country's power sector plan too. This power plan formulated by the 
Planning Commission, becomes a part of the whole Five Year Plan 
framework. 
The Planning Commission on the basis of the projected 
demand of power in the country by different sectors, and the availability 
of power at the time of the planning process of the plan, sets the targets 
for the capacity additions in the respective plans. 
Thus, the Planning Commission set a target of 1300 MW 
capacity addition during the First Five Year Plan but the actual 1100 MW 
was 15.4% short than the target (Table No. 5.3). 
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Table No. 5.3. 
Plan 
First Plan 
Second Plan 
Third Plan 
Fourth Plan 
Fifth Plan 
Sixth Plan 
Seventh Plan 
Eighth Plan 
Planwise Power 
Achievements 
Period 
1951-56 
1956-61 
1961-66 
1969-74 
1974-79 
1980-85 
1985-90 
1992-97 
Target 
1300 
3500 
7040 
9264 
12499 
19666 
22245 
30538 
Generation 
Achievements 
1100 
2250 
4520 
4579 
10202 
14226 
21401 
16422 
Targets and 
(In MW) 
Shortfall 
(in %age) 
15.4 
35.7 
35.8 
50.6 
18.4 
27.7 
3.8 
46.2 
Source : The Hindu : Survey of Indian Industry, 1997, p. 75. 
During the Second Five Year Plan, the Govt, of India desired for 
high rate of industrialisation and agricultural production which increased 
the demand of electricity in the country. To meet this demand the second 
plans target was to add 3500 MW of power capacity but the actual results 
were 35.7% less than the target i.e. 2250 MW. 
The Third Plan emphasis on basic industries continued but 
agriculture and allied sectors like irrigation and power were also given 
priority and above all the rise in demand for power by urban household 
sector due to increase in population of the country as a whole and urban 
localities in particular resulted into the increase in the targeted capacity 
additions of 7040 MW, whereas, the actual achievement was just 4520 
MW being 35.8% short than the target. 
During the third plan the demand for power by every sector of 
the economy went up than and the targets and with an institution of further 
rise the Fourth Plan targeted the capacity addition in the plan period to 
be 9264 MW but the actual figures achieved were of 4579 MW being 
50.6% below the target. This shortage was the highest ever recorded. 
The Fifth Plan's overall objective was to attain self-reliance in 
every field i.e. in industrial, agricultural, science and technology sectors 
etc. and a greater stress was laid on the eradication of poverty by 
increasing employment opportunities in the country. It also provided for 
proper health care, elementary education, drinking water, shelter for 
landless and slum upgradation. These objectives could have been fulfilled 
by the installation of more factories in the country and building of 
infrastructure facilities related to these activities which would increase 
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the demand for electricity manifold. Therefore, the plans objective was to 
install power plants with a total capacity of 12499 MW but the actual 
capacity added during the plan period was 10202 MW which was 18.4% 
short than the targets. 
The Sixth Plan's target was to add 19666 MW of power but only 
14226 MW was added being 27.7% short than the target. 
The Seventh Plan which had the objective to increase India's 
exports by increasing the quality and quantity of agricultural and industrial 
production and a high growth rate of urbanisation of Indian masses would 
have increase the demand for electricity further. To meet this demand the 
plan set the objective of adding 22.245 MW capacity. This was the only 
plan where the achievement of the target was the highest with just 3.8% 
shortage i.e. 21,401 MW. 
The Eighth Plan was introduced in the initial years of 
liberalisation i.e. 1992. During this period the economic paradigm of the 
country completely changed because of the permitted entry of foreign 
private sector's participation in the domestic industries. Secondly, it was 
emphasised that the domestic industries would be upgraded to face the 
competition from the foreign investors. To meet these objects and to 
impress the foreign investors to invest in the country an ever greater 
stress was laid on the development of the wide infrastructure sector of 
the country. Therefore, the plan set the ever highest target for power 
sector's installed capacity addition of 30,538 MW but the actual addition 
was 4S.2% less than the target amounting to just 16,422 MW. 
3. Power Sector - Consumption of Electricity : 
Power which has become an important ingredient of the overall 
development of any economy is consumed by each and every sector of 
the economy - agriculture, industrial, transport, commercial and 
household sectors. The pattern of consumption of electricity in India is 
shown in Table 5.4 and discussed below : 
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Table No. 5.4 : Electricity Consumption 
(Percent) 
Year 
1950-51 
1960-61 
1970-71 
1980-81 
1990-91 
1991-92 
1992-93 
1993-94 
1994-95 
1995-96 
1996-97 
Domestic Commercial 
12.6 
10.7 
8.8 
11.2 
16.8 
17.3 
18.0 
18.2 
18.5 
18.7 
19.8 
7.5 
6.1 
5.9 
5.7 
5.9 
5.8 
5.7 
5.9 
6.1 
6.1 
6.2 
industry 
62.6 
69.4 
67.6 
58.4 
44.2 
42.0 
40.9 
39.6 
38.6 
37.8 
37.6 
Traansport 
& Traction 
7.4 
3.3 
3.2 
2.7 
2.2 
2.2 
2.3 
2.3 
2.3 
2.3 
2.3 
Agriculture Others 
3.9 
6.0 
10.2 
17.6 
26.4 
28.2 
28.7 
29.7 
30.5 
30.9 
29.6 
6.0 
4.5 
4.3 
4.4 
4.5 
4.5 
4.4 
4.3 
4.0 
4.2 
4.1 
Sources : Govt, of India, Ministry of Finance, Economic Division : 
"Economic Survey-1998-99" (S. 30) 
(a) Industrial Sector : 
The industrial sector of the country is the biggest consumer of 
electricity. The industrial sector requires electricity for the machinery, 
lightening of industrial premises, refrigeration etc. The industrial load 
depends upon the number of shifts per day in the industry. On the basis 
of shifts, the industrial load is divided into small, medium and heavy 
types. During night the load is mostly for lightening plus some 
refrigeration purposes which requires continuous supply of electricity 
Around 6 A.M., generally, some machines start working and the load 
starts increasing. The shifts starts at 8 A.M. and the load suddenly jumps 
to the full value and remains almost constant throughout the day, except 
during lunch break, till the end of the shift. 
In 1950-51, out of the total electricity consumption about 62.6% 
was consumed by industrial sector which increased to 69.4% in 1960-61, 
but from then onwards it is declining and came down to 44.2% in 
1990-91, and to 42%; in 1991-92. in 1992-93, to 40.9%; in 1993-94, to 
39.6%; in 1994-95, to 38.6%; in 1995-96 to 37.8%; and in 1996-97 to 
37.6%. 
This decrease in industrial consumption is not because of 
slowing down of industrialisation rate but most of the big industries in the 
country have established their own captive power plants instead of 
depending solely on the public utilities. 
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(b) Agriculture Sector : 
The electricity in the agricultural sector is used to irrigate the 
fields with the help of electric tubewells and pumpsets and for operating 
the machines used by the farmers such as threshers etc. The agriculture 
sector of the country is the second largest consumer of electricity in India. 
For some areas the irrigation load may be more than that of industrial 
load. It is a general practice to energise tubewell feeders for about 12 
hours a day during night. 
In 1950-51, the consumption of electricity by agricultural sector 
was 3.9% of the total electricity consumption in the country which 
increased to 6% in 1960-61. Since then the consumption is increasing 
and reached 26.4% in 1990-91. In 1991-92, it went upto 28.2% in 
1992-93 to 28.7%; in 1993-94 to 29.7%; in 1994-95 to 30.5%; in 
1995-96 to 30.9%; but declined to 29.6% in 1996-97. 
This increase in the consumption of electricity by agricultural 
sector is not because the agriculture land use has increased but because 
of the Govt.'s. policy of rural electrification and energisation of pumpsets 
and tubewells etc. 
(c) Domestic Sector : 
At the third position comes the domestic sector or the 
households in the economy. The households use electricity to light their 
houses, running of fans and other electrical appliances such as the 
radios, televisions, tape-recorders, heaters, electric irons, refrigerators, 
coolers, geysers, washing machines etc. The domestic load is constant 
throughout the day and year. 
In 1950-51, the domestic consumption of electricity was 12.6% 
of the total electricity consumption in the country which decreased to 
10.7% in 1960-61 and further to 8.8% in 1970-71. In 1980-81, it 
increased to 11.2% and to 16.8% in 1990-91. Since then the 
consumption of electricity by domestic sector is increasing. In 1991-92, 
it increased to 17.3%; in 1992-93 to 18%; in 1993-94 to 18.2%; in 
1994-95 to 18.5%; in 1995-96 to 18.7% and in 1996-97 to 19.8%. 
The domestic consumption of electricity is increasing because 
of several reasons - Firstly, due to high rate of urbanization; and 
secondly, increase in the income of households due to increase in rate 
of employment enabling them to purchase the above mentioned electrical 
equipments resulting into overall increase in standard of living of the 
households. 
(d) Commercial Sector : 
The commercial sector consisting of shops, showrooms, 
shopping complexes, bars, restaurants, hotels, cinema halls, theatres, 
etc. uses electricity for their commercial purposes. This consumption of 
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electricity leads to a constant load, generally, from 9 A.M. to 8 P.M. 
except cinema and at night i.e. after 8 P.M. electricity in commercial 
sector is used for keeping the premises lighted only. 
The commercial consumption of electricity in 1950-51, was 
7.5% of the total electricity consumed which declined to 6 .1% in 
1960-61. Since then it is declining and reached 5.7% in 1980-81. In 
1990-91, it increased to 5.9% but again declined to 5.8% in 1991-92 and 
5.7% in 1992-93. In 1993-94 it increased to 5.9% and further to 6 .1% in 
1994-95, and remained the same till 1995-96. In 1996-97, there was an 
increase when the percentage of consumption reached 6.2% of the total 
consumption of electricity. 
(e) Traction / Transportation Sector : 
The tramcars, sub-urban trains, electric trains, railway stations, 
bus stands, cargo handling equipments at ports and harbours and 
aerodromes etc. use electricity for their operations. The consumption of 
electricity by this sector was 7.4% of total consumption of electricity in 
the country, in 1950-51, which started declining onwards and reached 
2.2%; in 1990-91 and 1991-92. From 1992-93 to 1996-97, the 
percentage consumption of electricity in the sector remained constant to 
2.3% of the total consumption. 
(f) Other Purposes : 
Other purposes include use of electricity for street lightening, 
supply of water etc. The percentage consumption for these purposes was 
6%; in 1950-51 which declined to 4.5%; in 1990-91 and 1991-92 It 
further fell down to 4.4% in 1992-93; 4.3% in 1993-94; and 4% in 
1994-95. In 1995-96, it increased to 4.2% but again came down to 4 .1% 
in 1996-97. 
4. Power Sector : Transmission and Distribution Network 
Both the Central and State owned utilities along with the REBs 
are responsible for the transmission and distribution activities throughout 
the country. 
To meet the country's electrical energy needs led to the decision 
to amend the Electricity (Supply) Act, 1948, in 1976, to enable the 
formation of generating companies in the Central sector hence the NTPC 
and NHPC were established to produce thermal and hydro electric power 
in different parts of the country, in large capacities. Such large capacities 
were very much beyond the requirement of individual states, therefore, 
the benefits of these projects were to be shared by a number of states 
This gave birth to the regional power stations and for the first time the 
five regions (mentioned above) were given a meaning and content As a 
result the necessity was felt to create five Regional Grids to which the 
power generated by the Central Sector Stations (CSSs) could be 
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transmitted to the respective Regional Grid of the region where the CSS 
was operating. From this the inter-state exchange of power through 800, 
400, 220, 132 KVs transmission lines. 
New roles were assigned to the REBs in ensuring that power 
from the CSS was able to flow to each of the beneficiary state. This 
required an upgradation of the communication and control facilities at the 
Regional Load Despatch Centres (RLDCs) to enable access to real time 
data regarding generation and power exchanges. The REBs were also 
assigned the important role of evolving appropriate systems for 
measuring and recording inter-system exchange of power and ensuring 
that power supplies from the CSS were identified and billed for. The 
system of Regional Energy Accounts, where existed, had to be 
streamlined to enable prompt identification of energy exchanges and 
preparation of Regional Energy Accounts. In addition appropriate 
systems had to be evolved and implemented in different parts of the 
country for meeting the objectives. In other words, the commencement of 
power supply from the CSS gave content and new meaning to the 
regional grid operation which existed hitherto only in name.®® 
The Regional Grids suffer from very serious problems such as 
wide frequency and voltage fluctuations, frequent grid disturbances, lack 
of grid discipline, uneconomic operation etc. In our system, load changes 
dictate the system frequency and generators are unable to control 
frequency because of low reserves and energy shortages forcing utilities 
to serve as many consumers as possible at a given time. Voltage 
fluctuations take place not only on seasonal basis but also on daily basis. 
During light load conditions the voltage level is of the order of 420-430 
KV whereas in the peak load conditions the voltage dips to as low as 
320 KV on 400 KV basis, causing serious grid disturbances.^° 
The reasons for this type of system behaviour is attributable to 
inadequate reactive compensation at all voltage levels especially at sub-
transmission and distribution network. The lack of proper agreements 
spelling out the reliability criteria, obligations of suppliers and 
beneficiaries are other deficiencies in the system for operational 
discipline. Into the case of an SEB drawing more than its allotted share 
of power, the RLDC can at the most request the erring SEB to regulate 
its demand and in most of the cases, the response from the SEB is only 
partial.^^ These factors also results to severe grid disturbances. 
(a) National Power Grid : 
To overcome the problem faced by the Regional Grids and in an 
urgent need to upgrade the transmission and distribution network in the 
country the Govt, of India in 1980, approved in principle the establishment 
of a centrally owned and operated power grid. This National Power Grid 
would eventually comprise strong regional network with suitable 
asynchronous HVDC links between the regions. Already 25,954 ckt. km 
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(circuit kilometer) of 400 KV lines and 7374 Ckt.km of 220 KV lines have 
been constructed in the central sector upto Nov. 1998. The inter-regional 
links of Vindhyachal Singrauli 400 KV double circuit line with 2x250 MW 
HVDC back to back (B/B) at Vidhyachal connecting Northern Region and 
Western Region and Chandrapur-Ramgundam 400 KV double circuit line 
v^ i^th 2x500 MW HVDC (B/B) at Chandrapur connecting Western Region 
and Southern Region is in commercial operation.^^ 
(b) Power Grid Corporation of India Limited (PGCIL) : 
PGCIL was established in Oct. 23, 1989 under the Companies 
Act, 1956, with an authorised share capital of Rs. 5000 crores. Its main 
objective is to establish and operate the regional and national power 
grids to facilitate transfer of power within and across the regions with 
reliability, security and economy on sound commercial principles. 
The Central sector transmission systems which were earlier 
owned by NTPC and NHPC were transferred to PGCIL in 1989. It has 
also taken up the operation of the RLDC in various regions. The RLDC 
in southern Region was transferred to PGCIL in Jan., 1994 and those of 
Eastern and North-Eastern Regions in Jan., 1995 and of Northern and 
Western Regions in Jan., 1996.^^ 
PGCIL, which has been assigned the task of the formation and 
operation of the National Power Grid, has initiated an action plan in 
phased manner to establish international links connecting all the five 
regions to establish a strong National Grid and integrated operation of 
Indian power system, as a whole. This programme consists of three 
phases. 
In Phase-I, PGCIL tends to connect all the Regional Grids with 
HVDC B/B links that would constitute the basic structure of National 
Power Grid. Therefore, it is implementing two HVDC B/B link (500 MW), 
inter-regional links in next few years. These include Gazuwaka HVDC B/ 
B link (500 MW), inter connecting Eastern and Southern Region through 
Jeypore-Gazuwaka 400 KV DC line and Sasaram HVDC B/B link (500 
MW) inter-connecting Eastern and Northern Region through Sasaram 
Bihar Sharif 400 KV DC line.^^ 
Under Phase-ll, it proposes to further strengthen HVDC links 
with AC inter-regional links and creating transmission highways through 
Mega size multi-state projects (HVDC links) in next 5 to 7 years time.'^^ 
Under Phase-Ill, the huge hydro potential in North Eastern 
Region and concentration of coal reserves in states of Orissa, Bihar, 
Madhya Pradesh would be optimally utilised. PGCIL proposes to create 
a strong AC 800 KV trunk network. The system envisaged during this 
phase are likely to be implemented during the next 10 years time.^^ 
PGCIL has also undertaken the implementation of state-of-the 
art unified Load Despatch and Communication (LD&C) facilities 
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throughout the country. At present these LD&C facilities are in progress 
in Southern and Northern Region/' ' 
PGCIL envisages an investment of about Rs. 13000 crores for 
its identified ongoing and new schemes during the Ninth Plan. This 
amount is said to be increased to about Rs. 18000 crores if it takes the 
projects of evacuation of power generated by Independent Power 
Producers (IPPs) to the grid through new links. Out of this 13000 crores 
of investment Rs. 10500 crores has already been tied up through various 
multilateral and bilateral funding agencies like the World Bank, Asian 
Development Bank (ADB), Overseas Economic Cooperation Fund 
(OECF) of Japan, Japan Exim-Bank, European Investment Bank etc.^^ 
It has also proposed the Govt, of India to convert the loan of Rs. 
1200 crores given to it into equity. This capital restructuring will not only 
help the corporation to improve its capital base but also in borrowing 
money from multilateral agencies and from international and domestic 
markets.^^ 
PGCIL has also collected money to the extent of US $ 50 
millions from the external debt market through External Commercial 
Borrowing (ECB) route.8° 
During the last seven years, the company has added around 
13,000 ckt. kms transmission lines to the national network. Asset base of 
the company grew from Rs. 3521 crores in 1992-93 to Rs. 8,096 crores 
in 1997-98, and turnover from a modest Rs. 634 crores in 1992-93 to 
1,434.68 crores in 1997-98, registering an average annual growth rate of 
21%.^^ In the year 1997-98, PGCIL registered a net project of Rs. 402 
crores^^ and paid Rs. 20 crores dividend to the Govt, of India.^^ 
Power Grid has endeavoured to extend its expertise and 
assistance to ameliorate transmission and distribution networks of SEBs 
which are facing financial crises and are unable to improve their systems 
by providing shunt capacitors. It has also formulated a long term 
transmission plan for importing power from Nepal to northern states in 
India from the West Seti and Pancheswar Hydro Electric Projects in 
Nepal. This plan would come into practice only in the Tenth and the 
Eleventh Plans. For implementing the plan PGCIL will have to lay down 
765 KV and 400 KV transmission lines.^ Apart from Nepal PGCIL would 
also participate in the trans-border power trade with Pakistan, Bhutan 
and Bangladesh. It has also given its consent to participate in the 
formation of the "SAARC GRID". 
The distribution system in the country is performed by the SEBs 
and the municipal corporations and power cooperatives with an 
exception of a few private companies engaged in this work at Bombay, 
Ahmedabad, Calcutta etc. These parties after receiving their share of 
power, from the Regional and National Grid or from their own generating 
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plant distributes power to the substations through 33, 22, 20, 15, 11, 6.6, 
3.3, 2.2, 2 KVs and 500 V distribution lines. 
Upto 1980-81, there were 1,20,664 ckt km of transmission lines 
in the country which increased to 2,06,891 ckt.km in 1990-91. In the year 
1991-92, the transmission lines in the country increased by 4.4% to 
2,15,903 ckt km. In 1992-93, although in actual the lines increased to 
2,18,447 ckt.km. but in relative sense the increase was much below than 
that of previous year i.e. just 1.2%. Again in 1993-94, the lines increased 
by 6.3% to 2,32,254ckt.km and by 3 .1% to 2,39,490 ckt.km in 1994-95. 
In 1995-96, the addition was of just 0.5% to 2,40,707 ckt.km (Table 
No. 5.5). 
Table No. 5.5. Transmission and Distribution Lines and Losses 
Year 
1980-81 
1990-91 
1991-92 
1992-93 
1993-94 
1994-95 
1995-96 
Transmission 
lines 
(Ckt.km.) 
120664 
206891 
215903 
218447 
232254 
239490 
240707 
% 
chan-
ge 
-
71.5 
4.4 
1.2 
6.3 
3.1 
0.5 
Distribution 
Lines 
(Cktkm.) 
2401797 
4326523 
4358297 
4507247 
4645774 
4778918 
4848989 
% 
Chan-
-
80.1 
0.7 
3.4 
3.1 
2.9 
1.5 
Transmission 
• and Distri-
bution Losses 
(Million KwH) 
21325 
56521 
61439 
61565 
65010 
69569 
79363 
% 
Chan-
-
165.0 
8.7 
0.2 
5.6 
7.0 
14.1 
Source : CMIE, Energy, March-April 1999, Govt, of India, Ministry of 
Power: "Annual Report 1998-99". 
On the other hand the distribution line upto 1980-81 were of 
24,01,797 ckt.km which increased to 43,26,523 ckt.km in 1990-91. In 
1991-92, the addition was of just 0.7% to 43,58,297 ckt.km. In 1992-93, 
it increased by 3.4% to 45,07,247 ckt.km and by 3 .1% to 46,45,774 
ckt.km in 1993-94. In 1994-95 they increased by 2.9% to 47,78,918 
ckt.km. and by just 1.5% to 48,48,989 ckt.km in 1995-96. 
(c) Transmission and Distribution Losses : 
The improper transmission and distribution system of the SEBs 
results into transmission and distribution (T&D) losses. These T & D 
losses are of two types : First, the technical losses or loss of energy due 
to transformation and transmission systems; second, commercial losses 
which can be termed as misappropriation by theft of energy There are 
cases where meters are defective and consumers have extended load 
unauthorisedly.85 The T&D losses which are around 22% of the energy 
generated (all India average), one of the highest in the world^^ is a 
severe threat to our power sector growth. 
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To overcome the problem of T&D losses the SEBs should along 
with the upgradation of their transmission and distribution systems should 
also lay stress on eliminating the menace of pilferage of power. 
Upto 1980-81, the T&D losses were of 21325 KwH which 
increased to 56,521 KwH in 1990-91. In 1991-92, they increased by 
8.7% to 61,439 KwH. In 1992-93, no doubt the T&D losses increased to 
61,565 KwH but at a relatively low pace of 0.2%. In 1993-94, they again 
shoot up by 5.6% to 65,010 KwH and in 1994-95, by 7% to 69,569 KwH. 
In the year 1995-96, the highest amount of T&D losses in post 
liberalisation period were recorded of 79,363 KwH which were 14.1% 
more than that of the previous year (Table No. 5.5). 
5. Power Sector : Requirement, Availability and Shortage of Power : 
As the pace of increase in population, high rate of 
industrialisation, urbanisation, speedy transportation, rural electrification 
process and creation of public utilities, the demand for power throughout 
the country is increasing. The ambition to have a GDP rate of 7 to 8% 
per year by the end of the Ninth Plan or during the Tenth Plan, the rate 
of growth of power generation should be more than that of the desired 
GDP rate to match this growth rate. 
Inspite of continuous yearly addition of installed capacities and 
generation of the electricity in the country, achievement of state-of-the-
art-technologies in certain aspects of power generation and transmission 
in India is not able to shorten the gap between requirement and 
availability of power. 
The main reasons behind the shortages of power in the country 
are the low plant load factor of the existing power plants in the state 
sector, uneven exploitation of the hydro potential of the country and the 
renewable resources, high T&D losses caused because of improper T&D 
systems and power pilferages etc. 
Table No. 5.6 below shows that the requirement of electricity in 
1980-81, was 1,20,118 KwH but the actual availability was 1,03,734 KwH 
resulting into a shortage of 16384 KwH being 13.6% of requirement of 
power. In 1990-91, the shortage declined to 7.7% to 20691 KwH 
(2,67,632 KwH requirement and 2,46,941 KwH availability) and further to 
6.9% i.e. 19838 KwH (2,88,974 KwH requirement and 2,69,136 KwH 
availability), in 1991-92. In 1992-93, the shortage increased to 7.5% i.e. 
22,882 KwH (3,05,266 KwH requirement and 2,82,384 KwH availability), 
it fell down to 6 .1% in 1993-94, to 19571 KwH (3,23,252 KwH 
requirement and 3,03,681 KwH availability). In 1994-95, the requirement 
of power was 3,52,260 KwH and availability of 3,29,255 KwH resulting 
into a shortage of 23,005 KwH which was 6.5% of requirement. The 
shortage further increased to 8.5% i.e. 33,280 KwH (3,89,721 KwH 
requirement and 3,56,441 KwH availability) in 1995-96, and to 11.5% i.e. 
47590 KwH (4,13,490 KwH requirement and 3,65,900 KwH availability) 
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in 1996-97. In 1997-98, the shortage was 8 .1% i.e. 34,175 KwH 
(4,24,505 KwH requirement and 3,90,330 KwH availability). In the year 
1998-99, from 1st April, 1998 to 31st Jan., 1999 the requirement of power 
was 3,68,046 KwH but the availability was 3,47,900 KwH resulting into a 
shortage of 20,146 KwH being 5.5% of the requirement of power. 
Table No. 5.6 : Requirement and Availability of Electricity 
(Million KwH) 
Year 
1980-81 
1990-91 
1991-92 
1992-93 
1993-94 
1994-95 
1995-96 
1996-97 
1997-98 
1998-99* 
Requirement 
120118 
267632 
288974 
305266 
323252 
352260 
389721 
413490 
424505 
368046 
Availability 
103734 
246941 
269136 
282384 
303681 
329255 
356441 
365900 
390330 
347900 
Shortage 
16384 
20691 
19838 
22882 
19571 
23005 
33280 
47590 
34175 
20146 
% of Shortage 
13.6 
7.7 
6.9 
7.5 
6.1 
6.5 
8.5 
11.5 
8.1 
5.5 
'Figures from 1st April 1998 to 31st Jan. 1999 
Source : CMIE, "Energy" March-April 1999; Govt, of India, Ministry of 
Power: "Annual Report 1998-99" 
6. Power Sector : Tariff Fixation : 
Power utilities in the world derive their revenues from customers 
using power, through electricity bills. Different methods of charging 
customers are known as tariffs. A tariff should fulfil the following 
objectives^'' 
(i) The cost of capital investment in generation, transmission and 
distribution equipment must be recovered. 
(ii) Cost of operation, supplies, maintenance and losses must be 
recovered. 
(iii) Cost of metering, billing, collection and miscellaneous services 
must be recovered. 
(iv) A satisfactory net return on the capital investment must be ensured. 
(v) It should be simple and comprehensive to the public. 
(vi) It should be uniform over large population. 
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(vii) It should be such that persons creating a desirable and relatively 
inexpensive type of load make full use and benefit of the electric 
appliances. 
(viii) It should provide incentive for using power during the off-peak 
hours. 
(ix) It should have a provision for higher demand charges for high 
loads demanded at peak hours. 
(x) It should have a provision of penalty for defaulters for paying the 
bills. 
(xi) It should apportion equitably the cost of service to the different 
categories of consumers. 
In India the power tariffs are fixed by the SEBs and Central 
Sector Corporations on the basis of the plant load factor. Recently the 
Govt, has taken the initiative to introduce a new tariff structure within built 
in financial incentives to the generating companies. It is termed as 
Availability Tariff. This Availability Tariff has a three part structure 
mentioned below^^ : 
The first part, called availability linked capacity charge, helps to 
recover the capital cost. 
The second part, called the energy charge (fuel cost) will 
depend on the actual amount supplied by them and cover the variable 
cost. 
The third part, is based on the declaration of generation 
schedule of the power available with the producers a day earlier. The 
generating organisation will get an additional payment for over 
generation (if the load is high) at a high rate during peak hours. Similarly 
for an under generation, the plant will be required to pay back at these 
rates during the corresponding hours. 
In the past eight or nine years it has been seen that the SEBs 
which are suffering from huge losses are continuously hiking their power 
tariffs so that they could generate more revenues and overcome some 
part of their losses. Since the very beginning it has been the tendency of 
the SEBs to have a diverse tariff structure for different types of 
consumers. The agriculture sector of the economy is charged the lowest 
i.e. about 50 paise per unit of electricity consumed. The domestic 
consumption is also at a subsidised rates. It is the industrial and other 
sector where the tariffs are the maximum. This subsidised power sale to 
the agriculture and domestic sector has become the main cause for 
financial degradation of the SEBs. 
Table No. 5.7 : Power Tariff Structure 
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Paise/Unit 
Sector 
Domestic 
Agriculture 
Industry and 
Others 
Existing 
Range 
75-375 
0-50 
100-400 
Overall Average 
1 
Average 
125 
25 
250 
140 
Assumed 
Range 
200-800 
50-250 
400-600 
for Ninth Plan 
Average 
300 
150 
500 
325 
Source : Indian Express, dt. 16.3.98. 
From the table No. 5.7 above it becomes clear that the Ninth 
Plan envisages to make the SEBs financially sound by proposing to the 
tariffs for different sectors. In case of domestic sector the existing range 
of tariff is 75 to 375 paise/unit which is assumed to rise to 200 to 800 
paise/unit for the plan. Similarly the agriculture sector which at present 
has to pay a power tariff of 50 paise/unit would pay 50 to 250 paise/unit. 
The industrial sector tariff range would also be increased to 400 to 600 
paise/unit from the existing range of 100 to 400 paise/unit. 
On the other hand the average tariff for domestic sector is 
assumed to reach 300 paise/unit from 125 paise/unit at present. In 
agricultural sector the increase would be 150 paise/unit from 25 paise/ 
unit existing. In industrial sector It would increase to 500 paise/unit from 
250 paise per unit, the existing average. Therefore the overall average is 
assumed for Ninth Plan to be 325 paise/unit which is more than the 
existing average of 140 paise/unit. 
7. Power Sector: Plant Load Factor (PLF ) : 
Plant Load Factor (PLF) of a system or a plant is the ratio of 
the average load to the peak load for a certain period of time. 
Therefore®^, 
PLF = 
Average Load 
Peak Load 
It can also be defined as the ratio of the energy consumed in a 
certain time (say 24 hours or a year) to the energy which would be 
consumed if the load is maintained at the maximum value throughout that 
time. Therefore^, 
PLF = 
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Energy consumed during a time of t hours 
Peak load x t. 
The peak load is generally taken as that prevailing for a half 
hour period and the average load may be that pertaining to a day, a 
month or a year, thus giving daily, monthly or yearly load factor.^'' 
The PLF has an effect on power plants designs, operations and 
cost of generation. It tells about the variation of load during a certain 
period in a plant. A 100% load factor means a constant load during the 
whole period of the time considered.^^ 
It has been found that an increase of 1% in PLF would help to 
increase 500 MW of capacity of a plant. 
From Table No. 5.8 it becomes clear that the PLF of the Central 
Sector owned plants is more then that owned by the State Sector or 
SEBs. If we compare region wise than the Southern Region has the 
highest PLF followed by the Western Region, Northern Region, Eastern 
Region and the lowest in the North Eastern Region. In comparison to the 
State Sector the private sector has an high PLF. The National average 
PLF was 55.3% in 1990-91, which increased to 57.1% in 1991-92, to 
61% In 1992-93, but came down to 60% in 1993-94. In 1994-95, it shot 
up to 63% and further to 64.4% in 1995-96; and 64.7% in 1996-97. From 
1st April, 1998 to 31st Jan., 1999 the National PLF has reached the 
63.3% average. 
8. Power Sector : Renovation and Modernisation Programme : 
Most of the power plants in the country have become old enough 
to work to achieve the optimum installed capacity. This under-utilisation 
of capacities have resulted into T&D losses, slippages of energy and 
overall low generation of electricity because of low PLF. On the other 
hand the demand for electricity is increasing at a high rate but the actual 
generation and installed capacity is much below the required figure. 
To overcome this problem the Govt, gave much stress to install 
generating stations at the Central Sector by forming the NTPC and 
NHPC. The power planners were of the opinion that while expediting new 
generation projects, is no doubt crucial, attention should also be paid to 
increase plant availability from existing plants In actual, the resource 
constraints being faced by the Govt, in the infrastructure sector especially 
the power sector require that the existing assets are used more 
productively and efficiently. Thus the Govt, launched the Renovation and 
Modernisation (R & M) programme. 
At present of the total installed generating capacity of about 
30000 MW is overdue for rehabilitation of which 80% is thermal and 20% 
hydel capacity. The average load factor from these plants is below 35% ^^  
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The country has achieved state-of-the-art technology for R & M 
of these plants. The cost of such R & M, to achieve the average plant 
availability of over 60% v^ould be just 30 to 40% of putting up a nev^ plant 
and the gestation period for a R & M programme is less than half that of 
a greenfield project. The life extension of the renovated and modernised 
plant would increase to 15 to 20 years.®"* 
Thus, the Govt, of India emphasised to upgrade the generating 
capacity of the age old plants along with new generating installations. To 
implement this the first experiment by the Govt, was to transfer the low 
generating thermal power projects owned by State Sector to the Central 
Sector undertaking NTPC. In 1978, e.g. the Badarpur Thermal Power 
Station (BTPS) was handed over to NTPC. This was a short-term 
programme to improve operational efficiency of BTPS which was 
completed within a few months for all identified shortcomings and the 
PLF was raised from 33% to 56% in less than two years and through a 
long term R & M programme.®^ 
Later on in 1984, on the recommendation of the Central 
Electricity Authority (CEA), some 164 generating sets with an installed 
capacity of 13,585 MW were taken up for R&M. The programme cost Rs. 
1290 crores and the per MW cost was just Rs. 90 lakhs against Rs. 1.50 
crores per MW for a new installation; in those days. An additional 
generation of 7000 MUs per year resulted from this programme.®^ 
The Second R&M programme covering 213 units with a total 
capacity of 21711 MW was launched in 1992. The cost of this effort was 
estimated at Rs. 1,963 crores to result in additional generation of 8750 
MU per year. The per MW cost in this scheme was only Rs. 1.1 crores. 
about one third that of new installations. 
Upto Nov., 1998 about Rs. 1,004,67 crores have been spent on 
these programmes of which Rs. 186.47 crores have been financed by 
PFC; Rs. 210.47 crores by World Bank and Overseas Economic 
Cooperation Fund (OCEF) of Japan and Rs. 607.73 crores by the States' 
own plan resources.^® 
Based on the recommendations of the National Committee and 
Subsequent Reviews, a programme for Renovation, Modernisation and 
Uprating (RM&U) of hydro power stations was formulated by CEA in 
which 55 schemes were identified with an aggregate capacity of 9653 
MW (210 Nos generating units). The total estimated cost of these 
schemes is Rs. 1493 crores and expected benefit is 2551 MW 
generating 7181 MUs. Out of 55 Schemes work on 19 schemes at an 
estimated cost of Rs. 259.4 crores and an expected benefit of 874 MW 
generating 1308 MUs have been completed till 31.3.98. In addition the 
Hirakud (unit 1 & 2) and Kotia (unit 3) have also been completed. Three 
units of Koyana (1 & 2) (4x65 MW + 4x75 MW) and one unit of Hirakund-
II (3x24 MW) have been recommissioned during 1998-99.^^ 
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It has also been estimated that with a regular R & M programme 
of long-term, the power availability from existing capacity can be 
improved by 15 to 20% in the near future i.e. about 3500 MW to 4000 
MW. And a well conceived R&M programme is sure to facilitate increased 
private sector participation in new power projects.""^^ 
9. Power Sector : Performance of State Electricity Boards (SEBs): 
The Electricity (Supply) Act of 1948, institutionalised the single 
state-owned integrated monopoly organisation namely, SEB for 
generation, transmission and distribution of electricity for the entire area 
of the state. As a result by the beginning of the Third Plan, all states had 
established electricity boards and transferred to them the assets and 
functions which originally belonged to respective Public Works 
Departments. 
Till date whatever progress has been made in the power sector 
either in generating or transmission or distribution, the share of the SEBs 
have been admirably high but to the debacles on the power front in the 
country they don't lag behind. 
The performance of the SEBs in every field i.e. generation, 
transmission, distribution, operational and financial have become the 
main cause for the slow growth of the power sector in the country. 
In case of generation, most of the SEBs in the country have not 
added a single MW capacity for the past 14-15 years. Most of the plants 
managed by them are not able to operate on full capacities. The PLF of 
the State Sector is much low than the national average as shown in 
(Table 5.8). The coal used by them for their thermal plants is of low 
quality and that also not in optimum quantity because of non-payment of 
outstanding dues of the coal, petroleum and transport corporations. They 
do not have optimum skills and technologies for the R&M of age old 
plants. 
In case of transmission and distribution the high T&D losses 
are due to sparsely distributed loads over a large area, particularly in the 
rural sector, under-investment in laying proper transmission and 
distribution line network in the states, inadequate billing defaulted meters 
and improper meter reading and substantial piferages of power, 
improper functioning of distribution system because of lack of 
transformers, and sub-station installations, laxity in repairs of worn out 
transformers etc. 
On the administrative grounds, originally, SEBs were set up as 
commercial autonomous professional bodies but due to political 
interference and control they have been reduced to be extensions of 
State Govt, departments. Ab initio, several SEBs were headed by skilled 
power plant technologists and engineers, but for the last several years 
most of them are managed by bureaucrats, with little or no experience in 
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the power industry. The high degree of politicisation and 
bureaucratisation of SEBs have resulted into serious maladies such as 
over manning, construction and procurement contracts awarded to poorly 
qualified parties, poor project management leading to enormous delays 
and cost overruns, poor quality in construction and equipment selection 
etc. These practices cause unsatisfactory performance, mismatch in 
generation and transmission capacities, power pilferages, low billing, 
improper meter reading and low collection of money dues etc 
Another problem that is jerking the monolith SEBs is the 
financial unsoundness. Although, the Electricity Supply Act, 1948, u/s 59 
provides that all the SEBs are required to achieve a rate of return (ROR) 
of not less than 3% of their fixed assets in service, at the beginning of the 
year, after providing for interest and depreciation charges less 
consumers contribution. This provision was to become operative from 
the accounting year 1985.''°^ 
In 1993-94, in actual, out of 17 SEBs 14 had a positive ROR 
(including subsidy). In 1996-97, i.e. after Orissa State Electncity Board's 
(OSEB's) restructuring 13 SEBs out of 16 had a positive ROR Further, 
only 4 SEBs had a ROR of more than 3% in 1996-97.^°2 
The financial inefficiencies in State Sector Utilities i e SEBs 
have adversely affected capacity addition and system improvement The 
SEBs donot have enough resources to finance future programmes they 
are also unable to raise investible funds from alternative sources due to 
their poor financial and commercial performances. The SEBs are unable 
to pay their dues, in full, to Central Power Sector Utilities (CPSUs) which 
adversely affect the finances and investment plans of these CPSUs 
The main causes of the financial degradation of the SEBs has 
been the weakness of SEBs to arrive at and implement an economic 
power tariff. The average price of power has been marginally increased 
since 1981-82, in real terms and today it constitutes about 50% of the 
longrun marginal cost.^°^ Due to over subsidisation of power cost for 
agriculture and domestic sectors the losses of the SEBs are mounting 
day by day. To overcome these losses, the surpluses earned from the 
sale of electricity at high rates to industrial, commercial and other sectors 
and the State Govts, sharing a part of the subsidy by providing a 
subvention mainly for rural electrification that also fall behind 
To make the SEBs, upto some extent financially viable, the Govt 
decided to fix a national level agriculture tariff of 50 paise per unit in 
1991, which is yet to be implemented by all SEBs. If implemented this 
would bring an additional revenue of Rs. 2420 crores per annum to 
SEBs.""^ The states like Punjab and Tamil Nadu Inspite of the above 
tariff fixation are reluctant to supply power to their agriculture sector free 
of cost. 
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The financial performance of the SEBs is mentioned in Table 
No. 5.9 below. 
From the table it becomes clear that out of the total subsidised 
sales the highest is for the agricultural sector. The agricultural and 
domestic sector contribution to the subsidised sales is about 98% of 
total subsidies every year. It is also seen that these sales are increasing 
every year. On the other hand the subventions received from the State 
Govts, are not regular and in low quantity too. The relief to the subsidy 
from revenues received by selling electricity to the other sectors is also 
not upto mark and leaves the SEBs with a huge amount of uncovered 
subsidies. In 1991-92, the uncovered subsidies amounted to Rs. 3231 
crores which increased by 27.7% to Rs. 4127 crores in 1992-93, by 
42.4% to Rs. 5876 crores in 1993-94; by 5% to Rs. 6169 crores in 
1994-95, by 18.3% to Rs. 7295 crores in 1995-96. It decreased by 7.6% 
to Rs. 6014 crores in 1996-97, but again increased by 37% to Rs. 8243.1 
crores in 1997-98. It is estimated to be Rs. 13046.3 crores by the end 
of 1998-99. The commercial losses of the SEBs were Rs. 4117 crores in 
1991-92; which increased by 5.9% to Rs. 4358 crores in 1992-93; by 
14.6% to Rs. 4995 crores in 1993-94, by 26.8% to Rs. 6332 crores in 
1994-95; by 19.3% to Rs. 7557 crores in 1995-96; by 25.1% to Rs. 9453 
crores in 1996-97 and by 25% to Rs. 11,815.7 crores in 1997-98. In the 
year 1998-99 the estimated commercial losses would be of Rs. 13,807.9 
crores. 
10. Power Sector : Rural Electr i f icat ion (RE) 
After achieving independence the Govt, of India laid emphasis 
on the planned, balanced regional development of the country. On the 
one hand where the stress was laid on the installation of large and 
medium scale industries in urban areas on the other hand the small, 
cottage and mini industries were allotted to the sub-urban and rural 
areas. Where the Govt.'s policy to provide electricity in the urban areas 
to every home, the same priority was given to the rural areas too. Thus, 
the Govt, launched the Rural Electrification (RE) programme. 
In the beginning RE was mainly confined to the electrification of 
small towns and big villages. Upto 1956, it was the policy of the State 
Govts and SEBs to electrify villages with normal services viz. domestic, 
industrial, agricultural, street lightening etc. At that time out of the 
estimated 6 million wells used for agricultural purposes only 0.5 million 
had been energised.^°5 However, the serious famines of mid-sixties 
resulting into low agricultural production and food supply shortages 
focused attention on the need to stabilise agriculture through exploitation 
of ground water resources and energisation of pumpsets/tubewells. 
Thus, RE involves supply of energy for two types of programmes 
viz. firstly, electrification of villages and secondly, production oriented 
activities like minor irrigation, rural industries etc. 
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Prior to 1997, village electrification was defined as, "A village 
is classified as electrified if electricity is being used within its revenue 
area for any purpose whatsoever". This definition was reviewed in 
consultation with the State Govts, and SEBs and it was decided to adopt 
the following new definition - "A village will be deemed to be electrified 
if electricity is used in the inhabited locality within the revenue boundry of 
the village for any purpose whatsoever".""^^ 
This definition was circulated by the Ministry of power to all 
State Govts, and SEBs on 28th Oct., 1997, and advised them that the 
statistics of village electrification may be compiled on the basis of the 
new definition and reported to CEA.''°^ 
The progress achieved in village electrification has been shown 
in Table No. 5.10 below : 
Table No. 5.10 : Progress in Village Electrification 
Year Village Electrified (Cumulative) 
1951 3061 
1956 7294 
1961 21754 
1966 45148 
1969 73739 
1974 156729 
1978 216863 
1980 249799 
1985 370332 
1990 471326 
1991 481612 
1992 4,87,170 
1993 4,90,839 
1994 4,94,191 
1995 4,97,745 
1996 5,00,602 
1997 5,00,426* 
1998 5,00,268* 
Nov. 1998 5,02,186 
*The decline was because of the change in the definition of village 
electrification. 
Source: The Data Bank, The Economic Times, New Delhi, 1990, p. 65 
and India 1999 and previous issues. 
Till 1950-51, only 3,061 villages were electrified in the country. 
The number increased to 4,81,612 villages in 1990-91. In 1991-92, the 
number increased by 1.15% to 4,87,170 villages; in 1992-93, by 0.75% 
to 4,90,839 villages; in 1993-94, by 0.68% to 4,9.4,191 villages; in 
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1994-95, by 0.72% to 4,97,745 villages; 1995-96, by 0.57% to 5,00,602 
villages; in 1996-97, it declined by 0.04% to 5,00,426 villages, and again 
in 1997-98, by 0.03% to 5,00,268 villages. Upto 30th Nov., 1998 
cumulative 5,02,186 villages were electrified in the country. 
Upto 30th Nov., 1998, the cumulative number of pumpsets 
energised have been 1,19,46,084. As regards the electrification of tribal 
villages, out of a total of 1,15,088 tribal villages in the country 81,049 
(Provisional) villages have been electrified constituting 70%. Similarly 
2,91,188 (provisional) Harijan Bastis have been electrified by the same 
date.108 
The RE programme entails high costs both in terms of capital 
expenditure and operating expenses. The costs could be recovered by 
subsidy, either from other consumers or from the State Govts. 
To finance the RE programmes in the country the Govt, of India 
set up Rural Electrification Corporation (REC) in 1969. REC was 
declared a Public Financial Institution under section 4-A of the 
Companies Act in 1992. In Feb., 1998, the Corporation was registered 
as a Non-Banking Financial Company (NBFC) under section 45-1A of 
the RBI Act, 1934. The authorised share capital of the corporation is Rs. 
800 crores. During the year 1998-99, Govt, of India has contributed Rs. 
50 crores towards the share capital of the corporation increasing its paid 
up capital to Rs. 680.60 crores as on 30th Nov., 1998.''°9 
The corporation provides the financing facilities for following 
activities : 
(i) Electrification on villages, including tribal villages and Dalit Bastis 
(ii) Energisation of pumpsets 
(iii) Provision for power for small, agro-based and rural industries 
(iv) Lightening of rural households and streets. 
(v) Providing assistance to SEBs for taking up system Improvement 
projects for strengthening and improving sub-transmission and 
distribution system and small generation projects like wind energy 
and hydel projects. 
(vi) Providing financial assistance for the implementation of the Kutir-
Jyoti Programme launched by the Govt, of India in 1988-89. 
11. Power Sector - Financial Sources : 
Power industry of any country is a capital intensive industry. It 
requires huge amount of capital for the installation of power generating 
plants, laying transmission and distribution of electricity network. Huge 
amounts are also required for the operation and maintenance of plants, 
development of technologies, research and development programmes 
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related to the sector and even the renovation and modernisation of age 
old plants. For the rehabilitation and resettlement of the families that 
inhibited the places where the pov\/er plants are established require huge 
amount. For implementing their power plans the State and Central Sector 
Utilities and private companies require huge capital. Therefore, the main 
sources of finances for the power sector in India are : 
(i) Proceeds from the sale of electricity i.e. through electricity tariff 
and other internal sources of revenue of SEBs. 
(ii) Five year plans allocations to Power sector. 
(iii) Loans from Public Financial Institutions (PFIs) 
(iv) Loans from multilateral and bilateral funding agencies like the 
World Bank (WB), Asian Development Bank (ADB) etc. 
(v) Other sources, such as issue of bonds to the public etc. 
All these sources are mentioned below in brief. 
a) Internal Sources of Finance of SEBs : 
The Electricity (Supply) Act 1948, on the issue of sources of 
finance for the electricity boards envisages''^° : 
(i) Subventions from the State Govts. 
(ii) Loans from the State Govts, on such terms and conditions, not in 
consistent with the provision of the Act, as the State Govt, may 
determine. 
(iii) the board may also borrow from time to time with previous sanction 
of the State Govt., the maximum that it may borrow at any time 
being limited by legislation. The State Govt, may guarantee in such 
manner as it thinks fit, the payment of principal and interest of any 
such loans raised. 
(iv) The depreciation reserve constitute, as elsewhere, a source of 
financing for SEBs. The Act lays down in Seventh Schedule the 
duration of various assets and the number of years to be reckoned 
for making depreciation provision. 
(v) It was also envisaged that out of the total revenues of the SEBs, 
after meeting the operating maintenance and management 
expenses and providing for the payment of taxes on income and 
profits, the revenues shall be distributed to the extent of their 
availability in the following order: 
Interest on bonds not guaranteed by the State Govt. 
Interest on stocks not guaranteed by the State Govt. 
Credits to depreciation reserve @ 3% per year 
Interest on bonds guaranteed by the State Govt. 
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Interest on stocks guaranteed by the State Govt. 
Interest on sums paid by State Govts, under guarantees 
The write down of amounts paid from capital 
The write down of amounts in respect of intangible assets. 
Contribution to general reserve of amounts not exceeding one-half of 
one percent premium of original cost of fixed assets. The reserve 
not exceeding 8% at any time. 
Interest on loans advanced by the State Govt. 
After meeting all these provisions of the Act, out of the 
remaining balance of the revenues, one-half shall be credited to the 
Consolidated Fund of the State and the other used in the reduction of 
tariffs purposes beneficial to electrical development in the state as the 
board may think fit. 
b) Five Year Plans Fund Allocations to Power Sector : 
As mentioned above, the Planning Commission was given the 
additional responsibility to prepare the power plans along with the 
general plans for the country for a duration of five years. Therefore, since 
1950-51, the Commission is preparing the power plans and is also 
estimating and allocating the required funds to implement the plan, 
through the yearly budgetary allocations. 
The Table No. 5.11 below shows the amounts allotted by the 
different plans to the power sector. 
Table No. 5.11. Plan Outlays for Power Sector 
Plan 
First Plan 
Second Plan 
Third Plan 
Annual Plans 
Fourth Plan 
Fifth Plan 
Annual Plan 
Sixth Plan 
Seventh Plan 
Annual Plan 
Annual Plan 
Eighth Plan* 
Period 
1951-56 
1956-61 
1961-66 
1966-69 
1969-74 
1974-79 
1979-80 
1980-85 
1985-90 
1990-91 
1991-92 
1992-97 
Amount 
149.0 
452.0 
1252.3 
1212.5 
2931.7 
7399.5 
2240.5 
18298.6 
37895.3 
11387.8 
14517.9 
76320.7 
Total Plan 
Outlays 
1960.0 
4672.0 
8576.5 
6625.4 
15778.8 
39426.2 
12176.5 
109291.7 
218729.6 
58369.3 
64751.2 
495669.4 
(Rs. in Crores) 
% of Total 
Outlay 
7.6 
9.7 
14.6 
18.3 
18.6 
18.8 
18.4 
16.7 
17.3 
19.5 
22.4 
15.4 
Revised Estimates 
Source : Govt, of India, Ministry of 
Economic Survey 1998-99 
Finance, Economic Division 
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During the First Five Year Plan an amount of Rs. 149 crores 
was allotted to the sector which was 7.6% of the total plan outlay of Rs. 
1960 crores. In the Second Five Year Plan the outlay to power sector 
increased by three times to Rs. 452 crores which was 9.7% of the total 
outlay of the plan of Rs. 4672 crores. During the Third Plan the power 
outlay increased to Rs. 1252.3 crores being 14.5% of the total plan 
outlay of Rs. 8576.5 crores. During the Janta Party Regime, three annual 
plans were launched, their aggregate power outlay was of Rs. 1212.5 
crores which was 18.3% of the total aggregate three years plan outlays 
of Rs. 6625.4 crores. The Fourth Plan's power outlay was Rs. 2931.7 
crores being 18.6% of the total plan outlay of Rs. 15,778.8 crores. The 
Fifth Plan allocated Rs. 7399.5 crores for the power sector which was 
18.8% of the total plan outlay of Rs. 39,426.2 crores. Between the Fifth 
and Sixth Plan's there was an annual plan for 1979-80, in which Rs. 
2240.5 crores were allocated to the power sector representing 18.4% of 
the total plan outlay of Rs. 12,176.5 crores. The Sixth Plan outlay to the 
power sector was of Rs. 18,298.6 crores which was 16.7% of the total 
plan outlay of Rs. 1,09,291.7 crores. The Seventh Plan which targeted 
high power generation in the country also allocated a huge amount of Rs. 
37,895.3 crores to the power sector which was 17.3% of the total plan 
outlay of Rs. 2,18,729.6 crores. Again between the Seventh and Eighth 
Plans, two annual plans in the year 1990-91 and 1991-92, were launched 
which allocated Rs. 11,387.8 crores and Rs. 14,517.9 crores, 
respectively, to the power sector. These amounts were 19.5% and 22.4% 
respectively, of the total plan outlays of Rs. 58,369.3 crores and 64,751.2 
crores, respectively The Eighth Plan which was much ambitious plan for 
the power sector development of the country provided the financial 
support to it of Rs. 76,320.7 crores being 15.4% of the total plan outlay 
of Rs. 4,95,669.4 crores (Revised estimates). 
(c) Loans from Public Financial Institution (PFIs) : 
The PFIs in India are financing the power sector of the country 
since their inception. The RBIs prudential exposure norms for PFIs, to 
enable them to enhance the fund flows into power sector consisted of 
15% sectoral limit. On the other hand the Finance Ministry set the 40% 
rupee component limit for the power sector financing by the PFIs. The 
Power Ministry considered these limits along with the 50% exposure on 
financial guarantees to be impediment in the flow of funds to the power 
sector and participation of PFIs in power sector financial viability, thus, 
they should be removed.''^^ 
The 15% exposure limit for the funding of power projects, on the 
PFIs was lifted by the Finance Ministry and the Govt, also asked the PFIs 
to finance the private and public sector power projects based on 
individual techno-economic viability rather than financial strength of the 
SEBs.''^2This removal of sectoral cap would provide availability of rupee 
funds for the PSUs and private power corporates to achieve financial 
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closufBS for various power ventures. Recently the Govt, has also decided 
to remove the 40% cap on domestic debt in power projects too. This will 
help the FIs to fix their own debt exposure in power projects.""^^ 
To give the SEBs financial viability the IDBI encouraged the 
financing of SEBs through the ESCROW Mechanism. The ESCROW 
capacity is based on their current revenue generation. While 
implementing this mechanism IDBI normally asks an assurance of 1.25 
times the loan requirements. It also suggest that ESCROW should be 
provided to 80 to 85% whatever be the provision in the purchase 
agreement. Further it suggests that the ESCROW funds should come 
from the dedicated circle so that the fund flow can be properly monitored 
and there is no litigation between the two Independent Power Producers 
(IPPs} or SEBs and IPPs. This would ensure for that the funds are flowing 
through the ESCROW mechanism and all the lenders as well as the 
companies are getting their money.""^^ 
The ESCROW itself is a highly structured mechanism. These 
funds immediately goes through the trust account from where the money 
flows through on a priority basis. First it goes to the operation of plants, 
then it goes for wider expenses and fuel expenses, then comes the 
interest and principle and finally the money flows out to the company."^ 
Presently, most of the SEBs are agitating against the ESCROW 
mechanism because they feel that their financial viability has been 
cruslied and they would not be able to finance their plans properly due to 
delays in implementation of these ESCROW funds. 
The Table No. 5.12 below shows the cumulative sanctions and 
disbursements upto the end of March, 1998 by different PFIs to the power 
sector of the country. Cumulative upto the end of March, 1998, the total 
amount sanctioned by PFIs amounted to Rs. 60,109.7 crores and the 
disbursements being Rs. 32,195.1 crores. The disbursements being 
53.6% of sanctions. Out of this amount the highest was sanctioned by 
Industrial Development Bank of India (IDBI) of Rs. 18,961.8 crores and 
the disbursements were of Rs. 10,198 crores being 53.8% of sanctions, 
followed by Power Finance Corporation (PFC) with sanctions Rs. 14069 
crores and disbursements Rs. 9891 crores being 70.3% of sanctions; 
Industrial Credit and Investment Corporation of India (ICICI) with 
sanctions of Rs. 11,356.9 crores and disbursements Rs. 4429.6 crores 
being 39% of sanctions; Industrial Finance Corporation of India (IFCI) 
with sanctions of Rs. 6,973 crores and disbursements of just Rs. 2,106.2 
crores being 30.2% of sanctions; Small Industrial Development Bank of 
India (SIDBl) with sanctions Rs. 2,904.5 crores and disbursements Rs. 
2,063 crores being 7 1 % of sanctions; Unit Trust of India (UTI) with 
sanctions Rs. 2,315.2 crores and disbursements of Rs. 1929.3 crores 
being 83.3% of sanctions; Life Insurance Corporation (LIC) with sanctions 
Rs. 2021.1 crores and disbursements of Rs. 1177.5 crores being 58.3% 
of sanctions; General Insurance Corporation (GIC) with sanctions Rs. 
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653.9 crores and disbursements Rs. 196.8 crores being 30.1% of 
sanctions; Industrial Investment Bank of India (IIBI) with sanctions Rs. 
495.9 crores and disbursements Rs. 97.2 crores being 19.6% of 
sanctions; State Financial Corporations (SFCs) with sanctions Rs. 210.6 
crores and disbursements Rs. 67.5 crores being 32 .1% of sanctions; 
Small Industrial Development Corporation (SIDC) with sanctions Rs. 
136.3 crores and disbursements Rs. 31 crores being 22.7% of sanctions; 
Technology Development and Investment Corporation of India (TDICI) 
with sanctions Rs. 9.8 crores and disbursements Rs. 7.8 crores being 
79.6% of sanctions; Risk Capital and Technology Finance Corporation 
(RCTC) with sanctions and disbursements of Rs. 0.2 crores; in the last 
comes the Export Import Bank of India (EXIM Bank) which sanctioned 
Rs. 1.5 crores but disbursed nothing. 
Table No. 5.12. Financial Assistance by Financial Institutions to 
Power Sector (Cumulative upto end March 1998) 
(Rs. Crores) 
SI. 
No. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
Name of Financial 
Institution 
Industrial Development 
Bank of India 
Industrial Finance 
Corporation of India 
Industrial Credit and 
Investment Corporation 
of India 
Small Industrial 
Development Bank 
of India 
Industrial Investment 
Bank of India 
Life Insurance 
Corporation 
Unit Trust of India 
General Insurance 
Corporation 
Risk Capital and 
Technology Finance 
Corporation 
TDICI 
Exim-Bank 
State Financial 
Corporations 
Small Industrial 
Development 
Corporation 
Power Finance Corporation 
Total 
Sanctions 
18961.8 
6973.0» 
11356.9 
2904.5 
495.9 
2021.1 
2315.2 
653.9 
0.2 
9.8 
1.5 
210.6 
136.3 
14069.0 
60109.7 
Disburse-
ments 
10198.0 
2106.2 
4429.6 
2063.0 
97.2 
1177.5 
1929.3 
196.8 
0.2 
7.8 
-
67.5 
31.0 
9891.0 
32195.1 
% of Disbursement 
to sanctions 
53.8 
30.2 
39.0 
71.0 
19.6 
58.3 
83.3 
30.1 
100.0 
79.6 
-
32.1 
22.7 
70.3 
53.6 
Source : IDBI, Report on Development Banking in India 1997-98. 
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(d) Foreign Financial Assistance : 
Whenever a developing country, like India, embarks on a 
mammoth power generation programme, it has to inevitably depend on 
the imports of power generating, transmission and distribution equipment 
from various countnes unless it develops the state-of-the-art-technology 
indigenously. Many countries of the World like USA, U K , Germany, 
Canada, France, Japan, USSR and many more are providing financial 
assistance to India's power sector since the beginning Apart from the 
foreign aid and technologies provided by different countries, India's 
power sector has also been financed by the multilateral and bilateral 
funding agencies like the International Bank for Reconstruction and 
Development (IBRD) commonly known as World Bank (WB), Asian 
Development Bank (ADB), Kreditanstalt Fur Wiederaufbau (KFW) of 
Germany, Overseas Development Agency (ODA) of UK, Overseas 
Economic Cooperation Fund (OECF) of Japan; etc 
The assistance provided by the multilateral and bilateral funding 
agencies are in the form of loans which are guaranteed by the Central 
Govt or the State Govts (in case of SEBs). Amongst them the WB has 
been the biggest lender of money to the power sector e g right from the 
inception of NTPC, the WB has supported several projects of the 
Corporation like, Thermal Power Stations at Smgrauli, Korba, 
Ramagundam, Farakka, Anta, Auraiya, Kawas, Talcher and Delhi 
Consequently, today NTPC is the single largest beneficiary of WB funding 
in the world, with an assistance of about US $ 4 billion Presently the $ 
400 million first tranche of WB Time-Slice Loan is being utilised by NTPC 
to finance the Vidhyachal Stage II and Kayamkulam projects This loan is 
directly made to the company instead of being routed through the Govt "•"^^ 
The Bank has recently extended its guarantee to the PGCIL for raising 
Rs 3,500 crores from the international market for evacuating 2500 MW 
of power from the Northern Region '•''^  It has also approved US $ 450 
million loan to PGCIL for the development of the national grid in the 
country. It has also offered a financial aid of Rs 30,000 crores for UP's 
power sector upgradation ""^^The Bank has also given its assurance to 
the SEBs for providing loans for their restructuring e g The WB has 
sanctioned US $ 600 million loan to HSEB ^^^The Andhra Pradesh Govt 
IS hopeful of securing a US $ 1 billion loan from the WB, ADB, OECF 
etc for restructuring its power sector ^^ ^ 
On the other hand, the ADB is partly financing the Uchahar 
Project taken over by NTPC from the U P Govt, by providing a loan of 
US $ 160 millions This is also a direct loan to the company''^•' 
The OECF of Japan has provided loans amounting to Japanese 
Yen 43 billions to part finance the projects at Faridabad and Simhadn 
projects of NTPC and Rs 1807 crores for Gandhar gas based project ""^ ^ 
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Japan has agreed to give US $ 0.5 billion for six new power 
projects to be set up in India which includes 1000 MW Simhadri and 
1000 MW Anpara thermal power stations, besides major transmission 
projects of West Bengal and two hydro power stations in the North East 
through its Official Development Assistance route."'^^ 
OECF has sanctioned Rs. 23 crores loan for strengthening 
Haryana's power transmission and distribution system in Kurukshetra 
District.''^^ It is also finalising negotiations with the Central Govt, to 
provide about US $ 657 millions loan to public utilities for four selected 
power projects in India. Out of them US $ 296 millions would go to 1050 
MW coal-based Bakreshwar Thermal Power Project (Phase II) in West 
Bengal."'25 
The Canadian International Development Agency (CIDA) has 
assured to provide financial assistance of four million Canadian dollars 
(Rs. 13 crores approximately) for providing technical assistance and 
consultancy support for building engineering and technical capability of 
the HSEB.126 
ANZ Investment Bank has undertaken to arrange Rs. 1000 
crores worth loans for the Chamera-ll hydro-electric power project of 
NHPC.127 
A new power plant to be built in Gujarat will be the first in the 
developing world to use a new environmentally beneficial clean coal 
technology, is financed by the Export Import Bank of USA (US-EXIM 
Bank). An EXIM Bank loan guarantee support the US $ 19 millions sale 
of gas and steam turbine generators by the Central Electric Company 
(CEC) of USA."'28 
e) Other Sources : 
The other sources of finance for the power sector of the country 
are through the public borrowings in the form of sale of the taxable and 
non taxable interest bearing power bonds and securities by the PSUs 
engaged in the power sector. 
12. Power Sector : Conservation of Energy : 
India's power planning always had a strong supply bias where 
the planners sought more generation and more power plants. Despite 
difficulties in raising resources the costs of power plants, over the past 
few decades have gone up from Rs. 10,000 to Rs. 45,000 per kW.''^^ The 
results of this thinking has caused rapid urbanisation, increasing energy 
requirements resulting in consumption of precious non-renewable energy 
resources like coal and petroleum products and degradation of 
environment. Observing these problems it was decided to shift the 
thinking to Demand Side Management (DSM). 
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This new paradigm, entails the dennand for energy from 
consumer side and switches the focus from energy supply to demand 
management. The key drivers for DSM are current resources, 
technological improvement, growth rate of demand, dependency of 
imports, end use consumption pattern, energy carrier prices, rate of 
urbanisation, increase in per capita income, and domestic 
competition.""^^ 
One unit of energy saved at the consumer end reduces 
generation requirements by 1.4 units considering transmission and 
distribution losses and auxiliary consumption. However, to deliver 1.4 
units, the required capacity would be nearly twice as much when one 
considers the need for reserve margins, PLF, plant availability and so on. 
Thus, energy conservation saves more investment and fuel than energy 
generated. Moreover, energy conservation saves"*^^ : 
(i) Fuel mining and transport costs 
(ii) Water and land required for power plants 
(iii) Pollution due to consumption of coal/oil in power plants 
(iv) Long gestation periods to construct power plants, 
(v) Resettlement of inhabitants near new power plant and mining sites. 
Thus, when all measures to save energy are exhausted, new 
power plants should be considered. 
To bring about a sea change in the development of power 
sector the advantage of liberalisation policies of the Govt, of India are to 
be appreciated in letter and spirit. The financial crunch of the SEBs have 
proved to be the main cause of deterioration of the power sector. The 
present polfcies embraced the power sector reforms and focus upon the 
private sector participation (domestic/foreign), foreign investment and 
inflows which forms the basis of the study of Chapter 5 Part 'B'. 
CHAPTER - 5 
PART - 'B' 
fl CnS€ STUDV OF POIUCR 
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RCFORMS RND FUTUR€ 
PROSPCCTS 
Part - 'B' 
A CASE STUDY OF POWER SECTOR - POWER SECTOR 
REFORMS AND FUTURE PROSPECTS 
I. INTRODUCTION : 
The Indian power scenario is too complex to be explained 
simply and the sectoral issues are too varied to allow any simple solution. 
For this, one has to understand the Indian power scenario, historically 
and analytically, which has been discussed In detail in 'Part A' of this 
chapter 
With an installed capacity of about 91000 MW as on 31st Jan. 
'99 (against a meagre 1300 MW at the time of independence) and 
generation of about 395 billion KwH, India ranks the second in Asia after 
China and is comparable to Britain, France and Germany in terms of 
capacity and generation. But, its per capita consumption of about 300 
KwH per annum is among the lowest in the world (Appendix No. 21) 
Adequate power is required to fuel the economic propulsion so 
urgently needed by the country. The energy shortage of about 9.2% and 
peak demand shortfall of 18.4% (with consequent opportunity cost to the 
economy of 1.5% of GDP, according to an estimate) do threaten to 
decelerate overall economic growth. The solution lies in accelerated 
capacity addition and much better utilisation of existing capacities. But 
these are easier said than done, in case of India. 
Raising financial resources is by far the most nettlesome 
problem. Lenders are not comfortable dealing with SEBs because of 
their operational and financial insufficiency. All out efforts were required 
to mobilise the enormous resources needed to meet the requirements of 
the power sector during the next 10 to 15 years. 
Although, India has achieved great progress in the additions to 
its installed capacities since independence but yet many places in the 
country have not yet seen the electricity, because of improper 
transmission and distribution system. It was desired to improve these 
systems to make each and every part of the country electrified. 
The country has a huge potential of hydro-electric sources, of 
which the North-East India covers 33% but it is not yet exploited to the 
fullest extent due to political and bureaucratic reasons. Thus, the need to 
tap these resources to the fullest extent was felt and measures were take 
to do so. 
Too much dependence on coal, in case of thermal energy may 
result into depletion of coal reserves of the country resulting into high 
dependence on the commodity's imports - another forthcoming factor 
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causing adversity to the balance of payment position of the country. This 
forecast resulted into search of new sources of power generation like the 
liquid fuels. 
Not only these but many other problems related to the power 
sector of the country such as power pilferage, shortage of supply severe 
power cuts, load shedding, the environmental bottlenecks etc. forced the 
Indian Govt, to liberalise the crucial sector to bring it in true to its overall 
economic liberalisation introduced in 1991. 
In Oct., 1991, the Govt, of India liberalised its power sector and 
the RBI permitted 100% foreign equity participation in power generation 
programmes on automatic route. Later on the need was felt to restructure 
the State Electricity Boards into three separate companies performing 
the generation, transmission and distribution functions. Recently the 
transmission and distribution infrastructure has also been privatised Not 
only this in the post liberalisation period, the decision to provide financial 
guarantees/counter guarantees by the State/Central Govts, were taken to 
boost the morals of the private sector investors (domestic/foreign) to 
participate in upgrading the power sector of the country; to exploit the 
hydro-electric potential of the nation a new hydel policy was formulated. 
To give a relief on the heavy dependence on coal in thermal power 
generation, the liquid fuels and gas were supplemented. To encourage 
these fuels and their proper administration the Liquid Fuel Policy was 
enacted. More stress is laid down in the Renovation and Modernisation 
programmes. 
To encourage the private investors (domestic/foreign) in this 
capital intensive sector, the Govt, has introduced many incentive 
packages relating to income tax concessions, repayment of loan period. 
rate of interests, sovereign guarantees etc. 
The Power Policy of the Govt, of India, announced in Oct 1991 
led to a great rush of potential investors, the Eldarado that the Indian 
power sector appeared to be. Numerous memorandum of 
understandings (MOUs) were signed. But few of these resulted in any 
concrete action because of unclear and confused policies, heavy 
bureaucratisation of policy decisions and above all political instability 
The Eighth Plan's debacle on the front of power sector's achievements 
which felt short by about 50%, gave the impression that the private 
participation (domestic/foreign) may not solve the power crisis of the 
nation so PSUs engaged in power generation, transmission and 
distribution like NTPC, NHPC, PGCIL etc. were provided with extra 
budgetary support to overcome the financial constraints in this core 
sector. 
In reality there are opportunities for all power developers, public 
and private, large and small, to meet the burgeoning electricity demand 
in India. For which certain institutional and operational factors, however. 
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are to be sorted out after a proper analysis of this sector's development 
in the country. 
The result of this policy may not be appreciable at present but 
in the near future when all the power plants which have been approved in 
the private and public sectors would be commissioned for operation 
would assuage the problem of power shortages in India. Till then we have 
to wait and see the actual results of the foreign investment participation 
(which at present, in terms of approvals, is the highest for this sector) in 
the power sector. 
II. POWER SECTOR REFORMS : 
The precarious performance of the power sector in relation to 
low capacity installation leading to shortage of electrical energy in the 
country; low PLF and plant availability factors; high T&D losses; lack of 
finances; poor financial position of SEBs due to over subsidisation of 
rates for agricultural and domestic consumption of electricity; unrealistic 
tariff structure; inadequate billing procedures because of defaults in 
meter reading and high power pilferages, forced the Govt, of India to 
overhaul the power sector in 1991. 
On the other hand the demand for power was expected to rise 
manifold in the future. So the Eighth Plan fixed an original target of 48000 
MW. This was later on slashed to a more achieveable 30538 MW with an 
estimated investment of Rs. 1,26,000 crores.^ The SEBs because of their 
poor financial health were neither in a position to finance internally nor 
would they tap the capital markets. The WB also stopped lending to 
them. Hence, it became imperative to invite the private sector (foreign/ 
domestic) to mobilise resources for expansion. Given the capital intensity 
of the power sector, the resource available in the domestic capital market 
were not sufficient. Hence, it became necessary to mobilise foreign 
investment through schemes like equity partnership, build, operate and 
transfer (BOT) or in the form of portfolio investment from foreign 
institutions to Indian/foreign managed power companies. In 1991, the 
Govt, took the bold initiative to reform the power sector of the country by 
the help of private participation in it. Efforts at the power sector reforms 
included : 
(i) Allowing Private sector participation in power generation in 1991. 
(ii) Restructuring of SEBs in 1993 
(iii) Private sector participation in transmission and distribution in 
1998 
(iv) Setting up of Central Electricity Regulatory Commission in 1998 
The Govt, policies relating to these efforts are discussed below. 
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1. Private Sector Participation in Power Generation : 
In the Indian context the private sector participation is not a 
novel concept. The private sector has been a participant in India's 
electricity sector for over hundred y6ars, but with a meagre share. 
The economic liberalisation and the new acquired wisdom of 
reducing the role of the public sector warrants greater participation of the 
private sector in the country's power sector. In response to the new 
economic realities the Govt, liberalised the power sector for private 
participation by domestic/foreign private power corporates in power 
generation. 
In the year 1991, on 27th Sept., the legislation governing the 
power sector i.e. the Indian Electricity Act of 1910 and Electricity 
(Supply) Act of 1948, were amended to bring a new legal, administrative 
and financial environment for private enterprises in the sector. 
The private power corporates (domestic/foreign) were allowed 
to set up power projects of any size and any type except nuclear power 
projects (which is yet a public sector monopoly controlled by the Govt.). 
The projects where the total outlay does not exceed Rs. 5 crores, further 
raised to Rs. 25 crores were given exemption from CEAs concurrence. 
This limit was further raised to Rs. 100 crores, and in 1995, December 
to Rs. 400 crores. In 1996, the limit was enhanced to Rs. 1000 crores. 
The limit is in respect of different categories of power schemes beyond 
which the concurrence of CEA would be required, has been further 
changed in Nov 1998 as follows^ : 
(i) In relation to a scheme for thermal generating station prepared by 
a Generating Company selected through a process of competitive 
bidding by the competent Govt, or Govts, confirming to the factors 
notified vide number S.O. 251(E), dated the 30th March, 1992 as 
amended vide number S.O. 410(E), dated the 23rd May, 1997, Rs. 
5000 crores. 
(ii) In relation to a scheme for other thermal generating station 
prepared by a Generating Company selected through a process of 
competitive bidding by the competent Govt, or Govts, Rs. 1000 
crores. 
(iii) In relation to a scheme for hydro-electric generating station 
prepared by a Generating Company selected through a process of 
competitive bidding by the competent Govt, or Govts., Rs. 1000 
crores. 
(iv) In relation to a scheme for renovation and modernisation of existing 
power generating stations, Rs. 500 crores. 
(v) In relation to all other schemes, Rs. 200 crores. 
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The private sector companies were allowed to set up 
enterprises to operate either as licencees for distributing electricity in a 
specified area or as generating companies. All private companies 
entering the power sector were allowed a debt-equity ratio of 4:1 where 
promoters contribution was fixed to be atleast 11% of the total outlay. To 
ensure that private entrepreneurs bring in additionality of resources to 
the sector; not less than 60% of the total outlay for the project must come 
from sources other than Indian Public Financial Institutions. 
In 1992, the power sector of the country came into the 
administrative control of a separate Ministry called Ministry of Power 
(MOP). Earlier it was known as Ministry of Energy comprising the 
Department of Power, Coal and Non-Conventional Energy Sources.^ 
An attractive two-part tariff structure was provided through a 
notification in March, 1992, which allowed recovery of full fixed charges 
with 16% Return on Equity (ROE) at 65.5% PLF/Availability factor^, which 
was further modified in Jan. 1994 making some of the normative 
parameters of the policy still more attractive. 
The policy also permits private participation in R&M of existing 
power stations. It details out various options like Lease Rehabilitate 
Operate and Transfer (LROT), sale of plant and JVs between SEBs and 
private companies for promoting R&M programmes. The policy emphasis 
on adherence to competitive bidding route. R&M schemes costing up to 
Rs. 500 crores are not required to be submitted to the CEA for approval. 
As an alternative to meet the rapidly increasing industrial 
demand for power, MOP has suggested encouragement to captive/co-
generation plants by industries. The policy suggests, inter-alia, sale of 
excess power to the grid as per mutually agreed rates, access to 
transmission grid of the state on payment of wheeling charges, third party 
access for direct sales of power etc. In Nov., 1996, a resolution was 
issued which details the definition of co-generation, mode of fixation of 
tariff and mode of deciding co-generation status for the power plants.^ 
However, lack of access to the final market for electricity, the 
poor finances of SEBs, their weak track record for meeting payment 
obligations and non availability of their or State Govts, credit rating in 
international financial markets, are some of the major obstacles in 
attracting private investment into the power sector. Therefore, most 
promoters have been asking for Govt, of India, counter guarantee for 
SEB's payment obligations. The Govt, of India in 1994-95, approved the 
extension of counter guarantees for SEBs payment obligations in respect 
of eight IPPs with total generating capacity of 5000 MW subject to certain 
eligibility criteria mentioned below^ : 
(i) Counter guarantees are to be preceded by an in-depth appraisal of 
the project proposal by Govt, of India. 
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(ii) The MOP would accord techno-economic clearance and certify that 
the project is essential and consistent with grid management the 
cost per MW of generating capacity is reasonable and the tariff and 
other parameters comply with notified Govt, of India guidelines. 
(iii) SEBs sign a Power Purchase Agreement (PPA) with the developer. 
The cost per unit is fixed, and clearly indicated in the PPA, with 
adjustments being allowed only to the extent of known and agreed 
variations. 
(iv) The SEBs agree to open an irrevocable revolving Letter of Credit 
(LOG) for its payment liabilities of one month to the private power 
company; and to maintain an ESCROW account to which revenues 
equivalent to one month's billing of the private company will be 
credited. 
(v) The SEB signs and successfully implements the Operational and 
Financial Action Plan (OFAP) with the PFC. 
(vi) The management of SEB and State Finances is prudent in the 
opinion of the Govt, of India, Ministry of Finance and the SEB 
achieves a minimum rate of return of 3% in the proceeding year. 
Certain terms and conditions were also laid down which are 
given below^: 
(i) The Govt, of India, would be secondary guarantor with the 
respective State Govt, being the primary guarantors. 
(ii) The Govt, of India's guarantee would cover capacity and energy 
payment obligations of the SEBs upto a predetermined annual 
limit. 
(iii) In the event of termination of PPA, the IPP would be covered 
against foreign debt obligations upto an amount not exceeding the 
foreign equity 
(iv) Counter guarantees shall be accompanied by Agreements with the 
respective State Govts, to achieve the agreed performance 
parameters that would be backed by financial penalties in the 
event of default. 
(v) The Guarantee limits would be constrained by the annual central 
transfers of plan assistance and taxes to the respective states and 
such transfers would be pledged against payment defaults by the 
SEB or the State Govt. 
(vi) The duration of the guarantee shall be normally limited to a period 
of 10 years from the date of entry into commercial service, after 
which the IPP must rely on alternative security arrangements. 
The alternative security arrangements as explored and applied 
by the Govt, are^: 
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(i) Permitting direct supply of power by the IPP to high tension 
consumers. 
(ii) Opening ESCROW Account with financial institution's counter 
guarantee. 
(iii) Linking power generation with distribution. 
(iv) Requesting the WB to provide partial guarantee which will be 
accompanied by a pre-condition of reform and restructuring of the 
power sector in the concerned state. 
In 1995, the SEBs and State Govts, were advised to introduce 
a more competitive element in the process of selection of developers 
and award of projects, and consider awarding new projects only on the 
basis of competitive bidding. It was decided that no new private power 
proposal would be considered by CEA, if the project is not awarded 
through competitive bidding. A cut off date 18.2.95 was to be treated as 
valid.® Projects after this date have to be awarded only after following 
competitive bidding route. Certain categories of projects where the route 
may not be feasible, have been exempted from this route, which are : 
(i) Expansion projects. 
(ii) JV projects between SEBs/PSUs and private corporates. 
(iii) Generating stations exclusively for captive uses.^° 
Recently the Govt, has also exempted power plants being set 
up by petroleum companies using heavy petroleum stock. 
In Nov., 1995, the Govt, issued guidelines for setting up of Mega 
Power Projects. Accordingly power projects having a capacity of 1000 
MW or above and supplying power to more than one state were defined 
as a Mega Power Project. In Nov., 1998, the policy was revised. The 
main points of the new policy are : 
(i) Those states which have SERCs and have privatised distribution in 
cities with population above one million will be eligible to buy power 
from the Mega Power Projects. 
(ii) A Power Trading Corporation (PTC) will be set up which will buy 
power from the private Mega Power Projects and sell it to the 
eligible states. 
(iii) There would be no intermediate trading company for public Mega 
Power Projects. 
(iv) Payment security to Mega Power projects will be ensured through 
Letters Of Credit issued by states. As a last resort, in case of 
default, the PTC will have an access to the Central Plan allocation 
of the states. 
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(v) A tripatite agreement will be signed with between the RBI, the PTC 
and the State Govt, to ensure payments to the IPPs and the PTC/"^ 
(vi) The import of capital equipment would be free of customs duty for 
these projects. 
(vii) In order to ensure that the domestic bidders are not adversely 
affected, price preference of 15% would be given for the projects 
under public sector, while deemed export benefits as per the EXIM 
Policy would be given to Domestic Bidders for projects both under 
public and private sectors. 
(viii) The income tax holiday regime would be continued with the 
provision that the tax holiday period of 10 years can be claimed by 
a promoter in any block of 10 years, within the first 15 years.""^ 
It is visualised that the country would be adding 15000-20000 
MW of capacity through this policy at the most competitive tariffs payable 
by SEBs and consequently by consumers.^^ 
In Dec, 1995, to deal with the growing capacity shortages the 
Govt, of India decided to create 12,000 MW of capacity based on liquid 
fuel, consisting of Naphtha, Heavy Petroleum Stock (HPS), Low Sulphur 
Heavy Stock (LSHS) Heavy Furnance Oil (HFO), Furnance Oil (FO), 
Vaccum Residue Petroleum Coke (VRPC) and Liquified Natural Gas 
(LNG), assuming there would be sufficient Naphtha surplus. These 
projects were expected to begin production within eighteen months of 
financial closures in comparison to the coal, lignite, gas and hydro 
electric based power projects having a long gestation period of three to 
five years. 
Initially public sector oil companies, which have marketing rights 
to sell petroleum products were entitled to supply fuel to the IPPs. The 
fuel linkages would be decided by the Central Govt. The IPPs have to 
sign a Fuel Supply Agreement (FSA) with the assigned oil company. 
Later on private sector oil companies were also encouraged. It was 
estimated that 20 Mt of liquid fuel will be required which includes nearly 
16 Mt of naphtha. The allocations to the states were based on their power 
shortages and they were advised to select the IPPs through competitive 
bidding. The Govt, of India decided to keep the pricing of liquid fuel 
outside the Administrative Price Mechanism (APM). Prices will be based 
on imported cost and will include customs duty, port charges, handling 
and storing charges, and the transportation cost from post to project 
site.""^ 
The last date for achieving financial closure for liquid fuel based 
power projects for which linkages have already been issued was 31.3.98. 
A number of requests received to extend this date, give additional 
linkages for new projects and for putting up power plants based on non-
traditional fuels like condensate and orimulsion. All these requests were 
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examined and the following modifications were made in July, 1998, in the 
Liquid Fuel Policy^^ : 
(i) The exciting ceiling of 12000 MW allocated to various states would 
apply only to naphtha. This would be in addition to the FO/LSHS 
linkages already given. 
(ii) States are made free to contract for new power projects based on 
FO beyond the existing linkages. 
(iii) Taking into account the environmental implications it will be 
mandatory for such new FO based power plants, beyond the 
existing linkages to use Integrated Gassification Combined Cycle 
(IGCC) technology or any other technology that would bring sulphur 
content to within acceptable limits. 
(iv) As LSHS is on Open General Licence (OGL) this freedom would be 
extended for non-traditional fuels like condensate and orimulsion 
subject to actual user condition. 
(v) There would be no obligation for oil PSUs to give fresh linkages for 
any new projects except naphtha based projects based on other 
fuels for which linkages have already been issued. 
(vi) HSD would be permitted for power generation only as a special 
case in inaccessible and isolated areas where small diesel based 
capacities are sought to be set up and where use of other fuels is 
not feasible. 
(vii) For all the existing projects, the last date for financial closure 
would be 31st Oct., 1998. However, since the majority of projects 
were not able to achieve financial closure, the deadline was again 
extended upto 31st Jan., 1999. 
In 1996, the Central Govt, allowed the State Govts, to clear 
power projects upto 250 MW capacity. The decentralisation was aimed 
at solving the acute power shortage being faced by the states. The 
projects planning, distribution and displacement aspects were left to be 
monitored by the Central Govt.''® 
The MOP, in 1996, finalised the draft Common Minimum 
National Action Plan (CMNAP) on power incorporating all the 
suggestions made by the meetings of Chief Ministers and Power 
Ministers. The main features of CMNAP were as follows : 
(i) The Central Govt, proposes to amend the Indian Electricity Act 
1910, and Electricity (Supply) Act of 1948, to enable setting up of 
State and Central level Electricity Regulatory Commissions 
(ERCs). 
(ii) Tariff for agriculture sector would not be less than 50 paise per kilo 
watt which will be brought to 50% of the average cost in not more 
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than 3 years. 
(iii) No sector will pay less than 50% of the average cost of supply. 
(iv) A comprehensive review of the role of the CEA would be made. 
(v) State Govts, will be delegated powers for approval of projects in 
respect of thermal power stations upto 500 MW. 
(vi) Maximum possible autonomy will be given to SEBs by restructuring 
them to run on commercial basis. 
(vii) PLF in the country must come up to a minimum of 65% and the 
national average of 70% by 2002. 
(viii) A three percent improvement in PLF has to be achieved annually 
for next five years in power plants operating below 40% availability. 
(ix) Two percent PLF improvement has been targeted annually for 
plants operating between 40-60%. 
(x) One percent PLF improvement has been set for plants operating 
above 60% availability. 
(xi) Reduce one percent losses in transmission and distribution each 
year. 
(xii) Allow private corporates participation in transmission and 
distribution of power. 
(xiii) Metering of all agricultural power consumers. 
(xiv) Annual tariff increments. 
(xv) Provide adequate plan outlays for all ongoing projects completion. 
(xvi) Clear policy on purchase and wheeling of power from captive and 
co-generation plants. 
(xvii) A national policy on hydro power development will be evolved by 
the Central Govt, incorporating development of mega hydro 
projects in both public and private sectors.""^ 
In 1997, the Ministry of Environment and Forests (MOE&F) has 
finalised the notifications delegating powers to the state authorities for 
granting environmental clearance to power projects of 500 MW capacity. 
These include coal based thermal power plants of 500 MW being 
fluidised bed technologies. Captive power plants of 250 MW capacity 
and all generation plants. These plants should not be in sensitive areas 
that is 15 KM away from the archaeological monuments, 10 KM from 
national parks and sanctuaries and be located at a distance of 5 KM 
from tourism and pilgrimage sites. It also stipulate that these plants 
shouldnot be located within a radius of 25 Km from any town with a 
population of over three lakhs. In addition, they should be located in areas 
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not designated as critically polluted. The second notification delegates 
the powers to implement and enforce the hazardous substances rules to 
state pollution control boards.""^ 
Recently, the Govt, has encouraged private sector participation 
in developing hydro projects of 100 MW and above. However, because 
of risk due to uncertainity in energy availability low return, long gestation 
period, inevitable controversies over the environmental cost and the 
rehabilitation of people affected, this sector has not attracted much 
private investment. Out of project proposals of nearly 1,00,000 MW worth 
received from the private sector, only twenty nine proposals totalling 
12,780 MW of capacity were based on hydro power. Recently, a new 
Hydel Power Policy has been announced to enhance private 
participation. The policy measures include""^ : 
(i) Introduction of a differential tariff structure which proposes a higher 
tariff by 25% for generation during peak period. 
(ii) The normative availability factor has been reduced from 90 per 
cent to 85% in the Himalayan region and to 87.5% for projects in 
the Southern Peninsula. 
(iii) A concept of evaluating geological risks in hydel projects has been 
introduced. A committee would be set up to evaluate risks in 
monetary terms. 
(iv) The policy promotes the JV frameworks. 
(v) The MOD route would be followed for awarding projects under 100 
MW while competitive bidding is to be adopted for larger projects. 
(vi) A cess would be levied on hydro electricity generated by State and 
Central Schemes and the amount would go towards the Hydro 
Development Fund. 
(vii) Funds in Central and State budgets along with supplementary 
funding from the PFC would back the policy. 
(viii) The developer needs to be insulated from the problems arising out 
of land acquisition and rehabilitation. The State Govt, should 
assume full responsibility for this. 
(ix) Environmental courts should be set up for the speedy settlement of 
the many petitions that are usually filed. 
(x) A portion of the electricity generated from the hydel projects may 
be permitted to be directly sold to industrial consumers so that the 
project becomes financially attractive. 
(xi) To promote small projects, the Govt, should give licencee status to 
the IPPs to implement projects and sell electricity in the locality. 
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The other measures taken by the Govt, to promote private 
participation in the power sector were : 
(i) With the approval of the Govt, import of equipment for power 
projects will also be permitted in cases where foreign suppliers or 
agencies extent concessional credit. 
(ii) The customs duty for import of power equipment has been reduced 
to 20% and this rate has also been extended to machinery required 
for modernisation and renovation of power plants. 
(iii) Tax holidays in respect of 100% taxable profits in the first five 
years, and 30% taxable profits in the following five years has been 
allowed for power plants, commencing commercial operations 
before 31st March, 1998. 
(iv) The excise duty on a large number of capital goods and 
instruments in the power sector has been reduced. 
(v) The Govt, has also made efforts to streamline the process of 
project approval. First 17 clearances were to be obtained later on 
they were reduced in 1996, to four in case of hydro-electric 
projects and five in case of thermal power stations, two in case of 
transmission and distribution schemes and one in case of Load 
Despatch and Communication Schemes. 
Since 1991, to 31st Dec, 1998, more than 300 proposals have 
been received from IPPs for more than 1,00,000 MW capacity of which 
altogether 92 proposals are presently being monitored by the Central 
Govt, amounting to 50,868 MW of installed generation capacity. In 
addition there are several projects which are being set up by the private 
sector with the approval of the State Govts, themselves and donot require 
the techno-economic clearance of CEA. So far CEA, has provided its 
techno-economic clearance to 49 private sector power projects 
amounting to around 23,137 MW (Appendix No. 22). Around 17 private 
sector power generation projects having a total capacity of about 3018 
MW have so far been commissioned. This includes projects set up by 
licencee companies etc. which donot require the concurrence of the 
CEA. Apart from this 18 projects with a total capacity of around 4241 
MW are under construction out of which 2 projects for 317.5 MW have 
been partially commissioned.2° 
2. Restructuring of SEBs 
The financial haemorrhage of the SEBs has been the prime 
cause of the weak revenues streams within the sector. Their management 
has been anything but commercial. They have been forced to sell power 
at a price lower than the cost of production. They suffered from more than 
one affliction. They have grown into ponderous, vertically, integrated 
monoliths of power generation, transmission and distribution, owning 
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nearly 65% of the country's power capacity. Their PLF has been low, the 
transmission and distribution losses have been high and the project 
implementation has been usually behind schedule. 
Due to these problems, the experts and entrepreneurs 
advocated to reform and restructure the SEBs. The issue of reforming 
and restructuring the SEBs became central to the overall sectoral 
reforms. The Central Govt., in 1993, took the bold step to reform and 
restructure the SEBs. The Govt, appointed a committee named, Sankar 
Committee which proposed six models for consideration of SEBs. These 
were^'' : 
(a) ModeM : 
The SEB continues as a single entity, but is corporatised with 
the shareholding of the State Govt, to be gradually brought down to less 
than 50%. The primary purpose is to enable the SEBs to function in 
commercial lines under private management. IPPs may sell power 
directly to the SEBs. As the SEB becomes a corporate entity, an 
Independent Regulatory Commission (IRC) become necessary to 
regulate tariffs. An IRC at the state level should be set up to deal with all 
aspects of power sector regulation. 
(b) Model-2 : 
The SEB would be divided into several zonal power companies, 
with an independent transmission corporation for the entire state. It would 
be corporatised and will become a holding company owning the zonal 
power companies (similar to licencees) and the transmission corporation. 
Each regional company will have its own generation systems in its areas. 
Later each regional company can become a private utility. An IRC will be 
set up. 
(c) Model-3 : 
The SEB is unbundled into separate generation transmission 
and distribution companies. These will be multiple players in generation 
and distribution but transmission shall vest in one entity. An IRC would be 
needed. 
(d) Model-4 : 
As in Model-3 the SEB is unbundled into generation, 
transmission and distribution but transmission will be with the SEB. There 
will be multiplayers in generation and distribution. An independent IRC 
will be set up. As in Model-3, the generation company can directly enter 
into power supply agreement with distribution companies. 
(e) Model-5 : 
The SEB will be corporatised and will keep the existing 
generation and transmission facilities. It will have distribution to a number 
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of small companies. An IRC will be set up to regulate tariff. All new 
generation capacity will be added by IPPs to be selected on the basis of 
competitive bidding against request for proposals floated by the 
distribution company/companies. The SEB can also bid for any new 
generating project. New transmission lines can be laid by a new 
transmission company but the grid will be managed by the corporatised 
SEB. 
(f) Model-6 : 
The SEB will remain a vertically integrated monopoly but as a 
corporatised entity 
The committee also proposed that all new power stations will 
be managed by IPPs by calling for bids. New transmission lines shall be 
set up by private entities. An IRC will regulate the investments and tariffs 
in the sector. In addition to IPPs, new power stations can be constructed 
by new bulk customers individually or as a group. They can utilise the 
SEB's existing transmission network or set up new transmission lines.-^-^ 
Thus, each model varies from the other. It has been proposed 
that all the SEBs should invariably set up IRCs for handling tariff related 
issues and handover power distribution to private entities. For their 
restructuring, the SEBs can select any of the six models. The other 
suggestions proposed by the commission are : 
(i) Unbundling of generation, transmission and distribution 
(ii) Corporatisation of SEBs with a significant portion of equity 
gradually disinvested, proceeded by conversion of Govt, loans into 
equity 
(iii) Withdrawal of SEBs from power generation altogether. 
(iv) To dismantle SEBs into three companies involved in power 
generation distribution and transmission separately., 
(v) To convert SEBs into a holding company of these three separate 
bodies. 
On the other hand the WB has also recommended a model to 
set up three different companies for generation, transmission and 
distribution and the installation of IRCs.-^^ 
In 1996, the MOP has proposed a fresh action plan for states 
initiative to reform the SEBs. This package is mainly a repetition of what 
has been discussed at the power ministers conference in 1993. It 
includes^^ : 
(i) Reduction of 1 % T&D losses each year 
(ii) To peg minimum agricultural power tariff at 50 paise per KwH. 
(iii) Meter all the agricultural motors with capacities over 5 HP 
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(iv) In order to reduce unrealised dues, SEBs should enter into 
commercial agreements with high tension and bulk consumers with 
penal provisions for delayed payments and disconnections for non-
payment. 
(v) Set up special courts for settlement of disputed bills with 
consumers. 
(vi) State Govts, should pay atleast 20% of their outstandings each 
year to clear its dues to SEBs in next five years. 
(vii) Opening of Letter of Credit (LOC) by SEBs with Central power 
utilities supplying them bulk power. 
The Govt, of Orissa was the first to initiate the reform process 
through Orissa Electricity Reforms Act 1995, which came into effect from 
1st April, 1996. Under this Act, Orissa Generating Company having 
thermal units under it. Orissa Hydro Electric Generation Company, Orissa 
Grid Company (GRIDCO) and the Orissa Regulatory Electricity 
Commission have been formed. Later on it privatised its distribution 
system also. 
Initially, the OSEB and the Govt, of Orissa decided that in the 
central zone consisting of Bhubaneswar, Cuttack and Dhenkanal a 
Management contract may be tried on tender basis. Thus BSES was 
finally selected to be the Management Contractors for the central zone. 
The expert opinion was that under Management Contract, BSES may 
have no motivation for investment, and SEB will have no control. 
Therefore, some officials were sent to follow that route. Therefore, control 
over employees was not kept subsequently. This became the first hurdle 
in the success of the Management Contract.^^ 
At this point of time, Orissa Power Generating Company Ltd. 
(OPGCL) is divesting about 49% of its equity to give an access to control 
of the company to private parties. The GDIDCO will control the 
transmission system for the entire state for 220 KVA and above. Orissa 
will have four Distribution Companies which will be gradually privatised 
by offering 5 1 % equity to private participants in distribution companies. 
By March, 1999 Orissa will have four zonal distribution companies which 
will operate as JV companies with the OSEB where GRIDCO having 
49% equity and the strategic JV partner having 5 1 % equity.^^ 
The other states which have also initiated to reform and 
restructure their power sectors, have drafted their Electricity Reform bills 
on the lines of Orissa experience. These states are Haryana, (where the 
State Assembly has passed the Electricity Reform Bill and the State 
Electricity Regulatory Commission has been set up), Andhra Pradesh, 
Karnataka, Madhya Pradesh, Bihar, West Bengal, Gujarat, Punjab, 
Rajasthan and Uttar Pradesh. 
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3. Privatisation of Power Transmission : 
In 1996, the Govt, decided to allow private participation in the 
power transmission sector for increasing power generation capacity in 
the country. To bring it into effect the Govt, proposed to introduce a Bill 
in the parliament to amend the Electricity (Supply) Act, 1948, to make 
provisions for private sector participation in power transmission. To 
formulate the norms for operation of private corporates in the power 
transmission business, the Govt, appointed an expert committee headed 
by the former chairman of Power Finance Corporation (PFC) Mr. D. 
Sankara Guruswamy. 
The Sankara Guruswamy Committee recommended the 
following norms^^ : 
(i) The role of the state owned PGCIL and SEBs would not be diluted 
after privatisation of power transmission. 
(ii) It opposed the formation of JVs between PGCIL, State 
Transmission Agency and private corporates. 
(iii) If necessary the PGCIL will enter into partnership with private 
sector on 50.50 equity holding basis. 
(iv) All these JV companies will be able to operate a given 
transmission network only after entering into transmission service 
agreements with the concerned SEB or PGCIL as the case may 
be. 
(v) The annual transmission charge for corporates should be linked to 
availability of the network. 
(vi) For alternating current (AC) transmission systems 98.5% has been 
suggested as the normative availability as against 68.5%, PLF set 
for projects by the Govt. 
(vii) The private transmission company would operate and maintain its 
assets in accordance with directions of Regional and State Load 
Despatch Centres (RLDCs and SLDCs) which are under the 
administrative control of PGCIL and SEBs. 
(viii) The RLDCs and SLDCs should continue to be under the control of 
state owned agencies, on which the Govt, should not lose its 
strangle hold. 
(ix) The State Govt, would issue licences to a private company only on 
an explicit recommendation of the PGCIL or SEB. 
(x) The State Owned Companies must be empowered to decide as to 
which of the systems would be made available for corporates. 
(xi) In cases where transmission networks are to be entrusted to 
corporates, Pre-feasibility Reports, Feasibility Reports, Detailed 
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Project Reports (DPRs) should be prepared and necessary 
clearances by the state owned agencies should be obtained. 
(xii) For selection of the private sector corporates for this task the 
International Competitive Bidding (ICB) route should be adopted 
instead of MOU route. 
(xiii) The CEA would continue to undertake the planning of the 
transmission system. 
For the purpose of privatising power transmission a Bill was 
formulated envisaging an amendment to do the needful in the Indian 
Electricity Act of 1910 and Electricity (Supply) Act, 1948, as amended in 
1991. The Bill was passed by the Parliament on 23rd July, 1998 and 
power transmission was assigned a legal status. 
The Govt, allowed 16% guaranteed return on equity investments 
for private corporates entering the power transmission sector to bring 
them on par with the greenfield power generation ventures of the foreign 
and Indian private investors. At present the average depreciation allowed 
for PGCIL has been 6% and operation and maintenance charges at 1.4% 
of total investment annually. These are extended to private investors. But 
the insurance premium on investments proposed as an additionality 
would again be a pass through arrangement.^^ 
Instead, of providing counter guarantees, for transmission 
projects by private investors the Govt, has permitted them to recover 
their wheeling charges especially from bulk consumers like SEBs and 
private distribution companies, through Letter of Credit (LOC) at prefixed 
monthly charges, determined by the fiscal package.^^ 
The private sector participation is encouraged in power 
transmission on Build, Operate and Lease (BOL) basis. The private 
sector could supplement the efforts of PGCIL and SEBs in building up 
transmission network in the country. The Central Electricity Regulatory 
Commission (CERC) would be empowered to grant transmission licence 
for inter-state transmission of energy.^° 
Till date, only six projects worthing Rs. 8000 crores have been 
offered for the private sector (domestic and foreign) corporates.^^ 
4. Pr ivat isat ion of Power Distribution : 
The Govt, in 1997 proposed to rope in local bodies and rural 
cooperatives for manning power distribution. These local bodies and 
cooperatives will take over distribution as licencees appointed by SEBs, 
on same terms applicable to private distribution companies. Hence, no 
legal framework is required as it exists already, these bodies will sign 
licence agreements with the SEBs to distribute power and realise bills 
from consumers. 
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It was stated that small viable distribution areas will be 
demarcated by various SEBs to be offered to the local bodies. These 
bodies will be responsible for providing quality and reliable power to the 
consumers, raising of bills and realisation of charges from the 
consumers. This act, if implemented, would enhance the revenue 
collection which can be shared by SEBs with the local bodies 
In big towns where municipalities are incharge of distribution 
networks, these bodies will be allowed to enter into JV agreements with 
industrial houses to streamline the distribution network. The JVs will 
ineffect become the licencees 
To give the above proposal a fine shape the Govt appointed an 
high powered committee headed by Mr. Coelhno. The committee 
proposed breaking up the monolith structure of SEB's power distnbution 
into manageable and viable distribution zones. The Committee's "Interim 
Concept Paper" on privatisation of power distribution has 
recommended^^ : 
(i) Restructuring the small distribution zones into corporate units which 
could move conveniently be transferred from public sector to 
private sector. 
(ii) Creation of a regulatory mechanism which will set technical and 
financial parameters for performance and guidelines to set tariff 
(ill) The SEBs should be provided more autonomy and efficiencies 
coupled with accountability 
(iv) The tariff should be based on performance and efficiency rather 
than the cost-plus return on the capital basis, because the existing 
cost plus formula has led to inflation of capital costs to improve the 
margins by private generating companies, which could also extend 
to distribution companies 
In 1998, the MOP, as an act to encourage corporates, 
cooperatives, local bodies and other public utilities in distribution 
activities introduced certain fiscal incentives mentioned below33 
(i) MOP envisages returns to private power distribution companies on 
par with the generation companies 
(li) Scope would be given to distribution companies to earn better 
returns in the event of efficient demand and supply management 
bringing the distribution losses to the minimum 
The Govt. IS drawing up a plan to evaluate and restructure the 
assets and liabilities of SEBs before privatising power distribution, 
according to the provisions of the Indian Electricity Act, 1910 ^^  
In the Chief Ministers Conference on Power held on 18th Dec 
1998, it was decided that to begin with at least 25% of the state will be 
taken up for distribution The whole state will be covered in 4 years ^^  
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5. Electricity Regulatory Commissions : 
In order to fix uniform power tariff across the country for various 
categories of consumers the constitution of Statutory Independent 
Regulatory Commissions (IRCs) at the Centre and State levels, was 
proposed in the CMNAP for power. The Govt, also proposed to handover 
the power planning handling of licencing and IPP projects by these 
regulatory commissions which were previously carried on by CEA. 
The later proposal of the CMNAP was the main cause for the 
discontent amongst the politicians, the CEA and the MOP. This unanimity 
on policy caused delays to the passing of the Electricity Regulatory Bills. 
The next Govt, deleted the discontented issue and forwarded a 
Bill for setting up of IRCs at the Centre and State levels. The Electricity 
Regulatory Commissions Ordinance was promulgated on 25th April 1998 
with a view to providing for the establishment of the Central Electricity 
Regulatory Commission (CERC) and State Electricity Regulatory 
Commission (SERC), rationalisation of agricultural tariffs, transparent 
policies regarding subsidies, promotion of efficient and environmentally 
benign policies and for matters connected therewith and incidental 
thereto. 
The Central Electricity Regulatory Commission (CERC) an 
independent statutory body with quasi-judicial powers, has been 
constituted on 25th July, 1998. The CERC consists of a chairperson and 
four other members. The functions of the commission are^^ : 
(i) To regulate the tariff of generating companies owned or controlled 
by the Central Govt. 
(ii) To regulate inter-state transmission including tariff of the 
transmission entities. 
(iii) To promote competition, efficiency and economy in the sector. 
(iv) To regulate inter-state bulk sale of power. 
(v) To aid and advise the Central Govt, in formulation of tariff policy 
and to frame guidelines relating to electricity tariff. 
(vi) To associate with the environmental regulatory agencies towards 
developing policies and procedures for environment regulations 
for the power sector. 
(vii) To arbitrate or adjudicate in matters relating to tariff. 
Thus, CERC has drafted the regulations relating to conduct of 
business which includes matters relating to tariff. 
6. Environmental Management Reforms : 
Environmental management and its internationalisation in the 
project installation, operation and maintenance has also emerged as one 
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of the key factors in the reforms process in power sector. The changing 
economic structure, in line with the global economic and commercial 
environment for liberalisation and deregulation, has also been given due 
weight in the planning for environmental upkeeping related to 
developmental activities. 
Electricity has its own direct and indirect contribution to 
environmental degradation over the past decade and a half. The following 
attempts have been made to overcome them^^ : 
(a) In respect of thermal power generation, attention is being paid 
to pollution abatement measures and integrating them in project 
conceptualisation and operation. Attention is being paid to the following 
concerns through appropriate technologies : 
(i) Emission of pollutants into the atmosphere. 
(ii) Water pollution due to the discharge of effluents from power 
stations. 
(iii) Temperature changes in discharged water in ponds from the 
power stations. 
(iv) Flyash disposal effects 
(v) Sulphur effects (though Indian coals are characterised by low 
sulphur content) 
Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) studies are made part 
of the project appraisal activity and stipulations on safeguards and 
measures for abatement are made part of the study which include the 
following^^ : 
(i) Information on dust collection and suppression equipment. 
(ii) Inception of a green belt around the power plant 
(iii) High efficiency ESPs and multi-fuel stack to reduce the ground 
concentration. 
Besides EIA studies, as a part of the project appraisal, 
independent case studies are conducted during the period of operation 
so as to reiterate the concepts envisaged at the time of appraisal. 
In case of hydro-electric projects, environmental Action Plan are 
stipulated before the project clearance is arranged the nature of the 
stipulation varies depending upon the requirement of specific site/sites. 
The general areas covered, however, include the following^^ ; 
(i) Rehabilitation Master Plan for the project affected people 
(ii) Flora, fauna, forest and wild life protection. 
(iii) Catchment Area Treatment Plan (CAT) 
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(iv) Rehabilitation and relocation of archeological, religious and 
historical monuments. 
(v) Compensatory Afforestation Plan 
(vi) Disaster Management Plan 
7. Energy Technology Perspective : 
Technology upgradation in the electricity including the nuclear 
power generation has covered the entire gamut from generation to 
distribution to the ultimate consumer and characterising the cost and 
conservation of electrical energy in economic and environmental terms. 
India has already developed indigenous technologies for the R&M and 
O&M functions of the power sector. 
In case of thermal power the stress has been laid down on the 
following technological upgradations'*° : 
(i) Reheat units and use of improved materials and designs. 
(ii) Design margins, redundancy and preventive maintenance 
(iii) Fluidised Bed Combustion (FBC) technology for minimising 
environmental impact. 
(iv) Coal combustion during the pre-combustion and combustion 
stages. 
(v) Bubbling Fluidised Bed Combustion (BFBC) technology in 30-60 
MW range. 
(vi) Circulating Fluidised Bed Combustion (CFBC) technology for 
larger capacity units. 
(vii) Integrated Gasification Combined Cycle (IGCC) involving 
conversion of coal. 
(viii) Fly ash based building material production units near ash disposal 
points. 
In case of hydroelectric generation site, the areas of interest for 
technology upgradation are"*^  : 
(i) Suitable Civil engineering measures as well as adoption of new 
materials like AR CLOCK, BOFORS and coatings such as plasma 
nitriding for runners and other water borne components for tackling 
silt related problems after field trials. 
(ii) Technology for site-assembly of split transformers and runners for 
overcoming transport limitations. 
(iii) Adjustable Speed Generating Units for pumped storage and 
conventional hydro-plants. 
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(iv) Digital turbine Governor to enhance performance of the generating 
units. 
(v) Developments in a number of areas such as welded shafts for high 
capacity turbines, self lubricated type thrust bearings, polymer 
trash racks, ultrasonic devices, butterfly valves etc. would also 
have to be .initiated. 
The main thrust in the nuclear power programme have been to 
continue with the natural uranium fuel in the PHWR power plants and 
pursue the R&D and technology activities relating to development of FBR 
technology in order to enable utilisation of the much larger reserves of 
nuclear resources available in the country. The thrust for technology 
upgradation in nuclear power includes^^ : 
(i) Stabilisation of PHWR technology. 
(ii) Development of FBR. 
(iii) Development of Nuclear fuels, including reprocessing of fuels. 
(iv) Stabilisation of the nuclear safety and health 
(v) Stabilisation of the nuclear safety management. 
(vi) Upgradation of the unit sizes. 
For the development of non-conventional sources of energy 
particularly in the areas of solar (photovoltaic and solar thermal), wind, 
biogas technologies are given technology thrust are already gradually 
approaching commercial comparability for costs with the conventional 
power generation from woody agriculture residue etc. A major 
programme of bagasse based co-generation aiming at optimising 
generation of surplus power and supply same to the grid is the priority. 
Though various initiatives. Grid quality power generation from 
renewables are gradually attaining maturity.''^ 
In the field of transmission and distributions the following 
technological improvements merit consideration'*^: 
(i) Higher use of power electronics 
(ii) Use of multi-circuit, multi-voltage lines 
(iii) Adoption of new designs for towers like narrow based, guy tower, 
etc. 
(iv) Uprating and upgrading of existing transmission lines. 
(v) Use of underground power cables. 
(vi) Introduction of SF6 breakers. 
(vii) Adequate provision of better quality meters. 
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The organisations and institutions which have been imposed 
the duty to upgrade the technology in the power sector of the country are 
mostly in the public sector or Govt, undertakings (Appendix No. 23) 
8. Power Sector - Foreign Investment Policy : 
As mentioned above, the Power industry of any country is a 
capital Intensive industry. In case of India which has achieved a lot in this 
field is yet facing financial crunch which results into low installation of 
additional capacity, proper transmission and distribution network. No 
doubt, the budgetary support to the sector has been 15 to 17% of total 
budget outlays, being the highest, the power producers are financed by 
foreign and national financial institutions and commercial banks. The lack 
of finance and the deteriorating financial conditions of the SEBs dragging 
most of them to the lines of bankruptcy is the main cause behind the 
power problems to be witnessed at present. To make the sector 
financially viable the Govt. In 1991, allowed foreign and domestic private 
power producers to Invest in the country's impertinent power sector. 
Therefore In Oct., 1991, RBI allowed upto 100% foreign equity 
participation for setting up power projects by foreign private investors. 
The condition for dividend balancing by export earning which is normally 
being applied to cases of foreign investment upto 51% equity would not 
be applicable to foreign investments in power sector. 
In January 1997, the Ministry of Industry decided to allow 
automatic approval for foreign equity upto 74% in certain areas of the 
power sector. ^ ^ 
The Govt, has recently reviewed the existing guidelines on 
automatic approvals for foreign equity for electric generation, 
transmission and distribution projects and has enlarged the provisions. 
Accordingly, projects for electric generation, transmission and 
distribution will be permitted foreign equity participation upto 100% on 
the automatic approval route provided the foreign equity in any such 
projects does not exceed Rs. 1500 crores. The categories which would 
qualify for such automatic route are : 
(i) Hydro electric power plants 
(ii) Coal lignite based thermal power plants 
(iii) Oil/gas based thermal power plants.^^ 
One more major step taken by the Govt, was to allow bilateral 
negotiation route for private power proposals from foreign investors only 
if they are backed by their respective Govts, for funding the projects, in 
terms of concessional debts and grant element as well. These bilateral 
negotiations would be monitored and guided by the P.N. Bhagawati 
Committee appointed by the Govt.'*^ 
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Where the techno-economic clearance of the CEA is required, 
the process of entry by a foreign power producer as stipulated in the 
power policy is mentioned below : 
First of all the SEB identifies the project, then SEB invites bid 
based on cost estimates and electricity tariffs. Based on the commercial 
bids submitted by different parties, one company is choosen. The 
choosen company submits its DPR to CEA on obtaining environmental 
and other approvals. On the other hand CEA itself prepares a feasibility 
report for the relevant project. CEA grants its techno-economic clearance 
(TEC) after determining the projects. Technical feasibility and economic 
viability. After completing the parallel activities like finalisation of EPC 
contract, negotiation with lenders, negotiations and finalisation of power 
purchase Agreement (PPA) with SEB/State Govt., Finalisation of fuel 
and other agreements, obtaining other clearances, fulfilment of TEC 
conditions, and Govt, approval for tariff deviations, if the foreign investor 
could start up the work on the project after obtaining financial closure. 
9. Foreign Investment in Power Sector : 
From 1991 to 31st Dec, 1998, the total amount of FDI 
approved by the Govt, in power sector amounts to Rs. 4,79,627.67 
million. This amount came from 335 projects approved of which 99 are 
of technical and 236 of financial nature (Table No. 5.13). Upto 1992-93, 
the FDI in power sector amounted to Rs. 15494.80 millions. In 1993-94, 
7 projects all of financial nature were approved amounting to Rs. 
6,809.15 millions but the number fell by 28.6% but the amount increased 
by 65.8% to Rs. 11,286.75 millions. In 1995-96, the total number, of 
projects approved increased by more than twice to 11 (1 of technical and 
10 of financial nature) and the amount increased by 172% to Rs. 
30,706.18 millions. In 1996-97, the projects increased by more than 4 
times to 48 (6 of technical and 42 of financial nature) and the amount 
increased by more than 3.5 times to Rs. 1,16,760.08 million. In 1997-98. 
the number of projects increased by 64.6% to 79 (of which 5 were of 
technical and 74 of financial nature) whereas the amount increased by 
just 0.6% to Rs. 1,17,415.99 millions. From 1st April, 1998 to 31st Dec, 
1998, 185 projects (87 of technical and 98 of financial nature) were 
approved amounting to Rs. 1,81,153.82 millions. 
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Table No. 5.13: Foreign Investment in Power Sector since 1991 
Year 
1992-93 
1993-94 
1994-95 
1995-96 
1996-97 
1997-98 
1998-99* 
Total 
Number of 
Technical 
-
0 
0 
1 
6 
5 
87 
99 
Projects Approved 
Financial 
-
7 
5 
10 
42 
74 
98 
236 
Total 
-
7 
5 
11 
48 
79 
185 
335 
Amount 
Approved 
(Rs. in Million) 
15,494.80 
6,809.15 
11,286.75 
30,706.18 
1,16,760.98 
1,17,415.99 
1,81,153.82 
4,79.627.67 
*The figures for 1998-99 are from 1st April, 1998 to 31st Dec, 1998 
Source : Govt, of India, Ministry of Industry, SIA Newsletter, Jan., 1999 
and various previous issues. 
Through the External Commercial Borrowing (ECB) route upto 
23.12.98, US $ 7621 million has been approved. In 1996-97, US $ 1874 
millions were approved which increased by 60.8% to US $ 3014 million. 
In 1998-99, i.e. from 1st April 1998 to 23rd Dec, 1998, US $ 2733 
million has been approved (Table No. 5.14). 
Table No. 5.14: ECB Approved in Power Sector 
Year 1996-97 1997-98 1998-99* Total 
Amount 
(in US $ 
million) 1874 3014 2733 7621 
% Change +60.8% 
*As on 23.12.98 
Source ; Govt, of India, Ministry of Finance, Economic Division. 
"Economic Survey 1998-99" (p. 89, Table 6.11). 
III. POWER SECTOR REFORMS - A CRITICAL NOTE 
To upgrade the power sector in terms of high power generation; 
proper transmission and distribution network; reduction in T & D losses, 
providing financial viability to the SEBs by nationalising tariffs and 
reducing the subsidised sales to the agricultural and domestic sectors; 
and reducing the extreme power pilferages, the Govt, decided to reform 
the power sector in 1991, by privatising power generation; transmission 
and distribution activities; restructuring the SEBs and setting up CERC 
and SERCs at the Central and State levels. 
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These reforms have been initiated for giving upliftment to the 
power sector of the country but they have been criticised at every stage. 
When the Govt, of India took a policy decision in 1991, to open 
up the sector to private investments there was almost an arrogant and 
conceited belief that merely announcing the policy would bring in a rush 
of large scale investments. The experience of other developed countries 
in this regard was not studied. Nor was any effort made to restructure the 
process of decision making to meet the needs of transparency, fairness 
and equity to producers and consumers alike and to ensure that the rest 
of the world including our own private sector were assured speedy 
decision making. It resulted into that the MOU route became inherently 
suspected and the closed manner of evaluation and acceptance of 
proposals shut the public out completely causing a suspicion in minds of 
general public. 
The Govt.'s decision to privatise power to overcome the 'crisis' 
means more investment in electricity generation which in the absence of 
conservation measures and efficient operation of plants will amount to 
filling a leaking bucket. The country has to pay ultimately for the private 
sector power plants even if companies like Cogentrix run their utilities 
efficiently. They will charge higher rates for the electricity supplied by 
them.^ h is clear from the Enron experience that the Maharashtra Govt, 
is bound to buy power at Rs. 3.47 a unit from Enron against its generation 
cost of just 50-80 paise/unit.^^ 
It was found that IPPs will invest in power development only 
when they are sure that first, the power they generate is paid for, second 
they are able to earn a reasonable rate of return. Thus the IPPs have a 
profit motive. They set up plants in urban areas where they can 
immediately generate, supply and get dividends^°, detering the balanced 
regional development policy of the Govt, of India. 
Since 1991, virtually all investments by leading power PSUs 
like NTPC, NHPC and SEBs in power generation programmes have 
come to a standstill. On the other hand the missing of the target set for 
the Eighth Plan in respect of capacity addition by about 24000 MW 
reveals that the Govt, has become highly dependent on the private 
investments in the capacity additions. 
The IPPs are highly egging for all kinds of incentives, comfort 
levels and strategy to shift all risks on either the Finance Ministry directly 
or state owned agencies in the development of a power project resulting 
into a lot of outflow of domestic resources to the IPPs in the future.^^ 
Anthony Churchill, the senior advisor to Washington 
International Energy Group says that India should not depend only on FDI 
in the power sector. "To much dependence on the foreign savings can 
create balance of payment problems. You don't need foreign investors to 
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run your power plants. They are here to make money. They will make 
money and pull out. They are needed only to change the way things are 
done in the sector. They bring best practices for the local industry to 
emulate. In the long-run FDI in power should not be more than 15%. Most 
of the money for power should be raised from domestic resources. Any 
reforms in the power sector is closely linked with reforms in the financial 
sector. You should create conditions where it is possible for domestic 
power companies to raise money from the markets, pension funds, 
insurance funds, financial institutions".^^ 
On the other hand, the distribution through privatisation which 
envisages reduction in T & D losses, cut failure rates and reduce 
restoration time dramatically, there is a doubt that the liscenced power 
companies distributing power would charge the customers inadequately 
e.g. consider the case of Noida Power Company in UP which was 
licenced to the RPG group in 1994, end. No doubt it has cut systems 
losses to 20%, cut failures rate and reduced restoration time 
dramatically. More important, it is able to bill customers for 50% more 
electricity used. And for those billed it is able to collect its dues more 
efficiently." 
The MSEB Labour Union says that the privatisation of 
distribution and transmission by the Maharashtra State Govt, is reasoned 
to be because of financial crunch which is an eyewash. When the 
infrastructure is ready, distribution and transmission system is fetching 
Rs. 700 crores, it requires only handful of Rs. 30 crores per annum to 
modernisation and maintenance of lines and system for such a meagre 
amount the Govt, is inviting Tata and BSES to become partners in a JV 
company.^'' 
Given the sensitive nature of the decisions related to reforms in 
the power sector, particularly the cacophony of resistance from 
employees and other sources are causing delays in the restructuring of 
SEBs in almost ail states. The employees feel that they would be 
retrenched by virtue of privatisation of the generation, transmission and 
distribution activities of the SEBs. They propose to make the SEBs 
financially viable and autonomous entities free from bureaucratic rule. 
They are of the view that if the SEBs are administratively, managerially 
and financially upgraded then there will be no use of privatisation. 
The Govt, has no doubt formulated an attractive liquid fuel policy 
but the increase of the import bill due to import of LNG for the liquid fuel 
based power plants would result into an unfavourable balance of payment 
position. 
The provisions made for providing guarantees by the State 
Govts to the IPPs and counter guarantees by the Central Govt, would 
result into a heavy stress on the State and Central exchequers. 
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IV. POWER SECTOR - FUTURE PROSPECTS 
India has seen a phenomenal growth In installed capacity and 
electricity generation, mainly thermal, hydel and nuclear. However, to 
sustain the projected growth of the Indian economy, the country needs to 
meet its massive power demands within the shortest time frame. In this 
direction the power sector has been considerably liberalised, which has 
created tremendous investment opportunities for private participation. 
The Energy Policy Committee, initially set a target of about 
57,000 MW of additional capacity during the Ninth Plan. Out of this 
57,000 MW - 44,000 MW would be required for meeting the energy 
needs and 13,000 MW for peak shortages by the year 2002. The 
committee has fixed a target of setting up 10000 MW of new capacity 
each year during the plan period.^^ 
On the other hand the Ninth Plan working group on power 
initially projected 55761 MW additional capacity to get over the prevailing 
peak hour demand and energy shortages. About 12,578 MW would be 
added through new schemes, while the rest would be added either from 
ongoing projects or those cleared by CEA.^ ^ 
A major chunk of power i.e. 26,439 MW is expected to be 
added by corporates through IPPs. The Central Sectors contribution will 
be the lowest at 9,570 MW and State Sector expected to add 19,742 
MW.57 
These huge capacity additions, the peak hour needs and 
energy shortages are expected to be brought down to 0.3% and 6.2% 
respectively. This is against the peak hour needs and energy shortages 
of 9 and 15% respectively at present.^^ 
Experiencing the power scenario in the Eighth plan where the 
private sector contribution has been very little and most of the IPPs would 
materialise in the end of Ninth plan and during Tenth plan, it is highly 
assumed that the demand and supply gap will widen. On the other hand 
the Eighth plan target was of about 38000 MW capacity but the actual 
was about 16400 MW only, therefore, the Govt, decided to revise the 
estimate and bring them down to 40,245.2 MW as shown in Table No. 
5.15 below. 
Table No. 5.15 : Ninth plan Power Projections 
(in MW) 
Sector 
Central 
State 
Private 
Total 
Hydro 
3,455.0 
5,814.7 
550.0 
9819.7 
Thermal 
7,574.0 
4,933.0 
17,038.5 
29,545.5 
Nuclear 
880.0 
-
-
880.0 
Total 
11,909.0 
10,747.7 
17,588.5 
40,245.2 
Contd... 
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Region 
Northern 
Western 
Southern 
Eastern 
North-East 
Region 
Andaman & 
Hydro 
4,177.0 
2,212.5 
1,824.5 
918.5 
682.0 
Nicobar Islands 5.2 
Total 
Liquid Fuel 
All India 
9,819.7 
-
9,819.7 
Thermal 
3,360.0 
8,361.7 
7,684.3 
3,890.0 
229.5 
20.0 
23,545.0 
6,000.0 
29,545.0 
Nuclear 
440.0 
-
440.0 
-
-
-
880.0 
-
880.0 
Total 
7,977.0 
10,574.2 
9,948.8 
4,808.8 
911.5 
25.2 
34.245.2 
6,000.0 
40,245.2 
Source : Govt, of India, Ministry of Power, Annual Report 1998-99 (p. 8) 
From the table above it becomes clear that in the Ninth plan the 
targeted installed capacity addition of power is estimated to be 40,245.2 
MW of which 73% i.e. 29545.5 MW would be of thermal, 24% i.e. 9819.7 
MW from hydel sources and the balance 3% from Nuclear sources. The 
contribution of the private sector in this capacity would be the maximum 
of 43.7% i.e. 17588.5 MW followed by the Central sector of 29.6% 
(11909 MW) and State Sector with just 26.7% (10747.7 MW). 
Region wise the Western Region would be the biggest 
beneficiary of this additional capacity by having a share of 26.3% 
(10574.2 MW) followed by Southern Region with 24.7% (9948.8 MW) 
Northern Region with 19.8% (7977 MW), Eastern Region with 11.9% 
(4808.8 MW), North-Eastern Region with 2.3% (911.5 MW) and the least 
in Andaman and Nicobar Islands with 0 .1% (25.2 MW). There is a target 
of adding 6000 MW during the plan period by liquid fuel based power 
plants too. 
As per the 15th Electrical Power Survey conducted by the CEA, 
demand of power is expected to rise at a rate of 7.5% p.a. between 
1995-96 and 1999-2000. The energy requirement of 376.7 billion KwH in 
1995-96, is assessed to be 502.3 billion KwH in 1999-2000.^^ The state/ 
union territory wise energy requirement and peak load at the end of the 
Ninth and Tenth plan are shown in Table No. 5.16 below. 
From the above table it becomes clear that the highest amount 
of power requirement and peak load is for the state of Maharashtra with 
power requirement of 82921 MW for 2001-2002 and 115488 MW for 
2006-2007, and peak load demand of 13147 MW for 2001-2002 and 
18311 MW for 2006-2007 followed by Uttar Pradesh with Energy 
requirement of 61066 MW and 86452 MW, respectively, and peak 
demand of 11280 MW and 15841 MW, respectively; Gujarat with 
requirement of 3826 MW and 5887 MW, respectively and peak demand 
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Table No. 5.16: Energy Requirement and Peak Demand 
Projections by CEA 15tli Power Survey (in MW) 
SI. States/Union Territories Energy Requirements Peak Load 
No. 2001-02 2006-07 2001-02 2006-07 
A. States 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21 . 
22. 
23. 
24. 
25. 
26. 
B. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
Andhra Pradesh 
Arunachal pradesh 
Assam 
Bihar 
Delhi 
Goa 
Gujarat 
Haryana 
Himachal Pradesh 
Jammu & Kashmir 
Karnataka 
Kerala 
Madhya Pradesh 
Maharashtra 
Manipur 
Meghalaya 
Mizoram 
Nagaland 
Orissa 
Punjab 
Rajasthan 
Sikkim 
Tamil Nadu 
Tripura 
Uttar Pradesh 
West Bengal 
Total 'A" 
Union Territories 
Andaman & Nicobar 
Islands 
Chandigarh 
Dadra & Nagar Haveli 
Daman & Diu 
Lakshadweep 
Pondicherry 
Total"B' 
Grand Total ('A'+'B') 
45226 
346 
4976 
21184 
20735 
1461 
48777 
24182 
3826 
7074 
31208 
15756 
42028 
82921 
703 
638 
505 
268 
18836 
31997 
31881 
133 
40456 
712 
61066 
28090 
564985 
180 
888 
946 
599 
27 
2025 
4665 
569650 
59812 
596 
6818 
16745 
29082 
1992 
64356 
33287 
5887 
10760 
41763 
22099 
55583 
115488 
1201 
912 
1016 
372 
28982 
41819 
45769 
183 
52176 
1147 
86452 
32100 
756397 
295 
1105 
1390 
922 
40 
2840 
6592 
762989 
7483 
94 
986 
3988 
3481 
296 
8070 
4540 
809 
1615 
5422 
3226 
6953 
13147 
193 
140 
141 
68 
3072 
5814 
5606 
46 
6598 
186 
11280 
5333 
98587 
41 
177 
150 
98 
8 
345 
819 
99406 
9824 
151 
1330 
3186 
4847 
400 
10647 
6179 
1222 
2408 
7202 
4505 
9196 
18311 
323 
196 
267 
93 
4726 
7578 
7916 
63 
8509 
292 
15841 
6107 
131319 
67 
219 
220 
148 
11 
484 
1149 
132468 
Source : CMIE, "Energy" March-April 1999. 
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of 8070 MW and 10647 MW, respectively; Andhra Pradesh with 
requirement of 45226 MW and 59812 MW respectively and peak demand 
of 7483 MW and 9824 MW, respectively; Madhya Pradesh with 
requirement of 42028 MW and 55583 MW respectively and peak demand 
of 6953 MW and 9196 MW, respectively; Tamil Nadu with requirement of 
40456 MW and 52176 MW, respectively and peak demand of 6598 MW 
and 8509 MW, respectively; Rajasthan with requirement of 31881 MW 
and 45769 MW, respectively and peak demand of 5606 MW and 7916 
MW, respectively; Punjab with requirement of 31997 MW and 41819 MW, 
respectively and peak demand of 5814 MW and 7578 MW, respectively; 
Karnataka with requirement of 31208 MW and 41763 MW, respectively 
and peak demand of 5422 MW and 7202 MW, respectively; Haryana with 
requirement of 24182 MW and 33287 MW, respectively, and peak 
demand of 4540 MW and 6179 MW, respectively; West Bengal with 
requirement of 28090 MW and 32100 MW respectively and peak demand 
of 5333 MW and 6107 MW, respectively; Delhi with requirement of 20735 
MW and 29082 MW, respectively, and peak demand of 3481 MW and 
4847 MW, respectively; Orissa with requirement of 31997 MW and 41819 
MW, respectively and peak demand of 5072 MW and 4726 MW, 
respectively; Kerala with requirement of 15756 MW and 22099 MW 
respectively and peak demand of 3226 MW and 4505 MW, respectively; 
Bihar with requirement of 21184 MW and 16745 MW, respectively and 
peak demand of 3988 MW and 3186 MW, respectively; Jammu and 
Kashmir with requirement 7074 MW and 10760 MW, respectively and 
peak demand of 1615 MW and 2408 MW, respectively; Assam with 
requirement 4976 MW and 6818 MW, respectively and peak demand of 
986 MW and 1330 MW, respectively; Himachal pradesh with requirement 
3826 MW and 5887 MW, respectively and peak demand of 809 MW and 
1222 MW, respectively; Goa with requirement 1461 MW and 1992 MW, 
respectively and peak demand 296 MW and 400 MW, respectively; 
Manipur with requirement 703 MW and 1201 MW, respectively and peak 
demand of 193 MW and 323 MW, respectively; Tripura with requirement 
712 MW and 1147 MW, respectively and peak demand 186 MW and 292 
MW respectively; Mizoram with requirement 505 MW and 1016 MW, 
respectively and peak demand 141 MW and 267 MW, respectively; 
Meghalaya with requirement 638 MW and 912 MW, respectively and 
peak demand 140 MW and 196 MW, respectively; Arunachal Pradesh 
with requirement 346 MW and 596 MW, respectively and peak demand 
94 MWand 151 MW, respectively; Nagaland with requirement 268 MW 
and 372 MW, respectively and peak demand of 68 MW and 93 MW 
respectively; at last comes the state of Sikkim with requirement 133 MW 
and 183 MW, respectively and peak demand of 46 MW and 63 MW, 
respectively. 
In case of Union Territories the highest requirement is of 
Pondicherry of 2025 MW and 2840 MW, respectively and peak demand 
of 345 MW and 484 MW .respectively followed by Dadra and Nagar 
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Haveli with requirement of 946 MW and 1390 MW, respectively and peak 
demand of 150 MW and 220 MW, respectively; Chandigarh with 
requirement of 888 MW and 1105 MW, respectively and peak demand of 
177 MW and 219 MW, respectively; Daman and Diu with requirement of 
599 MW and 922 MW, respectively and peak demand of 98 MW and 148 
MW, respectively; Andaman and Nicobar Islands with requirement of 180 
MW and 295 MW, respectively and peak demand of 41 MW and 67 MW, 
respectively; at last comes Lakshadweep with requirement of 27 MW and 
40 MW, respectively and peak demand of 8 MW and 11 MW, respectively. 
Thus, from the above table it becomes clear that in 2001-2002, 
the energy requirement would be 5,69,650 MW for the country which 
would increase by 33,94% to 4,62,989 MW in 2006-2007. On the other 
hand the peak load demand in 2001-2002, would be 99406 MW which 
would increase by 33.26% to 1,32,468 MW in 2006-2007. 
India has an identified hydro power potential estimated at 
84044 MW at 60% load factor equivalent to an installed capacity of over 
1,40,000 MW of power®° of which only 15.8% have been tapped 
amounting to 22083.08 MW. The annual additional capacity required is 
projected at 10000 MW during the next 15 years and power demand by 
2010 at 2,40,000 MW. The contribution of the nuclear power is placed at 
20000 MW by the year 2020^\ as per the targets of Department of 
Atomic Energy (DAE). 
Based on the uranium resources available in the country it is 
possible to build a maximum of 10000 MW of PHWR capacity. However, 
by adopting the fast breeder technology it will be feasible to build a 
nulcear power capacity of about 300,000 MW by using the indigeneously 
available uranium resources.India has one of the largest resources of 
thorium which can also be exploited through fast breeder technology for 
the generation of electricity^^ 
The working group on power has proposed an outlay of 
Rs. 10,209 crores during the Ninth Plan to complete work on the ongoing 
Kaiga (Karnataka), Rajasthan atomic power plants and to commence 
work on two other plants at Kudankulam and Tarapur.^^ 
Yet the country has a tremendous potential in the virtually 
untapped sector of renewable sources of energy approximating 1,26,000 
MW. The Govt, is intensifying its research and development in new and 
renewable sources of energy.^ '* 
Over the next 10 years, the minimum capacity addition needed 
is estimated to be over 83,000 MW. At an average cost of US $ 1 million 
per MW, the investment called for is US $ 83 billions. If the investment 
required in transmission and distribution are taken into account, the total 
figure rises to US $ 143 billions. A majority of this amount will have to be 
funded by the private sector, both domestic and foreign.^^ 
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The NTPC, with a view of tackling the issues of resource 
constraint, sub-optimal utilisation of generation and T & D systems has 
mooted the idea of creating a Power Development Fund (PDF). This 
fund involves creation of a corpus by means of a levy of 10 paise/KwH 
on electricity sales. The amount so raised for the PDF is likely to be of 
the order of Rs. 22,000 crores and Rs. 48,000 crores in the Ninth and 
Tenth plan periods respectively. The 'fund' will be able to provide for the 
R&M programmes for the identified schemes without looking towards the 
funding agencies for assistance.^^ In addition to facilitating R&M and 
T&D programmes the fund would also help in the installation of additional 
capacities. If the SEBs restructure themselves, the power problem in the 
country would be solved manifold. 
Recently the Central Govt, has drawn up a plan to provide 
power on demand to consumers of all categories by 2010. The plan, 
outlined in the "Power Vision-2010" document released by the power 
minister, envisages a capacity addition of 80000 MW in the next 12 
years.^^ 
V CONCLUSION 
Although India has been able to develop its power sector to 
manifold but the problem of shortage of electricity due to high growth rate 
of its demand and lack of installed capacity additions has created a 
severe problem for the overall growth of the economy. To overcome the 
problem, the Govt, liberalised its power sector in 1991 and has Invited 
the private sector (domestic and foreign) to invest in each and every 
activities related to the power sector viz. generation, transmission and 
distribution. The liberalization of the sector has resulted into the 
approvals for FDI in the sector by International power giants like Enron, 
ABB, Cogentrix, Simens, China Light and Power Company etc. to open 
their offices in the country. So far more than 350 approvals have been 
made by FIPB and SIA and RBI route but the actual FDI inflows in the 
sector is not upto the mark and as per expectations. 
Infrastructure in general and power in particular has been the 
main thrust of the above study entitled "Foreign Investment in India's 
Infrastructural Sector Since 1991 - A Case Study of Power Sector". 
During the course of study it has been noticed that the main problems 
that hindered the sustained development of infrastructure sector are lack 
of finances, inadequacy of technical expertise, hyper bureaucratisation in 
public sector undertakings and instability of Govts, both at the Centre 
and State levels. These problems along with their attending causes and 
repercussions have been dealt with in detail and also the remedial 
measures to overcome them, in the next chapter. 
CHAPTER - 6 
PROBLCMS, SUGGCSTIONS 
RND CONCLUSIONS 
CHAPTER-VI 
PROBLEMS, SUGGESTIONS AND CONCLUSION 
\. PROBLEMS : 
Although the Govt, of India has liberalised its economy and has 
permitted Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) upto 40/49/50/51/74 and even 
100% in high priority industries and specific sectors but certain problems 
have been faced by the foreign investors in the country, for making their 
investment plans materialise. The infrastructure sector of the country 
virhich in itself is a determinant of the FDI had its sector specific 
problems. To overcome the problems of infrastructure sector the Govt, in 
1991, liberalised the power sector, in 1993, the telecommunication sector 
but the special thrust to this v»/as given by the United Front Govt, in 1996 
and 1997, when the rest of the infrastructure facilities were dereserved 
for private sector participation (domestic/foreign) and foreign equity 
participation (except in case of civil aviation and railways). The foreign 
investment in infrastructure sector is also facing certain problems. 
Certain manipulations by the investors who had got success in 
establishing their offices in the country are causing adverse effects which 
may cause threat to the nation's sovereignty. 
All these problems are discussed below : 
1 . Problems related to foreign investment inflows in India : 
The Govt, of India liberalised the economy in 1991, to allow FDI 
to flow into the country through automatic route upto 5 1 % in 35 high 
priority industries. This list was further extended by 13 more industries in 
1997. In addition 9 more industries were liberalised and foreign equity 
participation upto 74% was permitted in them. To encourage FDI in India, 
the Govt, of India formulated investment friendly policies and offered 
several incentives to the foreign investors in the form of relief in taxation, 
customs duties, import duties, royalty rates and easing dividend 
balancing conditions etc. 
All these measures were taken to attract more and more FDI in 
the country. The initial targets fixed for annual FDI inflows were of US $ 
2 billions annually which were raised to US $ 10 billions annually later on. 
The increase in targets was due to realisation of the Govt, that FDI could 
give a boom to the economy in terms of financial soundness; 
technological upgradation by introduction of modern technologies; 
improvement of managerial skills and expertise; increasing the overall 
employment; development of infrastructure sector; and enabling the 
Indian industries to compete in the global markets resulting into a boom 
to our exports. 
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As the FDI has its own determinants which the foreign investors 
keep in mind while taking decision to invest in host countries such as 
availability of raw material; availability of labour, its cost and existence of 
proper labour relations; availability and cost of management staff; 
proximity to markets; political stability; State Govt, support, flexibility and 
work culture; quality of local administration; degree of urbanisation; law 
and order prevalent in the country and its legislative soundness and 
efficiency regarding foreign investments; policy implementation 
measures; presence of industrial and export promotion zones; extent of 
ancilliarisation; and specifically the existence of proper infrastructure 
facilities comprising of roads, ports, airports and modes of 
transportation; telecommunication and infotech infrastructure and the 
availability of power and other sources of energy such as coal, petroleum 
and natural gas. 
Amongst the aforementioned determinant of FDI, India has in 
abundance the natural resources in the form of raw material, cheap 
labour, and a large consumer market. The rate of urbanisation is also 
increasing continuously,. The Govt, policies ensure high rate of returns on 
investments and their safety. All these matters inspired hundreds of 
TNCs/MNCs to make India a destination for their investments. 
The foreign investors need trained servants with specialisation 
in management, technology, information technology and a sound 
knowledge in computer hardware and software. In case of India, there is 
lack of expertise and skills in managerial, technical, technological 
spheres because there are only a few institutions and universities which 
are producing such elite labour class. Whatever expertise and skills the 
Indian youth acquired was confined to India's perspective only and not for 
the global economy. If the foreign investors start training Indian 
professionals too then the existing cost of the project on which approval 
had been granted would escalate and make their ventures less profitable. 
There is lack of ancillary facilities and proper research and 
development ( R & D ) infrastructure in the country which would unable the 
foreign investors to work efficiently. At the time of requirement of ancillary 
goods which they need for their products and which are not available in 
the country they would import them from other countries or their home 
country. This m^y again increase the cost of their production. On the 
other hand if they want to make any research or a survey on their products 
or future plans the inefficient R & D infrastructure which the country could 
not provide for its domestic companies for the past fifty years how would 
it help these foreign companies. Therefore, they will again depend on 
other countries R & D infrastructure again shoot up cost of production 
and lowering of profits of the MNCs/TNCs. 
India, having the second largest population in the world has a 
large consumer base. Yet the rate of urbanisation is low and above all 
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the purchasing power of the urban population is low because of low 
salaries and wages paid in India, so there is a threat that the consumers 
would go for a cheap product than that of high priced product produced 
by the alien companies. This would result into curtailing of prices of their 
products which may not fetch much revenues to them in the short-term. 
Above all the restrictions imposed by the Govt, on their entries into high 
priority industries only and a total ban into consumer goods has 
discouraged foreign investors intentions to invest in consumer goods 
manufacturing and trading in India. If by luck they manage to get in this 
sector the political opposition delays the matter and create problems in 
their smooth working. Take the case of Cargill or KFC which opened its 
operation centres at Bangalore and New Delhi. It was a sudden trauma 
by the closing of their offices which were later on opened again by the 
court's orders. This showed that the legal infrastructure in the country is 
sound and efficient. 
Lack of political instability, unanimity between the Centre and 
State Govts, coincidence in political parties ideologies regarding foreign 
investment are the major political bottlenecks to the entry of the foreign 
investment in India. 
Lack of political instability causes frequent change in the 
countries policies for FDI. A foreign investor who had been granted 
approval for his proposed project by RBI route or FIPB/SIA route, in the 
regime of one Govt., with the coming of the new one in power finds that 
his proposal has been rejected on the lines that it does not fulfil the 
criteria made under the new policies formulated by the present Govt, 
e.g. While clearing the eight fast track power projects the then Govt, 
provided assurance of giving counter guarantees but the next Govt., 
completely ended the provisions of counter guarantee to power projects. 
But the present Govt, has again ensured counter guarantees to these and 
other fast track projects with a new policy. 
Improper unanimity between the Centre and State Govts, has 
caused confusions in the minds of the foreign investors regarding their 
investment proposals. In this regard, abinitio the Centre was strong 
because there was a Central level party rulling the country i.e.. the 
Congress (I). In contrary, since 1996, India is witnessing a coalition form 
of Govt, where a Central level party is being supported by Regional or 
State level parties to form Govt, at the Centre. In this scenario, the Centre 
never remains firm on its policies because of the consideration for its 
partners support to remain in power. On the other hand there are 
diversities in parties ruling at the Centre and in States This causes 
problems in getting approvals and implementation of the projects. The 
approval which is granted by the Centre, as its authority has to be 
approved by the State where the project is to be installed, and if the 
ruling party in the State is different from the Centre, the project will stuck 
at State level e.g.. the Dhabol Power project and the Tata Rathyeon 
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Bangalore International Airport JV project are the two projects which 
faced this problem. The other issues which clearly shows the lack of 
unanimity between the Centre and the State Govts, are, firstly, 
privatisation of Central and State level utilities which has been followed 
by few states only e.g. The privatisation of SEBs have been initiated by 
Orissa and in the line are the SEBs of Haryana, Andhra Pradesh, Uttar 
Pradesh, Karnataka, Rajasthan etc. Secondly, the Central Govt's dictum 
to the States to streamline their tariff structure is not yet followed by them 
completely. Thirdly, the curtailing of subsidies to the concerned 
department of the States as suggested by the Central Govt, is not 
followed by them thoroughly and even has been criticised by a few. 
There is lack of coincidence in the ideologies regarding foreign 
investment between different political parties existing in India. It has been 
witnessed that the parties which were opposing the economic reforms 
when they were in opposition had to adopt them after coming to power, 
because these reforms were to be made as per the need of the hour. 
On the other hand, the State Govts which have been provided 
extra powers to boost FDI and grant approvals to the foreign investors, 
in certain cases within specified limits are not performing their duties 
efficiently. Lack of administrative decision-making ability, expertise of 
assessing the feasibility, viability and short and long-term effects of the 
investments to the State and the economy as a whole, delays the 
procedures of granting clearances at the State level. 
The political instability on account of instable Govt, at the Centre 
delays vital economic decisions. This instability results into the 
encouragement to the wait-and-watch policy adopted by the foreign 
investors. The foreign investor if finds that their demands are not fulfilled 
by the incoming Govt, or the Govt, that changes the existing policies they 
would keep their options open about diverting their resources to alternate 
markets if the stalemate persist. 
Improper implementation of the policies formulated for the entry 
of FDI in the country is another obstruction in the path of FDI inflows in 
India. These lacunae in policy implementation cause delays in getting 
approvals because firstly, there is no existence of a single window 
clearance mechanism in the country. Therefore, clearances have to be 
obtained from various authorities. Secondly the contracts that have been 
concluded have to be honoured but before they are finally signed they 
need to be thoroughly scrutinised by independent expert committees, 
that creates public confidence and absolves Govt, of any criticism or 
suspicion but causes frustration amongst the foreign investors. Thirdly, 
the case-to-case basis approval for FDI proposals is the main cause for 
the delays in approvals because this approach leads to high degree of 
lobbying for the project by the interested politicians and the foreign 
investors in themselves, resulting into corrupt practices of the concerned 
officers such as pay offs, biasity etc. 
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Lack of transparency in the FDI policies relating to areas where 
it is required and where prohibited causes delays to the projects and 
even frustration to the foreign investor. The transactions which were not 
transparent, a lot of pay offs were reported causing escalations in the 
cost of the projects. 
Thus, the time consuming clearance procedures, non-
transparency in policy guidelines, corruption among concerned officials 
resulting into heavy kickbacks and political interference and instability 
causes mounting delays of two to three years in general and in particular 
case even more, confuses the investors investment plans for the country. 
The German Car maker Volkswagen's much publicised "wait and watch 
attitude with no tangible decision insight yet, has baffled many industry 
analysts in Germany who believe that this may have something to do with 
the contradictory responses the car manufacturer has been receiving 
from Indian officials. Another widely publicised aborted JV project to form 
a domestic airline by the Indian group 'Tatas' with 'Singapore Airlines' 
has sent a message to would be investors that all is not honkydory in 
India for foreign investors. 
Hundreds of MNCs planning to manufacture "typically Indian 
products" in the country have shelved their ambitious investment plans 
because the Govt, refuses to give teeth to an outdated patent law. They 
wanted to put in money into research or wanted to apply for a patent for 
their products but just lost interest because the patent could not be 
protected here, and preferred to put their money elsewhere. On the other 
hand the average nominal tariff rate in India despite trade policy reforms 
since 1991, is still high causing low FDI inflows in the country. 
The FDI policies clearly mention that the foreign investment 
would be promoted in export oriented manufacturing in the country by 
MNCs/TNCs. Yet India has not a single export promotion zone. In case of 
China, before liberalising its economy for a free flow of FDI, the Govt, 
there created these zones. We do not have a proper export promotion 
strategy too. This shortcoming causes another blow to the foreign 
investors investment plans. 
One of the biggest set of problems behind the low inflows of 
FDI in the country are the infrastructure constraints. The unsound 
infrastructure facilities available in the country hampers the foreign 
investors ambitious plans. 
As per the Govt's preference to allow FDI inflows basically in 
manufacturing sectors to boost the countries exports could never be 
fulfilled if the infrastructure hindrances are not removed. When a foreign 
investor establishes his manufacturing base in India he would be 
requiring continuous supply of electricity to run his machineries; proper 
transportation facilities so that his finished products could be carried out 
from the factory site to an adequate and nearby port or airport, an 
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appropriate place for his cargo to be placed at the ports and aerodrome 
with proper security arrangements; ships and planes to carry the goods 
to their final destination where they are required and above all proper 
telecommunication services to book orders abroad and in national 
territories. 
In India all these infrastructure facilities are found to be 
unsatisfactory resulting into hesitation in investors mind to invest in Indian 
shores. 
The development of the core sector has been a monopoly of the 
giant public sector for the past five decades. No doubt their positive 
achievements on the matter cannot be overlooked but the infrastructure 
sector of the country is yet underdeveloped and obstruct its overall 
economic growth. 
2. Problems faced by the Infrastructure sector of India : 
The infrastructure sector of India is yet a backward sector in 
comparison to the developed economies of the world and even in the 
developing countries of Asia like China, Singapore, Malaysia, Hong 
Kong, Taiwan, Japan etc. 
Our road transport is facing the problem of accommodation 
resulting into over-crowding of transport vehicles; high cost of vehicles, 
shortages of spare parts, tyres and tubes hinders its development; age 
old bus fleets of the State Road Transport Corporations resulting into 
high maintenance cost; excessive employment and high operational cost 
forces most of the SRTCs to suffer losses. 
On the other hand our roads are mostly unsurfaced and 
unsuitable for the use of vehicular traffic leading to frequent breakages, 
deep holes, cracks on the roads; a vast majority of population living in 
villages with less than 1500 people each have no access to roads; 
congestion on roads due to improper width of the roads or single laning 
causes frequent accidents and delays in transit of goods and passenger 
traffic; our National and State Highways are generally single or double 
laned with small widths leading to traffic congestions and accidents; 
inadequacy of proper road infrastructure such as maintenance of roads, 
road lightening, light signalling, road signals are other causes of road 
accidents; there is lack of bridges on rivers and flyovers and bypasses 
to diversify the traffic; the lukewarm response of financial institutions for 
funding of road projects due to lack of bankable guarantees had been a 
major stumbling block; and above all lack of expertise and knowledge in 
construction of roads by the Indian contracting industry is a major 
problem in road construction. 
The Indian railways suffer from the problems of shortage of 
accommodation both for passengers and goods traffic because of lack 
of wagons and passenger coaches, delays at marshalling yards, 
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terminals and break-of-gauge junctions; on the aspect of punctuality of 
passenger and goods trains arrival and departure time our railways are 
most vulnerable to criticism; the speed of trains is very low because of 
single line tracks, poor maintenance of rolling stock, use of steam 
engines poor and weak railway tracks, heavy shunting on railway 
stations, chain pulling, long trains and absence of proper coordination 
and communication between central offices and railways; the ticketless 
journeys results into overcrowding of trains and corruption among the 
railway staff is one of the perennial problems before the railways and its 
revenues; the multiplicity of gauge system is a serious problem because 
it restricts the smooth flow of wagons leading to delay in goods traffic 
movement; the electrification of railways has not been completed to the 
fullest extent because of shortage of funds and inadequacy of power 
supply; the unrecovery of outstanding dues from coal, power, petroleum 
PSUs causes severe financial shortages to the railways; the over 
subsidised journey in the form of incentives to its employees and free 
passes to the politicians causes severe revenue losses; the displaced 
railway crossings; increase in traffic density, engine failures, engineering 
restrictions, improper signals and tracks etc. cause railway accidents 
resulting into loss of rolling stock and human life. 
The Indian Civil aviation sector is suffering from small cargo 
and passenger fleet; over employment and high operational costs cause 
low rate of profits; the quality of services provided to the passengers on 
board and at airports are below standard quality; restriction on the 
passenger capacity to be carried by the planes leads to small amount of 
revenues; high cost of Aviation Turbine Fuel (ATF) remains a major 
reason for losses to the domestic airlines. 
In 1990, by virtue of "Open Skies Policy" the private operators 
were allowed to operate air taxi services. They are not allowed to publish 
their schedules, but are allowed to intimate them to the travel agents and 
hotels. They are forced to operate smaller aircrafts. So far these 
operators had leased all their aircrafts from foreign companies. Initially, 
some of the aircrafts were brought in on "wet lease" (aircraft leased 
along with the operating crew) but all of them are now on "dry lease" 
(aircraft leased without the operating crew). Till date, they were meeting 
their requirements of Boeing 737 pilots from Indian Airlines. They have 
thus been able to muster experienced pilots to operate their fleet without 
having to spend any time or money on their training. But they will very 
soon be forced to train their own pilots. Pilot training is an expensive 
proposition and apart from Indian Airlines there are no other Boeing 737 
training facilities in India. 
In a country with world's second largest population, there are 
only five international airports. These airports are overcrowded with 
passenger and freight traffics; for some time our international and 
national airports are categorised as terminally ill; our aerodromes are not 
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big enough causing difficulties in lending, and taking off of planes. The 
cargo terminals on the airports are also overcrowded with goods traffic. 
There is shortage of handling equipments for cargo traffics at our 
airports. 
Despite the fact that the Indian coastal and overseas shipping 
fleet has increased, yet it is inadequate to meet the requirements of the 
increasing traffic; lack of fleet increases dependence on foreign ships 
which hampers our exports and delay our imports; the hiring charges of 
tramps and conference liners are very high which represent additional 
burden on the economy and a great handicap for our export trade; there 
is also shortage of tankers and bulk carriers and container ships; Indian 
shipping fleet is deficient in passenger traffic too; due to railroad 
coordination and introduction of dieselisaWon electrification and 
expansion of Indian railways the future of coastal shipping is not bright 
because most of the bulk cargo is carried by the railways now-a-days 
Both the public and private sectors are operating in Indian shipping, so 
long as both sectors are assured of getting adequate traffic, there seems 
to be no problem, but as soon as the public sector takes over private 
sector, the Govt's preference to the former would increase and the later 
would be neglected, is a notion in the minds of private shipping 
companies; the paucity of rupee resources, foreign exchange and Govt's, 
prior permission comes in between resulting into delays in fleet 
acquisition; the coastal vessels do not earn foreign exchange and cannot, 
therefore, avail of the self financing method of acquisition of fleet: the 
increase in prices, of ships and other used equipments, marine taxes, 
salaries and wages, loading and unloading charges and repair charges 
has resulted into increase in cost of operation of coastal shipping; the 
age old fleet of Indian shipping is another reason for increase in cost of 
operations and reduction in the efficiency and speed of working of Indian 
shipping; in the absence of proper protectionist policies the Indian 
shipping companies face stiff competition and discrimination from well 
established international shipping companies; the unrecovered 
outstandings from Oil Corporation Committee (OCC) for carrying crude 
and petroleum products result into heavy revenue losses for Indian 
shipping; Indian shipping is also stunted by the restrictive ECB norms 
which impose a minimum period of three years for borrowing upto $ 15 
millions and seven years for borrowings exceeding $ 15 millions. 
On the other hand the ship building and repairs industries of 
India are facing the problems of improper allocation of foreign exchange 
and delayed procedures regarding it, resulting into low pace of ship 
building, hindered works at shipyards, labour and machine become idle 
and above all delay in delivery of ships, the shipyards are facing the 
problems of underutilisation of capacity, higher cost of ship construction 
and losses to the shipping companies; the cost of construction of ships 
is loo high because of use of imported materials; the negligible auxiliary 
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industries like those producing spare parts, machine and tools required 
in ship building, engines and various components are causing delays in 
delivery of ships; ship repairs facilities such as workshops, dry docks, 
repair berths, necessary materials and equipments, dredgers, and 
trained personnel are found in scarcity in the country. 
Our ports are suffering from limited capacity to provide shelter, 
loading and unloading of cargo, and repairs in the form of docks, berths, 
quays, jetties, wharves, and piers. These inefficiencies cause delay, 
inconvenience and overcrowding at port site; inadequate storing and 
warehousing facilities; lack of facilities such as cranes, mobile material 
handling equipments, lightening, light ships, light houses, approach roads 
and railways, hydrographic surveys, ancilliary industries, dredging etc.; 
unrest among the port workers leading to strikes, lockouts, etc. have 
become a regular feature of Indian ports causing a great loss and 
inconvenience to port authorities and ship owners. 
Not only the major ports, the minor ports are also facing the 
problems of silting of the approaches of the port; lack of navigational 
aids and communication between ship and the port; inadequate loading 
and unloading facilities; dearth of warehousing facilities; lack of ship 
repairing facilities; non-standardised rules, practices and port charges; 
poor administration; scarcity of finances for maintaining the ports and 
providing port facilities. 
In the field of energy, our coal sector meets about 60% of the 
commercial energy requirements of the country but is facing problem of 
quality of coal. The majority of coal reserves in India are of inferior quality 
with high ash content and low calorific value. The increased use of open 
cast mining has further increased this problem. The coal washeries used 
to reduce the ash content in India are less in number and their capacity 
utilisation is very low. Because of this problem our steel plants which 
require less ash content coal are performing at low capacity and has 
become dependent on imported, better quality coal resulting into an 
outflow of large amounts of foreign exchange. In the power plants, where 
mostly the unwashed coal is used, the problem of fly ash disposal is 
faced causing environmental degradation. The heavy cost of 
transportation because of distant consumers and mining sites causes 
high cost of operation for the coal mining companies of the country. The 
productivity of the coal sector of India is very low in case of underground 
coal mines which is a major constraint on the profitability of the coal 
sector. The pricing mechanism, absence of a competitive market, and 
the structure of coal industry led to financial problems of coal companies 
and certain degree of inefficiency. Excessive manpower and low 
productivity have further aggravated the problem. The non-payment of 
overdues from the consumer companies in the public sector is a major 
cause of concern on the financial position of the coal sector PSUs. 
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India's petroleum sector accounts for about 30% of the primary 
commercial energy supply. This sector is not performing affluently. The 
exploration of new oil fields have been limited leading to low reserve 
accretions in the past years. The explored reserves are declining 
continuously leading to an immediate urge for further explorations. To 
meet the demand of crude oil the country would have to depend on 
imports leading to a shoot up of our oil pool account and import bills. On 
the other hand our refineries are also not working at full capacities 
resulting into a mismatch of the refinery product mix and demand mix for 
petroleum products. The excessive use of the harmful chemical contents 
such as lead, benzene and sulphur causes severe blows to the mankind 
and the environment as a whole. The pipeline transport infrastructure to 
carry on the goods in an environment friendly manner, with negligible 
product losses and lower cost of transportation is inadequate. The 
Administered Price Mechanism (APM) adopted to price the crude oil and 
petroleum products has become obsolete because it is found that it 
cannot generate adequate financial resources for investment in the 
upstream and the downstream sectors; sometimes it creates a deficit in 
the oil pool account that makes PSUs unviable with the accumulated 
outstandings; the subsidies and cross subsidies have led to serious 
distortions in consumer prices and do not reflect the economic cost of 
petroleum products resulting to adulteration, diversion and the 
consequent inefficient use of products; and any increase in the cost by 
international oil prices are transferred to the consumers. In the 
establishment of national downstream refineries no import duty 
concessions are provided by our budgets for importing equipments to 
expand the existing capacities of the refineries. 
The natural gas contribution to the commercial energy 
requirement of India is above 8%. An unfortunate aspect in respect of 
natural gas has been the flaring of associated gas. In case of natural gas 
the committed offtake by consumers is less than the explored reserves. 
There are inadequate evacuation facilities available with the PSUs 
engaged in this process. The lack of pipeline transportation infrastructure 
for carrying the gas from the explored field to the consumers place is 
also inadequate in India. The APM mechanism of pricing has caused 
disturbances in the gas sector of the country. The non-recovery of 
outstandings from consumer PSUs results into loss of revenue to the gas 
PSUs. Liquid Petroleum Gas LPG) used in India has butane and propane 
combined in equal proportions on the other hand natural gas has a higher 
percentage of propane than butane. As a result there is a shortage of 
butane vis-a-vis the rising demand of LPG. 
Till now the Govt, had a monopoly over the conveyance of letters 
and other postal articles. The Indian postal system is suffering from the 
problem of overmanning resulting into heavy cost of operation, the delays 
and misplacing of postal articles cause unrest among the consumers. 
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The use of traditional methods of postage without taking any initiative to 
introduce new methods and technologies is a severe constraint faced by 
the post offices of the country. 
In India telecommunication was unfortunately not perceived as 
one of the key infrastructure for rapid economic development during the 
formative years of the Indian economy. The persistent low level of 
investment and low priority given to the sector adversely affected it in 
terms of quantity, quality and range of services provided. Yet there is a 
long waiting list for the new telephone and telex connections, the broken 
telephone lines and poles cause hurdles in the conveyance of messages. 
Till 1993 no value added services and basic telecom services were 
available in the country. Many of our villages have not yet accessed to 
telephone services. Misuse of the telephone by the politicians and the 
employees of Department of Telecommunication (DOT) due to 
subsidised tariffs for them have resulted into revenue losses to the DOT. 
Improper billing had caused havocs to consumers', budgets. The telecom 
industry in the country faces the problem of improper infrastructure, 
overmanning, heavy import duties levied on their imported equipments 
etc. 
One of the most important elements of the infrastructure sector 
of the Indian economy and a part of the energy sector is the power sector. 
As important is the sector as severe are its problems. One of the biggest 
problem of the sector is lack in additions of installed capacities. In India 
most of the power capacities have been built on thermal resources 
consisting of coal, oil and gas, coal leads amongst them. Indian coal has 
been of inferior quality with high content of ash resulting into high output 
of fly ash from the coal based power plant causing environmental 
problems. The cost of maintenance and installation of these plants is 
high and with a long gestation period. On the other hand the hydel 
resources which are in plenty in the North and North-Eastern regions 
have not been exploited optimumly for power generation. The nuclear 
capacity is also lagging behind the targets set. Most of the power plants 
in the country are operating below their capacities because of old age 
and lack of renovation and modernisation facilities. The thermal plants 
PLF is reducing day by day because of continuous use without proper 
repairs. The shortage of energy and peak load is increasing because of 
increasing energy and peakload demands and less availability of 
electrical energy. The transmission and distribution network which is 
maintained by the SEBs and the REBs is inadequate resulting into severe 
power cuts for unaccounted time period, load shedding etc. The REBs 
have fixed the share of transmitting power to the SEBs from their self 
managed RLDCs but on the part of the SEBs, they withdraw excess of 
their shares causing deficit to other States, the improper transmission 
and distribution network results into high T & D losses, too,. Yet there is 
no national grid in the country and the proposed one is getting delayed 
because of lack of finances. 
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The monolith SEBs, operating in the States of India, 
responsible for generation, transmission and distribution of power and 
fixing tariff rates are becoming a nexus for the overall power sector's 
development in the country. The State owned power plants are operating 
at a PLF below the national average. The SEBs for the past 10 to 15 
years have not been able to add a single MW to the total installed 
capacities. The T & D losses of the SEBs are also high in comparison 
to the national average of about 23%. In some States the T&D losses are 
as high as 45 to 50% and even more. As the SEBs are bestowed with 
the power of imposing power tariff for different consumers they have to 
fix subsidised tariffs for the agricultural and domestic sectors' 
consumption of electricity. This subsidised sale of power causes severe 
financial losses to the SEBs. The excessive staff of the SEBs, improper 
meter readings, and billing procedures, damaged meters etc. are some 
of the other problems faced by the SEBs. 
One more severe problem that the power sector of the country 
is facing is that of heavy power pilferages. The industrial sector has been 
criticised to be the biggest pilferager of power because it even use 
unauthorised load by paying clandestinely to the SEB officials, next to 
them is the domestic sector. 
The causes for the above mentioned infrastructure sector 
bottlenecks are summarised below : 
(a) Lack of financial resources to develop the sector. The plan 
allocations to the sector are falling down in successive plans as 
evident from Table No. 1.2. On the other hand the financial 
institutions feel reluctant to sanction loans to the infrastructure 
projects because of long gestation periods and delayed returns. 
The RBI's prudential exposure limit norms donot allow financing of 
infrastructural projects above certain limits as mentioned in chapter 
three. Therefore, for financing their projects the PSUs involved in 
developing the country's infrastructure depends heavily on public 
and external debt markets resulting into high debt servicing burden. 
(b) The infrastructure sector is utilising traditional technologies which 
in the modern era have become almost obsolete. Due to financial 
crunch the PSUs managing these sectors could not develop their 
indigenous state-of-the-art technologies and have to depend on the 
foreign markets. The import of these technologies results into high 
import bills causing a severe blow to our balance of payment 
position. Above all the high import duties and high cost of these 
technologies increase the cost of operation and production of the 
core services. 
(c) There is inadequacy of technical and skilled personnels handling 
the infrastructure projects in the country. 
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(d) Heavy bureaucratisation and extraordinary interference by the Govt, 
cause delays in the approval of the projects, leading to delay in the 
execution of the v\/ork and above all an additional cost on the 
budgets due to cost escalations as has been recently recorded to 
be over Rs. 44000 crores in case of 213 major central projects.'' 
Thus the cumulative effect of all the above problems results into 
scanty infrastructure services available to the needy, ultimately resulting 
in limited benefits to the economy. Thus, the need to give more attention 
to improving productivity in the infrastructure sector has been highlighted 
so as to get the best from already invested resources. Accordingly 
enhanced investments are essential both by the public and the private 
sectors for making the power sector more sensitive to the need of 
industry and the economy. 
In India, infrastructure continues to be managed by public 
enterprises and the Govt's departmental undertakings and considerable 
managerial excellence and technological competence has been 
accumulated. Whereas, the private sector with its potential to mop up 
good investments from public by assuring proper returns are better 
endowed with ushering in latest/appropriate technology and effective 
project management in expanding the infrastructure sector. Thus a 
combination of public and private involvement might bring higher 
efficiency in service in terms of proper quality and quantity meeting the 
demand of the fast growing economy. The shortcomings described earlier 
could be reasonably addressed by a judicious mix of investments both 
through the Govt, sources and greater investments by the private sector 
(domestic and foreign) and Dl. 
3. Problems Related to Foreign Direct Investment Inflows in 
Infrastructure Sector : 
Although the Govt, of India have liberalised its infrastructure 
sector and permitted foreign investments to flow in by providing 
handsome incentives in respect of taxation, high rates of returns, 
guarantees and counter guarantees to the invested funds and returns in 
the form of revenues; reduction in import duties; provision of concession 
periods to recover the investments and earnings in the form of profits; 
introduction of MOD and ICB routes for giving approvals to the projects; 
allowing the PSUs involved in the development of the sector in the 
country to borrow from international debt market through ECB and GDR 
routes and above all the amendments of the existing legislative 
frameworks related to the different infrastructure overheads to encourage 
private participation (domestic and foreign) e.g. The Indian Electricity 
Act, 1910, The Electricity (Supply) Act, 1948; The Coal Mines 
Nationalisation Act, 1973; the National Highway Authority Act, 1956 etc. 
On the other hand the Govt, has also formulated sector specific policies 
such as the National Telecom Policy 1994 for telecommunication sector; 
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The New Exploration Licencing Policy for exploration of new crude oil 
and natural gas sites in the country; The New Hydro Policy for hydro-
electric power generation; The Liquid Fuel Policy for arranging and 
supplying required liquid fuel for power projects etc. It has also 
introduced the concepts of Build, Operate and Transfer (BOT); Build, 
Operate, Own and Transfer (BOOT); Build, Operate, Own (BOO); Build, 
Operate and Manage (BOM); Build Operate Lease and Transfer (BOLT) 
and Build Lease and Transfer (BLT) basis for granting approvals for 
different sector projects. The Govt, of India has also passed new 
legislations for setting up autonomous regulatory authorities like the TRAI 
for telecommunication sector; The CERC for power sector (at Central 
level); The SERCs for power sector (at State levels); The Govt, has also 
implemented the practice of de-reserving almost all the infrastructure 
overheads for private sector participation (domestic and foreign) and 
FDl inflows, except the airways, railways and the nuclear power sector, 
which are yet reserved for the public sector, as whole sole Govt, 
undertakings. 
Inspite of all legislative, institutional and other sort of 
development to attract private sector participation (domestic and foreign) 
and foreign investment in the infrastructure sector the machinery has not 
been up to the desired level. The power and fuel and telecommunication 
sectors have been reported to be the highest beneficiary of foreign, 
investment. On the other hand the road sector has till date (31st Dec. 
1998) not been able to attract a single penny in the name of FDl but was 
able to collect US $ 1 billion through ECB route. The coal sector which 
has recently been opened has to watch its faith on the part of its 
liberalisation. The other sectors such as ports, airports, shipping and 
mining have not attracted much foreign investment for their development. 
It's not that the foreign investors have not shown any interest in them but 
the factors which have been causing hurdles in the flow of foreign 
investment in the country, as mentioned above are also causing severe 
threat to the investment plans of the foreign and domestic private sector 
investments. 
Apart from the above some other factors are mentioned below : 
Firstly the lack of transparency in the policies regarding the FDl 
inflows in these sectors cause delays to the project implementation. The 
Govt, no doubt clearly made it a policy matter that the projects related to 
the roads and highway constructions and existing port modernisation and 
expansion and construction of new port would be approved on BOT basis. 
In case of airports such transparency, lagged, for which the Tata-
Raytheon's Bangalore International Airport joint venture project had to 
pay the cost of delays resulting into escalation of the cost of the project. 
Secondly, they face the problem of land acquisition. The State 
Govts, donot provide them the land they require for their projects 
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because of the fear of opposition by the inhabitants of these places which 
may cause panic to the Govts, smooth functioning and a possibility of 
losing the vote bank of the inhabitants. 
Thirdly, the delay in the clearance procedures which is a lengthy 
process in itself in India, due to absence of single window clearance 
mechanism, of granting approvals and clearances, leads to escalation of 
cost of the projects. 
Fourthly, the lack of a proper regulatory system due to absence 
of autonomous regulatory authorities like the SEBI, TRAI, CERC and 
SERCs, causes delays in the allotment of licences, to the investors and 
also result into improper tariff fixation for the project. 
Fifthly, the investors feel investment to be unsafe in India 
because the Govt, did not allow any guarantees or counter guarantees on 
their investment initially but later on through the imposition of toll 
collection by the investor in the concessional period brought some relief 
to them. In practice, it had also been reported in certain cases that the 
investors are not able to collect the tolls as per fixed targets because of 
the corrupt practices of the concerned officers, and lack of civic 
awareness of the Indian masses. 
Lastly, although the Govt, has reduced the import duties on the 
equipments and machines used for the projects in these sectors yet they 
are high which also leads to the high cost of operation of the project. 
In case of the energy sector especially the Petroleum and 
Natural Gas sectors the problem of subsidisation of rates for the 
consumption of diesel and LPG for the agriculture and domestic sector 
of Indian economy is a major bottleneck. These subsidies are taken for 
granted by the foreign investors as a revenue loss which they would not 
like to suffer. The lack of transparent mechanism for allocations, supplies 
and fixation of prices are completely left to the companies responsible 
for their development such as ONGC, IOC and GAIL. Thus, there is 
absence of a regulatory authority for these sectors. The prevalent 
Administrative Price Mechanism which has shot up our oil pool account 
is also causing severe constraints in the operation of the foreign 
companies. The import duties on the equipments to be imported from 
other countries is yet too high and results into the high cost of operation 
for the private sector participants (domestic/foreign). 
In case of the JV private sector refineries, the private foreign 
investors face the problem of land acquisition for their projects 
installation because of the lethargic attitude of the concerned State 
Govts. Moreover the environmental clearances and restrictions imposed 
in the use of certain chemicals have caused considerable problems m 
getting approvals from the Centre and State Govts. The lack of 
transportation facilities especially the pipeline transportation to carry the 
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products from the production site to the consumption dumps is another 
obstruction which this sector faces. 
In case of pipeline projects initiated to be constructed under the 
private sector are facing the problems of land acquisition, environmental 
clearances and long delays in getting other clearances from the State 
Govts, of the related States through which the project would pass. 
The telecommunication sector, which has witnessed the highest 
number of private companies (domestic/foreign) JVs, foreign 
collaborations, foreign technology transfers and foreign investment 
inflows is not left aloof from the problems faced by the private operators 
providing the different telecom facilities. 
The first amongst them is that the country is lagging behind on 
grounds of a national telecommunication strategy. Although, the Govt, 
has privatised the sector yet the monopoly of Department of 
Telecommunication (DOT) and Videsh Sanchar Nigam Limited (VSNL) 
exists. Only a few circles have been opened for the private sector 
operation and the rests are confined to DOT and VSNL. 
Secondly, although TRAI has been constituted as an 
autonomous body engaged in the tariff fixation for services providing 
companies for carrying out its various functions and issuing licences to 
private operators but the DOT is creating hurdles in the discharge of 
TRAI's functions. The differences between DOT and TRAI would give an 
adverse impression on the newly formed or to be formed regulatory 
authorities and even on the foreign investors minds. 
Thirdly, the licence fee to be paid by the private operators is 
very high. The highest licence fee criteria for awarding licences has 
caused panic amongst the foreign investors. The private basic telephone 
services providers are of the view that high revenue estimates and 
unrealistic low estimates of costs by the Govt, organisations on which the 
licence fees are quoted, have reached the worst situation in the sector 
today. This is because the revenue collected by the operators are low 
and the cost of operations is high, therefore, they are not even able to 
pay their licence fees and rentals on time causing high outstandings in 
favour of DOT and VSNL. 
Fourthly, the telecom tariff rates in the country have no 
relationship with either costs or incentives that enhance economic 
efficiency and the non-economic services are the beneficiaries of cross 
subsidisation. This subsidisation in tariffs for specific sectors have 
resulted into low revenue collections by the private operators. On the 
other hand tariff restrictions for cellular services by way of monthly rental 
ceiling and above this restriction in the number of circles, in which the 
private sector can operate has further made this sector an unattractive 
investment field. The existing duty structure has reduced the domestic 
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manufacturer to become mere assemblers of equipments supplied by 
MNCs. 
Fifthly, The bureaucratic bottlenecks, legal hurdles and 
procedural delays by the Govt, in the process of clearance of projects 
cause difficulties in the development of the sector as a whole and the 
inflow of foreign investment in particular. 
Lastly, the NTP's goal of telephone on demand remains 
unfulfilled till date. As per the Association of Basic Telecom Operators 
(ABTO), "A major part of the blame can be apportioned to the fact that 
there is no co-ordinated well planned approach for basic telephony 
services. The bidding process is confused, with umpteen midway 
corrections and modifications and an equivalent number of rounds of 
tender processes".^ 
The power sector of the country, which was on the lead, amongst 
the different infrastructural overheads in Indian economy, had also faced 
severe constraints in attracting foreign investment for its development. 
Although the power sector, in terms of approvals, comes at the second 
place after telecommunication sector but its problems in attracting 
foreign investment have been vast and highly publicised. 
If we make a comparable view of foreign investment inflows in 
different sectors and the bottlenecks faced by the private sector 
(domestic and foreign) in getting their investments materialised in India 
we would come to the conclusion that all matters related to the power 
sector have been the biggest sufferers. 
The problems which the sector is facing in attracting foreign 
investment are mentioned below : 
The first and the foremost problem that this sector is facing in 
attracting foreign investments for its development is the lengthy process 
of obtaining clearances from different Govt. Agencies and Ministries. As 
the power sector development of the country is the responsibility of both 
the Centre and the State Govts, therefore, the clearances are also 
obtained from both the Agencies, i.e.. Ministries and Departments. In this 
field the Central level organisations having proper expertise and skills 
clear the projects relatively in less time. On the part of the States, the 
SEBs and other clearing organisations do not possess the where-withals 
to do the same, therefore most of the projects get stuck at the State level 
for longer time. 
Secondly, the lack of consistency in the policies have resulted 
into confusion among the IPPs. This inconsistency is caused because of 
instability of the Govts, at the Centre and the States, e.g. in case of the 
eight fast track power projects the then Govt, promised to pay guarantees 
and counter guarantees on their revenues but only two projects were 
lucky to get it. The rest were waiting to seek the favour. To their shock the 
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Govt, was toppled in the General Elections and a new Govt, came into 
power. This Govt, considering the provision as an extravaganza on the 
Govt, treasury, banned the provisions of counter guarantees by Central 
Govt. But again there was a political disturbance and another Govt, came 
at the Centre which appreciated the previous Govts stand. Again a 
change at the Centre was witnessed. The new Govt, encouraged counter 
guarantees with new dimensions to encourage further investments in the 
country's power sector. 
Thirdly, the lack of unanimity between the Centre and the State 
Govts, is causing delays in the materialisation of the private sector power 
projects in the country. This unanimity always keeps an IPP in suspicion 
about the fate of its project. In the case of Dhabol Power Project and 
Mangalore Power Project this unanimity had clearly come into picture. 
Dhabol power project was lucky and one of its phase has been 
synchronised too. Let's watch the fate of the Mangalore Power Project. 
Fourthly, the precarious, financial performance of the SEBs 
which would be the purchaser of the power produced by the IPPs is 
causing confusion amongst them whether to invest in India's power sector 
or not. As it is clear that the IPPs would invest in the power generation 
field only when they are sure that, first, the power they generate would be 
paid for, second, they are able to earn a reasonable rate of return, and 
third, all clearances are available in time. After getting financial closure 
the IPPs are confused that how would they be able to get their money 
back. 
Fifthly, the tariff structure is another constraint causing lack of 
foreign investment inflows in the sector. The subsidised rates of power 
for the agriculture and domestic sectors have been the main cause of 
financial degradation of the SEBs. In this regard the IPPs also 
predetermine huge revenue losses if the same position prevails. In this 
regard although the Central Govt, have advised the State Govts to 
increase their existing power tariffs for all the sectors but the State Govts, 
are insisting on subsidised power to the agriculture sector, another 
evidence of Centre and State Govt's lack of unanimity. 
Sixthly, the environmental clearances and the clearances 
regarding rehabilitation and resettlement of the inhabitants residing by 
the plant side before the installation of the plant cause severe delays and 
escalation of cost of projects which would be later on borne by the 
consumers and the persons responsible for this cost overrun left 
untouched. 
Seventhly, the delays in the restructuring of the SEBs or 
privatisation of the SEBs is also causing fears in the mind of the foreign 
investors to invest in the country in power sector. 
Eighthly, the IPPs are also facing the problems of adequate 
supply of fuels required by them. For this they have to sign the Fuel 
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Supply Agreement with the coal, oil and gas companies of the country, 
and the Fuel Transportation Agreements with the railways, shipping 
corporations, port authorities etc. The signing of these agreements is 
again a lengthy procedure. 
Ninthly, the IPPs who would be selling to the power produced to 
the SEBs had to sign a Power Purchase Agreement (PPA) with different 
States that would consume its production. This PPA finalisation with 
different States on the State specified rates cause frustration in the 
minds of the IPPs due to severe delays and non-matching of the rates 
specified by the State machinery and the stipulated rates of the IPPs. 
Tenthly, the non-existence of a regulatory authority to fix the tariff 
rates, and granting licences etc. is the pivotal dilemma faced by the 
IPPs. 
Lastly, the high import duties on the equipments imported from 
abroad for the power plants, improper R & D facilities, high tax rates etc. 
are also the reasons which the private sector (domestic and foreign) is 
in a fix to invest or not in the power sector of the country. 
All these problems related to the foreign investment inflows, 
infrastructure sector and foreign investment inflows in infrastructure 
sector, as discussed above, if not solved to the fullest extent in the future 
the objectives of liberalisation of the Indian economy would be difficult to 
be fulfilled. Therefore, certain steps are the need of the hour to overcome 
these problems. 
11. SUGGESTIONS 
Keeping in mind the importance of foreign investment, 
infrastructure sector and foreign investment in the development of 
infrastructure sector of any country this researcher, therefore suggests 
the measures to attract more foreign investment in India, to upgrade the 
infrastructure sector of the country and to enhance the role of foreign 
investment in the development of the infrastructure sector of the country. 
1. Suggestions for Foreign Direct Investment inflows in India : 
As has been discussed before in Chapter Two (Foreign 
Investment in India Since 1991), that FDI has got its own importance for 
a developing nation like India. Along with the financial resources, the 
technology, expertise and skills also enter the host country. The FDI helps 
the country to increase its sectoral production by utilisation of modern 
technologies and skills, it helps in the development of the infrastructure 
sector; to build foreign exchange reserves; to increase the export 
potential of a country in long run resulting into a balanced balance of 
payment position and above all to increase the rate of GDP of an 
economy.. Some of the Asian countries like Singapore, Malaysia. 
Mauritius, Philippines, Thailand, Indonesia and even China have grown 
up because of FDI inflows. Taking the examples of these nations and 
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Studying their trends of growth since their liberalisation, India also 
liberalised its economy and invited foreign investment for its overall 
economic development. Due to certain man-made bottlenecks as 
discussed above in this chapter the FDI inflows in India has not been 
upto mark. To overcome the problems related to FDI inflows in the country 
the following measures are suggested : 
To accelerate the inflows of FDI into the country the foremost 
act is to establish a pragmatic and transparent policy framework 
including clear cut guidelines for entry of MNCs into various sectors. The 
procedures for approvals should be streamlined so that project 
implementation is speedy and there are no cost or time overrun. To 
market India's strengths as an investment destination, FDI proposals 
confirming to the guidelines laid, should not only be approved but also 
encouraged to implement project in a speedy and time bound manner. 
Areas where FDI may not be desired should be spelt out clearly in the 
policy framework so that the investor is aware of the scope and extent of 
activities he could undertake. 
FDI should be allowed in most sectors except in those 
industries which violate public safety and highly polluting and those which 
are important for strategic and security reasons. All foreign companies 
should be treated at par with Indian companies i.e. provide them 
incentives that are available to domestic companies. Mergers and 
Acquisitions should be facilitated as long as they do not take place in 
prohibited sectors and where they are against public interest. The 
customs duties and corporate taxes should also be lowered. A single 
window clearance system responsible for clearing FDI proposals other 
than the automatic approval scheme of RBI and not multiple agencies 
like SIA, FIPB, empowered committees etc. prevalent now be instituted. 
As the SIA and FIPB are overburdened with their assigned 
tasks of providing clearances to the FDI proposals, a new cell should be 
created within the Ministry of Industry to hasten the implementation of 
projects involving FDI of more than Rs. 100 crores, to reduce the gap 
between FDI approvals and actual inflows. Further, the climate for 
investment should not be allowed to be vitiated. The approvals should be 
given to the project only when the investor comes with a detailed and 
proper project reports. 
The Indian Govt, can attract FDI to the tune of US $ 15 billion 
by allowing the MNCs currently operating in India at 5 1 % foreign equity 
participation basis, to raise their stakes in the Indian subsidiaries upto 
the limit allowed for fresh foreign investments as per the automatic 
approval scheme of the Indian Govt. i.e. 74%. The Govt, or PFIs holdings 
in these MNCs should be liquidated in favour of the parent MNCs at a 
significant premium to the market price and the funds realised can be 
channelled into development of projects. Apart from raising funds, it will 
also help in strengthening the confidence of the MNCs operating in India.^ 
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Obviously, there has to be a real consensus among all political 
parties to "attract-FDI" and a resistance to the temptation of using this as 
a political ball. India has the advantage of a large market but now has to 
put together a coherent gameplan on other fronts - labour, market, 
rigidities and relatively high wages (in terms of cost efficiencies) In the 
formal sector, as well as opposition to privatisation, poor infrastructure, 
lack of transparency in individual approval procedures plus extensive 
bureaucratic interface. India can tap at least 5-10 times more, the current 
level of inflows by implementing the right policies and creating the right 
environment.'* 
The Federation of Indian Chambers of Commerce and Industry 
(FICCI) and Associated Chambers of Commerce and Industry 
(ASSOCHAM) have called for evolving transparent rules and regulations 
on FDI. FICCI said that policy decisions have to be taken to ensure that 
MNCs continue to play a vital role in the economic development of the 
country. To make the MNCs role more effective and vital to the Indian 
situation, it is necessary to assign them dominant, leading and supportive 
role in various sectors so that their expertise, management power and 
finance can give a critical push to Indian economy. ASSOCHAM said that 
there need to be transparency in clearing foreign investment projects to 
remove ambiguity and to accelerate foreign investment inflows, 
particularly in infrastructure. It underlined the necessity to allow foreign 
investment inflows, particularly in infrastructure. It underlined the 
necessity to allow foreign investment in consumer goods sector without 
the condition of dividend balancing. Import of consumer goods must be 
allowed with minimum restrictions.^ 
2. Suggestions for Upgrading the Infrastructure Sector of India : 
As the infrastructure sector of India has been condemned to 
create havocs in the smooth functioning of MNCs and an obstacle in the 
path of inflow of FDI in the country as per certain problems mentioned 
above in this chapter. If these infrastructure bottlenecks are not 
eradicated, the economy would find it difficult to grow as per the desired 
levels and the liberalisation motives would not be fulfilled. To overcome 
these problems certain suggestions are as follows : 
The problem of roads and road transport can be solved by 
adopting following measures : 
Firstly, the accommodation should be increased, by introducing 
local railway's by increasing the number of public buses and the 
frequency of their services; introduction of city bus service in smaller 
towns; encouraging private bus operators to run their buses on busy 
routes along with public buses; introducing double-decker buses in the 
capitals of the States and on important streets as in Mumbai; providing 
liberal licences to the taxi, minibuses, auto rickshaws and tempos. The 
traffic flows should be spread over longer hours by fixing different timings 
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for opening of offices for different organisations and similarly the closing 
hours too. The schools, offices, hospitals, factories and marketing 
centres should be installed at less congested areas of the city in the 
suburbs or in the nearby cities. 
Secondly, the problem of traffic congestion could be solved by 
introducing strict traffic control measures which may prohibit the entries 
of heavy vehicles to enter busy streets during peak hours. One way traffic 
should be allowed where alternative routes are available. Strict punitive 
steps should be taken against road encroachments and street vendors 
unauthorisedly blocking the roads and pavements; penalising irregular 
parking of vehicles and loading and unloading on the roads and 
adequate traffic police arrangements at all important cross-roads, busy 
streets and bridges. An adequate and efficient land use for town planning 
should be made, by virtue of which suitable roads should be developed; 
proper vehicle stands should be constructed; overbridges and under 
bridges should be constructed on busy routes; double way river bridges 
should be constructed; proper loading and unloading platforms should be 
mended and proper street lighting arrangements and installation of 
automatic light signalling should be made. 
Thirdly, road accidents could be minimised by proper traffic 
control by means of adequate traffic police arrangements, automatic light 
signalling, one way traffic arrangements, special traffic arrangements 
during busy hours and at the time of fairs and exhibitions; proper road 
signalling and street lighting; proper maintenance of roads, road signals, 
road lighting and speed barriers; proper maintenance of vehicles and 
brakes; imposing severe punishments for the negligent driving and 
overtaking; imposing speed limits, constructing speed barriers in 
crowded areas and near the schools and colleges; proper training and 
licensing of drivers; educating public with road and safety rules and 
above all proper town planning. 
Fourthly, there is an immediate need to widen National 
Highways which are at present two lane to four laned corridors 
connecting the Metropolitan cities of Delhi, Mumbai, Calcutta and 
Madras. Similarly all the National Highways leading to major ports should 
be four laned. While the four laned National Highways would be taking 
the pressure on the roads for the next ten years, there is an urgent need 
to either have expressways or widen the four lanes to six lanes. 
The construction of new and maintenance of existing National 
and State Highways require a huge amount of capital. AS$OCHAM in 
this regard has suggested the creation of a Highway Road Fund (HRF) 
to be used exclusively for construction and maintenance of National and 
State Highways. The inflow into the HRF could be by way of levy of 
additional cess on diesel and petrol at 10% of the basic price. This is 
expected to yield Rs. 2000 to Rs. 2500 crores, initially. Central Govt, 
could retain 50% of the funds for National Highways while the remaining 
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could be dispersed among the States on the basis of consumption of 
petrol and diesel.® 
In case of railway transport the problem of accommodation for 
passengers could be solved by introducing new and longer trains and by 
running shuttle trains between two important stations for short distance 
travellers. To overcome the problem of increasing goods traffic the wagon 
capacities, line capacity, double lining, electrification and dieselisation, 
better track standards and bigger goods trains should be increased. On 
this matter FICCI says that a special system of reporting should be 
introduced in respect of detached wagons. Information of every detached 
wagon should be intimated to a central point immediately and the 
customer informed accordingly. There is also need to improve the 
labelling system of wagons. Labels should be written clearly and attached 
securely to wagons. Reweightment of wagons at destination and freight 
should be adjusted accordingly. The path movement of fixed schedule 
container trains and freight trains should be assured. The line capacity of 
the heavy density freight corridors need to be augmented so as to step 
up the average speed of freight trains upto 60 Km/hour. The rolling stock 
and line capacity of the railways should be on the basis of service 
industry norms.^ 
Upgradation of terminals should be a thrust area for 
improvement in the freight traffic performance, all sidings are to be 
operated on engine on load basis to ensure that the gap between loading 
and unloading is not more than three hours. 
To stop the frequent accidents, there is a need to have a proper 
selection and training mechanism of the staff. The drivers and other 
operating staff should be selected after due physical and psychological 
examinations. Training facilities and refresher courses should be 
increased and the rules for driving etc. should be printed in simple 
languages, safety educative devices such as celebration of 'Prevention 
of Accident Weeks' seminars and discussions on the causes and 
measures of accident prevention should be introduced; inspections of 
permanent ways, locomotives, wagons, signals, crossings, and level 
crossings, brakes, working of staff should be done routinely; the railway 
crossings should be mended. Photo electric cells should be installed on 
the site of an engine at a suitable place. A small strip may be fixed at 
about 2 Kms. from the level crossing. Once the engine is about 2 Kms. 
from the level crossing, this strip would set off an automatic alarm.^ 
Tracks which pass through the villages should be properly fenced to stop 
animals from roaming over the level crossings. 
The conversion of narrow guage and meter guage lines into 
broad guage should be completed. There is also a need to augment the 
electrification and dieselisation of the railways to increase the speed of 
the trains, and decrease operating costs. There was an immediate need 
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to build two electrified tracks in the Golden Quadrilateral linking Delhi, 
Mumbai, Chennai and Calcutta. 
The Confederation of Indian Industries says that a long-term 
corporate plan should be drawn and implemented in a phased manner. 
Subsequently, annual budgets should be prepared in accordance with 
this plan. In the short-term the efforts should be on consolidation, 
restructuring and modernisation of existing assets. Revenue structure for 
freight and tariff mix is 60:40, between passenger and freight prices 
should not be increased. A policy should be evolved for uneconomic and 
under-utilised routes representing about 35% of the total route length. 
There is need of a target of 5% cut in non-plan expenditure during each 
of the next five years. Market borrowings should be avoided as they are 
costly and would soon impose large debt-servicing burden. Hence, steps 
should be taken like privatisation of assets, inviting private participation 
with respect to new assets etc. For budgetary support, centre should pay 
higher interest rates to the railways or railway balance fund maintained 
with the Ministry of Finance. It is currently 7%. Alternatively, the railways 
must be allowed to invest the amount. Any shortfall in budgetary support 
may be met by matching reduction in the subsidy burden.^ 
In the Air transport sector, the PSUs - Indian Airlines (lA) and 
Air India (A!) should take steps to augment their fleet which is very small. 
For this they have to make themselves financially sound by showing 
profits every year. To become profitable they have to increase their route 
services and extend their horizons of operations. They have to cut their 
costs through a freeze in recruitment and improve their quality of 
services. On the other hand a national carrier is needed to cater to the 
needs of the country's special requirements such as making air travel 
possible to the far flying areas, operating in non-economic areas where 
the road transport sector was bad and for operations during natural 
calamities such as floods and earthquakes. There is also need to 
overcome the anomalies in Aviation Turbine Fuel (ATF), 40% income tax 
on leased aircraft and parking and lending charges which are needed to 
be streamlined, on priority basis. The Committee of Secretaries (COS) 
has suggested the creation of a National Civil Aviation Fund to finance 
the development of this industry. They said that the subsidy provided to 
the domestic airlines to cover the losses incurred on uneconomic routes 
particularly in the North-Eastern Region should not be entertained. These 
losses should be covered only through cross-subsidisation and the 
overall fare structure should take care of it."'° 
In the shipping sector, the fleet can be increased by building 
ships in the country and by purchasing them from abroad. For this huge 
amount of capital, an adequate and within shortest period release of 
foreign exchange is required. Above all the Govts, prior approval to do 
the same should be stopped and the shipping companies should be 
allowed to take this assignment autonomously. The number of shipyards. 
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which at present are just two should be increased. The shipping 
companies should be guaranteed bulk cargo so that they could become 
financially sound to work efficiently and become profitable concerns. 
There is also an urgent need for a clear-cut policy, allocation of tariff and 
traffic routes and some sort of coordination between the public and 
private sectors so that the shipping companies in these sectors could 
flourish and survive simultaneously. Appropriate steps should be taken 
for modernisation and replacement of the age old coastal fleet. For this 
the increase in production of ships in the country and liberal financial 
accommodation to the shipping companies in the form of long-term loans 
and foreign exchange are, therefore, very necessary. It is also essential 
that ancilliary industries manufacturing spare parts, machine and tools 
required for ship building, engines and various components should be 
installed in the country particularly within the area of ship building yards. 
It is also important to introduce modern technologies and sophisticated 
equipments in the ship building industry. The taxes and interest rates 
which are too high at present and difficult for the shipping companies to 
achieve high profitability, should be curtailed. 
Ship repair facilities such as workshops, dry docks, repair 
berths, necessary materials and equipments, dredgers and trained 
personnel should be available in adequate numbers in a large maritime 
country for upkeep and maintenance of the ships. The workshop facilities 
which at present is available only at major ports should be extended to 
other minor and intermediate ports and the scope of other existing 
facilities should be extended by expansion and modernisation of ports. 
Those facilities which are not available in the country should be acquired 
from the foreign countries soon. 
The port sector of the country requires within the shortest 
possible time the expansion of their capacities to provide shelter, loading 
and unloading, and repairs in the form of docks, berths, quays, jetties, 
wharves, and piers to overcome delays, inconvenience and over-
crowding at the port sites. The warehousing facilities at the port towns 
and port sites should be expanded. There is an urgent need to expand 
and modernise the facilities provided by the Indian ports like cranes, 
mobile material handling equipments, lighting, high ships light houses, 
approach roads and railways, hydrographic surveys, ancillary industries 
dredging etc. Port authorities should be provided with sufficient funds to 
improve their facilities and upgrade services. 
The coal sector of the country has to be given special attention 
because coal has been an important source of energy in India. The Govt. 
of India should lay emphasis on the exploration of new coal mines in the 
country and extraction of high quantity of coal for meeting the rising 
demand. There is an urgent need to upgrade the extraction of coal 
techniques. The Govt, should also take emphasis on building more coal 
washeries in the country to wash the ash content in Indian coal. These 
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washeries will help the country to become less dependent on pure coal 
imports from abroad and balance its balance of payment position. The 
existing coal mines would have to be made more productive through 
better usage of mining machinery. Mining machinery would have to be 
utilised optimally in order to bring down the costs of excavation. Unless 
this Is not done the cost of coal production would not be reduced. There 
should be conscious and planned efforts to adopt the best practice, 
maintenance and management systems to increase the overall 
equipment effectiveness in the mining industry. Information technology 
should be utilised for better management of mining machinery. Cross 
training of workers is desired to increase the skill levels and flexibility of 
employees. To overcome the problem of recovery of outstanding dues 
from the public sector consumers the Govt, has decided to float a sinking 
Fund for coal sector or exclusive bonds to securitise the outstanding 
receivables worth Rs. 4200 crores from the SEBs. The Coal Ministry has 
two options to do so. The first option is to sell the outstanding dues or 
debt to banks through bonds guaranteed by Union Govt. Secondly, merge 
this securitisation move with the Sinking Fund mooted for the SEBs 
where outstandings are at a staggering Rs. 10,000 crores. Securitisation 
of coal sector outstandings along with SEBs dues would make available 
enhanced capital resources to make up new projects, complete the 
ongoing schemes and undertake renovation and modernisation of coal 
operations. ^ '' 
In case of the oil and natural gas sector, there is an urgent need 
to intensify oil exploration in the country in sedimentary basins and 
enhance recovery of oil from existing fields through improved practices. 
There should be adequate infrastructure developed around the oil 
exploration sites so that the transportation of men and material and 
machinery at the site could be accessed without delays. The power 
supply at the sites should be regular so that the machines run by power 
could be used to their full capacities. The State Govts, should make it 
their priority to provide the land to the companies engaged in oil 
exploration and extraction so that the corporates could search out new 
sites and drill oil out to fulfill the rising demand. New initiatives should be 
introduced by the national oil PSUs which included advanced drilling 
technology use of 3-D seismic in reservoir characterisation, downhole 
Injection of produced water to offset treatment and handling cost of 
produced water, revamping of offshore facilities in a cost effective 
manner keeping In view the overall life cycle of the fields and effective 
use of information technologies in different aspects of oil and gas 
exploration and exploitation. The subsidies on diesel and LPG be phased 
out In two and three years respectively. Over five years, subsidy on 
kerosene should be shifted to the general budget. Petrol and ATF prices 
should not be hiked any more because they are already overpriced. The 
subsidies on other petroproducts should be reduced too. 
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On the establishment of downstream refineries there should be 
duty concessions given on the import of equipment to expand the existing 
capacities of the refineries. For performing in an environment - friendly 
manner the refineries should install units for reducing the sulphur content 
of diesel. More concessions and incentives should be given for the 
pipeline projects. They should be allowed 100% depreciation under the 
Income Tax Act or granted some kind of tax holidays as are available for 
other infrastructure projects under Sec. 80 lA of Income Tax Act. 
The Standing Committee on Petroleum and Chemicals have 
suggested that the Oil Industry Development Board (OIDB) Act to be 
amended to make more funds available for the oil sector. A committee 
should be constituted in the Petroleum Ministry to examine and 
implement all related issues concerning implementation of risk 
management techniques in the purchase of crude oil and petroleum 
products. •• 2 
In case of postal services the Govt, feels that the weight limit 
should be eased so that its monopoly over the bulk of the traffic 
continues. At the same time the private courier companies should be 
permitted to enter this segment. To generate revenues from value-added 
services for the business and for the commercial sectors, the 
Department of Post (DOP) should enter into collaborations with the 
private courier companies in value-added segment. The faces of the post 
offices should be changed by inducing new technologies to create a 
more responsive service. Therefore, introduction of computer based 
technologies will have to be supported by a system of surveillance and 
investigation. 
In the telecommunication system, the Govt, or DOT should make 
it a matter of priority that the problem of long waiting list for the telephone 
and telex connections should be speedily dealt with. For this the telecom 
network has to be made more widespread and more telephone and telex 
instruments should be manufactured in the country. There is an urgent 
need to introduce new devices in the field of telecommunication segment. 
The cable network has to be modernised by using optical fibre cables. 
The targets of village telecommunication should be achieved within the 
shortest possible time and there should be an urgent need to introduce 
new and sophisticated technologies in this sector. There should be a 
proper R & D system to study the impact of introduction of new 
technologies. The subsidisation in the telecom sector should be 
completely overruled so that high revenues could be collected by 
providing the services at a uniform price. 
In the Information Technology field, the problem of trained and 
skilled manpower should be removed by developing a software megacity 
with the world's largest software university at its heart and an entire 
industry built around it. Such a city will be easier to create an information 
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highway. A dedicated television channel for software education including 
regional languages should be launched. The manpower must have a good 
experience and exposure for which there must be access to computers 
in the initial period. For this the national market must do well and also 
serve as training ground for the personnels. The domestic market has 
almost flattened and needs a kick start, much wider proliferation of 
computers than the current 5,00,000 per year. Govt, must make all 
hardware duties to zero whether on components or on f inished goods. 
Computers must be freely importable with no special import licence 
required and finally 100% depreciation in the first year must be allowed. 
It is very important to have a comprehensive cyber law aimed at 
legitimising electronic communication and dealing with cyber crimes. To 
promote the e-commerce the amendments are necessary to be made in 
the Evidence Act, CrPC and some other presiding laws for the purpose. 
Therefore a new cyber legislation has to be enacted. The digital 
highways of the internet are becoming so vital to business that it is 
imperative that the country has its own internal infrastructure and access 
to outside world. The use of internet should be extended in the country for 
which the Govt, must take severe action to launch internet facilit ies in 
each and every big and small city or town in the country. 
To overcome the problems related to the power sector, it is 
suggested that the installed capacity of the power should be increased. 
In this regard the PSU and the private sector corporations should be 
encouraged to do the same. There is a greater need to increase the 
share of the hydro electricity in the thermal-hydro mix which at present is 
72:28. The renewable sources of energy should be exploited to the fullest 
extent to generate power for the Grid. Emphasis should be laid on 
augmenting the capacities of the existing plants by encouraging the 
Renovation and Modernisation (R&M) programmes. The spare parts 
required for increasing the generating capacities and PLF by repairs 
through R&M programmes, ancillary industries manufacturing these units 
should be installed in several parts of the country as a top priority. It is 
also necessary to increase the State Sector's PLF of power plants and 
bring the national PLF rate to 65% within the time span of the Ninth Plan. 
There is need to have a long term commitment to the atomic energy 
programme, it is necessary to bring the existing derated nuclear reactors 
to perform at their sanctioned capacities and those which are 
decommissioned for a while to start functioning as the emphasis should 
be laid on the installation of new nuclear plants. Since the nuclear waste 
from the nuclear plants and a small mishappening in the reactors could 
cause severe harm to mankind and the environment.. Therefore, there-
should be a high long-term financial outlay for waste-management and 
safe keeping of decommissioned reactors. A well organised and properly 
trained special para-military technoforce has to be deputed to guard 
entombed reactors and the waste disposal sites for hundreds of years. 
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The problem of power theft can be solved by upgrading the 
Transmission and Distribution (T & D) system in the country. Like the 
laying down of underground telecom cables, the T & D lines should also 
be laid underground like in New Bombay. This might be a high cost 
activity but could reduce the T & D losses for a great deal. All the 
energised pumpsets and tubewells in the villages should be metered, 
new electronic meters should be installed for the household and industrial 
sectors. A competent and honest staff for meter reading should be 
employed and the defaulters should be punished by imprisonment and 
fines. A proper billing system should be introduced through 
computerisation of billing procedure. In the field of distribution or supply 
of electricity it must be made the objective for the SEBs to improve their 
distribution network by installing more sub-stations in the remote areas, 
and overhauling of the existing sub-stations. A quick installation of new 
transformers in place of obsolete and burnt transformers should be 
repaired, the transformers at the crowded places and in general should 
be properly fenced so that electric current injuries could be avoided. 
The financial position of the SEBs should be improved by 
revising the power tariff structure. It should be made a motive by the 
State Govts, that the over subsidisation of power price for the agriculture 
sector and domestic sector consumption of power should be overruled. 
The agricultural consumption of electricity should be priced at such rates 
which could be comparable to the other sectors. The time has come for 
the SEBs to jettison some of their unproductive staff, come down heavily 
on power pilferages and overhaul the corrupt procedures and practices 
performed by their staff. 
The Regional Grids should allocate the share of the States 
attached to them properly and the States should only withdraw their 
specified share from the grid and not a single unit in excess to overcome 
the problem of power cuts. The National Grid should be completed as 
soon as possible to improve the transmission network in the country. 
The outstanding of the Central Public Sector Utilities engaged 
in power generation, such as NTPC, NHPC, NPCIL, DVC etc. and the 
fuel supplying PSUs such as CIL, OIL, etc. on the SEBs should be 
securitised. 
There is also a need to adopt the information technology in the 
power sector in the field of generation, transmission and distribution of 
electricity in the country. 
A proper power audit and conservation of electricity through 
Demand Side Management criteria should be introduced efficiently. 
A Power Development Fund should be created (as has been 
discussed in the previous chapter) without any delay. On the other hand 
the financial institutions and banks should be advised to finance the 
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power sector of the country on priority basis and not on the commercial 
basis contrary to the general criteria adopted by PFIs for funding 
projects. 
Apart from the above mentioned sector specific suggestions 
there are some general suggestions for the whole infrastructure sectors 
development which are mentioned below : 
Firstly, there is need for a national level infrastructure 
development body. It has to be created in the form of a Ministry, likely to 
be named as, "Ministry of Infrastructure". This national level body should 
be empowered with the development of the sector in the whole country, 
by taking a common view on all related projects. 
Secondly, apart from the sector specific corpus or development 
funds a new "Infrastructure Development Fund should be created in 
addition to the IDFC by imposing special duties and cess on different 
core sector activities. 
Thirdly, referring to steep cost escalation of Rs. 44000 crore in 
more than 200 major Central Govt, projects, a system of close monitoring 
for infrastructure projects should be instituted. A coordination body 
should be set up between the Centre and State Govts, to monitor the 
progress in implementation of infrastructure projects, sort out difficulties 
bottlenecks etc. 
Fourthly, the Govt, should increase its planned and budgetary 
outlays for the infrastructure financing and the PFIs should be given liberty 
to finance these projects on priority basis. 
Fifthly, the prevailing tariff structure for these sectors must be 
restructured to make them financially sound and viable sectors. 
Sixthly, the Govt, should further cut down the customs and import 
duties for the components, technologies, know-how and equipments 
imported by different sectors for their development. 
Seventhly, the role of the public sector in the development of 
infrastructure sector, in future, should be assured. 
Lastly, as the infrastructure sector has been avoided for 
investment by the private sector because of long gestation periods and 
low rates of returns and that two after a long period, the Govt, should 
ensure the private sector to participate in the core sector development 
by offering special incentives by way of tax holidays, exemptions from 
income tax on investments made in the sector and ensuring a high rate 
of return. The Govt, should also disinvest its stakes in the PSUs engaged 
in this sector. 
As the infrastructure sector is in itself a determinant of FDI in a 
host country, so to upgrade the sector, the Govt, thought to liberalise it for 
foreign equity participation. 
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3. Suggestions for Attracting more Foreign Investment in 
Infrastructure Sector : 
Apart from the suggestions made in regard to increase more 
FDI in the country i.e. transparent policies, stability in political system, 
quick clearances, emphasis on actual investments, increasing the limit of 
foreign participation in project, the researcher wants to suggest the 
measures to be taken to upgrade the infrastructure sector by attracting 
huge amounts of foreign investment in infrastructural projects which at 
present is too small because of certain problems mentioned above in 
this chapter. 
The State Govts, should allocate appropriate lands for the 
projects offered to the private sector. The Govt, should itself acquire the 
land and negotiate with the local inhabitants on the matters of 
compensation, rehabilitation and resettlement of dislodged population. 
The cost incurred in these matters should be recovered from the private 
sector at the time of bidding process and issuing licences to the selected 
party. This may not cause delays in the implementation of the projects. 
To overcome the fear of deforestation at the project sites, by 
cutting trees to clear the land required by the project, it is suggested that 
while undertaking the work on the project, every tree which may have to 
be cut down should be replaced by planting two trees and a certificate to 
this effect must be obtained from the respective authority. 
The financial institutions should look to the infrastructure 
investment more as a project based investment and should back the 
private sector financially to implement its projects in time. 
There is an urgent need to create regulatory authorities on the 
lines of SEBI, TRAI, CERC and SERCs in each and every infrastructure 
sectors' components. These regulatory authorities should be independent 
or autonomous bodies without any interference from the bureaucratic and 
political circles. 
Too much dependence on the foreign investment could cause 
havocs in the long-term because of high amount of royalty payments to 
the foreign investors that may deplete our foreign exchange reserves. 
Therefore, the domestic public sector should also be encouraged for 
infrastructure development and it should be made financially viable by 
providing freedom to the PSUs to easily and shortly go to the domestic 
and foreign debt markets to borrow money by selling their bonds and 
securities in the national and international stock exchanges. Therefore, 
FICCI says, "a new law of public-private partnership is needed in the 
country which should earmark the areas of development for public and 
private sectors especially the areas where public-private partnership is 
essential. A regulatory framework must be put in place to ensure proper 
cooperation between the two sectors". 
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The import duties on the equipments and technologies imported 
from abroad and brought by foreign investors should be reduced further 
so that the cost of the project to the foreign investors is reduced. 
The procedures for bidding and issuing licences should also be 
streamlined to attract lots of foreign investment in the core sector. 
The Govt, should rise to the fact that the over subsidisation 
prevailing in the country has harmed the Indian public sector financially 
and would also deviate the plans of the foreign investors, ready to invest 
in the country. Therefore, the subsidies on the energy sector should be 
totally banned. 
The existing tariff rates and price fixation mechanism prevalent 
in the core sector should be restructured so that the foreign investors 
could operate in the Indian markets properly. 
As the infrastructure projects have a long gestation period the 
Govt, should review its taxation policies to make them impressive for the 
foreign investors by providing long tax holidays. 
Apart from these suggestions some sector specific suggestions 
have also been provided below : 
In case of the road sector it is suggested that supportive 
participation of capable foreign contractors may become necessary for 
road construction as the Indian road contracting agencies cannot 
upgrade its capacity two to three fold in a short period. The cooperation 
for the transfer of technology advancements to produce best quality roads 
in the shortest possible time in the country is required from the Indian 
and their foreign counterparts. 
Govt, needs to expedite its decision making process so that 
delays on this account are minimised. There should be prompt release of 
funds so that the cash flows problem donot become critical and could 
hinder the progress of work. The capable contractor should be rewarded 
for completing their work on time or before the targeted time. 
The tolls to be fixed for the roads constructed by the foreign 
investors and contractors should be reasonable otherwise the common 
man would not be able to pay for them and the entire exercise would 
prove to be counter productive. Above all a strict mechanism should be 
formulated that the public should use the roads constructed and pay the 
tolls. 
The technological upgradation should not remain confined to a 
few big foreign or domestic firms but has to percolate down to medium 
and smaller firms as well. The biggest firms are to be vehicles of 
technological changes by entering into technology tieups with world 
leaders and augment transfer this knowledge down the line to the medium 
and smaller firms. The Govt, should within a shortest period establish a 
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regulatory authority to fix the tariffs and look at the matters related to the 
development of roads in the country by the private sector (domestic/ 
foreign). 
The road construction industry should be provided with extra 
revenue packages where they are permitted to construct real estates 
along side the roads they build, such as, restaurants, hotels, motels, 
lodges, amusement centres, etc. As has been suggested by FICCI, "that 
there was a need to augment the road capacities and improvement in the 
quality of the road system, private sector participation offered a solution 
and there were certain pre-requisites for this. The investment 
opportunities offered to private investors should be packaged in a way 
as to make these projects financially viable. Additional sources of 
revenue could be built into projects in the form of township development 
or ribbon development, or laying the fibre optic links or creation of water 
pipelines or canal".'"* 
The railway transport which is yet a Govt, monopoly, should be 
liberalised and the private participation (domestic/foreign) should be 
encouraged in the laying down of the railway lines, construction of railway 
stations, construction of tunnels on the railway routes, electrification of 
railways and even in the core business of the railways i.e. carriage of 
passenger and goods traffic, first on a model basis, and if the results are 
favourable then the whole railway transport system could be privatised. 
Similarly the civil aviation sector may also be opened for foreign 
equity participation, before doing this, regulatory authority should be 
appointed on the lines of SEBI, TRAI, CERC and SERC which may 
regulate the operations of the foreign investors in a profound manner in 
this sector. 
To improve the working conditions of airports they may be 
privatised and handed over to the States business chambers and private 
operators. There is also need for a regulatory authority for the airports, 
to fixup tariffs, provided the private operators a level playing field by 
differentiating between the existing and the new players. 
In case of shipping transport the limit of ECBs should be 
increased to above $ 20 millions from the existing $ 15 millions and 
maturity period for them being shortened. Cargo support should be 
provided to chartered vessels operated by companies with more than 
50% foreign equity participation.''^ 
The foreign equity participation along with foreign technological 
collaborations should be encouraged in the ship building industry in India 
and the taxation policies to that effect should be reviewed, accordingly. 
In the port sector the foreign investment should be encouraged 
for expansion and modernisation of the existing ports and construction 
for the new ports. The Central and State Govts, should provide 
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appropriate climate for the foreign investors, by providing them land at 
the earliest, clearing the projects in shortest time and providing other 
incentives too. The duties on imports of plant and machinery and other 
related equipments used in ports functioning and construction should be 
reduced. Foreign investment should also be allowed in the ancilliary 
industries producing the spare parts, tools, equipments etc. for the port 
sector. 
In case of coal mining the foreign investors should be provided 
licences to extract the coal from the available coal reserve sites and for 
exploration of new sites. They should be provided efficient transport 
facilities on par with the domestic coal mining companies. The 
procedures of approvals which include technical scrutiny by Coal Mines 
Project Development of India (CMPDI), approval of sub-committee on 
Standing Scientific Research Committee (SSRC) on environmental and 
ecological matters, subsequent approvals of SSRC, sanction of Ministry 
of Coal (MOC) and financial concurrence of Finance Committee should 
be simplified and a time frame drawn-up to stabilise the identified 
unstable areas. The bidding procedure should be made upto date without 
any corrupt practices followed by the related officers. A regulatory 
authority should be established for regulating the matters related to tariff 
and price fixations, licencing procedures and to check the coal mining 
done by private sector (domestic and foreign). There is also need to 
review the consumption quotas allotted for different consumers of coal in 
accordance with the private sector's suggestions. The customs and 
import duties on the import of plants and machineries, coal mining 
equipments and new and sophisticated technologies should be reduced 
so that the foreign investors or the domestic private sector could get 
timely access to all these things at low costs. 
In case of refineries, the problem of land acquisition should be 
solved by allotting appropriate lands to the private sector (domestic/ 
foreign) refinery projects. The environmental clearances should be 
granted in the shortest possible time and the financial clearances should 
be given on time so that the projects can achieve financial closures and 
start the construction work. The refineries should be provided with 
efficient transportation facilities such as railways, ports, coastal and 
overseas shipping. The refinery projects should be provided with long tax 
holidays and after the completion of this tax holiday period they should 
be provided with handsome tax exemption incentives. 
The deregulated market for energy needs a transparent 
mechanism for allocation, supplies and fixation of prices. Energy being 
always in short supply, these decisions cannot completely be left to the 
petroleum and coal companies. Even in the free market economies of 
USA and Europe, there are price regulatory authorities and tariff 
commissions to protect the interest of industrial, commercial and 
domestic consumers to provide stability to the energy markets. 
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Regulatory mechanism is even crucial in the transition phase when each 
player may try to exploit the situation to its own advantage. If the 
domestic energy sector is to be linked to the global markets, prices of 
various energy commodities would always be dynamic, it is essential that 
equilibrium is restored quickly whenever there is a significant change in 
either supply or price of any of the energy commodity.^^ 
In the telecommunication sector it is necessary to reduce the 
monopoly of the DOT and VSNL. The restrictions in the number of circles, 
in which the private sector can operate and the restriction on tariff to that 
of the DOT has to be streamlined to make the sector an attractive 
investment field. 
Tariff restrictions for cellular services by way of monthly rental 
ceiling should be removed. A comprehensive interconnect agreement 
should be instituted which would evolve sharing of revenues in respect of 
cells originating from DOT network on account of cellular services. 
DOT must play a magnanimous role in order to allow proper 
functioning of the telecom sector which is scheduled to bring in private 
investments (domestic/foreign) of more than Rs. 1,00,000 crores over 
the next 15 years. 
The powers of the Telecom Regulatory Authority of India should 
be made clear for the regulators' smooth functioning. There is also need 
to strengthen the powers of TRAI in connection with licencing procedures 
and tariff fixation. 
The "project import status" should be conferred to all telecom 
infrastructure equipments including the terminal-end equipment like 
cellular handsets, fixed wireless terminals and pagers. The zero-duty 
facility be reinstated for software imports in the telecom sector. 
The licence period of basic operators should be extended from 
15 to 25 years so that financial institutions that have been reluctant to 
finance the projects on the ground that the licenced period is too short. 
The private telecom operators have adviced that the levying of 
fees and charges on service providing companies by TRAI, should be 
charged on the basis of revenue generated out of charges like activation, 
subschption, monthly rental and air-time rather than including the revenue 
they received from the sale of handsets which are sold by them on the 
cost they obtain from cell phone manufacturers, that they show as 
revenue but eventually pay to the DOT^^ 
The Association of Basic Telecom Operators (ABTO) has 
suggested that the operation rules should be transparently framed, with 
the DOT in no way appearing to be a favoured party. The highest licence 
fee criteria for awarding licences should be scraped. Instead a balanced 
mix of a fixed charge payable upfront and a revenue sharing model for 
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the later years should be adopted. The interconnect issues should be 
dealt separately because the interconnect agreement has nothing to do 
with tenders or licencing as it is a mutual pact between the operators and 
the DOT. The DOT should be treated as just another operator. The clause 
specifying mandatory foreign equity partner is redundant and should not 
be specified in the tender. As the high reserve price is the biggest 
hindrance in the functioning of basic telecom services in India, so a 
reasonable reservice price should be fixed with transparency. For 
encouraging private operators to match the Village Public Telephony 
(VPT) targets a "Universal Service Fund" should be created or a subsidy 
of Rs. 20,000 per DEL should be granted to the private operators.^^ 
For the proper implementation of the power policy on 
privatisation and foreign investment in power sector it is important to 
overcome the uncertainties in the approval process and the lack of 
coordination among the various Central and State agencies. This could 
be done by giving timely approvals to the different projects. The Govt, 
should look that the policies should be clear-cut and transparent. A 
coordination between the Centre and the State Govts, on the power 
sector development front should be built. Once a project has been 
cleared by the Central Govt, the State Govt, should give the project due 
respect and should help the IPPs for implementing it within the scheduled 
time. The number of clearances to be obtained from different Central and 
State level agencies, ministries and departments, although has been 
reduced, should be given at minimum possible time. The CEA should 
also enhance its capability of granting techno-economic clearances to 
the projects quickly. The tax holiday for the gestation period should be 
increased. The IPPs should be provided with the incentives which are 
given to the national PSUs. The State Govts and the SEBs should see 
that the PPA signed between the SEBs and the IPPs are properly 
administered. The provision of guarantees of revenue by the State Govts 
and the counter guarantees by the Central Govt, should be extended and 
smoothly implemented. 
The existing tariff structure which provides over subsidised 
rates of power for the agriculture sector should be overruled and the 
tariffs for the sector should be increased to bring them in tune with those 
for other sectors. 
The newly constituted CERCs and SERCs at the Central and 
State levels should be provided with extraordinary powers to let the 
foreign investors in the power sector carry on their work in a planned and 
desired manner. 
It should also be looked into the fact that the misuse of the 
Public Interest Litigation (PIL) by the politically motivated organisations 
should be discouraged because these kind of litigations cause undue 
delays for the IPPs to implement their projects. 
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There is need that all the policies formulated for the construction 
of the hydel plants and liquid fuel based power plants in the country by 
the private sector (foreign/domestic) should be implemented properly. 
There is also a need to make the private sector (domestic/ 
foreign) power producers to have an easy access to the required fuels 
like coal, LSHS, FO, etc. 
In the State sector the restructuring of the SEBs by unbundling 
them into three separate entities responsible for power generation, 
transmission and distribution and the setting up of the independent 
regulatory commissions should be given priority by the State Govts. This 
would lead to an increase in the foreign equity inflows in the power sector 
at the State levels. 
The import duties, tax incentives and other benefits should be 
ensured to the foreign and domestic private sector corporations willing to 
invest in the country's power sector. 
To avoid another Enron or Cogentrix experience in the power 
sector it is essential that the privatisation policy regarding power 
generation transmission and distribution and foreign investment policy in 
these sectors should be revised as soon as possible because a decade 
has gone, yet we have just seen handful of private power plants operating 
in the country. 
III. CONCLUSION 
After a thorough and intense study done on "Foreign Investment 
in India's Infrastructural Sector Since 1991 : A Case Study of Power 
Sector", the conclusion derived by the researcher is that Indian Govt, has 
been continuously liberalising the Indian Economy since 1991, so that 
more and more foreign investment could flow in the country in different 
high priority sectors especially the infrastructure sector comprising of 
transportation, energy and communication sectors and above all the 
power sector, a part of energy sector. 
To attract high amount of foreign investment in the country in the 
form of FDI and FPI the Govt, has dereserved and delicenced almost 
every industry previously kept in the lists of public sector and 
compulsorily licenced except those industries of high strategic, national 
security and social importance. The Govt, also amended the FERA and 
MRTP Acts so that the foreign exchange restrictions on the foreign 
investments and hurdles in obtaining licences could be overruled. The 
Govt, has also formulated sector specific policies relating to FDI flows in 
these sectors upto 49/50/51/74 and even 100% foreign equity 
participation through RBI's automatic approval route or SIA/FIPB prior 
approval route. The Govt, also formulated policies relating to NRIs/PIOs/ 
OCBs investment through automatic approval route. The Govt, has also 
provided incentives for the foreign investors in the form of concessions 
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in income tax, reduction of import and customs duties etc. for the 
technological transfers. The dividend balancing norms have also been 
liberalised and the govt, has also signed some royalty payment treaties 
with certain countries. The Govt, is also disinvesting its stakes in the 
PSUs in favour of blue chip private sector corporations (domestic and 
foreign) to help the financially and technologically starved Indian PSUs to 
upgrade their financial positions and technologies. 
In case of FPI the Govt, has reformed the Indian capital markets 
by establishing SEBI as a watchdog for capital market transactions made 
by foreign and domestic investors. The Govt, has permitted Flls to list 
themselves on Indian Stock Exchange and OTCEI and purchase 24% or 
30% of the issued capital of Indian corporates. Some blue chip Indian 
companies are also permitted to list their securities on the foreign stock 
exchanges and collect money from the foreign countries through GDR 
Mechanism. To attract more FPI in the country the Govt, has provided 
financial incentive packages to the foreign investors such as deduction in 
income tax, provision of high rate of dividends etc. 
As a result of all these developments made for attracting high 
levels of foreign investment inflows in the country, since July 1991 till 31st 
Dec, 1998, the total foreign investment inflows in India amounted to US 
$ 26,777 millions of which the share of FDI was US $ 11,932 millions 
being 44.56% of total inflows and the balance 55.44% was of FPI. The 
FDI approved by RBI amounted to US $ 939 millions and by SIA/FIPB to 
US $ 8,574 millions. The investments made by NRIs/PIOs/OCBs, also 
categorised as FDI, was US $ 2,419 millions. 
In case of FPI the total inflows by the Flls amounted to US $ 
7,331 millions and through Euro issues i.e. GDRs US $ 6,551 millions 
and by off-shore funds and other means US $ 963 millions. 
The FDI inflows in the year 1994-95 increased by about 124% 
to US $ 1,314 millions from US $ 586 millions in 1993-94 but then 
onwards the rate is decreasing. The total FDI approvals since 1991, 
amounted to US $ 54,268 millions but the actual inflows have been 
recorded to be just 21.4% of approvals amounting to US $ 11,806 
millions. State wise, Maharashtra attracted the highest number of FDI 
projects of financial and technological nature amounting to 1,355 projects 
with FDI content of Rs. 12,674.4 crores. In terms of FDI content, the 
National Capital Territory of Delhi topped the list with Rs. 17, 330.4 
crores for 512 projects in all. On the other hand amongst the Union 
Territories, Pondicherry attracted most FDI in 52 projects amounting to 
Rs. 252.9 crores. The MNCs of more than 100 countries of the world 
have sought the approvals for their projects in India. Amongst them USA 
has topped the list with Rs. 42,609.31 crores being 23.49% of the total 
FDI approved upto 31st Dec, 1998, amounting to Rs. 1,81,391.55 crores 
in 2,897 projects (1,640 of financial and 1,257 of technical nature). The 
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actual inflows of USA's FDI amounted to Rs. 6,543.03 crores being 
15.36% of approvals. Industry or sector wise the highest amount of FDI 
has been approved in the power and fuel sector amounting to Rs. 
7,23,281.29 millions in 679 projects (245 of technical and 434 of 
financial nature). From amongst the South Asian countries the FDI inflows 
in India are the highest but if compared to the other Asian countries like 
China, Singapore, Taiwan etc. it lags far behind. The main reason for this 
is that these countries liberalised their economies to attract foreign 
investment many years before India. 
Although the Govt of India has fixed the annual target of US $ 
10 billions FDI inflows in the country but in actual we have not yet 
achieved this target since 1991. The main reasons behind this is the 
instability of Govts at the Central and State levels; lack of unanimity 
between the Centre and State Govt, policies and ideologies regarding 
FDI, lack of transparency in the policies related to the foreign investment 
inflows in different industries; inadequate ancilliarisation; presence of 
small industrial zones and absence of export promotion zones and above 
all the infrastructural bottlenecks such as poor transportation facilities, 
improper telecommunication facilities and inadequate availability of 
power to run the desired business in efficient manner. 
The infrastructure sector of the country has shown good results 
in regard to its growth. The credit for the sector's growth goes to the 
public sector engaged in providing such facilities. No doubt, India's 
infrastructure sector grew with a steady pace for the past fifty years but 
if compared with the developed and developing countries of Asia, Indian 
infrastructure sector's quality is the worst. No doubt we have been able 
to build up a wide spread road network which upto 1995-96 consisted of 
13,34,078 Kms. of surfaced roads and 10,69,556 Kms. of unsurfaced 
roads; the length of national highways was 34,508 Kms. and state 
highways 1,35,187 Kms.; the length of the district roads was 18,08,396 
Kms. and village roads 5,86,091 Kms. 
Our railways had achieved the electrified route length of 13,490 
kms. and non electrified route length of 49,005 Kms. till 1997-98, the 
running track's length is 80,908 Kms; the locomotive fleet comprising of 
steam locomotives which have been reduced to 64 because of the 
introduction of dieselisation and electrification of railways. On the other 
hand the diesel locomotives have increased to 4,496 and electric 
locomotives to 2,646; the number of wagons have declined to 2,63,981 
but the number of coaches have increased to 40,030; the passenger 
traffic has increased to 4,348 millions; the revenue freight traffic 
increased to 4,09,020 tonnes and non-revenue freight traffic to 14,380 
tonnes; the traffic earnings from goods carried increased to Rs. 19,595 
crores and traffic earnings from passengers carried increased to Rs. 
7,509.6 crores. The railways is an earning organisation but the rate of 
profit is decreasing year by year, due to subsidised rates of train journey 
for the railway employees and the politicians of the country. 
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India's air transport has managed to expand its fleet strength 
with Air India having 28 aircrafts and Indian Airlines with 54; the number 
of passengers carried by Air India has Increased to 30.63 lakhs and by 
Indian Airlines to 83.60 lakhs; the number of revenue tonnes kilometres 
have increased to Rs. 150.24 crores by Air India and Rs. 82.75 crores 
by Indian Airlines; the passengers handled by Airport Authority of India 
has increased to 365.31 lakhs and cargo handled to 705.89 thousand 
tonnes. 
Till date there are only 5 international airports operating in the 
country below the specified standards on which the international airports 
operate in other developed countries. The national airports are 
overcrowded and do not possess sophisticated technologies for their 
efficient operations. 
India has managed to increase its shipping fleet and Gross 
Registered Tonnage (GRT) to manifold since independence. Till 1995-96, 
the overseas shipping fleet was of 253 with 6,347 thousand GRT and 
coastal fleet was of 231 with 705 thousand GRT. 
In case of ports till 1997-98, we had 11 major ports and 181 
intermediate and minor ports. The major ports handled 251.51 millions 
tonnes of cargo and the minor ports handled 34.78 million tonnes of 
cargo; The passenger traffic handled by major ports was 277 thousands 
and by minor ports 15.15 millions; the major ports had 1892 thousand 
TEUs of container with capacity 23.12 million tonnes; The employment in 
major ports amounted to 95 thousand persons; total vessels sailed at 
major ports till 1997-98 were 14035 and in case of minor ports 23178 
and 7873 steamers; the average turn around time has been decreased 
to 6.6 days at major ports and average pre-berthing detention to 2.4 
days; the output per ship berthday has increased to 4634 tonnes at major 
ports. 
Coal being the major source of commercial energy in India has 
been continuously reporting upward trends in each and every activities 
related to the sector. Upto 1997-98 the total coal reserves have 
increased to 206.24 billion tonnes of which 75.12 billion tonnes are 
proved reserves, 89.08 billion tonnes indicated reserves and 42.04 
billion tonnes inferred reserves; the production of coaking coal has 
increased to 44.76 million tonnes and of non-coaking coal 251.04 million 
tonnes; the despatches of coaking coal has increased to 42.63 million 
tonnes and of non coaking 250.59 million tonnes. The lignite reserves 
have increased to 274.50 million tonnes and lignite production to 23.05 
million tonnes. At present there are about 17 coal washeries operating in 
India with an average coal washing capacity of 2 to 5 MT 
The second important source of commercial energy in India is 
the petroleum and natural gas. The crude oil reserves as on 1997-98, 
amounted to 715 million tonnes of which 308 million tonnes was of on-
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shore and 407 million tonnes off-shore reserves; the production of crude 
petroleum, on-shore amounted to 11.5 million tonnes and that of off-shore 
19.9 million tonnes the production by the private sector or JV 
corporations amounted to 2.5 million tonnes; to fulfill the gap between the 
demand and supply of crude petroleum 34.4 million tonnes was 
imported. The natural gas reserves had increased to 675 million cubic 
metres whereas 24.7 million cubic metres of gas has been extracted. 
The refinery crude output has increased to 65.1 million tonnes. The 
production of petroleum products in the country has increased to 61.3 
million tonnes and the consumption to 84.5 million tonnes. The exports of 
petroleum products has been continuously decreasing and reached 2.9 
million tonnes. On the other hand the imports are increasing continuously 
and have reached 19.5 million tonnes. 
The Department of Post is a loss making department of the 
Govt. Till 1997-98, the gross receipts of DOP were of Rs.1567 crores but 
the net working expenses amounted to Rs.2560 crores resulting into a 
net loss of Rs.993 crores. 
In case of telecommunication sector of the country the progress 
has been admirable. Till 1997-98, the direct telephone exchange lines 
have increased to 17,801.7 thousands; the telephone registered demand 
had declined manifold to 2050.7 thousands resulting into a fall in the 
waiting list of 2705.7 thousands; the number of telephone exchanges in 
the country has increased to 15394.4 thousand. The telex working lines 
has declined to 25.2 thousands; the telex registered demand has 
declined to 25.3 thousands resulting into a decline of 0.1 thousands of 
telex waiting list. The telephone metered calls have increased to 11,770.9 
crores and telex metered calls to 912.3 lakhs. The effective trunk calls 
has declined to 5.6 crores. The inland telegrams booked have declined 
to 51.2 millions and international telegrams booked to 0.5 millions. The 
aforementioned decline is not because of slagness in the working of the 
Department of Telecommunication but because of the introduction of new 
telecom facilities such as cellular telephones, mobile telephony, STD/ISD 
systems, pagers etc, and because of the privatisation of the 
telecommunication sector. 
The revenues of the DOT has increased to Rs. 18342.3 crores 
till 1997-98, and the expenditure to Rs. 10947.9 crores resulting into a 
surplus of Rs. 7394.4 crores. The capital investments of DOT has 
increased to Rs. 60876.1 crores in 1997-98. 
Inspite of these admirable developments in the infrastructure 
sector, in the country, in comparison to the other countries of the world 
(developed and some developing Asian Countries), India lagged behind. 
Now also we are unable to solve the problems of overcrowdedness of 
passengers and freight traffic by the road and rail transport; congestion 
and potholes on the roads; multiplicity of guage system in the railways 
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resulting into delays of passenger and goods trains; improper and slow 
pace of implementation of dieselisation and electrification of railways; 
many rivers, railway crossings are not having proper over bridges; 
inadequate fleets of the motor, railways, air and shipping transports; long 
turn around period and improper cargo handling at the ports; congested 
international and national airports with inadequate facilities; a few 
washeries to wash the impurities of the coal extracted from the mines; 
low capacity utilisation of the refineries resulting into low quality and 
quantity of petroleum products; inadequate pipeline transportation 
facilities for movements of raw materials for the refineries and finished 
goods from the refineries to the desired destinations; yet a long waiting 
list of the telephone and telex connections due to slow progress of laying 
telephone and telex line networks. 
All these facts related to the core sector are persisting because 
of lack of technologies for the dilation and modernisation of existing 
facilities and constructing new ones; inadequate policies and improper 
implementation because of bureaucratic and Govt, interference in the 
working of the public sector involved in the sector; procedural delays in 
the clearance of the projects by the Govt, and above all lack of financial 
on account of improper support from the financial institutions, inadequate 
budgetary allocations, heavy dependence on the foreign loans resulting 
into high debt servicing ratio, inability to recover the outstandings from 
PSUs, financial position of the PSUs which is adverse in most cases and 
oversubsidised tariffs for the specific sectors. 
On the other hand, the present availability and the future 
estimated demands for the infrastructure services in the country for the 
next 10 to 15 years would be requiring Rs. 1800 billions (US $ 51.42 
billion) per year at 1995-96, prices aggregating to Rs. 7400 billions (US 
$ 211.42 billions). If these amounts are invested in the sector in the 
envisaged period India would be able to achieve the desired target of 
7-8% of GDP and 14.5% of industrial growth rate. 
To overcome the aforementioned problems related to the 
infrastructure sector and to meet the financial requirements for 
developing the sector as per requirements, the Govt, of India, as per its 
liberalisation programme also decided to privatise the infrastructure 
sector of the country by allowing foreign investors to invest in the country's 
core sector. It also permitted free flow of technologies relevant for the 
upgradation of the different core sector facilities and constructing new 
ones. The Govt, encouraged the domestic private and public sector 
enterprises to form joint ventures with the foreign TNCs/MNCs 
specialised in different core sector fields. NRIs/PIOs/OCBs were 
permitted to invest upto 100% under automatic approval route. The 
overseas Venture Capital Funds and Venture Capital Companies were 
allowed to contribute upto 100% capital of domestic VCFs, which may 
utilise 80% of their earnings in financing infrastructure projects. The ECB 
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guidelines were revised for this sector, where holding companies/ 
promoters have been permitted to raise ECBs upto US $ 50 million to 
finance equity investment in a subsidiary company implementing core 
projects and the maturity period for ECBs have been declined from 7 
years to 5 years. The Govt, also permitted Indian corporates (private/ 
public) engaged in collecting foreign funds through GDR Mechanism to 
invest 25% of the total proceeds from GDR issues for general corporate 
restructuring and the balance in financing capital goods; capital 
investment for domestic acquisition and installation of plants, equipments 
and buildings; investment in software development; prepayment or 
scheduled repayment of earlier external borrowings made for the 
expansion or modernisation of the existing core facilities or constructing 
new facilities. 
To encourage huge amounts of foreign investment in the sector, 
the Govt, of India has permitted a five year tax holiday and concessional 
tax treatment for the next five years. The import duties on the 
technologies, plants and equipments to be imported from abroad have 
been curtailed. The interest and royalty rates have been revised in such 
a manner, that they could become impressive for the foreign investors. 
For fixation of tariffs, providing licences and creation of investment 
playing field for the foreign investors the Govt, has appointed sector 
specific regulatory authorities. Such as SEBI, TRAI, CERC and SERCs, 
at the Centre and State levels. The financial institutions and commercial 
banks have been notified in consultation with the RBI, to finance the 
public and private sector infrastructure projects on priority basis without 
demarcating them on their financial strengths. Above all the Govt, has 
also assured the foreign investors for the recovery of their invested 
amounts in the form of revenues by providing guarantees in some fields. 
As a result of all these developments and policy measures the 
total foreign investment approvals in the infrastructure sector comprising 
of ports, air/sea transport, oil refineries and fields, metallurgy and mining 
industries and telecommunication sector amounted to Rs. 7,09,048.58 
millions in 1418 projects of which 525 were of technical and 893 of 
financial nature. In the ports sector 7 projects of financial nature have 
been approved amounting to Rs. 5205 millions; in air/sea transport sector 
in all 106 projects have been approved (11 of technical and 95 of 
financial nature) amounting to Rs. 22,733.13 millions; in the oil refineries 
and fuel sector 344 projects are approved (146 of technical and 198 of 
financial nature) amounting to Rs. 2,43,653.62 millions; in the metallurgy 
industries 461 projects are approved (253 of technical and 208 of 
financial nature) amounting to Rs. 92,282.18 millions; in the mining 
industries 22 projects are approved (6 of technical and 16 of financial 
nature) amounting to Rs. 17,766.16 millions; and in the 
telecommunication sector the total projects approved are 478 of which 
109 are of technical and 369 of financial nature amounting to Rs. 
3,27,408.19 millions. 
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Through the ECB route US $ 3740 millions have been approved 
of which for the port sector it was US $ 61 million; for Air transport US 
$ 418 millions; for sea transport US $ 392 millions; for oil refineries and 
fuels US $ 1053 millions and for Telecommunication sector US $ 1816 
millions. 
In case of road sector which was liberalised in 1997, till date no 
project of technical and financial nature have been approved. In case of 
coal which was liberalised in December, 1998, no project so far has 
been approved. 
Although, the Govt, of India has done a marvellous homework in 
formulating policies, and provision of incentives for attracting large 
amounts of foreign investment in the country in the infrastructure sector 
but the true results are adverse. Now there are many TNCs/MNCs 
standing in a queue to get approvals for their projects which is a lengthy 
procedure because of unambiguous policies, lack of unanimity between 
the Centre and State Govt, policies and mismatch of political ideologies 
of different politicians and political parties. There is absence of 
independent regulatory authorities for fixation of tariffs, issuing licences 
and building suitable platform for the foreign investors for proper 
functioning in the country. Due to the absence of the autonomous 
regulating authorities the foreign investors become puppets in the hands 
of the Indian bureaucrats and politicians. The problem of subsidised 
sales to a portion of the customers etc. which is a threat on loss of 
revenues to the foreign investors which causes hesitation in their mind to 
invest in the country. 
To fetch more foreign investment in the country as a whole and 
specifically in the infrastructure sector it is necessary that the aforesaid 
problems related to foreign investment inflows and infrastructure 
bottlenecks are to be eradicated as soon as possible. 
The power sector of the country which has been discussed in 
the study in detail and separately is an important ingredient for the socio-
economic development of every country of the world, either it be a 
developed or a developing country. 
The power (electricity) was introduced to the country by the 
Britishers. The dawn of independence brought into focus the need for 
accelerating power development to sustain all economic activities and 
for improving the quality of life of vast masses of people in the urban 
localities. It was made a priority to electrify the villages or rural areas 
because of the masses living there. Power was a luxury to be enjoyed by 
the privileged few in cities only. 
The Electricity (Supply) Act, 1948, recognised the need for 
integrating power development at the State level and State Electricity 
Boards (SEBs) were formed for rationalising production and supply of 
electricity and taking all measures conducive to electricity development. 
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Subsequently, through the Industrial Policy Resolution of 1956, 
electricity development was classified as 'Core Sector' activity to be 
taken up in the public sector. Following this resolution most of the private 
sector licencees were takenover by SEBs and the process of integration 
of State systems commenced. 
In the past fifty years the power sector of India has achieved an 
impressive rate of growth. The installed generating capacity increased 
more than 74 times to 104.4 TMW as on 1st Jan., 1999 of which the 
thermal power's share was 64% (66.8TMW); hydel power's share was 
22% (22.1 TMW); nuclear power's share was just 2% (2.2 TMW) and the 
private sector's share was 12% (13.3 TMW). On the other hand the gross 
generation of electricity increased more than 90 times to 369.4 Billion 
units as on 1st Jan., 1999, of which the thermal power's share was 72% 
(289.6 BUs); hydel power's share was 19% (69.9 BUs); nuclear power's 
share was 3% (9.9 BUs) and the balance by private sector. In addition 
about 1516.16 MW of power capacity has been exploited from the 
renewable sources of energy. 
220 KV and 400 KV transmission systems were introduced 
apart from State level integration, regional power systems were created 
primarily through 220 KV and 400 KV AC interconnections. The total 
transmission lines network has increased to 2,40,707 ckt. kms and that 
of distribution lines 48,48,989 ckt.kms. 
The national level PLF has been improved and brought upto 
63.3% from 55.3% in 1990-91. The rural electrification programme has 
achieved a record level performance by electrifying about 5,02,186 
villages, 1,19,46,084 pumpsets have been energised. 81,049 tribal 
villages have been electrified and about 2,91,188 harijan bastis have 
also been electrified in the country. 
The public sector undertakings engaged in the power sector 
development such as NTPC, NHPC, NPCIL, NEEPCO, DVC, BBMB, 
PGCIL, REC, and PFC have been continuously engaged in creating 
additional installed capacities year after year. They are also classified 
amongst the top ten capital investment companies of the country. 
Despite such impressive achievements, the Indian power sector 
has not been able to meet the growing aspiration of the people of the 
country. There is a chronic power shortage, which at present is 5.5% 
amounting to 20146 million KwH, resulting in power cuts, low voltage, low 
frequency and high incidence of break downs. The transmission and 
distribution losses are high, which at present are about 23% on national 
average. There is large scale theft and pilferage of electricity in the 
country. 
Although, the Electricity (Supply) Act, stipulates that electricity 
boards should operate as commercially viable organisations, in practice 
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they are incurring heavy losses on account of highly subsidised tariffs to 
agricultural and domestic sectors. The losses suffered by the SEBs 
surmounted to about Rs. 13807.9 crores in 1998-99, where the subsidies 
on the agriculture, domestic and inter state sale of electricity aggregated 
to Rs. 27,804.5 crores. The power supply tariff to industrial sector has 
increased to the extent that even medium scale industries prefer to have 
their own captive generation plants. 
The financial weakness of the SEBs have resulted into not a 
single MW addition by most of them for the past 10 to 15 years in their 
respective states. They are also not able to carry on renovation and 
modernisation programmes for upheavelling their existing plants. This 
has resulted into a low level of PLF which is about 59% as an average 
for whole State Sector. This condition of the SEBs have resulted into 
shortfall of additional capacities of the Eighth Plan targetted at 30,538 
MW of electricity which fell short by 46.2% to 16,422 MW only. 
However, the SEBs with their financial creditability at State 
cannot raise resources from the markets. The Govt, is also in no position 
to support massive investments required not only for adding new 
generation, transmission and distribution capabilities but also to upgrade 
and update the existing systems with a view to improving performance, 
reduce technical losses and curb thefts and pilferages. 
The power situation is deteriorating very fast, and major grid 
failures are a recurrent phenomenon. Even metropolitan cities like Delhi, 
etc. are in the grip of severe power shortages. It has time and again 
been brought to the knowledge of Central and State Govts., that unless 
the SEBs are not allowed to function as commercially viable entities, the 
entire electricity structure would collapse. 
To develop the power sector of the country as a priority for the 
overall economic and social development of the country the Govt, of India 
privatised the power sector in phases. In the first phase, in 1991, the 
power generation activities were privatised where the domestic and 
foreign private sector corporates were invited to build power plants on 
turnkey, BOT, BOO and BOOT basis. A 100% foreign equity participation 
through RBI's automatic approval route was permitted. The import duties 
on technologies, plants and equipments imported from abroad were 
curtailed, tax holidays for first five years and tax concessions for another 
five years were allowed, depreciation rates on the assets under income 
tax act were revised, and foreign investors were assured 16% rate of 
return on their investments. An special system of guarantees from State 
Govts, and counter guarantees from Central Govt was formulated, in case 
of fast track projects. The selection of the promoters was based on MOD 
basis in initial years which changed to International Competitive Bidding 
basis. To give quick approvals to the concerned projects, States were 
also given rights to give different clearances for the projects and the 
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number of clearances required were reduced. More emphasis was laid 
on the thermal operated plants by liquid fuel for which a liquid fuel policy 
was enacted. As the hydro potential of the country was not fully exploited, 
therefore, stress was laid to encourage private investment (domestic or 
foreign) inflow in hydel power generation for which a new hydel power 
policy was formulated. 
In the second phase, the importance was given to restructure 
the SEBs to make them financially viable entities. To do so it was 
proposed to unbundle the monolith SEBs into three different companies 
engaged in the generation, transmission and distribution of electricity. It 
was also proposed that independent regulatory commissions should be 
appointed by the State Govts, and hand over the task of tariff fixation and 
licencing to these commissions. In this regard Orissa took the lead and 
it was followed by Haryana, Andhra Pradesh, Rajasthan, Uttar Pradesh, 
Punjab, Karnataka etc. The State Govts, were advised to rationalise the 
electricity tariffs for every consumer by cutting down or completely 
eliminating the subsidies to the agriculture and domestic sector 
In the third phase, the transmission and distribution systems of 
the country were privatised (which is a recent event). 
In the fourth phase, the Govt, has established the Central 
Electricity Regulatory Commission (CERC) and has communicated to the 
various State Govts, to restructure their SEBs and appoint SERCs as 
soon as possible. 
As a result of the aforesaid policies relating to the private 
participation (domestic and foreign) in the power sector and the 
permission to 100% foreign equity participation in power generation in 
the country till 31st Dec, 1998, 335 projects have been approved, of 
which 99 are of technical and 236 of financial nature, amounting to Rs 
4,79,627.67 millions. On the other hand the ECB approvals amounted to 
US $ 7621 millions for the sector. 
Till 2007, the expected energy requirements and peak load 
amount to 7,62,989 MW and 1,32,468 MW respectively which require a 
total investment of US $ 83 billions and if transmission and distribution 
network's cost is also taken into account the requirement of investments 
increases to US $ 143 billions. Such a huge amount can not be met from 
our plan outlays, nor do our public and private sectors can arrange such 
amounts internally. Therefore, it becomes a necessity to invite more and 
more foreign investment for the power sector's overall development To 
accelerate the pace of foreign investment inflows in the country it is 
necessary that the unanimity between the Centre and the State Govts on 
the issue of tariff restructuring and ban on subsidies to agriculture and 
domestic sector should be met within the shortest possible time The 
pace of restructuring of SEBs should be accelerated. The policies 
regarding private sector's role in power sector's development and 
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attracting foreign investment should be transparent. Special courts should 
be established to hear the cases regarding the foreign investment in 
power sector. The procedures of obtaining techno-economic clearances 
from CEA and other clearances should be streamlined so that the work 
on the projects could begin on scheduled time. The domestic financial 
institutions and commercial banks should be given orders to finance the 
private sector engaged in power development in the country. The Govt, 
should be firm on its commitment to provide guarantees and 
counterguarantees on the revenues of the private investors. 
The Enron and Cogentrix experience should not be allowed in 
future because if such experiences keep on accumulating, the objectives 
of liberalisation would never be fulfilled and we would not be able to 
develop our economy as per our dreams. 
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APPENDIX NO. 1 
CONDITIONS PRESCRIBED FOR PREFERENTIAL 
ALLOTMENT TO Flls 
0 ) The company should obtain the consent of the shareholders in a general body 
meeting u/s 81(1 A) of the Companies Act for making preferential allotment to 
registered Flls. 
(2) The preferential allotment made to each Flls shall be in accordance with the 
ceilings on Fll holdings mentioned in the guidelines for Flls. In other words, the 
holding of a single sub-account of a Fll in any company will be subject to a 
ceiling of 5% of the total issued capital and the maximum holding of all non-
resident portfolio Indians including those of registered Fll and NRI corporate and 
non-corporate NRIs shall be 24%. The issuer company shall keep the aforesaid 
ceilings in view while making preferential allotment to the Flls., 
(3) The preferential allotment shall be made to the registered Flls at a price not 
less than the highest price during the last 26 weeks on all the stock exchanges where 
the securities of the company are listed. 
Source : M. Gopalaswamy, "Liberalised Foreign Exchange and New Industrial Policy" 
South Asia Publications, New Delhi, 1995, (p. 186-187). 
II 
APPENDIX NO. 2 
LIST OF INDUSTRIES/ITEMS ELIGIBLE FOR AUTOMATIC 
APPROVAL FOR FOREIGN EQUITY UPTO 51% BY RBI 
1. Metallurgical Industries 
(i) Ferro alloys 
(ii) Castings and forgings 
(iii) Non ferrous metals and their alloys including aluminium foils 
0\0 Sponge iron and pellestisation 
(v) Iron and steel pipes and tubes and fittings thereof. 
(vii) Pig iron 
2. Boilers and Steam Generating Plants 
3. Prime Movers (Other than Electrical Generators) 
0) Industrial turbines 
(ii) Internal combustion engines 
(iii) Alternate energy systems like solar, wind, etc. and equipment thereof. 
Ov) Gas/hydro/steam turbines upto 60 MW 
4. Electrical Equipments 
(i) Equipment for transmission and distribution of electricity including power 
and distribution transformers, power relays, HT-switch gear, synchronous 
condensors 
(ii) Electrical motors 
(iii) Electrical fumaces, industrial furnaces and induction heating equipment 
Ov) X-ray equipment 
(v) Electronic equipment, component, including subscribers and 
telecommunication equipments. 
(vi) Components wires for manufacture of lead in wires 
(vii) Hydro-steam/gas generators/generating sets upto 60 MW 
(viii) Generating sets and pumping sets 
(ix) Jelly-filled telecommunication cables 
(x) Optic fibres 
(xi) Energy efficient lamps 
(xii) Midget carbon electrodes 
5. Transportation 
(i) Mechanised sailing vessels upto 10000 DWT including fishing vessels 
(ii) Ship ancilliaries 
(iii)(a) Commercial vehicles, public transport vehicles including automotive 
commercial three wheelers, jeep type vehicles, industrial locomotives 
(b) Personal Transport vehicles, automotive two wheelers and three wheelers 
(c) Automotive components/spares and ancillaries 
(iv) Brake system for railway stock and locomotives 
^ Shock absorbers for railway equipments 
6. Industrial Machinery 
7. Machine Tools 
(i) Machine tools and industrial robots and their controls and accessories 
(ii) Jigs, fixtures, tools and dies of specialised types and cross land tooling, 
(iii) Engineering production aids such as cutting and forming tools, pattern and 
dies and mining tools. 
I l l 
8. Agricultural Machinery 
(!) Tractors 
(11) Self propelled harvesters combines 
(iii) Rice transplanters. 
9. Earth Moving Machinery and Construction machinery and components thereof. 
10. Industrial Instruments 
Indicating, recording and regulating devices for pressure, temperature, rate 
of flow weights levels and the like. 
11. Scientific and electromedical instruments and laboratory Equipments. 
12. Nitrogenous and Phosphatic Fertilisers Falling under Inorganic Fertilisers under '18 
Fertilisers' in the First Schedule of the Industries (Development and Regulations) 
Act, 1951. 
13. Chemicals (other than Fertilisers) 
(i) Organic chemicals including petrochemicals 
(ii) Inorganic chemicals 
(iii) Synthetic resins and plastics 
(iv) Man made fibres 
(v) Synthetic rubber 
(vi) Industrial explosives 
(vii) Technical grade insecticides, fungicides, weedicides, and the like 
(viii*) Synthetic detergents 
(ix) Miscellaneous chemicals (for industrial use only) 
14. Drugs and Pharmaceuticals 
(Except those produced by the use of re-combinant DNA technology) 
15. Paper and Pulp 
(i) Paper and pulp including paper products 
(ii) Industrial laminates 
16. Rubber Products 
(i) Automobile types and tubes 
(ii) Rubberised heavy duty industrial beltings of ail types. 
(iii) Rubberised conveyors beltings 
Ov) Rubber reinforced and lined fire fighting hose pipes 
(v) High pressure braided hoses 
(vO Engineering and industrial plastic products 
17. Plate Glass 
(i) Glass shells for television tubes 
(ii) Float glass and plate glass 
(iii) H.T. Insulators 
(iv) Glass fibres of all types 
18. Ceramics 
Ceramics for industrial uses 
19. Cement Products 
(i) Portland cement 
(ii) Gypsum boards, wall boards and the like 
20. High Technology Reproduction and Multiplication Equipment 
21. Carbon and Carbon Products 
(i) Graphite electordes and anodes 
(ii) Impervious graphite blocks and sheets 
22. Pretensioned High Pressure RCC Pipes 
23. Rubber Machinery 
IV 
24. Printing Machinery 
(i) Web fed high speed off-set rotary printing machine having output of 30000 
or more impressions per hour 
(ii) Photo composing/type setting machines 
(iii) Multi-colour sheet-fed off-set printing machines of sizes of 18"x25" and 
aiwve. 
Ov) High speed rotograture printing machines having output of 30000 or more 
impressions per hour. 
25. Welding Electrodes Other than those for Welding Mild Steel 
26. Industrial Synthetic Diamonds 
27. (i) Photosynthesis Improvers 
(ii) Genetically modified free lining symbiotic nitrogen fixer 
(iii) Pheromones 
CIV) Bio-insecticides 
28. Extraction and Upgrading of Miner Oils 
29. Prefabricated Building Material 
30. Soya Products 
(i) Soya texture proteins 
(ii) Soya protein isolates 
(iii) Soya protein concentrates 
Ov) Other specialised products of soya bean 
M Winterised and deodourised refined soyabean oil 
31. (i) Certified high yielding hybrid seeds and synthetic seeds 
(ii) Certified high yielding plantlets developed through plant tissue culture. 
32. All food processing industries other than Milk, Food, Malted Food and Flour, but 
excluding the items reserved for Small Scale Industrial Sector. 
33. All items for Packaging for Food Processing Industries excluding the items 
Reserved for Small Scale Industrial Sector. 
34. Hotels and Tourism related Industry 
35. Software Industry (included in 1992) 
ADDITIONS MADE IN 1997 
36. Manufacture of Food Products. 
(i) Preservation of meats except by canning 
(ii) Processing and canning of meat 
(iii) Manufacture of milk powder, ice cream, powder and condensed milk except 
baby miik foods, 
(iv) Manufacture of baby milk foods, 
(v) Manufacture of butter, cream, ghee, cheese, etc. 
(vi) Manufacture of pasteurised milk whether or not in bottles/polythene packs 
etc. (plain or flavoured) 
(vii) Manufacture of other dairy products 'nee', 
(viii) Sun drying of fruits and vegetables 
(ix) Artificial dehydration of fruits and vegetables 
(x) Manufacture of fruit/vegetables juices and their concentrates squashes and 
powders 
(xi) Manufacture of sauces, jams, jellies, and marmalades etc. 
(xii) Canning of fruits and vegetables 
(xiii) Fruits and vegetables preservation 'nee' 
(xiv) Processing, canning and preserving of fish Crustacea and similar foods, 
(xv) Other grain milling and processing activities 'nee' 
(xvi) Production of common salt 
(xvii) Manufacture of cocoa products 
(xviii) Manufacture of starch and its derivatives. 
37. Manufacture of Cotton Textiles Cotton Spinning, weaving and processing in 
integrated mills 
38. Manufacture of Wool, Silk and Man-made Fibre Textiles 
(i) Wool spinning, weaving and processing in integrated mills 
(ii) Spinning, weaving and processing of silk (textiles) in integrated mills 
(iii) Spinning of stople fibres in mills 
(iv) Spinning of staple fibres and weaving of artificial/synthetic textile fabrics in 
mills. 
^) Weaving and processing (bleaching, dying and printing) of artificial/synthetic 
textile fabrics in mills 
(vi) Composite artificial textile fabrics mills (spinning weaving and processing) 
39. Manufacture of Textile Products Manufacture of Water Proof Textiles Fabrics 
40. Manufacture of Basic Chemicals and Chemical products (except Products of 
Petroleum and Coal) 
(i) Manufacture of industrial organic and inorganic chemicals 
(ii) Manufacture of fertiliser and pesticides 
(iii) Manufacture of plastics in primary forms, manufacture of synthetic rubber. 
fiv) Manufacture of paints, varnishes and related products, artists colours and 
inks. 
(y) Manufacture of drugs, medicines and allied products 
(vi) Manufacture of man made fibres 
(vii) Manufacture of chemical products 'nee'. 
41. Manufacture of Rubber, Plastic, Petroleum and Coal Products 
(i) Tyre and tube industries 
(ii) Manufacture of rubber products 'nee' 
(iii) Manufacture of plastic products 'nee' 
CIV) Manufacture of coke oven products 
(v) Manufacture of other coal and coal tar products 'nee' 
42. Manufacture of Metal Products and Parts Except machinery and Equipment 
(i) Manufacture of railway and ship containers used in container traffic 
(ii) Manufacture of gas cylinders (industrial or household) 
(iii) Manufacture of tanks, reservoirs, and containers of metals 'neC 
(iv) Manufacture of reinforced safes, vaults, strongroom doors and gates and the 
likes, 
(v) Manufacture of steel trunks 
(vi) Manufacture of sanitary and plumping fixtures and fittings of metals 
(vii) Manufacture of other fabricated metal products 'nee', 
(viii) Forging, pressing, stamping and role forming of metal, power, metallurgy. 
43. Manufacture of Machinery and Equipment other than Transport Equipment 
(i) Manufacture of agricultural machinery and equipment and parts thereof, 
(ii) Manufacture of machinery and equipments used by construction and mining 
industries 
(iii) Manufacture of prime movers, boilers 
(iv) Manufacture of industrial machinery for food and textile industries (including 
bottling and filling machinery) 
(v) Manufacture of industrial machinery for other than food and textile 
industries. 
(vO Manufacture of refrigerators, air conditioners and fire fighting equipments 
and their parts and accessories. 
VI 
(vii) Manufacture of general purpose non-electrical machinery/ equipment, their 
components and accessories 'nee' 
(viii) Manufacture of machine tools their parts and accessories 
(ix) Manufacture of office, computing and accountingmachinery and parts, 
(x) Manufacture of sewing and knitting machines 
(xi) Manufacture of weighing machinery, 
(xii) Manufacture of washing and laundering machines (including centrifugal 
clothes driven) 
(xiii) Manufacture of filtering and purifying machinery for liquids and gases. 
(XV) Manufacture of distilling and rectifying plants (including heat exchangers) 
(xvi) Manufacture of parts and accessories 'nee' for special purpose non-electrical 
machinery/equipment 'nee', 
(xvii) Manufacture of other special purpose non-electrical machinery/equipment 
'nee', 
(xviii) Manufacture of electrical industrial machinery apparatus and parts thereof 
(xix) Manufacture of insulated wires and cables, including manufacture of optical 
fibre cables, 
(xx) Manufacture of accumulators primary cells and primary batteries 
(xxi) Manufacture of ultra-violet or infra-red lamps 
(xxii) Manufacture of discharge lamps, flourescent, hot-cathode or other discharge 
lamps 
(xxiii) Manufacture of arc lamps 
(xxiv) Manufacture of flash bulbs used in photography 
44. Land Transport (Support Services) 
Support services to land transport, like operation of highways, bridges, toll roads, 
vehicular tunnels 
45. Water Transport (Support Services) 
Support services to water transport like operation and maintenance of piers, 
boarding and discharging of vessels. 
46. Services Incidental to Transport 'nee' 
(i) Cargo handling incidental to land transport 
(ii) Cargo handling incidental to water transport 
(iii) Cargo handling incidental to air transport 
CIV) Renting and leasing (except financial leasing of motor vehicles, without 
operator for passenger transport. 
/^) Renting and leasing (exceptg financial leasing) of motor vehicles, without 
operator for freight transport. 
(vO Renting and leasing of refrigerated/cold transport. 
47. Renting and Leasing 'nee' 
(i) Renting of other transport equipments 'nee' 
(ii) Renting of office accounting and computing machinery and equipment 
without operator 
(iii) Renting of other industrial machinery and equipment 
48. Business Services 'nee'. 
(i) Market Research Services 
(ii) Technical testing and analysis services 
(iii) Research and Development services (excluding basic research and setting 
up of R & D/academic institutions which would award degrees/diplomas/ 
certifeicates) 
(iv) Health and Medical Services 
Source : "Foreign Investment Policy of the Govt, of India", Indian Investment Centre, 
New Delhi, 1997, pp. 34-48 
VII 
APPENDIX NO. 3 
LIST OF INDUSTRIES/ITEMS IN WHICH AUTOMATIC APPROVAL IS 
GRANTED FOR 100% EQUITY PARTICIPATION BY NRIs/OCBs 
1. Mining of Iron Ore 
(i) Mining of iron ore 
2. Mining of Metal ores other than Iron Ore (Mining of Uranium Group Areas is not 
covered) 
(i) Manganese ore 
(ii) Chromite 
(iii) Bauxite 
CIV) Copper ore 
fy) Lead and zinc ores 
3. Mining of Non-metallic Minerals "not elsewfhere classified" ('nee') 
(i) Mining and quarrying of rock aggregates, sand and clays 
(ii) Mining/quarrying of minerals for construction other than rock aggregates, 
sand and clays 
(iii) Fertiliser and chemical minerals 
fiv) Ceramic, refractory and glass minerals 
^ Salt mining and quarrying including crushing, screening and evaporating in 
pans 
(vi) Mica 
(vii) Other non-metallic minerals 
(Also list of Industries/items eligible for Automatic Approval for foreign equity upto 
51% by RBI) 
4. Agricultural Production 
(i) Agricultural production 'nee 
(ii) Certified high yielding hybrid seeds and synthetic seeds 
5. Plantations 
(i) Plantation 'nee' 
(ii) Certified high yielding plantations developed through plant tissue culture 
6. Manufacture of Food products 
(i) Preparation and preservation of meat 
(ii) Preservation of meats except by canning 
(iii) Processing and canning of meat 
(iv) Manufacture of dairy products 
(v) Manufacture of milk powder, ice-cream, powder and condensed milk except 
baby milk foods 
(vi) Manufacture of baby milk foods 
(viQ Manufacture of butter, cream, ghee, cheese, and khoya etc. 
(viii) Manufacture of pasteurised milk whether or not in bottles/polythene packs 
etc. (plain or flavoured) 
(ix) Manufacture of other dairy products 'nee' 
(x) Canning and preservation of fruits and vegetables 
(xi) Sun drying of fruits and vegetables 
(xii) Artificial dehydration of fruits and vegetables 
(xiii) Radiation preservation of fruits and vegetables 
(xiv) Manufacture of fruits and vegetables juices and their concentrates, 
squashes, and powders 
(XV) Manufacture of sauces, jams, jellies, and marmalades etc. 
(xvi) Canning of fruits and vegetables 
(xvii) Fmits and vegetables preservation 'nee' 
(xviii) Processing, canning, and preservation of fish, Crustacea and similar foods 
VIII 
(xix) Grain milling 
(XX) Flour milling by power machine 
(xxi) Other grain milling and processing activities 'nee'. 
(XMi) Production of common salt 
(xxiii) Manufacture of cocoa products and sugar confectionary (including sweet 
meats) 
(xxiv) Manufacture of cocoa products 
(xxv) Manufacture of starch and its derivatives 
(xxvi) Manufacture of food products 'nee' 
(xxvii) Soya texture proteins, soya proteins, isolates, soya protein concentrates, 
other specified products of soyabean, winterised and deoderised refined 
soyabean oil. 
7. Manufacture of Cotton Textiles 
Cotton Spinning Integrated mills 
8. Manufacture of Wool, Silk, and Man Made Fiber Textile 
(i) Wool spinning, weaving and processing in integrated mills 
(ii) Spinning weaving and processing of silk (textiles in integrated mills) 
(iii) Spinning, weaving and processing of man made textiles fibres in integrated 
mills 
(iv) Spinning of staple fibres in mills 
^ Spinning of staple fibres and weaving of artificial/synthetic textile fabrics in 
mills 
(vO Weaving and processing (bleaching, dying and printing) of artificial/synthetic 
textiles fabrics in mills. 
(viO Composite artificial textile fibre mills (spinning, weaving and processing) 
9. Manufacture of Textile Products 
(i) Manufacture of weaterproof textile fabrics 
10. Manufacture of Paper and Paper Products and Printing, Publishing and Allied 
Industries 
(i) Pulp, paper board including manufacture of newsprint 
11. Manufacture of Basic Chemicals and Chemical Products (except Products of 
Petroleum and Coal) 
(1) Industrial organic and inorganic chemnicals 
(iiO Fertilisers and pesticides 
(iii) Plastics in primary forms; manufacture of synthetic rubber 
(iv) Paints, varnishes, and related products artist's colours and ink. 
M Drugs, medicines, and allied products 
(vi) Man made fibres 
(vii) Chemical products 'nee' 
12. Manufacture of Rubber, Plastics, Petroleum and Coal Products 
(i) Typres and tubes industries 
(ii) Rubber products 'nee' 
(iii) Plastic products 'nee' 
CIV) Coke oven products 
^ Other coal and coal tar products 'nee'. 
13. Manufacture of Non-Metallic Mineral Products 
(i) Non-refractory ceramic pipes, conduits, guttering and pipe fittings. 
(ii) Non-refractory flooring blocks, support or filler tiles and roofing tiles. 
(iii) Glass and glass products 
(iv) Glass in primary or semi-manufacture forms such as sheet and plate glass 
including mirror sheets. 
^) Glass fibre including glass wool and products therefrom. 
(vO Glass sheets for television picture tubes 
(vii) Non-structural ceramic wase. 
(viii) Ceramic insulators and insulating fittings for electrical machines, appliances 
and equipments. 
IX 
(ix) Cement, lime and plaster 
(x) Portland cement, aluminium cement, slap cement and similar hydraulic 
cement, except in the form of clinkers, 
(xi) Miscellaneous non-metallic mineral products 'nee' 
(xii) Flume pipes and other prefabricated structural components of cement 
(xiii) Gypsum boards 
(xiv) Midget carbon electrodes, graphite electrodes and anodes and impervious 
graphite blocks and sheets. 
(XV) Industrial synthetic diamonds 
14. Manufacture of Metal Products and Parts except Machinery and Equipment 
(i) Fabricated metal products 
(ii) Railway and ship containers used in container traffic, 
(iii) Gas cylinders (industrial or household) 
(iv) Tanks, reservoirs and containers of metal 'nee' 
(v) Reinforced safes, vaults, strongroom doors and gates and the likes 
(vi) Steel brushes 
(viQ Sanitary and plumbing fixtures and fittings of metals 
(viii) Other fabricated metal products 'nee' 
(ix) Forging, pressing, stamping and roll forming of metal, powder metallurgy 
(x) Metal products (except machinery and equipment) 'nee' 
(xi) Iron and steel pipes/tubes and fittings; welding electrodes other than those 
for welding mild steel. 
15. Manufacture of Machinery and Equipment other than Transport Equipment 
(i) Agricultural machinery and equipment and parts thereof. 
(ii) Machinery and equipment used by construction and mining industries. 
(iii) Prime Movers Boilers 
Ov) Industrial machinery for food and textile industries (including bottling and 
filling machinery) 
(y/) Industrial machinery for other food and textile industries, 
(vi) Refrigerators, air conditioners, and fire fighting equipments and their parts 
and accessories, 
(vii) General purpose non-electrical machinery equipment, their components and 
accessories 'nee', 
(viii) Machine tools, their parts and accessories including toolings and production 
aids, 
(ix) Offices computing and accounting machinery and parts, 
(x) Special purpose machinery/equipment their components and accessories 
'neC 
(xi) Sewing and knitting machines 
(xii) Weighing machinery 
(xiii) Washing and laundering machines (including centrifugal clothes dryness) 
(xiv) Filtering and purifying machinery for liquids and gases 
(XV) Manufacture of distilling and rectifying plants (including heat exchangers) 
(xvO Parts and accessories 'nee' 
(xvii) Other special purpose non-electrical machinery/equipment 'nee' 
(xviii) Electrical industrial machinery apparatus and parts thereof, 
(xix) Insulated wires and cables, including manufacture of optical fibre cables, 
(xx) Accumulators primary cells and primary batteries 
(xxi) Electric lamps 
(xxii) Ultraviolet or infrared lamps 
(xxiii) Discharge lamps, fluorescent, hot cathode, or other discharge lamps 
(xxiv) Arc lamps 
(xxv) Flash bulbs used in photography 
(xxvi) Electronic valves and tubes and other electronic components 'nee." 
(xxvii) Radiographic X-ray apparatus. X-ray tubes and parts and manufacture of 
electrical equipment 'nee' 
16. Manufacture of Transport Equipments and parts 
(i) Ship and boat building 
(ii) Making of ships and other vessels drawn by power upto 10000 DWT. 
(iii) Parts and accessories 'nee' for ships and boats. 
CIV) Manufacture of industrial locomotives and parts, 
(v) Industrial diesel locomotives 
(vO Parts and accessories *nec' for locomotives, 
(vii) Railway or tramway wagons and coaches and other railboard equipment 
•neC 
(viii) Railway or tramway passenger coaches, 
(ix) Railway or tramway rolling stock, not self propelled, other than passenger 
coaches, 
(x) Railway or tramway fixtures and fittings 
(xi) Mechanical and electro-mechanical signalling, safety or traffic control 
equipment for railways, tramways etc. 
(xii) Parts of railway rolling stock 
(xiii) Heavy motor vehicles, coach work 
(xiv) Motor cars and other more vehicles principally designed for the transport of 
less than 10 persons, 
(xv) Jeeps and station wagons, 
(xvi) Internal combustion piston engine and other parts and accessories 'nee' for 
motor vehicles, classified in this group other than those listed in (xiv). 
(xvii) Motor cycles and scooters and parts (including three wheelers) 
(xviii) Motor cycles 
(xix) Scooters and scooterettes 
(xx) Three wheelers 
(xxi) internal combustion piston engine and other parts and accessories 'nee' for 
motor cycles, scooters and three wheelers. 
17. Restaurants and Hotels 
(i) Hotels, rooming houses, camps and other lodging places. 
18. Land Transport (Support Services) 
(i) Supporting services to land transport like operation of highway bridges, toll 
roads, vehicular tunnels. 
19. Water Transport (Support Services) 
(i) Support services to water transport like operation and maintenance of piers, 
loading and discharging of vessles. 
20. Service Incidental to Transport 'nee' 
(i) Cargo handling incidental to land transport. 
(ii) Cargo handling incidental to water transport. 
(iii) Cargo handling incidental to air transport. 
(iv) Renting and leasing (except financial leasing) of motor vehicles, without 
operator, for passenger transpoort. 
(v) Renting and leasing (except financial leasing) of motor vehicles, without 
operator, for freight transport, 
(vi) Renting and leasing of refrigerated/cold transport. 
21. Renting and Leasing'nee' 
(i) Transport equipment without operators 
(ii) Other transport equipment 'nee' 
(iii) Office accounting and computing machinery and equipment without operator 
(iv) Other industrial machinery and equipment. 
22. Business Services 'nee' 
(i) Data processing, software development and computer consultancy services. 
(ii) Software supply services. 
(iii) Business and management consultancy activities. 
(IV) Market Research services. 
(V) Technical testing and analysis services. 
XI 
(vi) Research and Development services (excluding basic research and setting 
up of R & D/academic Institutions which would award degrees/diplomas/ 
certificates) 
23. Health and Medical Services 
24. Services 'nee' 
(i) Tourism related industry. 
25. Mining services 
(i) Oil and gas field services, except exploration and production services, 
(ii) Services incidental to mining viz. drilling, shafting, reclamation of mines, 
surveys/mapping, excluding servicesrelated to gold, silver and precious/semi 
precious stones. 
26. Basic metals and Alloys Industries 
CO Manufacture of iron ore pellets, pig iron, sponge iron, and steel in primary 
semi-finished/finished forms. 
(ii) Manufacture of semi-finished iron and steel products in re-rolling mills, cold-
rolling mills and wire drawing mills. 
(iii) Manufacture of ferro alloys. 
(iv) Copper manufacturing 
^ Brass manufacturing 
(vO Aluminium manufacturing 
(vii) Zinc manufacturing 
(viii) Casting of metal 
(ix) Other non-ferrous metal industries, excluding gold, silver and platinum. 
27. Other Manufacturing Industries 
(i) Manufacture of medical, surgical, scientific, and measuring equipment 
except optical equipment, 
(ii) Manufacture of medical/surgical equipment and orthopaedic appliances, 
(iii) Manufacture of industrial process control equipment such as those 
measuring temperature, viscosity etc. 
(iv) Manufacture of regulating or controlling instruments. 
^ Manufacture of regulating or controlling instruments and apparatus, except 
industrial process control equipment, 
(vi) Manufacture of supply meters for electricity, water or gas. 
(viO Manufacture of sensitive balance and mathematical calculating instruments, 
(viii) Manufacture of laboratory and scientific instruments 'nee' such as 
microscopes, diffraction equipments, spectrum analysers etc. 
(ix) Manufacture of parts and accessories 'nee' for instruments and apparatus 
included in this group, 
(x) Manufacture of other medical surgical, scientific and measuring equipment 
'nee' (includes manufacture of hydrometers, thermometers, pedometers, 
tachnometers, balancing machines, test benches, comparators (include 
optical comparators and other optical type measuring and checking 
appliances and instruments, instruments for checking watch parts and so 
forth), 
(xi) Manufacture of photographic, cinematographic, optical goods and 
equipments (excluding photochemicals, sensitised paper and film), 
(xii) Manufacture of items based on solar energy like solar cells, cookers, air 
and water heating systems and other related items. 
28. Non-conventional Energy Generation and Energy Generation and Distribution 
29. Construction 
(i) Construction and maintenance of roads, railbeds, bridges, tunnels, 
pipelines, ropeways, ports, harbours, and runaways, 
(ii) Construction and maintenance of waterways and water reservoirs, 
(iii) Construction and maintenance of hydroelectric projects, 
fiv) Construction and maintenance of power plants. 
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(v) Construction and maintenance of industrial plants. 
30. Land Transport 
(!) Pipeline transport excluding crude oil petroleum, products and natural gas 
pipelines. 
31. Water Transport 
(i) Ocean and water transport 
(ii) Inland water transport. 
32. Storage and Warehousing Services 
(i) Waretiousing of agricultural products with refrigeration (cold storages) 
33. Electric Generation and Transmission 
(j) Generation and transmission of electric energty. 
(ii) Generation and transmission of electric energy, produced in hydro-electric 
power plants, 
(iii) Generation and transmission of electric energy produced in coal/lignite 
based thermal power plants. 
Ov) Generation and transmission of electric energy produced in oil based 
thermal power plant. 
(\0 Generation and transmission of electric energy produced in gas based 
thermal power plants. 
Source : "India Means Business - Investment Avenues for Non-Resident Indians", 
Investment Promotion and Publicity Division, Ministry of External Affairs, 
Govt, of India - 1998, pp. 37-45. 
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APPENDIX NO. 4 
GUIDELINES OF RBI FOR HIRING FOREIGN TECHNICIANS AND 
TESTING OF INDIGENOUSLY DEVELOPED TECHNOLOGIES 
Guidelines for RBI for exemption from taking permission for lining foreign technicians 
vide RBI's Circular No. 14, dt. 13th Sept. 1991 : 
(i) The total duration of the engagement of foreign technicians by any firm/company 
doesnot exceed 12 months in a full calender year, with the duration of 
engagement of a single technician not exceeding 3 months at one time; 
(ii) The payment of fees, remuneration etc. to any single foreign technician doesnot 
exceed US $ 500 or its equivalent per day regardless of whether the local costs 
or boarding, lodging and other items are met by the Indian firm/company or not. 
(iii) In case of a company to company contract where payment of fees for the 
services rendered by the foreign technician are to be made to the overseas 
company doesnot exceed US $ 50,000 or its equivalent in full calender year. 
(iv) The engagement of technicians is not under any foreign collaboration agreement 
entered into by the Indian firm/company or under any warranty/guarantee 
obtained by it providing for the deputation of such personal by foreign company 
without any payment. A declaration to that effect should be given at the time of 
making the remittances. 
Source : N. Gopalswamy : 'Liberalised Foreign Exchange and New Industrial Policy', 
South Asia Publications, New Delhi, 1995. 
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APPENDIX NO. 5 
INDUSTRIAL POLICY STATEMENT 1991, 
ANNEXURE II 
LIST OF INDUSTRIES IN RESPECT OF WHICH INDUSTRIAL 
LICENCING WILL BE COMPULSORY 
1. Coal and lignite (omitted in 1998) 
2. Petroleum (other than crude) and its distillation products (omitted in 1998) 
3. Distillation and brewing of alcoholic drinks 
4. Sugar (omitted in 1998) 
5. Animal fats and oils (omitted in 1997) 
6. Cigar and cigarettes of tobacco and manufactured tobacco substitutes 
7. Asbestos and asbestos based products (omitted in 1997) 
8. Plywood, decorative veneers and other wood based products such as particle 
board, medium density fibre board, black board (omitted in 1997) 
9. Raw hides and skins, leather, chamois leather and patent leather (omitted in 
1997) 
10. Tanned or dressed furskins (omitted in 1997) 
11. Motor cars (omitted in 1993) 
12. Paper and Newsprint except bagasse based units (omitted in 1997) 
13. Electronic aerospace and defence equipment all types. 
14. Industrial explosives, including detonating fuse, safety fuse, gun powder, 
nitrocellulose and matches. 
15. Hazardous chemicals. 
16. Drugs and Pharmaceuticals (according to Drug Policy) (omitted in phases - 1994 
and 1998) 
17. Entertainment Electronics (VCRs, Colour TVs, C D . Players, Tape Recorders) 
18. White Goods (Domestic Refrigerators, Domestic Dish Washing Machines. 
Programmable Domestic Washing Machines, Microwave ovens, Airconditioners) 
(omitted in 1993). 
ANNEXURE I 
LIST OF INDUSTRIES TO BE RESERVED FOR PUBLIC SECTOR 
1. Arms and ammunition and allied items oi defence equipments, Defence 
aircraft and warships. 
2. Coal and lignite (omitted in 1998) 
3. Mineral oils 
4. Mining of iron ore, manganese ore, chrome ore gypsum, sulphur, gold and 
diamond (omitted in 1993). 
5. Mining of copper, lead, zinc, tin, molybdenum and wolfram (omitted in 1993). 
S. Wlinera^s speciVieb in \he schedule \D \tie Momic Energ-y lCon\To\ o1 
Production and Use) Order, 1953. 
7. Railway Transport. 
APPENDIX NO. 7 
SYNOPSIS OF SECTIONS : FERA 1973 
THE FOREIGN EXCHANGE REGULATION ACT 1973 (46 OF 1973) 
[AS AMENDED BY FERA (AMENDMENT) ACT, 1993] 
Sections Title 
1 2 
1. Short title extent application and commencement. 
2. Definitions. 
3 Classes of officers of enforcement. 
4. Appointment and powers of officers of enforcement. 
5. Entrustment of functions of Directors or other officers of enforcement. 
6. Authorised dealers in foreign exchange 
7. Money-changers. 
8. Restrictions on dealing in foreign exchange. 
9. Restrictions on payments. 
10. Blocked accounts. 
11. Deleted. 
12. Deleted 
13* Restrictions on imports and exports of certain currency and bullion. 
14. Acquisition by Central Govt, of foreign exchange. 
15. Deleted 
16. Duty of persons entitled to receive foreign exchange, etc. 
17. Deleted. 
18. Payment for exported goods. 
18A* Payment for lease, hire or other arrangements. 
19* Regulation of export and transfer of securities 
20. Deleted. 
21. Deleted. 
22* Restrictions on issue of bearer securities. 
23. Deleted. 
24. Restrictions on settlement etc. 
25* Restriction on holding of immovable property outside India. 
26* Certain provisions as to guarantee in respect of debt or other 
obligations. 
27 Deleted. 
28* Restrictions on the appointment of certain persons and companies as 
agents or technical or management advisers in India. 
29* Restrictions on establishment of place of business in India. 
30* Prior permission of Reserve Bank required for taking up employment 
etc. in India, by nationals of foreign countries. 
31* Restrictions on acquisitions, holding etc. of immovable property in 
India. 
32. Deleted. 
33. Power to call for information. 
34. Power to search suspected persons and to seize documents. 
35-. Power to arrest. 
36. Power to stop and search conveyances. 
37". Power to search premises. 
38. Power to seize documents etc. 
39. Power to examine persons. 
40. Power to summon persons to give evidence and produce documents. 
41* Custody of documents etc. 
42* Encashment of cheques, drafts etc. 
43* Inspection 
XMl 
44. Prohibition of disclosure of documents of information except m certain 
cases. 
45. Power of police officers and other officers to enter search etc. 
46'. Procedure in respect of foreign exchange or any other goods seized 
by police officers. 
47. Contracts in evasion of the Act. 
48. False statements. 
49. Failure to comply with conditions subject to which permissions or 
licences have been given or granted under the Act to be contravention 
of the provisions of the Act. 
50'. Penalty 
51. Power to abjudicate. 
52* Appeal to Appellate Board 
53'. Powers of the adjudicating officer and the Appellate Board to summon 
witnesses etc. 
54. Appeals to High court. 
55. Continuance of proceeding in the event of death or insolvency. 
56' Offences and prosecutions. 
57. Penalty for contraventions of order made by adjudicating officer, 
Appellate Board and High Court. 
58* Vexaticous search etc. by officers of enforcement. 
59. Presumption of culpable mental state. 
60. Power to tender immunity from prosecution. 
6 r Cognizance of offences. 
62' Certain offences to be non-cogniable. 
63. Confiscation of currency, security etc. 
64' Preparation attempt etc. 
65. Correction of clerical errors etc. 
66'. Application of Sec. 360 of the Code of Criminal Procedure, 1973 and 
of the Probation of Offenders Act, 1958 
67' Application of the Customs Act 1962 
68. Offences by companies. 
69. Power of Court to publish name, place of business etc., of companies 
convicted under the Act. 
70. Recovery of sums due to Govt. 
71* Burden of proof in certain cases. 
72. Presumption as to documents in certain cases. 
73* Supplemental provisions. 
73A" Penalty for contravention of direction of RBI or for failure to file 
returns. 
74'. Delegation. 
75. Power of Central Govt, to give directions. 
76. Factors to be taken to account by the Central Govt, and the Reserve 
Bank while giving or granting permission or licences under the Act. 
77. Certain officers to assist officers of enfcorcement. 
78. Bar of legal proceedings. 
79* Power to make rules. 
80. Power to remove difficulties. 
81. Repeal and savings. 
Notes : 1. + Sections being completely amended 
2. * Sections introduced. 
3. - Sections marginally changed 
N. Gopalswamy : "Liberalised Foreign Exchange and New Industrial Policy", South 
Asia Publications, New Delhi, 1995. 
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APPENDIX NO. 8 
LIST OF INDUSTRIES/ITEMS ELIGIBLE FOR AUTOMATIC 
APPROVAL FOR FOREIGN EQUITY UPTO 74% BY RBI 
1. Mining Services 
(i) Oil and gas field services, except exploration and production services. 
(ii) Services incidental to mining viz. drilling, shafting, reclamation of mines, surveys/ 
maping (excluding services related to gold, silver and precious/semi-precious 
stones). 
2. Basic Metals And Alloys Industries 
(i) Manufacture of iron ore pillets, pig iron, sponge iron and steel in primary/semi-
finished/fmished forms. 
(ii) Manufacture of semi-finished iron and steel products in re-rolling mills, cold 
rolling mills, and wire drawing mills. 
(iii) Manufacture of ferro alloys. 
(iv) Copper manufacturing 
(v) Brass manufacturing 
(vi) Aluminium manufacturing 
(vii) Zinc manufacturing 
(viij) Casting of metal 
(ix) Other non-ferrous metal industries, excluding gold, silver and platinum. 
3. Other Manufacturing Industries 
(i) Manufacture of medical/surgical equipments and orthopaedic appliances. 
(ii) Manufacture of industrial process control equipment (this class includes 
manufacture of apparatus used for continuous measurement and control or 
variable such as temperature, pressure, viscosity etc. of materials and products 
as they are being manufactured or otherwise processed). 
(iii) Manufacture of regulating or controlling instrument and apparatus except, 
industrial process control equipment. 
(iv) Manufacture of supply meters for electricity, water or gas. 
(v) Manufacture of sensitive balance and mathematical calculating instruments. 
(vi) Manufacture of laboratory and scientific instruments 'nee', (includes manufacture 
of non-optical microscopes, diffraction equipments; apparatus of measuring or 
checking electrical quantities e.g. oscilloscopes, spectrum analysers, 
voltmeters, with or without recording device; apparatus for measuring non-
electrical quantities e.g. radiation detectors and counters, crossbuik meters, and 
other instruments specially designed for telecommunications; apparatus for 
testing the physical properties of metals e.g. apparatus for testing hardness and 
other, properties of metals, for testing the wear and tear and other properties of 
textiles and for testing the physical properties of paper, linoleum, plastic, rubber, 
wood, concrete, and so forth; apparatus for carrying out physical or chemical 
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analysis e.g. polarimeters, refractometers, calorimeters, Orsob's apparatus, pH 
meters, viscometers, surface tension instruments and so forth and instrument 
and apparatus for measuring or checking, the flow level, pressure, or other 
variables of liquids or gases e.g. flow meter, level guages, manometers, 
heatmeters and so forth, except industrial process control equipment). 
(vii) Manufacture of parts and accessories 'nee' for instruments and apparatus 
included in this group. 
(viii) Manufacture of other medical, surgical, scientific and measuring equipments 
'nee' (includes manufacturing hydrometers, thermometers, pedometers, 
trachometers, balancing machines, test benches, comparators (includes optical 
comparators and other optical type measuring and checking appliances and 
instruments; instruments for checking watches or watch parts and so forth). 
(ix) Manufacture of photographic, cinematographic and optical goods and equipments 
(excluding photochemicals, sensitised paper and film_. 
(x) Manufacture of items based on solar energy like solar ceils, cookers, air and 
water heating systems and other related items. 
4. Electrical Generation And Transmission 
(i) Generation and transmission of electrical energy produced in hydro-electric power 
plants. 
(ii) Generation and transmission of electric energy produced in coal based thermal 
power plants. 
(iii) Generation and transmission of electric energy produced in oil based thermal 
power plants. 
Ov) Generation and transmission of electric energy produced in gas based thermal 
power plants. 
5. Non Conventional Energy Generation And Distribution 
6. Construction 
(i) Construction and maintenance of roads, railbeds, bridges, tunnels, pipelines, 
ropeways, ports, harbours, and runaways. 
(ii) Construction and maintenance of water ways and water reservoirs. 
(iii) Construction and maintenance of hydro electric projects. 
fiv) Construction and maintenance of power plants. 
(v) Construction and maintenance of industrial plants. 
7. Land Transport 
Pipeline transport excluding crude oil, petroleum, products and natural gas 
pipelines 
8. Water Transport 
(i) Ocean and Water transport 
(ii) Inland water transport. 
9. Storage and Warehousing Services : 
Warehousing of agricultural products with refrigeration (cold storages). 
Source : Indian Investment Centre; "Foreign Investment Policy of the Govt, of India", 
New Delhi 1997, pp. 44 to 46. 
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APPENDIX NO. 9 
GUIDELINES FOR FOREIGN DIRECT INVESTMENT IN SPECIFIC 
SECTORS 
SECTOR 
(1) 
1. Banking 
2. Non-Banking 
Financial Com-
panies(NBFCs) 
GUIDELINES 
(2) 
(i) NRI Investment upto 40% is permitted. 
(ii) Foreign investment upto 20% is permitted. 
Investment allowed in the following (17) activities as per 
levels indicated below : 
(i) Merchant Banking 
(ii) Underwriting 
(iii) Portfoliomanagement services 
(iv) Investment advisory services 
(w) Financial Consultancy 
(vO Stock Broking 
(vii) Asset management 
(viii) Venture Capital 
(ix) Custodial Services 
(x) Factoring 
(xi) Credit Reference Agencies 
(xii) Credit Rating Agencies 
(xiii) Leasing and Finance 
(xiv) Housing finance 
Ocv) Forex Broking 
(xvi) Credit Card Business 
(xvii) Money Changing business 
Minimum Capitalisation Norms 
(a) FDI < 51% - US $ 0.5 million to be brought upfront 
(b) FDI > 51% and <75% - US $ 5 millions to be brought 
up front 
(c) FDI >75% and > 100% - US $ 50 millionsw out of 
which US $ 7.5 millions to be brought up front and 
the balance in 24 months. 
(d) FDI = 100% - US $ 50 millions, out of which US $ 7.5 
millions to be brought upfront and the balance in 24 
months. 100% NBFC to act as holding company and 
specific activities to be undertaken by step down 
subsidiaries with minimum 25% domestic equity. 10% 
domestic equity to be brought upfront and balance 
over 24 months. 
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3. 
8. 
Civil Aviationi.e. 
Domestic Air 
Taxi Operation/ 
Airlines 
Power 
Teleconfimuni-
cation (Basic 
Value Added) 
Drugs and 
farmaceutical 
Industry 
Petroleum 
Real Estate 
9. Roads and 
Highways 
(i) 
(ii) 
In the Domestic Airlines Sector 
Foreign equity upto 40% is permitted. No 
direct or indirect equity participation by 
foreign airlines is allowed. 
100% by NRIs in Air Taxis. 
Foreign Investment in power sector can either be in the 
form of Joint Venture with an Indian partner or as a fully 
owned operation with 100% foreign equity. 
(i) In basic, cellular mobile paging, and value 
added services, FDI is limited to 49% 
subject to grant of licence from Department 
of Telecommunications. 
(ii) No limit in the manufacturing sector. 
Foreign investment upto 5 1 % in the case of bulk 
drugs, their intermediaries and formulations, 
thereof (except those produced by the use of recombinant 
DNA Technology) are granted automatic approval by RBI. 
Other proposals are considered on the merit on a case by 
case basis by the Govt, manufacturing activity essential 
for FDI above 51% as per Drug Policy. 
(i) Under the new exploration poicy foreign equity up to 
100% is allowed for small fields thruogh competitive 
bidding . Upto 60% for unincorporated Joint Verture 
and 51% for unincorporated Joint Venture with NOC 
for medium sized fields. 
For refining FDI is limited to 26% (PSUs 26% and 
balance 48% public). 
In case of private Indian company FDI is limited upto 
51%. 
Upto 75% in infrastructure related to marketing and 
marketing of petroleum product. 
100% of Wholly Owned Subsidiary (WOS) for the 
purpose of market study and formulation. 
100% subsidiary for investment/financing. 
For actual trading and marketing minimum 26% Indian 
equity is required over 5 years. 
No foreign investment in this sector is permitted. 
NRIs/OCBs are allowed. 
Private sector including foreign equity parti-
cipation upto 100% in the highways is envisaged on 
Build Operate and Transfer (BOT) concept. 
Investors in identified highways projects would be 
permitted to recover their investment by way of 
collection of tolls for specified periods. At the end of 
the agreed concession period, the facilities with revert 
to the Govt, construction of bypasses, bridges and 
widening of high density corridors, of National 
(ii) 
(iii) 
C'v) 
(vO 
(vii) 
(i) 
(ii) 
(i) 
(ii) 
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Highways have been identified for four laning through 
BOT route. The Govt, has in the budget session of 
1995 passed the necessary legislation for collection 
of toll tax. The rates of toll charges as well as the 
period of concession will be on the basis of 
competition/bids and land requirement for the 
construction and operation of the facilities would be 
provided by the Govt, free from encumbrances. Private 
parties would also be allowed to develop service and 
the rest areas along the roads entrusted to them. 
10. Ports Indian ports offer significant potential to foreign investors in 
major operational and infrastructural areas. The following 
areas have been identified for participation/ investment by 
the private sector: 
(i) Leasing out existing assets of the port. 
(ii) Construction/creation of additional assets such as: 
(a) Construction and operation containers 
terminals 
(b) Construction and operation of bulk, break bulk, 
multipurpose and specialised cargo berths 
(c) Warehousing, container freights stations, 
storage facilities and tank farms 
(d) Cranage/handling equipment 
(e) Setting up of captive power plants 
(f) Dry docking and ship repairs facilities 
(iii) Leasing of equipment for port handling and leasing of 
floating crafts from the private sector. 
(iv) Captive facilities for port based industries. 
Thus, upto 100% FDI allowed for BOT projects. 
Automatic Approval upto 74% FDI by RBI. 
11. Tourism This is a sector with immense possibilities for foreign 
investment. 100% foreign equity is permissible in this 
sector and automatic approvals are also granted by RBI for 
foreign equity upto 51% and subject to specified 
parameters. 
12. Mining (i) Foreign equity participation upto 50% in the mining 
sector would be automatic except for gold, silver, 
diamond and precious stones. 
(ii) For gold, silver, diamonds and precious stones 
approvals would be given keeping in mind inter-alia, 
the following parameters: 
(a) The size of the project. 
(b) Commitment of external resources for funding 
project cost. 
(c) Track record of the company in the mining 
sector. 
(d) The level of technology sought to be employed 
in the project. 
(e) Financial strength of the company. 
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13. Coal and Lignite 
14. Venture Capital 
Fund (VCF)/ 
Venture Capital 
Company (VCC) 
(f) Level of the Indian equity in the joint venture 
at the mining stage for the joint venture 
partner/Indian partner. 
For companies which seek to set up 100% wholly 
owned subsidiaries, permission may be given subject 
to the condition that in case the company wishes to 
enter into a joint venture for investment in mining 
where a foreign equity holding is excess of 50% is 
envisaged prior approval of the FIPB would be taken. 
While this has been reserved for the public sector, private 
and foreign investment is permitted in coal for captive 
consumption only (generation of power) and for washeries. 
An off-shore VCC may contribute100% of the 
capital of a domestic VCF and may also setup a 
domestic asset management company to manage 
the fund. 
VCFs and VCCs are permitted upto 40% of the paid up 
capital of domestic unlisted companies. Ceiling would be 
subject to relevant equity investment limits in force in 
relation to areas reserved for small scale industries. 
Investment in any single company by a VCF/VCC not to 
exceed 20% of paid up corpus of domestic VCF/VCC. 
Sources : (1) Investment Promotion And Publicity Division, Ministry of External 
Affairs, Govt, of India - "India Means Business Investment Avenues for 
NRI (Global Indian Entrepreneurs Conference Nov. 12-13, 1998)", New 
Delhi, pp. 46-49. 
(2) "Students Company Secretary" volume XIV, No. 11, Nov. 1997, pp. IS-
IS. 
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APPENDIX NO. 10 
PROCEDURES FOR FOREIGN INVESTMENT APPROVALS 
Approvals for foreign investment participation in foreign equity in high priority 
industries 
3.(a) Procedure for approvals:, Applications for approval under the provision in para 
39B (i) and 39B (ii) of the Statement on Industrial Policy will be field with the 
Reserve Bank of India. The application shall state clearly the description of the 
article to be manufactured in ITC (HS classification). The proposal shall be a 
composite one including detailed information on the capital goods to be imported 
for the project. Under the provision of the policy, the proposed foreign equity 
must cover the import of capital goods required for the project. 
The Reserve Bank of India will issue the necessary permission for the foreign 
equity investment under the FERA. This premission will include exemption from the 
operation of Sees. 26 (7). 28,29 and 31 of the FERA. Simultaneously the Reserve Bank 
of India will confirm that the import of capital goods is covered by the foreign equity. 
Based on this confirmation the Chief Controller of Imports & Exports shall issue the 
relevant import licence for capital goods imports. 
Under the procedure outlined above the plant and machinery proposed to be 
imported must be new and not second hand. There will be no indigenous clearance of 
these capital goods. 
(b) Dividend balancing : Para 39B (ii) of the Policy Statement provides for the 
monitoring of outflow of foreign exchange on account of dividend payments which 
are to be balanced by export earnings over a period of time. This monitoring will 
be done by the Reserve Bank of India. The balancing will be done on the following 
basis : 
(i) The condition of dividend balancing is required for all companies receiving 
approval for foreign equity upto 51 percent under the provision of para 
39B{i) of the policy Statement. 
(ii) The balancing of dividends would cover a period of 7 years from 
commencement of production. Balancing will be required beyond this 
period. 
(iii) Remittance of dividends should be covered by earnings of the company 
from export of times in Annexure III. The amount of dividend payment may 
be covered by export earnings of such times recorded in years prior to the 
payment of dividend or in the year of payment of dividend. The Reserve 
Bank of India will issue appropriate instruction to give effect to these 
provision. 
Foreign Investment in Trading Companies Primarily Engaged in Export Activities. 
4. Under the provision of para 39B(iv) foreign equity holding upto 51 percent equity 
will be allowed in trading companies primarily engaged in export activities. 
Application for foreign investment under this clause will be filed with the Reserve 
Bank of India in the form to be prescribed by the RBI. Such trading houses shall 
be at par with the domestic trading and export houses and shall operate in 
accordance with the Import Export Policy. 
Foreign Investment in Hostel and Tourism Related Industry 
5. Foreign equity holding upto 51 percent will also be permitted in hostels and 
tourism related industry. Applications will be field with the Reserve Bank of India 
in the form to be prescribed by the RBI. 
x\v 
other Foreign investment Proposals 
6. All other foreign investment proposal will be subject to the existing procedures. 
Applications will be made to the Secretariat for Industrial Assistance in the 
Department of Industrial Development in the prescribed form. These proposals 
will be considered according to usual procedures. This will include proposals 
involving 51% foreign equity which do not meet any or all of the criteria under 
paras 39B(i) and (ii) of the policy. Proposals of foreign investment, foreign 
technology agreements not covered by the automatic facility and import of capital 
goods may, if desired .continue to be made on a composite basis. 
Foreign Technology Agreements 
7. Under the provisions of the new policy foreign equity proposals need not 
necessarily be accompanied by foreign technology agreements. The procedure 
for foreign technology approvals have been outlined in Press. Note No. 10 (1991 
Series). 
New Classification System 
8. Entrepreneurs may note that the description of article (s) to be manufactured 
should be stated according to the Indian Trade Classification (Harmonised 
System). This applies both to the application to be field under the provision of 
para 3 and para 6 of this Press Note. 
The description of industries covered by Annexure III of the Statement on 
Industrial Policy in the Indian Trade Classification (Harmonised System ) is attached to 
this Press Note. 
Copies of the Indian Trade Classification (Based on Harmonised Commodity 
Description and Coding System), published by the Ministry of Commerce, Directorate 
General of Commercial Intelligence and Statistics, can be obtained on payment from the 
Controller of Publication, 1, Civil Lines, Delhi 110 054. 
Source : N. Gopalaswamy, "Liberalised Foreign Exchange and New Industrial Policy", 
South Asia Publications, New Delhi, 1995 (P.311-313) 
X X M 
APPENDIX NO. 11 
PROCEDURE FOR FOREIGN COLLABORATION 
Technical Collaboration 
(j) In the case of technical collaborations requiring clearance by RBI vide 390 (i) 
and (ii) of Industrial Policy Statements, 1991, applications should be made 
in From FC (10 copies) to RBI. 
The Reserve Bank allots a registration number while approving collaborations 
covered under 39C (i) and (ii) of the Industrial Policy, 1991. The name of the 
authorised dealer is also indicated v«rhile according approval; the Indian entity 
is to make the remittance of tecnical know how fee and royalty through this 
dealer: switch over to any other authorised dealer under the collaboration 
without approval of RBI is not permitted. The Indian entity is to file a copy 
of the agreement with the authorised dealer through whom remittances are 
sought to be made. 
(ii) Application for remittance of know how fee shall be submitted in From A2 with 
the certificate in From TCK and no objection from income tax authorities; 
remittance of royalty shall be certified in From TOR. Foreign exchage required 
for payment of dividend , royalites and other remittances will have to be 
obtained at the market exchange rate. The authorised dealers should adhere 
to the guidelines prescribed such as the remittance to the foreign collaborator 
being at the rate for the peroid as specified in the Reserve Bank's 
Government's letter of approval and subject to submission of relevant 
documents by the Indian entity. 
(iii) All payments under the collaboration is liable to levy of cess under the 
Research and Development Cess Act, 1986 and the Indian entity should pay 
the cess prescribed under the Act while making such payments. 
Ov) Royalty on products manufactured by sub-contractors may be allowed if the 
products are not standard bought out components or imported components 
and they are manufactured by the sub-contractors according to the designs 
supplied by the foreign collaborator. The authorised dealers should verify and 
satisfy themselves in this regard. 
M Authorised dealers may agree to opoening of Letters of Credit covering 
remittances of lump sum payments of technical know how fee; the facility of 
letter of credit is not extended to payments of royalty. 
(vi) Where the tax has been deducted at a flat rate of 30 percent of the gross 
royalty or gross fee payable to the foreign company and paid to a designated 
bank, the production of no objection certificate/tax clearance certificate from 
income tax authorities need not be insisted upon. 
Source : N. Gopalswamy, "Liberalised Foreign Exchange and New Industrial Policy", 
South Asia Publications, New Delhi, 1995.(P.171-172) 
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APPENDIX N o . 1 2 
SECTOR WISE BREAK-UP OF FOREIGN DIRECT INVESTMENT AND 
TECHNICAL COLLABORATION APPROVED DURING THE PERIOD 
FROM 01/08/91 to 31/12/98 
(Amount Rs. in Million) 
SI. 
No. 
1. 
2. 
Name of Industry 
METTALLURGICAL INDUSTRIES 
Ferrous 
Non-Ferrous 
Special Alloys 
Mining Services 
Misc. (Other llems)—^Metallurgy 
Total 
FUELS 
Power 
Power (Other) 
Oil Refinen 
Oil Rcfl^er^' (Other) 
Others (Fuels) 
Total 
No. 
Total 
340 
60 
56 
22 
61 
539 
147 
18S 
36 
41 
114 
526 
of Approvals 
Tech. 
202 
29 
36 
6 
22 
295 
13 
86 
3 
21 
39 
162 
Fin. 
138 
31 
20 
16 
39 
244 
134 
102 
33 
20 
75 
364 
Amount 
ofFDI 
Approved 
72747.73 
7708.42 
1448.55 
17766.16 
11826.03 
111496.88 
285398.94 
184228.73 
48744.97 
39119.79 
20304.06 
577796.48 
•/oto total 
Amount 
Approved 
4.01 
0.43 
0.06 
0.98 
0.65 
6.15 
15.74 
10.16 
2.69 
2.16 
1.12 
31.87 
BOILERS AND STEAM 
GENERATING PLANTS 69 40 29 11S0.21 0.07 
PRIME MOVERS 
OTHER THAN ELECTRICAL 60 22 91324 0.05 
5. ELECTRICALS EQUIPMENT 
Electrical Equipment 
Computer Software Indusir> 
Electronics 
Computer Hardware 
Others (SWJ 
Total 
354 
753 
347 
2 
34 
779 
68 
127 
0 
13 
575 
685 
220 
2 
21 
40459.37 
32412.98 
21651.66 
1.90 
629.72 
2490 987 1503 95155.63 
1.79 
1.19 
0.00 
0.03 
5.25 
XXVIII 
(Amount Rs in Million) 
SI. 
No. 
6. 
7. 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18. 
19 
20 
Name of Industry No. of Approval 
Total 
TELECOMMUNICATIONS 
Telecommunications 
Radio Paging 
Cellular Mobile/Basic Telephone Service 
Telecommunictaion G&B) 
Others (Telecommunications) 
Total 
TRANSPORTATION INDUSTRY 
Automobile Industry 
Air/Sea Transport 
Passenger Cars 
Auto Ancillaries/Parts 
Pons 
Others (Transport) 
Total 
INDUSTRIAL MACHINERY 
MACHINE TOOLS 
AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY 
EARTH-MOVING MACHINERY 
MISCELLANEOUS MECHANICAL 
& ENGINEERING 
COMMERCIAL, OFFICE 
& HOUSEHOLD EQUIPMENT-
MEDICAL AND SURGICAL APPLIANCES 
INDUSTRIAL INSTRUMENTS 
SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS 
MATHEMATICAL, SURVEYING 
AND DRAWING 
FERTILIZERS 
259 
47 
116 
41 
15 
478 
573 
106 
30 
100 
7 
79 
895 
116] 
160 
36*" 
50 
580 
70 
66 
157 
40 
5 
58 
CHEMICALS (OTHER THAN FERTILIZERS) 1364 
PHOTOGRAPHIC RAW FILM AND PAPER 19 
Tech. 
93 
4 
9 
2 
1 
109 
342 
11 
3 
51 
0 
26 
433 
736 
76 
27 
31 
247 
27 
24 
90 
14 
1 
52 
698 
10 
is 
Fin. 
166 
43 
107 
39 
14 
369 
231 
95 
27 
49 
7 
53 
462 
425 
S4 
9 
19 
333 
43 
42 
67 
26 
4 
6 
666 
9 
Amount 
ofFDl 
Approved 
87623.63 
12308.95 
210455.85 
9946.03 
7074.03 
327408.50 
29766.81 
22733.13 
44749.55 
3828.39 
5205.00 
5783.94 
112066.83 
19583.98 
2785.38 
4341.09 
833.38 
11199.96 
9817.88 
2418.20 
1165.85 
614.32 
383.70 
2468.85 
112301.69 
2214.55 
Voto total 
Amount 
Approved 
4.83 
0.68 
11.61 
0.55 
0.39 
18.06 
1.64 
1.25 
2.47 
0.21 
029 
0.32 
6.18 
1.08 
0.15 
024 
0.05 
0.62 
0.54 
0.13 
0.06 
0.03 
0.02 
0.14 
6.19 
0.12 
XXIX 
(Amount Rs. in Million) 
SI. 
No 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27. 
Name of Industry 
DYE-STUFFS 
DRUGS AND PHARMACEUTICALS 
TEXTILE (INCLUD DYED..PRINTED) 
PAPER AND PULP INCLUDING 
PAPER PRODUCT 
SUGAR 
FERMENTATION INDUSTRIES 
FOOD PROCESSING INDUSTRIES 
Food Products 
Marine Products 
Miscellaneous (Food Prod.) 
Total 
No. 
Toul 
18 
307 
547 
152 
7 
58 
606 
87 
3 
698 
of Approvals 
Tech. 
3 
171 
114 
62 
1 
17 
118 
19 
0 
137 
Fin. 
15 
136 
433 
90 
6 
41 
490 
68 
3 
561 
Amount -
ofFDI 
Approved 
1067.18 
8019.82 
28069.08 
23087.63 
10007.50 
11255.13 
82451.16 
853.66 
101.20 
83406.02 
%to total 
Approved 
0.06 
0.44 
1.55 
1.27 
0.55 
0.62 
4.55 
0.05 
0.01 
4.60 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
VEGETABLE OILS AND VANASPATl 
SOAPS, COSMETICS AND 
TOILET REPARATIONS 
RUBBER GOODS 
LEATHER, LETHER GOODS AND PICKERS 
GLASS 
CERAMICS 
CEMENT AND GYPSUM PRODUCTS 
TIMBER PRODUCTS 
DEFENCE INDUSTRIES 
CONSULTANCY SERVICES 
Design & Eng. Services 
Management Services 
Marketing 
Construction 
Others (CONSULTANCY SERVICE) 
TOTAL 
35 
48 
170 
163 
78 
180 
79 
10 
5 
223 
123 
41 
11 
26 
424 
3 
15 
89 
33 
28 
52 
33 
2 
4 
52 
16 
7 
2 
3 
80 
32 
33 
81 
130 
50 
128 
46 
8 
1 
171 
107 
34 
9 
23 
344 
1939.31 
3361.83 
10574.93 
274223 
13416.76 
7903.73 
702628 
163.21 
34.70 
8305.97 
4349.73 
50420 
122.03 
3800.39 
17082.33 
0.11 
0.19 
0.58 
0.15 
0.74 
0.44 
0.39 
0.01 
0.00 
0.46 
0.24 
0.03 
0.01 
021 
0.94 
XXX 
(Amount Rs. in Million) 
SI. 
No 
38. 
39 
40 
41 
Name of Industry 
SERVICE SECTOR 
Financial 
Non-Financial Services 
Banking Services 
Hospital & Diagnostic Centres 
Other Services 
Total 
HOTEL & TOURISM 
Hotel & Restaurants 
Tourism 
Others (Hotel & Tourism) 
ToUl 
TRADING 
MISCELLANEOUS INDUSTRIES 
Horticulture 
Agriculture 
Floriculture 
Others (Misc. Industries) 
Total 
GRAND TOTAL 
No. 
Toul 
241 
251 
16 
57 
25 
590 
271 
49 
8 
328 
351 
87 
102 
175 
798 
1164 
14235 
of Approvals 
Tech. 
6 
19 
— 
7 
4 
36 
100 
10 
2 
112 
16 
38 
47 
69 
465 
619 
5724 
Fin. 
235 
232 
16 
50 
21 
554 
171 
39 
6 
216 
335 
49 
55 
106 
333 
545 
8511 
Amount 
ofFDl 
Approved 
71440.42 
28952.26 
1711.09 
5523.33 
8068.50 
115695.61 
27643.26 
7088.03 
175.00 
34906.29 
12188.25 
1229.07 
1210.43 
2821.71 
19585.56 
28871.07 
1812965.49 
%to total 
Amount 
Approved 
3.94 
1.60 
0.09 
0.30 
0.45 
638 
1.52 
0.39 
0.01 
1.93 
0.67 
0.07 
0.07 
0.16 
1.08 
1.37 
100.00 
Source : Govt, of India, Ministry of Industry, SIA Newsletters 
Jan. 1999. 
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APPENDIX No . 14 
STATEMENT SHOWING COUNTRY-WISE BREAKUP OF FOREIGN DIRECT 
IN\TSTMENT APPROVED DURING 1991 TO 1998 (UPTO 31/12/98) 
(Ami Rs m Million) 
S! 
No 
1 
2 
3 
4 
$ 
t 
7 
1 
9 
10 
n 
12 
13 
u 
15 
16 
n 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
25 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
3: 
33 
34 
NAkffiOFCOUKTRY 
VSJi. 
RIaDrititts 
HJC 
JapiB 
Ccman; 
Korea (South) 
AKirali* 
Mala^tit 
brad 
Netbrrlaads 
Belgium 
Ctxinan Island 
France 
Singapore 
kal> 
Tbailand 
SviQcrland 
Canada 
South Africa 
HongLong 
Sweden 
China 
Saudi Arabia 
UA.E 
Panama 
Kuwait 
Oman 
Vitii Indies 
Bermuda 
Denmark 
Indonesia 
Phillipines 
Neu Zealand 
Finland 
1991 
IlSSiO 
— 
321JI0 
527.10 
41S.00 
ilSO 
26.10 
IM 
— 
559J0 
1610 
— 
193 50 
13 70 
17810 
— 
355 00 
4S60 
— 
21150 
69 SO 
"50 
-
2 20 
-
— 
-
— 
-
11170 
-
-
— 
:5;c 
1992 
12315.00 
— 
1176.70 
610230 
862.70 
394.00 
776J0 
744 JO 
12.70 
967.90 
237 00 
— 
296 40 
60210 
893 90 
25 20 
6897 60 
7 80 
— 
570 80 
4M 10 
— 
3 10 
64 50 
— 
0 90 
— 
3 0C 
53 20 
252 ' 
10 0> 
50 0 
3 20 
105 O'-
1993 
34618.50 : 
1242.40 
(227J0 
2S74J0 
1759 JO 
293J0 
295.60 
84.80 
14.60 
3216.50 
6000 
33 00 
1290 90 
667 40 
1173 50 
3684 20 
4268 00 
272 80 
— 
879 50 
6 20 
616 60 
10S70 
404-i90 
25 !-0 
0 50 
."429 80 
— 
— 
310 9(.. 
3 80 
132 4 : 
050 
2C70 
1994 
M880.90 
5347.40 
12991.50 
4009.00 
5693.60 
1068.50 
3884.50 
252.20 
85.20 
2069.60 
76 60 
35 00 
897 30 
2655 00 
3909 40 
99 80 
483 00 
420 80 
250 
1647 80 
116 40 
272 50 
— 
512 30 
— 
345 90 
173 80 
0 50 
260 30 
533 00 
— 
4100 
— 
103 70 
1995 
70543.70 1 
18084.90 
17258.60 
15142.60 
13394.90 
3141.90 
ISO4:JO 
13860.90 
41372^0 
9664.60 
165900 
— 
420? 60 
991040 
4603 40 
1968090 
3094 80 
13735 60 
157 80 
4071 70 
502:50 
581060 
120 
143 60 
— 
150000 
58 50 
— 
207 JO 
1224 70 
3133 00 
729 50 
503 JO 
13190 
1996 
1005-58.70 
23340.20 
15245.99 
14882.49 
15378.91 
32209.21 
8344J2 
423 J1 
150.49 
I04S7.14 
1947 14 
86 90 
16716 95 
3197-i: 
1388 76 
765 : : 
1597 53 
1965 42 
56-'50 
5078 81 
5330 10 
139 73 
6094 00 
526 14 
0 50 
2600 00 
7 50 
1600 
1765 20 
729 o: 
375 00 
2S36 84 
371J5 
53962 
1997 
135698J3 
104278.90 
44907.19 
1906350 
21558.14 
19559.76 
4316.72 
21046.41 
514.16 
8705.43 
2163-27 
3605880 
7134 i : 
861901 
1194996 
25944 
4936 63 
384264 
925 9" 
25S5 70 
1089 99 
36^' 
6179 
935 56 
6188 40 
1393 54 
:''64 
999 80 
23"J1 
10p"lt 
105 0( 
49 OO 
051 
1186 r 
1»*JS' 
3561960 
31659.07 
3200844 
I2828J4 
85n.«« 
3(8354 
26377 JO 
18031.02 
I20JO 
496256 
328S'' 74 
50C 
5135 57 
7 6 " 3 J 9 
27S3 53 
3 45 
2850 4S 
3156% 
l70-» 
238C 25 
2154:15 
6800 
584 6S 
162 92 
— 
200 
1832 
4185 00 
2660 .^ 
29541 
294 0.1 
— 
I90S82 
495 00 
TOTAL 
(I991-I99S1 
426093.13 
183952.86 
130136.72 
7512953 
67603 14 
60411.70 
59062.84 
54444.74 
42270.15 
40632.93 
39046 84 
36218 70 
3586S 12 
3333S72 
26880 .M 
24518 21 
2448304 
2.3450 45 
IS"3C 77 
1742606 
142-3 44 
6918 53 
6853 47 
6392 12 
6214 40 
5842 84 
5715 56 
5204 30 
516} 71 
453:- IS 
3929 8 
3858 76 
27g-6S 
260S19 
XXXVI 
(Ami Rs m Million) 
SI 
No 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
4S 
49 
50 
SI 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
70 
7! 
•11 
NAMEOFCOUNTllY 
Russia 
Mexico 
Austns 
LuxembouiE 
Ireland 
Ponugal 
Spam 
Isle or Man 
Nigena 
Taiwan 
Bahrain 
Afghanistan 
Iran 
Czech Republic 
Bangladesh 
Norwa> 
British Virgin Island 
Bahmas 
Qatar 
Liechtenstein 
Argentina 
SnianLa 
Poland 
Cyprus 
Channel Island 
Ukninc 
Estonia 
Hungary 
Nepal 
Yogoslavia 
Armenia 
lordon 
Romania 
Papua Ne« Guinea 
Bulgaria 
Kazakhstan 
Iceland 
Jamica 
1991 
S6I0 
— 
IS.90 
— 
— 
160 
330 
— 
— 
4 50 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
380 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
0 40 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
1992 
11590 
52 80 
6140 
— 
0 10 
1200 
1920 
— 
— 
180 00 
400 
— 
— 
— 
— 
920 
530 
7 50 
45 30 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
8 40 
— 
— 
— 
4 40 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
1993 
19.50 
238980 
155 70 
2900 
165640 
14000 
9800 
— 
— 
10010 
410 
100 
— 
440 
— 
26 70 
4600 
— 
— 
— 
— 
1510 
150 
— 
— 
180 
7000 
22 70 
— 
— 
100 
— 
— 
— 
— 
1500 
— 
— 
1994 
105690 
0 10 
249 70 
— 
64 10 
— 
20 20 
— 
15-JO 
102 00 
48 40 
— 
— 
— 
— 
320 
36 50 
8120 
— 
— 
— 
24 30 
— 
OJO 
12 50 
4 50 
— 
160 
0 20 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
1995 
ll61Jd 
8160 
29610 
531.40 
31260 
173560 
22710 
7 J 0 
— 
3880 
— 
— 
— 
2070 
— 
4810 
65 20 
4 80 
— 
— 
— 
3140 
16 00 
4 50 
20 00 
— 
310 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
19 20 
19 10 
— 
— 
— 
1996 
299 
— 
828 08 
93 26 
63 57 
— 
9170 
242 
— 
778 63 
53020 
— 
109 80 
— 
— 
68 77 
37 45 
— 
— 
— 
183 80 
54 46 
32 98 
— 
070 
40 15 
— 
— 
30 10 
24 50 
19J0 
006 
20 00 
— 
— 
— 
341 
— 
1997 
048 
— 
258 94 
173713 
22830 
42J0 
59315 
— 
146000 
1323 
600 
76000 
— 
7000 
60 00 
9173 
183 17 
13712 
27000 
308 74 
020 
2235 
0 75 
60 69 
67 50 
33J7 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
10 05 
— 
1998* 
145 48 
— 
554 79 
640 
42 70 
— 
627 22 
156000 
— 
35 74 
633 00 
— 
60000 
45000 
450 37 
24641 
98 19 
200 00 
— 
— 
— 
969 
100 00 
70 00 
2000 
— 
— 
1000 
— 
— 
— 
2000 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
TOTAL 
(1991-1998) 
258865 
2524 50 
242061 
2327 28 
2367 77 
1931 50 
167997 
156972 
1475 40 
125301 
1225 70 
76100 
709 80 
545 10 
51037 
497 91 
47181 
430 72 
315 30 
308 74 
184 00 
157 50 
15163 
135 49 
120 70 
89 4: 
"5 10 
34 50 
30 50 
28 90 
20 50 
20 06 
:ooo 
19 20 
19 10 
15 00 
15 46 
10 00 
XXXVII 
(Ami. Rs. inMillionj 
SI NAMEOFCXXWTRY 
No. 
1991 1992 1993 1994 199S 1996 1997 1998* TOTAL 
Is 
74 
75 
76 
77 
78 
79 
to 
tl 
(2 
13 
S4 
«S 
86 
S7 
K 
n 
Maldives 
Scotland 
Brazil 
Greece 
Egspl 
Latvia 
Korea (North) 
Malu 
Slovakia 
Syria 
Belorussia 
Vietnain 
Sudan 
Uruguay 
NRjt 
Euro Issue (GDRsyFCCBs * 
TOTAL OF ALL 
• COUNTRIES 
INCLUDING 
ABOVE (IB Rnpeo) 
6.00 
0.10 
L60 
I.IO 
2.60 
IJO 
0.50 
6.00 
f80 
3.15 
0.50 
OiO 
197.00 
0.10 
439IJO 10433.20 4908.80 
— 52304.40 
7097.10 
11895.00 
0J3 
0.25 
21906.97 
5263803 
005 
1817179 
45021 44 
3 70 
5.10 
0 80 
1.20 
SM1.10 3S87S.40 S8S93J0 141871.90 3207I7J0 36146S.05 M8913.47 
7503.39 
3:239 50 
308135.03 
970 
830 
6.30 
6.00 
3.15 
2.60 
1.60 
IJO 
1.30 
1.20 
0.50 
0J3 
0.30 
OIO 
74609.55 
19409817 
ltl3»5.4S 
Note: (i) 1 Million = 10 Lakhs. 
(ii) ••' Figures for 1998 updated upto 31/12/98. 
(iii) Ranking of all countries according to cumulative total of approvals for the period 1991 to 1998 
(upto 31/12/98) ^proval figures. 
*t' Represents NRI proposals only. 
'*!' Represents proposals approved b>' FIPB for Global Depositor. Receipts (GDRs) & Foreign Currency' 
Convertable Bonds (FCCBs). 
Source : Govt, of India, Ministry of Industry, SIA Newsletters, 
Jan. 1999. 
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APPENDIX NO. 16 
LIST OF THERMAL POWER PLANTS OPERATING IN THE COUNTRY 
OWNED BY STATE ELECTRICITY BOARDS AND 
OTHER ORGANISATIONS 
SI. 
No. 
(1) 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
24. 
25. 
26. 
27. 
28. 
Name of the Project 
(2) 
Kothagudem Thermal Power 
Station (TPS) 'A' 
Kothagudem TPS 'B' 
Kothagudem TPS 'C 
Nellore TPS 
Ramagundem TPS 
Rayalaseema Thermal 
Power Station (Unit 1) 
(Unit II) 
Vijayawada TPS (Unit 1) 
(Unit II) 
Bongaigaon TPS 
Chandrapur TPS 
Barauni TPS 
Muzaffarpur TPS (Unit 1) 
(Unit 11) 
Patrata TPS (Unit 1) 
(Unit II) 
Bokaro 'A* TPS 
Bokaro "B" TPS 
Chandrapura TPS 
Indraprastha TPS 
Rajghat TPS 
Dhuvaran TPS 
GandhinagarTPS 
Kutch Lignite TPS 
Sikka TPS 
Ukai TPS 
Wanahbori TPS 
Sabarmati Generating Station 
Vatwa Combined Cycle 
Power Station 
Faridabad TPS 
Panipat TPS 
Raichur TPS 
Owner 
of the 
Project 
(3) 
APSEB 
APSEB 
APSEB 
APSEB 
APSEB 
APSEB 
APSEB 
APSEB 
APSEB 
ASEB 
ASEB 
BSEB 
BSEB 
BSEB 
BSEB 
BSEB 
DVC 
DVC 
DVC 
DESU 
DESU 
GEB 
GEB 
GEB 
GEB 
GEB 
GEB 
Ahmedabad 
Electricity 
Co. Ltd. 
(AECL) 
AECL 
HSEB 
HSEB 
Karnataka 
Installed 
capacity 
In MW 
(4) 
240 
220 
220 
30 
62.5 
210 
210 
840 
420 
240 
60 
365 
110 
110 
840 
550 
247.5 
630 
750 
277.5 
135 
588 
660 
140 
240 
850 
1260 
430 
100 
180 
650 
Effective 
capacity 
In MW 
(5) 
210 
210 
200 
24 
62.5 
210 
210 
840 
-
180 
60 
320 
-
-
720 
-
175 
630 
750 
248 
135 
588 
. 
140 
240 
850 
1260 
75 
165 
650 
XL 
29. 
30. 
31. 
32. 
33. 
34. 
35. 
36. 
37. 
38. 
39. 
40. 
41. 
42. 
43. 
44. 
45. 
46. 
47. 
48. 
49. 
50. 
51. 
52. 
(Unit 1) 
(Unit II) 
Amar Kantak TPS (Phase 1) 
Amar Kantak TPS (Phase II) 
Hasdeo (Korba West) TPS 
Korba East TPS 
Sanjay Gandhi TPS 
Satpura TPS 
Bhusawal TPS (Unit 1) 
(Unit II) 
ChandrapurTPS (Unit 1) 
(Unit II) 
Khaper Kluda TPS 
Koradi TPS 
Nasik TPS 
Paras TPS 
Parli-Vaijnath TPS (Unit 1) 
(Unit II) 
Trombay TPS 
Dhanu TPS 
IB TPS 
(Unit 1) 
(Unit II) 
Guru Govind Singh STPS 
Guru Nanak Dev TPS (Unit 1) 
(Unit II) 
Kota TPS (Unit 1) 
(Unit II) 
Ennore TPS 
Mettur TPS 
North Madras TPS (Unit 1) 
(Unit II) 
Tuticorin TPS 
Neyveli TPS 
Power Cor-
poration Ltd. 
(KPCL) 
KPCL 
MPEB 
MPEB 
MPEB 
MPEB 
MPEB 
MPEB 
MSEB 
MSEB 
MSEB 
MSEB 
MSEB 
MSEB 
MSEB 
MSEB 
MSEB 
MSEB 
Tata Power 
Co. Ltd. 
(TPCL) 
Bombay 
Sub-urban 
Electric 
630 
420 
60 
240 
840 
440 
420 
1142.5 
482.5 
500 
1840 
500 
420 
1100 
910 
62.5 
690 
420 
1337.5 
Supply Co. Ltd. 
(BSES Ltd.) 
Orissa Power 
Generation 
Co. Ltd. (A 
Govt, of 
Orissa Under-
taking) 
(OPGCL) 
(OPGCIL) 
PSEB 
PSEB 
PSEB 
RSEB 
RSEB 
TNEB 
TNEB 
TNEB 
TNEB 
TNEB 
Neyveli 
Lignite 
Corporation 
(NLC) 
500 
420 
920 
1260 
440 
420 
850 
210 
450 
840 
630 
1500 
1050 
600 
630 
-
50 
240 
840 
400 
420 
1142.5 
478 
-
1840 
-
420 
1080 
910 
58 
690 
-
1150 
-
420 
-
1260 
440 
-
850 
-
450 
840 
630 
-
. 
585 
XLI 
53. Neyveli TPS -II 
55. Anpara TPS 
56. Harduaganj TPS 
57. Obra TPS 'A" 
58. Obra TPS 'B' 
59. Panki TPS 
60. Parichha TPS 
61. TandaTPS 
62. Renusagar Power Station 
(Unit I) 
(Unit II) 
63. Bandel TPS 
64. Santaddin TPS 
65. Kolaghat TPS 
(Unit I) 
(Unit II) 
66. Mejia TPS 
67. DurgapurTPS 
68. Durgapur Projects' Power 
Station 
69. Mulajore Generating Station 
70. New Cossipore Generating 
Station 
71. Titagarh Generating Station 
72. Southern Generating Station 
(NLC) 
UPSEB 
UPSEB 
UPSEB 
UPSEB 
UPSEB 
UPSEB 
UPSEB 
Renusagar 
Power (A Div. 
of HindalCo. 
Industries 
Ltd. 
WBSEB 
WBSEB 
West Bengal 
Power Deve-
lopment 
Corporation 
Ltd. (A Govt. 
of West 
Bengal Under-
taking) 
(WBPDCL) 
(WBPDCL) 
Damodar 
Valley Corp-
oration 
(DVC) 
(DVC) 
Durgapur 
Projects' Ltd. 
(DPL) 
Caluctta 
Electricity 
Supply Co. 
(CESC) 
(CESC) 
(CESC) 
(CESC) 
1470 
1630 
540 
550 
1000 
284 
220 
330 
328 
140 
540 
480 
1260 
25 
630 
350 
390 
120 
160 
240 
135 
1470 
1630 
540 
482 
1000 
274 
220 
330 
328 
494 
480 
1260 
210 
350 
390 
75 
130 
240 
135 
Source : Compiled from Central Board of Irrigation and Power, "Compandium of Thermal 
Power Stations in India", vol. I & II, New Delhi, 1997. 
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APPENDIX NO. 17 
LIST OF THERMAL POWER PROJECTS OWNED BY NATIONAL 
THERMAL POWER CORPORATION AS ON 30.11.98 
SI. Name of the Region/ 
No. Project/State 
Approved Commissioned 
Capacity Capacity in MW 
Actual/Anticipated 
date of commissioning 
A. 
1. 
Existing Projedcts 
SingrauJi STPP Stage-I: 600 600 
Stage-ll: 1400 1400 
Rihand STPP (UP) 
National Capital 
Thermal Power 
Project (Dadri) 
(UP) 
Dadri GBPP (UP) 
Stage-I : 1000 1000 
Stage-I : 840 840 
Stage-I : 817 817 
5. Unchahar TPP (UP) Stage-I : 420 420 
Stage-ll : 420 
6. Auraiya GBPP (UP) Stage-I : 652 652 
Anta GBPP 
Rajasthan 
Faridabad GPP 
Haryana 
Stage-I : 413 413 
Stage-I : 430 
Unit-1 (200) Feb. 82 
Unit-2 (200) Nov. 82 
Unit-3 (200) Mar. 83 
Unit-4 (200) Nov. 83 
Unit-5 (200) Feb. 84 
Unit-6 (500) Dec. 86 
Unit-7 (500) Nov. 87 
Unit-1 (500) Mar. 88 
Unit-2 (500) July 89 
Unit-1 (210) Oct. 91 
Unit-2 (210) Dec. 92 
Unit-3 (210) Mar. 93 
Unit-4 (210) Mar. 94 
GT-1 (131) Feb. 92 
GT-2 (131) Mar. 92 
GT-3 (131) June 92 
GT-4 (131) Oct. 92 
ST-1 (146.5) Feb. 94 
ST-2 (146.5) Mar. 94 
Unit-1 (210) Nov. 88 
Unit-2 (210) Mar. 89 
Unit-3 (210) Jan. 2000 
Unit-4 (210) July 2000 
GT-1 (112) Mar. 89 
GT-2 (112) July 89 
GT-3 (112) Aug. 89 
GT-4 (112) Sept. 89 
ST-1 (102) Dec. 89 
ST-2 (102) June 90 
GT-1 (88) Jan. 89 
GT-2 (88) Mar. 89 
GT-3 (88) May 89 
ST-1 (149) Mar. 90 
GT-1 (143) Jan. 2000 
GT-2 (143) Mar.2000 
ST-1 (143) Jan. 2000 
XLIII 
9. Ramagundam STPP 
(AP) 
Stage-I : 1100 1100 
Stage-ll : 1000 1000 
10. Kayamkulam CCPP Stage-I : 350 115 
11. Simhadri TPP (AP) Stage-I : 1000 
12. Farakka STPP (WB) Stage-I : 600 600 
13. 
14. 
15. 
Kahalgaon STPP 
(Bihar) 
Talcher STPP 
(Orissa) 
Talcher TPP 
(taken-over from 
OSEB on 3.6.95) 
Stage-ll: 
Stage-Ill 
Stage-I : 
Stage-I : 
Stage-I 
Stage-ll; 
1000 
: 500 
840 
1000 
: 240 
220 
1000 
840 
1000 
240 
220 
16. Korba STPP (MP) Stage-I : 1100 1100 
Stage-ll : 1000 1000 
17. Vindhyachal STPP Stage-I : 1260 1260 
(MP) 
Stage-ll : 1000 
Unit-1 (200) Nov. 83 
Unit-2 (200) May 84 
Unit-3 (200) Dec. 84 
Unit-4 (500) June 88 
Unit-5 (500) Mar. 89 
Unit-6 (500) Oct. 89 
GT-1 (115) Nov. 98 
GT-2 (115) Feb. 99 
ST-1 (120) Mar. 2000 
Unit-1 (500) Mar. 2002 
Unit-2 (500) Dec. 2002 
Unit-1 (200) Jan. 86 
Unit-2 (200) Dec. 86 
Unit-3 (200) Aug. 87 
Unit-4 (500) Sept. 92 
Unit-5 (500) Feb. 94 
Unit-6 (500) 
Not decided 
Unit-1 (210) Mar. 92 
Unit-2 (210) Mar. 94 
Unit-3 (210) Mar. 95 
Unit-4 (210) Mar. 96 
Unit-1 (500) Feb. 95 
Unit-2 (500) Mar. 96 
Stage-I (4x60 MW) 
1967-1969 
Stage-ll (2x110 MW) 
1982-83 
Unit-1 (200) 
Unit-2 (200) 
Unit-3 (200) 
Mar. 
Oct. 
Mar. 
Unit-4 (500) May 
Unit-5 (500) 
Unit-6 (500) 
Unit-1 (210) 
Unit-2 (210) 
Unit-3 (210) 
Un(t-4 (210) 
Unit-5 (210) 
Unit-6 (210) 
Unit-7 (500) 
Unit-8 (500) 
Mar. 
Mar. 
Oct. 
July 
Feb. 
Dec. 
Mar. 
Feb. 
Feb. 
Feb. 
83 
83 
84 
87 
88 
89 
87 
88 
89 
89 
90 
91 
2000 
2001 
18. Kawas GBPP 
(Gujarat) 
Stage-I : 645 645 GT-1 (106) Mar. 92 
GT-2 (106) May 92 
GT-3 (106) June 92 
GT-4 (106) Aug. 92 
ST-1 (110.5) Feb. 93 
ST-2 (110.5) Mar. 93 
XLIV 
19. GandharGPP 
(Gujarat) 
B. New Projects 
20. Kawas-ll (Gujarat) 
21. Anta-ll (Rajasthan) 
22. Auriya-ll (UP) 
23. Gandhar-ll (Gujarat) 
Stage-I : 648 648 
650 
650 
650 
650 
GT-1 (131) Mar. 94 
GT-2 (131) Mar. 94 
GT-3 (131) May 94 
GT-4 (255) Mar. 95 
C. Beyond XI Plan 
24. Talcher II (Orlssa) 
25. Sipat, M.P. 
26. Rihand II, U.P. 
27. Ramagundam III, A.P, 
28. South Chennai (Cheyuur), TN 
29. Kawas III, Gujarat 
30. Gandhar III, Gujarat 
31. Kahalgaon II, Bihar 
32. Kayamkulam II, Kerala 
33. North Karanpura, Bihar 
34. Barh, Bihar 
2000 
2000 
1000 
500 
1000 
650 
650 
1500 
1950 
2000 
2000 
N.B. : 1. In addition. NTPC is also managing Badarpur Thermal Power Station (705 
MW) and BALCO Captive Project (270 MW). 
Source :Government of India, Ministry of Power, Annual Report 1998-99, pp. 38-40. 
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APPENDIX NO. 18 
LIST OF HYDRO ELECTRIC POWER PLANTS IN INDIA 
SL. NAME OF PLANTS AND STATE OF INSTALLED 
NO. INSTALLATION CAPACITY IN 
(1) (2) MW (3) 
1. Jog Hydro-Electric Power Plant (Karnataka) 120 
2. Sharavati Hydro-Electric Power Plant 
(Karnataka) 890 
3. Idduki Hydro-Electric Power Plant (Kerala) 390 
4. Sabarigiri Hydro-Electric Power Plant (Kerala) 300 
5. Bhira Hydro-Electric Power Plant 
(Maharashtra) 132 
6. Koyna Hydro-Electric Power Plant Stage-I 
(Maharashtra) 240 
7. Koyna Hydro-Electric Power Plant Stage-ll 
(Maharashtra) 300 
8. Kundah Hydro-Electric Power Plant Stage-1, (TN) 60 
9. Kundah Hydro-Electric Power Plant Stage-ll,(TN) 175 
10. Ukai Hydro-Electric Power Plant (Gujarat) 300 
11. Hirakund Hydro Electric Power Plant-I, (Orissa) 150 
12. Hirakund Hydro Electric Power Plant-ll, (Orissa) 72 
13. Obra Hydro-Electric Power Plant, (UP) 99 
14. Lower Sileru Hydro Electric Power Plant, (AP) 400 
15. Machkund Hydro-Electric Power Plant, (AP) 114 
16. Nagarjunsagar Hydro Electric Power Plant, (AP) 110 
17. Upper Sileru Hydro Electric Power Plant, (AP) 120 
18. Bhakra Left Hydro-Electric Power Plant,(BBMB) 450 
19. Bhakra Right Hydro-Electric Power Plant, (BBMB) 600 
20. Dehar Hydro Electric Power Plant (BBMB) 660 
21. Pong Hydro Electric Power Plant (BBMB) 240 
22. Sabararekha Hydro Electric Power Plant, (Bihar) 130 
23. Lower Jhelum Hydro Electric Power Plant, (J & K) 105 
24. Kalinadi Hydro Electric Power Plant, (Karnataka) 270 
25. Gandhisagar Hydro Electric Power Plant, (MP) 115 
26. Koyna Hydro Electric Power Plant Stage III 
(Maharashtra) 320 
27. Balimela Hydro Electric Power Plant (Orissa) 360 
28. Jawahar Sagar Hydro Electric Plant , (Rajasthan) 99 
29. Ranapratap Sagar Hydro-Electric Power Plant 
(Rajasthan) 172 
30. Kundah Hydro Electric Power Plant Stage III, (TN) 180 
31. Kundah Hydro Electric Power Plant Stage IV, (TN) 200 
32. Kundah Hydro Electric Power Plant Stage V, (TN) 20 
XLVI 
33. Mettur Tunnel Hydro Electric Power Plant, (TN) 200 
34. Periyar Hydro Electric Power Plant, (TN) 140 
35. Chibra Hydro Electric Power Plant, (UP) 240 
36. Ramganga Hydro Electric Power Plant, (UP) 198 
37. Rihand Hydro Electric Power Plant, (UP) 300 
38. Maithon Hydro Electric Power Plant, (DVC) 60 
39. Panchet Hydro Electric Power Plant, (DVC) 80 
XLVII 
APPENDIX NO. 19 
LIST OF NATIONAL HYDRO ELECTRIC POWER CORPORATION'S 
EXISTING AND ONGOING PROJECTS 
s T NAME OF PLANTS AND STATE OF INSTALLED 
NO. INSTALLATION CAPACITY IN 
MW 
1. Baira Siul Hydro Electric Project (HP) 198 
2. Loktak Hydro Electric Project (Manipur) 105 
3. Salal Hydro Electric Project Stage-! (J& K) 345 
4. Tanakpur Hydro Electric Project (UP) 120 
5. Chamera Hydro Electric Project Stage I (M P) 540 
6. Uri Hydro Electric Project (J & K) 480 
ONGOING PROJECTS 
7. Ranjit Hydro Electric Project (Sikkim) 60 
8. Dulhasti Hydro Electric Project (J & K) 390 
9. Dhauliganga Hydro Electric Project (UP) 280 
10. Koel Karo Hydro Electric Project (Bihar) 710 
11. Kalpong Hydro Electric Project (ArP) 525 
NEW SCHEMES 
12. Chamera Hydro Electric Project Stage-ll (MP) 300 
13. Teesta-V Hydro Electric Project (Sikkim) 510 
14. Loktak Downstream Hydro Electric Project 
(Manipur) 90 
15. Parbati Hydro Electric Project Stage-ll (HP) 800 
INVESTIGATION PROJECTS 
16. Dhauliganga Hydro Electric Project 
Intermediate Stage (UP) 200 
17. Goriganga Hydro Electric project Stage-I 
and Stage-ll (UP) 160 
18. Goriganga Hydro Electric project Stage-IMA 
and Stage-IIIB (UP) 140 
Source : Govt, of India, Ministry fo Power "Annual Report 1998-99" 
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APPENDIX NO. 21 
ELECTRICITY CONSUMPTION IN ASIA 
(KWH per capita - 1995) 
Bangladesh 57 
China 637 
Hong Kong, China 4850 
India 339 
Indonesia 263 
Iran 1059 
Iraq 1396 
Israel 4836 
Japan 6937 
Jordan 1140 
Korea, Dem. Rep. 261 
Korea, Rep. 3606 
Kuwait 13185 
Lebanon 1224 
Malaysia 1953 
Myanmar 52 
Nepal 39 
Pakistan 304 
Philippines 525 
Saudi Arabia 3906 
Singapore 6018 
Sri Lanka 208 
Syria 698 
Thailand 1199 
U.A.E. 7752 
Yemen 99_ 
Asian Average 1250 
World Average 2500 
Source : World Bank Atlas (1998) 
LIV 
APPENDIX NO. 22 
LIST OF SOME PRIVATE SECTOR POWER PROJECTS AFTER 
LIBERALISAITON OF POWER SECTOR IN OCT. 91 
SL. 
NO. 
NAME OF PROJECT 
(1) (2) 
1. Jeguaipadu CCGT-I 
2. Jegumpadu CCPP-II 
3. Vizag I P S 
4. Ramagundam TPS 
5. Krishnapatnam TPS-I 
6. Krishnapatnam-ll 
7. Visakhapatnam TPS 
8. GodavariCCGT 
9. Jegru CCGT (North) 
10. Kameng HEP 
11. Karbilangpi HEP 
12. Namrup CCPP 
13. Bhaskhandi 
14. Adamtilla CCGT 
15. Jojobera TPP 
16. Paguthan CCGT 
17. Hazira CCGT 
18. Baroda CCGT 
19. JamnagarTPS 
20. Sural Lignite TPP 
21. AmreiiTPP 
22. Pipavav TPP 
23. Chhara TPP 
24. Mundra TPP 
25. Mundra TPP 
26. Mangrol Lignite 
27. Sabarmati 
28. Yamunanagar TPS 
29. Malana HEP 
30. Allian Duhangan HEP 
31. Kareham Wangtoo HEP 
32. Dhamvari Sunda HEP 
33. Hibra, HEP 
34. UHL-lil 
STATE 
(3) 
Andhra 
Pradesh 
DEVELOPER 
Arunachal 
Pradesh 
Assam 
Bihar 
Gujarat 
Haryana 
Himachal 
Pradesh 
INSTALLED 
CAPACITY 
IN MW 
(5) (4) 
GVK Industries 
Ltd. 216 
235 
Hinduja National 
Power Corp.Ltd. 1000 
BPL Power 500 
GVK Industries 500 
Besicorp Brooklyn 
Power 500 
HPCL, APSEB JV) 500 
N.A. 116 
N.A. 76 
Intercrop Industries 600 
BHPCL, ASEB (JV) 100 
Assam Valley Power 
Corporation Ltd. 120 
DLF Power 16 
N.A. 9 
Jamshedpur Power Co. 202.5 
Gujarat Torrent Energy 655 
Essar Power 515 
GIPCL 167 
Reliance Powwer Ltd. 500 
GIPCL 250 
Gujarat Gas Co. 615 
GPCL 615 
GPCL 600 
Adani Power 500 
GPCL 500 
N.A. 250 
Ahmedabad Electric 
Company 120 
Yamunanagar Power 
Company 700 
Rajasthan Spinning 86 
Rajasthan Spinning 192 
Jaiprakash Industries 1000 
Dhamwari Power Co. 70 
231 
Ballarpur Industries Ltd. 100 
LV 
35. 
36. 
37. 
38. 
39. 
40. 
41. 
42. 
43. 
44. 
45. 
46. 
47. 
48. 
49. 
50. 
51. 
52. 
53. 
54. 
55. 
56. 
57. 
58. 
59. 
60. 
61. 
63. 
64. 
65. 
66. 
67. 
68. 
69. 
70. 
71. 
72. 
73. 
74. 
75. 
76. 
77. 
78. 
79. 
80. 
81. 
Torangallu TPS 
Upper Krishna HEP 
Mangalore TPP 
Kolar DGPP 
Bidar DGPP 
Indi DGPP 
Jamkhandi DGPP 
Mandya CCPP 
Telgi DGPP 
Manjangud CCPP 
Bidadi CCPP 
Bangalore CCPP 
Mysore TPS 
Mangalore TPS 
Hospet CCPP 
Hasan CCPP 
Pulakeshi CCPP 
Raichur-lll 
Kannur CCGT 
Ambalamugal CCPP 
Kasargod CCGT 
Kasargod CCGT 
Kasargod CCGT 
Palakkad CCPP 
Kanjikode DGPP 
Kasargod DGPP 
Kottukal CCPP 
Vypeen CCPP 
Cheemeni CCPP 
Ernakulam 
Tawa HEP 
Korba West TPP 
Gwallor DGPP 
Narsinghpur DGPP 
Bina TPS 
Guna CCGT 
Korba East TPS 
Bhander CCGT 
Pench TPP 
Bhilai TPS 
Jhabua CCGT 
Korba East TPS-I 
Relocation 
Pitampur DGPP 
Rajgarh CCPP 
Raigarh TPS-I 
Khandwa CCGT 
Karnataka 
n 
n 
n 
n 
n 
I I 
n 
n 
n 
n 
n 
n 
n 
n 
n 
H 
n 
Kerala 
f t 
I f 
n 
n 
n 
H 
f i 
I t 
n 
n 
f t 
Madhya 
Pradesh 
t i 
f i 
n 
n 
t i 
H 
n 
I t 
n 
n 
n 
I f 
If 
M 
t l 
82. Korba East TPS-II 
Jindal Tractebel Power Co. 260 
Chamundi Power 
Corporation 1107 
Mangalore Power Co. 1000 
HMG Power Kolar Ltd. 100 
HMG Power Bidar Ltd. 100 
HMG Power Indi Ltd. 100 
HMG Power Jamkhandi Ltd. 100 
Mandya Power Partners 145 
KEI Energy Ltd. 150 
IPS Power Co. 110 
KPCL 300 
Peenya Power Co. 100 
Mysore Power 
Generation Ltd. 500 
Nagarjuna Power 
Corporation 1000 
Deccan Power Corporation 500 
Hassan Power Supply Co. 200 
Pulakeshi Power Co. 500 
KPCL 210 
Kannur Power Projects 500 
Cochin Refineries Ltd. 500 
BPL Power Projects 500 
Finolex Engg. Corporation 500 
Kasargod Power 
Corporation 778 
Palakkad Power 
Corporation 330 
W.I.Services and Estates 100 
Kasargod Power Corporation 60 
Kumar's Energy Corporation 348 
Siasin Energy Pvt. Ltd. 650 
BPL Power Projects 500 
Cochin Refineries Ltd. 500 
Industan Electrio-
Graphics Ltd. 8 
India Thermal Power Ltd. 420 
Gwallor Power Co. Ltd. 126 
Global Boards Ltd. 125 
Bina Power Supply Co. 500 
STI Power India Ltd. 330 
Daewoo Power Ltd. 1000 
CIPL 330 
Pench Power Ltd. 500 
L&T, SAIL & CEA Inc. (JV) 500 
Kedia Power Ltd. 330 
MBPCL of RASL 90 
Shapoorji Pallonji 126.4 
Alpine Power Systems 330 
Jindal Power Ltd. 500 
Madhya Bharat Energy 
Corporation Ltd. 150 
Raipur Alloys & Steel 210 
LVl 
83. Ratlam DGPT 
84. 
85. 
86. 
87. 
88. 
89. 
90. 
91. 
92. 
93. 
94. 
95. 
96. 
97. 
98. 
99. 
100. 
101. 
102. 
103. 
104. 
105. 
106. 
107. 
108. 
109. 
110. 
111. 
112. 
113. 
114. 
115. 
116. 
117. 
118. 
119. 
120. 
121. 
122. 
123. 
124. 
125. 
126. 
Omkareshwar 
Birsinghpur 
Maheswar HEP 
Patalganga CCPP 
Dabhol GT-1 
Dabhol GT-2 
Dabhol ST 
Bhadrawati TPP 
Kaparkheda III, IV 
Palghar 
Bhivpuri PSS 
lb Valley Unit 3&4 
Dhuburi TPS 
Hirma TPS 
Bomlai TPS 
Lapanga TPS 
Uppewr Indravati 
Naraj 
Karaikal GT 
Karaikal ST 
Barsingsar 
Basin Bridge DGPP 
Samayanailur DGPP 
Tuticorin TPP Stage-
Cuddulore TPS 
Srimushnam TPP 
Jayamkundam TPP 
Relocation of T Sing 
VI-TPS 
North Madras TPS-III 
Vember GTPP 
Kattupalii CCPP 
Samalpatti DGPP 
Ennore 
Jayakondam 
N. Madras II 
Pillaiperumal Nalliar 
Ranipet 
Kanyakumari (Wind) 
Kethanur (Wind) 
DholpurCCPP 
Vishnu Prayag HEP 
Srinagar HEP 
Rosa Phase-I TPP 
Madhya 
Pradesh 
H 
H 
I I 
Maharashtra 
t i 
11 
n 
t i 
I I 
I I 
Orissa 
t i 
n 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
Pondicherry 
n 
Rajasthan 
Tamil Nadu 
n 
n 
n 
n 
I f 
f i 
n 
n 
n 
n 
11 
n 
n 
n 
n 
n 
t i 
Uttar 
Pradesh 
N 
1) 
Novopan India Ltd. 
NVDA 
Birsinghpur Power Co. 
S. Kumars 
Reliance Power Ltd. 
Dabhol Power Co. 
11 
11 
Central India Power Co. 
Ballarpur Industries 
BSES 
N.A. 
lUPL 
Kalinga Power Corporation 
CEPA (1) Pvt. Ltd. 
Indeck Bomlai Energy 
Centre Ltd. 
Samalai Power Co. 
OHPC 
Orissa Power Partners 
PPCL 
PPCL 
Hindustan Vidyut 
GMR Vasavi Power 
Corporation 
Balaji Group 
SPiC Electric Power 
Corporation Ltd. 
Cuddulore Power Co. 
JICAPCO & BSES 
JCPCL 
HMG Power Ltd. 
Trishakti Energy Pvt. Ltd. 
India Power Projects Ltd. 
GVK Generation Ltd. 
Samalpatti Power Co. 
HMG Power 
Jayakondam Lignite 
Corporation 
Videocon Power Ltd. 
Dyna Makowski Power Co. 
Enron International 
Pentafour Solec Tech. Ltd. 
NEPC-Micron Ltd. 
RPG Dholpur Power Co. 
Jaiprakash Industries 
Duncans Industries Ltd. 
120 
520 
500 
400 
410 
740 
2450 
1072 
500 
500 
90 
420 
500 
3960 
500 
500 
600 
500 
22.9 
9.6 
500 
220 
100 
500 
1320 
250 
550 
1380 
500 
2000 
1000 
100 
1520 
1500 
1050 
330 
242 
200 
100 
778 
400 
330 
127. Jawaharpur TPS 
Indo Gulf Fertilizers & 
Chemicals 500 
Pacific Electric Power 
Development Corporation. 
Canada 500 
LVII 
128. Balagarh TPS West Bengal BPCL 500 
129. Sagardighi TPS " Sagardighi Power Co. 1000 
130. Budge-Budge Unit II " CESC Ltd. 250 
131. Bakreshwar-I TPP " West Bengal Power 
Development Corporation 630 
Note : This is not the final list. There are many other project in line. 
NA - Not available 
Compiled from : 1. Govt, of India, Ministry of Power: "An Exciting New Investment 
Opportunity - India's Electricity Sector Widening Scope for Private 
Participation", 1997. 
2. Govt, of India, Ministry of Power, "Annual Report 1998-99" 
3. Powerline : Volume 1, No. 10, July 1997 
4. Prtadeep Charturvedi (edited) : "Financing of Energy Sector in 
Developing Countries", Concept Publishing Co, New Delhi, 1998. 
LMIl 
APPENDIX NO. 23 
LIST OF ORGANISATIONS/INSTITUTIONS RESPONSIBLE FOR THE 
TECHNOLOGY UPGRADATION ACTIVITIES IN THE POWER 
SECTOR 
A. IN CASE OF THERMAL AND HYDRO POWER 
1. Central Electricity Authority (CEA) 
2. State Electricity Boards (SEBs) 
3. National Thermal Power Corporation (NTPC) 
4. National Hydroelectric Power Corporation (NHPC) 
5. NorthEastern Electric Power Corporation (NEEPCO) 
6. Central Power Research Institute (CPRI) 
7. Bharat Heavy Electricals Limited (BHEL) 
8. Central Board of Irrigation and Power (CBIR) 
B. IN CASE OF NUCLEAR POWER 
1. Bhabha Atomic Research Centre (BARC) at Trombay 
2. Reactor Research Centre (RRC) at Kalpakkam, concerned with reactor 
technology 
3. The Atomic Minerals Division, relating to prospecting and exploration of atomic 
minerals. 
4. Tata Institute of Fundamental Research 
5. Saha Institute of Nuclear Physics ( R & D support in nuclear area) 
C. IN CASE OF NONCONVENTIONAL ENERGY SOURCES 
1. Solar Energy Centre 
2. Centres for Development of Nonconventional Energy Sources 
3. Indian Institutes of Technology 
4. Indian Institute of Science 
5. National Laboratories ugderthe Council of Scientific and Industrial Research 

